Opening Address

Opening Address

Pyeoungkee Kim
President of IACST

It is my great honor and pleasure to welcome all of you to the second ICCT in Tokyo, Japan. First of
all, I would like to express my deepest gratitude to Dr. Kwangyun Wohn of KAIST and Dr. Toru Iwatani
of TPU for giving us special keynote speeches today, the president Ryuichiro Yoshie of Tokyo Polytechnic
University, for providing us with this wonderful place and supporting us in many ways. I also give many
thanks to Dr. Kazuo Sugiyama the senior advisor of IACST. I welcome all participants to present their
valuable research results and lectures from all over the world.
As you know, the theme of this conference is “Culture Technology, the flower of convergence.” While
culture and technology have influenced each other throughout all human history, I could not see more active
and profound interactions than today. I believe this massive and deep interaction can be further accelerated
when convergence idea and technologies are applied. To make effective convergence happen, researchers
should have enough time of understanding different disciplines and cultures. New ideas and experiments must
be tried freely and challenged from different perspectives. This is why we have this international meeting and
ICCT is willing to serve as a good platform for these innovative activities.
While previous industrial revolutions helped humanity by giving power, saving time, and shortening
distances, today’s and future AI technology can challenge humanity in many areas with its maximized labor
productivity and intelligence. We are hearing many prospects that AI technology will take away human jobs
and we will face difficult time soon in our daily lives. On the contrary, with the help of intelligent
machines, I believe this is the time we can enjoy true human life. When most labors are done by smart
machines, what should we do and what do you want to do? If you ask me, I will answer “Eat, Love, and
Play.” These three things are things machines cannot understand but humans get joy and satisfaction from
them. I would like to invite you to join us to this “Play” ground by doing research together and helping
next generations academically. In addition to hosting conferences and symposiums, I would like you to join
us by promoting dynamic exchange of researches and students among member organizations and hosting
international exhibitions of culture design and student’s work.
Would you please enjoy the second ICCT and all IACST events together, sharing wonderful days of good
memories in Tokyo? Thank you very much.

Dr. PyeoungKee Kim
Honorable Chair of the 2nd ICCT
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Congratulatory Message

Ryuichiro Yoshie
Honorable Chair of the 2nd ICCT

On behalf of Tokyo polytechnic University, I would like to express my heartfelt congratulations on the
2nd International Conference on Culture Technology. We are very pleased and honored to host this
international conference at Nakano campus of our university.
To tell the truth, I’m not sure the definition of “Culture Technology”. But I imagine that the “Culture
Technology” is something like “Collaboration between Art and Technology”. Tokyo Polytechnic University
(TPU) originated from professional school of photography was a pioneer in combining self-expression through
photography (Art) with photographic techniques (Technology). Now the TPU is a unique university in Japan
in that it possesses Faculties of both Engineering and Arts. One of the important policies of me, the
president of TPU, is to enhance further collaboration between “Art and Technology”. In this sense, TPU is
really appropriate place to hold this conference on “Culture Technology”.
I would like to express my heartiest thanks to all the committee members who have been preparing this
conference. I hope this conference will provide all the participants with places for active discussion and new
ideas. I believe we can contribute to the quality of people's lives through both “Art and Technology”, i.e.
“Culture Technology”

Dr. Ryuichiro Yoshie
Honorable Chair of the 2nd ICCT and President of Tokyo Polytechnic
University,

Welcome Address

Welcome Message

Yonguk Lee

Tae Soo Yun

Organizing Chair of
the 2nd ICCT

Organizing Chair of
the 2nd ICCT

It is my great pleasure to welcome you all to the second International Conference on Cultural Technology
(ICCT) in Tokyo polytechnic University. First, I would like to thank everyone here for the attendance and
special thanks to Dr. Pyeoungkee Kim the chairman, Conference Organizing Committee members and
directors from each country.
I am pleased to hold this ICCT’s second conference here in Tokyo. Tokyo is a modern city where not
only information from all over the world gathers together but also it spreads out to the world. Hence the
new technology is invented everyday. On the other hand, old great tradition and culture of Japan can still be
seen and appreciated in Tokyo. Therefore, I think it is a very suitable place to hold ICCT to discuss
particularly about culture and technology. I hope everyone enjoys this conference and the stay in Tokyo
during this trip.
Our Tokyo polytechnic University members and I are very excited to hear everyone’s presentations and we
hope this conference will be meaningful for everyone. We hope all the researchers will be able to perform
their best to describe their passions and also develop the knowledge from other researchers’ presentations for
future works.
Lastly, I would like to take a moment to thank to Dr. Ryuichiro Yoshie, the president of the Tokyo
polytechnic University, who gave us a lot of support, and each of the sponsors.
Thank you.

Dr. Yonguk Lee and
Organizing Chair of the 2nd ICCT and Director of IACST
Dr. Tae Soo Yun
Organizing Chair of the 2nd ICCT and Chief Vice President of IACST
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TPC Chair Message

Dongkyun Kim

Hisaki Nate

TPC Chair of
the 2nd ICCT

TPC Chair of
the 2nd ICCT

It is our great pleasure to welcome you to Tokyo, Japan from December 8 to 10, 2017, for the 2nd
International Conference on Cultural Technology (ICCT). This year, ICCT has various topics on cultural
technologies including information technology, and digital contents and cultural service. We have received
more than 150 paper submissions from 5 countries (Korea, Thailand, Pakistan, Indonesia and Japan) in the
world. Through a rigorous review process, we have selected 102 technical papers for presentation at the
conference. The accepted papers were organized into 13 technical oral and 4 poster sessions. In addition, we
have two more special sessions where we can share idea on design & entrepreneurship, and future making.
Besides the papers contribution from all over the world, this successful program was made possible by the
devoted service of technical program committee members. We would like to express many thanks to all of
the TPC members as well as to the Organizing Committee Chairs for their active support and guidance. We
hope that all of participants enjoy the excellent program of this 2nd ICCT and the beautiful attractions of
Tokyo.

Dr. Dongkyun Kim
TPC Chair of the 2nd ICCT and Vice President of IACST
Dr. Hisaki Nate
TPC Chair of the 2nd ICCT and Director of IACST

Organization

Organization
Organizing Committee
Honorable Chairs
• Dr. Ryuichiro Yoshie, President of TPU, Japan
• Dr. Kazuo Sugiyama, Oriental Consultants Global, Japan
• Dr. Pyeoungkee Kim, President of IACST
Organizing Chairs
• Dr. Tae Soo Yun, Dongseo University, Korea
• Dr. Yonguk Lee, Tokyo Polytechnic University, Japan
• Dr. Soon Ki Jung, Kyungpook National University, Korea
Registration Chairs
• Dr. Se Hyun Park, Daegu University, Korea
• Dr. Donghwa Lee, Daegu University, Korea
Local Arrangement Chair
• Dr. Hisaki Nate, Tokyo Polytechnic University, Japan
• Mr. Keisuke Ota, Oriental Consultant, Japan
Publicity Chair
• Dr. Eun Yi Kim, Konkuk University, Korea
• Dr. Syed Hassan Ahmed, University of Central Florida, USA
• Ms. JiYoun Wang, Oriental Consultant, Japan
Publication Chair
• Prof. Kyung Su Kwon, Dongseo University, Korea

International Advisory Committee
• Dr. Kazuo Sugiyama, Oriental Consultant, Japan
• Dr. Tongjin Kim, Purdue University, USA
• Dr. Lei Li, Hosei University, Japan

Exhibition Committee
Design Program Chairs
• Dr. Bumkyu Kang, Dongseo University, Korea
• Dr. Kwang Chib Chang, Kyunghee University, Korea
• Dr. Kiesu Kim, Silla University, Korea
Cultural Design Chairs
• Dr. Sung Hyun Kim, Konkuk University, Korea
• Dr. Pil Je Park, Cachon University, Korea
• Dr. Seungpok Choi, Silla University. Korea
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Technical Program Committee
TPC Chairs
• Dr. Dongkyun Kim, Kyungpook National University, Korea
• Dr. Hisaki Nate, Tokyo Polytechnic University, Japan
• Dr. Rattasit Sukhahuta, Chiang Mai University, Thailand
• Dr. I Putu Agung Bayupati, Udayana University, Indonesia
• Dr. Sungpil Lee, Dongseo University, Korea
• Dr. Jiman Hong, Soongsil University, Korea
• Dr. Haeyoung Ko, Seoul Women's University, Korea

Steering Committee
• Dr. PyeoungKee Kim, President of IACST
• Dr. Tae Soo Yun, Dongseo University, Korea
• Dr. Rattasit Sukhahuta, Chiang Mai University, Thailand
• Dr. Thomas Chun, Loughborough University, UK
• Dr. Yonguk Lee, Tokyo Polytechnic University, Japan
• Dr. Hisaki Nate, Tokyo Polytechnic University, Japan
• Dr. Thepchai Supnithi, NECTEC, Thailand
• Dr. Rolly Intan, Petra Christian University, Indonesia
• Dr. He Xiao Qing, Shanghai University, China
• Dr. Sun Guoyu, Communication University of China, China
• Dr. Se Hyun Park, Daegu University, Korea
• Dr. Kyudeuk Yeon, Christ University, India
• Dr. Intiraporn mulasastra, Kasetsart University, Thailand
• Dr. Dongkyun Kim, Kyungpook National University, Korea
• Dr. Eun Yi Kim, Konkuk University, Korea
• Dr. Jung Wha Lee, Dong-eui University, Korea
• Sang Hyo Lee, PineTree Associates, Korea
• Jong Soo Rhee, PineTree Associates, Korea

Keynote Speech

Keynote Speech
Ten Unsolved Problems in Human-Cultural Artifact Interaction

Professor Emeritus Kwangyun
Wohn KAIST, Korea

Chairman of Korea NST /Professor Emeritus, KAIST, Korea
He used "Culture Technology" first in the world
1986~1990: Professor, University of Pennsylvania, USA
1991~2004: Professor, KAIST, Korea
2005 ~ 2011 Founder & Dean, Graduate School of Culture Technology, KAIST
2005~ President, HCI Association, Korea
2017.10.23~ Chairman, National Research Council of Science & Technology, Korea

How to Create a Good Game on "PAC-MAN" experience

Professor Toru Iwatani
TPU, Japan
Game Creator /Professor, Tokyo Polytechnic University
President for Digital Games Research Association Japan
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc. fellow member
1955: Born in Tokyo.
1977: Entered the namco Ltd. (Current: BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc.)
1980: Produced the video game "Pac-Man" whose theme is "Eating". It was appreciated
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Schedule
Time

Program

December 8(Friday), Place: Tokyo Polytechnic University (Nakano Campus), Tokyo, Japan
14:00~15:00
Registration
International Culture & Marine Design Exhibition
15:00~17:30
Room# 3101(Building 3)
December 9(Saturday), Place: Tokyo Polytechnic University (Nakano Campus), Tokyo, Japan
08:00~09:00

Registration

09:00~10:40

Oral Presentation 1
(Session A, B, C, D)
Room# 1201~1204

10:40~10:50

Tea Break
-

10:50~11:30

Opening Ceremony
Opening Address(President Pyeoungkee Kim, IACST)
Congratulatory Message (Dr. Ryuichiro Yoshie, President of TPU, Japan)
Congratulatory Message (Dr. Kazuo Sugiyama, Director of Oriental Consultants, Japan)
Welcome Message (Dr. YongUk Lee, TPU, Japan)
Room# 1B01

11:30~12:10

Keynote Speech 1
(Speaker: Prof. Kwangyun Wohn, KAIST, Korea)
Room# 1B01

12:10~13:10

Lunch
Room# Cafeteria(Building 2)

13:10~13:50

Keynote Speech 2
(Speaker: Prof. Toru Iwatani, TPU, JAPAN)
Room# 1B01

13:50~15:30

Oral Presentation 2
(Session E, F, G, H)
Room# 1201~1204

15:30~16:20

Poster Presentation
(Session P1, P2, P3, P4)
Room# Cafeteria(Building 2)

16:20~18:00

Oral Presentation 3
(Session I, J, K, L)
Room# 1201~1204

18:00~20:00

-

Special Session A: Color Science and Art
Research Center of Color Science &Art,
Tokyo Polytechnic Univ.
Room# 1205
Special Session B: Design and
Special Session C: Future Making
Entrepreneurship(16:00~)
(16:00~)
Prof. TJ Kim, Purdue Univ., USA
Prof. Ted Shin, MSU Denver, USA
Mr. Sunghwe Kim, 3D Plus, Korea
Mr. Jared Vanscoder, Autodesk, USA
Prof. Henri Christiaans, UNIST,
Mr. Jeffrey Smith, Autodesk, USA
Korea
Mr. Thomas Kim, Sindoh Corp.,
Prof. WangPo, Western Univ.,
Korea
Vietnam
Room# 1206
Room# 1205

Banquet
Welcome Message (Vice President Taesoo Yun, IACST)
TPC Chair Message (TPC Chair Dongkyun Kim, KPNU)
Best Paper Awarding (TPC Chair Hisaki Nate, TPU)
Dinner (at Cafeteria)

December 10(Sunday), Place: Tokyo Polytechnic University (Nakano Campus), Tokyo, Japan
09:00~10:30

Video Presentation
(Session V1)

10:30~12:00

Evaluation (by Organizing Committee)

Program

Program
December 9, 2017 (Oral Presentation)
Session A - ICT Trends and Applications Ⅰ
09:00~10:40, Room 1201, Session Chair: Donghwa Lee (Daegu University, Korea)
237 "Design of a User-centered Classifier for evaluating Voice Condition based on the S-choker," Seonghee
Min and Yoosoo Oh (Daegu University, Korea)
396 "Simple Automatic Passenger Counting System(SAPCoS)," Disorn Tantigate and Somchoke Ruengittinun
(Kasetsart University, Thailand)
239 "Genome Sequencing Report Exchange System," Hwijun Kwon, Shinwoong Lee, Mingyu Kim and Ilkon
Kim (Kyungpook National University, Korea)
295 "Water Volume Detection System in Galon using Arduino," Agustinus Noertjahyana, Denny Kuriando and
Resmana Lim (Petra Christian University, Indonesia)

Session B - ICT Service Technologies
09:00~10:40, Room 1202, Session Chair: Prof. Hongsik Park (Dongseo University, Korea)
147 "A Path Recovery Method using Cooperative Service Networks for Underwater Service Oriented
Networks," Yonghwan Jeong, Sungwon Lee, Yeongjoon Bae, Eunbae Moon, Dongkyun Kim (Kyungpook
National University, Korea)
188 "Modern day detection of Mines; Using the Vehicle Based Detection Robot," Hafiz Suliman Munawar,
Usama Khalid and Adnan Maqsood (NUST, Pakistan)
222 "Autonomous Driving Car Technology Development Trend," Min-Joon Kim and Jong-Wook Jang
(Dong-Eui University, Korea)
301 "Private Cloud Deployment on Shared Computer Labs," Henry Novianus Palit, Agustinus Noertjahyana,
Albert Halim and Christian Adi Widjaja (Petra Christian University, Indonesia)

Session C - ICT Trends and Applications Ⅱ
09:00~10:40, Room 1203, Session Chair: Prof. Rolly Intan (Petra Christian University, Indonesia)
249 "Utilizing Emulab for Machine Learning Resource Pool,"
Gi-Beom Song and Man-Hee Lee (Hannam
University, Korea)
187 "Recent Studies of FACTS devices for Power Flow Control," Umair Khalil, Sheeraz Ahmed, M. Danyal,
M. Yousaf Ali and Fazal-e-Wahab (Gomal University, Pakistan)
388 "Appearance based filtering of matched line segments with topological constraints," Ik Hyun Jo, Jae
Seok Jang, and Soon Ki Jung (Kyungpook National University, Korea)
346 "Location inference and verification techniques for cultural heritage attraction," Watchira Buranasing,
Thepchai Supnithi, Monthika Boriboon and Marut Buranarach (National Electronics and Computer
Technology Center, Thailand)

Session D - Digital ContentsⅠ
09:00~10:40, Room 1204, Session Chair: Prof. Hyeyoung Ko (Seoul Women’s University, Korea)
197 "Common Interest between You and Me: Investigating Common Interest among Developers in GitHub
Pull Requests," Sunbin Park and Eunjoo Lee (Kyungpook National University, Korea)
305 "Emotion Recognition Technology using Face Feature Vectors," Jung-Wun Lee, Kyung-Ae Cha, Jeong-Tak
Ryu and Se-Hyun Park (Daegu University, Korea)
317 "A Study on Big Data Application in Animated Characters," Young-Suk Lee (Dongguk University, Korea)
202 "Weeds classification system for selective herbicides using broad weed estimation," Imran Ahmed, Sheeraz
Ahmed, Noor-ul-Amin and Ayub Khan (Gomal University, Pakistan)

Session E - ICT Trends and Applications Ⅲ
13:50~15:30, Room 1201, Session Chair: Prof. Manhee Lee (Hannam University, Korea)
390 "Analysis of Camera Movement Affecting the Visual Cognition of the Audience in Animation," Jing Gu,
Hyungjin Jeon and Hongsik Pak (Dongseo University, Korea)
403 "Hooking on 64-Bit Windows Using INT 3 Interrupt," Taehyoung Kim and Jong-Wook Jang (Dong-Eui
University, Korea)
240 "Visual Tracking with Deep Neural Network-based Object Detection and Dynamic Image Masking,"
Dong-Hyun Lee (Kumoh National Institute of Technology, Korea)
275 "An Augmented Reality Application for Studying the Lives of Animals," Yulia, Liliana and Robert
Hartono (Petra Christian University, Indonesia)
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Session F - Digital Contents II
13:50~15:30, Room 1202, Session Chair: Prof. Sung Pil Lee (Dongseo University, Korea)
351 "A Design Study through the Self-Report Emotion Measurement of Beach Bench Users," Chao Huang
and Jung-Wook Go (Dongseo University, Korea)
245 "PGHD generation and sharing service design for visually impaired using speech recognition and FHIR,"
Woo Jin Kim, Dae-young Kim, and Il Kon Kim (Kyungpook National University, Korea)
196 "Who should pick me up? An approach for identifying suitable source files," Geunho Choi and Eunjoo
Lee (Kyungpook National University, Korea)
203 "IoT for Real Time Data Logger and pH Controller," Leo Willyanto Santoso, Andreas Kwariawan and
Resmana Lim (Petra Christian University, Indonesia)

Session G - Culture Service I
13:50~15:30, Room 1203, Session Chair: Prof. Yoosoo Oh (Daegu University, Korea)
324 "Design Development of a Step for Children," Jo HyeonSeong (Dongseo University, Korea)
389 "A User-engaging Interactive Digital Media Art System based on Masterpieces in Virtual Reality," In Su
Kim, JunHyeok Hwang, Filsang Kim, Sunij Lee, Jaeseok Jang and Soon Ki Jung (Kyungpook National
University, Korea)
172 "An Analysis of Chinese Traditional Patterns in Mobile Game Interface of Chinese Style -A Case Study
of Fantasy Westward Journey-," Rongfang Zhang and Donghyuk Choi (Dongseo University, Korea)
399 "Handwritten Balinesse Character Recognition using K-Nearest Neighbor," I Wayan Agus Surya Darma
and Ni Kadek Ariasih (STMIK STIKOM, Indonesia)

Session H - Digital Contents & Culture Service I
13:50~15:30, Room 1204, Session Chair: Prof. Intiraporn Mulasastra (Kasetsart University, Thailand)
272 "Quadruped rigging with Quick rig in Maya software," Yangyang He and Chul Young Choi (Dongseo
University, Korea)
181 "A Study on the Space Form and Sculpt of 3D Animation Background Modeling - Focused on The
Gestalt Principle of Organization -," Lingfeng Gu, Hyungjin Jeon and Hongsik Pak (Dongseo University,
Korea)
384 "Evaluation of connectives between color and typical adjective metaphor in Japanese language," Takashi
Yamazoe, Yhuki Gouma and Yoshihiko Azuma (Chiba University, Japan)
216 "Use of AMR and CEI for Load Management due to Power Crisis in Pakistan," Sheeraz Ahmed, Gul
Nabi Syed, Zahoor Ali Khan, Kashif Ali Awan and Amjad Khattak (Career Dynamics Research Center,
Pakistan)

Session I - ICT Trends and Applications IV
16:20~18:00, Room 1201, Session Chair: Prof. Eun Yi Kim (Konkuk University, Korea)
225 "Creating Cycle Routes on Strava Segments," Wichpong Kao-ian and Intiraporn Mulasastra (Kasetsart
University, Thailand)
365 "Trend Prediction of Detected Lightning Whistler using DBSCAN," I Putu Agung Bayupati and Ketut Adi
Purnawan (Udayana University, Indonesia)
250 "Implementation of Indoor Positioning System using ID-Based VLC Beacon," Cheol-Min Kim, Min-Woo
Jung and Seok-Joo Koh (Kyungpook National University, Korea)
364 "Conversion System of Earthquake Data from Microsoft Excel to Database at Indonesian Agency for
Meteorological, Climatological and Geophysics Denpasar," Gusti Made Arya Sasmita and I. Gusti Putu
Krisna Pradiptha (Udayana University, Indonesia)

Session J - Digital Contents III
16:20~18:00, Room 1202, Session Chair: Prof. Chul-Young Choi, Dongseo University, Korea
173 "An Association Study on the Aesthetic Characteristics of Digital Lighting and Impressionist Painting -Taking "Zootopia" as an example," Guochao Sha and Donghyuk Choi (Dongseo University, Korea)
385 "VR Entertainment System "Ideal Vacation": A Game Designing Focused on the Sense of Presence,"
Yusuke Numazaki, See-Sheng Toh and Masanobu Endoh (Tokyo Polytechnic University, Japan)
323 "Aesthetic Implication and Thought Significance of Film Semiotics -- Focusing on Chinese Documentary," Xi
Fang and Won-ho Choi (Dongseo University, Korea)
191 "Curse of Drug Addiction among Youth in Pakistan," Farhat Shabbir (University of the Punjab, Pakistan)

Session K - Digital Contents & Culture Service II
16:20~18:00, Room 1203, Session Chair: Prof. I PUTU AGUGANG BAYUPATI (Udayana University,
Indonesia)
342 "The comparative study of the animated movie industries of China, America, and Japan," Yan Jihui, Liu
Jing and Chul Young Choi (Dongseo University, Korea)
325 "A Study on the Women-friendly Urban Regeneration Design of Overpass Sub-space," ShunPing He and
KwanSeon Hong (Dongseo University, Korea)
192 "Conducive Environment Provided to Married Working Women by their Families and Society in
Pakistan," Farhat Shabbir (University of the Punjab, Pakistan)

Program
398 "Preprocessing system to Improve image quality of Ancient Balinese Manuscript," Ni Putu Sutramiani and
I. Nyoman Piarsa (Udayana University, Indonesia)

Session L - Culture Service II
16:20~18:00, Room 1204, Session Chair: Prof. Yun Seon Do (Kyungpook National University, Korea)
401 "e-Culture Platform for Cultural Heritage Services," Watchira Buranasing (National Electronics and
Computer Technology Center, Thailand)
345 "Multimodal Discourse Analysis of Chinese Traditional Cultural in the Mobile Game <King of Glory>,"
Ding Zhi Bo and Seung-keun Song (Dongseo University, Korea)
221 "Linked Open Data Development for Sharing the 3D Cultural Artifacts," Weeraphan Chanhom and
Pongpon Nilaphruek (Chiang Mai University, Thailand)
204 "Fire detection through Image Processing; A brief overview," Hafiz Suliman Munawar, Usama Khalid and
Adnan Maqsood (NUST, Pakistan)

Special Session - Color Science and Art
13:50~15:30, Room 1205, Session Chair: Prof. Yonguk Lee (Tokyo Polytechnic University, Japan)
158

"Color-Tunable Single Pixels Using Stacked Transparent Organic Light Emitting Diodes and
Color-Tunable Lighting Domes," Takayuki Uchida, Takumi Takeuchi, Shuhei Ueda and Satoshi Kawamura
(Tokyo Polytechnic University, Japan)
145 "Interactive Art Generating Innovative Color Expression Using Deep Learning Neural Networks," Yasuo
Kuhara (Tokyo Polytechnic University, Japan)
163 "Virtual Environment for Visualizing Vocal Features and Its Application to Voice Training," Yoya
Nakashima and Tsuyoshi Moriyama (Tokyo Polytechnic University, Japan)
318 "The Philosophy of the International Color Science and Art Center as the Brand Strategy of University,"
Yasushi Noguchi and Ryuichiro Yoshie (Tokyo Polytechnic University, Japan)

December 9, 2017 (Poster Presentation)
Session P1
16:20~18:00, Room#: Cafeteria (Building 2), Session Chair: Prof. Yoosoo Oh (Daegu University, Korea)
381 "VR Animation Production Based on Game Engine," Lin Qu, Taesoo Yun and Chul Young Choi
(Dongseo University, Korea)
195 "Light Therapy System: Combining Real-time Emotion Recognition and Learning-based Color
Recommendation," Yaohui Yu, Eunjeong Ko, Jinxi Li and Eun Yi Kim (Konkuk University, Korea)
227 "Controller's Behaviors Logging System of Therapeutic Contents for Collecting User Actions," Sunghee
Lee (Kyungpook National University, Korea)
201 "Content-Based Image Selection for Automatic Report Generation," Jeongwook Choi, Jeongin Seo and
Hyeyoung Park (Kyungpook National University, Korea)
215 "Wireless Sensor Networks Security," Eun-Ji Cheon, Seung-Ju Cha and Eun-Jung Choi (Seoul Women's
University, Korea)
207 "Possibility of Using Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality and Mixed Reality for Educational Contents of
STEAM," Jeongwon Na and Hyeyoung Ko (Seoul Women's University, Korea)
393 "Topic-based News Categories Classification using Latent Dirichlet Allocation and Convolutional Neural
Networks," Taekeun Hong, Eunji Lee, Pankoo Kim and Jiman Hong (Soongsil University, Korea)
184 "Leap Motion Interface for Multi-modal UI/UX Engine of Car Control System," YoungJick Jang and
Tae-Soo Yun (Dongseo University, Korea)
164 "Characteristics of Gaze Information according to Player's Experience under Searching Spaces of FPS
Games," GyuHyeok Choi and Mijin Kim (Dongseo University, Korea)
167 "The Comparative Studies on the Cyber Punk Style in Animation and Film by Focusing on <Ghost in
the Shell>," XuePing Gu, MinSik Hwang and HyunSeok Lee (Dongseo University, Korea)
369 "Media Characteristics for Effective Transmission Media," Yong yeongji and Donghyuk Choi (Dongseo
University, Korea)

Session P2
16:20~18:00, Room#: Cafeteria (Building 2), Session Chair: Jiman Hong (Soongsil University, Korea)
210 "Development of Interactive Virtual Reality Educational Contents for Middle School Students to
Experience Earth Science Education," Minha Park, Jeongwon Na, Hyundam Yoon and Hyeyoung Ko
(Seoul Woman's University, Korea)
211 "IoT Device Security Guide Trend and Analysis Research," Seul-Ki Han, Ye-na Lee and Myuhng-Joo
Kim (Seoul Women's University, Korea)
219 "MRF model based Real-time Traffic Flow Prediction with Support Vector Regression," Eun Yi Kim and
Eunjeong Ko (Konkuk University, Korea)
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220 "Vision-based Wheelchair Navigation using Geometric AdaBoost Learning," Eun Yi Kim
(Konkuk University, Korea)
254 "A study on the Improvement of Corporate Image Through Convergence Design Management -Focusing
on the CBI and CCSR -," Hoe Jeong Gon (Seoul National University of Science and Technology, Korea)
236 "Deep Learning-Based Face Detection on Embedded Systems," Donghwa Lee (Daegu University, Korea)
238 "A Prototype Implementation of Light-Weight Graphics System with Direct Rendering Manager Support,"
Nakhoon Baek (Kyungpook National University, Korea)
260 "Risk Information Communication in Science and Technology between Science Museum and Users in the
EPL Mode," Daegil Hong (Seoul National University of Science and Technology, Korea)
311 "Evaluating Usability of Intelligence Assistant Applications," Chae Won Park, Jae Hyung Park, Issac
Han and Hohyun Lee (Paul Math School, Korea)
176 "Analysis on Persuasive Function and TV Public Service Advertising," Ke-Jing Wen and Won-ho Choi
(Dongseo University, Korea)
174 "Implementation of Infantry Squad Organization for Realistic Squad Battle Game," Nak Hyean Goo, Dong
Hoon Lee and Mi Jin Kim (Dongseo University, Korea)
218 "Color Therapy: Estimating Hidden Relationship between Colors and Human Emotions," Yaohui Yu,
Eunjeong Ko and Eun Yi Kim (Konkuk University, Korea)

Session P3
16:20~18:00, Room#: Cafeteria (Building 2), Session Chair: Donghwa Lee (Daegu University, Korea)
165 "A Method for Procedural Building Destruction from Houdini to UE4," JiaNi Zhou and Tae Soo Yun
(Dongseo University, Korea)
392 "Research for Sign System Design of Public Parking Lot," Zhang Feng, Wangyang and Lee Sung Pil
(Dongseo University, Korea)
375 "Societal Implications of Crowdfunding Success for Korean and Chinese films on Sexual Slavery through in Korea and <22> in China," Jiang Danwei and Chang Eun jin (Dongseo University, Korea)
335 "Research on Elderly TV Programs Based on the Characteristics of the Times and the Demands of the
Elderly," DanYa Liu and DongHun Lee (Dongseo University, Korea)
333 "A Study on the Traditional Color Metaphorical Function of 'Chinese School 'Animation," Hao Shen and
DongHun Lee (Dongseo University, Korea)
321 "A Study on Kinetic Art as Synesthesia Visualization by Music Waveform," WonUng Jeong and SeHwa
Kim (Dongseo University, Korea)
171 "Ethnocultural Characteristics in the Animation of Chinese School," Ting-Wu and Mijin Kim (Dongseo
University, Korea)
253 "Plasmonic color structures embedded on imaging devices for augmented reality," Yun Seon Do
(Kyungpook National University, Korea)
255 "A study on Qualitative Evaluation Model for Specialized Trade Exhibition," Young Soo Kim (Seoul
National University of Science and Technology, Korea)
368 "Workflow of the Digital Actor Hologram Performance based on Digital Synthesis," Fu Linwei, Jiang
Haitao, Ji Yun,Young Jick Jang and Tae Soo Yun (Dongseo University, Korea)
402 "File carving analysis in the Pagefile.sys," SeungJu Cha and EunJung Choi (Seoul Women's University,
Korea)
178 "Proposal of Spatial Structure Image Elements Appliance to Enhance Immersion in Virtual Reality Space,"
Hyungjin Jeon, Eeljin Chae, Hongsik Pak and Taesoo Yun (Dongseo University, Korea)
182 "The Analysis of the Continuity of the Scenes and screen Transformation in 3D Animation," Qiwen Song,
Hyungjin Jeon and Hongsik Pak (Dongseo University, Korea)
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Design of a User-centered Classifier for evaluating Voice Condition
based on the S-choker
Seonghee Min, Yoosoo Oh
School of Computer & communication Engineering, Daegu University
201, Daegudae-ro, Gyeongsan-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do, Republic of Korea
{smin, yoosoo.oh}@daegu.ac.kr
Abstract
The S-choker is a system that can help vocal
management by deciding the vocal condition in real time
for professional voice users. To evaluate the vocal state
based on the S-choker, we should know whether the voice
is used or not. Therefore we propose the user-centered
classifier that values the voice usage based on the S-choker
for professional voice users. The proposed classifier
enables real-time learning by utilizing the S-choker data
from users. To develop the classifier, we collect sensor data
from the S-choker and then apply naive Bayes
classification algorism with the received data. The
S-choker app can determine whether a user is speaking or
not with learning results.
Keywords - Vocal-management; S-choker; Machine-learning;
User-centered; Professional-voice-users

I. Introduction
Professional voice users need a vocal management system
because they are exposed to the vocal cord diseases, such as
colds, sore throat, vocal cord nodules[1]. The S-choker[2] is a
system that can promote vocal status by deciding the vocal
condition in real time for professional voice users. The
S-choker consists of a choker-type device and a mobile app. It
can evaluate the vocal state of the user based on biological
signals by measuring heart sensor, GSR sensor, EMG sensor
and microphone sensor.
To evaluate the vocal condition, we should know whether
the voice is used or not based on the S-choker. However, there
is no research to find out whether the sound is used or not by
using biosensors. It is necessary to develop a user-centered
classifier for voice usage because biological sensory data is
different according to each user. Also, we need to build a
server that can efficiently manage big data from physiological
sensors of the S-choker. Mainly it is essential that we develop a
user-centered classifier for vocal usage. The user-centered
classifier should learn and manage sensor data according to
different characteristics of each user.
Therefore we propose the user-centered classifier that
evaluates voice usage based on the S-choker for professional
voice users. The proposed classifier enables real-time learning
by utilizing the S-choker data from users. The designed
S-choker sends measured sensor values to the S-choker app.
The S-choker app generates the HBT ontology[3] by
integrating sensor values and user’s profile. Then the HBT

ontology transfers to the designed HBT server. The HBT
server decides to determine voice usage and vocal condition of
each user based on learning algorism.
To develop the classifier, we collect sensory data from the
S-choker and then apply naive Bayes classification
algorism[4] with the received data. The S-choker app can
determine whether a user is speaking or not with learning
results. Also, it shows voice usage condition, and then a user
can monitor the status with a result graph.
II. The Proposed Classifier
Fig. 1 describes a diagram of the proposed classifier. The
S-choker measures sensor values around user’s neck. The
measured data is sent to the S-choker app through Bluetooth.
The S-choker app parses sensory data and integrates user’s
profile to generate the HBT ontology. The made data transfers
to the HBT server by HTTP communication. The HBT server
saves the data in the database of the S-choker. The learning
algorism module performs learning by using sensor values and
then recognizes the voice usage condition. The recognition
result is transferred to the Alarm Message Print Module in the
S-choker app. The S-choker app can help to manage the vocal
state of a user by using alarm messages.

Fig. 1 A diagram of the proposed classifier.

Fig. 2 describes the HBT ontology generated in the S-choker
app. The user’s profile information saved in the Head ontology.
The user’s profile information has a user ID, gender, age, and
Job. The gender and age of a user have a difference in acoustic
phonetics at the fundamental frequency[4]. Especially
professional voice users are more likely to experience vocal
diseases than non-professional voice users[5]. So, we should
save this user’s profile information. The sensor values are kept
in the Body ontology. Also, the recognition results and the
accuracy are saved in the Tail ontology.
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sending evaluation results to the S-choker app. The proposed
classifier performs learning the S-choker data. By using the
proposed classifier, we collected the S-choker data from each
user in various environments. We applied this classifier to the
S-choker app; then a user can monitor vocal condition by
oneself. In the future, we will implement a learning system that
can process the HBT ontology in real time to improve a
learning accuracy.

Fig. 2 The HBT ontology generated in the S-choker app.

We develop a prototype of the proposed classifier. The
developed classifier performs learning based on collected
sensory data from the S-choker. We collect the S-choker data
when a user speaks, or dose does not speak in a different
situation. Used situations are a quiet environment(35.3dB), a
normal environment(61.3dB), and a noisy environment
(85.6dB). We make 55 training data set and 10 test data set by
sampling the collected data from different situations. We apply
the gaussian naive Bayes learning algorism. Equation 1 is used
for a learning of the developed classifier. represents each
sensor value that is measured by heart sensor, GSR sensor,
EMG sensor and microphone sensor. has label 0 and 1. The
label 0 means that a user does not speak and the label 1 means
the opposite.

Fig. 3 A screenshot of the S-choker app
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We evaluated the developed classifier with a test data set
after learning with a training data set. In a quiet environment,
the learning accuracy was 100%. However, in a typical
situation, the learning accuracy was 80%, and in a noisy
environment, it was decreased to 70%. Therefore, we find that
the S-choker system needs a filter that calibrates background
noises in the noisy environment. Also, we know that it requires
a calibration process to compensate errors in biological sensor
values.
The classifier can recognize voice usage of the user in real
time by applying the S-choker app. Fig. 3 describes a
screenshot of the S-choker app. If the S-choker app recognized
when a user said, it displays a red pictogram. If the user does
not speak, it presents a black pictogram. Moreover, the
S-choker app shows graphs about sensory data of the S-choker.
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Abstract

II. RELATED WORK

In every flight, the airline crew usually take many times
to count number of passengers before their aircraft takes
off. As there are some conditions to be met before
counting. One of which is that all the passengers need to be
in place and this usually takes some time. Furthermore,
the airline crew often need to perform the counting
procedure again and again to fortify the exactness of the
counting. In this paper, IoT was introduced with a simple
model of automatic passenger counting in which will call
“Simple Automatic Passenger Counting System” or
SAPCoS to make the passenger counting procedure more
concise. SAPCoS can operate with sensors called force
sensitive resistors or FSRs, and mount them under all
passenger seat cushions in the aircraft. The system will get
values from the sensors to determine whether each seat is
occupied or not and also summarize all the data into a
report showing present and absent passengers. After
testing the model, the system performed the way as
expected it to in general cases, but from our inspection,
there were several factors that may have affected the
accuracy and reliability of the system, such as the
passenger’s weight, seating position, sensor mounting
location and so on. Thus, the model needs to be improved
by addressing those reliability issues in the future.
Keywords-component; Automatic passenger counting, FSR,
Force sensitive resistor, IoT, Adruino

I. INTRODUCTION
In aircraft, as stated above, there is one important task for
flight attendants to perform before taking off, getting the
passenger count. This task is time consuming and needs to be
done frequently. Frequently performing this task on large
vehicle is not a small insignificant on. SAPCoS connects all
sensors to a microcontroller to translate data from the sensors
to a computer. The system needs to be triggered by a crew
member in order for it to start counting; and it will completely
shut down before the vehicle takes off. SAPCoS will not
interfere with any flight instruments whatsoever. The system
will provide convenience, reduce the crew’s burden and
chance of error. In addition to that, the system only needs a
single member of the crew to operate, and can operate as soon
as all the passengers are in place.

There are many different methods that used for automatic
passenger count. Most of them cannot recognize passengers or
link to passenger database to identify passengers. For example,
some people have implemented a system for counting
people and have used it in public transportation vehicles [2].
The approach used in that system consisted of using a stereo
vision system installed over the vehicle doors along with a
featurebased counting algorithm and an object tracking system
to count people coming in or getting out the vehicles. This
system is not suitable for counting passengers on an airplane
because it cannot recognize or identify onboard and offboard
passengers. In contrast, the system was introduced in this
paper uses passenger information which already exists in a
database that has been gathered from the check-in process.
The system then matches the data collected from sensors
mounted under the seats to the information in the database.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The automatic passenger counting system comprises of 3
major components that work together: force sensitive resistors
(FSRs), a microcontroller and operation software. Each sensor
is responsible for determining the existence of individual
passengers by sensing their weight applied to the seat. Hence,
requiring the sensors to be mounted on every passenger seat on
the vehicle. All components are connected to each other by
wires so that there are no wireless signals which can interfere
with the flight instruments. The FSRs do not generate any
electromagnetic interference (EMI).
The counting process starts when a crew member triggers
the system to start counting. As the system starts, it will send a
pull command to the microcontroller in order to start reading
output values from the sensors. When the microcontroller
acquires the output values from the sensors, it will forward the
values to the managing software to process the values and
determine whether the passengers exist or not. In practical use,
SAPCoS can install more than one microcontroller due to the
limitation of analog input pins on the microcontroller; the pins
used for receiving signals from the sensors. In our prototype,
the Atmeta328 microcontroller which is on the Arduino UNO
R3 development board. The board has 6 analog input pins that
can connect up to 6 sensors to a microcontroller. Each
microcontroller needs to communicate with each other through
a link protocol like I2C. Each microcontroller has to pass pairs
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of values read from the sensors along with seat numbers
assigned to each sensor, to a microcontroller that connects to
the managing software. The managing software will then
process the data from the microcontroller through its algorithm
which uses a threshold value to determine the existence of a
passenger.
IV. FORCE SENSITIVE RESISTOR
The sensors in the system are force sensitive resistors
(FSRs). that will be using Interlink model 406 FSRs which can
detect physical pressure, squeezing and weight. In practical
use, any size of FSR can be used, but the larger the sensors are,
the more accurate the system will be. An FSR is basically a
resistor that is made of robust polymer thick film (PTF) and
changes its resistive value depending on force applied to the
surface of the sensor. They are suitable for detecting rough
weight values, but they are not precise enough to measure
weight accurately. The resistance value of the sensor will be
greater than 10 MΩ with no force applied and decreasing as
the force is applied to the sensor[3]. In addition, the sensor
generates no EMI while it is operation which means there is no
electromagnetic interference generated from the sensor. The
relation between the resistive value and force applied to the
FSR is as shown in Fig 1.

Fig.2 FSR Interlink model 406 dimensions [2]

The FSR is designed to measure the resistive value in a
voltage divider where the voltage output can be found by using
the following equation. [3]

The FSR can be connected as shown in Fig.3 where V OUT
connects to the analog pin of the microcontroller, V+ to a 5V
power supply, and the RM resistor will be used for tuning the
VOUT value. The relation between RM and VOUT are shown
in Fig 4.

Fig. 1 Relation between resistive value and force applied to the FSR
[3]

Fig. 2 shows the physical dimensions for the sensor. The
sensing area is 39.6 x 39.6mm., and the thickness of the sensor
is 0.46mm. Each layer of the force sensitive resistors are made
of the following material and thicknesses: semi-conductive
layer [Ultem] 0.13mm thickness, spacer adhesive [Acrylic]
0.15mm thickness, conductive layer [Ultem] 0.13mm
thickness, rear adhesive [Acrylic] 0.05 thickness. Since the
sensors comprise of multi-layer material, they cannot tolerate
much shear force. Appling excessive shear force can cause
delamination of the layers. Bending of the sensor can lead to
erratic readings, but in our case, the slight bending will not
affect the accuracy of the sensor.

Fig.3 Circuit diagram of FSR in voltage divider [2]

Fig.4 Voltage output with different RM values [4]

V. MICRO CONTROLLER

The microcontroller in this project is used to read output
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values from the force sensitive resistors. In the prototype, with
an Arduino Uno R3 development board which uses the Atmel
ATmega328 microcontroller. The specifications for this
model are shown in Table I. The microcontroller has
6-channel 10-bit A/D converters, that can connect up to 6 force
sensitive resistors. Each microcontroller needs to be
programmed to receive data from the sensors and forward the
data to other microcontrollers. If it is the main microcontroller
it has to send the data to a laptop and needs to define which
sensor belongs to which seat number. The microcontroller will
map the sensors that are connected to its analog pins with seat
numbers that are setup in the microcontroller. So, the data sent
out from the microcontroller will consist of pairs of variables:
seat numbers paired with their corresponding sensor values.
Fig.5 System Architecture

TABLE I
THE SPECIFICATIONS OF ATMEGA328 [1]
Keys
Parameters
CPU type
8-bit AVR
Performance
20 MIPS at 20 MHz
Flash memory
32 kB
SRAM
2 kB
EEPROM
1 kB
28-pin PDIP, MLF,
Pin count
32pin TQFP, MLF
Maximum operating
20 MHz
frequency
Number of touch channels
16
Hardware QTouch
No
Acquisition
Maximum I/O pins
26
External interrupts
24

VII. MODEL TESTING
In our test model, tested the components which consisted of
force sensitive resistors and a microcontroller with the
following environment. By attached the force sensitive resistor
sensor under 3-inch thick cushion to simulate a flight seat and
place the cushion on a hard-flat surfaced chair. The surface
area is 35 x 40cm. Installed the sensor in the center of the area
under the cushion. To ensure whether the sensors can perform
as expected, many objects were placed on the cushion to
simulate passenger weight and read the values from the sensor.
Table II shows the results.
TABLE II
VALUES READ FROM THE SENSOR WHEN WEIGHT
CHANGES
Weight
Value
< 1 kg
0
10- 20 kg
45-60

VI. SAPCoS Architecture
In the system architeture aspect, as seen in Fig.5, the
microcontroller will send sensor data to the software, the
software will analyze the existence of passengers from the
value it receives. The values that are sent and forwarded to the
software comprise of pairs of variables: seat number and
sensor value. After the software has determined the existence
of each passenger, it will store the existing passengers in a
database along with the personal data of each passenger
already existing in the database to make a new list of
information.
The algorithm used in the software to determine whether
passengers are present works by comparing sensor data to the
threshold value that is pre-set in the software. By adjust the
threshold value to determine the existence of the passengers
more precisely based on other factors in the system such as the
thickness of the seat cushion. The output of the software
produces lists of present and absent passengers on that flight.
Crew members can also check the names and status of both the
present passengers and other passengers who have provided
information since the check-in process. The managing
software was built using Java to allow it to run on a laptop
connected to the main microcontroller to receive all the sensor
output data.

50 – 80 kg

140-160

100 kg

200

Fig.6 Circuit diagram of the prototype system

By connected all component as shown in Fig.6, the
microcontroller was connected to a computer that runs
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software used to read and display data read from the sensor.
Repeat tested the sensor to check how it performed when
there was a constant weight of 70 kg applied to the sensor for a
long time. SAPCoS obtained the following result shown in
Fig.7. The values read from the sensor increased between the
0th hour and 5th hour and became stable after the 6th hour.

[3]

[4]

Values

210
190
170
150
0th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th

Hours
Fig.7 Value changes when applying 70 Kg constant force

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FURURE WORK
The test model worked as expected . It can detect people
sitting on the test seat, but from our observations there are two
factors that may affect the reliability of the system that we need
to consider. The first being passenger weight. The passenger
could be an infant having a much different weight compared to
an adult passenger, and the system might be unable to register
that weight as a person. Despite lowering the threshold values
of the system to allow lower weight detection, we came across
some obstacles when the value was too low, for example:
setting the lower end value of the threshold to 4 kg allowed us
to detect a wider range of passenger ages, but on the other hand,
the system lost the ability to distinguish between passengers
and luggage that weighed over 4 kg. Moreover, the lower end
threshold value reached a limit because of the cushion weight.
Another point was the position of the seated passenger. Since
the sensors had a sensing area of 39.6 x 39.6 mm., there was
the possibility that passengers sit too far from the sensing area.
When that happened, the cushion could not spread the force
over the sensing area, and resulted in reading values of zero or
very low. However, careful adjustment of the sensor’s
mounting point as well as using sensors that had larger sensing
areas reduced the possibility of false off-seat readings.
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Ab
bstract
Sensational advances in
n genome an
nalysis techn
niques
uch as the N
Next Generaation Sequen
ncing (NGS) have
su
reesulted in a large num
mber of perssonalized medical
seervices that utilize
u
genetic information.. However, geenome
seequencing rep
ports are excchanged in noonstandard foormat
su
uch as PDF, W
Word, etc. Th
his problem m
makes it difficcult to
usse genomic in
nformation in
n medical systtems. Therefoore, to
usse genomic d
data in such system,
s
it is necessary
n
to make
th
he genome ssequencing rreport that can be linked to
hoospital system
m. we expresssed genome ssequencing daata as
H
Health Level 7 (HL7) Fast Health
h Interoperaability
R
Resource (FHIIR) and ISO/T
TS 20428 To solve this prooblem.
A
And then we implementeed client/servver system in the
m
method of FH
HIR to testt genome seequencing reeports
exxchange. Thee report develloped in this sstudy is appliicable
too real hospitaal systems an
nd the server//client system
ms are
eaasier to impleement and com
mply with staandards.
Keywords-coomponent; HL77, FHIR, Genoomics, NGS, G
Genome
an
nalysis report, IISO/TS 20428

I. Intrroduction
Thanks to thhe rapid devellopment of thhe Next Geneeration
NGS), the tim
me and moneyy spent on ggenetic
Seequencing (N
teesting have drramatically deecreased [1]. Advances in these
geenomic tests have becomee the basis off the active uuse of
geenetic informaation in persoonalized medical treatmentss such
ass Precision Meedicine (PM) [2].
[
PM aims at personalized medical caree. To achieve PM's
gooal, it is needeed to constructt a genomic daata cohort. A cohort
c
is a sample colllected accordinng to a specifi
fic research puurpose.
Foor this reasonn, many counntries that wannt to introducce PM
syystem are collecting genom
mic data to m
make cohort. IIn this
siituation, the usse of genome data is likelyy to increase. F
Figure
1 shows estimaated usage andd capacity of genomic
g
data. It can
bee seen that thee genomic dataa availability is
i extremely liimited
coomparing withh the data that can be producced.
The reasons for this probblem are privvacy, complexxity of
daata, sponsor’s interest, difficulty of analyysis and so on [3,4].
O
One of the m
most important reasons is interoperabiliity on
geenome sequenncing report.
The process of Genome S
Sequencing repport can be diivided
byy 6 steps ( (1)Data prodduction-(2)Proocessing and event
deetection-(3)Filltering, review
w and verificaation-(4)Annootation

Fig. 1 Estimateed size of H
Human genom
me sequencinng
capaacity and avaiil-able sequenncing data in ddbGaP-Genom
mic
dataa Sharing repoository [3].
and functional prediction-((5)Interpretatioon and repport
geneeration-(6)Clinnical applicattion) [4]. Daata generatedd in
eachh process needds to be storeed in a standarrdized manneer to
sharre and analyzee. The overall data from eacch process is w
well
stanndardized in many studdies (e.g. Variant
V
notation,
Interrpretation, Daata integration,, etc.) [6, 7, 8, 9].
A
Although theree are various standards foor expressing the
resuults of sequenncing, there is no techniical standard for
exprressing structuured form thaat can link pattient clinical ddata
and genome anaalysis results data in Eleectronic Meddical
Record (EMR) system. Mosst standards were exchannged
through files suchh as PDF [5]. Even
E
in the caase of GSVML
L, it
is diifficult to deveelop system annd get feedbaccks.
Thhis problem caan cause interroperability problems. It is hhard
to liink this reportt to the hospittal informationn system. Eveen if
it iss linked, it ccannot be useed in system such as clinnical
suppport system [5]. Such a document fforms, thereffore,
degrrade the interooperability of hospital
h
system
m.
Soo, in this studyy, we suggestt standard gennomic data forrmat
that can be linkedd in EMR systeem by using FHIR
F
and ISO
O/TS
204228 and impllement a sysstem that cann exchange this
docuument with intteroperability..
II. Data Stan
ndardization
T
The genomic analysis data elements deefined in ISO
O/TS
204228 (2016) is llargely dividedd into two parrts, summary and
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detailed contents. Since many portion of summary contents
overlap detailed contents, we just standardized detailed
contents. All FHIR Resources were made in DSTU Version 2.

Performi

Basic information

TEXT

ng

Information of report generator

TEXT

laborator

Information of legally confirmed person

y

on sequencing report

A. Data Analysis

Associated disease and phenotype

The detailed contents are divided into required fields and
optional fields. Required fields include key information
related to genomic analysis data, such as sequencing
information. Optional field contains subsidiary information
that are not related to sequencing data such as medical
examination history and racial information. Table 1 shows the
data element presented by the two documents.

ISO/TS 27527:2010
ICD

Biomater

Type of sample

SPREC

ial

Genomic source class in biomaterial

LOINC

Conditions of specimen

TEXT

Gene symbols and names

HGNC

informati
on

Genetic
variation
s

Sequenc

Notation

HGVS

e

Effects of variants

TEXT

Sequence variant ID

Database unique ID

variation
informati

1) Required fields data

on
ENUM(“Pathogenic”,

TABLE I
Data elements of required fields and Optional fields [10]
Required Fields

Optional Fields

Clinical sequencing orders

Family History/Pedigree
information

Information on subject of
care
Information of legally
authorized person ordering
clinical sequencing

tion of

“likely benign”, “Benign”))
ENUM(“Identified”, “Likely
identified”, “Uncertain”,
“Not identified”)

Conditions of specimen that may
limit adequacy of testing
Racial genomic information

Recomm

Medication

ISO 11615

ended

Clinical trial information

Clinical trial ID

treatmen

Known protocols related to a variant

TEXT

t

Other recommendation

TEXT

2) Optional fields data

Detailed sequencing information

Biomaterial information
Genetic variations

“likely pathogenic”,
“Unknown significance”,

variants
Clinical relevant

Reference sequence

Performing laboratory
Associated disease and
phenotype

Pathogeny

Classifica

ISO / TS 20428 defines the data elements of the optional
fields as shown in Table 3.

References

Classification of variants
Recommended treatment

Table Ⅲ
Data elements and their metadata for optional fields [10]
Metadata
Data elements

The data elements of the required fields shown table 2 are
defined in Table 2 of ISO / TS 20428 and each data element
is matched to standardized metadata.

Medical history

ICD
HL7 v3 IG: Family

Family history/Pedigree information

History/Pedigree
Interoperability

TABLE Ⅱ
Data elements and their metadata for required fields [10]

Data elements
Clinical
sequenci
ng order

Clinical
sequenci
ng
orders

Reference genome version

Metadata

Order code
Information on sequencing
order

code

Genome Regerence

Genome release ID

LOINC

Racial genome information

TEXT

Genetic
variation

Order date
Data
and time

HGNC

Sequence

Notation

HGVS

variation

Effects of variation

TEXT

information

Sequence variant ID

Database unique ID

HGVS version
ISO 8601

Report date

Identifiers

ISO 8601

Quality control metrics

NUMERIC

Read depth
ISO/TS 22220:2011
Base calling
ISO/TS 22220:2011

Informati

Name

on on

Birth date

ISO 8601

subject

Sex

ISO/TS 22220:2011

of care

Ethnicity

Information of legally authorized person
ordering clinical sequencing

HGVS version number

Clinical sequencing date

Addendum creation date
Specimen information

TEXT

Gene symbols and names

Specimen collection
Order received data

Consortium Human

Detailed

information

sequencing

Reference allelic depth
Alternative allelic depth

Genotype

information

Type of sequencers

HL7 v3 Code System

Sequencing

Library capture methods

Race

platform

Target capture methods

information

ISO/TS 27527:2010
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Reead length

TEXT

gnment tools
Alig
Varian
nt calling tools
An
nalysis

TEXT

O
Other tools

plaatform

Ch
hromosome

ENUM(“zero-based
d”, “one-

inforrmation

coordiination system

based”, “half-op
pen”)

Annotation tools and
d
databases
Reference

TEXT

Fig. 2 Optional fieldds profiling

TEXT

*EENUM represents the contents shou
ould be chosen am
mong the given caategory

III. Genome Sequencing R
Report Exchaange System
Implemeentation

B. Standardizattion Of Sequenncing Report
Based on thee data identiffied in data aanalysis sectioon, we
m
made FHIR ressources with the required fields
f
and opptional
fieelds data.
Selecting basse Resource is
i the first steep. The criterria for
chhoosing a basse resource is how many base resourcce can
reepresent the daata element annd how similaar is the purpoose of
usse of the FHIR
R resource to tthat of the doccument.
After selectinng base resouurce, other ressources are seelected
too represent rem
maining data element. Basee resource is llinked
w
with other resouurces by usingg the Uniform Resource Identifier
(U
URI). If therre is any datta elements that has not been
exxpressed afterr such processs, it must be expressed in FHIR
exxtension elem
ment that is user-definablee. This proceess is
caalled profilingg.
1)) Required Fieelds Profiling
Fig. 1 show
ws profiling rresult of requuired fields. Order
reesource is seelected as base resource tto express cllinical
seequencing orrder informaation. And then, to exxpress
inf
nformation onn subject of care, legally authorized pperson
orrdering cliniccal sequencinng, performinng laboratoryy and
otther data eleements, we used patient,, practitionerr and
orrganization, user-defined
u
extension ressource respecctively
annd connected them
t
to the orrder resource tthrough URI.
2)) Optional Fieelds Profiling

Inn this study, we implemeented a systeem to exchaange
sequuencing reportts that were staandardized preevious sectionn.
Prrior to implem
menting the w
whole system
m, we designeed a
servver / client sysstem to analyzze the scenarioo of exchange the
sequuencing reportt.
A. G
Genome Sequeencing Exchannge Scenario A
Analysis
Inn this process,, there are threee actor (EMR
R system, hosppital
system, and a seequencing faccility). Fig. 3 shows a sim
mple
scennario for excchanging sequuencing reporrt. In the whhole
proccess of sequenncing report exxchange, a cliinician asks fo
for a
geneetic test to hospital in the E
EMR system ffirst. The hosppital
receeives the requeest and delivers it to the seqquencing facillity.
Andd sequencing facility perfoorms the sequuencing test and
sendds the sequenccing reports tto FHIR serveer that may bee in
the hospital systeem. FHIR servver store the report and nootify
hosppital system. Finally a EM
MR client sysstem receive the
repoort from FHIR
R server.
A
As a result of this sequencinng report trannsaction scenaario,
we design two client systeems for EM
MR system and
sequuencing facilitty system andd one FHIR server for FH
HIR
resoource exchangge. It is very ddifficult to repplace the existting
hosppital system w
with a new servver in medicall institutions such
s
as hhospital. For thhis reason, the FHIR server iis designed noot to
replace the existting hospital server but tto function aas a
moddule.

Fig. 2 showss the structureed data elemeents of the opptional
fieelds as FHIR
R resource thrrough profilinng. Optional fields
reepresent famiily history/peddigree inform
mation element by
deesignating fam
mily member hhistory resourcce as base resource.
O
Other data elem
ments such as reference ggenome versioon and
raacial genome information are
a expressedd in family meember
hiistory resourcee through exteension.
Fig. 3 A simple scennario for exchannging sequencinng report

B. C
Client Implemeentation
IIn this study, we develop EMR system
m and Sequenccing
facillity system client system by using WE
EB programm
ming
langguage (JavaS
Script). All transmission processes are
perfformed througgh Representaational State Transfer (RE
EST)
APII. Table 4 shows
s
REST
T API used for exchangging
sequuencing reportt.
Fiig. 1 Required ffields profiling
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T
The FHIR servver provides R
REST APIs. The
T client system
com
mmunicates wiith the serverr through the REST APIs that
the server defines. Through REST
R
APIs prrovided by FH
HIR
servvers, the cliennt can delegatte necessary business
b
serviices
(Analysis) to the server.
s
T
Through thesee business serrvice, server pperforms directly
interraction such aas create, updaate, delete, reaad and so on aas to
FHIIR resource inn the DB. Fig. 6 shows a simple structuree of
the FHIR
F
Server.

Taable 4
REST AP
PI used for exxchanging sequuencing reportt
Interaction
request
create

Message
POST https://{endp
point url}/request/{rrequestType}
POST https://{endp
point url}/{resourceT
Type}

read

GET https://{endpo
oint url}/{resourceTy
ype}/{id}

update

PUT https://{endpo
oint url}/{resourceTy
ype}/{id}

delete

DELETE https://{en
ndpoint url}/{resourrceType}/{id}

1)) EMR client
Fig. 4 show
ws two functioons of the EMR
E
client syystem.
Thhe first one is the function oof sending thee request message to
EM
MR system bby using the R
REST method.. The second one is
thhe function of receiving the sequencing reeport from the FHIR
Seerver.

FHIR Server
Fig. 6 Structure of F

IV. R
Result

o EMR client syystem
Fiig. 4 Function of

2)) Sequencing F
Facility Clientt
F
Fig.
5 showss the function of sequenccing facility client
syystem. When a request messsage is sent tto from an exxisting
EM
MR server, seequencing faccility client syystem creates FHIR
reesources basedd on the sequuencing data extracted from the
deevice. The seending reportt functions bbind together these
reesources generrated and deliiver to the FH
HIR sever via POST
m
message.

IIn this study, we analyzed the data elem
ments of the IS
SO /
TS 20428 standaard and assignn them to thee FHIR resouurce.
Andd we designedd a system thatt can exchangge these resourrces
conssidering the actual usage ennvironment. B
Based on this, the
whoole system waas developed. We did not pproceed with the
anallysis using thee sequencing ddata, but conffirmed that all the
dataa is stored in thhe server form
mally and can bbe linked withh the
EMR
R system. In addition, sincce the developped FHIR serrver
miniimizes the chaange of the exxisting EMR system, it is eeasy
to deevelop, easy too maintain andd compatible w
with each otheer.
V. Conclusion
W
With advances in sequencingg technology, genomic data has
becoome essentiall data in cllinical practicce. Under thhese
circuumstances, itt is importaant to develoop a digitaliized
sequuencing reportt that can be linked with EMR
E
system. For
this reason, this study developeed FHIR resouurce with ISO
O/TS
204228 and desiigned FHIR server / cliient system for
exchhanging and uusing this FHIR
R resource andd it worked weell.
T
The FHIR server was developed as a moduular system ratther
thann modifying tthe entire existing medicaal system. W
When
stanndardizing hhospital infoormation sysstems, such a
funcctioning system
m can reduce developmentaal difficulties and
econnomic burdenss.
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Abstract

Internet of things has a concept that aims to expand the
benefits connected in a continuous internet connection on an
ongoing basis. The method used by Internet of Things is
automatic control without distance. Implementation currently
gallon control of water is still done by looking at the state of
gallons and then gallons turn when the water in the gallon is
already empty. With the internet of things can be implemented a
water volume detector that can monitor the state of the gallon
from a distance through a smartphone. To make the
manufacture of water volume detection required tools such as
water flow sensors, microcontroller or other tools that are then
connected to the internet.
For interaction relationship of water flow sensor,
microcontroller, or other tool of help through internet used
Android application. This Android application is used to
facilitate users to access the internet anywhere. This Android
application is made by using Android studio and microcontroller
made with Arduino programming using C language.
Microcontroller used is WeMos D1 R2 which has been contained
ESP8266 in it.
The result of this water volume detection development is the
microcontroller can transmit sensor data to the Ubidots server
so that the application can retrieve sensor data on the Ubidots
server. Users can view the gallon state in real time and are also
given a notification when the gallon water volume is below alert
level. Users can also view reports of gallons per month.
Keywords: Internet of things, Water volume detector, ESP8266
Microcontroller, Ubidots, Water flow sensor, Android.

I. Introduction
Internet of things has a concept that aims to expand the
benefits connected in the internet connection on an ongoing
basis. The method used by the Internet of Things is automatic
control without distance. Implementation of the Internet of
Things usually follow the developer's desire in developing an
application he made.
The need for drinking water is needed by humans. Without
drinking water must be the body feels weak, tired, lethargic,
lackluster, and easy to tire even though not doing heavy
activities. With the development of the era, many people are
now turning to the use of gallons and dispensers as a storage
and drinking water. Filling gallons is an activity that must be
done when the contents of gallon water have run out. This is
not separated from the habits of people who must see first run
out or not the contents of water gallons.

The internet concept of things can be implemented in
monitoring gallon content remotely and providing
notifications on Android applications over the internet. In
applying the internet of these things, the sensor tool used to
measure the volume of water that comes out must be able to
communicate with Android smartphones. Currently only the
implementation of the outflow water meter has been applied
in article [2]. But for the technology of water volume detector
can be monitored through the smartphone is still not applied
in everyday life so there is no notice about the depletion of
gallon water. With reference to the article [2], an Arduinobased gallon volume detection device that can be applied with
an Android smartphone can monitor the volume of water per
gallon from a distance and provide a notification when the
volume of gallon water is lower than the minimum limit. This
can be said to be a prototype in the future, this technology is
expected to be useful for companies that have large numbers
of employees such as factories, hospitals, offices, and others.
II. Literature Review
A. Internet of Things
The Internet of Things (IOT) is a concept and paradigm
that considers absorbing presence in the environment of
things through wireless and wired connections and unique
addressing schemes can interact with each other and work
with other things to create new applications / Services and
achieve common goals. In this context research and
development challenges to create a very large intelligent
world. A world where real, digital and virtual get together to
create a smart environment that makes energy, transportation,
city and many other areas more intelligent.
B. Ubidots
Ubidots is an IoT cloud or internet of things platform
originating in Boston, USA. This platform aims to facilitate
the manufacturer in capturing data from the sensor and
converting it into Information. Ubidots are also used to
organize actions performed or provide warnings based on
data obtained. Ubidots provides APIs to help with the data
collection process and make it informational. API is a way or
solution for objects to interact with the web. This API allows
manufacturers to make changes and retrieval data from the
server. This API supports HTTP or HTTPS usage. To
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exchange data required API key. To retrieve a value or
variable from the server then required the ID of that variable
and the user account tokens that the server has given. To
facilitate Android developers, Ubidots has provided a library
that serves to shorten the writing of HTTP requests in JAVA
[4].

to other components. This circuit has 3 main components that
have their respective functions - each. The main components
are the WeMos D1 R2 microcontroller, water flow sensor,
and switch. The additional components in the design are
jumper and resistor cables.
B. Class Diagram

C. Water Flow Sensor Module
Flow sensors are widely used for monitoring and control
applications, to measure the flow of air or liquid. The water
flow sensor consists of a plastic valve, a water rotor
component, and a half-effect sensor. The pin wheel has a
small magnet attached, and there is space-effect magnetic
sensor on the other side of the plastic tube that can measure
how many turns of a mill are done through a plastic wall. This
method allows the sensor to remain safe and dry [2].
In this system can calculate the rotor flow surrounded by
magnets along with the use of Hall Effect sensors. This is
known as the G½ water flow sensor. The turbine that rotates
on the resulting magnetic field and the result of the AC pulse
will be converted into digital output with the help of Hall
Effect sensor placed after the turbine. The number of pulses
generated per liter can be calculated with the programming
software. Thus, the pulse will produce a frequency output
which is directly proportional to the volumetric flow rate /
total flow rate through the meter.

There is a class diagram described in this chapter that is a
class diagram for SQLite. Figure 2 shows the class diagram
for SQLite. There are 3 classes of user, gallon and gallon
detail. Where in user class there are user id attribute, token
and status. While in the gallon class there are ID Gallon,
token, location name, description of location, ID flow, ID
volume, ID datasource and alert level. While in the gall detail
class there are attributes ID Detail of gallon, ID gallon,
timestamp replace, less timestamp, water level which is the
total flow of water out and last volume which is the last water
volume total. Class user relates to the gallon class of one to
many relations. The gallon class relates to the gall detail class
of one to many relationships.

Switch

D3
D2

Arduino

WiFi

ESP8266

D. Microcontroller and WiFi module ESP826
A microcontroller is a microprocessor that has additional
parts that make it possible to organize or control other objects.
Can be interpreted that the microcontroller run programs that
have been made by the user and stored in memory.
Microcontroller is a very useful tool that can help the
designer to manipulate data obtained from input or output.
Usually microcontroller is composed of microprocessor,
memory and I / O. Microprocessor itself is composed of
Central Processing Unit (CPU) and Control Unit (CU). CPU
is the main brain that performs arithmetic and logic processes.
While CU controls the operation of the microprocessor and
sends signals to other parts of the microprocessor to perform
instructions [3].

III. Design system
A. Design of Volume Water Detector
Figure 1 is an electrical circuit of a gallon water volume
detector device in which this electrical circuit shows what
electrical components are needed and how they are connected

Android

Water Flow
Sensor

Figure 1: Block Diagram System

User
ID User
Token
Status

1..1
: Integer
: Character
: Character
0..*

Galon
Detail Galon
ID Detail
: Integer
ID Galon
: Integer
TS Ganti
: Character
TS Kurang : Character
Water Level : Double
Last Volume : Double

E. Arduino IDE
Arduino IDE is an open-source software that helps script
creation or code and uploads scripts or code on board or
microprocessor. Arduino IDE has an environment written in
Java. The Arduino IDE also has a compiler for C or C ++
languages. Arduino IDE is intended to help create scripts or
code for various boards or microprocessor [1].

Ubidots

Internet

0..*

1..1

ID Galon
: Integer
Desk. Lokasi : Character
Token
: Character
ID Flow
: Character
ID Volume : Character
ID Dtsource : Character
Alert Level : Integer
Max Volume: Double
Nama Lokasi: Character

Figure 2: Class Diagram

IV. Testing
A. View Home
When the user successfully logged the application will
display the home page as shown in Figure 3. This page will
display all the gallon data in the SQLite database showing the
condition of gallon water volume in the form of images.
There are 2 buttons are the delete button to remove the gallon
device and the "+" key for gallon device insert. And there is
also a menu bar.
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B. Create Device
Create gallon serves to add new gallon device and stored in
Ubidots server and SQLite database. This page can be
accessed by the user by pressing the "+" button on the home
page and pressing the create device in the menu bar. The
create gallon page can be seen in Figure 4.
In the form, the user can fill in the location name, location
description and alert level then press the insert data button,
then the system will create a new variable that is Flow,
Volume, and connection on Ubidots server then the system
picks up each variable id then the system will store all Data
form along with the variable id into the SQLite database. In
the process of adding a gallon device the system will display
the progress dialog as shown in Figure 5. After the data has
been stored then the system will return to the home page as in
figure 5.

Figure 5: Progress Dialog and Display After Insert Successful

C. View Update Device
Users can also change existing gallon devices when needed
by pressing the gallon images that are on the home page.
When the user presses the gallon image, it displays the gallery
detail form selected along with its value as shown in Figures
6 and 7. Then the user can change the location description
and alert level then press update button.

Figure 3: View Home and Menu Bar

Figure 6: Device Detail View

Figure 4: Create Device View

Figure 7: View After Device Update

D. Delete Device
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Users can also remove a gallon device when it is no longer
necessary by pressing the button next to the gallon image.
The application will give alert dialog "Are you sure you want
to delete this device?" As shown in Figure 8. Then the system
will request delete to the Ubidots server to remove the device
according to the Datasource device ID.
E. Alert Notification
When the volume of water is under alert level that has been
in the settings by the user then the application system will
provide notification on the smartphone users and users can
suppress the notification alert so that the application displays
the gallon conditions as in figure 11 and 12. Notifications
provided in the form of ringtones and vibrations. If the user
does not change the setting of water level alerts at gallon
details then the system gives notification for 2 minutes.

Figure 9: Delete Progress Dialog and View After Delete Device

Figure 8: Display Alert Delete Device
Figure 10: Notification View

F. Gallon Replacement Test
Testing of this gallon turnover was done 2 times
experiment. The first experiment is that the user presses the
switch once only. In the first experiment, the gallon turns in
the emphasis on the switch once experienced a hitch in the
process of calculating the water flow. This is because the flow
calculation process is not dismissed. The result is when the
gallon of water is poured over the drinking water jar then the
water flow is about the rotor in the water flow sensor so that
the microcontroller will automatically calculate the water
flow. The right solution in the second experiment is to push
the switch button 2 times. For suppression of the first switch,
the microcontroller will stop the flow calculation process.
After the gallon of water has been replaced new, then the user
press once again for the microcontroller will send a new
water volume and run the flow calculation process.

Figure 11: Display After Pressing Notifications
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Table 2
Table of Average Calculations and Errors on Water Volume

Usage Volume

Error (%)

1500 ml

Average Sensor Reading
Results
1497.58

750 ml

754.15

0.55

330 ml

332.63

0.79

250 ml

251.05

0.42

Average total error percentage

0.16

0.48

V. Conclusion

Figure 12: Linechart and Barchart

G. View Report Usage Galon
When the user presses the usage gallon on the menu bar
then the application will display the gallon usage report page
as shown in Figure 13. This gallery usage report page has 2
charts of LineChart to display the conditions of gallons water
depth and BarChart to display gallons per month.
H. Water Flow Sensor Accuracy Testing
Testing the accuracy of the outflow of water from the
gallon is aimed at the accurate level of the water flow sensor
and the calculation of the water flow rate in the
microcontroller with the equation (Pulse frequency x 60 min)
/ 7.5Q = flowrate in L / hour. To determine the level of
accuracy it is necessary to observe the results of reading from
the water flow rate that can be seen by microcontroller. The
first thing to do is prepare a measuring cup with a volume
size of 0-750 ml and a bottle aqua 1.5 liter. After that the
container is filled with water then the sensor readings will be
recorded in table 1. The data have been taken for this test can
be seen in table 1 will be shown the ratio of water volume to
the volume of usage with the results of sensor readings.
Experiment conducted 5 times to know the difference of
sensor readings.
Table 1
Comparison between Usage Volume and Sensor Reading Results

Usage
Volume
1500 ml
750 ml
330 ml
250 ml

1
1484.46
762.22
324.4
260

Sensor Reading Results
2
3
4
1502.24 1502.24 1497.79
755.32
752.4
750
331.34
342.2
330.67
250.79
240
251.12

From the results of the manufacture of water volume
detector in the internet-based gallon of things by using
Android and Arduino, can be drawn conclusions include:
 Water flow sensor can communicate with
microcontroller well and microcontroller can also
send data to Ubidots server.
 The Android app can monitor gallon states and can
inform users via notifications when gallon water
volume is below alert level.
 Applications can allow users to find information
such as monthly gallon replacement reports.
 Applications can display gallon state in real time.
 Based on the gallon replacement test the user must
press the switch button 2 times.
 Based on the water flow rate accuracy test, the water
flow sensor has a percentage error of 0.48%. Then
the water flow sensor is feasible for use on the
manufacture of water volume detector.
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5
1501.16
750.8
334.53
253.33

From the data obtained from table 1 this can be calculated
average and the level of inequality in the form of percentage
which can be seen in table 2.
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Abstract
Recently, a new application using underwater sensor is
being developed. In particular, in applications where
multiple nodes are installed in narrow areas, high routing
overhead can reduce network performance. A Service
Oriented Network (SON) that minimizes overhead by
processing packets only which has been generated from
their service can solve this overhead problem. However in
SON a node with path loss needs a temporary path
restoration function capable of transmitting a packet via
node (Relay) supporting other services. Since the path
recovery scheme in SON is limited to one hop, in this paper,
we propose a scheme to find a two hop relay node using the
characteristics of RPL.
Keywords-Service Oriented Networks; Underwater Wireless
Sensor Network; Path Revocery,

I. Introduction
Recently as sensing, communication, and control functions
of an underwater senor node have been developed, various
applications utilizing an underwater sensor node have been
developed. Until now most underwater applications were
military underwater surveillance, petroleum detection and
migratory fish detection which the nodes are operated over a
wide marine area with large number of nodes. However in
recent years applications such as dam pollution survey and
harbor security have been developed which the node are
operated at a high density in narrow area[1]. In large scale
underwater application it is known that operating in flooding
based routing protocol that utilized GPS information is
effective[2]. On the other hand, in case of small scale
underwater application GPS are not attached to the node or
even it is attached due to the GPS error positioning information
is not operated normally. Therefore a routing protocol which
does not use location information is required in such a small
scale underwater sensor network[3]. Also highly reliable
routing protocol is needed considering the high transmission
error rate of acoustic wave.
RPL (Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy
Networks), which is defined by the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) Group, maintains and manages multipath which
is more reliable than other routing protocols[4][5]. In RPL,
each node receives a DIO (DODAG Information Object)
message transmitted from a sink through multipath and
transmits packet to path which has the smallest routing metric
value. If a path is lost during the transmission. It may attempt

to resume the packet transmission using another path or
attempt a path recovery to find a new path.
However there is a problem that such RPL also has a high
routing overhead. In particular, when multiple applications are
running in a small area each node broadcasts a DIO message
transmitted by a sink node and it may cause broadcast storm
problem due to large number of DIO messages are flooded. In
SON(Service Oriented Network)[6], each application is
divided into a service ID (serv_id) and the packet displays the
service ID of which has generated the packet. Each node
normally processes only the packet which contains the serv_id,
otherwise it reduces the overhead by discarding the other
packets.
However, due to these advantages of reducing overhead,
SON has a problem in the path recovery function. Especially,
when the path are all lost and a node can transmit packet
through other node which provides other service is defined as
an isolated node. A path recovery scheme that provides a new
path to the isolated node is proposed[7].As existing schemes
that provide new routes for such isolated nodes are limited to
1-hop neighbor nodes. Therefore in this paper we propose a
method to provide isolated node with path using 2-hop relay by
utilizing RPL’s path recovery method.
II. Proposed Scheme
A. Concept
Therefore in this chapter, we propose a method of selecting a
2-hop relay node and transmitting a packet. This method aims
for minimizing the transmission message overhead used to
recover the path. Isolated nodes need to form a temporary path
in advance to transmit data packets toward the sink. For this,
the 2-hop node from the isolated node functions as a relay node
through information exchange between isolated nodes and can
transmit the data packet to the corresponding sink.
B. Operational Process
The proposed scheme operates as follows when an isolated
node occurs due to the node loss in SON.
Before the isolated node (Node A) occurs in the topology as
shown in Figure 2 , all nodes including node D in the network
broadcasts a DIO message to form a path for pack transmission
which service they are providing. Also, if each node receives a
DIO message the service ID which they are not providing then
each node stores the service ID to the corresponding DIO
message in the service table and discards the DIS message.
Through this process, the node C receives the DIO message
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transmitted from the node D and records 0x11 in their service
table. If isolated node A occurs then node A cannot distinguish
whether it is an isolated node or simply a parent node at this
point. Therefore, node A first tries to recover the path.

Figure 1 Process of 2-hop relay configuration (1)

So the node A transmits a DIS (DODAG Information
Solicitation) message including its own service ID 0x11 and
the neighbor nodes B and E receives the DIS message. The
nodes B and E which receives the DIS message checks
whether there is a service ID (0x11) recorded in the DIS
message in their service table. If the service ID exists, it
operates according to the existing method and provides 1-hop
relay function.

node B then transmits this data packet to its parent node C.
On the other hand, the node C which is the node piggybacked
with service ID can figure out that it is in the communication
range with the node (node D) that has transmitted the message
with the corresponding service. Therefore, node C transmitted
ACK message to node B with flag bit set to 1 which indicates
that the node B and itself can operate as a two-hop relay node.
After the DIO waiting time expires, node A broadcasts a
1-hop joining request message. Node B which receives joining
request message determines if it can provide relay function for
node A and transmits the joining reply message to node A.
After receiving the joining reply, the node A transmits its own
service ID (0x11) to the node B by recording it in the data
packet. At his period the node C receives the data packet
receives service ID (0x11) from childe node which is different
with the service (0x22) that node C and child node provides.
Normally, the data packet in which the service ID and the other
service ID provided are discarded, but it is unicast data packet
form the child node. Therefore, this packet can be aware of that
the 2-hop relay is requested from the data packet.
Therefore, node C broadcasts this packet without discarding it.
Because node C does not know the address information of
node D (which had previously sent DIO Message) to receive
this packet. The node D which receives the broadcasted data
packet proceeds with normal processing (e.g. upward
transmission) since the packet is a data packet recorded with
service ID (0x11) provided by itself.
III. Performance Evlauation
In this chapter, we analyze the performance of methods to
resume packet transmission with the help of relay node when
isolated occurs due to loss of node in underwater SON network
through simulation.
A.Simulation Environments

Figure 2 Process of 2-hop relay configuration (2)

If the node which received DIS message (B, E) does not find
service ID it their service table, first it discards DIS message.
Then it checks whether there is a data packet to be transmitted
(particularly an upward path packet). The data packet to be
transmitted form the node B to the node C contains 0x22,
which is the service ID of the node B. The node B piggybacks
the service ID (0x11) and the data ID (DIS) in the data packet
which was recorded in the DIS message.
The parent node (node C and F) which received the
piggybacked data packet with service ID and DIS message
type searches for the service ID 0x11 for their piggybacked
service ID in their service table. The node F which does not
have record for corresponding service id figure out that the
node F itself and the node E cannot operate as a two-hop relay
node for node A. Therefore, the node F transmits a packet with
the flag bit set to 0, which means that the relay service cannot
be provided to the ACK message transmitted to node E. The
node B which receives the data packet responds ACK. The

In this experiment, the topology size is 2,000m ✕ 2,000m
square, and four services are set to run in the same space. The
maximum transmission distance of each node is 150m, and
each node is set to provide a random one of the four services.
The sink nodes of each service are arranged one by one at the
corner of the topology, and all nodes are configured to
generate upward data packets to their sink node every 3
minutes. Also, we set 10% of nodes randomly selected among
all nodes after 60 seconds from the start of simulation. The
node that failed to transmit even one packet until 120 seconds
passed has failed to recover the path and has determined that it
is still in isolated state. After the path recovery, the node that
succeeded the packet transmission is judged to be a normal
node which is no longer isolated.
B.Simulation Analysis
Figure 3 is a graph showing the number of nodes still in
isolated state due to failure of path recovery according to the
number of nodes in the topology. In this graph we can confirm
that the number of isolated nodes decreases as the number of
nodes increases. This is because as the density of the node
increases the number of preliminary parent node in RPL
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increases and even if the node loss occurs, the new parent node
can be immediately selected and the packet can be transmitted
without performing the path recovery. Also, regardless of the
number of nodes we can confirm that the proposed method
always generates fewer isolated nodes that the existing method.
This is because the proposed scheme not only restores the path
through 1-hop relay node but also has the additional
opportunity to cover the path through 2-hop relay node.
Figure 4 is a graph showing the number of transmission of
total path recovery related message (DIS + Joining Request +
Joining Reply) transmitted in the network according to the
number of nodes. In both methods it can be seen that as the
number of nodes increases, the number of transmission related
to path recovery decreases. This is because the number of
nodes attempting for path recovery decreases due to the
existence of preliminary parent node. In addition we can
confirm that the transmission overhead of the path recovery
related messages of the two proposed schemes are almost the
same. Therefore we can confirm that the proposed method
provides path recovery function through 2-hop relay without
consuming additional overhead.

Figure 3 Number of isolated nodes

IV. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a method for providing isolated
nodes with a path that utilizes 2-hop relay without additional
overhead for underwater SON networks. In the proposed
scheme, the RPL’s DIS message transmitted before the Joining
Request is transmitted. The 1-hop relay node transmits the
information recorded in the DIS message to 2-hop relay node
and the 2-hop relay node checks whether the relay node itself
and the 1-hop relay node can provide the relay function. If it
can provide with relay function, it informs the 1-hop relay
node. This process is piggybacked in the DATA-ACK packet
transmitted between the relay nodes. Simulation results show
that the proposed scheme can reduce the number of isolated
nodes by up to 220% compared to the existing scheme without
additional overhead consumption. In next research we will
propose an optimal relay node selection method when as
isolated node receives a joining reply message from multiple
nodes.

Figure 4 Number of path recovery message transmission
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ABSTRACT
The basic principle of land mines is the encapsulation
of explosive material inside metallic covering which is
then buried underground, close enough to the surface to
as to trigger the explosion upon contact and external
pressure. Hence it is quite a sure shot way of causing
destruction if anyone accidently steps onto the ground
that has underlying explosives hidden for attack and will
result in taking the life of the unfortunate person. The
aim of this paper is to provide help to people who are
living in these areas of constant threat and risking their
lives on a daily basis. A robotic vehicle having the
capability of detecting these buried mines by means of
wireless operating systems that can scan far flung places
and detect the mines is suggested here. This vehicle can
send back information about the position of the mines to
a control room in order to help neutralize the explosives
safely. The detecting vehicle is designed to have a metal
detector that can be operated by the control room
through a remote control system. The coordinates of the
location are displayed by means of an LCD that is
mounted over the control system. This helps in viewing
the exact location and its coordinates when the robotic
vehicle detects a landmine.
Index Terms: Robotic Vehicle, Mine Detection, Robot, RF Module,
PIC Microcontrollers, GPS, MDRs, IED

I. INTRODUCTION
Landmines are explosives that are hidden under the earth’s
surface layer and are aimed at causing destruction and killing
enemies who trespass to one’s territory. These mines cannot
only kill humans but can also destroy tanks and large troops
at one. The explosions are set off automatically upon
detection of external pressure. Such contact can set off
explosions and may destroy the target by direct blasts or by
the fragments that are expelled out as a result of
explosion.The modern era recognizes land mines as devices
that are designed to be used as anti-personnel and antivehicle weapons. A number of improvised explosive devices
(IEDs) come under the classification of land mines but this
term is generally reserved for the equipment that is designed
for use by the military. IEDs on the other hand are mostly
designed and used by terrorists or paramilitary groups [1].
There is quite a debate on the use of land mines and a lot of
concern revolves around accidents and life threatening
situations due to these devastation causing designs. The war

areas may remain a danger zone for many years after the end
of the war and this threatens the lives of the local population.
The recent counts suggest that around 100 million lives are
lost worldwide by these land mines. The loss due to these
mines ranges from decrease in the financial wellbeing of a
state but also include the loss of precious lives on a regular
basis. It has been estimated that as many as 2000 lives are
lost owing to mine explosions per month. This is proving to
be global crisis [2]. The existing methods of removing these
pre-existing mines from war zones are unsafe and extremely
costly. In addition, a lot of time is required to get done with
evacuation of these mines. Such a long time cannot be
devoted and may result in newer wars and more areas having
land mines by the time the existing ones are detected or
removed.
Estimates show that around 70 million landmines still
remain uncovered and buried unknowingly in around 80
different countries worldwide. The biggest threat is that the
landmines can remain intact and active for about 60 years or
more despite of being under the earth’s surface. Reports have
indicated that around an interval of every 22 minutes, a life is
lost due to explosions of landmines. This results in an annual
figure of 26,000 deaths due to landmine explosions [3]. The
biggest tragedy is that these explosives are usually found in
the underdeveloped areas and the local populations are
generally poor and uneducated, hence they remain unaware
on what they are facing.
The underdeveloped countries are deprived of the modern
technology that is required to successfully detect and remove
these mines. Hence they do not have any means of getting
their areas clean of the undermining explosives and constant
threats. This particular reason has motivated us to design a
robot that is able to detect the landmines and can be
controlled from a safe distance by means of a control room
setup. The major aim of this study is to create a way of safety
for people and make it available at economic prices in order
to ensure that it is affordable for the underdeveloped areas.
The current methods under use around the world are unsafe
and unreliable. The proposed robot will do to ensure safety as
the operator doesn’t have to be near the mine to detonate it. A
safe distance can be achieved by first detecting the exact
location and coordinates of the mines by means of the GPS in
the robot detector.
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The current techniques revolve arounnd three diff
fferent
appproaches of ddemining. The first and forremost approaach is
thhe human dem
mine. Anotherr approach iss using mechaanical
haardware for ddemining. The third approacch is using a robot
foor demining [44]. The most w
widely used teechnique is thee first
onne, whereas tthe second appproach is soomewhat usedd in a
reestricted way ffor certain reggions. The thiird approach tthat is
thhe robot basedd approach iss relatively reecent and veryy few
roobots have been designed uup till now [5]. A control oobject
byy the name of Controlledd Metal Detector (CMD)) was
prroposed by K
Kenzo and his coworkers as shown in F
Fig. 1.
Thhis detector ccomprised of two
t
coil metaal detector andd a 3D
DOF built up by the main body of CM
MD, a 3-D caamera
haaving a stereo vision and 2P
PCs along withh an XY stagee. The
X
XY stage is caapable of perfo
forming two ddimensional m
motion
inn the horizontaal manner [6]. The drawbacck in this propposed
syystem is that there is no info
formation abouut the navigatiion of
thhe detector w
which has too be used ffor measuringg the
cooordinated of tthe earth.

Fig. 1 Architecture of CMD Syystem

The current algorithms bbeing used iin mining aree not
suufficiently hanndling data. T
To overcome thhis barrier, a faster
allgorithm has been
b
introduceed [7]. The prooposed algoritthm is
beetter from previous conventtional ones buut there is a neeed to
opptimize this algorithm inn terms of the automattically
deetermined nuumber of ouutliers, whichh have not been
exxplained clearly.
Land mines are
a among thee biggest reasoon of devastatiion in
w
wars and also prove lethal in post warr times. The basic
cooncept for deetection of mines
m
is the ddetection of metals
m
w
which are knoown to form the outer laayer of miness [8].
H
However, this iis not as easy aas it seems beccause all the metals
m
innvolved are exxtremely sensitive and expllosive, ready to go
offf at the slighttest of change in pressure [99]. Hence the target
is to detect minnes from a far distance that iis safely awayy from
haarm’s way. IIn the earlierr times, anim
mals were useed to
prrovide aid in mine detectiion. This has been replaceed by
auutomated deteectors and mecchanical tools in the modernn era.
O
Other methods have been thhe use of baccteira, acoustiics or
trained marine aanimals to dettect mines [10].
Metal detecttors are usedd for detectinng the presennce of
m
metals in a neaarby area. These can be ussed to detect metal
thhat are presentt undergroundd as well. Thesse detectors ussually
haave a unit thaat be handled manually andd swept over oobject
foor detection. Iff the sensor reegisters a metaal, it is indicatted by
m
means of changge in tone or m
movement of tthe needle indicator
[111]. There aree also the ‘waalk through’ detectors
d
whicch are

fixeed in one placee and generallly used for seccurity of airpoorts,
prissons or otherr important fa
facilities. These detectors can
sensse the presencce of metal annd alert the seecurity personnnel.
Thee most basic detector has an oscillator that producess an
alteernating currennt. This currennt can pass thrrough the coil and
prodduce a magneetic field. In ccase a metal is present nearrby,
edddy currents are produced in the metal which in turn
t
initiiates a magnettic field. This change in the magnetic fielld is
duee to the metalliic object whichh can be deteccted [12].
T
Training of doogs for detectioon of mines hhas been comm
mon
as ttrained dogs can
c sniff chem
mical and expllosives. In casse a
trainned dog comees across a miine, it immediiately stops. T
This
is a signal to the handlers thatt something has been deteccted.
Safe
fety has to be given considderation and tthe handlers oonly
enteer the field thaat the dog hass signaled as cclear. It has bbeen
seenn that dogs caan easily deteect materials buried
b
aroundd up
till six feet deepp. Also, minees as old as 40 years cann be
deteected by doggs. This is a faster appproach then that
invoolving humanns working w
with metal deteectors. Dogs can
scann up till 8000 square meteers per day. Hence dogs are
widdely used to sscan wide areeas of lands, pparticularly thhose
whiich are suspected to have mines. Theyy can also deetect
minnes in uneven areas such ass steep groundds or rocky areas.
Onlly the very dennse vegetativee areas prove a problem to ddogs
[13]]. Apart from dogs, rats aree also being used
u
for detecttion
of cchemicals andd explosives. Inn Mozambiquue, rats trainedd by
APO
OPO are beinng used in thhe minefields. The term ‘hhero
RATS’ is being used for thesee rats. The addvantage of ussing
the African rats is their familliarity with thhe harsh climaates
andd they only reequire very feew resources for their grow
wth.
Theese African raats have a leengthy life sppan and workk by
beinng motivated for food in reeturn. Differennt trainers cann be
usedd to train ratss since they ddo not bond em
motionally. Thheir
tinyy size is also an advantage,, particularly in transportation.
Rats can sense thhe smell of expplosive and theeir weight is iddeal
as itt does not set off the mines..
T
They indicate the presencee of mines bby scratching the
grouund. These locations aree then markked and cleaaned
mannually later byy the deminingg teams [14].
III. PROPOSED
D METHODO
OLOGY
T
The existing techniques havve been kept in mind and the
currrent proposaal is designned to solvve the existting
shorrtcomings. Thhe robot vehiccle is proposedd in order to ccurb
the current probllems faced in mine detectioon and clearannce.
Most importantlyy, the robotic vehicle is controlled byy a
deteector that can be transportedd far and doess not involve risk
to human
h
life. Evven the tiniestt metals can bbe detected by the
robootic sensors. This detectorr is also veryy economical and
usess very basic haardware that m
makes it easilyy available forr all.
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The proposedd system com
mprised of twoo main block w
which
arre named as thhe Remote conntrol and the R
Robotic vehiccle, as
shhown in figuree 2. The remotte control blocck has the com
mplete
coontrol of the entire system
m including thhe determination of
thhe movement of the vehiicle by meanns of wirelesss RF
m
module. Also, this block hass an LCD thaat is present on
o the
reemote controol, aimed fo
for determinaation of loccation
cooordinates oncce the mines hhave been deteected by the roobotic
veehicle, which has a GPS atttached. The roobotic vehicle is the
m
major detectionn block, it has a metal deteccting hardwaree. The
m
metal detector scans the fieeld for the prresence of meetallic
boodies and oncce a metal is ddetected, a siggnal is sent baack to
thhe remote conttrol block by m
means of the GPS
G which connveys
innformation aboout the exact location of thee metal.
The proposed system is ddesigned to bee controlled frrom a
saafe control rooom that is far
f away from
m the mines.. The
m
movement of tthe detector roobot can be ccontrolled from
m the
coontrol room. Directions caan be specifieed for the deesired
m
movements of the robotic veehicle. The veehicle can moove in
alll directions annd can also rootate and spin about its ownn axis
inn order to covver maximum areas. The prresence of an LCD
onn the control ssystem helps iin displaying tthe coordinatees that
haave been connveyed back bby the roboticc vehicle upoon the
suuccessful detecction of a landdmine as show
wn in Fig. 3.

variious directioons and it can send signals to the
miccrocontroller w
which in turn ssends signals ffor the movem
ment
of the vehicle tto the motorr driver. A nnormal speedd of
movvement is folllowed by the vvehicle and uppon the detecttion
of metallic
m
objectts, this can be stopped.
W
While the vehiicle is movingg, the detectorr scans the enntire
fieldd for the pressence of metaallic objects. Even
E
the smalllest
objeects can be deetected by the metal detectoor and signals are
thenn sent to the m
microcontrolleer to stop the vehicle. As soon
as tthe vehicle stoops, PIC16F8777a sends signnals to the GPS
S in
ordeer to obtain thhe location cooordinated in order to idenntify
the exact locationn of the mines. The GPS communicated the
locaation to thee microcontrooller and thhen to RF for
trannsmission. Circuit diagram iis shown in Figg. 5..

Fig. 5 Circuit Diagraam of robotic vvehicle

Alggorithm of Veehicle

Fig. 3 Flow Chart Diiagram of Mine Detector

A
A. Robotic Vehicle

STA
ART
Defi
fine Ports/Headeers
Init Main

Fig. 4 Schematic Diaagram of Robottic Vehicle

The robotic vehicle com
mprises of PIIC16F877a aas the
ceentral part of vehicle that iis the metal ddetector and thhe RF
annd GPS are coonnected to thhis central parrt. Signals from
m the
reemote control are received by the RF traansceiver as shown
s
inn figure 4. The
T movemennt of the vehhicle is possibble is

MAIN RF Tx TR
RANSMITTER
-- M
unsiigned char data uart_send(voidd);
unsiigned char data send_packet(vooid);
unsiigned char data uart_send(voidd)
{
-- O
Only send the neew data after
whille(TXIF==0);
-- Th
The previous datta finish sent
TXR
REG = data ;
}
unsiigned char data send_packet(vooid)
{
Buffer for the daata in one packket.
-- B
unsiigned char i;
unsiigned char buffeer[3];
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-- Byte 0 is Headder and 1 is thee data.
buuffer[1] = data;
buuffer[2] = (unsiggned char)(HEA
ADER + data);
-- Byte 2 is the ch
hecksum.
foor (i = 0; i < 7; i++) uart_send(S
SYNC_DATA));
-- Transmit the ppacket using UA
ART.
foor (i = 0; i < 3; i++) uart_send(bbuffer[i]);
}
ND
EN

B. Control Sysstem

Fig. 7 Circuit diagraam of Control S
System

Alggortihm of C
Control Systeem
STA
ART

Fig. 6 Schematic diaagram of Contrrol System

The control unit comprisees of the PIC
C 16f877a, an LCD
annd an RF traansceiver as shown in figgure 6. The main
fuunctions of thee control systeem are to ensuure the movem
ments
off the vehicle aare controlled and then to coorrectly displaay the
exxact informatiion about the location of thhe field as recceived
frrom the vehicle. The commands are receivedd by
m
microcontrollerr and it subsequently transmits those
coommands throough RF transsmitter, the veehicle then m
moves.
A
As soon as thee vehicle idenntifies metal and stops, thhe RF
reeceiver gets thhe coordinates of the locationn. These are sent to
thhe microcontrooller and thenn displayed oon the LCD oof the
coontrol system. Circuit diagraam is shown inn Figure 7.

Defi
fine Ports/Headeers
Init Main
-- M
MAIN RF Tx TR
RANSMITTER
#deffine send_button RA3
#deffine display PO
ORTB
unsiigned char data uart_send(voidd);
unsiigned char data send_packet(vooid);
unsiigned char data uart_send(voidd)
{
-- O
Only send the neew data after
whille(TXIF==0); TXREG
T
= data ;
}
The previous datta finish sent
-- Th
unsiigned char data send_packet(vooid)
{
-- B
Buffer for the data in one pack
ket.
unsiigned char i; unnsigned char bufffer[3];
-- By
Byte 0 is the heaader.
bufffer[1] = data;
-- By
Byte 2 is the cheecksum.
bufffer[2] = (unsignned char)(HEAD
DER + data);
-- C
Clocking for a w
while before sen
nding the data sso that the Tx and
Rx are
a in sync.
for (i
( = 0; i < 7; i++
+) uart_send(SY
YNC_DATA);
-- Tr
Transmit the paccket using UAR
RT.
for (i
( = 0; i < 3; i++
+) uart_send(buuffer[i]);
}
D
END
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
It was once considered impossible to have an equipment
that can control the movements of any vehicle and detect
minefields. The model for mine detection is an important tool
for IT and electronic engineers for building automatic
systems in a short span of time. This mine detecting robot is
designed to save time and precious lives. The previous
techniques have been reviewed in great detail and we have
tried to overcome the barriers that were existing in the
previous methods. This robotic vehicle does to cut down the
risks associated with mine detection. The wireless control
system makes it safe and risk free. Also, the detector is
extremely efficient and can detect the smallest piece of metal.
This ensures that none of the mines remain undetected.
Another important feature is the cost effectiveness; the
simple materials used make is affordable.
This robotic vehicle can easily be customized and the
developers can use applications to control the device. This
system has to be evaluated in great depth in future as it holds
very broad future perspectives. The accuracy, ease of use,
timely detection and risk assessment have to be further
evaluated. The speed of the system and the chances of errors
have to be seen and tested.
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Abstract
Self-driving cars have three main functions. The first
recognizes the surrounding environment, judge the risk,
and lastly plans the drive path. Therefore, the driving
operation is minimized. And it refers to a human friendly
car capable of safe driving on its own. The reason for the
need for self-driving car was to reduce traffic jams on
limited roads and to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.
Future Cars The three main keywords are connected cars,
autonomous vehicles, and electric vehicles. Automotive
technology is currently described as the same technology
as ADAS, and increasingly technological performance is
becoming increasingly variable and diversifying.
Connected cars refer to vehicles that connect information
and communication technologies to automobiles, enabling
vehicles such as V2 and mobile services to be equipped
with new services. Electric cars are vehicles that use
electric batteries and electric motors without using fossil
fuels and engines. Driving ahead of these self-driving car
businesses can be expected to attract and expand the
existing business and expand the new business and create
new business opportunities for ICT firms. It is urgent for
the concerned agencies to establish legal and institutional
basis for self-driving cars. By doing so, new services could
be provided to consumers. Therefore, this paper
introduces the technological development trends for
self-driving cars.
Keywords-Self-driving Car; Autonomous Vehicle; Autonom
ous Avoidance; Technological Development Trends

I. Introduction
The new car market is rapidly grow new markets, with the
combination of technology advances and market demands.
The present automobile is a mobile body for transportation or a
mobile body capable of supporting driving, but in the future,
autonomous driving will be possible and the interior of the
automobile will be changed into living space and office space.
Therefore, SW, artificial intelligence, communication, security,
sensor, navigation technology will be added in the current
general car, so that autonomous navigation will be possible in
the future. Domestic industries are lagging behind in
predicting future markets. Therefore, it is necessary to occupy
the future of future markets based on automobile and ICT
convergence technology, which is the strength of the domestic

industry. Autonomous vehicles refer to a human-friendly car
capable of self-safety by recognizing the surrounding
environment itself, determining the risk, planning the driving
route, and minimizing the driver's driving operation. The
changes in the automobile industry are accelerating
commercialization of ADAS, technological progress, easing of
cost burden, and intensifying competition among companies to
secure future markets. Consumer demand is also increasing,
such as improving safety and convenience, and reducing oil
costs. The three key words of future cars are connected cars,
autonomous vehicles, and electric cars. Connected cars are
defined as a concept that emphasizes the connectivity of
vehicles. Various devices inside the vehicle are connected to
the external network through wireless communication,
providing information for improving the safety and
convenience of the vehicle, real-time navigation, remote
vehicle control and management Refers to vehicles that
support infotainment services. Definition of autonomous
driving car refers to a car that recognizes its surroundings by
itself and drives safely without accident by judging driving
routes and risks. Electric cars are cars that use electric batteries
and electric motors, not fossil fuels and engines. In this paper,
technology development trends of autonomous vehicles are
analyzed.[1]
II. Autonomous Driving Car Technology Trend
Currently, cars support driving, such as moving a simple
transport vehicle or maintaining lane keeping, parking aid, and
distance maintenance. However, as the autonomous driving
becomes possible in the future, the automobile can become a
living space and an office space. Future markets are being
created and growing as the technology advances and
automotive market demands combine. The automobile market
is now a market for finished car makers. However, future
autonomous vehicles will emerge with automobiles
incorporating software, information, artificial intelligence,
communication, security, sensors and navigation. Therefore, it
is predicted that companies developing sensors, parts and
systems for automobiles will show a strong performance in the
automobile market. Domestic industries are slowing down
compared to the autonomous cars market, as existing
automotive and IT industries such as BMW and Google are
announcing their R & D plans and performance for fully
autonomous cars. Therefore, it is necessary to preoccupy the
future market based on the automobile and ICT convergence
technologies, which are the strengths of the domestic industry.
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Smart automobile is able to provide high safety and
convenience service by real-time recognition of the internal
and external situation of the automobile by combining electric
technology, information communication, and intelligent
control technology with automobile technology.[2][3]
A. Autonomous vehicles
Autonomous vehicles refer to a human-friendly vehicle that
recognizes its own environment, judges the risk, plans the
driving route, minimizes driver's driving operations, and is
capable of running safely on its own. Autonomous driving is
largely divided into 5 stages as shown below.

as a basis for reinforcing global safety regulations while seeing
the effects of collision mitigation.
B. Connected Cars
Connected car is a concept that emphasizes the connectivity
of vehicles. Various devices inside the vehicle and external
network are connected through wireless communication,
providing information for improving safety and convenience
of the vehicle, real-time navigation, remote vehicle control and
management, e-mail, multimedia streaming, And other
infotainment services.

Fig. 3. Definition of Connected Vehicle

Fig. 1. Definition of technology stage of autonomous vehicle

The current phase is an integrated ADAS phase that
combines ACC + LKAS with Level 2, and functions like the
GM Cadillac's Super Cruise function. Level 2 is the stage
where the driver must always be aware of the surrounding
traffic situation. In the case of a Google autonomous vehicle, it
will be at Level 3, and as of yet there is a case of a traffic
accident caused by an autonomous vehicle problem.
Autonomous vehicles are being developed as a fusion of
vehicle technology and infrastructure technology. It will be
composed of the integrated control of the automobile infrastructure that efficiently collects and manages various
data such as sensors, vehicle information, traffic speed, traffic
volume, density, weather information and road surface
condition data.

IT companies are competing to develop automotive
infotainment platforms. In the future, the scope of technology
will be expanded to V2X, which enhances safety through
communication between various objects and helps efficient
operation. It is expected to increase the demand for customized
information and contents by analyzing big data such as driver's
driving and life patterns. Techniques for enhancing
convenience by expanding interconnectivity between
automobiles and other devices will be developed. The market
for connected cars is expected to account for 75% (69 million
units) of connected cars among the world's automobile
production volume of 92 million in 2020.

Fig. 2. Autonomous vehicle market forecast, 2015 ~ 2035

Consumers of autonomous vehicles said that 37 percent of
them said that it is the purchase of autonomous vehicles. Even
if the price is offered at $ 3,000, 20% of consumers are
responding positively to autonomous vehicles. The IEEE also
said that by 2040 autonomous vehicles are expected to account
for 75 percent of the world's cars. It also demonstrates the
effectiveness of safety regulations. AEB technology is applied

Fig. 4. Connected Car Market Size

The rapid increase in vehicle connectivity is expected to
increase digital content consumption and production, and will
affect overall automotive service functions such as
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infotainment. We expect automobile and IT companies to
contribute to various business models and revenue sources.
C. Electric cars
Electric cars are cars that use electric batteries and electric
motors without using fossil fuels and engines. The core
technologies of electric vehicles are batteries, drive motors,
chargers, high-voltage, and power conversion technologies,
aiming at low cost and high efficiency. Electric vehicles can be
categorized as shown in the following figure, depending on
whether all of the electric energy is supplied from the outside
or whether the electric energy is generated by itself.

Fig. 5. Types of electric cars

An electric vehicle is a pure electric vehicle (EV) that
operates only from a battery charged with electric energy from
the outside in a narrow sense. In the broad sense, it refers to a
hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) using an engine and a motor, A
plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) that can be charged
from a power source of the vehicle.[4]

vehicle market research organization is expected the number
of EVs shipped worldwide will reach 2.87 million units this
year, with EV (pure electric vehicle) and PHEV (plug-in
hybrid electric vehicle) excluding hybrid cars reaching
920,000 units.
III. Sensor Technology Trends of Autonomous Driving
Vehicles
Autonomous vehicle sensor technology consists of various
sensors such as ultrasonic, vision camera, radar, and Lidar. For
front, rear and side cameras, it is applied to the surround view
monitor and parking assist technology. For front camera and
infrared camera, it is applied to auto braking system, night
vision, pedestrian protection, lane keeping, black box,
intelligent up light control function. The near-field radar
sensor is used for detection range of 0.5 ~ 70m, and is used for
blind spot protection, lane change and rear collision detection.
The rear and front ultrasonic sensors are used in parking assist
systems with a sensing distance of 0.3 to 2.5 meters. In the case
of lateral ultrasonic sensors, the detection range is 0.3 ~ 5.0m,
which is used for smart parking function. Finally, the radar
sensor is used in SCC, Stop & Go, front collision detection
auto braking system, etc. with a detection range of 0.5 ~ 200m.
Camera sensors such as mono cameras and stereo cameras,
which are typical sensors, are vulnerable to extraneous
influences such as backlighting and tunnels, and the accuracy
of distance is reduced. In the case of a radar or a Lidar sensor,
pedestrians, lanes, and signs are difficult to recognize.
Therefore, new sensor technology such as depth camera is
being developed and new recognition technology is developed
by fusing various sensors. The development status of
commercialization of autonomous driving car is as follows:
Development of technology for integrated image recognition
SW and driving support system for driving lane, opposite
vehicle, leading vehicle, development of stereoscopic camera
system for HD car with less than 5% error rate, 3D LIDAR
Development of sensor system, development of
high-definition 3D-HDR camera and integrated image
processing module for parking and lane change driver support,
and development of mirrorless camera system.
IV. Conclusion

Fig. 6. World Electric Vehicle Market Outlook

The global electric car market is expected to sharply increase
from 2.77 million units this year to 23.76 million units by 2025
due to strengthened environmental regulations and full support
from the Chinese government. SNE Research a global electric

In this paper, we briefly analyzed the technology trends of
autonomous vehicles. Growth was delayed because the
domestic industry of autonomous vehicles could not predict the
growth potential of autonomous car market. Therefore,
technology development research is needed to secure
competitiveness in a short period of time and to enter the global
market. In the field of autonomous vehicles, ADAS parts and
systems can be developed as follow-on projects, which will
help automakers maintain and expand existing businesses. In
addition, the paradigm shift will lead to new business creation
and entry into the automotive industry with the introduction of
new and challenging ideas and functions. Consumers may
require traffic accident reduction and new services. In order to
expand these industries, the legal and institutional basis of the
nation should be provided, such as revision of relevant laws,
identification of traffic accidents, and evaluation criteria for
autonomous driving performance.
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Abstract
A computer laboratory in a school or college is often
shared for multiple class and lab sessions. However, often
the computers in the lab are just left idling for an extended
period of time. Those are potential resources to be
harvested for cloud services. This manuscript details the
deployment of a private cloud on the shared computer labs.
Fundamental
services
like
operation
manager,
configuration manager, cloud manager, and schedule
manager were put up to power on/off computers remotely,
specify each computer’s OS configuration, manage cloud
services (i.e., provision and retire virtual machines), and
schedule OS switching tasks, respectively. OpenStack was
employed to manage computer resources for cloud services.
The deployment of private cloud can improve the
computers’ utilization on the shared computer labs.
Keywords-private cloud; shared computer labs; cloud services;
OpenStack;
Wake-on-LAN
(WOL);
Preboot
eXecution
Environment (PXE)

I. Introduction
Past reports suggested that utilization of computer resources
in a data center is generally low. Based on collected data from
worldwide data centers in 2009-2011, an IBM research report
[1] found that the CPU utilization of a typical data center
ranged from 7% to 25%. An analysis by McKinsey &
Company on 70 large data centers, as reported by the New
York Times [2], also showed that on average data centers were
using 6% to 12% of the electricity for their servers’
computations; apparently the large share of power was to keep
servers doing nothing, just be ready in case of a sudden rise in
activity.
A comparable phenomenon can also be observed in a
school’s or college’s computer laboratory. Computers in that
particular lab are often turned on for long hours even if there is
no class or practicum session taking place. Some students may
have the habit of using the computers for a while and then
leaving without turning them off.
Evaluating resource idleness in a number of Windows
computer laboratories, Domingues et al. [3] found that the
average CPU idleness was almost 98% and the portion of
unused memory was 42% on average. Using wireless power
meters and simultaneously recording the user activities on a
lab of 22 computers, Han and Gnawali [4] concluded that

every day 60% of energy consumed by each computer was left
unused as no user was logged in. Moreover, the study on the
lab users’ behavior revealed that only 5% of users employed
the computers for long periods of time (taking more than 3,000
KJ of energy), whereas the majority (75% of users) just
occupied them minimally and in turn consumed less than or
equal to 1,000 KJ of energy.
Evidently, computers in many school/college labs are not
optimally utilized. They are often left idle or unused for long
periods of time. There are two general approaches to tackle
this inefficiency issue. The first approach is to turn the
computers off when they are not being used. This can be
performed either remotely or automatically to reduce human
involvement. The second approach is to harness the idle CPU
cycles for addressing other computational needs. The needs
are most likely to come from other parties within or outside the
school/college. Unquestionably, the idle resources may be
offered voluntarily or on a pay-per-use basis.
Following the second approach, the research work discussed
in this manuscript tries to servitize the extra resources of some
shared computer labs and deploy them as a private Cloud
service (i.e., Infastructure-as-a-Service). OpenStack [5], the
open source software for creating a cloud service, was
employed to manage the idle computer resources. Since
OpenStack requires Linux as the operating system (OS), while
the desktops in the shared computer labs are running Windows
as the default OS, a management system is needed to control
the switching from Windows to Linux and vice versa.
The rest of the manuscript is arranged as follows. Section 2
outlines some related works, particularly on various ways the
idle computer resources are being utilized. The proposed
management system is described and detailed in Section 3.
Some evaluations are discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
concludes the findings and suggests some future works.
II. Related Works
Harnessing unused computer resources has been the focus of
many previous research works. The works outlined here are by
no means exhaustive, but they can represent some of the ideas
of utilizing unused computer resources.
The underlying concept of Grid computing [6] is essentially
resource sharing in multi-institutional virtual organizations
(VOs). Resource owners (providers) from different institutions
may pool their resources in a VO to be used up by participants
of the VO. The sharing is highly controlled. Each provider may
share resources in multiple VOs and subject them to
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constraints on when, where, who is allowed, and what can be
done. Sharing relationships are often peer-to-peer (i.e.,
providers can also be consumers), can exist among any subsets
of participants, and can be coordinated across many resources
belonging to disparate institutions. Through VOs, groups of
institutions are enabled to collaborate by sharing resources to
achieve a common goal. The Grid architecture encompasses
many protocols, services, Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs), and Software Development Kits (SDKs) so that
applications can be developed to run in the complex and
dynamic execution environments.
While Grid computing concerns mainly with access to
large-scale (i.e., clusters or supercomputers) and interinstitutional resources, there is another approach called
Desktop Grid [7] that scavenges idle desktop computers.
Desktop grid is often implemented within an institution,
although a public desktop grid platform is still possible. The
desktops’ participation is usually mandatory and governed by
the institution’s policies. Many institutions – such as
academics, enterprises, and government agencies – hold a
large number of desktops for their employees. They may gain
benefit from exploiting the idle cycles, without additional
server investment, for executing some institutional-backing
applications.
The UC Berkeley Spaces Sciences Laboratory developed a
distributed computing platform called BOINC (Berkeley Open
Infrastructure for Network Computing) [8] comprising public
resources. The platform was established on the success of the
earlier SETI@home project, famously known for exploiting
about 1 million voluntary computers worldwide in the quest
for extraterrestrial intelligence. BOINC can run on various
OSes (e.g., Windows, UNIX/Linux, Mac OS/X, etc.). It
provides tools that allow contributors to remotely install the
client software on a large number of computers, and then link
the clients to selected projects.
Started in 1984, the Condor project [9] also gives freedom
for every participant to contribute as much or as little as s/he
wants. Basically, there are two kinds of users: producers (who
offer resources) and consumers (who consume resources). In
the Condor’s kernel, producers are represented by resources
while consumers by agents. Resources and agents must
advertise themselves to another component, matchmaker,
which is responsible for matching compatible resources and
agents. Unlike BOINC, which is just one large pool of
computer resources, there are many Condor pools – which may
or may not collaborate with each other – around the world. The
Condor project has since been renamed to HTCondor (in
2012).
Past research works also tried to harness idle computer
resources from a network or cluster of workstations [10]–[12]
for parallel computations. In that case, a number of idle
workstations should be available throughout the parallel
execution. They demonstrated that the scheme can work subtly
with negligible disturbance to the legit jobs and/or users.
Nevertheless, less network-bound jobs are preferred as they
impose lower impacts.
Recently virtualization has been employed to exploit unused
computer resources. Compared to the physical counterpart, the

virtual environment offers valuable features such as isolation,
security, and fast deployment. I-Cluster [13] conducts
real-time analysis of the machines’ workload and deploys a
virtual cluster, utilizing the most suitable set of machines, in
response to a user request. The platform can automatically
switch workstations between user-mode (on Windows OS)
and cluster-mode (on Linux OS). Each mode has a separate
working space. The normal condition is the user-mode. A
workstation enters the cluster-mode when user idleness is
detected. Similarly, it can switch back to the user-mode when
user presence is detected (or anticipated). Taking a different
route, NDDE [14] deploys virtual machines, in concurrence
with the user’s environment, to exploit the idle cycles. A
similar approach was employed in [15]–[16]. In that way, there
is no need to switch between different modes. Both
environments – physical and virtual – can coexist together in
the same machine without interfering each other. In fact, the
user may not even be aware of the presence of the virtual
environment.
Cloud computing deployment has grown strongly lately in
many enterprises. Cloud computing is believed to simplify the
IT infrastructure and drastically cut IT investment costs, while
simultaneously maintaining business agility and flexibility. As
some enterprises are still concerned with public cloud’s
security, private cloud platforms are rather preferred by those
enterprises. Under this scheme, underutilized servers can be
consolidated and replaced by just a few servers with higher
specifications (i.e., more CPU cores, memory, and disk space).
Thereafter, cloud management software like OpenStack [5],
CloudStack [17], or Eucalyptus [18] should be installed to
deploy (virtual) servers in place of the underutilized (physical)
servers. Server consolidation is a sure way to improve the
overall computers’ utilization as well as maintainability, as
attested in [19]–[20]. In those works, the cloud management
software was employed to manage the resource pool. Virtual
desktops were elastically deployed from the resource pool to
meet educational and experimental requirements.
Distributed platforms such as the Grid, BOINC, and
HTCondor can harnest idle computer resources from widely
spread locations over the globe. However, the platforms may
not guarantee a fully isolated environment to protect the
underlying resources from a mischievous job, even though a
sandbox may be used to harmlessly run any foreign job. Cloud
computing and virtualization, in general, can provide a better
isolated environment, as the hypervisor will intercept, from the
guest virtual machines, all instruction calls – including
malicious ones – directed toward the host OS. That is the
reason for our use of cloud management software in our
research work. The previous works [19]–[20] required two
pools of computer resources: one was for the virtualization
hosts and the other for the thin clients to access the deployed
virtual machines. Different from them, we just use one pool of
computer resources in the labs. In fact, class/lab activities will
still use the physical computers, whereas (virtualized) cloud
services will be provided for remote users only when the
computers are not in use. Details of the mechanism are given in
the next section.
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Fig. 1 System architecture of a shared computer lab, providing physical and virtual computers.

III. Shared Labs Architecture
Two different OSes are needed to concurrently utilize the
computer labs for daily class/lab activities and private cloud
services. The default OS of the computers in the shared labs is
Windows. By contrast, the OS required to deploy cloud
services is Linux. Therefore, both OSes, Windows and Linux,
were installed on each computer. To manage the computers in
the shared labs, the following fundamental services – as shown
in Fig. 1 – were set up: operation manager, configuration
manager, cloud manager, and schedule manager. They are
functional services. Implementation wise, each service may be
put up in a single server, or alternatively, multiple services
may be realized in a single server.
A. Operation Manager
This service is to control all computers in the shared labs.
Using this service, every computer can be turned on, turned off,
or rebooted remotely. Different tools were employed to
construct this service.
Wake-on-LAN (WOL) – a.k.a. Magic Packet Technology
[21] – is an Ethernet standard that allows a computer to be
turned on, or awakened, by a network message. This feature is
supported by most Ethernet cards and motherboards. The
operation manager leverages this WOL feature to turn on any
computer in the labs. The most important argument required
by the WOL command is the Media Access Control (MAC)
address of the Ethernet card attached to a computer. Thus, the
paired list of MAC addresses and computerIDs needs to be
maintained by the operation manager.
Depending on the currently active OS on a remote computer,
the operation manager has different ways to turn off or reboot
the machine. On a Windows machine, the operation manager
employs Samba net (rpc) utility to turn it off or reboot it,
whereas the shutdown command – executed remotely through
ssh (secure shell) – is used to achieve the same goal on a
Linux machine. In both ways, the machine’s Internet Protocol

(IP) address or domain name is required.
The operation manager can also report the current status
(ON or OFF) and guesstimate the active OS of each computer
in the shared labs. To accomplish this, the operation manager
will do these steps:
1. Try to connect to port 22 (ssh) of the machine’s IP
address. If it is successful, then the machine is ON and its
active OS is Linux.
2. Try to connect to port 3389 (rdp) of the machine’s IP
address. If it is successful, then the machine is ON and its
active OS is Windows.
3. Otherwise, it is inferred that the machine is OFF.
B. Configuration Manager
This service is to record the currently assigned OS (i.e.,
Windows or Linux) for each computer in the shared labs.
When a computer is turned on or rebooted, it must consult with
this service and boot the assigned OS accordingly. Different
tools and protocols were employed to construct this service.
Preboot eXecution Environment (PXE) [22] is a
standardized client-server mechanism to boot a software
assembly, retrieved from the network, on a client machine. It
requires a PXE-capable Network Interface Card (NIC) on the
client side and standard network services such as Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) and Trivial File Transfer
Protocol (TFTP). Details of the mechanism is beyond this
manuscript’s scope; interested readers are referred to [22] for
further information. The PXE feature can be enabled on the
labs’ computers. Thus, when started off, each computer will
retrieve its associated PXE configuration file (i.e., assigned
based on the computer’s MAC address), run the script and,
consequently, select one of the local OSes to boot.
Some scripts were created for the configuration manager to
switch the assigned OS (from Windows to Linux and vice
versa) for particular computers by changing their respective
PXE configuration files. The OS switching action may be
asked by the system administrator or by a schedule task; the
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schedule manager, which executes various schedule tasks, will
be discussed in the later subsection.
C. Cloud Manager
This service is to manage the pool of unused computers for
provisioning private cloud services. The computers in the pool
must run Linux OS, as required by the cloud management
software. The cloud management software being employed is
OpenStack [23]. OpenStack consists of many modules, and the
basic ones forming the cloud manager are:
 Keystone – identity service,
 Nova – compute service,
 Neutron – networking service,
 Glance – image service, and
 Horizon – dashboard.
Details of the implementation and the evaluation of OpenStack
deployment in our shared computer labs can be found in [24].
Through this cloud manager, a user may request a number of
(virtual) computers for computations or experiments. The
cloud manager also controls user access (i.e., when and who is
allowed) and handles reservation requests. Once the jobs are
done, the user may release the (virtual) computers back to the
pool.
D. Schedule Manager
This service is to create and execute the schedule tasks of
switching the OS of particular computers. The schedule tasks
are usually created by the system administrator to
automatically switch the computers’ OS to Linux (i.e., when
there is no class/lab activity) or to switch them back to
Windows (i.e., when a class/lab activity is slated to start soon).
A schedule task comprises of the scheduled date and time,
selected OS, description, status, and targeted computerID. All
schedule tasks are stored in database. A cron job regularly
checks the active schedule tasks and, when the time comes,
executes them by sending commands to the other services. An
OS switching command is sent to the configuration manager,
followed by a reboot command sent to the operation manager.
Afterwards, the status is updated accordingly.

Fig. 2 Web interface to manage the labs’ computers

and the OpenStack’s Nova client were also installed in the
managed computers, so virtual machines can be created and
deployed through the OpenStack cloud service. All computers
used for this research work have the same specification, i.e.:
Processor : Intel Core i5-3340, 3.1 GHz (4 cores)
Memory
: 16 GB
Harddisk
: 500 GB
NIC
: Broadcom NetXtreme Gigabit Ethernet
(WOL and PXE are supported)
Although the NICs are 1 Gbps Ethernet, our network switch
can only support 100 Mbps interconnection network. It is
beyond our power to upgrade the network infrastructure.
B. System Evaluation
The developed management system has been tested in our
shared computer labs. It can greatly reduce the system
administrator’s workloads as the computers can be controlled
(i.e., powered on, powered off, rebooted, or OS switched) from
anywhere within our campus, without the need to be present in
front of the computers. Table I shows the time taken for a
computer to respond to power-on and power-off commands.
As seen in the table, the Linux computer can respond to the
power-off command slightly faster than the Windows
computer. The power-on command using WOL is responded
almost immediately by the computer.
TABLE I
RESPONSE TIME OF POWERING A COMPUTER OFF/ON

IV. Implementation and Evaluation

OS
Windows
Linux

A. Implementation of Shared Labs Management System
As per designed, the fundamental services were realized for
constructing the proposed management system. The required
tools, as discussed in the previous section, were installed and
configured. Scripts were devised to bundle the execution of a
sequence of commands and to interface between services. In
addition, a Web application was developed for the system
administrator to easily and centrally manage the computers in
the shared labs. All fundamental services can be configured
and executed from this Web interface. A screenshot of the
Web interface, through which the OS can be assigned and the
power on/off command can be sent to selected computers, is
presented in Fig. 2.
The fundamental services were installed in a single server.
Windows and Linux OSes were installed in all computers
being managed. The Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM)

Powered OFF
0.60–0.80 s
0.30–0.50 s

Powered ON
0.020–0.025 s

The configuration manager and the schedule manager also
have been tested rigorously. The computer can boot up (or
reboot) correctly the assigned OS, whether it is Windows or
Linux, on the scheduled time and without human intervention.
Through the cloud manager, user requests for (virtual)
computers can be fulfilled without any issue. The (virtual)
computers can be accessed remotely within our campus for
executing scientific computation, simulation, or any other
experimental work. Later on, the (virtual) computers can be
released back when the user is done with them. Since the
computer resources in the labs are still prioritized for the
class/lab activities, the execution of a large job on the (virtual)
computers are not recommended, lest it is aborted early due to
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the incoming class/lab activity.
V. Conclusion
The low utilization of a computer lab is a common
phenomenon in most schools and colleges. Meanwhile, the
demand for computation keeps expanding and escalating,
especially in this era of big data. On the one hand, we have a
supply of unused or idle computers. On the other hand, we
have a high demand for computation. The private cloud
deployment on the shared labs, as proposed in this manuscript,
can help in meeting the demand for computation, without the
need to invest in new servers. At the same time, the private
cloud deployment also improves the utilization of computers
in the shared labs.
The research work presented in this manuscript is a working
in progress. For the future works, we intend to explore the
incorporation of OpenStack’s Swift and Cinder (i.e., the cloud
storage services) into our shared labs platform.
Implementation-wise, we want to put up some frequently
requested service applications on the platform. An example
that crosses our mind is some big data analytics framework.
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Abstract
Recently, with the development of GPU (Graphics Processing Unit), the number of cores for GPGPU (General-Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units)
has increased rapidly with the performance of GPU. These
developments lead to the attention of artificial intelligence,
which was difficult to use in real situations due to too long
learning time. As a result, artificial intelligence has been
actively applied and studied in various fields such as natural language processing, image recognition, and autonomous navigation. However, it is impossible to use GPU
without CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) for
parallel processing of machine learning because it requires
CUDA-enabled GPU to parallelize the learning.
Therefore, researchers who have difficulty building a
CUDA enabled GPU environment cannot help but rely on
the CPU environment. Therefore, we propose to use
Emulab as a resource pool for machine learning for those
who have to depend on the CPU environment.
Keywords-component; Machine Learning,
learning, Emulab, Replaced Learning

Distributed

I. Introduction
Artificial intelligence is an intelligence created by a machine
that enables a computer to do human learning ability, thinking,
and self development so that it has similar intelligence to a
person. In order to create such an artificial intelligence, artificial neural network is utilized to imitate the decision process in
the human brain.
To create a sophisticated artificial neural network, the data is
repeatedly computed according to the layer of the artificial
neural network to improve the accuracy. For this reason, GPUs
that perform simple operations with a larger number of cores
show faster learning time than CPUs that perform sequential
operations using a limited number of cores. However, if there
is only GPUs without CUDA, one cannot but use CPU. Even
in an environment that depends on the CPU environment, the
learning time can be shortened by constructing the cluster
environment and performing the learning in parallel. However,
not everyone can build a parallel/distributed environment on
his or her own.
To solve these problems, one can use cloud-based machine
learning services like Amazon's Amazone Machine Learning
(AML), Microsoft's Azure Machine learning, IBM's Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), and Google's Google
Prediction API [1][2][3][4]. AML has the advantage of helping users solve problems even if they do not understand the
machine learning algorithm[1]. Azure machine learning supports the drag-and-drop method, so you can use it without
typing commands, and you can add Python or R language
modules as data acquisition sources[2]. IBM's SPSS offers a
point-and-click interface that is easy to use and has excellent
performance[3]. The Google Prediction API provides predictions and categorization of the supervised learning data and
provides various APIs such as Google Cloud Vision, Google
Speech, Google Natural Language, and Google Cloud translate API[4]. However, since these free functions of the services
are limited, one must pay a large fee to solve real problems
using all the functions and resources of the service.
To alleviate this burden, we propose to use Emulab, which
was proposed and implemented at the University of Utah and
is currently in use throughout the world as a research framework [5]. KREONet in Korea has also built and operated an
Emulab, and it has been used in education and research.
Emulab provides on-demand allocation of the OS environment
and network settings that users want using hundreds of PCs
and high-performance network switches. Users who already
have an account in Emulab can use the cluster by allocating
resources, so called Swap-In, for a short time without having to
build their own physical clusters. When an experiment on the
cluster ends, the cluster’s resource should be returned to
Emulab, so called Swap-Out. The advantage of Emulab is that
one can simply to swap-in the swapped-out system to resume
an existing research because Emulab restores earlier cluster
environment in some minutes.
In this paper, we propose an alternative learning method to
utilize Emulab's resources for machine learning, which will
give many benefits to researchers who can not construct a GPU
environment for machine learning. In addition, we compare
the learning results of a single environment and a distributed
environment constructed in Emulab, showing using Emulab as
a resource pool for machine learning very helpful. Finally, we
propose a library architecture to rapidly utilize Emulab for
machine learning.
II. Related work
A. Artificial Neural Network
The artificial neural network is a computing system inspired
by biological neural networks that make up the animal's brain.
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It has a problem-solving ability through the weight of the
synapses whose network formed by the connection of each
neuron (Synapse) is changed by the learning of the neuron[6].
Neurons are composed of several layers of synapses between
different neurons in each layer shown in Fig. 1. The number of
neurons and the number of layers in each structure depends on
the designer of the neural network or the type of data to be
learned.

GPU devices rather than network-based data exchange.

Figure 2. Model Parallelism

Figure 1. Artificial Neural Network Example

Neurons in the input layer receive input data values for
training, and neurons in the hidden layers multiply its weight
values and the values delivered in the input layer, and use the
value for the input of its activation function to decide a value to
be transferred to the next layers’ neurons. After repeating this
process for the number of layers, the final value is derived in
the output layer, and the error can be calculated by comparing
with the correct answer of the training data. Forward propagation is used to update the weights of each layer from the
input layer, and in the back propagation, each layer’s weight is
calculated by propagating from the output layer to the input
layer.

Data parallelism, in contrast to Model parallelism, divides
training data and shares parameters as shown in Fig. 3. Model
replicas send to the parameter server the slope gained from
each training. The parameter server that receives the slope data
merges and updates the slope data, allowing the model replicas
to update the new parameter data. The cycle in which data
must be transferred between different devices is longer than
Model parallelism, and each replica can learn independently of
other replicas.

B. Distributed Learning Techniques in Tensorflow
Tensorflow is an open source machine learning library developed by the Google Brain team for the purpose of studying
machine learning and deep neural network [7]. Tensorflow
provides a user-friendly interface through a data flow graph,
and automatically processes derivative calculations when
defining the calculation structure and objective function. In
particular, it has a strength that does not require modification
of source code to operate in CPU or GPU mode. However,
Tensorflow's GPU mode can not be used with GPUs that can
not be supported by CUDA or GPU mode with Compute
Capability less than 3.5.
The Tensorflow library provides two distributed learning
techniques called Model parallelism and Data parallelism. The
Model parallelism method divides the parameters and shares
the training data among nodes as shown in Fig.2. In this model,
weight needed for computation during forward and back
propagation must be communicated through machine communication. Therefore, it is considered that Model parallelism
is suitable for environment where data is exchanged between

Figure 3. Data Parallelism

III. Experiment
In order to compare the difference between learning in a
distributed environment and in a single PC using Emulab, we
designed and utilized a distributed environment consisting of
one parameter server and five workers.
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Figure 6. Result of Distributed Environment

IV. Library Architecture for Resource Pool of Machine
Learning Utilizing Emulab
Figure 4. Distributed Environment Utilizing Emulab

We have solved the Computer Vision problem of learning
handwritten images called MNIST (Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology) database in both environments in order to compare the performance of distributed and
single-node environments [8]. We used CNN (Convolutional
Neural Network) to extract features from the input data [9].
We tested a total of 50 epochs, and each epoch was configured
to train 200 batch sizes 100 times, finally learning one million
data.
Experimental results show that for a single node generated
by Emulab, it took 2,978 seconds to learn a network with
98.99% accuracy as shown in Fig. 5. In contrast, in a distributed environment, a network with 99.01% accuracy was
formed in 884 seconds as shown in Fig. 6. From the results, we
can say that the learning of six nodes of Emulab is 3.5 times
faster than the learning of a single node. It cannot be a big
speed-up to get 3.5 times speed-up instead of six times using
six times the number of nodes. However, we think that it is
very meaningful for Emulab users or researchers who are
considering using Emulab to be able to solve a large problem
that can not be done in signle node with relatively fast speed
when there is idle resource in Emulab.

In previous sessions, we showed that it is efficient to use
Emulab's distributed environment for machine learning.
However, in order to utilize Emulab as a distributed environment for machine learning, it is necessary for users to log in
as Emulab's account, create nodes to construct a distributed
environment, and perform an environment setting procedure
for machine learning all by himself or herself. Moreover, they
need to have knowledge of Tensorflow for conducting distributed learning.
In order to prevent any delays and trial-and-error that can
occur to prospective researchers, we propose a library architecture as shown in Fig. 7. The library provides a total of four
functions. First, the Account Authencating function simplifies
the procedure of authenticating accounts directly through
KREONET's Emulab web page with a single function call.
Second, the Node Creating function automates node creation
for distributed environments. Third, the Environment Setting
function configures the environment needed to perform Tensorflow based disbuted analysis on the generated node. Finally,
the Training function performs learning in a distributed node
using user-specified training models and data, and provides the
user with the progressed learning results. If a prospective user
gets an Emulab account, he or she can save time and effort by
using the proposed library in order to utilize Emulab for machine learning in a distributed environment.

Figure 5. Result of Single Node
Figure 7. Library Architecture
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V. Conclusion
To demonstrate the effectiveness of Emulab as a resource
pool for researchers who have limited resources available for
machine learning, we compared empirically the difference
between learning in a distributed environment and a single
environment in Emulab. The experimental results show that it
is much faster to perform the machine learning in the distributed environment of Emulab than in the sigle node. In addition,
we also proposed a library architecture to prevent trial and
error that new Emulab users might face while constructing a
distributed environment for machine learning. We hope this
library will help Emulab's idle resources to be easily utilized
for the machine learning service.
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Abstract
World is facing acute power shortage for the past few
years. As the population is increasing, this problem is
becoming even worse so there is no option left but to
increase our generation which is time demanding. FACTS
controllers offers a new solution to this problem by
improving transmission line capacities. FACTS controllers
are basically power electronic based devices that offer an
opportunity to enhance controllability, stability and power
transfer capability of the transmission systems. This paper
provides a comprehensive study of FACTS devices for
power flow control.
Keywords- Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS), FACTS
Controllers, Power Transmission, Power Flow Control, Power
Electronics, Modern Power Systems, Electricity Markets.

I. Introduction
Modern power system is a complex network comprising of
numerous generators, transmission lines, variety of loads and
transformers. As a consequence of increasing power demand,
some transmission lines are more loaded than was planned
when they were built. With the increased loading of long
transmission lines, the problem of transient stability after a
major fault can become a transmission limiting factor [1].
Limitations on power transfer can always be relieved by the
addition of new transmission lines and generation facilities.
Alternatively, flexible alternating current transmission system
(FACTS) controllers can enable the same objectives to be met
with no major alterations to power system layout [2]. Main
objectives of FACTS controllers are ensuring power flow in
prescribed directions, secure loading of transmission lines,
prevention of outages of healthy lines and damping of
oscillations that can limit the usable line capacity[2]. These
devices not only have the capability in controlling active and
reactive power flow in an electrical network but also can
redistribute power flow even under highly loaded condition
that ultimately have the effect in reducing overall congestion
[3]. Due to FACTS devices, the power can be flown through
the chosen routes with consideration to mitigate the loss
thereby averting losses due system tripping or outages. FACTS
controllers have been in use in utilities around the world since
1970s, when the first utility demonstration of first family of
FACTS named as Static VAR Compensator (SVC) was
accomplished [4]. Since then the large effort was put in
research and development of FACTS controllers. FACTS
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devices are classified as series, shunt, and various
combinations of series and shunt controllers. Shunt controllers
inject current whereas series controllers inject voltage in series
at the point of connection. Recent Studies have shown that
shunt and series compensation can be used to increase the
maximum transfer capabilities of power networks [5]. FACTS
controllers based on thyristor controlled reactors (TCRs), such
as Static Var Compensators (SVCs) and Thyristor Controlled
Series Capacitors (TCSCs), are being used by several utilities
to compensate their system.
It is well known fact that the Shunt compensation is basically
reactive power compensation. Traditionally Shunt capacitors
having advantage of less cost of maintenance and installation
were used for shunt compensation. But shunt capacitors have
the problem of poor voltage regulation and, beyond a certain
level of compensation a stable operating point is unattainable.
SVC is a shunt connected static Var generator whose output is
adjusted to exchange capacitive or inductive current so as to
maintain or control specific power system variables. In the
limit of minimum or maximum suspectance SVC behaves like
a fixed capacitor or an inductor.
Choosing appropriate size is one of the major issues in SVC
applications in voltage stability enhancement. Static
Synchronous Compensator STATCOM is a voltage-source
converter based device, which converts a DC input voltage into
an AC output voltage in order to compensate the active and
reactive power needs of the system [6] . STATCOM has better
characteristics than SVC; when the system voltage drops
sufficiently to force the STATCOM output to its ceiling, its
maximum reactive power output will not be affected by the
voltage magnitude. Series FACTS devices like TCSC are
considered one such technology that reduces the transmission
congestion and allows better utilization of the existing grid
infrastructure, along with many other benefits[7].
A unified power flow controller (UPFC) is a versatile
controller in the FACTS concept. It has the ability to adjust the
three control parameters: the bus voltage, transmission line
reactance, and phase angle between two buses, either
simultaneously or independently. The inter-line power
flow(IPFC) controller employs DC-to-AC converters each
providing series compensation for different lines or buses.
IPFC further extends the capability of independently
influencing the active and reactive power flows to
simultaneous compensation of multiple transmission lines.
FACTS provide reactive power compensation between the
lines. IPFC allows the power transfer from one line to the other.
Some issues associated with the use of FACTS devices are
proper location, appropriate size and setting, cost, modeling
and controller interactions. The placing of controllable power
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system devices, such as the high voltage dc (HVDC) links and
the flexible ac transmission system (FACTS) devices, is based
on the issues unrelated to the damping of oscillations in the
system[8].
Some of the FACTS devices are also used in damping the
inter area oscillations. Power System Stabilizers are less
effective for inter-area mode damping as compared to FACTS
devices because the former require phase-lead design with
reduced gain margin [9]. Placing appropriate FACTS device at
suitable location with proper sizes leads to maximum loading
of the transmission lines [10].
II. Iterature Review
In [1] authors investigated the improvement of transient
stability of a two-area power system, using UPFC (Unified
Power Flow Controller) which is an effective FACTS (Flexible
AC Transmission System) device capable of controlling the
active and reactive power flows in a transmission line by
controlling appropriately its series and shunt parameters. The
Author also compared the performance of UPFC with other
FACTS devices such as Static Synchronous Series
Compensator (SSSC), Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor
(TCSC), and Static VAR Compensator (SVC) respectively.
In [2] author provided a comprehensive review and
evaluation of FACTS controllers. FACTS is a new technology
based on power electronics, offers an opportunity to enhance
controllability, stability and power transfer capability of ac
transmission systems.
In [3] author presented the application of Genetic Algorithm
(GA) and Differential Evolution (DE) technique for the
minimization of transmission loss and simultaneous reduction
in the operating cost of the system using FACTS devices.
Author had also proved that optimal placement of FACTS
devices in the heavily loaded power system reduces
transmission loss, control reactive power flow, improves
voltage profile of all nodes and also reduces operating cost. It
had been shown that system was reactively loaded starting
from base to 200% of base reactive load and the system
performance was observed without and with FACTS devices.
The proposed technique was applied on IEEE 30-bus system
for the optimal setting of FACTS devices. Finally, It was
illustrated that how system performance is improved with the
use of UPFC along with other series and shunt FACTS
controller. In [4] author presented various facts related to the
landmark development, practical installations, benefits and
application of FACTS controllers in the electric utilities .Then
the author presented comprehensive collection of major
FACTS installations around the world. The work benefit that
can be achieved and cost associated with these devices were
also analyzed. highlighted the problem of high losses of
advanced FACTS controllers as compared to conventional
counterpart and need to take into account of interaction among
controllers in future power system. One real world example of
each major FACTS controller was presented and analyzed in
the paper.
In [5] author presented detailed steady-state models with
controls of two Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS)
controllers, namely, Static Var Compensators (SVCs) and
Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitors (TCSCs), to study their
effect on voltage collapse phenomena in power systems. Based
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on results at the point of collapse, design strategies were
proposed for these two controllers, so that their location,
dimensions and controls can be optimally defined to increase
system loadability. A European system was also used to
illustrate the application of all proposed models and techniques.
In [6] author compared the shunt capacitor, SVC and
STATCOM in static voltage stability improvement. Various
performance measures are compared under different operating
system conditions for the IEEE 14 bus test system. Important
issues related to shunt compensation, namely sizing and
installation location, for exclusive load margin improvement
are addressed. A methodology is also proposed to alleviate
voltage control problems due to shunt capacitor compensation
during lightly and heavily loaded conditions.
In [7] this paper author proposed two new methodologies for
the placement of series FACTS devices in deregulated
electricity market to reduce congestion. Similar to sensitivity
factor based method, the proposed methods form a priority list
that reduces the solution space. The proposed methodologies
were based on the use of LMP differences and congestion rent,
respectively.. The proposed methodologies were tested and
validated for locating TCSC in IEEE 14-, IEEE 30- and IEEE
57-bus test systems. Results obtained with the proposed
methods are compared with that of the sensitivity method and
with exhaustive OPF solutions. The objective of FACTS device
placement can be either to minimize the total congestion rent or
to maximize the social welfare. Results showed that the
proposed methods are capable of finding the best location for
TCSC installation, that suite both objectives.
In [8] author proposed a method to select the input signals
for both single and multiple flexible ac transmission system
(FACTS) devices in small and large power systems. Different
input output controllability analyses were used to assess the
most appropriate input signals (stabilizing signal) for the static
var compensator (SVC), the static synchronous compensator
(SSSC), and the unified power-flow controller (UPFC) for
achieving good damping of inter area oscillations. The study
presented in this paper was carried out on one small system
with one FACTS device at a time; and one large system
equipped with the SVC, the SSSC, and the UPFC.
In [9] author demonstrated the enhancement of inter-area
mode damping by multiple flexible ac transmission systems
(FACTS) devices. Power system damping control design was
formulated as an output disturbance rejection problem. A 16machine, five-area study system reinforced with a controllable
series capacitor (CSC), a static var compensator (SVC), and a
controllable phase shifter (CPS) at different locations was
considered. The controllers designed for these devices were
found to effectively damp out inter-area oscillations. The
damping performance of the controllers was examined in the
frequency and time domains for various operating scenarios.
The controllers were found to be robust in the face of varying
power-flow patterns, nature of loads, tie-line strengths, and
system nonlinearities, including device saturations.
In [10] author had compared FACTS devices for static
voltage stability study. Various performance measures
including PV curves, voltage profiles, and power losses were
compared under normal and contingency conditions. Placement
and sizing techniques of series FACTS devices and UPFC were
proposed for loading margin enhancement. The paper provided
a guide for utilities to have an appropriate choice of FACTS
device for enhancing loading margin and static voltage stability.
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III. Motivation
M
World is faccing acute pow
wer shortage ffor the past few
w years.
A
As the populattion is increasiing, this probllem is becomiing even
w
worse so theree is no option left but to inccrease our genneration.
B
But there is annother problem. Transmisssion lines are already
w
working at theiir full capacityy, there are tw
wo options thenn:



To insstall new transsmission lines.
To inncrease the power
p
transfe
fer capability of the
alreaddy existing linees through FA
ACTS controlleers.

Increased coost of transm
mission lines and the difficculty to
aacquire new rrights of wayy make FACT
TS indispensaable. So
thhere is a direcct need to studdy the applicaation of these devices
oon a small porrtion of electriic network. All
A the revieweed work
shhows that Power Flow in electric poweer system is of
o prime
concern. As wee know that acctive power is directly relateed to the
fr
frequency and reactive pow
wer is a functioon of voltage. As the
looad increases bus voltage drops and cann cross the m
minimum
aallowable limitt. So the busees which are ooperating closeer to the
liimits have a tendency to drop their vooltage below 0.95p.u,
w
which is a lim
miting standardd. So there is a need of settting and
m
maintaining a reference volttage level throoughout the opperation
oof a power syystem. Moreovver, in case oof contingencyy of one
liine others cann become oveerloaded. We can maintainn power
fl
flow across linnes by fixingg FACTS devvices. They will
w only
aallow the refeerence power to flow, divverting the remaining
ppower to flow from under-looaded lines.
IV
V. Recent Stu
udies of Fact Devices
A very simp
mple electric nnetwork is unnder consideration in
w
which a transm
mission line is being fed at oone end by a generator
G and load is connected at tthe other end.. There are tw
wo buses
inn the system one
o is at sendinng end and othher is at receivving end
oof the transmiission line. A
Active power being transm
mitted is
eequal to the poower producedd by the geneerator as it is aassumed
loossless.

W
We want to ccontrol powerr flow in AC transmissioon line
beecause of the ffollowing advaantages.




When a transmisssion system
m is subjectted to
disturbbances such aas line outage, line trip, geenerator
outagee or sudden iincrease in looad then we change
power flow under thhese dynamic conditions too ensure
system
m reliability annd security wiith the help off power
flow coontrol.
When we want to ennhance powerr system transm
mission
capacitty then we control poower flow iin AC
transm
mission line.

A
As the line leength increasses series linne reactance is also
inncreases and ppower flow inn a transmission line is innversely
prroportional to series line reaactances.Poweer flow decreaase as a
fuunction of linee length. In thhese situationss FACTS conntrollers
inncorporate the electrical pow
wer system forr power flow control.
c
F
Facts Controlleers serves the following purpposes:
1. Regulation of
o the power flows in preescribed transm
mission
routes.
2. Secure loadiing of transmiission lines clloser to their tthermal
limits.
3. Prevention of cascading ouutages of suppply by contribuuting to
emergency control.
4. Damping of oscillations thhat can threaten security off power
system or lim
mit the usable lline capacity.
Thhe technologyy needed for tthis is high poower electroniics with
reeal time operaating control. T
The realizatioon of such an overall
syystem optimizzation controol should bee considered as an
addditional objecctive of FACT
TS controllers.
Tyypes of FACT
TS Controllerrs
Sh
hunt Controlllers
Shunt controlllers inject currrent into the ssystem at the ppoint of
coonnection. Whhen a variablee shunt impeddance is conneected to
thhe line voltage it causes a variable currrent flow andd hence
reepresents injecction of curreent into the lline. As long as the
inj
njected currentt is in phase with the linne voltage, thee shunt
coontroller only supplies or coonsumes reactiive power. Anny other
phhase relationshhip between voltage and current will involve
haandling of reeal power as well. Shuntt controllers include
ST
TATCOM, TC
CR, TSR, TSC
C, and TCBR.
Seeries Controlllers
Series controollers inject voltage in seriies with the line. As
loong as the volttage is in phase q with the liine current, thhe series
coontroller only supplies or consumes
c
variiable reactive power.
A
Any other phasse relationshipp between volttage and curreent will
innvolve handlinng of real ppower as welll. Series conntrollers
innclude SSSC, IPFC,
I
TCSC, TSSC, TCSR, and TSSR.

F
Fig.1 Simple Eleectrical Networkk

A
As we know transmission linne equation caan be given as
sin

Combined Seriies-Series Controllers
It is a unifiedd controller inn which series controllers pprovide
inndependent serries reactive coompensation ffor each line and
a also
traansfer real poower among tthe lines via tthe proper linnk. The
reeal power traansfer capabiility of the unified series-series

Sending eend voltage
Receivingg end voltage
X = Series linee reactance
Phase anggle of sending end voltage
Phase anggle of receivinng end voltagee
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controller, refeerred to as IP
PFC, makes it possible to balance
bboth real and reactive pow
wer flow in thhe lines and thereby
m
maximizing thee utilization off the transmisssion system.
C
Combined Serries-Shunt controllers
Combined shhunt and seriees controllers inject current into the
syystem with thhe shunt partt of the contrroller and vooltage in
series in the linne with the serries part of thee controller. H
However,
w
when the shunnt and series controllers are unified, reaal power
can be exchangged between tthe series andd shunt controllers via
thhe proper linnk. Combinedd series-shunt controllers include
U
UPFC, Thyristtor controlled phase shiftingg transformer TCPST,
aand Thyristor ccontrolled Phaase Angle Reggulator TCPAR
R.
S
Static synchroonous compen
nsator STAT
TCOM. STAT
TCOM is
sttatic var com
mpensator whoose capacitivee or inductivee output
current can be controlled inddependent of tthe ac system voltage.
S
STATCOM is connected inn shunt with the AC systeem. The
innjected currennt by STATCO
OM is either adjusted
a
to conntrol the
bbus voltage maagnitude or thee reactive pow
wer injected at the bus.

F
Fig 2.Shunt connnected STAT
TCOM
S
Static var com
mpensator SV
VC. SVC is a sshunt-connecteed static
vvar generator oor absorber whhose output is adjusted to exxchange
capacitive or innductive curreent so as to maaintain the buss voltage.
S
SVC can be considered as a “first generation” FACTS
controller and uses thyyristor controollers. Staticc VAR
C
Compensator (SVC) solvees dynamic vvoltage problems by
pproviding highh performance fast dynamic voltage controol under
stteady state andd dynamic connditions. Theyy have been ussed for a
nnumber of yeears to improove transmission line ecoonomics
bbecause of its aaccuracy, avaiilability and faast response.
T
The main advaantages are:



SVCs are used to daampen power swings.
Reducce System lossses by optim
mized reactivee power
controol.

Fiig 3.Series connnected SSSC
C
Th
hyristor conttrolled reactoor TCR. TCR is a shunt-connnected
thhyristor-controolled inductorr whose efffective reactaance is
vaaried in a conttinuous manneer by partial-cconduction conntrol of
thhe thyristor vallve.
Th
hyristor swittched capacitoor TSC.TSC is a shunt-connnected
thhyristor-switchhed capacitor. Its effective rreactance is vaaried in
a stepwise mannner by full- or zero-conducction operationn of the
thhyristor valve.
hyristor swittched reactorr TSR. TSR is a shunt-connnected
Th
thhyristor-switchhed inductor. IIts effective reeactance is varried in a
stepwise manneer by full- or zero-conducttion operationn of the
thhyristor valve.
hyristor controlled brakiing resistor TCBR. TCB
Th
BR is a
shhunt-connectedd thyristor-sw
witched resistorr, which is conntrolled
too aid stabilizaation of a pow
wer system orr to minimizee power
accceleration of generating unnits during distturbances.
hyristor Con
Th
ntrolled seriies capacitorr TCSC. TC
CSC is
baasically a capaacitive reactannce compensattor, which connsists of
a series capacitoor bank shunteed by a thyristtor-controlled reactor
inn order to prrovide a smooothly variabble series cappacitive
reeactance.
hyristor swiitched seriess capacitor TSSC. TSSC
Th
C is a
caapacitive reacctance comppensator conssisting of a series
caapacitor bankk shunted byy a thyristor--switched reaactor to
prrovide a stepw
wise control off series capacittive reactance..
Th
hyristor conttrolled series reactor TCSR
R. TCSR is baasically
ann inductive reaactance compensator, whichh consists of a series
reeactor shuntedd by a thyristoor-controlled reactor to proovide a
sm
moothly variabble series induuctive reactancce.
Th
hyristor swiitched seriess reactor T
TSSR. TSSR is an
innductive reactaance compenssator consistinng of a series reactor
shhunted by a thhyristor-controolled reactor tto provide a sttepwise
coontrol of seriess inductive reaactance.

S
SVCs are usedd to improve trransient stabiliity. Typically an SVC
comprises one or more bankks fixed or swiitched shunt ccapacitor
bbank or reactorrs, of which att least one bannk is of thyristoors.
S
Static synchronous seriies compenssator SSSC. Static
S
Synchronous S
Series Compeensator is connnected in seriies with
thhe AC system
m. SSSC is a sstatic synchronnous generatoor whose
ooutput voltage is in phase w
with line curreent for the purrpose of
controlling thee transmitted eelectric powerr. The outputt current
iss adjusted eithher to control nodal or bus voltage magnnitude or
reeactive poweer injected att one of the terminals oof series
connected trannsformer. The schematic diaagram of typical Static
S
Synchronous inn show in Fig 3.
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Fiig 4. Schematiic Diagram off TCSC&TCSR
R
Th
hyristor controlled phasee shifting transformer T
TCPST.
TC
CPST providees rapidly varriable phase aangle. It is a phase-
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shhifting transfo
former adjusteed by thyristoor. This contrroller is
aalso referred too as TCPAR.
U
Unified power flow contrroller UPFC...Unified Power Flow
C
Controller connsists of a ST
TATCOM andd SSSC conneected in
suuch a way thaat they share a common dcc capacitor. SS
SSC and
S
STATCOM arre controlled to provide concurrent real
r
and
reeactive series line compensation withouut an external electric
eenergy sourcee. The UPFC
C proposed iss the most versatile
v
F
FACTS controoller for the reggulation of vooltage and pow
wer flow
inn a transmisssion line. UPF
FC is one off the FACTS devices
w
which provide simultaneouss control of alll basic param
meters of
ppower system (transmission voltage, line impedance annd phase
aangle) and preecede dynamiic compensatiion of power system.
U
UPFC can fulffill the functionns of STATCOM, SSSC annd phase
shhifter. A typiccal diagram off UPFC is show
wn in fig 5.

traansmission linnes connectedd at a substaation. The schhematic
diiagram of two convertor IPF
FC is shown inn fig 6.

Fiig 6. A two coonverter IPFC
Inn Power system
m different traansients occurss that may distturb the
peerformance off the whole syystem. FACT
TS controllers can be
ussed improve the system
m performance. Followingg table
deescribes some power system
m controls andd their solutioon from
FA
ACTS controlllers.
TA
ABLE I
CONTROL PARAMETERS
P
S AND SUGGE
ESTED SOLUT
TION
FROM FA
ACTS DEVICES

F
Fig 5. Schem
matic Diagram of UPFC
G
Generalized u
unified powerr flow controlller GUPFC. GUPFC
can effectivelyy control the power system
m parameters such as
bbus voltage, annd real and reeactive powerr flows in thee line. It
can control fivve quantities, ii.e., a bus volltage and indeependent
aactive and reaactive power flows in the two lines. The
T real
ppower is exchanged amongg shunt and seeries converteers via a
common dc linnk.
Inter phase power controlller IPC. IPC is a series-coonnected
controller conssisting of indductive and caapacitive brannches in
eeach phase. In IPC mechaniccal and electroonic switches aare used
too adjust the aactive and reaactive power by controllinng phase
shhifts and/or thhe branch impeedances.
T
Thyristor con
ntrolled voltage limiter TCVL. TCV
VL is a
thhyristor-switchhed metal-oxiide varistor. IIt is used to llimit the
vvoltage across its terminals dduring transiennt conditions.
T
Thyristor con
ntrolled voltaage regulatorr TCVR. TCV
VR is a
thhyristor-controolled transforrmer. It can provide variaable inpphase voltage w
with continuouus control.
Interline poweer flow contrroller IPFC. IPFC
I
is a comb
mbination
oof two or moree SSSCs that aare coupled viaa a common dc
d link to
fa
facilitate bi-diirectional flow
w of real poower betweenn the ac
teerminals of the SSSCs. These are controlled to provide
inndependent reeactive compeensation for thhe adjustmentt of real
ppower flow in each line and maintain the desired
d
distribbution of
reeactive poweer flow amonng the lines. If a STATC
COM is
coupled to the IPFC commoon dc link it prrovides shunt reactive
compensation and supply oor absorb thee overall reall power
ddeficit of the combined SSSCs. The objective of intrroducing
thhis controllerr is to addrress the probblem of num
mber of
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Desired control
Param
meters

Suggesteed Solution Frrom
FACT
TS Controllerrs

Voltage control

SVC,TSR,STATCOM
M

Var Comppensation

STATC
COM,TCR,TS
SC

Damping Oscillations
O

STATCO
OM,SVC,TCV
VR

Voltage stability

SSSC
C,TCSC,TSSC
C

Trasient andd Dynamic
Stabiility

SSSC
C,TCSC.TSSC
C

Active pow
wer control

TC
CPST,UPFC

Reactive pow
wer control

IP
PFC,TCVR

Active& Reaactive power
conttrol

UPFC,GUPFC

Fault Curreent limiting

TCSR
R,TSSR,UPFC
C

V. C
Conclusion
CTS controlleers and
This paper hhas presentedd various FAC
CTS controlleers are
annalyzed theirr control attrributes. FAC
baasically poweer electronicss based devvices that offfer an
oppportunity to enhance conntrollability, stability,
s
and power
traansfer capabillity of ac trannsmission systtems. There haas been
coonsiderable prrogress in the application oof FACTS conntrollers
ovver the past feew years. FAC
CTS are host oof controllers. System
pllanner can chooose particulaar controller based
b
on cost benefit
annalysis. Reacttive power coompensation, voltage contrrol and
poower flow conntrol are mainn attributes off FACTS conttrollers.
Inn deregulatedd electricity markets, thee operation of the
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transmission system will be closer to its physical limits. The
necessity to design electric power networks providing the
maximal transmission capacity with minimal costs is a great
engineering challenge for which a powerful solution is FACTS
controllers. There is every reason to believe that in a decade or
so FACTS controllers will revolutionize electrical power
transmission systems by making them more reliable, optimally
utilized and better controlled.
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Abstract
We present a filtering method of matched line segments
based on topological constraints. To get an initial matched
pairs of line segments, we adopted a Line Band Descriptor
(LBD) descriptor[1] to the authentic line matching method.
Our filter tests every matched line pairs from two images
which are taken with a slightly different viewing angle.
Our basic idea is that, if two images have small view
difference, topological constraints of the paired lines
should remain the same for both images. Our filter works
in a way that if three pairs of lines from the two images are
parallel, then their ordering of the paired line segments is
first checked. The order of those three pairs of line
segments should be same in both images. If three lines are
non-parallel, our filter checks their ordering of the cross
points between the lines. The filter considers one reference
line segment and randomly selected two line segments
which intersect with the reference line and they are
considered as supporting lines. We find cross points on the
reference line and these points are used for our filtering
method. With our filtering, violation scores are calculated
and used for culling mis-matched pairs. Our method
provides two crucial advantages over the existing line
matching technique. First is the increase in accuracy. Not
only using appearance information but also using
topological constraints for line matching, we can get more
accurate matching line pairs. Second, our filter can also
work in real-time. Adoption samples before performing
filtering steps make our filter more adapted for many
real-time vision applications.

there is no assurance that the descriptors will be perfect
because these methods consider only how the line segments
appear. So there are some techniques like RANSAC[7], that
can find obtrusive line pairs after matching. For real-time
application, this method cannot be applied because of high
computational cost.
In this paper, we implemented a simple but very powerful
method of filtering mismatched line pairs from appearance
based matching with topological constraints.
The paper is organized in five sections. Section II provides
details about previous line feature matching and topology filter.
Section III describes our main idea of filter followed by section
IV with the experimental results. Finally, we concludes in
section V.
II. Related work
A. Line matching descriptor
For line matching, we introduce two popular representative
descriptors, MSLD and LBD. Both descriptors are based on
appearance. To build MSLD, Zhiheng defines a pixel support
region (PSR) and makes a line gradient description matrix
(GDM) by characterizing each sub-region into a vector. Then,
MSLD is built with mean and standard deviation of GDM
column vectors. LBD descriptor defines a line support region
(LSR) like PSR. LBD descriptor is also built by sub-region,
mean and standard deviation, but its shape is different from
MSLD. One of the main difference between LBD and MSLD
is multi-scale line detection strategy and it allows LBD more
robust to image transformations.

Keywords- line matching; line filtering; line correspondence;

B. Topology filter
I. Introduction
Corresponding feature extraction is a key stage in many
computer vision task such as visual SLAM (Simultaneous
localization and mapping) [2], stereo matching[3], scene
reconstruction[4], etc. More accurate matched line pairs allow
better result for these tasks. Line matching methods can be
performed in different ways; (1) based on global geometric
constraint such as epipolar geometry[5], (2) appearance based
matching such as Mean-Standard Deviation Line Descriptor
(MSLD) [6] and Line Band Descriptor (LBD) [1]. However,
some vision techniques such as visual SLAM cannot use
epipolar geometry for matching. In this case, appearance based
feature can be a good way to get corresponding line pairs. But

Our main idea is inspired by Herbert Bay’s topology filter
[3]. It is semi-local spatial arrangement of features of two
views. In this filter technique, mid-points of lines are used to
clarify their alignments and three lines make one test case.
Two mid-points make a line and remaining mid-point’s
position determines the test result. If remaining mid-points in
both images do not lie on the same side from the line formed by
two points, in this case, it doesn’t pass the filter. The filter tests
all triplet cases of every matched line features. However, the
main idea has two drawbacks. First, mid-points are not robust
because the point positions depend on measured lengths of the
line segments so much. If lines which are matched as pair have
far different lengths, then the filter may produce wrong results.
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Seecond is the computation time. Testingg every triplett case
taakes too much calculation tim
me and it depeends on the couunts of
linne features in the image alsso. If the num
mber of line feeatures
inncreases, test cases
c
also increease exponenttially. Therefoore, we
suuggest a filterr that can com
mpare alignmeents of line feeatures
diirectly withouut mid-points. Also we adaapted a sampling to
m
make test casess and it allows us perform inn real-time.

is tootal testing cases
c
for eachh line. If V threshold , we
conssider tested liine matched pairs
p
are incorrrect and rem
move
this matched pairss.

III. Trriplet filter
A. Initial matchhing
Initial matchhing step is a crucial step bbefore filteringg. For
innitial matchingg, we adoptedd LBD descripptor because oof two
reeasons. First, iit shows goodd performancee compared too other
m
methods like M
MSLD or coloor based matchhing. Second,, LBD
deescriptors cann be easily cconverted into binary form
m for
m
matching algorrithm. It is a vvery importannt factor for overall
o
coomputation tim
me. Thus, com
mputation tim
me for filtering will
taake less eventtually leadingg to the appliication in reall time
sccenarios.
LBD is calcculated and coonverted into binary form
m, then
ussing hammingg distance calcculation to find a closest linne pair
frrom both imagges. Comparinng occurs for both sides, im
mage1
coomparing to im
mage2 and im
mage2 to imagge1. Initial maatched
linne segments are selected if the line paairs have the same
m
matched when ccompared from
m the selectedd two images.

Fig. 1 Test case of tthree parallel linnes.

Fig. 2 Test case of nnon-parallel linees with testing lline L1.

B. Sampling
Every matcheed line pairs aare consideredd as a referencce line
annd each line seegment is testted with randoomly selected N sets
off two lines. W
We consider onnly two cases;; first is whenn three
linnes are paralleel and second is when there are no paralleel lines
w
with the referennce line. Usuaally parallel linnes in 3D scenne are
noon-parallel inn 2D image because of tthe change iin the
peerspective view
w. If the anglee between two lines is smalleer than
300 degrees, we consider thosee lines as paraallel lines.
C
C. Line filter

IV. Expeeriments
A. D
Data set and teesting environm
ments
O
Our tests are peerformed on A
AMD Phenom
m(tm)II X6 10990T
Proccessor, 4 GB M
Memory, Ubuuntu 14.04.1 O
OS. Tested imaages
are taken by a monocular
m
cam
mera. Each paair of images has
smaall view differeence. Fig. 3 shhows a series of datasets; (aa) to
(e) aare datasets takken in the inddoor environm
ment, and (f) too (h)
imagges are takeen in the ouutdoor enviroonment. For our
expeeriment, we seet the thresholdd value to 0.400.

The basic iddea of our filtter is that if tthe view diffeerence
beetween two iimage framess are small, ttopological reelation
am
mong line segm
ments should be
b remain. Ouur filter works iin two
w
ways. One is for three paarallel lines ccase and secoond is
noon-parallel linnes with a referrence line.
Fig. 1 shows a test case for three paarallel lines. In
I this
sccenario, the fiilter checks orrdering of linne segments inn both
im
mages and if thhe order does not match, w
we consider thiis case
ass a violation case. Fig. 2 shoows a test casee about non-paarallel
linne segments. To check a ttopological coonsistency, wee used
inntersection poiints of lines. F
Find intersectiion point of L
L1 and
L22 lines and alsso intersectionn point for lines L1 and L3. L
L1 has
diirection from LBD
L
descriptoor and intersecction points w
with L2
annd L3 lie on L1. If thesee intersection points on linne L1
allignment channges, we considder this as a violation case.
We define vioolation score in
i equation (1)):
V
While

/N,

(1)

is tthe number of violation casees of each line and N

Fig. 3 Small view
w difference iimage pair seets. (a)-(e), inddoor
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environments and (f)-(h), outdoor environments.

B. Experimental results
Table I shows that the number of matched line pairs after
filtering is reduced compared to the initial matching result.
However, we could get results with an increased accuracy after
filtering. In the indoor environments, (a) to (e) cases show that
the initial match already show high accuracy as compared with
outdoor environment cases (f) to (g). The results show low
accuracy because of repeated buildings patterns. Our filter
remove not only mis-matched line pairs but also proper line
pairs but it still provides higher final accuracy.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Initial
Matched
Lines
40
48
47
80
82
84
182
95

Initial
Accuracy
(%)
92.5
87.5
89.3
96.3
96.3
58.3
64.9
83.2

Filtered
Match
Lines
39
46
46
78
81
50
173
92
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TABLE I
COMPARE ACCURACY OF INITIAL MATCHING RESULT
AND FILTERED RESULT

Input
Image

filtering performance of final line matching accuracy depends
on the result of the initial matching. Therefore for the future
work, there is a need for improvement in the initial matching
for the overall improvement in the filter.

Final
Accuracy
(%)
94.9
91.3
91.3
98.7
97.5
80.0
68.2
85.9

Table II shows the runtime of initial matching and filtered
matching steps in seconds(s). In both steps, initial matching
and filtering, execution time increased in proportion to the
number of lines in the image. But after filtering it shows
enough runtime applicable to real-time applications.
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TABLE II
RUNTIME OF MATCHING AND FILTERING STEPS

Input Image
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Initial Match (s)
0.0013
0.0018
0.0017
0.0027
0.0027
0.0137
0.0458
0.0113

Filtered Match (s)
0.0341
0.0424
0.0413
0.0708
0.0739
0.0977
0.2403
0.1023

V. Conclusion
We address the problem of appearance based line matching.
Our approach is more accurate than the existing method and
minimizes the runtime. First, we used sampling for picking
datasets for reducing calculation times. Second, we proposed a
filter using topological relations to remove mismatched line
pairs from two images that have small view difference. Our
proposed method has shown excellent performance in
reducing errors caused by existing line feature based matching.
Compared to existing methods, it showed more accurate
results and enough runtime to work in real time. However, the
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Locatiion inference and vverificatioon techniq
ques for cu
ultural heeritage atttraction
W
Watchira Buuranasing, Thepchai
T
Suupnithi, Moonthika Boriiboon, Maruut Buranaracch
Nationnal Electronicss and Computter Technologyy Center
Thailand Sciience Park, Kllong Luang, Pathumthani 122120, Thailandd
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Ab
bstract
The Culturaal heritage toourism is a b
branch of tou
urism
orriented towaards the culttural heritagge of the loccation
w
where tourism
m is occurringg. One of thee essential paarts of
th
he cultural heeritage tourissm is the geoggraphical locaations
off places. Thee important issue for daata integratioon for
crreating cultural heritage tourism app
plication is hoow to
id
dentify the loocation of plaaces or eventss. There are three
faactors for verrifying the loocation: The first is geoloogical
baased, we use Haversine foormula for fin
nding the disstance
beetween the inferred geeocoordinatess. The secon
nd is
coontent-based,, we use dooc2vec, that modify from
m the
w
word2vec mod
del focus on coontext inform
mation for sem
mantic
siimilarities con
nsideration. T
The third is location
l
extraaction
baased on time, and we use template matcching with thee time
foor verifying the
t same plaace. We successfully applly our
ap
pproach to cultural knoowledge center archive, data
ceenter archivee of the fine aarts departmeent and Wikip
pedia.
The experimeental show 84% of acccuracy by using
geeolocation-baased with conttent-based.
Keywords: llocation inferrence, tourism, cultural heeritage,
loocation-based, ddoc2vec

I. Intrroduction
Cultural herritage[1][2] iss a way of liife of peoplee it is
beecoming an im
mportant issue. The Culturall heritage tourrism is
a branch of touurism orientedd towards the cultural heritaage of
thhe location whhere tourism iss occurring. The
T heritage toourism
caan define as a traveling to get experiencce from the pplaces,
arrtifacts, and acctivities that caan represent thhe stories and ppeople
inn the past. The heritage tourism can includde cultural, histtorical
annd natural ressources. The cultural herittage tourism could
foocus on histoorical attractioons, museum
ms, monumentts, art
gaalleries, festivals, performannce and culturral communitiees.
One of the most importaant parts of thhe cultural heeritage
toourism is the ggeographical llocations of pllaces or events. The
acccuracy and efficiency of the locationss detection hhave a
siignificant impact on severall issues such aas increasing search
s
reelevance resuults, the recoommendation system and event
exxtraction.
There are expplicitly locatioons such as latitude, longitudde and
thhe location of structured datta and implicittly locations suuch as
thhe location thaat present by city and countrry names as feeatures
foor geolocation in pain text.
The importannt issue for datta integration for creating cuultural
heeritage tourism
m application is how to idenntify the locattion of

wo problems oof geographically
placces or events. There are tw
ambbiguous. The fi
first problem iss there are som
me places havee the
sam
me name, but thheir geolocatioon is mismatchhing. It can bee the
mism
match between country, reggion, city or laatitude/longituude.
For example Watt Mahathat, there are a lot oof the name “W
Wat
Mahhathat” in Thaailand. Figure 1. shows two of Wat mahatthat,
one is in Bangkokk, and the otheer one is in Ayyutthaya.

Fiigure 1. The exaample of same pplaces, that missmatch geolocattion.
The two of Wat maahathat, one is inn Bangkok, andd the other one iis in
Ayuttthaya.
T
The second probblem is there are
a some placees have more one

nam
me such as loccal name, old name, formaal name, inforrmal
nam
me. Table 1. shoows the exampples of the placce names withh the
otheer names.
T
Table
1. the exaample of the plaace names and ttheir alias name.
Place name
Wat prasrirattana
Sasaadharam
Wat Phra Chetuphoon
molmangklararm
m
Vim
Rajw
waramahaviharnn
Wat Arun
Ratcchawararam
Ratcchawaramahawiihan

Wat Prakkaew

Alias nam
me

m
Wat Phoo, Wat Photaram
Wat Aruun, Wat Makok,, Wat Chang

T
The basic ideaa for location inference tecchnique workk on
locaation information from each of ttextual conttent,
locaation-specific eelements and locations taggging. Our worrk is
relatted to the worrk on social m
media and inforrmation infereence
techhniques. Eisennstein et al. [3] describe a model and
impllement this model
m
on US-bbased users too geolocate thhem
baseed on their coontent. Schulzz et al. [4] present a locattion
inferrence methodd by combining the inform
mation of spaatial
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inndicators, such as tweeet messages, profile location
innformation annd time zonnes using a polygon maapping
teechnique whichh estimates thee location withhin 50 km. raddius. F.
O
O. O stermann et al. [5] present a methodd for extractinng and
coomparing plaaces using geeo-social meddia by analyssis of
loocations involvved the extraaction of Flickkr images froom the
saame geographhic areas and analysis of thhe tags used bby the
auuthors to desccribe them. Haan Bo et al. [66] presents meethods
foor applying feeature selectioon to identify location indiicative
w
words (LIWs)) for the taask of text-bbased geoloccation.
R
Rattenbury et aal. [7] presentt the method tto extract placce and
evvent semantics for tags bassed on the GP
PS metadata of the
im
mages on Flickkr. John Linggad et al. [8] apply
a
Named Entity
R
Recognizers to extract locatiions from miccroblogs at thee level
off both geo-location and poinnt-of-interest. Jalal Mahmudd et al.
[99] present an algorithm foor inferring thhe home usinng the
coontent of userss’ tweets and ttheir tweeting behavior. All above
taasks are geoloccation inferennce by basic innformation butt can’t
veerify the locatiion of the sam
me place title oor same locatioon, but
diifference placee name.

-

This paper inntroduces an appproach for veerifying the location
off places from
m various dataa sources. Thhe main challlenges
adddressed by thhis work couldd be summarizzed as:
- We design a model for ideentifying the llocation of thee same
pllace’s title, buut different location.
- We design a model for identifying thee same locatioon, but
diifferent place’s title.
The remaininng of the papeer is organizedd as follows. Section
III gives an ovverview of thhe model, daata collection, data
prreparation, location innference verrification innclude
geeolocation-bassed, content-based and location
l
extrraction
baased on time. Section III shhows the experrimental resullts and
Seection IV shhows conclussion and disscussion of future
diirections.
II. Systeem Overview
A. Method and components
For this appproach, Figuure 2. Show
w the methodd and
coomponents of tthe location innference. There is data prepaaration
prrocess and loocation infereence verificattion process. Data
prreparation is a process foor setting datta for the location
innference verifi
fication. This pprocess includdes data colleection,
w
which collectss data from various data sources andd data
clleaning, the pprocess for reemoving unnecessary dataa. The
loocation inferennce verificatioon process is uusing collectedd data
foor verifying thhe location off place or eveent. There aree three
faactors for vverifying thee location: Geological bbased,
Content-based and Locationn extraction bbased on timee. We
evvaluated modeel with three faactors for veriifying the placce.
B. Data Collecttion and Data Cleaning
We collect data from vvarious data sources
s
in cuultural
heeritage domainn. The data ccan be obtaineed title, descriiption,
geeolocation succh as country, area, city, latiitude/longitudee.
H
However, usingg data from vvarious data nneed to cleaniing as
foollows :

Convert data in standdard encodingg format suchh as
UTF-8
Remove tabs and replaace them with a single spacee
Replace HTML entiities with thhe correspondding
characterr
Remove all HTML taggs.

Figure 2. The system overview of the method aand componentss.

C. L
Location Infereence Verificattion
T
The componennts of locationn inference arre referred to the
information from
m three reeferences: geeolocation-bassed,
conttent-based annd location exxtraction. W
We describe each
e
referrence in the foollowing subseection.
1. G
Geolocation-Baased
2. C
Content-Based
3. L
Location Extracction based onn time
Geoolocation-Baseed:
G
Geolocation[100] is the estimaation or the ideentification off the
physsical location of the places, objects or eveents.We integgrate
dataa from heteroogeneous datta sources. The
T
accuracyy of
locaation verifyingg depends on the correct ddata, amount and
variety of locationn sources. Thhe informationn contained in the
geollocation objecct are address including subb-district, distrrict,
city,, country, zip code and geoolocation incluuding latitude and
longgitude. The pproblem of veerifying placee by geolocattion
baseed is there aree same places, but different geolocations.. To
solvve this problem
m, we use Havversine[11] formula for findding
the distance bettween the innferred geocooordinates. Soome
archhives collectedd based on ddecimal formaat, so we convvert
them
m to radians beefore they cann be used.
Thiss formula convverts the decim
mal format to rradians.
Radianns = degrees * PI/180

…………… (1)

Thiss formula calcuulates the greaat circle distannce as the shorrtest
distaance between two points based on given ccoordinate.

… (2)
Wheere r is the raddius of earth i.e 6371 KM or 3961 miles
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Using formuula (2), the diistance betweeen the inferreed and
acctual locationss of the samplee places. We evvaluate for cheecking
thhe distance errror. The best distance for verifying
v
locattion is
0..21-0.30 km. iintervals as shoown in Figuree 3.

W
We adopt the coosine similaritty between thee semantic vectors
of tw
wo sentences as a measurre of their sim
milarity. Tablee 2.
Show
w the resultss of documennt similarity for
f verifying the
placces using conteent-based.
Tablle 2. show the ssimilarity measuure of documentts using doc2veec at
(size=300, minn_count=0, alphha=0.025, min__alpha=0.025)
Document 1

F
Figure 3. The reesults of the evaaluation for checcking the distannce of
pplaces

C
Content-Based :
There are datta from various data source, and we focus on the
deescription of the article for verifying thhe same placee. The
hyypothesis is thhe descriptionn of the same pplaces usuallyy have
soome same w
words in thee description even thoughh the
deescription wroote by differennce writer. Inn this paper, w
we use
dooc2vec[12][133], that modify
fy from the woord2vec [14]m
model.
Thhis model iss an unsuperrvised learninng of continuuously
diistributed vecttor representattions for a bloock of texts suuch as
paaragraphs, senntences or docuuments.
The word em
mbedding moddel is learned using
u
a loss funnction
deefined on worrd pairs but, thhe sentence eembedding moodel is
leearned using a loss functionn defined in seentence pairs. In the
seentence embedding model usually the rrelationship aamong
w
words in the senntence. This m
model uses the context inform
mation
foor consideratioon. For our appproach, the senntence embeddding is
suuitable more thhan word embbedding modeel because we focus
onn semantic sim
milarities.
Figure 4. shoows the architeecture of the m
model, that is similar
s
too word2vec moodel. We workk on distributeed memory moodel of
paaragraph vecttors (PV-DM)). This modeel works simiilar to
CBOW, but thee input of thiss model introduces an addiitional
doocument tokeen in additionn to multiple target words. This
m
model attempts to predict a w
word in the ordeered sequence based
onn the other surrrounding worrds in the conteext, which proovided
byy the paragrraph or docuument id. Evvery paragrapph or
doocuments is m
mapped to a vvector. The veectors are averaged,
suummed or conncatenated as part of the neext process. Foor our
appproach, we uuse the averagge as the methhod to combinne the
veectors.

Document 2

วัดบ
บวกครกหลวง
(B
Buak khrok luanng
tem
mple) : MOC

บวกครกหลวง
วัดบ
(Buuak khrok luangg
tem
mple) : Fine Art

วัดอ
อรุณราชวรารามราชวร
มห
หาวิหาร
(W
Wat Arun Ratchaawararam
Rattchawaramahaw
wihan):
Finne Art

วัดอ
อรุณราชวราราม
มราชวร
มหาาวิหาร
(Wat Arun Ratchaw
wararam
wihan):
Rattchawaramahaw
Wikkipedia

mila
Sim
ritty
49
0.54

0.54
40

Locaation Extraction based on tiime:
T
This process aims
a
to extraact relation bbetween pairss of
entitties in sentennces. We usee template m
matching [15] for
findding the samee place. We ffocus on desccriptions of each
e
dataaset. For this approach aiims to answeer the follow
wing
quesstions words: What, Wheree and When. “WHAT”
“
is used
u
for w
when referringg to the other name
n
of the plaace. “WHERE
E” is
usedd for when refeerring to a placce or location, that the subjecct is
locaated or locatedd near. “WHEN
N” is used for referring to tiime,
wheen the subject was created. T
The result of extraction cann be
era, MM-DD-YY or period. We use location and time becaause
som
meplace changeed the name whhen the time hhas passed Tabble 3.
show
ws relation exttraction patterrns.
Taable 3. Examplee of informationn extraction pattterns for locatioon
extraction baased on time.
Q
Question word

Relaation

WH
HERE

Located att

WH
HAT

Has alias name
n

WH
HEN

Built in

Surface
ตังอยู
ง ที
ที่ตั
ต้ง
ตั้งอยู
ง 
ที่อยู
อ 
ชือ
อเดิม
เดิ
ดิมชื่อ
เรียกอีกชื่อวา
ชาาวบานเรียกวา
สรรางเมือ
สรรางตั้งแต
สรรางในสมัย

T
The results of using
u
the tempplate for extracct information,, we
can get the set of data as shownn in table 4.

Tittle
Aliias
Figgure 4. The archhitecture of the model.

Loccated
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Table 4. thee set of data
Document 1
D
Document 2
วัดบวก
กครกหลวง
วัดบวกค
ครกหลวง
(Buakk khrok luang
(Buak kkhrok luang
templee)
temple))
วัดมวงค
คํา
(Moungg kam temple)
ตําบลท
ทาศาลา
ตําบลทาาศาลา
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at

Built in

(Thasala subdistrict)
อําเภอเมือง
(Muang district)
จังหวัดเชียงใหม
(Chiang Mai Province)

(Thasala subdistrict)
อําเภอเมือง
(Muang district)
จังหวัดเชียงใหม
(Chiang Mai Province)
รัตนโกสินทร
(Rattanakosin era)

Using the results for similarity measure each document. We
use cosine similarity based on the term-based similarity
measure. The results are reported in table 5.

Haversine formula for finding the distance between the
geocoordinates. The second is content-based, we use doc2vec,
that focus on context information for semantic similarity. The
third is location extraction based on time. We use template
matching with the time for verifying the same place. We
successfully apply our approach to cultural knowledge center
archive, data center archive of the fine arts department and
Wikipedia. The experimental show 84% of accuracy by using
geolocation-based with content based. In future work, we
approach to verifying the place with social network
information.

Table 5. show the example of results of the documents similarity
measure using cosine similarity.
Document 1

Document2

วัดบวกครกหลวง
(Buak khrok luang
temple) : MOC

วัดบวกครกหลวง
(Buak khrok luang
temple) : Fine Art

วัดอรุณราชวรารามราชวร
มหาวิหาร
(Wat Arun Ratchawararam
Ratchawaramahawihan):
Fine Art

วัดอรุณราชวรารามราชวร
มหาวิหาร
(Wat Arun Ratchawararam
Ratchawaramahawihan):
Wikipedia
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Abstract
In software development, building a cohesive team can
create great synergy in software development work. In the
case of open source software development, difficulties
occur in forming a cohesive team because information
about developers is limited. Therefore, research into
building cohesive teams using information available from
open sources is required. In this study, we investigate the
similarity of interest among developers with an active
collaborative relationship in GitHub1.
Keywords- common interests; GitHub; pull-request; developer
social network; collaborative ties

I. Introduction
Open source software (OSS) is shareable software that can
be used, modified, and distributed by anyone using open
source code. Depending on the scale, many developers around
the world often participate in a project and co-develop it. A
team that is cohesive in software development is much more
productive and motivated than is a general team [1]. However,
open source project teams are geographically dispersed,
making direct communication difficult. Therefore, forming a
cohesive team in open source project development is difficult.
No function exists for forming a cohesive team. However,
various studies have been conducted on software teams in
efficient collaboration [2, 3, 4]. Kotlarsky et al. [2] confirmed
that relationships and interactive storage are essential to
software development collaboration. Black et al. [3]
determined that social media enables smooth communication
in software system development. Ray et al. [4] studied GitHub
to analyze the relationship between the programming language
used by the developer and the GitHub contribution.
Members of a cohesive team share a common goal, common
culture, and, in many cases, a kind of elite ritual that makes
them feel special [1]. If collaborative developers have similar
interests as those that are not in a collaborative relationship, a
developer with a common interest may have a greater sense of
cohesion than a non-collaborative developer. GitHub is a
popular open source code repository. GitHub collaborates
1

https//github.com
*corresponding author

based on pullrequest functionality. Pullrequest is a feature that
suggests modifications to code created by others. Interested
developers contribute to these modifications by providing
comments to verify the proposed pullrequest. Therefore,
comment information left by developers in pullrequests can be
used as important information to confirm collaboration among
developers.
In this study, we propose a method to measure the similarity
of interest of collaborative developers. First, we generate a
developer collaboration graph (DCG) using developer
comment information contained in pullrequests. In DCG, the
developer is represented by a node, and the number of
repositories
containing
pullrequests
commented
collaboratively is represented by an edge. If no edge exists
between two developer nodes in the DCG, then the two
developers have never been in a collaborative relationship.
Therefore, DCG can intuitively identify developers with and
without collaborative relationships. The similarity of interests
of collaborative developers can be determined based on the
similarity of the GitHub repositories in which each developer
is interested. For example, if two developers are interested in a
set of GitHub repositories, those developers are likely to have
the same interests. An interest similarity test can be
administered that uses summary information from the GitHub
repositories of interest to the developers. <Fig. 1> shows an
example of the GitHub repository summary information.
Natural language processing such as elimination of negatives
and stem extraction can be applied to summary information
about the repository, and then a word list for each developer
can be extracted. The word list consists of summary words in
the GitHub repository. Therefore, we can calculate the
similarity of two developer interest vectors using a cosine
similarity calculation [5].

Fig. 1 Summary information of the GitHub repository.
This study improves the skills necessary to build a cohesive
development team. The major contributions of the study are as
follows.
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1.
2.

We configure an interest vector for each developer
by mining repository subscription information.
We measure the degree of interest similarity between
developers who have collaboratively commented on
pullrequests using a constructed interest vector.

This remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 describes our creation of a DCG to intuitively
identify collaborative relationships. Chapters 3 and 4 show the
results of the similarity analysis of interest of collaborative
developers. Chapter 5 provides a conclusion.
II. Developer Collaboration Graph
In this chapter, we describe the processing of creating a
DCG to identify collaborative developers easily.
A. GitHub Pullrequest
Here, we describe the GitHub pullrequest, which is the
foundation of DCG generation. A pullrequest represents the
core of collaboration in GitHub. In GitHub, the developer
forks the master branch of the project and changes itself. A
fork is a function that copies the source code to its own branch.
Thus, a unique branch created by a fork can be changed
without affecting the master branch. When someone is ready to
submit his or her changes to the master branch, one can send a
pullrequest. The process of sending the pullrequest is shown in
<Fig. 2>. When a person sends a pullrequest to the master
branch, interested contributors review the code to verify the
submitted pullrequest. If a pullrequest does not meet the
standards or requires further improvement, the submitter can
update the pullrequest by adding a new commit. During this
process, all comments can be reviewed and discussed until the
pullrequest is closed. When the code review is completed and
verified, it is reflected in the master branch.

B. Creating a developer collaboration graph
This section describes how we generate a DCG based on
GitHub's pullrequest comment information. A DCG is created
as a project with a pullrequest code review by general
developers and developers of D = {d1, d2, ..., dn}.
Developers who have participated in the code review of
pullrequests can see the pullrequest comment information. For
example, if developers who commented on pullrequest pr are
d1, d2, and d3, then d1, d2, and d3 are the developers who
participated in pullrequest pr. The DCG consists of a developer
node participating in a pullrequest and a project edge
representing pullrequests jointly participated in by the
developer. The edge of the DCG is represented by a weighted
edge and the weight of the project edge is determined by the
number of pullrequests involved. For example, if three projects
exist that have a pullrequest code review with two developers,
the weight of the project edge between the two developers is
three.
III. Common Interests Among Co-Participant Developers
The proposed developer interest similarity measurement
method extracts developer interest from information about the
projects of interest in word-vector form. Then, a word-vector
similarity between the developers is obtained and a common
interest is confirmed. The process is described in more detail as
follows. First, information about the projects of interest to
developers is extracted. Next, a word list for each developer is
generated through natural language processing. Then, the
word list similarities among developers are determined
through a cosine similarity calculation. Each step of this
process is described in detail in the following section.
A. GitHub Watch
GitHub has a feature called Watch. Using this function,
users of GitHub can receive notifications about repository
events such as new commits, pullrequests, and artifacts from
the public repository. This can be considered as a kind of
manual membership registration. Thus, subscribing to a
repository represents a declaration of potential interest in
contributing to the activities of the repository [6].
B. Extract interest vectors of developers

Fig. 2 Pullrequest submission process.
TABLE 1. Natural language processing results
Original
End user-oriented web
words
performance testing and
beaconing
Words after
end user orient web
natural language perform test beacon
process

We created a vector of interest for each developer based on
the descriptions of the repositories the developer is currently
watching. Because the description is composed in natural
language, extracting only meaningful words is necessary. First,
we convert all uppercase letters to lowercase letters in words
extracted from the text of the description. We then remove
words that denote a negation and that are thus considered
meaningless. When the removal of these negatives is
completed, another segment extraction is performed. In this
study, we use the stem extraction algorithm developed by
Porter2 to transform words that can have several forms into

2

https://snowball.tartarus.org
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their original form. The results of this natural language
processing are listed in <TABLE 1>.
The aforementioned process must be performed in order to
create more meaningful word lists for developers. The word
list generated for each developer is a vector having N elements,
each of which is composed of description words. The value of
the element is denoted by the term frequency (TF) (t, d),
representing the occurrence frequency of word t in the word
list of developer d.

Ten developers commented on the pullrequest in a total of
1618 repositories. Of these repositories, 229 stores, or 14.15%,
commented on the same pullrequest as one or more of the other
nine commentators. <Fig. 3> shows 10 DCGs for participation
in pullrequest 4403699.

C. Extract interest vectors of developers
Each developer-specific word list obtained through the
process described previously is used to check the similarity of
developer pairs. The word list is similar to the feature vector
for a word. Therefore, in this study, we define the similarity
value between developer word lists by the following equation
based on cosine similarity calculation [5].

Fig. 3 Collaboration of developers participating in
pullrequest 4403699.
B. Relationship between collaboration and interest similarity

(1)
where d1 and d2 are developer word lists, n is the total number
of words, and d1 [i] and d2 [i] are the TF values of the i-th
word of the developer word list. Equation (1) calculates the
similarity value of word lists of two developers.
TABLE 2 Collected datasets of the Ruby on Rails project

Dataset
Pull Requests
Forked Projects
Authors
Commenters

#
16501
13877
1519
1196

We next compared the similarities of the developers who do
not have a collaborative relationship with the project similarity
of the collaborating developers. The comparators were
selected by the developers who participated in the project
called symfony 4 . We extracted six developers who had
collaborative relationships while working on the symfony
project but who did not have a collaborative relationship with
developers who participated in pullrequest 4403699. <Table
3> shows the average cosine similarity of interest vectors for
pairs of developers that have collaborative relationships. The
average vector similarity of the collaborative developers was
54.9%, and the average vector similarity of interest between
the non-collaborating developers was 25.3%. The following
results show that collaborative developers have a high average
interest vector similarity. In other words, collaborative
developers share common interests.

IV. Experimental results

TABLE 3 Average interest vector similarity

A. Dataset

Repo1
Ruby on Rails
Ruby on Rails

Repo2
Ruby on Rails
Symfony

%
41.0
25.3

Symfony

Symfony

68.8

We chose the Ruby on Rails3 project developed by GitHub as
an experimental dataset. We included a project that forks a
Ruby on Rails project as an experiment. The Ruby on Rails
project is summarized in <TABLE 2>.
We selected pullrequest 4403699, which has the most code
reviews in the target project. Ten total developers have written
189 comments in pullrequest 4403699. In this study, we did
not utilize the author information of the pullrequest because it
is based on the collaborative relationship between commenters.

Based on pullrequest comment information from GitHub,
we investigated common interests among developers with
collaborative relationships. First, we created a DCG based on

3

4

https://rubyonrails.org

V. Conclusion

https://symfony.com
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the developer comment information contained in pullrequests.
The generated DCG identified developers with collaborative
relationships. A developer interest vector was then generated
based on the description of the GitHub repositories of interest
to the developers. The similarity of interest vectors among the
developers was calculated using the cosine similarity
measurement. Experiments on the Ruby on Rails project
developed by GitHub confirmed that developers with
collaborative relationships identified through the DCG share
common interests. We plan to conduct an in-depth analysis of
developer common interests in various open source projects in
the near future.
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Abstract
User authentication services can apply to the face or iris
recognition service. So, the interesting in the facial
expression technology are growing on various IT
convergence field. Facial recognition technology requires a
feature vector of facial for emotion recognition, and a high
performance learning algorithm. In this paper, we
construct a learning system by extracting feature vectors
of eyes, mouths and applying a Naive Bayesian classifier to
recognize facial expressions. In addition, the experimental
results proved the efficiency of the system.
Keywords-component; Facial
expressions;
classifiers; Feature vector; Learning algorithm)

Bayesian

I. Introduction
User authentication technology is mainly focused on face
recognition and iris recognition, and the recognition rate is
gradually increasing due to the development of smart devices
including smart phones and tablets. There have been focused
on research to recognize human emotions through stabilized
vision-based user authentication technology. This is because
emotion recognition is an input medium for interaction
between a person and a computer, and nonverbal expressions
such as facial expressions, gestures, and gaze are easier to
convey meaning than language expressions [1-2]. In addition,
it can supplement current face recognition technology such as
face tracking and body part detection.
However, emotion recognition has difficulty in correctly
recognizing emotions because the degree of expression differs
for each person. In order to recognize the correct emotion,
learning data should be constructed using data that
characterize each emotion, and the emotion is classified by
applying a classifier of good performance.
There are many studies to increase the recognition rate, but
the processing time and accuracy are still insufficient due to
the complicated calculation process[3].
The amount of computation should be reduced through a
detection algorithm that can easily detect facial regions
sensitive to emotional changes. In addition, it is necessary to
study that can improve accuracy without complex calculation
process with good performance classifier. In this study, we
constructed the learning data by extracting the features of eyes
and lips from the human face, implemented the system to
recognize facial expressions by applying Naive Bayesian
classifier, and proved the efficiency through experimental

II. Related Research
In order to recognize human emotions, the detection
algorithm extrects feature vector to be used for emotion
recognition from the input image, and the learning algorithm
classifies the emotion using the detected feature vector.
G. D. Lowe, et. al[4] SIFT (Scale-invariant feature
transform) is one of the algorithms used for feature vector
detection. It detects objects by extracting information that best
represents the characteristics of a particular object.
The algorithm generates a Gaussian Pyramid to detect
feature vector candidates for detecting objects such as corner
points. The detected feature vector candidates have attributes
that are invariant to scale, rotation, and brightness variations.
The algorithm is four or five steps, but performs a complex
computation process to detect feature vectors of invariant
properties. As a result, the processing speed for object
recognition is very slow.
Kim[5] proposed an automated emotion recognition
framework by recognizing facial expressions. This framework
uses PCA (Principal Component Analysis) to extract facial
eigenvectors and recognize human emotions through HMM
(Hidden Markov Model) step and posterior probability
calculation. Experimental results showed good recognition
rate in some facial expressions, but poor performance in other
facial expressions.
III. Emotion Recognition Technology using Face Feature
Vectors
In order to recognize emotions, this study defined eye and
mouth as a feature vector that are sensitive to emotional
changes. The extracted feature vectors are classified into
human's representative emotions [angry, happy, no
expression] by applying the Naive Bayesian classifier. The
proposed system is shown in Fig. 1, which consists of feature
vector extraction, facial classification, and emotion
recognition step.
A. Facial feature vector detection
The input data for recognizing the human emotion is
intended to use the data of the human face area. First, a
preprocessing process is required to detect an object. This is to
obtain the data of the face area by giving a condition
recognizable as a face in the input image. The detected face
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Figure 1. Emotion Recognition Technology using Face Feature Vectors
area normalizes the size of the image for learning data
construction and comparison operations.
After the normalization, it should be discriminated the facial
expression of the detected face. Eyes and mouth shapes are
sensitive to changes in emotion. The proposed system defines
and classifies three expressions [angry, happy, no expression]
using the sensitivity of the face region. In particular, lips
respond most sensitively to emotional changes, so it is possible
to roughly judge the emotion of the person[6-7]. In this study,
the emotion recognition is performed by defining the pixel
information of the eye and the mouth area as the feature vector.
Eye and mouth detect feature vectors using Haar-like
Feature. The Haar-like Feature basically maintains the
geometric information of the object and uses the brightness
difference of the area unit, so it can compensate the change of
the shape of the object in the region and the slight change of
the position to some extent. In this study, eye and mouth of
face are detected using Haar-like Feature, and information
obtained from each feature vector is applied to beige classifier
to classify three facial expressions.

P (Ci | X ) 

P (Ci )P (X | Ci )
P (X )

(1)

(C 0  angry ,C1  happy ,C 2  no _ exp ression )

In Equation (1), we find the likelihood P (X | Ci ) which has
the highest probability of X , and classify the facial expression
as Ci . At this time, P (X ) can be omitted because it is the
normalize value. Therefore, Bayesian classification equation
for facial expression classification can be defined as Equation
(2).
CMAP  arg max P (X | Ci )P (Ci ) (2)

In this study, we used 480 images of [Angry, Happiness,
Expressionless] as the learning data for the facial expression
classification, and we prove the efficiency of the Bayesian
classifier through experiments.

B. Facial Expression classification

IV. Experiment

If feature vectors are extracted, facial feature vectors are
applied to Naive Bayesian classifiers[8] to classify facial
expressions. Naive Bayesian classifier is a mathematical
theorem about conditional probability. The Bayes theorem
represents the relationship between the prior probability and
the posterior probability of a random variable, and Naive
Bayesian classifier is a kind of probabilistic classifier that
applies the premise that if the properties are independent of
each other in Bayesian theorem.
The input values of the Naive Bayesian classifier use eye
and mouth data extracted with Haar-like feature. The
horizontal component of the detected mouth is defined as X 1 ,
and the vertical component between the two lips is defined as

In this study, we apply facial feature vector which is
sensitive to emotion change to Naive Bayesian classifier for
recognize facial expression. We conducted experiments to
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed system. The
database of facial expression images used in the experiment is
shown in Fig.2. It consists of JAFFE (Japanese Female Facial
Expression)[9], KDEF (Karolinska Directed Emotional
Faces)[10] and FEI Face Database[11]. In this study, each
database is the frontal face of a man and a woman of white and
yellow and black, and each person did not wear glasses.

Y1 . The vertical component between eye and mouth is defined

as Y2 , and finally the area of mouth is defined as area. The
feature vector X  (X 1,Y1,Y2 , Area ) which summarizes the
four data.
The facial expression defines classes (C0, C1, C2) for [angry,
happy, no expression], and discriminates the appropriate
expression for the input image. When the feature vector
X  (X 1,Y1,Y2 , Area ) is present, the Bayes theorem for facial

expression classification can be defined as Equation (1).

Figure 2 Exaple Images from [9],[10]

Experiments to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed
system are described. There are described experiments to
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed system
First, the face database to be used in the experiment is 600
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images, and 480 face images are used as training data. The
Haar-like feature was used to obtain feature vectors for the
vertical and horizontal components of the mouth, the area, and
the distance between the eyes and mouth. The remaining 120
facial images were used as test data.
We analyzed the characteristics of the feature vectors to
verify the validity of the feature vectors. The mouth area of
[angry] and [no expression] has a similar range of values.
However, [no expression] can distinguish expression because
the distance between eyes is larger than [angry]. [happy] has a
different range of values from the other two expressions. As a
result, facial classification is done well.
Next, we use the face image of the general person, not the
image in the database. The subjects were 10 persons without
prior knowledge. For face recognition, the input image is
subjected to face detection and feature vector extraction.
The experimental results are shown in Table 1. Experimental
results showed average recognition rate of 90%. [happy] is the
most characteristic expression, recognition rate is 100%. [no
expression] has a constant change of facial expression, and the
recognition rate is 90%. Finally, the recognition rate of [angry]
is 80%, which is lower than other expressions.
Table 1. Facial recognition result judged by real person image
Classify
real

Anrgy

Happy

No
expression

Precision

Angry

8

0

2

80%

Happy

0

10

0

100%

No
expression

1

0

9

90%
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V. Conclusion
In this study, we proposed a technique to recognize human
emotions by applying the feature of facial region that is
sensitive to facial expressions and applying it to Naive
Bayesian classifier, one of learning models.
We applied a Bayesian classifier to the information about
eyes and lips detected from the face, and confirmed that it has a
good facial recognition rate by a relatively simple calculation
process. It is expected to be able to quickly and accurately
classify user's perception and emotion in various areas
requiring real-time analysis.
The future goal is research on the development of
responsive contents industry technology that reflects the
industrial needs to grasp the change of emotions about the
environment that is used in mobile devices and so on, and to
positively influence emotions that users take unconsciously.
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Abstract
This paper studied utilization values of big data in the
character field. Characters as an important factor in
digital contents take a great part in cultural contents.
Construction of big data in the character part will predict
the future of the field of character industry and decrease
risks of production costs and also be a basis in character
development.

Parse.ly, they can know what things of what websites can
draw interests of viewers and classify objects of interest
according to authors, subjects, genres, introduced websites,
trends of emerging frequencies, and other indexes[4].
Through these, big data will take groundbreaking changes
in the publishing field. It shows extensibility about the
necessity of big data in other fields. Characters play an
important role in digital contents. Characters in the animation
field have diverse forms and characteristics.

Keywords— Big Data Application; Character; Animation

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a thing that appears the most in economic trends
including IT industry is big data. It means a large scale of data
difficult to be saved, controlled, and analyzed in existing
methods. It is a vast stock of data which has not been treated
in existing methods and signifies using information which has
been hidden in enormous data owing to analysis technology
development. If big data is used, it is possible to forecast the
future from capturing regular flows of data[1].
As big data is stated, it was pointed out as ‘the most
important technology of 2012 which can open new
possibility’ in the World Economic Forum (Davos Forum) in
2012[2].
Regardless of the growth of the big data market, a point that
common understanding of characterizing of factors fitting to
the concept of big data is lacking was indicated[3]. And,
about contents and results of big data, analytic visualization
and utilization were proposed. Like these, although studies on
big data have been done steadily since the introduction of big
data, studies related with character development in the fields
of big data and animation never exist.
In this study, possibility to graft big data on the character
market has been examined. Based on it, the utilization of big
data is to be suggested so that it can be applicable to later
studies and technology development.
II. RELATED WORK
Big data is available in various fields such as image
analysis, trend analysis, crisis management, and storytelling
tools. Parse.ly as an enterprise to analyze web contents in the
US predicts what types of contents will be promising through
a program called “Dash”. If editors use the analysis tool of

Fig. 1. AACSS Main UI.

Especially, in case of characters that animals appear, they
became big hits.
As studies on characters of personified animals, there are
researches to propose anthropomorphic animal characters
search systems (hereafter, AACSS) in order that users can be
possible to search for them by using meta data based on
studies which suggested steps of anthropomorphism reflecting
properties of animals and humans(Fig 1)[5][6]. Based on
them, this study tries to branch out into mammals and birds.
III. BIG DATA APPLICATION IN ANIMATED CHARACTERS
It is a base study on constructing big data systems of
personified characters. As the study range, it is on the basis of
taxology targeting mammals and birds which emerge in fulllength animation.
Zootaxy is learning to research classification systems of the
animal kingdom after investigating similarity and difference
between animals based on facts. Taxology has been started
from Aristotle of Greece. He assorted approximately 520
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animals according to their characteristics first. By the 18th
century, Carl von Linne set up class, order, genus, species,
and mutation as taxonomic categories.
Mammals are divided into four parts of a head, neck, torso,
and tail. The torso is composed of four legs. Sometimes,
mammals have a peculiar component like horns. Birds are
divided into four parts such as a head, neck, torso, and tail as
well. They have two wings and legs. The front legs have been
adapted to flying mostly. On the other hand, the hind legs
have been adapted and changed into various directions.
Among external properties of birds, in particular, a
predominant trait is called “field mark”.

[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

Fig. 2. Research scope and character samples.

It plays an important role in dividing birds with others.
Sizes and forms of birds’ bodies, feathers, beaks, and color of
feet are significant clues to separate external features of them
from other animals.
In this chapter, anthropomorphic animal characters
appearing in feature-length animated films of the USA from
1940 to 2015 were investigated(Fig 2)[7].
Next, by analyzing classification peculiarities of animals
aiming at the investigated characters, mammals and birds
were assorted. Then, similarity and difference with real
relevant animals were compared. Based on them, by assorting
each characteristic, a basic study to construct the big data
system of personified characters is to be provided.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
When seeing the scale and developmental possibility of the
character market which takes a large part in cultural contents,
it is clear that the system construction of big data in the
character field will be a good tool to predict the future and
make plans that risks can be lessened on the basis of
information until now.
From the premises, studies on big data have been examined
until the present. And, ultimately this is to be proposed as a
base study so as to construct the big data system about
anthropomorphic animal characters.
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Abstract
Categorizing various types of weeds holds significant
technical and economic importance in agriculture.
Development of a system that can make distinctions based
on color, shape and texture is viable. Primary objective of
this research is to develop an automated weed control
system which is able to identify weed based on its location.
A real time system is developed in order to detect weeds in
the surrounding areas using pattern recognition. Different
experimentation work is conducted in order to gauge the
efficiency of our proposed method in terms of
distinguishing between various types of weeds. It also
performed admirably amid varying field conditions. The
results confirmed that the algorithm exhibited a 94%
success rate in terms of categorizing weed samples where a
population of 160 samples was used consisting of 80
narrow and 80 broad samples.
Keywords—Classification, Weed detection, herbicides.

I. Introduction
In todays age the skin of fruits and vegetables are significant
parameters which determines their quality. In wheat and
soybean fields for the detection of weeds, color machine
vision is used where they are using color index for weed
detection for both preprocessing and statistical different
analysis. Different methods are using for discriminating plants
from weeds and soil. The important challenge in growth stage
is weed control in onion cultivation. Long lineal leaves do no
shadow on emerging weeds but the infection is caused by
successive invasions due to their slow development. Chemical
and mechanical both weeding uses in all cultivation [1].
Weed control is an expensive technique in precision farm
field which consumes more time. Science of weeds is a
challenging field of research as it is a very vast area. The
developed countries use cutting edge technologies such as
space technology, biotechnology and information technology.
Generally the term weed is used in plants so it is necessary for
utilizing and changing the research in weed management of
eco-friendly and increasing the role of sustainable crop
production and research based technologies. In global scenario
the herbicides increases per year in feature. There are potential
risk of water contamination and food because of the usage of

herbicides. The indiscriminate use of herbicide affects the
environment in addition weed biology is influenced adversely.
The quality of food increases with the safely use of herbicides,
for this we have a popular tool named wavelet analysis used to
detect the crop and weed whereas Db4 wavelet has been using
to extract the crop’s and weed’s textures features [2]. Plant
recognition in automated weeding applications is sometime
based on computer vision either using shape information or
similar properties [3].
For crop productivity, weed poses a vital biological
constraint. With more use of herbicides, weed control is
characterized which results in the emergence of weeding
resistance to herbicides in addition in environmental problems
so here we need to look for other alternatives that allows
ecological weed control in the cropping system. For exploiting
weed-suppressing ability of crop varieties themselves,
potential is a promising option for weed control. In a cropping
system there are actually multiple weeds in addition the
suppression effect of weed is a joint action of competitive
factors and allelopathy using a mixed-culture of crop-weed
design that stimulates a great controversy deal owning
neglect of competition. The below grounded interactions
affects more performance of coexisting plants as compare to
above grounded interactions [4].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In some early approaches [10],[11] statistical, color and
shape based features were used to detect weeds. According to
[5], a new method was proposed which was based on artificial
neural networks vision for higher efficiency in cost and
production. Multilayer perceptron neural networks technique
was employed for identifying weed roots in onion crops that
enabled identification of specific areas for spraying, hence
decreased the amount of herbicide utilized. Multilayer
perceptron neural networks technique was employed for
identifying onion crop’s weed roots that enabled identification
of specific areas for spraying, so the amount of herbicides
decreased and utilized. Because of active targeting and
identification of infected areas, this method was justified by
practical experiments providing very much sufficient evidence
regarding saving of resources like herbicides.
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In [6], ground based sensors are used for assessing
weed levels and weed identification in a crop. The underlying
principles, limitations and performance was also discussed.
In research work [7], a machine for new learning
mechanism was introduced for distinguishing weed and crop
in account with their reflectance differences. They used
artificial neural network and mixture of Gaussian techniques
in their proposed algorithm. The work [8] deals with sensors
of weed deduction system and practical use of them in cereal
crops. By employing an ultrasonic distance sensor, the
location of weed was identified. As compared to normal areas
whether weed containing zones are richer in biomass, the
relevant height of plants was compared. Spherical-shaped 40
to 80 samples with varying weed components of two different
sets were evaluated at two separate dates. The sensors
direction was kept towards the ground to properly assess the
heights. Broad-leaved weeds and Grass weeds were removed.
The dissimilarities between weed-ridden and weed free zones
were analyzed along with dry portion of crop and weed
samples. RGB images obtained the weed removal for
assessing the area covered by crops and weeds. Analytical
techniques based on numerous regression were used to control
the coverage of weeds and crops. By the ultrasonic readings,
weed containing zones were differentiated from normal zones
with 92.8% success rate in addition by utilizing this system,
the weed identification cost incurred could be decreased. For
limiting the growth of weeds it could also applied in nonselective methods.
In [2], by employing an image processing algorithm,
weeds and crops were distinguished from one another which
utilized “wavelet analysis”. Wavelet transform analyzed the
textural properties of weed and crop images. The texture
features were extracted from the data related with different
parameters like Homogeneity, Contrast, Inertia, Entropy and
Energy. By the neural networks, the data collected was then
classified accordingly. With the help of herbicides which were
sprayed through robotic means, the weed location based on
classification and the infected areas was accessed.
In [9], for analyzing the morphological properties of
plants; with the classification of small plants for identification
proving, depth cameras were deployed for added precision. By
employing dual methodology with utilizing RGB (Red, Green,
and Blue) height selection, weed, soil and crops can be
differentiated. In real life condition by employing Kinect
fusion algorithms, the 3D point clouds of weed-ridden crops
are reproduced. The models constructed were very much
satisfactorily consistent with soil parameters acquired from
actual morphological measurements and 3D images. In order
to have differences between weeds with the soil and small
height micro relief of the samples with weed biomass obtained
a correlation of 0.83, RGB recognition is essential. With the
volumetric measurements the weed density was well
correlated. The results indicated that the volume of accessing
could offer precise results by utilizing kinetic methodology
that identified weeds and crops and differentiated between
them.

Figure 1: Real-time recognition system

III. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
Narrow leave weeds and Broad leave weeds currently in
use are two types of herbicides. We here set a goal for
designing an algorithm which can:
x

Identify the location and detection of weeds

x

Distinguish between the narrow and broad weeds.

IV. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The concept of the proposed weed control system is
depicted in figure1, which has Central Processing Unit
(CPU), Decision Box and Camera used to control dc pumps
At 45 degree of angle from the ground the images were
taken. Here according to this manner, images size remained
the same with high quality of protruding portion of the
sprayer captured. The images here are relayed to the CPU
and decision box is connected to it through a parallel port
which also used for turning on or off the pump purely based
on the CPU processing over kind of images. Matlab is used
for the software development. The resolution of each image
is 240 by 320 pixels.
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Table 1: Weed Classification by Broad Weed Estimation
Image

Weed
Percentage

Broad Weed
Percentage

`

1

60.94

61.08

Broad Weed

2

56.28

64.00

Broad Weed

3

37.52

48.29

Narrow Weed

4

44.04

47.91

Narrow Weed

5

61.28

64.00

Broad Weed

6

60.94

61.08

Broad Weed

7

44.04

47.91

Narrow Weed

8

56.47

61.66

Broad Weed

9

57.09

61.35

Broad Weed

10

64.48

64.25

Broad Weed

11

23.23

34.44

Narrow Weed

12

20.54

29.11

In figure 1, a weed recognition system for real time
specific is illustrated and their purpose is to recognize the
narrow and broad weeds [8].
In the pre-processing stage we decompose the input image into
Red, Green and Blue components create a binary image using
the following transformation.
If Gr >Rd and Gr>Bu and Gr>115 then
PI = 1
Else
PI = 0
End if
Where Rd, Gr and Bu are the red, green and blue components
and PI is the processed binary image.
We scanned the images horizontally and vertically to find
out location of broad weeds in the image by measuring the
lengths and heights of objects/weeds.
Narrow weeds as the name suggests are narrower in length
than broad weeds so we can differentiate them from broad
weeds based on their length and height. By estimating broad
weeds with respect to total weed percentage we can classify
weeds as either narrow or broad. The classification algorithm
is given below:-

13

44.04

47.91

Narrow Weed

14

56.28

64.00

Broad Weed

15

44.04

47.91

Narrow Weed

16

35.29

45.96

Narrow Weed

17

44.25

47.83

Narrow Weed

18

60.94

62.21

Broad Weed

19

56.07

63.79

Broad Weed

20

41.84

68.56

Broad Weed

21

26.17

55.19

Narrow Weed

22

33.04

51.03

Narrow Weed

23

21.01

44.31

Narrow Weed

24

31.34

57.82

Narrow Weed

25

44.04

47.91

Narrow Weed

26

56.28

64.00

Broad Weed

27

64.48

64.25

Broad Weed

28

21.33

40.07

Narrow Weed

29

23.94

39.83

Narrow Weed

30

13.49

42.07

Little or No Weed

If (BroadWeed Percentage >=55 and Weed Percentage>=40)
or
(BroadWeed Percentage>60)
Classify category as “Broad Weed”

31

28.54

43.81

Narrow Weed

32

61.13

65.65

Broad Weed

33

23.23

44.44

Narrow Weed

34

43.43

53.72

Narrow Weed

35

57.24

65.53

Broad Weed

36

58.70

68.09

Broad Weed

37

56.59

66.20

Broad Weed

38

24.42

46.08

Narrow Weed

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

39

64.48

64.25

Broad Weed

The results are represented in table 1 with 95% of the little
or no weed and 94% of narrow and broad weeds were
successfully categorized. The visual results are depicted in
figures 3-6.

40

44.04

47.91

Narrow Weed

41

57.24

65.53

Broad Weed

42

45.75

53.42

Narrow Weed

43

53.73

66.27

Broad Weed

Figure 2: Conceptual flow chart

V. METHODOLOGY

Else If Weed Percentage>=30
Classify category as “Narrow Weed”
Else
Classify category as “No or Little Weed”
End
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44

41.84

68.56

Broad Weed

90

37.38

53.51

Narrow Weed

45

28.68

57.06

Narrow Weed

91

39.49

50.25

Narrow Weed

46

50.02

62.45

Broad Weed

92

32.34

44.72

Narrow Weed

47

44.04

47.91

Narrow Weed

93

51.26

53.98

Narrow Weed

48

53.90

61.45

Broad Weed

94

36.65

45.93

Narrow Weed

49

60.23

64.09

Broad Weed

95

32.34

44.72

Narrow Weed

50

60.94

61.08

Broad Weed

96

34.55

46.53

Narrow Weed

51

8.73

29.95

Little or No Weed

97

34.23

50.12

Narrow Weed

52

2.38

14.64

Little or No Weed

98

28.77

41.64

Narrow Weed

53

57.53

61.41

Broad Weed

99

27.98

41.91

Narrow Weed

54

33.73

42.09

Narrow Weed

100

39.15

52.80

Narrow Weed

55

37.82

43.05

Narrow Weed

101

29.92

41.32

Narrow Weed

56

39.11

43.78

Narrow Weed

102

35.43

51.04

Narrow Weed

57

43.24

46.59

Narrow Weed

103

26.67

43.46

Narrow Weed

58

23.23

34.44

Narrow Weed

104

34.44

48.28

Narrow Weed

59

44.04

47.91

Narrow Weed

105

39.18

45.63

Narrow Weed

60

25.78

40.49

Narrow Weed

106

39.22

51.42

Narrow Weed

61

29.22

39.70

Narrow Weed

107

58.85

62.10

Narrow Weed

62

39.18

45.63

Narrow Weed

108

26.67

43.46

Narrow Weed

63

43.18

49.18

Narrow Weed

109

57.42

61.46

Broad Weed

64

38.44

52.62

Narrow Weed

110

38.85

47.39

Narrow Weed

65

39.22

51.42

Narrow Weed

111

24.75

48.71

Narrow Weed

66

31.33

49.05

Narrow Weed

112

57.05

65.81

Broad Weed

67

28.85

42.18

Narrow Weed

113

52.82

69.28

Broad Weed

68

48.53

62.70

Broad Weed

114

52.37

62.36

Broad Weed

69

42.33

65.79

Broad Weed

115

45.27

52.02

Narrow Weed

70

26.94

40.64

Narrow Weed

116

62.22

70.14

Broad Weed

71

31.07

40.05

Narrow Weed

117

53.35

63.45

Broad Weed

72

22.11

42.15

Narrow Weed

118

56.78

66.26

Broad Weed

73

48.03

53.67

Narrow Weed

119

57.52

63.46

Broad Weed

74

33.06

44.76

Narrow Weed

120

52.37

62.36

Broad Weed

75

33.06

44.76

Narrow Weed

121

43.52

59.46

Broad Weed

76

35.59

53.03

Narrow Weed

122

41.82

60.05

Broad Weed

77

28.48

43.50

Narrow Weed

123

34.34

48.98

Narrow Weed

78

35.59

53.03

Narrow Weed

124

23.23

34.44

Narrow Weed

79

25.02

44.73

Narrow Weed

125

62.22

70.14

Broad Weed

80

35.93

53.90

Narrow Weed

126

27.76

34.67

Narrow Weed

81

26.49

39.92

Narrow Weed

127

36.68

43.26

Narrow Weed

82

38.49

50.10

Narrow Weed

128

34.34

48.98

Narrow Weed

83

32.08

44.77

Narrow Weed

129

35.11

48.81

Narrow Weed

84

34.80

44.66

Narrow Weed

130

34.11

44.09

Narrow Weed

85

32.40

41.38

Narrow Weed

131

30.75

46.19

Narrow Weed

86

31.13

39.92

Narrow Weed

132

21.82

46.38

Narrow Weed

87

25.77

42.01

Narrow Weed

133

27.90

43.43

Narrow Weed

88

23.89

43.15

Narrow Weed

134

22.07

37.81

Narrow Weed

89

35.95

54.42

Narrow Weed

135

32.48

43.32

Narrow Weed
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136

28.82

37.95

Narrow Weed

137

32.08

38.82

Narrow Weed

138

24.86

38.38

Narrow Weed

139

28.01

42.11

Narrow Weed

140

32.08

38.82

Narrow Weed

141

34.62

42.37

Narrow Weed

142

24.30

45.49

Narrow Weed

143

25.93

50.15

Narrow Weed

144

5.74

17.27

145

22.03

51.13

Narrow Weed

146

29.42

47.90

Narrow Weed

147

28.65

46.53

Narrow Weed

148

30.77

43.73

Narrow Weed

149

26.41

41.09

Narrow Weed

150

31.27

46.14

Narrow Weed

151

36.89

49.72

Narrow Weed

152

25.27

40.48

Narrow Weed

153

50.15

53.22

Narrow Weed

154

49.46

51.51

Narrow Weed

155

55.26

54.90

Narrow Weed

156

44.24

48.91

Narrow Weed

157

28.55

38.01

Narrow Weed

158

34.61

41.78

Narrow Weed

159

33.93

40.02

Narrow Weed

160

34.24

43.47

Narrow Weed

161

25.93

50.15

Narrow Weed

162

25.26

31.89

Narrow Weed

163

27.43

34.60

Narrow Weed

164

23.23

34.44

Narrow Weed

165

32.08

38.82

Narrow Weed

166

26.36

35.62

Narrow Weed

167

26.17

35.10

Narrow Weed

168

25.77

33.14

Narrow Weed

169

24.43

32.45

Narrow Weed

170

23.23

34.44

Narrow Weed

171

31.95

40.30

Narrow Weed

172

29.02

37.62

Narrow Weed

173

33.48

39.65

Narrow Weed

174

37.22

48.28

Narrow Weed

175

31.90

40.95

Narrow Weed

176

33.97

42.02

Narrow Weed

177

33.38

44.35

Narrow Weed

Little or No Weed

VII. CONCLUSION
A real weed-control system incorporating with vision
recognition system is designed and various experiments are
conducted by using it for isolated spraying for limiting weed
growth. The system is based on an identification and other
characteristics is developed for identifying and categorizing of
weeds. The images which were caught by a video camera are
categorized with high rates of success.
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Figure 3: Broad Weed Type

Figure 4: Broad Weed Type

Figure 5: Narrow Weed Type

Figure 6: Little Weeds Type
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Analysis of Camera Movement Affecting the Visual Cognition of the Audience in
Animation
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Abstract
The camera movement expressed on the screen of
Animation is detected and recognized by audience's visual
sensation. In this paper, in order to investigate the
characteristics and measurement method of camera
movement that improves visual cognition of the audience
about emotional images, we are conducting research as
follows. First, theoretically arranged the concept of
interaction between emotional response, visual cognition,
and camera movement. Then, we compared and analyzed
the movement method between the real camera and the
virtual camera with the three-dimensional authoring tool,
and summarized the previous research on the processing
of emotions given by the camera movement. To convey the
feelings of anger and the virtual camera and real camera
expressed on the screen, to examine the characteristics of
the same movement. Finally, we derive a method to
measure the motion expressed on the screen and set
criteria that can be quantified by replacing the camera
setting values expressing anger feelings with numerical
values. Through this research, we can grasp the
characteristics of the camera movement to improve the
audience's visual cognition, and the derived measurement
method can be utilized in the animation production
process.
Keywords-animation; Camera movement; Virtual camera;
Emotion; Visual intensity; Visual cognition; Measurement method

I. Introduction
When viewing a specific scene of a movie that is directed
based on the movement of the camera, the audience often
makes an illusion that the camera does not move, but rather his
body moves. On that basis, when composing the shot flow in
the process of video content creation, adjusting the movement
of the camera can convey a particular emotion and atmosphere
to the audience [1].
In the 21st century, related industries have developed
animation can express what people can imagine concretely. In
order to study the camera movement that affects the visual
cognition of an audience in animation, the following research
is carried out in this paper. First, through the literature research,
the theoretical analysis of the process that the movement of the

camera exerts on the visual cognition of the audience. To study
the characteristics of animated virtual cameras, we use the
three-dimensional authoring tool, Maya 2017 application, to
analyze the spatial coordinates when the virtual camera moves
and the characteristics of the speed, direction, and scale
controlled by the animation curves. The camera movement
represented on the screen is reclassified as the basic emotion of
joy, anger, sorrow, and pleasure that human beings feel based
on previous research on the emotional feelings given by visual
intensity. We examine the emotion of anger that can
effectively create a majestic image of a person, and compare
the camera movement which expresses the emotion of anger in
real life and in the animation, and then analyze the same
characteristics of movement expressed on the screen. Finally,
we derive a method to measure the camera movement by
reconstructing quantitative numerical values and ranges into
animation graph when the camera moves such as up and down,
left and right, etc., expressed on the screen. In this research,
when directing the scene in which the emotion is expressed in
the process of animation production, a method that can
measure the method of camera movement by increasing or
decreasing the degree of the visual cognition of the audience
derives and makes it possible to utilize as a resource for camera
operation during animation production.
II. The Research Process
A. Camera Movement and Visual Cognition
Human beings recognize most information through visual
sense to accept external stimuli via sensations such as visual,
auditory, olfactory, taste, and tactile. It is possible to select one
of balance, shape, form, space, growth, light, color, movement,
tension and expression. The movement of the visual response
element has the greatest influence. Renault Barbaras noted
sensation is a primary reaction that will experience a sense in
the eyes and the nervous system at a stage before perception,
and humans referred to perception through sensory organs. We
experience cognition through selective attention in the process
of physical action of visual cognition, and all processes in
which visual information processing is performed in the brain
is called a visual cognitive process. From the viewpoint of
cognitive psychology, video images are accommodated
through sensory organs and processed in memory organs to
induce human emotion [2-5]. Strengthening visual intensity
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which means strong visual impact and dynamism, in video
contents, increases the audience's comprehension and
immersion of particular atmosphere and emotions. Visual
intensity is generated by the contrast in which changes in speed,
direction, and scale are formed in elements of motion, and the
stronger the contrast of the change, the higher the visual
intensity. Adjusting visual intensity is interpreted in the sense
that it affects audiences' reactions. This may cause audiences
an emotional response such as laughing, crying, or raising a
voice, or cause a physical reaction such as muscle tension or
eye tremor. Generally, the stronger the visual stimulus on the
screen, the response of the audience also appears strongly.
These reactions promote the visual cognition of the audience
of the video image including the characteristic emotions of the
screen and the camera movement at this time acts as an
important factor for adjusting the visual intensity [6]. TABLE I
organized the human emotional response and physical reaction
through the visual stimuli described above according to the
factors constituting the scene of the video contents.
TABLE I
THE CONSOLIDATION OF THEORETICAL CONCEPTS

Concepts

Elements
1. Speed

Movement

2. Direction
3. Scale

Visual
perception
Visual
cognition

1. Visual
intensity
1. Physical
reaction
2. Emotional
response

Explanation of Elements
Slow / Fast / Medium
speed
Left and right / Up and
down / Before and after
Small distance / Large
distance
Contrast / Affinity

In the movie, all movements expressed through the screen
are made up of camera and object movements. Here, the
camera movement can be thought of in the same way as the
movement felt by the audience's visual cognition [7]. In order
to perceive objects and situations sensuously, audiences turn
their heads or move their bodies forwards or backwards. This
reaction behavior of the human being is represented in the
same way as the basic movement of the camera, such as pan,
tilt. In case their body is stationary, audiences will check left
and right by rotating their head to the left and right to secure
the visibility to be over 180 degrees. Also, it is possible to
secure a field of view of about 90 degrees if raises or lowers
the head vertically. The horizontal and vertical movement of
the camera corresponding to such movement of the spectator is
the respective pan and tilt, and most camera movements are
thus within the physical limits of essential human motion [8]. It
is possible to confirm the content classified in correspondence
with the physical movement of a person as the characteristic of
the direction and range of the actual camera movement shown
in TABLE II. Camera identity technology that makes
continuity as to whether the movement of the preceding
camera is indirect depending on the visual observation of the
audience is a very high level image representation. This is
because the movement of the camera in the screen is executed
at the same time as it is possible to raise the realization ability
to the maximum as if it exists in the space in the reality where
we live. As a result, when you look at the screen that moves in
the movie, the audience is not a fictitious incident in the movie,
but it is a factor of changes in the exaggerated emotions that
leads to misunderstanding that it is actually happening or
indirect cognitive activity.
TABLE II
THE BODY MOVEMENT CORRESPONDING TO THE
CAMERA MOVEMENT

Close eyes, muscle
tension, etc.
Cry, laugh, etc.

Camera
Movement
Tilt
(up - down)
Pan
(left - right)
Crane
(up - down)
Dolly
(left - right)

Changes in the speed, direction, and scale of the camera
movement in the film are a method of adjusting the immersion
degree of the screen as a factor that can strongly or weakly
generate the contrast of the visual intensity. The movement
represented on the screen stimulates the ability of the
audience's visual perception. Fig. 1 presents the flow of
process of human visual cognition in a movie scene.

Body Movement
Nod / Look up / Bow down
Shake head / Look around
Stand up / Squat down / Jump / Stomp
Follow on / Fall behind / Pass by

Dolly in

Walk into / Jogging / The sprint /
To follow / Collision

Dolly out

Backwards / Dodge / Go away / Escape

B. Real Camera and Virtual Camera Movement

Fig. 1 The flow of process of human visual cognition

There is a functional difference in the control process
between the real camera used when shooting live-action
movies and the virtual camera used during animation creation.
The virtual camera of the three-dimensional authoring tool
operates in a virtual environment without gravity and space
restriction. However, the screen rendering principle to
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improve the emotional immersion is same as the visual
cognition that the audience feels about the emotional image of
the screen.
In order to understand the operating principle of a virtual
camera more deeply, we discussed the setting of properties of a
virtual camera using three-dimensional authoring tool Maya
2017 application. In the Maya 2017 application, there are four
existing panels (perspective, top, front, side), but you can
create additional camera by Create - Cameras - Camera
sequential direction from camera menu animation work. When
setting general options for a camera using the Properties
window when creating a virtual camera. In order to understand
the meaning of the attribute appearing on the setting screen,
the attribute of "2D Pan / Zoom" is added based on the
description of the virtual camera property in 2005 Maya
application of K.M. Coo and B.K. Oh and the explanation
contents are presented as shown in TABLE III [9].

adjustment method can be confirmed in TABLE IV. The
direction in which a virtual camera moves and rotates in space
is displayed in the X, Y and Z coordinates of Translate and
Rotate. If the graph displayed in the animation graph editor of
the three-dimensional generation authoring tool Maya 2017
application is output horizontally to the X, Y and Z coordinate
value 0, it means that the virtual camera does not move in that
direction. Based on this, a virtual camera movement can
specify by letting animation keys be displayed at the
coordinates in a specific area of X, Y and Z. As you can see,
you can control the movement like a real camera in the same
way through the adjustment of the numerical parameter and
animation graph and construct the scene.
TABLE IV
REAL CAMERA MOVEMENT AND VIRTUAL CAMERA
MOVEMENT

Real
Camera

TABLE III
VIRTUAL CAMERA ADJUSTMENT OPTIONS

Maya
Camera

Explanation

Camera
properties

Used to determine the point of view

Lens
properties

Adjust the camera's focus length or the
camera's horizontal / vertical ratio, the
camera's lens.

Film back
properties

Can be run on the view that's related to
Horizontal / Vertical film aperture or film
gate

Motion blur

Adjust the degree of blur of objects

Clipping
planes

Adjust the visible range of the object,
Only objects between the near clipping
plane and the far clipping plane can be
rendered in the camera view

Orthographic
views

The ability to display all objects at their
original size without disturbing the
camera's distance

Camera tool

A frame that adjust camera lens change,
movement, rotation, etc.

2D
Pan/Zoom

View detailed information for a specific
area when tracking, placing, or working
without actually moving the camera

By adjusting the numerical value in the basic properties of a
virtual camera window, can have the same function as a real
camera. The following explains how to adjust the virtual
camera corresponding to real camera movement in space.
Unlike the real camera movement, the virtual camera can
adjust the moving speed, direction and scale by entering
coordinate values or adjusting the animation graph, and the

Virtual Camera

Tilt
(up to
down)

Rotate Y: value
becomes small;
graph curve
becomes low

Pan
(left to
right)

Rotate X: value
becomes small;
graph curve
becomes low

Crane
(up to
down)

Translate Y:
value becomes
small;
graph curve
becomes low

Dolly
(left to
right)

Translate X:
value becomes
large;
graph curve
becomes high

Dolly
(back to
front)

Translate Z:
value becomes
small; graph
curve becomes
low

When grasping how to control Camera movement and
express the atmosphere of a specific emotion, we consider the
camera movement which can strengthen the visual cognition
of the audience. Based on materials organized that the camera
displayed the emotional feelings transmitted through different
speed, direction, and scale in the previous study, displays
emotions in the basic sentiments felt by human beings and
tried to examine the characteristics of the camera that moved
close to the basic emotions [10, 11]. As shown in Fig. 2, the
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strong contrast and fast speed approach the anger's emotions,
while the sorrow's emotions are more exposed. And with
strong contrast and slow speed are more likely to express the
emotions of pleasure and joy.

<Birdman or>

Virtual Camera

<Zootopia>

We will explain a specific emotion as an example in order to
more firmly prove the camera movement expressing emotions.
Anger is a reaction for everyone to respond effectively to the
crisis could surprise the people and could earn a reputation in
the primitive tribe [11, 12]. Therefore, it is necessary to
effectively express the character's anger emotion in order to
create a majesty character in the film and to strengthen the
audience's cognition. We selected three animations won the
Best Animation Award and three films won the Best
Cinematography Award at the Academy Awards ceremony for
3 years from 2014 to 2017 for the subject of study. Selected
animated films are <Big Hero 6> (2014), <Inside Out> (2015),
<Zootopia> (2016) and live-action films are <Birdman or>
(2014), <The Revenant> (2015), < La La Land> (2016). For
each movie, we selected a scene in which anger was expressed
in animation, analyzed the camera movement reflecting the
movement of the character, and summarized the results in
TABLE V.
TABLE V
THE MOVEMENT OF REAL CAMERA AND VIRTUAL
CAMERA IN ANGER

Real Camera

Type

Scenario
description

Camera
movement

<La La Land>

Sit quietly in
anger and
leave

Subtle fast
shaking and
then rotation
quickly

<The
Revenant>

Accumulation
of anger, the
body
trembling

Rotate around
the head of
the character

Image

Suddenly
push away the
character
when
speaking
Angry cries

<Inside Out>

<Big Hero 6>

Fig. 2 The emotional classification of the camera movement

Wandering
around,
throwing
things

The angry
character,
move closer
and closer

Sudden
rotation
quickly in
move back
and forth
shakes
slowly and
then swings
up and down
quickly
Make small,
quick, left and
right shake in
the forward
motion
Shake up and
down in the
backward
motion

In this way, there are differences in the adjustment method
between the real camera and the virtual camera, but when
expressing the feelings of the same anger, when combining the
movement of the presence appearing on the screen and the
camera movement to convey the emotion and atmosphere of
the screen to the audience strong Rapid speed with a contrast
This angular feeling is expressed with this formed high visual
intensity.
Looking at the scene expressing anger feelings from a
live-action movie <La La Land>, when the main character who
was left alone was trying to suppress the feelings of anger, the
movement of the real camera trembling rapidly swayed and the
heroine's rapid breathing works in the same way. In the
ensuing scene, when the heroine stands up and leaves, the
direction is rotated rapidly to follow the movement. You can
see the expressing feelings of anger by connecting action
responses of characters and camera movement.
In the case of a virtual camera directing in Animation
<Zootopia>, the camera shows a slightly late and unstable
movement until anger appears at the scene where conflicts
arise between the heroes. However, when anger is expressed
and behavior gets rough, the camera quickly moves up and
down with immersing in the emotion of the person. Such a
change in the movement will help to allow you to immerse
yourself in the emotions and breathing of the main character
through this camera movement.
Also, when expressing an emotional atmosphere, changes in
camera movement describe the circumstances in which the
incident occurs and express the feelings of anger. In <Big Hero
6>, when an angry character comes close to the screen, the
camera expresses a motion swinging up and down in response
to floor vibration. Audience will indirectly experience the
atmosphere in these scenes.
Therefore, when expressing the feelings of anger, the
camera adds specific motions, due to characters or
environmental changes, exposed to the screen. As a result,
changes in the speed, direction, and scale of the movement of
the camera are generated by the contrast, and the visual
intensity can be increased. Through these camera movements,
the audience goes through a process of visual recognition by
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combining aspects of human motion and emotional expression.
At this time, the audience can naturally increase the degree of
emotional immersion through the illusion that my body moves
and the visual cognition, while watching the screen expressing
movement.
C. Measure the Camera Movement

TABLE VI
THE MEASUREMENT OF CAMERA MOVEMENT

/

Animation Graph

In order to grasp the moving method more accurately,
quantifying the camera movement expressing anger feeling by
the numerical value and using the Maya 2017 application and
can measure the movement value of the camera. The
movement of the real camera and virtual camera realizes
audience visual cognition through the screen of the flat screen.
The process of measuring the numerical value and range in
which the camera moves in the horizontal and vertical
directions expressed through the screen is progressed in the
order of 1 to 6 as shown in Fig. 3.
As is shown in the Fig. 3, First, create an "Image Plane"
from the camera view of front persp, connect sequences of
video fragments. Select the "Use Image Sequence" function to
play the video. Adjust the Maya timeline by the number range
of the file sequence frame. Next, set a cube to the position of
the relative stable in the figure. Clear the original location
information of the Cube to better see the change in the
numerical value. Finally, the cube moves according to the
change of reference position and performs key animating.

animation graph and numerical value is summarized in
TABLE VI.
In the front persp of the Maya 2017 application, the up and
down, left and right movement of the screen can be quantified
as the numerical values of the Translate X, Y coordinates. The
numerical changes in Translate X, Y coordinates can be seen
through the high and low changes of the animation graph.
Therefore, it is possible to know the scale of frame movement
by measuring the numerical values of Translate X, Y
coordinates at the highest point and the lowest point of the
graph. Looking at the derived animation graph, the broken
lines are often added to a soft graph when expressing the
emotion of anger. This means shake that suddenly changes
direction and speed when the camera moves smoothly. The
scale of shaking can be displayed on the Translate X, Y
coordinates, and the shaking time can be indicated by the
number of frames.

Image

Numerical value

<Zootopia>
(smooth curve has short
fold)

- Frame width & height:
12.8 & 5.34
- Movement scale
Translate X: 0.071
Translate Y: 0.025
- Shaking scale
Translate X: 0.038
Translate Y: 0.022
- Shaking Time: 15 (fps)

<Inside Out>
(smooth curve has short
fold)

- Frame width & height:
12.8 & 6.918
- Movement scale
Translate X: 2.03
Translate Y: 2.066
- Shaking scale
Translate X: 0.023
Translate Y: 0.005
- Shaking Time: 13 (fps)

<Big Hero 6>
(smooth curve has short
fold)
Fig. 3 The process of measure the camera movement
Measured values can be reflected in the animation graph of
the camera movement by tracking the location of the reference
on the screen. Using this method, Trace the movement of the
frame expressed in the emotion of anger in the three
animations shown in TABLE V, and the change of the

- Frame width & height:
5.6 & 2.383
- Movement scale
Translate X: 0.843
Translate Y: 0.67
- Shaking scale
Translate X: 0.074
Translate Y: 0.142
- Shaking time: 13/ 11/ 8
(fps)

Therefore, a method of measuring the camera movement by
reconstructing quantitative numerical values and ranges into
animation graph, which is expressed up and down, left and
right, expressed through the screen, is derived.
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[8]

III. Conclusion and Future Work
Once audience stores the emotional image expressed by the
camera movement of the screen through visual organs, and
judges the atmosphere and emotion of the scene.
The camera movement enhancing the viewer's visual
cognition of the emotional image of the animation screen
summarized the following features. The virtual camera
movement promotes the emotional immersion of the audience
and controls the visual intensity in which the camera
movement ratio and the speed are formed in conjunction with
the character's action and background change. According to
the preceding research about the emotions which presented on
the screen, when directing the feelings of pleasure and joy, the
camera movement is expressed at slow speed with a strong
change ratio and in case of the emotion of anger, the camera
movement is expressed at rapid speed with a strong change
ratio and emotions of sadness appear. By taking the emotions
of anger as an example, virtual camera and real camera were
found to be moving features as if they were exposed from the
screen.
Using the "Image Plane" in the front view of the
three-dimensional authoring tool Maya 2017 application, the
cube tracks the movement of the screen and records the
numeric parameters of Translate X, Y coordinates, so can see
the camera movement is reconstructed as a quantitative
numerical range and an animation graph and derives the
measurement method. And the quantitative numerical values
derived are utilized in accordance with the scenario effect
value in the process of producing the animation by using the
degree of movement of the virtual camera, can stimulate the
visual perception of the audience of the atmosphere and
emotions of the screen, therefore promoting the visual
cognition, the degree of emotional immersion can be
strengthened.
When expressing feelings of anger in future research, will
make an experimental video in which the virtual camera moves,
and would like to study the degree of perception of audiences
at various age groups when they visibly obtain an emotional
image expressed on the screen.
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memory access over the target process.

Abstract
Windows operating systems are predominantly used in
the world today and a number of developers predefined
libraries such as the Windows API provided by Microsoft
Corporation, hence development cannot but be limited by
such frames. As a result, hackers in the world began to
search new methods for breaking in the fence and one of
such methods is hooking. Although hackers could simply
take an advantage of the function “SetWindowsHookEx()”,
which is provided by Microsoft, this method of hooking is
weak in that the target of hooking is limited only to
mesaages and this activity can be easily detected by
security programs. Furthermore, not only have most
security products matured enough to detect various 32-bit
hooking techniques, but also 64-bit programming is
getting more popular these days. Therefore, this study
discusses the 64-bit hooking method using interrupts,
which is not easily detected by the current security
programs.

Fig 1. DLL Injection Process

A typical DLL Injection process is as follows. (1) Get the
handle of the target process by OpenProcess. (2) Allocate
space of the length of the LoadLibrary function name+1 using
VirtualallocEx(). (3) Insert the DLL into the space using
WriteProcessMemory(). (4) Then dynamically load the DLL
by calling LoadLibraryA() using CreateRemoteThread().
A. IAT Hook

Keywords: Hooking, 64bit-hooking, Int3 Interrupt, DLL
Injection

I. Introduction
When we develop a program, we often need new functions
other than the functions provided by the basic libraries. For
instance, if “Printf()” is used in program A and program B
requires to monitor the string of “Printf()”, hooking can be
used. As the word “Hook” represents, hooking is a technique
by which you can do another work while stopping events in
process. Typical hooking methods under the 32-bit
environment include IAT Hook, API Hook and Message Hook.
Such hooking methods are easy and simple to implement but
can be easily detected. Moreover, the hooking methods under
the 64-bit processes are not popularly known yet. By use of
another hooking method different from the typical IAT Hook,
API Hook or Message Hook, this study will present how to
manipulate processes under the 64-bit Windows environment.

In the Windows PE format, IAT(Import Address Table) is
used to keep the addresses of the functions necessary for
managing Windows programs. The addresses of the functions
used in programs are looked up for use in this table. IAT Hook
basically changes the address of a certain function to the one of
the function you made. For instance, Printf() is the function
used in msvcrt.dll and if its address were msvcrt.dll
0x00400000, you can change this address in the table so it
indicates another function.

II. How to Hook

Fig 2. Import address table.

One of the typical hooking methods for Windows processes
is DLL Injection. DLL Injection is a technique used for
running an external code by inserting certain DLL into the
running process. Such inserted code gets a privilege of

As can be seen in Figure 2, ExitProcess() is called in
Kernel32.dll on the IAT. The value of data 2068 is
RVA(Relative Virtual Address). Hence, the actual address is
the ImageBase value + 0x2068. If the ImageBase value is
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0x00400000, when it is mapped in an actual memory, its
location becomes 0x00402068.

the message queue and at this point, it is possible to intercept
the messages by Message Hook.

Fig 3. Import address table.
Fig 6. Message hook code

Eventually, IAT Hook makes a hook by changing the
address of function in the above table into the address of the
function that you made. The strong point of this method is that
hooking is simple but the weak point is that other functions
which do not exist in the IAT cannot be hooked. Not only can
IAT Hook be easily detected, but also hooking can be simply
prevented by setting IAT to the original values.
B. API Hook
API Hook is also referred to as Inline Code Hook or Inline
Patch. Inline Patch is much more powerful than IAT Hook.
Since Inline Patch directly changes the hex-code of the target
function, whenever the target function is called, it is invoked
unconditionally. Inline Patch can make a jump after changing
the first 5 bytes of a function into the function that you made.
Since Windows XP, this preamble has been changed into 5
bytes and static.

Fig 7. Message unhook code

It is possible to make a Message Hook through
SetWindowsHookEx() in regard to various kinds of events
supported by Windows. Figure 7 shows the codes hooking the
keyboard keys. Through those codes, certain actions occur
when certain keys are pushed.
III. Illustrations

Fig 4. Preamble code

0xE9 of the first 5 bytes is the JMP code and the next 4 bytes
are the address of the code to jump. The method for calculating
addresses is to take the current command address away from
the address to jump and to take 5 away again therefrom. The
reason for subtracting 5 is to balance up the 5-byte length of
JMP command itself.

Fig 5. Simple code for hooking

C. Message Hook
When a program is developed in the Windows operating
system, GUI(Graphic User Interface) is supported. When
using GUI, certain messages appear. Those messages go into

Basically, the size of the 64-bit process registry is larger
than that of the 32-bit and the number is also almost double.
The method for attacking the 64-bit process as proposed by
this study is based on normal actions unlike IAT Hook or
Inline Patch. In comparison to other attacks, it has nearly not
been detected by any security products yet.
Visual Studio which is normally supported by Windows has
a Software break Point feature. It causes interrupt by covering
the first OPCODE with 0xCC in the stream of code. For
reference, 0xCC in the IA-32bit reference of Intel represents
interrupt.
Then
the
most
important
function,
SetUnhandledExceptionFilter() is called. The role of the
function is to deal with exceptional situations which a program
faces. Exceptional situations are incurred by making a
compulsory interrupt of 0xCC in the address of the first byte to
hook and when the exceptional situations are handled by
SetUnhandledExceptionFilter(), the 64-bit RIP register can be
accessed.
The role of the RIP is to have the address pointer where the
current exceptional situations occur. In other words, the
address pointer is the address of the function. By manipulating
the function address, a hook can be made.
The first byte of the target function to hook is changed into
0xCC so that an exception occurs.
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Figure 13 shows that the paste function does not work
because it is hooked. The Snoopy program is the hooking
program that this study refers to.

Fig 14. Hook the Drag & Drop

Fig 8. Write Memory 0xCC

Figure 14 shows that drag is not available in Windows
because the Drag & Drop function is hooked.
Fig 9. Write memory code

Fig 10. Call SetUnhandlerExceptionFilter

Before the code in Figure 9, the code in Figure 10 should be
declared first.
Fig 15. Hook the Running Program

Figure 15 shows that running program is prohibited by
hooking the function of running programs.

Fig 11. Functions to Hook

Here are the hook modules. By hooking DeletefileW,
DoDragDrop and CreateProcessW, the addresses of the delete
and drag & drop functions and the program executive function
acquired.

Fig 16. Hook the Delete file

Figure 16 shows that deletion is prohibited by hooking the
Delete File function

Fig 12. Hook the RIP Register

Figure 12 shows that the address where an exception occurs
is included in the RIP register. The hook function address that
you made is replaced with that address and then, the hook is
finally completed.
Fig 17. Task Manager Hook

Figure 17 shows that the end of process is prohibited by
hooking the task manager.
IV. Helpful Hints
A. References
Fig 13. Hook the Paste Button

SetWindowsHookEx [1]. Messagehook [2]. Dll injection [3].
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V. Conclusion
The conclusion is that the 64-bit hooking using interrupts,
occurrence of exceptions and the register’s direct access is
immensely powerful in comparison to IAT Hook or Inline
Hook. In case of IAT Hook and Inline Hook, the access itself is
not normal and thus, the hooks can be easily restored if only
making a patch after understanding the related signatures.
However, since 64-bit hooking is done through the register’s
access, instead of making a patch on the code by use of
functions handling program exceptions, it can be extremely
hidden.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a visual tracking algorithm for
videos with deep neural network-based object detection
framework and dynamic image masking with heuristic
tracking strategy. In order to consider spatio-temporal
constraints of object movement in a video, the proposed
algorithm estimates the pixel velocity of the bounding
boxes in a sequence of previous frames, sets the search
region (SR) for the current frame, and masks the rest of
the area in the frame for the object detector to focus on a
single object that it tracks. To take account of the motion
smoothness of the object, the algorithm selects the best
candidate from the new bounding box candidates by
considering their confidence scores as well as the distance
from their centers to the center of the previous bounding
box. The proposed algorithm is tested on VOT(Visual
Object Tracking) datasets, which is a standard tracking
benchmark to demonstrate its performance.
Keywords-component; visual tracking; deep neural network;
dynamic masking

I. Introduction
In recent years, convolutional neural network based
approach has been widely used in image classification such as
AlexNet [1] and ResNets [2], as well as object detection such
as Faster R-CNN [3], and R-FCN [4]. However, they are only
applicable to still images for classification and object detection
and cannot be directly applied to visual tracking in video since
the still images and the video images have different properties.
Tracking an object in a video is a challenging problem due
to motion blur, occlusion, illumination change, and size
change of moving objects in a video. For this reason, object
detection algorithms for still images cannot be directly applied
to the visual tracking task. There have been numerous works
on visual tracking such as GOTURN [5] and MDNet [6].
However, they use rather simpler network than image-based
object detection algorithms for fast feature learning. Moreover,
most of them only consider the object detection box of the
previous frame to estimate the location of the object in the
current frame, which limits taking advantage of
spatio-temporal constraint of the moving object in a video.
In this paper, a novel visual tracking algorithm based on the
the state-of-the art object detector is proposed to robustly track
a single moving target with high accuracy and low failure.

Instead of developing a network only for tracking, the prposed
algorithm enables the general purpose object detector to be
used for visual tracking without any modification. This is
advangageous since there are numerous image detection
benchmark with large amount of dataset such as ImageNet [7]
and PASCAL VOC [8]. Although there is a couple of
benchmark datasets for visual tracking such as VOT [9] and
YouTube Object Dataset (YTO) [10], the size of the datasets
are not as large as thouse of image datasets. The algorithm
consists of the convolutional neural network based object
detector, dynamic masking, and heuristic tracking strategy. For
the object detector, YOLOv2 [11] is used, which is one of the
fastest algorithm. The dynamic masking enables the general
purpose object detector for images to track the moving object
in a sequence of video with less disturbance by the other
objects. Unlike the other approaches where only crop the area
of the previously estmated box from the current image frame,
the proposed dynamic masking uses three bounding boxes, i.e.,
the estimated box before last, the previously estimated box,
and the predicted bounding box. For the algorithm to predict
the current location of the target, the pixel velocity of
previously detected boxes are used. The predicted box is
defined by shifting the previously detected box by the pixel
velocity. Moreover, instead of cropping, masking is used to
only maintain the area where the tracking object is likely to be
located in the image frame. This enables the proposed
algorithm to take advantage of spatio-temporal constraint of
moving object in a video. Although the dynamic masking
reduces disturbance of the object detector by the objects in the
same class as the tracking object beloings to, it still suffers
from losing track of the target object if the other objects are not
clearly masked by the dynamic masking. Therefore, the
heuristic tracking strategy is used for the object detector to
focus on the tracking object. The strategy first considers the
confidence probability of the detected objects in the current
frame to remove low confidence detection. It then sums up
three distances, i.e, the distance between each candidate and
the center of the previously estimated box, the distance
between the candidate and the center of the predicted box, and
the distance between the candiate and the line that passes
through the centers of the two consecutive previous boxes. The
heuristic strategy then selects the candiate that has the smallest
sum of the distances as the final target box in the current frame.
This paper is orgainzed as follows. In Sec II, the proposed
visual tracking is introduced. In Sec III, the experimental result
is described. Finally, Sec IV concludes the paper.
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II. Proposed Visual Tracking
A. Object Detection Network
In the proposed tracking algorithm, YOLOv2, which is one
of the fastest CNN-based object dector, is used as the
state-of-the art object detection algorithm. YOLOv2 divides
the input image into S by S grid cells and each cell contains
five anchor boxes with different sizes (width and height). In
the training, the cell that contains the center of the target object
is in charge of training its anchor boxes to determine the class
of the object as well as to find the x and y offset of the object
center position and the size of the object. Each anchor box
predicts the confidence probability and the class probabilities
as well as the box center and size.
Since the proposed algorithm aims to detect and track a
single and specific target in real-time instead of detecting
multiple objects with different classes, it is preferable to use
small size network with faster performance. For this reason,
the proposed algorithm uses Tiny-YOLOv2, which is a simpler
version of the original one that has less layers for faster object
detection. There are two types of implementation version of
YOLOv2, the Darknet version and the the Google Tensorflow
library version. In this paper, the Tensorflow version of
Tiny-YOLOv2 is used to implement the proposed algorithm
[12]. It has total eight layers consisting of convolutional layers
and maxpooling layers as shown in Table I. The intial sizes of
the five anchor boxes are (1.08, 1.19), (3.42, 4.41), (6.63,
11.38), (9.42, 5.11), and (16.62, 10.52). The configuration of
the network and the initial box sizes can be downloaded from
[12]. The filter size of the last layer is 30 since there are 5
anchor boxes with 5 coordinates (x, y, width, height,
confidence) and 1 class (target class).
TABLE I
FULL DESCRIPTION OF TINY-YOLOv2

Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Type
Conv.
Maxpool
Conv.
Maxpool
Conv.
Maxpool
Conv.
Maxpool
Conv.
Maxpool
Conv.
Maxpool
Conv.
Conv.

Filters
16

32
64
128
256
512
1024

30

Size /
Stride
3x3
2x2/2
3x3
2x2/2
3x3
2x2/2
3x3
2x2/2
3x3
2x2/2
3x3
2x2/1
3x3
3x3

Output
416 x 416
208 x 208
104 x 104
52 x 52
26 x 26

bounding boxes. The first box is the estimated box before last,
denoted as
2 , which is two frames ahead from the
current frame. The second box is the previously estimated box,
1 . The third box is the predicted box,
, which is
1 , denoted as
defined by shifting the center of
1 , by adding vector
, which is defined as the
1 and
2 :
difference between
(1)

The predicted box enables the detector to consider the area
where the target is likely to be located based on the pixel
velocity of previously estimated bounding boxes. The three
boxes are padded by half of their sizes and the search region at
frame t, SR(t) is defined as the union of them:
2 ∪

1 ∪

.

(2)

From SR(t), each pixel of the frame t is masked to zero if the
pixel location is not in SR(t). The dynamic masking takes
advantage of the spatio-temporal consistency of the target
movement and is able to guide the general-purpose object
detector to focus on the target object with less distractions.
C. Heuristic Tracking Strategy
The dynamic masking guide the detector to avoid detecting
the objects of the same class of the target object . However, if
the non-target objects are within the search region, it is
unavoidable for the detector to select one of non-target object
that has higher confidence probability than that of the target
object. Thus, it is required to provide some heuristic tracking
strategy for the detector to be biased on the tracking target.
The proposed heuristic tracking strategy consists of two
phases. The first phase utilizes the confidence probabilities of
the target candidates to filter out low confidence objects. There
are two thresholds, one is the global threshold, denoted as ,
which is used to filter out less likely objects. The other one is
the local threshold, denoted as , which is defined as the half
of the highest confidence probability of each frame. Only the
candidates where their confidence probabilities are higher than
are considered at the second phase. In the second phase, the
strategy determines the target which has the smallest sum of
the Euclidean distances between the center of the candidate
and
2 ,
, as well as the distance from the line that
2 and
1 . The selected
passes through
candidate center, denoted as ∗ , is defined as
∗

13 x 13
13 x 13
13 x 13

2 .

1

(3)

min

where
,

1 ,

B. Dynamic Masking

,

,

The dynamic masking aims for the object detection network
to robustly keep track of it with fast speed by masking area in
the image where the target object is less likey appear. In oreder
to do this, the search region is defined as a union of sequential

,

2 ,

1

.

The function
, represents the Euclidean distance
between the pixel point a and b, and the function line(a, b) is
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Fiig. 1 The VOT 2014 (jogging)) dataset for tessting (a). The trracking
reesults from YOL
LOv2 (b) and thhe proposed algoorithm (c).

and for testing gym
mnaistics trackking, VOT 20017 (gymnasticcs2)
show
wn in Fig. 2((a) was used. For the trackking performaance
metrrics, an averagge of IOU (Inttersection Oveer Union) andd the
num
mber of failurees were used.T
Table I shows the test resultts of
the ppedestrian andd the gymnastt of YOLOv2 and the propoosed
algoorithm. The reesult from the pedestrial traacking shows that
the proposed algoorhm tracked the target moore precisly w
with
less failures. In tee case of the gymnast trackking, the averrage
IOU
Us of YOLOv22 and the propoosed algorithm
m were almostt the
sam
me. However, the numberr of failures of the porpoosed
algoorithm was muuch less than thhat of YOLOvv2.
Fiig. 1(b) and (cc) (Fig. 2(b) aand (c))show tthe test results of
YOL
LOv2 and thee proposed alggorithm, respeectively, with the
inpuut frames in Figg. 1(a) (Fig. 2((a)). In the figuure, the white, red,
cyann boxes are thhe ground trutth, previous, aand the estimaated
boxees, respectivelly. The greenn and the yelloow boxes are the
estim
mated box befo
fore last and thhe predicted booxes, respectivvely.
As sshown in the ffigure, while Y
YOLOv2 faileed tracking w
when
there was motion blur due to thhe fast movem
ment of the tarrget
objeect or when occlusion happeens, the propossed algorithm w
was
ablee to track the taarget robustlyy. The overall rresults in Tablle I,
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 demonstrate that the propoosed algorithm
m is
ablee to track a targget with less failures
f
than YOLOv2.
Y
IV. Con
nclusion
Inn this paper, tthe object dettection-based visual trackeer is
propposed. The alggorithm efficieently combinees the state-off-the
art object
o
detectoor with dynam
mic masking and the heuriistic
trackking strategy for visual traccking. In the ddynamic masking,
the tthree boundingg boxes, i.e., thhe estimated box
b before the last,
the previous
p
box, and the predicted box, are uused for dynaamic
masking. The heuristic trackinng strategy ennables the obj
bject
deteection networkk to robustlyy track a mooving target w
with
motiion blur and oocclusion.

Fiig. 2 The VOT 2014 (jogging)) dataset for tessting (a). The trracking
reesults from YOL
LOv2 (b) and thhe proposed algoorithm (c).

thhe line functioon that passess through a annd b. From (33), the
is
esstimated box, denoted as ∗ , whosee center is ∗
seelected as the ffinal estimatedd box at framee t.
TA
ABLE II
TE
EST RESULTS
S ON VOT DAT
TASET

A
Algorithm
YOLOv2
Y
P
Proposed

Pedestriann
Avg.
# of
IOU
Failures
0.273
148 / 567
0.344
13 / 567

Gymnast
Avgg.
# of
IOU
U
Failurees
0.4448
13 / 3006
0.4442
1 / 3066
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Abstract
Augmented reality is an interaction tool for human and
machine that integrates the digital information with the
user's environment in real time, uses the existing
environment and overlays new information on top of it.
This paper discusses the development process of an
interactive augmented reality for children in learning
about the lives of animals. Children can see the lives of
animals in real three-dimensional form. The main
objective of this study is to aid students and it could
potentially enhance their learning process about the lives
of animals. The study found that children’s perception of
the use of augmented reality is positive based on the
average score was quite good.
Keywords-augmented reality, the lives of animals, learning
process

I. Introduction
Nowadays, the way of learning is changing, technologies
give the opportunity for children to communicate and interact
with multimedia learning resources and artificial simulated
environments. Adding the technology can help children to
acquire information whenever they need it. With advances in
technology, it can stimulate the learning environment and
encourage children motivation. These are important factors in
a learning process [1].
This research uses a technology called Augmented Reality
(AR). Unlike Virtual Reality (VR) that works by
disconnecting real-world contacts and creating a new world
virtually, AR actually enriches the real world with virtual or
imaginary content. In general, AR is the process of adding
virtual content to the real world, so users can interact with
virtual content directly in the real world. It can be viewed using
some devices like computer or mobile device equipped with at
least one back camera and a see-through Head Mounted
Display (HMD).
In this research, AR technology is presented using a mobile
device as an assistive learning tool to provide flexibility for
children to learn without being limited by time and place.
Children will learn about the lives and behaviors of animals.
There are two conditions associated with learning: location
and time [1]. Based on these, there are some problems in
learning. Currently, parents do not have enough time to take

their children to the zoo to learn about the lives of animals.
Whereas children will be easier to understand by seeing
directly. However, these problems could be solved by
introducing alternative learning resources such as mobile
learning tools. Children can learn about the lives of animals by
seeing directly anytime and anywhere.
The proposed approach is designed for children to gain their
knowledge about the lives of animals. It offers the possibility
to interact in a more active and attractive way with the
technology and the contents to be learned, by changing their
perception of the real environment.
II. Concept
AR covers a variety of areas which it can be used to provide
innovative solutions or approaches to real-world problems. In
the related literature, it has been shown that AR can be applied
to different tasks – problems in the modern life [2–6]. AR
refers to a broad spectrum of technologies that project
computer-generated materials, such as text, images, and video,
to the user's perception of the real world [7]. Ludwig and
Reimann (2005) define AR as “human-computer-interaction,
which adds virtual objects to real senses that are provided by a
video camera in real time” [8].
AR can provide a variety of important information and users
can use all of their senses in using AR, so that users can more
easily in learning and training [9-11]. AR itself includes the
level of semi-immersive/mixed reality [12] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Mixed reality [13]

The purpose of AR is to enable users to interact with virtual
and real environment in real time. The user will really feel the
virtual world in real terms. AR has three important aspects:
first, AR is not limited to particular display technologies such
as HMD. Second, AR is not only through sight but it can be
through hearing, touch, even smell. Third, AR eliminates real
objects with virtual objects [4].
There are two tracking device ability: marker tracking and
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markerless tracking. In the marker tracking, there is an
object/image that is set to be the position of the 3D object exit.
The objects/images used are referred to as trackable. In
markerless tracking systems have been programmed to detect
some colors or objects with predefined shapes. For example,
the system has been set to detect a green object and change the
color of the sphere to blue. In this case, the system is only
trying to find a green object if it has been found it will display
a blue visual object. Systems can also be trained to recognize
faces [14]. Fig. 2 is a sample marker and Fig. 3 is a sample of
markerless.

Fig. 2 Marker example [15]

Fig. 3 Markerless example [16]

III. Development Phases
This study is restricted to some animal species including
wolves, elephants, rhino, zebra, lion, rabbit, deer, wolf,
crocodile and fox. And in this paper, the discussion is
restricted on the lives of lions.
A. Design of Finite State Machine
If the lion marker is detected, then the lion's object will
appear with Hit Point (HP) 100. At the beginning of this
application, the lion will be in small size, in every 15 seconds
the lion will grow and the age of the lion will be increased. The
lion will perform a “roar” state at the time the marker is
detected and in every 15 seconds will alternate with the “walk”
state. If there is a zebra in savannah then a lion bandwagon will
appear, and the lion will perform a “food chase” state that the
lion will run towards the zebra object position. When the male
lion is right in the zebra position, the lioness will attack the
zebra. If HP zebra has reached 0, lion will enter into “eat” state.
If a lion goes into a hungry status, then the lions will decrease
slowly every 5 seconds, and the lion has to be fed with a zebra
object scan. If there is an interaction with the bear object, then
this application will check the lion. If the lion is not yet 2 years
old then the lion will go into the “run” state, and if the lion is
caught by the bear then the lion will go into the “gethit” state.
Conversely, if the lion has reached the age of 2 years and
above, the lion will enter into the “enemy chase” state, and if
the lion and the bear adjacent then the lion will go into the
“attack enemy” state. There are several conditions in which the
lion is in the “die” state. First when the lion time has appeared
on the application for 3 minutes. Secondly when HP lion
reaches 0. If the lion is dead, the lion can live again by keeping
the marker out of camera's reach and detecting the lion marker
again. Fig. 4 is a finite state machine of the lives of lions [17].

Eat

After eat
Food on range &
Food HP <= 0

Food on range
And Food’s Hp = 0

Chasee
enemy /
food

Run
Food on sight

Young & enemy near

Enemy on range

Food on sight /
Old & enemy near

Roar

Time / HP = 0

Time
Time

Get Hit

Walk

Old & enemy near
Time / HP = 0
Time / HP = 0

Time / HP = 0
Attack
enemy

Time

HP = 0
Die

Hp = 0

Old & enemy on range
Old and enemy on range

Fig. 4 Finite state machine of the lives of lions
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IV. Testing and Evaluation

B. Design of “Attack and Chase Enemy” Flowchart

A. Finite State Machine Testing
This study used Visual Studio C##, Unity, and Adobe
Illustrator to develop the learning system and content. The
interface of the learning system was presented as a book
containing some animal picture. The marker and the object are
displayed in Fig. 6.

Start
Change status
to chase
enemy

No
No

If object
show

Set
destination to
enemy

Yes

Change status
to run

No

If enemy near
If enemy on
range

Yes
Change status
to attack

Play
animation
attack

Yes

Random run
destination

Yes
If old
enough

No

Play
animation
run, move
toward
destination

Fig. 7 Lion on “walk” state
End

In Fig. 7, the lion performs a “walk” state and will alternate
with the “roar” state if there is no interaction between the other
animals.

Fig. 5 “Attack & Chase Enemy” Flowchart

Attack or run animation begins by checking whether the
animal object has been displayed. If the animal object has been
displayed, the application will check on other objects that are
around this animal object. If any other animal object is near
and it is an enemy of the animal object then it will check the
age or size of the animal object. If the object of this animal has
an age that is mature enough, then the object of this animal will
enter into the “chase enemy” state and do the animation chase.
Animal object will run up to other animal objects and will do
“attack” state and do the attack animation. If the animal object
is not mature enough, then the animal object will enter the
“run” state. To determine the destination point of the animal, it
is done by comparing the distance between the point that has
been determined at the beginning with the position of the
enemy animal object, and taken the most distant point of the
enemy animal object. Once the destination point has been
determined the animal object will do the run animation and the
animal object will run to a predetermined destination point. Fig.
5 is a flowchart attack enemy and chase enemy or run.

Fig. 6 Marker and lion

Fig. 8 Lion on “roar” state

In Fig. 8 the lion performs a “roar” state at the time the
marker is detected and in every 15 seconds, the male lion will
perform a “roar” state for a few seconds.

Fig 9 Lion on “chase food” state

In Fig. 9 lion enters into “chase food” state when zebra is in
the savanna.
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the savanna there is bear and the lion is in the adult stage.

Fig. 10 Lion on “eat” state

In Fig. 10 the lion goes into “eat” state when zebra is dead or
zebra hit point is less or equal to zero

Fig. 14 Lion “attack enemy” state

In Fig. 14 the lion performs “attack enemy” state when the
lion is in the adult stage and when the bear and the lion are
close together. Lions and bears will attack each other.

Fig. 11 Lion on “run” state

In Fig. 11 lions enter the “run” state when there is a bear in
the savanna and the lion is still not in the adult stage. The lion
enter the adult stage at the age of 4 years. When the lion is
caught or a bear has been very close to the lion, the bear will
attack the lion.

Fig. 15 Lion on “dead” state

In Fig. 15 lion enter into the “dead” state when the lion has a
Hit Point that is less or equal to zero and when the lion has
appeared in the application for 3 minutes.
Fig. 12 Lion on “gethit” state

In Fig. 12 the lion enters into the “gethit” state when caught
by a bear, and the lion still has not entered the adult stage.

B. Evaluation of Interface, Ease of Use and Usability
About twenty children participated in the pilot tests to
evaluate the interface and functions of the application. For
each pilot test, the researcher asked children to fill out a
questionnaire and discussed with them regarding their
responses. The children gave positive feedback about the
application. 80% said that the application is good. 70% said
that the application is easy to use. 80% said that they are happy
to use this application.
V. Conclusion

Fig. 13 Lion on “chase enemy” state

In Fig. 13 the lion goes into the “chase enemy” state when in

This paper presented the development of a mobile AR for
children in learning the lives of animals. Importance of the
study is associated with research efforts performed to evaluate
the effectiveness of AR on improving children learning
experiences. Based on observational study, the children are
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considerably interested in the application. Regarding the future
work, it has been planned to improve the application by adding
new states and functions.
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Ab
bstract
Emotion dessign is a very important reesearch field due
d to
th
he growingg significancce of senssible inform
mation
coommunicatioon between hu
umans and p
products in tooday’s
in
ntelligent socciety. This paper condu
ucted an em
motion
m
measurement on the users of Haeundae beach bench
h using
seelf-report, too develop an emotion meaasurement m
method
foor design. T
The paper discovered
d
t
the
parts neeeding
im
mprovementss in the sself-report aaccording too the
m
measurement results and
d suggested implication
ns for
H
Haeundae ben
nch design. Th
his paper is expected
e
to bee used
as a basic m
material forr developingg a new em
motion
m
measurement method in th
he future.

paper chose selff-report for beeach bench ussers to figure out
whaat to improve in the existinng emotion m
measurement. This
T
paper chose the users
u
of Haeunndae Beach beench regardlesss of
gennder and age ass its subjects.
II. Theorettical Review
A. Definition
D
of E
Emotion
T
The term emotiion is used in many meaninngs and is diffiicult
to be defined iin one word.. However, according
a
to the
persspective of mechanical design engineerinng as in “Fig.. 1”,
it iss a ‘highly advanced
a
psycchological expperienced arising
insiide a human as a sense and perceptioon caused byy an
exteernal physical stimulation [11].

Keywords: Em
motion measureement, Self-report, Bench desiign

I. Inttroduction
A
A. Backgroundd and Purpose of Research
In this rapidlly-changing soociety of 4th inndustrial revolution,
em
motion designn is becomingg a more impoortant researchh topic
ass the comm
munication off sensible information beetween
hhumans and prooducts.
Urban beachh space not onlly provides a free leisure sppace to
ciitizens and touurists but alsoo makes peoplle perceive an urban
im
mage and cuulture. Especiaally, public ffacility servicces on
beach can havee a huge influeence on people’s satisfaction with
beach. Thus, this paper sought tto discover what
im
mprovements must be madde in the exissting “measurrement
ennvironment” to develop a new emootion measurrement
m
method. To doo so, this papper divided thhe existing em
motion
m
measurement through preevious studiees, comparedd and
annalyzed their advantages annd disadvantaages, and findd ways
too improve emootion measureement for beacch bench userss.
B
B. Method and Scope of Reseearch
This paperr selected self-report, an experriential
m
measurement of the existting emotionn measuremennt, to
m
measure the em
motion of beaach bench useers. Self-reporrt does
nnot have strict requirementss for a measurrement enviroonment
thhan physiologgical measurrement and ccan measure more
frreely. Self-repport measures the emotionss of participannts and
iss the most widdely used emottion measurem
ment. Thereforre, this

Fig.. 1 Creation m
model of emotiions
P
Pekrun defineed emotion aas an “integrrated processs or
mulltiple elements of a sub-meental organizaation that incluudes
emootional,
coognitive,
m
motivational,
expressioonal,
neuurological, andd physiologiccal processes”” [2]. Thereffore,
facttors forming eemotions could be dividedd into an exteernal
stim
mulation (hum
man sight, heaaring, touch, smell, and taaste)
andd internal stimuulation (recolllection of an oobject or inciddent
encountered in thhe past).
B. Definition
D
of E
Emotion Desiggn
A
An emotion design
d
includees not only a functional and
form
mative emotioon response buut also a sym
mbolical emotioonal
respponse obtaineed by understtanding variouus meanings and
valuues. It also gives emotioonal satisfaction to users and
creaates a culturall meaning andd symbol. Thuus, the purpose of
emootion design is to stimulaate a human emotion to hhave
variious commuunications beetween humaans and taarget
envvironments [3].
T
Thus, emotion design appliies the characcteristics and five
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senses of humans on design through a measurement and
evaluation based on an objective interpretation. Also, emotion
design in terms of product design is the contact between a
user and product, thus a design formed by the communication
of sensible information between a user and product through
the user’s external and internal stimulation.

Title

Meaning Structures of Korean Adjectives for Emotion
Measurement

Authors

Mi-ja Park, So-gil Shin, Kwang-hee Han, Sang-min
Hwang

Source

Korean Journal of The Science of Emotion & Sen
sibility 1996, Vol.1, No.2, 1-11

Measur
ement

* Physiological method: Salivation, Galvanic Skin
Response (GSR)
* Learning method by generalization of meanings or
learning transfer
* Perceptual method, association method, scaling
method

Title

A Study on the Development of the Measurement
Tools for User Emotions expressed during Product
Use

Authors

Sang-hoon Jeong, Geon-pyo Lee

Source

Design Study, Journal of Society of Design Scien
ce Vol. 64 Vol.19 No.2

Measur
ement

* Psychological measurement: Self-report, Interview
* Physiological measurement
* Measurement of User Emotions during Product Use

C. Previous Studies on Emotion Measurement
This paper searched “emotion measurement” as a keyword
from previous research on RISS, KISS, NDSL, DBpia, etc.
and found 7 most relevant emotion measurement methods
among 6,590 papers as shown in [Table 1] below.
TABLE 1
Emotion measurement method
Title

A Study on the Measurement of User’s Initial
Emotion Measurement in a Product Use Environment

Authors

Jae-hwa Lee, Geon-pyo Lee

Source

Emotion Science, Vol. 13, No. 1, pp.111-120, Ma
r. 2010

Measur
ement

* Physiological measurement: EDA, Electrocardiog
ram, Pupillometry
* Behavioral measurement: Facial Coding System,
Electromyography, Analysis of verbal characteristi
cs.
* Experiential measurement: Meaning differentiatio
n using emotion adjectives, Verbal protocol, Interv
iew & Self-report

Title

Development of Self-report Question Criteria for the
Measurement of User Emotions during Product Use

Authors
Source
Measur
ement

Sang-hoon Jeong
Emotion Science, Vol. 10, No.3, pp. 403-410. Se
p. 2007
* Physiological measurement
* Psychological measurement: Adjective checklist

Title

Emotion diagnosis chip (Emotion-on-a-chip, EOC):
Evolution of bio-chip technology for the measurement
of human emotion

Authors

Hyo-il Jeong, Tae-sook Gil, Yoo-seon Hwang

Source

Emotion Science, Vol. 14, No. 1, pp.157-164, Ma
r. 2011

Measur
ement

* Measures verbal expressions
* Measures physiological signals

Title

Exploration of the Educational Usage of Emotion
Measurement Technology

Authors

Chang-yon Lee, Young-hwan Cho, Hoon-ki Heung

Source

Journal of Korea Contents Association 15 Vol.15,
No.8

Measur
ement
Title
Authors

* Self-report emotion measurement
* Emotion measurement based on physiological
signals
* Emotion measurement based behavioral responses
A Study on Users’ Emotional Changes during Product
Use using Emotional Vocabulary Logging Software
Sang-hoon Jeong, Geon-pyo Lee

Source

Emotion Science, Vol. 9, No. 3, pp. 167-177. Se
p.2006

Measur
ement

* Physiological measurement
* Psychological measurement

D. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Current Emotion
Measurement Methods
The theoretical review of previous studies showed that the
research on emotion measurement methods has been
generally conducted by physiological measurement,
behavioral measurement, and experiential measurement.
D.a Physiological measurement
Physiological measurement measures various physiological
signals of humans such as pulse, heart rate, secretion, pupil
size, etc.
(1) Electrodermal Response (EDA) Measurement: Most
widely used among physiological response measurements [4].
(2) Electrocardiogram (ECG): Measures heart rate.
(3) Pupil Size Measurement (Pupillometry), Measures
brainwave (Electroencephalo-gram), Galvanic Skin
Response, etc.
D.b Behavioral measurement
Behavioral measurement measures a human’s gestures,
facial expressions, voices, etc.
(1) FACS (Facial Action Coding System): Ekman and
Friesen analyzed emotions from facial expressions [5].
(2) EMG (Electromyography) Measurement: Analyzes the
movements of unconscious facial muscles and facial
expressions [6].
D.c Experiential measurement
Some previous studies defined experiential measurement as
a psychological measurement. Experiential measurement is
the most widely used method in emotion measurement
research.
(1) Self-report: Typically measures how participants feel
about stimulation and asks several questions directly related
to positive or negative emotional types [7].
(2) Self-Assessment-Manikins (SAMs).
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(3) Affect Grid Model (Russell, 1989).
The advantages and disadvantages of physiological, behavioral, and experiential measurements were
compared, analyzed, and summarized as below.
TABLE 2
Advantages and disadvantages of emotion measurement

TABLE 4
Reliability test (7 questions)

Cronbach’s α

TABLE 5
KMO and Bartlett test (7 questions)

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measurement
of standard type relevance
Bartlett’
KMO test

B. Self-report Measurement
This study was conducted from October 14th to 15th, 2017
in Haeundae Beach on beach bench users (regardless of
gender, nationality, and age). A total of 98 survey
questionnaires were distributed and recollected, and only 92
of them were used for final analysis after excluding the
responses with not enough information.

Period

Approximation chisquare
Degree of freedom
Significance probability

.805
165.156
21
.000

D. Research Results

The survey questionnaire was divided into 2 parts to
measure the emotions of bench users in Haeundae Beach. Part
1 measured the emotional state of bench users by applying the
5-score criteria of emotional vocabulary, and Part 2 examined
the preferences of bench designs and the factors influencing
bench users’ emotions.

Purpose

Number of Items

.785
7
In addition, factor analysis was conducted for the 7 survey
questions, and KMO value appeared as 0.805 and was set
above 0.70, securing the validity of variable selection. It is
shown in [Table 4] below.

A. Self-report Survey Questionnaire

Details
Emotion measurement of beach
bench users
October 14th to 15th, 2017

92 out of 98 surveys in total

C.a reliability and validity analysis
The reliability of 7 survey questions on emotion
measurement in Part 1 of this research was analyzed, and
Cronbach’s α value was 0.785 for reliability.

III. Research Design

Category

Haeundae Beach, Busan
Self-report
98 users of Haeundae bench

C. Analysis of Measurement Results

Types: Physiological
Advantages:
- Can obtain objective data of measurement.
- Can measure the unconscious emotional response
of users
Disadvantages:
- Difficult to use expensive labs and equipment
- Data analysis is difficult
- Causes users’ unnatural thoughts and behaviors
Types: Behavioral
Advantages:
- Can measure users’ natural expressions and
direct instinctive responses
Disadvantages:
- Environmental factors are highly likely to
influence.
- Difficult to objectively analyze
measurement results
Types: Experiential
Advantages:
- Easy, simple
- Wide range of application
Disadvantages:
- Highly likely to cause errors in results

TABLE 3
Overview of survey questionnaire

Place
Method
Sample
Number of surveys
for statistical analysis

The results of Part 1 showed that 45.7% of respondents said
the surrounding environment of the bench was “Quite good”
while 17.4% of them thought “Very good”. However, 45.6%
of the respondents said the bench design was “Slightly not
good (32.6%)” and “Very bad (13.0%)”. To improve users’
emotional satisfaction, a design of emotional approach on
bench designs is required.
The emotions of respondents were also measured using the
5-score criteria of negative and positive emotion words which
included
“Uncomfortable-Comfortable”,
“Sad-Happy”,
“Nervous-Calm”, “Boring-Fun”, “Stuffy-Pleasant”. Positive
emotions had much higher scores than negative emotions.
The results of Part 2 demonstrated that the most influential
factor on bench users’ emotion was the “scenery around the
bench”, which took up 35.9%.
Also, “form” among bench design factors had the most
influence on user emotions. The preference investigation on
the material, form, color, and size of bench showed that
“wooden”, “back bench”, “the material’s own color”, “2 to 4persons seat” had a higher preference. These results are
expected to suggest the direction of bench design in
Haeundae beach for the future.
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IV. Conclusion
This paper applied self-report and measured the emotional
state of beach bench users to find the areas of improvement in
actual measurement environment. This research has
limitations because external factors such as weather, events,
etc. can influence the users’ emotions in an outdoor
environment including beach bench. Also, since it is difficult
for the participants to express vague emotions in words on
self-report, this research discovered that it cannot measure
their emotions holistically and accurately.
In the future, it is necessary to develop a scale to evaluate
emotions that users express freely, to measure their emotions
during product use more accurately and validly. This paper is
expected to suggest a direction and implications to develop an
emotion measurement method.
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Abstract
The development of smartphones, wireless Internet, and
the Internet of things in the early 21st century has shifted
the focus of future medical information from hospitals to
individuals. The health information that was created only
in hospitals can now be collected by individuals through
various IoT and wearable devices. Of course, there are
some disagreement about the reliability of the personal
information collected by individuals. However, the
development of technology is rapidly reducing the
measurement error of personal devices, and FDA
approved PHD (Personal Health Device) is also increasing.
The problem, however, is that there is no way to help
individuals use their own health information to help
themselves. Most of the health information collected by an
individual is not standardized so that it can be used by
clinicians.
In other words, in clinician’s point of view, even if an
individual generates health information, there is no
difference from the way the patient orally appeals the
symptoms.
In order to solve this problem, we developed a PGHD
(Patient Generated Health Data) generation method
through a speech recognition interface. We also
standardized the generated PGHD according to the
FHIR(Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources)
standard so that it can be shared between medical
institutions and between medical institutions and
individuals.
In particular, we proposed a service design using voice
recognition interface focusing on securing the accessibility
of health information for the visually impaired people,
which is a representative information disadvantaged class.

passive in the course of treatment but should be active in
sharing information with medical staff and understanding the
treatment process. [1]
This paradigm shift has accelerated as the exchange of
information is facilitated by the spread of smart-phones and
wireless Internet. In addition, the appearance of various PHD
devices that individuals can utilize enabled collection of
various health information, which also contributed to the
paradigm change of medical information.[2]
The problem is that regardless of the reliability of the body
information that individuals collect, the problem of how to use
the accumulated data remains a challenge.
For example, even if an individual accumulates a variety of
health information, there is no way to share and utilize the data
in the clinician's view. In the end, the doctor is only to make an
initial diagnosis relying on patient’s verbally expressed
complaint of symptoms at that point in time.[3]
This situation will further deteriorate the accessibility of
health information to the underprivileged. Furthermore, the
research on accessibility of medical information for the
physically challenged person is now at the initial level.
Therefore, in this study, we want to utilize FHIR, a
next-generation health information exchange standard, in
order to exchange patient's accumulated health information
with the clinicians from UX (user experience) perspective.
Specifically, this study limited the range of information
disadvantaged people to visually impaired people and adopted
speech recognition interface as a way to improve their
accessibility to health information.
V2FHIR (Voice to FHIR) is a service that implements the
aforementioned things in a mobile application. V2FHIR is an
application that works on Apple's iOS and is intended to create
and share medical records using Apple Siri, IBM Watson, and
HL7 FHIR.
II. Methods

Keywords- UX Design, FHIR, PGHD

I. Introduction
Since the beginning of the 21st century, the International
Health Organization has emphasized patient participation as
part of a Patient Safety policy to prevent medical accidents
caused by communication problems among healthcare
professionals.
Patient participation means that the patient should not be

In this study, we propose V2FHIR (Voice to FHIR), which
is a system that collects PGHD by using speech recognition
technology and natural language processing technology and
converts it to HL7 FHIR standard. With V2FHIR, patients can
record their symptoms to mobile applications from time to time
and can transfer their data to the hospital. V2FHIR is designed
to help patients and clinicians communicate using PGHD.
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requirement to reflect special requirements, thus ensuring
interoperability of data. In addition, FHIR utilizes HTTP /
REST, a standard web technology, to transmit data efficiently,
making it suitable for mobile environments.[8]

A. The architecture of the system

D. FHIR Resource Profiling

Fig. 1 System Architecture

In the V2FHIR system, the mobile application serves as the
patient's PHR. Patients can record basic information such as
their name, gender, birthday, race, ethnicity, language, etc., in
the application and then record the pain or symptoms. We have
made it possible to record and identify symptoms through the
speech recognition interface, in order to make the system
easier to use for visually impaired people. V2FHIR recognizes
and stores the body part where the patient complains
symptoms through natural speech processing of the converted
text. The system that converts the data input by the doctor into
voice to the FHIR Observation Resource is presented in the
previous study, but the our study is different in that the patient
records his or her symptoms.[4]

V2FHIR profiled FHIR Resources with reference to 2015
Edition Common Clinical Data Set - 45 CFR 170.102 of the
2015 Edition Certification Companion Guide provided by
Sync For Science. [9]
Sync For Science is a project that allows patients to
contribute their own data to contribute to the study of precise
medicine. It is hosted by NIH, ONC in the United States and
several EHR vendors such as Harvard Medical School and
Epic, Allscripts and Cerner. [10]
In accordance with the FHIR Specification provided by
Sync For Science, the Patient Resource includes name, gender,
birthday, race, ethnicity, and language of use. In the case of the
Condition Resource, the code of Condition is specified as
Complaint, and the sentence describing the symptom and the
part where the user appeals the symptom is included. Both
code and body sites use Snomed CT code. An example of a
Condition Resource is shown below.
TABLE I
CONDITION RESOURCES EXAMPLE

<Condition xmlns="http://hl7.org/fhir">
<patient>
<reference value="KNUIHIS/012"/>
</patient>
<code>
<coding>
<system
value="http://hl7.org/fhir/ValueSet/condition-code"/>
<code value="409586006"/>
</coding>
</code>
<verificationStatus value="provisional"/>
<onsetDateTime value="2017-11-17T18:00:00+09:00"/>
<evidence>
<detail>
<display value="I have burning pain in my head."/>
</detail>
</evidence>
<bodySite>
<coding>
<system
value="http://hl7.org/fhir/ValueSet/body-site"/>
<code value="69536005"/>
</coding>
</bodySite>
</Condition>

B. Speech Recognition Interface
The speech recognition interface is divided into two stages.
In the first step, the voice is converted to text, and in the second
step, the text is analyzed through natural language process to
identify the body part where the patient complains, and the
time and cumulative number of pain are also recorded. In this
study, Apple Siri is used to convert speech to text and IBM
Watson Natural Language Classifier (Watson NLC) is used for
natural language analysis of texts. In the case of Apple Siri, no
learning is required, but Watson NLC needed training to
understand and categorize what body parts the text refers to. A
total of 131 sentences were used to train the Watson NLC to
classify text based on five body parts: head, neck, hand, belly,
and eye. About 25 sentences were used in training for each of
the five body parts specified. The accuracy of Siri and Watson
NLC is not discussed in this study because of the existing
research results.[5][6]
C. Data Exchange
In this study, we adopted FHIR to transfer PGHD to the
hospital information system. FHIR is next-generation medical
standard by HL7. The FHIR development process itself
employs an incremental, iterative approach to develop the
standard reﬂective of today’s industry best practices for
complex systems design. [7]
FHIR is currently the STU (Standards for Trial Use) phase.
FHIR provides standard code and message structure, and can
utilize extend to defined resource according to user's

E. UX Design for V2FHIR (Voice to FHIR)
V2FHIR is designed to help patients and clinicians
communicate through PGHD generation and exchange.
Therefore, we designed the UX with the function to clarify the
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symptom and the part which the patient appealed to as the top
priority.
In detail, in order to provide a UX that can record the pain
and the abnormal symptom that the patient feels every moment,
it is designed to use the vision, hearing and haptic sense of the
patient by utilizing the resources of the existing mobile device.
This process is also based on the 21st-century video
anti-discrimination law, in order to improve the accessibility of
persons with physical abilities. [11]
The accessibility of physical competent persons is not only
aimed at improving their accessibility, but also in terms of
business, in order to allow more people to receive the same
information in various situations and environments.
Especially, considering the fact that most of the
information of V2FHIR is expressed visually, we designed UX
to focus on improving accessibility to the visually impaired.
Specifically, we applied the UX Design Guidelines for the
Visually Impaired Accessibility Compliance item, which was
based on the WCAG 2.0 proposed by the W3C.[12]

III. Results
A test and user evaluation questionnaire was conducted to
determine whether the voice interface of V2FHIR accurately
records the pain site where the user is appealing.
The experiments and questionnaires were conducted in 25
subjects, and the basic language of V2FHIR was set to Korean
in consideration of the main language of the participants. Two
methods were used to compare the accuracy between the
learned sentences and the untrained sentences .
TABLE II
Discription of test A & B

Test A: Choose 3 out of 5
examples to speak
Choose 3
1. I feel pain in my neck.
2. My head is dizzy
3. I hurt my hand after
swimming.
4. I have indigestion.
5. After drinking coffee, the
eyes become congested.

Test B: Speak three times
freely
Pain site is restricted to the
head, eyes, neck, belly, and
hand.

As a result of the testing A, V2FHIR succeeded in correctly
classifying the pain site that the user appealed with a
probability of 86.7%. However, in the case of Testing B, when
the user describes the pain without any restriction, the
accuracy is only 57.3%.

Fig. 3 A & B test results

Fig. 2 V2FHIR Mobile App screen shot with UX Design

The following questionnaire aims to evaluate the
information accessibility, usability, and applicability of
information generated through V2FHIR. The contents of each
item are as follows.
This questionnaire was based on a 5-point scale and
assumed a Strongly Disagree as 1 and a Strongly Agree as 5.
Particularly, it is noteworthy that more than 68% of
respondents answered 'Agree' or ‘Strongly Agree’. This is a
result of the high interest in PGHD and the expectation of
means for self-management of personal health information.
However, unlike the expectation, most of the respondents
answered 'Neither' to the questionnaire because most of the
respondents did not have experience with the PGHD service.
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physical abilities such as the hearing impairment and the
speech disorder, the UX design applied to V2FHIR can not
guarantee sufficient accessibility.
V. Conclusion

Fig. 4 Survey result

IV. Discussion
The purpose of this study is to generate FHIR documents by
using speech recognition interface to exchange health
information between patient and doctor. We have developed
V2FHIR with a focus on recording the symptoms of users
themselves and improving accessibility of the information for
the visually impaired.
From this point of view, the results of the V2FHIR test and
the user survey are consistent with the research objectives.
However, from the perspective of the medical practitioner,
there was a limit to the lack of detailed information on
symptoms. In addition, In the case of the visually impaired, the
accessibility can be improved sufficiently by applying the
voice recognition interface. Yet, in case of the restriction of
various
TABLE III
Questionnaiie for evaluation of V2FHIR app

Q1. [Usability] How satisfied are you with the way the
V2FHIR App uses the voice recognition interface?
Q2. [Information Accessibility] Do you think that the
symptoms you recorded with your voice and the sentences
recorded in V2FHIR are the same information?
Q3. [Information Accessibility] V2FHIR is designed for the
visually impaired. What do you think about the overall
design of V2FHIR?
Q4. [Usability] Do you think the pain information recorded
with V2FHIR is worth to consider in setting up your future
healthcare plan?
Q5. [Usability] If the information recorded in V2FHIR can
be used to exchange medical information regardless of the
medical institution, do you intend to use it
continuously?
Q6. [Usability] Can you recommend V2FHIR to people
around you to manage the health of your parents or your
child?

The greatest achievement in this study was the use of
V2FHIR to enable patients to record their own symptoms and
to standardize this information to FHIR Resources for sharing
in medical institutions.
However, clinical trials for exchanging health information
with FHIR servers in various medical institutions have not
been conducted. This is because the introduction of FHIR
Server in the medical institutions in Korea is still in its infancy.
It is also necessary to study how to map various natural
languages to medical terminology.
In conclusion, to improve the utilization of V2FHIR, we
need to study more detailed PGHD FHIR resources and deep
learning model for patient expression and medical word
compatibility. If the information accessibility of a broader
range of physical abilities is improved, it will contribute to the
improvement of the public health of the underprivileged.
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Abstract

The quality of developed software is closely related to
the contribution of participating developers. When
developers participate in a new software project, they must
first find artifacts, such as source files, with which they
can contribute to the project. As a software project
generally incorporates a large number of source files, it is
important to quickly and accurately identify suitable
source files, in which the developers have experience or
interest, to reduce the developers’ search time and effort.
In this paper, we describe how to convert a source file to an
entity frequency vector using DBpedia spotlight tool and
how to calculate the similarity between source files
included in the project and source files earlier worked on
by a developer. In an experiment with Spring Framework,
the similarity of the source files contributed by a single
developer was higher than that between other source files.
Thus, our approach is applicable to identifying source files
that are suitable for a developer who wants to join a
particular software development project.
Keywords—repository
analysis

mining;

GitHub;

source

I. Introduction
Understanding source files included in the project is
considerably time-consuming for developers [1][2]. When
developers participate in a new software project, they must
first find artifacts, such as source files, to which they can
contribute. Therefore, faster identification of suitable source
files in a project based on a developer's past development
history can be expected to reduce the search time and effort of
developers.
A source file is written by including words about features in
the form of the method name, comment, and class name[3] ,
and is written according to the specific coding convention[4]
for each project. Therefore, even if the same feature is
implemented in different projects, the composition of words
may vary, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, when a word vector is
generated with respect to a source file included in the different
project, several similar words representing the same meaning
will be included. Based on this, we cannot guarantee the

* correponding author

reliability of the calculated similarity. The spotlight tool
performs the annotating task of converting several similar
words contained in the input text into the same entity defined
in DBpedia, and it is possible to merge similar words and
identifying meaningful words in the source file.
In this paper, we propose an approach to convert the source
files included in the developer’s development history and
project them into an entity frequency vector, and identify
suitable source files for the developer based on the calculated
similarity between the vectors. In an experiment with the
Spring Framework, we calculated the similarity between
generated developer vectors based on the development history
of each developer in Spring Framework and generated file
vectors based on the source files included in the Spring
Framework. The results show that the similarity of contributed
source files are, on average, 30% higher than that of
non-contributed source files. Thus, the similarity between the
developer vector and the file vector can be used to identify
source files that are suitable to a newly participating developer.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
introduces related works based on Github and Spotlight.
Section III describes our overall approach, how to generate
entity frequency vectors, and how to calculate the similarity
between developer and file vectors. In Section IV, the result of
the experiment is shown on Spring Framework. Finally,
Section V concludes the paper.
TABLE I
Preprocessing

Camel case split
Additional stopwords

getHttpHeader -> get http header
OrderComparator
->
order
comparator
int, package, return, public,
throws, case, const, class,
interface, authors, param, code,
version…
TABLE II
Annotation

In source file

Annotation
result
Synchronization

synchronizing, sync, synced,
synchronize, synchrony, syncs, syncing,
…
parsing, decoding, parsers, parse,
Parsing
decode, parses, parser, parsable, …
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Fig. 1. Ann overview of ouur approach

Fig. 2. Impllementations off the same functiion that removees
whiitespace

II. Relaated works
Github is weeb-based codinng platform thhat provides vaarious
coollaborative feeatures relatedd to project devvelopment, such as
soource version ccontrol and isssue managemeent. Its scale is
grrowing dramattically, and related active reesearch is
prroceeding. Haauff et al. proposed an approoach of matchiing
deevelopers to joob advertisemeents based on the similarity
beetween vectors. They conveert job advertissements and thhe
coontents of readdme files in thhe project-incluuded developeer
reepository in Giithub into vecttors[5]. Zhangg et al. proposeed an
appproach to ideentify projects that are similaar to a query project
p
baased on readm
me files and staar informationn in the Githubb
reepository[6], aand Visilescu eet al. combined and analyzeed
innformation froom Github andd StackOverfloow [7]. Zhang et al.
prroposed an appproach recomm
mendation rellated repositorry
baased on user bbehavior[8]. A study was alsso performed oon the
9][10].
reecommendatioon of suitable rreviewers for pull-requests[9
p
M
Most of the relaated works havve been basedd on surface daata,
suuch as readme files, committ, star, and fileename, but ourr
prroposed approoach is based oon source filess included in thhe
deevelopment hiistory and the project.

F
Fig. 3. Preproceessing and annotation

III. App
proach
In tthis chapter, w
we describe thee process of prreprocessing and
a
annootation for souurce files, and then described the generation
of ann entity frequeency vector baased on identifi
fied entities. Fiig .1
show
ws an overview
w of our approoach.
A. P
Preprocessing
T
The source file consists of coode and comm
ments that are
writtten in keepingg with coding conventions, and
a contains
manny meaningless words. Therrefore, we propposed
prepprocessing for the reliability of the vector. The two methhods
of preprocessing aare removing stopwords annd camel casee
splittting for incluude meaningfuul words. Cam
mel case splittiing
is ussed to extract w
words from thee class name aand function naame,
whicch often contaain meaningfull words. Removing stopwoords
elim
minates stopwoords, i.e., java keywords andd comment
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keeywords from the source file that are not rrelated to the
deeveloper experrience. Table I shows the caamel case splitt
prrocess and javva keywords inncluded as stoppwords.

sourrce files comm
mitted by dev . The entity frrequency vectoor is
geneerated based oon D
, whicch is defined aas the Developper
Vecttor (DV).
D
Definition 3.2 : Developer V
Vector (DV)

B. Annotation
Spotlight is bbuilt on DBpeddia ontology [[12] that contaains
innformation on about 5 millioon named entitties, and providdes an
annnotating featuure for identify
fying defined named
n
entities in the
innput text. It is uused for nameed entity recoggnition and
innformation exttraction. Annootation is perfoormed by mergging a
seet of words gennerated as resuult of preproceessing. Table II
shhows the proceess of preproccessing and annnotating synonnyms
innto one word, aand Fig. 3 reppresents the whhole process oof
prreprocessing aand annotationn.
Thhe entity set D generated byy the result froom annotation as
foollows:

Calculate similarity
D. C
Thhe similarity m
measure betweeen DV and FV
V is calculated by
usinng the cosine ssimilarity meassure. The cosiine similarity is
i
calculated by the following equuation:

w
where

SIM

, , ,…,t

,

T
The frequencyy calculated byy dividing the frequency num
mber
onn each t contaiined in D by thhe sum of the frequency num
mber
off t contained inn D, is used ass the word freqquency. If we used
f , (raw count),, there is a largge difference iin element values
beetween the Deeveloper Vectoor generated based on a set of
o n
soource files andd the File Vectoor generated bbased on a singgle file,
annd the normaliization is carriied out by diviiding them intto the
siize of each set D.

w
where
,

,

(1))

= freqquency of in D

D generateed by the prepprocessing andd annotation eaach
soource files inclluded in the prroject. Calculaate entity frequuency
(22) of each entitty included inn D , and gennerate vector bbased
onn calculated enntity frequency and defined as the File
V
Vector(FV).

IV. Expeeriments
ment evaluatess the reliabilityy of
Part of the aim of this experim
milarity based on
o the cosine similarity betw
ween
the ccalculated sim
the generated DV
V based on the past develoopment historyy of
eachh developer in the Spring Frramework and the generatedd FV
baseed on the sourcces file includded in Spring F
Framework.
A. E
Experimental Dataset
D
G
GHTorrent[11
] is open sourcce project thatt collects data
abouut public evennts occurring inn Github and provides
p
them
m in
MyS
SQL and MonngoDB. Develooper- and Projject-related daata
are extracted
e
from
m 2016 Githubb data (for 2016.01–2016.122)
provvided by GHT
Torrent. Springg Framework,, developed byy
Githhub, was seleccted as the expperimental projject. Spring
Fram
mework is a frramework writtten in Java, annd is a massivve

Definition 3.1 : File Vector (FV)
,

,…,

,

w
where the File V
Vector consistts of tf (entity ffrequency), annd n is
thhe number of eelements in thee vector.
A set of all entities generatted by preproccessing and
annnotating n source files extrracted from thee developmennt
hiistory of develloper a dev is merged annd defined as D
Thhus, D
reppresents the seet of all entities included in n

(2)

Thhe higher the siimilarity valuee calculated baased on (2), thhe
highher the similarrity between thhe source files of FV and thee
sourrce files of DV
V. Thus, sourcee files with higgher similarity can
be seen as suitablee source files for a developeer to contributte to
the project.
p

C
C. Generate Enntity Frequency
cy Vector

,

,
∙

n = number of eentities includeed in D
t = entityy generated byy the result from annotation

| |

,

wheere the Developper Vector forr dev consistss of tf (entity
freqquency), and m is the numbeer of elements in the vector.

D
Definition 1. R
Result of Annootation
D

,…,

,

.
Figg. 4. Cosine simiilarity distributiion
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TABLE III
Experiment Result-Spring Framework
avg_cos_{group} :
diff : 1

ID
9686
14645
21536
25509
64600
73485
85534
114374
206265

_

avg_cos_C
0.151
0.375
0.245
0.323
0.346
0.08
0.151
0.145
0.245

⁄

_

the similarity between vectors, for identifying source files that
are suitable to developers who want to join a particular project.
The experimental results on the Spring Framework show that
the similarity between committed source files is higher than
the similarity of uncommitted source files. Therefore, the
approach we proposed is appropriate to identify source files
that are suitable for developers who want to join the project.
In future work, we plan to experiment on projects other than
Spring Framework, and complement the approach to calculate
similarity. Moreover, we plan to study a visualization method
to effectively display the identified source files.

∗ 100

avg_cos_UC
0.112
0.183
0.186
0.166
0.206
0.05
0.126
0.130
0.187

Diff
25.8%
51.2%
24.1%
48.6%
40.5%
37.5%
16.6%.
10.3%
23.7%
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B. Experimental method
The DV for each selected developer is generated based on a
set of 100 source files extracted from the development history
before participating in Spring Framework. In order to compare
the similarity between the source files that are actually
committed by a developer and the source files that are not
committed, the source files included in Spring Framework are
classified into a group of committed source files (C) and a
group of uncommitted source files (UC). Then, the cosine
similarity is calculated for all the source files included in each
group, and the results are compared.
C. Experiment result
Table III shows the average (avg_C, avg_UC) and
difference (diff) of the average for each group similarity, and it
was found that avg_C was, on average, 30% higher than
avg_uc. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the cosine similarity
between the DV of developer 14645 and the FV of the source
file included in groups C and UC, and this shows the difference
in distribution between two groups. Developers who
contributed to similar files to files included in past
development history (50%-14645) showed higher cosine
similarity than developers who did not (10%-114374).
Therefore, most of the developers included in the experimental
data contributed to source files similar to their own
development history before project participation. Thus,
identifying files with higher similarity to the DV can be applied
to identify source files for developers.
V. Conclusion
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Abstract
Acidity in wastewater is the critical problem in
developing country. The absence of efficient wastewater
management has caused serious environmental problems
and cost issues. Therefore, in this paper IoT-based data
logger and pH controller is proposed to reduce the
inefficiency. IoT is a concept whereby objects around us
can interact and exchange information with each other
without human intermediaries through the Internet. One
of the implementation of IoT is to monitor the level of
liquid acidity through smartphones. It needs additional
tools such as sensors, microcontrollers, and other devices
that are then connected to the internet. Android-based
mobile phone is used to interact with sensors,
microcontroller, and other tools through the internet
wherever the user is. From the testing, there is a successful
communication between the components of the device,
sensors, and Android devices. It is possible to adjust the
acidity of the liquid automatically by activating the pump
in accordance with the results of the pH reading
Keywords- Internet of Things; microcontroller; acidity; monitor
and controlling

I. Introduction
IoT or Internet of Things is a system whereby interrelated
devices can exchange data over the Internet without requiring
human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction [1].
Things in the Internet of Things can mean anything like a
sensor-mounted chair, a heart monitor implant, or a vehicle
with a sensor installed to alert tire pressure. Internet of Things
uses objects with sensors to record data. The data obtained will
be processed through a processor board or microcontroller.
Microcontroller commonly used for IoT is RaspberryPi,
Arduino, ESP8266 and others. The purpose of IoT is to get
various data from around us as an analysis or reference that
will be used for other purposes such as decision making,
market analysis, or just observation.
The level of acidity in liquids can also be one of the objects
for the Internet of Things. The level of acidity of fluid that we
consume is very important for our health. Water that has an
unbalanced acidity level will cause the environmental health
and ecosystem to be disturbed. In addition, the level of fluid
acidity also affects the analysis of a process or

decision-making for an industrial company. Liquid waste is
liquid waste derived from the production from industry,
household, or shops. Liquid waste that is not neutralized and
disposed of will affect the ecosystem of the landfill. Fluids
which have too high pH or too low can cause damage to both
the drainage used, the container used, and the location used as
the discharge of the liquid. One effort to manage liquid waste
is to neutralize the pH or acidity levels.
Some industries and households do not pay attention to the
impact of liquid waste on the environment. Effluent produced
by an industry should meet the national guideline values of
wastewater quality before it is released into rivers, streams or
even municipal sewer systems. Management of liquid waste
focuses on finding a way to dispose of the waste in a way that
is safe for humans and the environment.
To solve the wastewater problems, this paper aims to design
and implement an IoT for data logger and pH controller. The
designed system is able to communicate with a variety of smart
objects using Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and IrDA standards. As a result,
all objects can exchange information through the designed
system. The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1)
The designed IoT system enables the communication among
different smart devices, including smart phones,
microcontroller, and sensors. 2) The system provides solution
to the wastewater management in order to know the acidity
level of the liquid and help the pH setting using cutting edge
technology.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the background and the related work.
Sections 3 presents the design of the IoT system and 4 present
the testing of the proposed system. Finally, the conclusions are
drawn in Section 5.
II. Related Work
A. Internet of Things (IoT)
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a technology that has become
popular to describe the machine connectivity phenomenon [2,
3, 4]. Small sensors and computer chips are placed on a variety
of devices or things, which enable them to communicate via
the internet or other network to computer systems. As the
Internet of Things moves more into daily life, it creates
exciting opportunities for developer and researcher alike [5].
In industry, IoT could do automation in the industrial
processes [6]. IoT can be used for agricultural purposes [7].
IoT was illustrated by its typical use in medical system and
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smart home [8, 9].

pins.

B. Ubidots Cloud Platform
Ubidots is a server that can be used for the implementation
of the Internet of Things. Ubidots helps for the process of
cloud implementation. Ubidots provides APIs to help with the
data collection process and make it informational. API is a way
or solution for objects to interact with the web. This API
allows makers to make changes and retrieval data from the
server. This API supports both HTTP and HTTPS usage. To
exchange data required API key. To retrieve a value or
variable from the server then required the ID of that variable
and the user account tokens that the server has given. To
facilitate Android developers, Ubidots has provided a library
that works to shorten the writing of HTTP requests in JAVA
[10]. Ubidots has been used in several IoT-based system, for
example for health management system [11], smart home [12,
13] and for environmental monitoring system [14].
C. Arduino IDE
Arduino IDE is an open-source software that helps create
scripts or code and upload the script or code on the board or
microprocessor. Arduino IDE has an environment written in
Java. The Arduino IDE also has a compiler for C or C ++
languages. Arduino IDE does have a major function to help
create scripts or code for various boards or microprocessors
[15].

Fig 1. Schematic Design

Use case diagram was used to create Android applications. It
can be seen in Figure 2. The apps has some features such as
signing in, signing up, and adding device to add new pH meter.
There is a feature to set pH limits per device and setting about
device information or delete device. Moreover, there is a pH
statistics to see statistics of data from device which is selected,
and view monthly average statistics to see pH statistics at each
pH meter per month. To use existing features must be
successful sign in or sign up first.

D. Microcontroller
Microcontroller is a microprocessor that has additional parts
that make it possible to organize or control other objects. It can
be interpreted that the microcontroller run programs that have
been created by the user and stored in memory.
Microcontroller is a very useful tool that can help the designer
to manipulate data obtained from input or output. Usually
microcontroller is composed of microprocessor, memory and
I/O. The microprocessor itself is composed of Central
Processing Unit (CPU) and Control Unit (CU). CPU is the
main brain that performs arithmetic and logic processes. While
CU controls the operation of the microprocessor and sends
signals to other parts of the microprocessor to perform
instructions [16].
III. System Design and Implementation
Schematic design is used to explain how to install the device.
The schematic design can be seen in Figure 1. The output of
the transmitter will be received by microcontroller with analog
pin A0. The input included is a positive flow while the
negative flow of the transmitter will be attached to the ground
pin of the microcontroller. Positive and negative current flows
are connected to a 100 ohm resistor.
Positive flow is given an additional 10K ohm resistor to
anticipate if there is too large flow undesirable and can damage
microcontroller. Terminals are used to make GND (ground)
pins and 3V3 pins (3.3 volts) can be used by 2 different relays.
Then the IN pin on each relay is paired on different digital

Fig 2. Use Case Diagram for Apps

Creating database on Android app using SQLite. The database
is used to store data both from the server and from user input.
The database is used to store user account information such as
tokens and devices that have been created by the user using the
account and the data on the device. The used ERD is shown in
Figure 3.

Fig 3. ERD Design
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IV. Testing
This section discusses the system testing of the IoT-based
program. System testing is done by doing the process. The
purpose of system testing is to know whether the program can
perform well and in accordance with needs
First, device should be added to the system. Add device
works to add new device and stored in server and android
database. This page can be accessed by the user by pressing the
"+" button. The add device page can be seen in Figure 4.

Fig 6. Progress dialog - check the connection to server

If the connection is successful then device creation will
continue. The application will display the progress dialog as
shown in Figure 7. After that the user will be redirected back to
the main page.

Fig 4. Add Device Interface

Users must enter device name, minimum range, maximum
range, and description for every new device. If the user does
not fill one of the fields then the application will display the
alert or error message. Moreover, if the minimum range is
filled over the maximum range then the app will display the
alert as shown in Figure 5.

Fig 7. Process of Variable Creation

Fig 5. Alert when the minimum level over the maximum level

If all the fields are filled and the user confirms the add device
then the app will try to connect with the server and display the
progress dialog as shown in Figure 6.

If the connection fails then the application will display the
alert/error message.
The manage device page and data view feature in this
application is to display data from the selected device. In
addition, this page also has a function to change the pH range
and description of the selected device and remove the selected
device and its data from the server and database. This page can
be accessed by the user by tapping the object in listview. In this
page the user can see the graph of sensor readings data taken
from the server every 10 seconds. The manage device page and
data view can be seen in Figure 8.
Users can change the description, minimum range, and
maximum range. If one of the descriptions, minimum range, or
maximum range is not filled then the application will display
the alert as in Figure 9.
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If the user pressed the delete button then the dialog box will
appear as shown in Figure 11.

Fig 8. Interface of Manage Device and View Data
Fig. 11. Delete Confirmation Dialog

Users can remove the device by pressing "confirm" then the
application will bring up the progress dialog as in Figure 12.
Then the user will be directed to the main page.

Fig 9. Alert if field is empty

If all the fields are filled and the user press the "confirm"
button then the application will display the progress dialog as
shown in Figure 10.
Fig. 12. Delete Progress Dialog

The input on the microcontroller of the sensor is a bit. To be
able to calculate the pH of the obtained bit value, it requires a
solvent which have a known pH value. The solution used by
the author has pH 4.01 and 6.86. The results of the
measurement experiment can be seen in Table I. Equation (1)
is used to calculate the pH.
TABLE I.

EXPERIMENT OF PH MEASUREMENT WITH KNOWN SOLVENT

pH
4.01
6.86
Fig. 10. Progress Dialog Edit Device

pH = M * <known bit> + C
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The value of M and C variables from equation 1 can be seen in
Table II.

[6]

TABLE II.

EXPERIMENT OF LINEAR EQUATIONS

pH
4.0
1
6.8
6

Bit
245

Linear equation
4.01=M*245+C

337

6.86=M*337+C

[7]
[8]
[9]

So M = (6.86-4.01) / (337-245) = 0.031 and C = 4.01- (0.031 *
245) = -3.58. From the experimental results it can be
concluded that the equation used is pH = (0.031 * <bit read
result>) - 3.58.
The comparison of the result of the line equation with the
original pH can be seen in Table III.
THE RESULT OF LINEAR EQUATION WITH KNOWN PH

Bit
245
337

Calculation
4.015
6.867

[10]
[11]
[12]

TABLE III.

pH
4.01
6.86

[5]

[13]

Error
0.005
0.007

[14]

The pH control is performed when the sensor readout results
out of a predetermined range of users through the Android app
and the microcontroller will power the pump for 1 second. The
pH control is done by using vinegar water to lower the pH and
soap water to raise the pH level.

[15]
[16]

V. Conclusion
From the implementation of IoT for real time data logger
and controller level of acidity of liquid waste using
microcontroller and Android, can be drawn conclusion
include: Android can interact with microcontroller by using
Ubidots server as an intermediary. Application helps control
process by setting pH limit setting. Microcontroller can control
fluid pH by using pumps. Applications may warn that the pH
has exceeded the specified limit. These devices are low cost,
more efficient and capable of processing, analyzing, sending
the data, and it can be viewed everywhere. The application is
numerous and can be further developed to integrate more
sensors which are applicable to monitor the quality of the
environment.
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Design Developm
ment of a Step for C
Children
Joo HyeonSeoong
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Busann, Republic off Korea
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Ab
bstract
The objectivve of this stud
dy is to devellop a safe step
p that
grrows children’s independ
dence and seelf-reliance aamong
baaby products and is an em
mpirical case rresearch descrribing
th
he developmeent of step foor children b
by a present firm.
This research
h was condu
ucted in 4 sstages: theorretical
reesearch, mark
ket research and consumeer research, d
design
deevelopment aand selection, and prototyp
pe production
n. This
sttudy was peerformed in-d
depth for coompanies to have
m
market compeetitiveness, an
nd focused on
n safety as th
he top
prriority in desiign concept aas the subject is a child prooduct.
Itt is expected that such em
mpirical case research of d
design
deevelopment will
w directly help peoplee by develop
ping a
deesign.

and proposed a m
marketable prooduct design concept
c
basedd on
this.. The proposeed design conncept, unlike the
t existing sstep,
aimss to reflect ussers’ convenieence and safetty and focusess on
origginality and diffferentiation so that it can saatisfy purchasers’
needds and wants through the ddevelopment of
o step design for
childdren.
II. Main Subjects
A. O
Overview of Steep Market Ressearch
T
The scope andd standard of research on the existing step
s
prodducts were set before this stuudy. The scoppe of research w
was
onlinne market, aand produts appropriate ffor the reseaarch
objeective were seelected after tthe research for
f analysis. T
The
overrview of step product
p
researrch is shown inn <Table 1>.

Keywords: Baby Produccts, Stool, Bussiness Collavorration,
Sllip-resistance, ffur, Prodouct ddesign developm
ment

TAB
BLEⅠ
Category

I. Intrroduction

Period of
research
O
Objective of
research
Places of
research

A. Background and Objectivee of Research

Details
20166. 12. 19 ~ 2016.. 12. 31
Study on the design and charaacteristics of thee

Korean
According too the ‘2016 Birrth Statistics’ bby the South K
exxisting step prodducts
N
National Statisttics Office in 22017, the numbber of babies bborn in
Researched 200 places such as overall malls andd
20016 was 406,2200, a decreasse by 32,200 bbabies (7.3%)) from
seelf-production m
malls
thhe previous yeear [1]. Despiite the lowestt birthrate of South
K
Korea in historyy, the baby prroduct market has had contiinuous B. C
Classification of
o Steps
grrowth. The sizze of domestiic baby produucts market is about
1..7 trillion KRW
W, consistentlyy growing by 10% every yeear [2].
Stteps were claassified by forrms and functtions by the step
s
H
However, the enntry of many famous
f
imporrt brands has fo
formed markket research. <
<Table 2> shoows the classiification by foorm,
a saturated babyy products maarket, but mostt baby productts only <Taable 3> by funcctions, and <T
Table 4> by deesign.
coonsider the chaaracteristics off young children and have iggnored↲
thhe potential users of productts. In responsee, this study foocused
TABL
LE Ⅱ
onn developing a step producct among that has differentt users
annd purchaserss, can cultivaate a child’s independence and
seelf-reliance, annd that prioritiizes on safety the most. Althhough
Cattegory
1 step
2 steps
thhis study conduucted a searchh using keyworrds such as ‘sttep’ or
‘ffooting for chiildren’ to colllect the data oof previous ressearch
reelated on youung children’ss step announnced in Koreea for
litterary review, there was no paper releatedd to search results in
K
Korea. This shoowed that a step
s
is an item
m developing yyoung
chhildren’s safetty and self-reeliance and inndependence aamong
baaby products, there is no information oon it as a ressearch
Shhapes
suubject.
In this sense,, the value of tthis study is thhat it is a pionneer in
thhe field of non-pioneeredd product ddesign. This study
coonducted a research and annalsyis on the product needds and
w
wants of consuumers and userrs through an in-depth interrview,
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TABL
LE Ⅳ
C
Category

The step was
w
divided into 1-level and 2-level steps
deepending on itt form. Infants and young chhildren can chooose to
usse either of tthe two depeending on theeir height annd use
ennvironment, and since the pplace of use is mostly bathhroom,
prroduct using a slide prevenntion pad was the most com
mmon.
1--level step wass mostly used adulst and eldders as a low suupport,
raather than shorrt infants and yyoung childrenn. On the otherr hand,
siince the 2-leveel step is talleer than 1-level step, short infants
annd young childdren are the main
m users and it is used by vvarious
pllaces such as tthe bathroom, living room, and
a veranda.

Character

N
Non-character

ffunction

TA
ABLE Ⅲ
C
Category

Alll-in-one

C. A
Analysis of Useers and Purchhasers

Sepparated

T
The results of the step m
market researrch showed that
bathhroom was thee most commoon place of usee. Since a step has
diffeerent users (innfants and yooung childrenn) and purchasers
(houusewives), thee video of infa
fants and younng children ussing
the step was anallyzed and an in-depth interrview and surrvey
quesstionnaire werre conducted tto analyze thee needs and waants
of purchasers
p
so that the use environment can be analyzzed.
Firstt, the actual vvideo of infantts and young cchildren using the
step was analyzedd for identifyinng the problem
ms of the existting
step, on April 17, 2017 in 5 hhouseholds. Thhe informationn of
videeo observing thhe use of the eexisting step is as in <Figure 1>.

Fuunctions

The functions of a step cann be divided intto an all-in-onne type
annd separated-ttype. The all-iin-one type is cheaper and llighter
thhan the separatted-type, so it is more conveenient to be caarried.
Thhe separated--type has varrious functionns, such as a slide
prrevention padd that can be combined to the main boody of
alll-in-one step. It means thaat a slide prevvention pad can
c be
atttached to the step when it iis used in a baathroom and ccan be
seeparated whenn it is used in a relatively saffe place. In adddition,
ass a product thhat can separaate/combine thhe 1st level annd 2nd
leevels, the two levels can be purchased inddividually. Thhe two
leevels can be uused combinedd to be high fo
for short infannts and
yooung children during their ggrowth, and onnce they have grown
g
too a some degreee the 1st and 2nnd levels can be separated to fit the
heeight of users in a certain product. This iis also related to the
coompany’s productivity. An all-in-one steep has a loweer unit
coost to producce than charaacteristic prooducts such aas the
seeparated-type step, but has no differentiaating elementss from
otther products so it is difficcult to satisfy purchasers’ nneeds.
H
However, charaacteristic stepps like the sepparated-type hhave a
hiigh productionn cost so theyy are expensivve, but unlikee other
prroducts it has ddifferentiatingg elements andd satisfy purchhasers’
neeeds.
The design of
o a step can be divided innto a characteer and
noon-character tyype. A characcter step draws infants and yyoung
chhildren’s attenntion as a morre accessible ddesign. On thee other
haand, a non-chaaracter step only has a compaany’s logo insccribed
too promote the pproducing com
mpany or onlyy makes its forrm.

Fig. 1 Analysis oof user videos
T
The observationn of the videoo of children uusing the existting
step showed that sshort infants aand young chilldren grabbedd the
sinkk to climb up thhe step so that they would noot fall down inn the
slipppery bathroom
m. In fact, the eexisting step haad 4 short padss on
4 eddges to prevennt sliding or thiin, long pads oon two sides oonly
so children could easily slip offf. This observaation showed that
a neew step desiggn for infants and young children
c
couldd be
directed to a produuct emphasiziing on slide prrevention for thheir
safety. Also, to coollect information from the ppurchasers of step,
s
an iin-depth intervview was carrried out. To m
make a step w
with
diffeerentiating facctors, individuual interviews were carried out
on 13
1 housewivess whose childrren were usingg a step for 5 days
d
from
m January 2, 20017 to 6, 20177. The purposee of the intervieews
was to find the ussage of the exiisting step, its place of use, use
enviironment, probblems, etc. as in <Table 5>.
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TA
ABLE Ⅴ
Category

T
Type

Ussage

1

1--level

Sink + toilet

2

1--level

Sink + toilet

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1--level
2--level
2--level
2--level
2--level
2--level
2--level
2--level
2--level
2--level
2--level

Siink
Siink
Siink
Siink
Siink
Siink
Siink
Sink + toilet
Siink
Siink
Siink
Otherr opinions

P
Place
and storing
Toilet
Liiving
rooom
S
Sink
S
Sink
S
Sink
S
Sink
Bathhroom
Bathhroom
Bathhroom
Bathhroom
Bathhroom
Bathhroom
Bathhroom

Sizze
and hheight
Unsattisfied

withh a focus onn better safetty (slide prevvention), prodduct
mannagement and form since thhe users of steep are infants and
younng children, aalthough it is a produt compplementing users’
heigght.

Unsattisfied
Unsattisfied
Satissfied
Satissfied
Satissfied
Satissfied
Satissfied
Satissfied
Satissfied
Satissfied
Satissfied
Satissfied

.P
Prevents water sstain
.P
Prevents slide
.F
Free use (separaation) of 1-levell and 2-level steeps
.M
Monotonous steep form

III. D
Design
A. SSetting of Desiggn Concept
T
This study desiigned a conceept to improvee problems draawn
from
m market reseaarch and user/ppurchaser anallysis as in <Figgure
2>.

Design conccept of steps
Form

Funcction
Separrable:
2-levvel step

Safety
Prevents slidde

Fig. 2 Design conceept of steps

The purchassers of the eexisting step expressed vvarious
oppinions on thee step they weere using as a product to deevelop
thheir children’ss safety and independence. Housewiess who
boought the 1-levvel step were m
mostly dissatissfied with the hheight
annd wished they could separrate the 1st andd 2nd levels foor both
chhildren and addults to use thee step. They alsso had most worries
w
ovver sliding duue to small sizze and height. On the other hand,
thhe purchasers of 2-level sttep were mosstly concernedd with
w
water stain due to the huge siize and tall heiight.
D
D. Results of Us
User and Purchhaser Analysiss

T
This study dessigned a stepp in 3 design concepts: foorm,
funcction, and safeety. The detaiiled explanatioons of the dessign
conccepts are ass follows. F
First, the deesign eliminaated
unneecessary elem
ments and purssued a simple design with oonly
neceessary elemennts. Second, it provided userr conveniencee for
theirr various use aaccording to hheight and placces by makingg the
1st aand 2nd levels separable.
s
Thirrd, the design aimed to imprrove
slidee prevention ffor the safety of infants andd young childrren,
whoo are the main users, and allleviate the conncerns over w
water
stainn, a problem stressed by purrchasers.
B. D
Design Propossal

The parts off improvementts, acceptance,, and possibilitties of
o the
deevelopment off the existing step were anaalyzed based on
oppinions of userrs – infants and young childrren and purchhaser –
hoousewives.
F
First, the main space of use w
was bathroom
m and the mainn users
w
were infants annd young childdren, so a stepp still arouses safety
annxiety even though there aree guardians aroound. It is a prroduct
thhat helps and cultivates seelf-reliance for short infantts and
yooung childrenn, but its slidding problem
ms have led to
t the
neecessity of iimprovementss. Second, puurchasers usee and
puurchase a stepp. Their most common dessire for the exxisting
sttep was to havee a step that caan separate thee 1st and 2nd levvels to
haave more design differentiaation and use cconvenience. A
Above
alll, they mostlly expressed concerns oveer improving water
sttain.
Third, regardding the step height and sizze, both purchhasers
annd users were dissatisfied w
with the heightt and size of 1-level
1
sttep, while youung children aand purchaserss of the 2-leveel step
w
were satisfied w
with its size and height. This showed that 2-level
2
sttep had a higgher preferencce, as it was consistent with the
reesults of thee search prefference reseaarch and purrchase
prreference of 11-level and 2-llevel step in tthe previous market
m
reesearch. In ressponse, this sttudy developeed a design cooncept

Iddea sketch waas carried outt based on thhe 3 concepts set
abovve, especially to remove unnnecessary funnctions and forms
as m
much as possibble and to diffferentiate from
m existing stepps in
the market
m
with seeparable 1-levvel and 2-levells
TABL
LE Ⅵ
Category

Sketcch

New step

T
The step develooped in this stuudy added saffety by insertinng a
slidee prevention ppad below 1--level and 2-llevel steps. A
Also,
whille the existingg step uses a slide
s
preventioon pad by makking
the llower part widde and arched, the step develloped in this sttudy
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w
was designed in a neat foorm by eliminnating unneceessary
cuurves.
C
C. Developmennt of Design
The design ddeveloped throough idea skeetch is 3D moddeling
annd rendering inn <Figure 3> bbelow.

deciided to be reemoved. Since the product durability m
may
weaakene once the stifferener is removed,
r
the pproduct was m
made
to bbe thicker in thhe design devvelopment. Seecond, air fall--out
holees were createdd in the crackss of the lower sstep for the 1st and
2nd llevels to go in more easily when
w
they are combined. Thhird,
the company’s
c
loggo was decided to be carvedd on the outsidde of
the step
s to highligght the premiuum brand imagge.
D. P
Prototype Prodduction
A prototype waas made for the design from
m the 1st and 2ndd
desiign developmeents.
TABL
LE Ⅶ
Prototype ((Mock-up)

F
Fig. 3: 1st designn development

For the primary designn development, modelingg and
reendering weree carried out focusing onn the step forrm. It
exxcluded an unnnecessary forrm, emphasizeed on practicaal and
fuunctional sides, made the 1st and 2nd levvels separablee, and
deesigned the m
main body in a stair form foor children to climb
saafely. Also, unnlike the existiing step, the sslide preventioon pad
onn the bottom
m was made and sold in various colors for
coonsumers to choose the ccolor they waant, thereby hhaving
diifferentiation from other prroducts. After the primary ddesign
deevelopment, thhis study also performed ann in-depth inteerview
w
with purchaserss and made thee following addditional revisiion on
thhe design. <Figure 4> show
ws the features of differenntiated
deesign.
Inserttion of slide
preventing patterns and
company logo

T design waas revised morre closely through a meetingg on
The
desiign developm
ment and 3-tim
me interviews with purchasers
afterr the prototypee making. Firsst, since it was pointed out that
the durability maay fall becausse the slide pprevention padd of
uppeer step was tooo high, the heiight of the slidde prevention pad
was lowered. Seccond, the fooot-part on thee upper step w
was
narrrowed a bit to increase durabbility and unitty with lower step
s
desiign.
TABLE Ⅷ

Feaatures
Easy too watch due too
round curves insetadd of
regularr cross stiffeneers
Upper steep

Low
wer step

2-level step

Air faall-out holes foor
easierr insertion durring
setup
Wind fall-outt hole
F
Fig. 4: 2nd designn development

First, to reduuce the worriees over waterr stain, the stiiffener
innside the exissting productt to increase its durabilityy was

Logo insertion

Slidde prevention ppattern

T
The characteriistics of the final designn result can be
sum
mmarized as foollows. First, the
t new produuct allows infa
fants
and young childreen to use it more
m
safely wiith a simple fo
form
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and wider slide prevention pattern than the existing product.
Second, the area of the step floor touching the bathroom was
made wider than the existing products, preventing the sliding
of the floor more strongly. Third, the new step can be separated
into 1st and 2nd levels, so a young child can only use the 1st step
and the product can be used for a longer-term. The durability
of the product was increased for adults to use it in a
longer-term when necessary. Fourth, to minimize the issue of
water stain that has been purchasers’ most concern after safety,
the stiffener inside the product was removed. In addition, the
form of the step product was made to maintain simplicity more.
Most existing step products had a stiffener inside which would
be stained by water easily. Fifth, wind fall-out holes were
made to combine the 1st and 2nd steps more easily.
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IV. Conclusion
To satisfy all setps with different users and purchasers, it is
necessary to develop a new step with an idea that is different
from the existing step. Thus, this study proposed an idea for
user’s safety and independence and direction for design. To
develop a new step for children, this study conducted an online
market research on the existing step products, observation of
product use by users (infants and young children), and in-depth
individual interviews with purchasers (housewives), thereby
developing a new design concept. After the development of a
new design concept, this study carried out idea sketch,
modeling and rendering, primary design development, and
secondary design development, and verified the developed
design by making a prototype. The new step for children was
thoroughly developed to be successful in the market, and
several interviews with purchasers were carried out to increase
the success of marketability. Although it is right to have
interviews with uers, considering that users are young children
for this study, the interviews were carried out on young
children’s mothers who are the product purchasers and always
watch the use environment. The results showed that the most
important elements of a step were stability, preference on a
separate type of 1st and 2nd steps, and little water stain. Thus,
the new design was developed to reflect such needs and wants
of purchaseers as much as possible.
The steped developed for children in this study had
increased stability as a design with a wide area of bathroom
floor and the application of slide prevention patterns. Second,
this study applied the separate structure of 1st and 2nd levels.
Third, the product had a simle design for easier washing of the
inner part of product that has the most water stain. This study
described the cases researched and developed for the company
to launch a new product. When such empirical studies are
aggregated, it is believed that trials and errors will be reduced
through onsite design development cases in many industries
and academias and more helpful information will be provided.
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Abstract
Nowadays, a variety of interactive digital media art
system are increasingly introduced as aspect to support
immersive participation of audiences. Furthermore, as it
fuses with virtual reality(VR) system, participants can be
provided more immersive digital contents and recreate
artworks through their own activities based on the
intention of the director. In this paper, we propose
interactive digital media art system using VR, that help to
participant’s creative activity based on reconstructed
famous painting room in virtual space. Participants can
perform creative activities through interaction, such as 3D
drawing, creation and removal, with virtual objects in a
pre-designed virtual space. Pre-designed virtual spaces
have less free and less creative than a typical creative
program that initially start with an empty space. However,
participants can easily create new creation with just a little
modification through their own thoughts. Additionally,
the system combines art psychotherapy based on active
participation of participants. So, the system can support
not only the creation of user generated contents in virtual
space but also getting the effects of art psychotherapy.
Keywords-virtual reality; interactive digital media art; art
therapy; user interation

One of the applications of interactive digital media art
system with VR or AR is art psychotherapy. Art
psychotherapy has various effectiveness as aspect of emotional
and physical healing, overcoming post-traumatic stress
disorder(PTSD), improvement of the quality of life and so on.
Moreover, the active activity of the participants, which is the
characteristic of digital media art, is also has many good points
to the psychotherapy based on existing works of art. The art
therapy requires users participate. So interactive media art can
be a good alternative.
Accordingly, described above, we combine interactive
media art and art therapy using famous painting appreciation.
In virtual space, the famous painting is reconstructed to a
three-dimensional space, and a participant wear an immersive
video-through head mounted display(HMD) and can walk
freely in reconstruct virtual space. In the virtual space,
participants can easily recreate the artwork by super inducing
their creation through interaction with virtual objects.
Participants can experience psychological and emotional
stability through various interactions in a three-dimensional
famous painting. In this paper, we propose an interactive
digital media art system, which can provide not only the
creation of user generated contents in virtual space but also
getting the effects of art therapy through appreciation of
famous painting.
II. Related Works

I. Introduction
Traditional art works, such as opera, musical and exhibition,
audience has to visit in a certain time. And, in these
performances, the audience is unilaterally accepting the
intention of the director or the writer. For these reasons,
recently, interactive digital media art is very active research
area, since it can provide interactions with participants and the
director can get feedback from them. Especially, interactive
media art using virtual reality(VR), augmented reality(AR) has
more advantages, because VR and AR system don't have the
time and space constraints. Furthermore, they can provide a
variety of experiences that they can not normally experience to
participants. Additionally, participants can reinterpret or
recreate art by super inducing their emotions or feelings to the
artist's intended artwork[1] in interactive digital media art
system with VR or AR.

The psychological therapy using virtual reality technology
has continued to be researched and some experimental results
have effective. In social phobic treatment experiment using
virtual reality technique[2], virtual human and sound are used
for treatment. Through various virtual scenarios, the
participants can be treated gradually in appropriate scenarios.
This research present that the combination of virtual reality
and psychological therapy make meaningful results. In
research to address PTSD using virtual reality technology[3],
used virtual reality technology to provide incremental
exposure treatment. In this research, reported that virtual
reality technology had a positive effect on progressive
exposure treatment. Most psychotherapy and the study using
the combination with virtual reality attempted to treat the
patient in a passive state.
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Creative creation programs using virtual reality include
programs like Google's Tilt Brush[4], Quill[5], and
PaintLab[6]. These programs basically can draw in 3D space
using the desired brush, and depending on the program,
various brushes such as animation brush or particle brush can
be used. In addition, you can draw a picture by dividing the
layer like a graphic editor such as Photoshop, or you can edit it
further. The creation work using the virtual reality evolved
further in the offline work. Users can express their opinions
easily through various tools and works. And like an exhibition,
many user creations can be shared online among users. This
created an environment where people could easily see each
other's creations online.
III. Implementation details
In this paper, we provide various interactions in a virtual
space created using a famous painting so that users can obtain
psychological and emotional stability by using this program.
Creating creativity in a pre-configured virtual space is less free
and less creative than a typical creative program that initially
starts with an empty space. However, it is more suitable for art
therapy programs because it allows users to naturally approach
the intended scenarios.
A. Scenario
The user can select the 3D famous painting virtual space.
Then user enter the selected virtual space. In the masterpiece
space, the user can enjoy the 3D masterpiece space while
walking around with listening music that can give users a sense
of stability. Then, the user can experience completing his or
her own masterpieces by reconstruction a space directly using
a given tool in an empty space of masterpiece space. Observing
and analyzing artworks to reconstitute masterpieces, and
reconstructing empty spaces, can have a positive
psychological effect on the user. Since scenario authoring is
separated of the proposed interactive digital media system,
author can easily make new scenario independently.
B. User Tools
■ Interaction
The user uses a separate controller to interact in the virtual
environment. The user can see the controller in the virtual
space. In virtual space user can view the virtual controller at
the same position as the controller in the real world user's hand.
This allows the user to interact with the virtual space using
controller. The left controller has an operator panel. Using the
operator panel, the user can use various tools to reconstruct the
virtual space. The controller on the right handles actual
interaction such as operation panel use and drawing, object
interaction.
■ Operator Panel
The operator panel provides a tool for reconstructing the
space. There are three types of sub panels on the control panel.
The color picker panel provides a color for lines drawn when

3D drawing. You can also control the thickness of the line
through the scroll bar. In the Brushes panel, you can select the
type of brush you want to draw. In the object panel, the user
can create the desired object.
■ 3D Drawing
Users can draw painting by moving them to the place they
want in the virtual space. The picture is drawn in the form of a
line in the virtual space where the right controller is located.
When 3D drawing, the user draws a picture using the texture,
thickness and color of the brush selected in the color picker
panel and the brush panel of the control panel in advance.
■ Object Interaction
In the object panel, the user can select and create the desired
object. You can select the created object and using the right
controller to change it to fit the size you want to use. The
created object can be moved directly by the user. Using this, an
object can be placed in the space that imagined by user. For
certain objects, additional interaction with the user is possible.
For example, when a user selects a ship in a lake, the selected
ship slowly moves across the lake to the opposite side.
IV. Experiments
In the actual implementation, we reconstruct Claude
Monet's masterpiece in 3D virtual space using unity3D and c#.
And participants can enter the virtual space by wear HTC Vive
Head Mounted Display(HMD) And participants use the
controller of HTC Vive for interaction. At first participant can
select masterpiece want to enter. After enter, participant will
be see pre-constructed scene like figure 1. Participant can walk
around the space for take a look the scene. On one side the
scene, there is a space that allows participant creative activities
like figure 2. We provide an each different five brush and
variety of objects that look good on masterpieces for
participant creative activities. These tools are available on the
operator panel in figure 3. This operator panel always follow
on left controller device. Thus, participant can use the panel
using right controller. Using this panel, participant can draw
picture and interact with created object by participant as shown
in Figure 4, Figure 5. Participant can get their own creation by
completes the masterpiece through doing the creative
activities.

Figure 1. Newly reconstructed masterpiece in virtual space
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Figure 2. Empty space for participant’s creative activities

Figure 3. Operator panel

Figure 4. Object interaction

Figure 5. 3D drawing

V. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a masterpiece painting
appreciation art psychotherapy system using VR. By bringing
offline programs into the virtual space, users can get a better
effect by virtual experience. The user can obtain psychological
and emotional stability through a series of actions according to
the scenario. With the various interactions using the controller,
the user could reconstruct the virtual space into the desired
space. Through this paper, it is expected that various contents
requiring user participation can induce user's participation
through immersive virtual reality. Future research will use
augmented reality and gesture-based interfaces improve the
problem when using programs that need to communicate with
reality.
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Abstract
This paper analyzes the history and cultural background
of Chinese traditional patterns, and how Chinese
traditional patterns are used in mobile game. Through
these studies, the research results of the use of Chinese
traditional patterns in the field of games have been
obtained, which will provide valuable reference materials
for the research on game market and game design. The
traditional Chinese pattern is an important product of the
traditional Chinese culture which has been developing
with the Chinese history for thousands of years, and is the
crystallization of the wisdom of the Chinese nation. With
the rapid development of the world's game industry,
Chinese style mobile games have a large share of mobile
game market. A large number of Chinese traditional
patterns are used as decorations in Chinese style mobile
game. But research into the use of traditional Chinese
patterns in mobile games is inadequate. Therefore, this
paper, with Fantasy Westward Journey as example,
analyzes the use and value of Chinese traditional patterns
in the mobile game interface of Chinese style.
Keywords-chinese traditional patterns; mobile Game; interface

mobile games. The present paper firstly explores the origins
and functions of Chinese traditional patterns and analyzes the
concept and themes of mobile games in Chinese style.
Secondly, this paper investigates the historical and cultural
background of Fantasy Westward Journey and summarizes the
patterns frequently used in it. Finally, this paper analyzes the
patterns applied on the interfaces of Fantasy Westward
Journey and their features.
II. Theoretical Research
Chinese traditional patterns are ornamental patterns with
rich Chinese ethnic features, which are inherited form various
ages. From the primitive society to the feudal society, Chinese
traditional patterns have always existed and changed with the
development of economy, politics and culture. They partly
reflect people’s customs and values in a particular period[1].
Mobile games in Chinese style refer to games containing
Chinese characters and Chinese traditional cultural elements
such as traditional fine arts, music and weapons. With Xiyou,
Sanguo, Wuxia and Xianxia as four major themes, mobile
games in Chinese style account for a large proportion in
China’s mobile game market.
TABLE I

Categories of mobile games in Chinese style
according to their themes

I. Introduction
Since the primitive society, Chinese traditional patterns have
been incorporated into our life with their unique shapes for
thousands of years. In recently years, mobile games get an
increasing number of users, among which games in Chinese
style are popular with the players. Mobile game Fantasy
Westward Journey, which was launched on 26th March, 2015,
topped the lists of top-free and bestseller both in iPhone and
iPad during a short period. So far, it still ranks the top five in
App Store and in 2016, it was awarded the best-selling mobile
game in App Store. The present paper focuses on the interfaces
of Fantasy Westward Journey and analyzes the application of
Chinese traditional patterns on the interfaces of this game.
The present paper aims to tap into the functions and features
of traditional patterns in designing mobile games and
investigate the relationship between traditional culture and

Theme
Xiyou
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Popular
Games

Features
Xiyou mobile games refer to games
adapted from Journey to the West,
one of the four great classical novels
of Chinese literature. Characters in
such games usually use the
characters in Journey to the West,
such as Sun Wukong, Tang Seng,
Zhu Bajie, Sha Seng, Longnv and
Longtaizi.
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Sanguo

With the period of Three Kingdoms
as their historical background,
Sanguo mobile games have three
major camps—Shu Kingdom, Wei
Kingdom and Wu Kingdom.
Characters in such games mainly are
officials and generals from those
three camps, such as Liu Bei, Zhang
Fei, Guan Yu, Zhuge Liang, Cao
Cao, Lv Bu, Sun Quan and Zhou
Yu.

Wuxia

Most of the Wuxia mobile games
are against the background of stories
from Wuxia novels. There are no
immortals and ghosts in those
games, with Wu and Xia as their
cores. In the game world, players
will quell the evil, embrace the
good and help the weak as warriors.

Xianxia

More fantastic than Wuxia mobile
games, Xianxia games have more
characters including immortals,
humans, goblins, demons or ghosts.
In this kind of games, cultivation is
the main story. Players will obtain
various magic weapons and fairies
during their upgrades.

Chinese traditional patterns are largely used as ornaments on
the interfaces of Fantasy Westward Journey. The most
frequently used patterns are Hui pattern, Cloud pattern, Ruyi
Head pattern, Chinese dragon pattern and scroll grass pattern.
Hui pattern is a geometrical pattern shaped like the Chinese
character “回”, deriving from thunder patterns on potteries
and bronzes. Curved lines on the Hui pattern mean “endless
wealth”. Therefore, the Hui pattern is usually used to decorate
borders of the interfaces or serve as under-painting of the
interfaces when combined with other patterns.
Cloud pattern, which is depicted according to the shape of
clouds on the sky, can be classified into patterns of one-head
cloud, two-head cloud, three-head cloud, cloud in hook,
drifting cloud and so on. On the interfaces of this game, the
Cloud pattern often decorates the edges of titles and buttons.
Ruyi head pattern derives from the ancient mascot Ruyi, the
symbol of “good luck”. This pattern is applied to decorate
boarders of subtitles and darkstripes of the four corners of the
interfaces. It is usually designed as Back button or Page button
because it has a sharp corner.
Scroll grass pattern refers to pattern with numerous grasses
outlined by smoothing and winding ripple lines. Transformed
from the stretching of plant branches and stems, this pattern is
smooth and winding with diverse types of patterns. The scroll
grass pattern is an auxiliary ornament which serves as
decoration of borders of the icons or under-painting of the
interfaces when combined with other patterns.
Chinese dragon is the totem of Chinese nation, the
auspicious animal in ancient China and the symbol of power.
As the most influential traditional pattern that has been long
accepted by Chinese, Chinese dragon pattern can be classified,
according to the dragons’ postures, into patterns of encircling
dragon, sitting dragon, walking dragon, cloud dragon,
curled-up dragon and double dragons playing with a peal, etc
[2]. In this game, Chinese dragon pattern is often used as
decorations of interfaces of achievements or awards.

III. Case Analysis

TABLE II

Chinese traditional patterns applied
on Fantasy Westward Journey

A. Overview of Fantasy Westward Journey
Fantasy Westward Journey, based on the original client
game Fantasy Westward Journey II, is an RPG mobile game
developed by NetEase Games. On 30th March, 2015, this
game opened up its public beta on all platforms. It is operated
by NetEase Games in China and is free for players.
Continually applying the background and setting of the
original client game, Fantasy Westward Journey optimizes its
settings according to the features of smart phones and restores
six classic characters(Including Jianxiake, Gujingling,
Longtaizi, Hutouguai, Wumaner and Xuan Caie) as well as
classic elements such as escorting in transportation and
haunting ghosts. At the same time, typical systems on the client
game, such as systems of faction, business or mentoring
marriage have been transferred on the mobile one.

Name

Pictures

positions on interface

Hui
pattern

under-painting
& borders of
interfaces

Cloud
pattern

the edges of
titles & buttons

B. Chinese traditional patterns applied on the interfaces of the
Fantasy Westward Journey
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Ruyi
Head
pattern

boarders of subtitles;
under-painting of
interfaces;
Back button;
Page button

Scroll
grass
pattern

borders of icons;
under-painting of
interfaces

Chinese
dragon
pattern

boarders of titles on
interfaces;
decoration of controls

more domestic players and players all over the world. The
combination of the traditional culture and modern
entertainment plays an important role in the inheritance and
development of the traditional culture. Therefore, more
profound researches should be conducted on relevant fields.
The present paper would be a good reference to the design of
games and other diversified visual arts.
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V. Conclusion
The present paper explores the meanings and origins of
Chinese traditional patterns and analyzes the concept and
themes of mobile games in Chinese style. Selecting Fantasy
Westward Journey as the analytical focus, this paper analyzes
the applications of Chinese traditional patterns on the
interfaces of the game and draws the following conclusions.
Applied as ornaments, Chinese traditional patterns are
usually used on the borders and under-painting on the
interfaces. Patterns with special meanings are often used on
special interface, for example, Chinese dragon pattern, the
symbol of power, is often used on interfaces of achievements,
awards and upgrades. The colors of those traditional patterns
are same as the main colors of the interfaces, which enriches
the details but doesn’t make players feel inappropriate, at the
same time, doesn’t hinder their receiving information. The
applications of those traditional patterns add interest and
beauty to the interface, heighten the atmosphere of the whole
game, implicate the historical background and optimize the
user experience of their players.
Chinese traditional patterns and mobile games are a
two-way street. One the one hand, without the application of
those traditional cultural elements, Fantasy Westward Journey
wouldn’t have been successful. One the other hand, the
success of this game introduces Chinese traditional culture to
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Abstract
Balinese character recognition is a technique to
recognize feature or pattern of Balinese character. Feature
of Balinese character is generated through feature
extraction process. This research using handwritten
Balinese character. Feature extraction is a process to
obtain the feature of character. In this research, feature
extraction process generated semantic and direction
feature of handwritten Balinese character. Recognition is
using K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm to recognize 81
handwritten Balinese character. The feature of Balinese
character images tester are compared with reference
features. Result of the recognition system with K=3 and
reference=10 is achieved a success rate of 97,53%.
Keywords: Balinese Character,
Extraction, K-Nearest Neighbor.

Handwritten,

Feature

I. Introduction
A culture that exists in every region is the inheritance of the
ancestors who should be preserved. There are various cultural
heritages in Bali that need to be considered because it has been
marginalized because of the development of the times and the
more advanced technology. Balinese script is a very common
one because it contains the cultural values of the people in Bali.
Balinese script is a character written by people in bali.
As technology develops, this Balinese script begins to be
marginalized by modern books and more sophisticated
equipment in recording and storing text that is certainly much
more efficient. However a culture should be preserved and
preserved to exist as a cultural heritage. This is what began to
disappear from modern society, the less people who are
interested in Balinese script do not even know the character of
Balinese script. Balinese script is usually written on the leaves
of Lontar to store certain information.
Understanding of Balinese script is indispensable in reading
and writing Balinese script. Balinese script is a traditional
Balinese script in Bali. This script is divided into several parts
namely wianjana script (consonant) and voice script (vowel).
Wianjana characters are 18 characters and voice characters are
6 characters. In addition to wianjana script and voice script,
there are also pengangge-pengangge as component of writing
Balinese script. This becomes an obstacle for modern society
who has little understanding in reading Balinese script
characters.
As an effort to preserve Balinese script, research on the
introduction of Balinese script is done as an appreciation of the

culture in Bali. Image processing process of a Balinese script
through a process that starts from image acquisition,
pre-processing, segmentation, feature extraction and
introduction of Balinese script [1]. The acquisition process is a
procedure to retrieve and acquire the image of Balinese script
by using optical camera or scanner, so the image of Balinese
script becomes digital form. The next process is pre-processing,
which is the initial process that aims to improve and process
the image of Balinesse character acquisition results so that the
image quality becomes better in this case eliminates the noise
so that Balinese script becomes cleaner in the sense that there
is no noise [2]. The process of segmentation is to break the
image of Balinese script per script so that new image with
certain size is obtained. Furthermore, the result of
segmentation through feature extraction process is the process
to get the special characteristic of each Balinese character [3].
The results of feature extraction through the identification
process is the process of recognition feature Balinese character
so that can be recognized.
In this research, the image of Balinese character used as data
source is Balinese script character. Balinese script character
used is wianjana script which consist of 18 characters Balinese
script. The special features or features resulting from each
Balinese script character are the direction and semantic
features based on the shape and pattern that each Balinese
script character possesses. The introduction stage of Balinese
script by using K-Nearest Neighbor method that utilizes the
feature of semantic direction and features owned by Balinese
script.
II.

Fundamental Theory

2.1 Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is used to find out the patterns or features
of each character that the next process is done for character
recognition. Broadly speaking a character has 3 characteristic
that is:
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1.
2.

Character width and height
Size is taken from the average of each character
entered as learning.
Character Section
Character Section is the division of writing into three
areas that is the top (ascender), the middle (main
body) and the bottom (descender). Then each section
is taken using the histogram to distinguish the
characters.
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3.

Stroke Modeling
Stroke modeling uses a series of strokes (lines of
writing) to recognize characters. The series of strokes
is a collection of dots that are labeled numbers based
on the direction of the next neighbor point stored in
the list which is then checked the pattern [4].

In Balinese language, citizen means type / group and script
means letter / symbol of writing ", not writing system.
Ha

Na

Ca

Ra

Ka

Da

Ta

Sa

Wa

La

Ma

Ga

Ba

Nga

Pa

Ja

Ya

Nya

2.2 K-Nearest Neighbor
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is an interesting method of
classification in data mining which is often referred to as lazy
learning. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is included in
instance-based learning where the training data set is stored so
that the classification for new data that has not been classified
can be classified by comparing the data that is most similar to
the training set with the nearest neighbor concept. A neighbor
is considered nearest if it has the smallest distance. K nearest
neighbor keeps all the training examples and puts off learning
until new data has to be classified, this is why it's called lazy
learning [5].
The KNN implementation works based on the shortest
distance from the instance query to the sample data to
determine its k nearest neighbor [6]. The sample data is
projected into many-dimensional space, where each dimension
represents a feature of the data. This space is divided into
sections based on the classification of sample data. A point in
this space is marked by class c if class c is the most common
classification of the nearest neighbor of the point. Calculate the
distance between the new data and the training set so that the
distance obtained by the neighbor distance.
Steps to calculate K-Nearest Neighbor method:
1.
Determine the parameter K (the number of nearest
neighbors).
2.
Calculate the quadratic distance of euclidean (query
instance) of each object against the given sample
data.
3.
Then sort the objects into groups that have the
smallest distance.
4.
Collect category Y (nearest neighbor classification).
sing the nearest neighbor category of the majority, it
can be predicted the value of the query instance that
has been calculated.
2.3 Balinesse Character
The history of the Balinese script is closely related to the
development of the script in India. Balinese script comes from
the language and script brought from India when the era of
spreading Hinduism and Buddhism to Indonesia. Originally in
India there is an alphabet called Karosti script. From this script
Karosti then developed into Brahmi script. Brahmi script then
developed again to some countries in Southeast Asia and
South Asia.
The number of Balinese Wianjana script limited to ha, na, ca,
ra, ka, da, ta, sa, wa, la, ma, ga, ba, nga, pa, ja, yes, while the
Balinese language continues to grow based on research on
lontar or inscription which consists of the ancient Javanese
language and Sanskrit, then thus Balinese script can be
grouped based on the pronunciation called citizens of letters.

Fig. 1 Wianjana Balinesse Character
III.

Methodology

This research started from extraction process of Balinese
script character feature to get special character from each
character of Balinese script. The resulting feature on feature
extraction process from Balinese script image is the direction
and semantic feature. Based on the characteristic and semantic
features of Balinese script, Balinese script feature is used in the
introduction phase of Balinese script. The following is an
overview of the Balinese script recognition system in this
study.

Fig. 2 An overview of the Balinese character recognition
3.1 Image Acquisition
Stages of recognition of the script starts from the Image
Acquisition process with the input image of Balinese script
script character. Balinese script handwriting used is Wianjana
script. The Wianjana script consists of 18 characters that will
be used for training data as a reference in the introduction
process.
3.2 Feature Extraction
The feature extraction stage is the stage to get feature in the
form of special characteristic possessed by Balinese script
character. This feature will be used as training data on Balinese
script character recognition process. There are two types of
Balinese script feature that will be generated at the feature
extraction stage, which is the direction feature and the
semantic feature.
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Fig. 3 The process of forming values (a) images of
Balinese characters (b) the result of assigning the value of
each vector

3.2.1 Direction Feature
The Direction feature is used to detect a stroke of a character
by providing a feature value based on the direction label of a
pixel. The direction orientation of a stroke plays an important
role in distinguishing the various characters of the Balinese
script. In an image consisting of n × n pixels, pixels containing
white are given a value of 0 whereas the pixels that are black
and form a character will be replaced with corresponding
direction values.
Table I
Nilai Label dan Arah pada Fitur Arah
Bentuk

Nilai

Arah

2

Vertikal

4

3

5

The direction feature that has been successfully extracted on
a Balinese script character is made up of a 16x1 size matrix
containing the features of the vertical Number on the top left,
the right diagonal on the top left, the horizontal on the top left,
the left diagonal on the top left, the top right vertical, the
diagonal right at top right, horizontal at top right, left diagonal
at top right, vertical at bottom left, right diagonal at left bottom,
horizontal at left bottom, left diagonal at bottom left, vertical at
bottom right, right diagonal at bottom right, horizontal on the
bottom right, the left diagonal on the bottom right. The
following is a feature of the direction generated on Balinese
script.
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Fig. 4 Direction Feature
The determination of the direction values of Balinese
characters is required as follows:
1. Specifies the starting point of the character
The character's starting point is the first pixel found in the
lower left and most character image. The new starting point is
any pixel that has different directions from the previous row
segment. The iteration of the starting point and direction
search starts from the first starting point until there are no
longer character-forming pixels that have no directional values
yet. All starting points found will be replaced with a value of 8
for a while. This value 8 will then be normalized in the
subsequent process after all the starting points are found and
other pixels other than the starting points have a direction
value.
2. Normalization of Direction Value
This process is done to change the value 8 which is a
temporary value for the starting point. There are two steps to
this process. The first step is to find the largest possible
frequency of occurrence of a direction on a line segment
starting at a starting point. The second step is to use the
direction value with the largest frequency of occurrence is to
replace the value 8 at the starting point.

(a)

3.2.2 Semantic Feature
Features information about Balinese script characters can also
be viewed using semantic features. Semantic features are used
to look for semantic characteristics of Balinese characters such
as number of black strokes, loops, endpoints, character lengths,
character widths and openings of characters. From the pixels
formed to a vector, it can be seen that the stroke of the pixel
will form an image of the Balinese script character [7].
The extraction process of semantic features produces a feature
data presented in the form of a new matrix of 12x1 which
contains semantic features of the number of stop points, the
number of stop points in the top left, bottom left, right and
bottom right, the number of lines and columns, loop count,
horizontal number, vertical number, number of vertical
positions left and right for each character through feature
extraction process. The semantic features are presented in the
fig. 5.

(b)
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Fig. 5 Semantic Feature
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3.3 Classification
The classification stage is performed on data of Balinese
script feature. Balinese script features will be classified so as to
produce a model of training data that will be used in the
introduction phase of Balinese script. At the introduction stage,
Balinese script features will also be recognized through the
classification process using the K-Nearest Neighbor method.
IV.

Result and Analysis

4.1 System Overview
An overview of the Balinese script introduction to this study
from the training phase, the feature extraction stage to the
introduction phase is illustrated as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 Training Process
4.2.2 Recognition Process
The introduction stage begins with the selection of the
imagery image to be recognized. The Balinese image that has
been inserted into the system will be transformed into an image
of a pixel size.

Fig. 8 Balinesse Character Image Converted into one pixel
image

Fig. 6 System Overview
4.2 Recognition Process
The recognition phase of Balinese script begins with the data
training process which will be used in the introduction stage of
Akasara Bali.
4.2.1 Training Data
Training is an important stage in the process of character
recognition, this stage will determine the results of the
introduction of a character based on character features that
have been trained at this stage. In this study, the amount of
image data for each character script character Balinese used as
training data can be determined to get the desired results.
Below is the training data generated in the training process,
with the amount of data used for each type of Balinese script
character is 5 data.
The Direction features generated at the feature extraction
process at the training phase on each of the 5 character images
for each Wianjana script character consisting of 18 Balinese
script, with the number of Direction character features are 16
features. So the total number of semantic features generated is
= 90 x 16 features.

The process is continued by performing feature extraction
on the skeleton framework so as to obtain the value of the
direction and semantic features. Below this will be a feature
extraction stage on Balinese script character "Ka". The first
feature extraction is performed on Balinese script character
"Ka (1)" which results in Balinese script feature.
Features obtained on the Balinese script "Ka" based on the
feature direction and semantic features contained in the
Balinese script, the following is a visualization of the features
contained in the Balinese script "Ka" which can be seen in fig.
10.
The next process is the classification, which begins by
selecting the model of training data that has been made in the
training process data. The model of training data used may
vary according to the amount of Balinese script data used for
each character, as described earlier in the data training phase.
Before performing the classification process, it is necessary to
determine the value of K, to determine the number of
ketetanggan in the classification process. The magnitude of K
value will affect the results of the introduction of Balinese
script. Here are some of the Balinese script character
recognition results presented in the fig. 11.
System test is done to know the performance of Balinese
script recognition system and to know the success rate of this
research. Based on the tests that have been done, using varying
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number of references, the results of various recognition
accuracy are obtained. The following is a graph of the results
of the introduction by using the reference number 5, 7 and 10
presented in Fig. 12.
Aksara Bali

Jenis Fitur

Nilai

Jumlah vertikal pada kiri atas

17

Jumlah diagonal kanan pada kiri atas

15

Jumlah horisontal pada kiri atas

3

Jumlah diagonal kiri pada kiri atas

3

Jumlah vertikal pada kanan atas

9

Jumlah diagonal kanan pada kanan atas

17

Jumlah horizontal pada kanan atas

7

Jumlah diagonal kiri pada kanan atas

28

Jumlah vertikal pada kiri bawah

16

Jumlah diagonal kanan pada kiri bawah

8

Jumlah horisontalpada kiri bawah

3

Jumlah diagonal kiri pada kiri bawah

13

Jumlah vertikal pada kanan bawah

16

Jumlah diagonal kanan pada kanan bawah

10

Jumlah horisontal pada kanan bawah

3

Jumlah diagonal kiri pada kanan bawah

10

Jumlah titik henti

4

Jumlah titik henti pada zona kiri atas

1

Jumlah titik henti pada zona kanan atas

0

Jumlah titik henti pada zona kiri bawah

1

Jumlah titik henti pada zona kanan bawah

2

Jumlah panjang karakter

2

Jumlah lebar karakter

1

Jumlah loop

2

Jumlah horisontal

1

Jumlah vertikal

4

Jumlah vertikal pada zona kiri

2

Jumlah vertikal pada zona kanan

2

Fig.12 Comparison Percentage Of Recognition Based On
Number Of References Used
The results are strongly influenced by the parameter K and
the number of references used in the introduction stage. Fig. 12
shows the highest accuracy produced by the test using the
parameter K = 3 and reference = 10.
Here is the percentage graph of the test results on the
parameter K used in each test with a reference count of 10 for
each Balinese script character. Based on the test results by
testing the parameters K = 1 to K = 10 shows the highest
percentage obtained in the test using parameter K = 3
presented in Fig. 13.

Fig. 9 Balinesse Character Feature

Fig. 13 Percentage of Recognition Result based on K and
Reference parameters = 10

Fig. 10 Visualisasi The Result of Balinesse character“Ka”.

V.

Fig. 11 The recognition result of k=3 and The recognition
result of k=5

Conclusion

Based on the results of the research of the system test that
has been discussed in the previous chapter, this research
concludes that the features of the direction and semantic
features are obtained in Balinese script based on the special
characteristics possessed by each character of Balinese script.
Based on the results of the introduction of Balinese script that
has been done by using the feature direction and semantic
features owned by the Balinese script show good results seen
based on the percentage of introduction generated by 97.53%.
The features and direction of semantic features produced by
Balinese script characters vary, this is because Balinese script
is handwritten. The recognition performance using the K
Nearest Neighbor (KNN) method is influenced by the
parameter K and the amount of training data (reference) used.
Based on the tests that have been done, it can be concluded in
this study, the performance of the system with KNN method
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with the accuracy of introduction in handwritten script
Handwritten for 97.53% by using parameter K = 3 and
reference = 10.
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Quadruped rigging with Quick rig in Maya software
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Abstract
Rigging is the main role for connecting two process, mod
eling and animation. Recently various auto rigging middle
-wares come out to help rigging for animation production.
However, the major functions of auto rig software focus o
n biped creatures and it does not have the consistency of w
orking process for quadruped creature. On this paper, we’
ll examine the issues of auto rig for quadruped creatures
which are generated for general usage and also the issue of
production using humanIK control GUI.
Keywords-Rig; Quadruoed creature; Quick rig; Humanik

I. Introduction
3D CG Technology extensively applied to film VFX and ani
mation in digital era. Rigging is the essential work process in
3D animation and VFX and it is the bridge between modeling
and animation work. Often rigging on Maya is considered maj
or two process : General rigging and auto rigging. General rig
ging means that riggers check the model, manually put joint st
ructure and make constrain and fk-ik functions etc. Auto riggi
ng is the tool autodesk maya provides to user. It uses human I
K system and automatically generates rigs for digital model wi
thout classic rigging process. However, the humanIk is only
made for biped creatures not quadruped creature and it has so
me technical issue if it’s applied to quadruped creatures.
We examine the technical issue of maya auto rig for quadrupe
d creatures and present the solution of generating quadruped c
reatures in quick rig and humanIK in maya.

II. Auto rig for quadruped creature
A. Humanik
HumanIK tools in maya provide 3 major environment for ga
me animation team[1]
① More realistic real-time animation.
② Reduce the repeating working time of real time animati
on, nonlinear motion apply and re-targeting.
③ Efficient animation without technical trouble shooting ti
me.

full-body inverse kinematics (IK) solver and retargeter.
HumanIK tools in Maya provide a complete character
keyframing environment with full body and body part keying
and manipulation modes, auxiliary effectors and pivots, and
pinning. HumanIK also provides a retargeting engine that lets
you easily retarget animation between characters of differing
size, proportions and skeletal hierarchy.
B. Issues on HumanIK for quadruped creature
For apply humanIk on quadruped creature, we need to
change the neutral bind pose of quadruped creature to the pose
of biped creatures in advance. The biped pose for quadruped
one is not looking appropriately however we should follow
this to provide right structure and measurement to HumanIk
system. The requirement of neutral pose should apply to all
quadruped creatures no matter how it’s built or what it is.

• Character should face forward z plus axis.
• Spines should align to vertical Y axis.
• Head should line up with hip within 5 degree vertical.
Neck can has offset in vertical if it’s necessary.
• Rear legs must line up with Vertical Y axis. This is
extended from hip to feet. Rear hoof or toes should face
forward(Z plus Axis). For the best result of getting ground
contact point, rear hoof or feet should be horizontal to
ground.
Fig. 1 HumanIK initial pose[2]

C. Quick rig for quadruped creatures

Autodesk® HumanIK® (HIK) animation middleware is a

HumanIk has potential of reducing rigging processing, easy
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rigging and integration with motion capture data. Since the li
mitation of humanIk. maya has new quick rig from maya 2017.
The basic build process of the quick rig is similar to humanIk
and the beginning process is more automatic. Maya users can
move the position of joints as they want. Since this new tool a
dded in Maya, we can easily create quadruped rig with this.

Fig. 2 Quick rig Menu

Dog’s front and back
leg skeleton

Horse’s front and back leg skeleton

Fig. 3 Anatomy of human, dog and horse’s limbs

D. Issues of quick rig for quadruped creatures
E. Solution for issues of quick rig
Even with quick rig, we can build various structure of creatu
res comparing to humanIk, still quick rig’s standard structure
frame is biped creatures. In consequence of this, quick rig has
basic biped limbs as build option : head, neck, spine, leg, arm,
hands, foot. Therefore it’s not possible to apply quick rig to q
uadruped creatures that has four legs without any issues.
Also quick rig generate automatically hands and foot but not f
ingers and toes. We need to re-adjust shoulder and pelvis that
are made for biped creatures. Quadruped creatures like horse
and dog, they have developed fingers that are matching to leg
of biped creatures.

a. Add user defined joints
New joints should be created in addition to the basic joint th
at is made from quick rig. see <Fig. 4>. Foreleg of quadruped
is matching to forearm of quick rig which generates only <sho
ulder>, <arm>, <fore arm>. The skeleton of structure of quick
rig arm is not sufficient to make rig for quadruped leg and us
er should create <front mid leg> and <front foot> and put und
er <fore arm>. As same as the foreleg, quick rig build automat
ically <up leg>, <lo leg> and <foot>. User should make additi
onal joints like <back mid leg> and <back foot> under <foot>
skeleton.

Fig. 4 Quadruped creature structure made by quick rig

Human’s arm and leg skeleton

b. Adding user defined rigging system
For helping animators, we made user defined controllers that
is similar to human feet rig. They are more intuitive to use for
animation. The animation movement of legs can do rotation a
nd ik- translation simultaneously. It help animators can make
various leg poses without any problem. We added auxiliary ha
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ndle that works like classic ik handle and it makes realistic leg
movement of quadruped creatures easily.

Fig. 5 User defined controllers
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User defined joint should be connected to joints under
<character – reference> group. We can connect this to quick
rig with two method : parenting and parent constraint. We
recommend to use parent constraint method because this has
more neat hierarchy and easy maintenance. The transform
nodes will be animation handles that are connected to
effectorAux with point constraint.
III. Advantage of quick rig for quadruped creatures
The classic rigging process needs a plenty of R&D time and
efforts. The movement of spine and neck as well as 4 legs are
crucial for quadruped animation and without rigging specialist,
it’s not easy to build them.[3] Quick rig provide us easy and r
obust basic rigging system for this. With adding some joints a
nd user define rigging to quick rig, it will help rigging process
easy and fast and the rigs are robust for any time of animation.
This method shares the advantage of both rigging system : cl
assic 4 legs rigging that has intuitive animation controls and h
uman Ik system that provide realistic movement and fast riggi
ng.

IV. Conclusion
On the animation production, the character rigging is the tim
e-consuming and technology based process. Building quadrup
ed creatures has high difficulty and it needs long production ti
me.[4] Auto rig system developed for overcoming those issues
with automated and intuitive working process. As explained
above sentences about the benefits from humanIK system, the
expanded role of digital creatures on feature film and animati
on needs high ends data re-targeting technology and general ri
gs for applying re-targeting. Autodesk Maya only provide bip
ed creatures for auto rigging system to end users. This paper r
esearches and explains the method how maya users can apply
maya auto-rig to quadruped creatures as main issue. This met
hod will reduce production time on rigging quadruped creatur
es and animation process with intuitive humanIK GUI. On the
following research, we’ll practically apply this method to ani
mation production and compare the mechanical movement of
quadruped creatures and biped creatures.
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Abstract
Modeling is an important constitution of 3D animation.
Character modeling has been studied extensively in 3D
animation. But the importance of background modeling
for 3D animation has been overlooked. This paper
attempts to improve the visual effects of 3D animation by
controlling the arrangement of background modeling
from the perspective of visual and conscious perception,
grasp the spatiality of background modeling, and achieve
the research purpose of form systematization. To this end,
this paper presupposes a standard, that is, Through
background modeling’s regular, symmetrical, single
arrangements in the space, making people form the
systematic visualization. Then demonstrate the
applicability of this standard in two steps. First, we
examine the Gestalt principle of organization, reveal the
association with this standard and provide theoretical
support for the standard. Second, set the animation
company Disney and other 3D animation works as an
example, analyze the use of this standard. Gestalt principle
of organization is to achieve the means of form
systematization. Applying standards can rationally
arrange the background modeling and give people a
comfortable visual experience to improve the performance
of 3D animation screen force.
Keywords-3D animation, 3D background modeling, Gestalt
principle of organization, spatiality, form systematization

I. Introduction
A. Research Background and Objectives
I had ever published the paper <A study on the formal
systematization within the 3D modeling designs> on Journal
of Multimedia Information System(JMIS) in September 2017.
Through the methods of literature investigation and sample
analysis, on the theoretical foundation of Gestalt principle of
organization, I drew the conclusion that the simplified, safe
and symmetrical character modeling in 3D animation is more
in line with human visual perception is required. However, the
objectivity of the conclusion of this thesis remains to be
discussed due to the lack of questionnaires. And the scope of

this paper is limited to the animation of 3D character modeling.
There is no study on the background modeling of 3D
animations; J. Shin proposed the Gestalt principle of
organization in the paper "A study on media- applied to the
visual perception theory of Gestalt" published in July 2012,
assuming the hypothesis of ability to communicate with the
audience and analyzing as a questionnaire. lee, H. Kim
published the paper "A study on Expression of Graphic with
Gestalt theory", published in January 2011.Gestalt theory by
some means in dynamic images, in a subtle and symbolic
manner. In the digital environment explore applications. Based
on time and space, we can analyze the dynamic images in a
certain way and analyze them with examples of connected
advertisements, music videos and performances, so as to draw
conclusions. These papers are all based on the principle of
Gestalt principle-organization, and this article should also be
based on the principles of Gestalt principle-organization, form
systematization research from the perspective of visual and
conscious perception. Moreover, previous studies show that
the research content that is related to Gestalt principle of
organization and 3D Background modeling is currently vacant.
So in this paper, based on the Gestalt principle of organization,
it is necessary to study the Form systematization datum of 3D
background modeling.
The existing literature lacks the content of visual perception
associated with the arrangement of 3D background modeling.
Background modeling's different arrangements in space would
affect people's visual perception of 3D animation. The
arrangement of background modeling should be related to the
Gestalt principle of organization with visual perception as the
main research object, and background modeling should be
arranged rationally. Grasp the spatiality of background
modeling, form systematization is the research goal of this
paper. To this end, this paper proposes in advance a standard
for form systematization. Then through the theoretical study of
the Gestalt principle of organization, analyses the application
situation of the standard under the existing 3D animation, two
steps are used to demonstrate its applicability.
B. research methods
This paper attempts to improve the visual effects of 3D
animation by controlling the arrangement of background
modeling from the perspective of visual and conscious
perception, grasp the spatiality of background modeling, and
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achieve the research purpose of form systematization. The
specific research methods are as follows: First, we point out
that the existing research lacks a standard that can rationalize
background modeling and improves the visual effects of 3D
animation. Then, a form systematization standard is
presupposed, and the details of the standard will be mentioned
below. Second, we examine the relevance of the four
principles in the Gestalt principle of organization to the
hypothetical datum, and provide theoretical support for the
standard. Thirdly, we analyze the background Modeling's
hypothetical bench marking using the 3D animations
<WALL.E> and <Despicable me> won by the animation
companies Disney, Pixar and Universal Studios.

difficult task for the brain to receive and store all the
information the eyes see intact [2]. Therefore, our brains need
to organize, simplify and unify into a coordinated whole in
some ways to make them easier to recognize and understand.
As a result, Gestalt psychologists have proposed several
organizational principles that illustrate how the brains organize
and understand a range of elements.
TABLE I
GESTALT GROUPING PRINCIPLE

Grouping principles and
illustrations
Law of Proximity

1

Law of Similarity

2
Fig 1 Analysis method

II. Hypothetical baseline of form systematization
Through the first research, we find that most of the research
on 3D animation focuses on the character modeling, while the
research on background modeling is still not enough. However,
background modeling is also an important part of 3D
animation. Background modeling provides a virtual space for
3D animation. Different arrangement of the background
modeling will form a different space to affect the visual effects
of 3D animation, thus affecting people's visual perception. In
other words, background modeling is a way to control the
visual effects of 3D animations. So this article focuses on the
study of this arrangement. People perceiving the virtual space
is not passive acceptance, but a proactive psychological
process. About the meaning of the three-dimensional is the
relationship between human and the world, formed under the
communication and the formation of space on two axes [1].
Therefore, we should study from the perspective of visual
perception as the main research object of Gestalt principle of
organization. However, how to arrange the background
modeling to make people's visual perception form a
comfortable visual experience, thereby improve the visual
effects of 3D animation, there is a unified standard in the
existing research. Therefore, in order to solve this problem,
this paper proposes in advance a hypothetical standard: form
systematization can be achieved by systematically visualizing
background modeling by arranging background modeling in a
regular, symmetrical, and uniform manner in space.
III. Gestalt principle of organization in Psychology
Our brains are the organs that receive information, but it is a

Law of continuity

3

Law of Closure

4

Feature
elements close to
each other in space
are more likely to
be seen as a group
than those that are
far apart.
people's
visual
perception is easy
to organize similar
parts
into
the
whole.
Similar in shape,
Similar in size,
Similar in color,
Similar in material.
When a certain
form
or
organization has
directionality and
continuity, it is a
characteristic
common to the
form.
Soft
continuity
runs
naturally in one
direction,
and
objects are highly
likely to see the
same belonging..
people's vision and
perception
have
incoherent, notched
graphics that make
it
as
psychologically
closed as possible.
It makes it a
complete
continuous graph.

From Table 1, visual and conscious perception through the
principle of proximity, according to the different distances
between elements, the elements of the law of classification; by
the principle of similarity, according to the same size, the same
shape, the same color, the same material elements of the law
Class; according to the principle of continuity, according to the
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directional strength of the elements arranged between the
elements of the arrangement; by closed principle, notched,
unsafe graphics perception as possible into a complete, single
form. Through the relationship between organizational
principles and the references mentioned in this article,
organizational principles are the means to achieve a regular,
symmetrical and single Form systematization.

these rubbish heaps follows the principle of continuity, that is,
visually form a clear direction of the ups and downs. It is
precisely because of this arrangement of designers, in order to
allow messy rubbish heap in the visual form of a regular
manner, the formation of a systematic form of space.

V. Application of Organizational Principle in 3D
Animation
In the previous chapter, we investigated the relationship
between organizational principles and form systematization,
and provided theoretical support for the standard. In order to
continue arguing the appropriateness of this standard, this
article examines the use of organizational principles in existing
3D animation works. Two examples were chosen for this
article, one for <WALL.E> and the other for <Despicable me>.
The reasons for choosing these two are as follows: The first
and the second are both world famous animation companies
Pixar, Disney, Universal Film company produced works, and
the former won the 81st best animation lengthy award, and the
66th golden globe best animated short film award; The latter
was nominated for the 86th Academy Award for Best
Animation and nominated for the 71th Annual Golden Globe
Award for Best Short Film. So has a high degree of recognition.
Second, the instance of background modeling chosen makes
sense for the animation itself. The <WALL.E> is selected at
the beginning of the video, and then background modeling is
the atmosphere for the film paving the way. Background
modeling used in <Despicable me> appears at the end of the
work. It provides a virtual space for the culmination of some of
the episodes. Therefore, it is appropriate to study these two
examples.

Fig. 4 <WALL.E> Background Modeling of the Starting

Fig. 5 <WALL.E> Application of Continuity Principle Diagram

Fig. 4 is another scene at the beginning of <WALL.E>,
which is a top-down view of the scene. It showed the audience
that the protagonist robot is shuttling in the garbage scene.
There is no strict connection between the rubbish heaps, but
they are visually integrated and form an airtight space, which
also has a clear directionality. By arranging the rubbish heap
intelligently, using the principle of closure and continuity,
designers perceive the audience as having a path in the rubbish
heap, which is the embodiment of form systematization. The
protagonist is through this path, the shuttle in the garbage.

Fig. 2 <WALL.E>Background modeling of the starting
Fig. 6 <Despicable me> Red castle background modeling

Fig. 3 <WALL.E>Application of continuity principle diagram

Fig. 2 is a scene model that appears at the beginning of
<WALL.E>, where the designer depicts a world full of junk
through background modeling, but when people look at these
background modelings which do not create a clutter in the
human visual. Because there are a lot of rubbish in the picture,
they all appear in a similar triangle shape, and as can be seen
from the explanatory diagram of Fig. 3, the arrangement of

Fig. 7 Top view of the red castle

This is the background modeling that appears at the end of
the climax in <Despicable me>. Through the principle of
proximity, the designers make the Fig. 10 circular small
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background modeling presented systematic morphology of
1,2,3,8 a group, 4,5,6,7 a group, 9 and 10 a group. At the same
time 1,2,3,8 and 4,5,6,7 these two groups is still symmetrical
morphology. All background modeling is based on the red
color, that is, the color is similar in order to form a systematic
visual form. And the shapes of the 10-circular small
background modeling are also similar. Therefore, designers
through the principle of proximity, the principle of color
similarity, the principle of shape similarity, so that background
modeling presents a regular, single, symmetrical system of the
form.
Through the principle of continuity, adjust the level between
the garbage dumps, and make it arranged in a certain direction,
forming coherent ups and downs, thus avoid the clutter of
visual experience. Through the principle of closure and
continuity, place the garbage dumps dexterously, form a visual,
airtight, directional "path" shape. Through the principle of
proximity, 10 prototypes of background modeling are visually
arranged into several symmetrical groups to form a systematic
arrangement. Through the similar color, background modeling
unified to design red. As you can see from the above example,
designers do intend to use background principles to design
background modeling into a systematic, single, symmetrical
pattern. This fact can provide some support for the
appropriateness of this standard. Although it is not possible to
fully confirm whether they were designing on the basis of the
Gestalt principle of organization, it can be seen from the just
case analysis that it is feasible to use the principle of
organization to achieve systematic visualization, at least for
confirmation Yes, the organizing principle is an appropriate
way to implement the form systematization, and this form
systematization has also been applied in 3D animation.

the level and make it arranged in a certain direction, forming a
coherent ups and downs, thus avoiding the clutter of visual
experience. Through the principle of closure and continuity,
clever placement of garbage dumps, the formation of a visual,
airtight, directional "path" shape. Through the principle of
proximity, 10 circular background models are visually
arranged into several symmetrical groups for systematic
arrangement. Similar to the color, background modeling will
be unified into a red, forming a unified whole. The organizing
principle is an appropriate way to implement the form
systematization, and this form systematization has also been
applied in 3D animation. The use of standards, rational
arrangement of the background modeling, to achieve form
systematization, can produce regular, comfortable, overall,
simple visual experience.
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Abstract
Color is able to appreciate and easy for us. Many people
use color to explain typical character of some material
object. People understand color is one of representative
material object character. However, color and color
adjective metaphor has no common point. Because, it is
not clarified about color and adjective metaphor
connectives. In this study, authors tried to clarify
connectives between color and adjective metaphor
categories. Subjective evaluation was used to clarify
connectives.
Keywords; color; adjective; metaphor; evaluation; subjective

I. Introduction
Our impression was conveyed by word from information
through our sensibility. About 70% perception is came from
visibility. Especially, color is easy and understandable element
for us.[1] Therefore, many people use to color to explain typical
character of some material object.[2] People understand color is
one of representative material object character.[3] Thus, color is
recalled by material object and this relation is called color
recall. Color recall is constructed by two factors as color and
adjective metaphor.[4] Adjective metaphor occurs from color
and some material object. Material object has typical
significances including color. Typical significances are
expressed by adjective metaphor.[5] This typical significances
of adjective metaphor affect recall of color. After all, color is
related to some adjective metaphor. Such metaphor is called
color adjective metaphor. Color adjective metaphor is often
used in graphic design to provide some product impression.
Color adjective metaphor is one of benchmark in color scheme
decision. However, color and color adjective metaphor has no

common point in many peoples. Therefore, color scheme
design is not always matched with product image. Because, it
is not clarified about color and adjective metaphor connectives.
In this study, authors tried to clarify connectives between color
and adjective metaphor categories. Subjective evaluation was
used to clarify connectives.
II. Method
A. Purpose
Relation among color and adjective metaphor category were
evaluated by subjective evaluation using seven scale
questionnaire. 36 colors were used in evaluation. These colors
base on categorical color with different value. 39 typical
adjective metaphor categories were used in evaluation. These
adjective metaphor categories were classified from meaning of
adjective metaphor in Japanese language.
B. Subject
Ten subjects include eight males and two females. Range of
age was 20 to 23 (the average was21.4 years of age). All of the
subjects had normal visual acuity, either natural or corrected
using glasses or contact lens (binocular sight was 1.0 or greater,
and their color vision was confirmed by Ishihara test plate.).
Subjects were provided with a thorough explanation regarding
the purpose and the methods, and their consent was obtained
prior to the experiment.
C. Apparantus and stimulus
Color stimuli was made 36 colors based on categorical color
with different value. Color stimulus was made by Adobe
Photoshop CC. Color was chosen from web safe color without
hard to distinguish color by preliminary experiment (seven
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subjects observed). 36 colors were included black and five
scale brightness with seven hue included, Gray, Red, Orange,
Yellow, Green, Blue and Purple. All colors were able to
distinguish subjectively.[6][7] Objectively, eleven brightness
scale were used in color stimulus. (All colors were set five
scale brightness subjectively. Because, some color is able to
look different hue on objective brightness scale used.) Each
color stimulus has 5 degree of visual angle of regular square
from 50cm distance. Color stimulus was shown central
viewing area. Because, memory of the central detail
information of the emotional condition was better.[8]
Back ground of color stimulus was used L*=50 gray color
measured by spectrophotometer (Topcon, SR-3A, fig1). Color
stimuli was shown by 24 inch LCD Display (EIZO, Color
Edge CG248-4K, 185ppi) and computer (Apple, Mac mini
2014). Color space was set adobe RGB color space (6500K,
gamma 2.2). Display and computer were connected by Display
Port cable for use 10 bit color.
39 adjective metaphor categories were classified from
typical meanings of Japanese language. [8]39 adjective
metaphor categories included, deep-shallow, thick-thin,
simple-detail, heavy-light, hard-soft, durable-brittle, high-low,
rough-smooth, sharp-dull, strong-weak, wide-narrow,
large-small, far-near, long-short, loose-tight, new-old,
fast-slow, taste, tactile, visibility, smell, hearing, danger-safe,
showy-quiet, beauty-ugly, difficult-easy, correct-wrong,
good-bad, smart-silly, glamorous-shabby, dainty-unrefined,
extreme-moderate, behavior, busy-free, emotion, temperature,
painful, many-few and rich-poverty. 39 adjective metaphor
categories were evaluated by seven scale of recall relation
check sheet. Recall relation check sheet was shown and
answered by tablet computer (Apple, iPad 4th generation).
Seven scales were used pull down select menu. Seven scales
was used only check connectivity of adjective metaphor
categories. But, it is not check for extent of adjective metaphor
category. Subjective evaluation was executed in dark room.

colors. Color stimulus has no limit time to shown subject till
finish their answer. Color stimulus was shown at random
between subjects. If subject has question, then assistant answer
the question.

Fig.2 Subject observed color stimulus

E. Analysis
One-way ANOVA was used to compare the subjective
evaluation. Multiple comparison of Bonferroni test was use to
compare each factors of adjective metaphors, hue and value.
F. Results
Result was shown in figures. (Fig. 3-Fig. 5) Results were
shown that higher score of adjective metaphor categories were,
deep-shallow, thin-thick, heavy-light, hard-soft, new-old,
visibility,
danger-safe,
showy-quiet,
beauty-ugly,
dainty-unrefined, emotion and temperature. (P<.01, F=24.73,
Fig. 3) Adjective metaphor categories of high-low,
rough-smooth, far-near, long-short, fast-slow, smell, hearing,
painful and many-few is low score from 36 colors. Results of
compare of hue was shown purple is low score than other
colors. (P<.01, F=9.71, Fig. 4) Results of value shown, high
brightness levels of 192, 216 and 240 were low score to
adjective metaphor. (P<.01, F=4.359, Fig. 5) Results were
shown each adjective metaphor categories has different
connectivities of recalling between colors.

Fig.1 Sample of color stimulus with background.

D. Procedure
Subject was sat in darkroom from 50cm of display.(Fig. 2)
Subject has adaptation time about 30 minutes. Since adapt time,
color stimulus was shown and Subject was started answer
color and adjective metaphor recall relation used tablet
computer with seven scale check sheet on 39 adjective
metaphor categories. Subject finished answer, color stimulus
disappeared 30 second and after appeared next color stimulus.
30 second blank time was set for restraining previous color
affect to subject impression. Subject was answered all of 36

Fig. 2 Results of each adjective metaphor connectivities between all of
36 colors. (error bar is S.E.)
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typical statement on adjective metaphor. These statement is
able to connect color and adjective metaphor. However, results
suggest color is not always recall adjective metaphor. It is
thought one of reason of mismatch in color scheme design. If
used non color recalling adjective metaphor, it is hard to recall
color. In this design case, product image is provided by
geometric design or other sensibilities to recall image of
adjective metaphor. In this research, only evaluated by
Japanese young ages. Color and adjective metaphor is affect
from grammar and cultural background. It is suggest that can
be seen other connectivities in other countries.[10] If one
discovers common connectivities between color and adjective
metaphor, design of color scheme is more useful for us.

Fig. 3 Results of each hue of score. (error bar is S.E.)
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IV. Conclusion
Results of subjective evaluation were suggested adjective
metaphor and color connectivity is depend on important factor
of judgement some condition. It is thought color is represent
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Abstract—Pakistan is facing severe short fall in
the energy sector since last two decades, which is affecting
badly the industrial development and economic growth as
well as adds woes and miseries to the lives of the people.In
this regard the government has planned various strategies
and these are being implemented, in order to resolve the
issue of power crises. A beneficial, cost effective method
applied, to conserve the electrical energy narrow the gap
between demand and supply, is the use of Automatic
Meter Reading (AMR) and the Load Data Improvement
Program (LDIP). Composite Efficiency Index (CEI) is
worked out using two variable factors i.e. line losses of
11KV feeder and its revenue recovery of energy bill
amount. In this paper, we have tried to address the issue of
electrical power shortage issues in Pakistan in a different
aspect. Although the government is trying to address this
issue on its own level by constructing more dams but the
power shortage may prolong for further few years.
Keywords—Energy Conservation, AMR, Line Losses, CEI

I.

INTRODUCTION

From the day of independence till 1990’s the country was
self sufficient to meet its electrical energy demand. However
with the passage of time, the demand of energy was
continually being increased tremendously, in the industrial,
commercial and domestic sector, but no major power projects
were established after 1980’s, which signals the severe power
crises to be confronted with the country very soon in the near
future [1]. In this regard many factors were contributing in the
power crises of the country, such as the failure to construct
power houses timely which producing cheap electrical energy,
the incapacitated, old and deteriorated transmission and
distribution system, to cater the perpetually increased demand,
which result into system constraints, poor administrative
control (theft of electricity) and weak management on the
distribution side [2].
In order to cope with this crucial situation the government,
ultimately made a plan and formulated the energy power
policy focusing mainly on the development of thermal power
sector to meet the energy demand on midterm basis. In this
context in 1994 the government inked an agreement with the
independent power producers (IPP’s) to construct thermal
power plants so that to get narrow the gap between the
demand and supply.

In Pakistan the electrical power is generated mainly by
using mostly non-renewable sources of energy, such as fossil
fuels (Furnace oil, Natural gas, Coal) nuclear and renewable
sources like hydel, solar, wind power [3]. The government
shall needs to focus on it to exploit the potential of other
renewable prospective energy sources, such as biogas,
geothermal, tidal wave energy, so that to produce the clean
electrical energy, which is being more environment friendly
[4].
In this regard the government has planned and various
strategies being implemented, in order to resolve the issue of
power crises. One of the immediate and most cost effective
way adopted on short term basis was to conserve the electrical
energy by educating, motivating the people by bringing
change in their behavior regarding energy consumption, by
giving incentives, like two part tariff, subsidized the duties on
efficient energy gadgets to industrial, commercial and
domestic consumers, enabling them to replace the inefficient
energy consumption gadgets with the energy star and efficient
one. It is pertinent to note that the energy conservation
achieved in this way will required no need of heavy capital
investment and long period of time.
In Pakistan mainly the electrical energy is generated by
using mostly non-renewable sources of energy, fossil fuels
(Furnace oil, Natural gas, Coal) nuclear and renewable sources
such as hydel, solar, wind power. The other renewable
prospective sources, biogas, geothermal, tidal wave energy
which needs the focus of the government to exploit its
potential to produce clean electrical energy, being more
environments friendly [5].
The country faces severe short fall in electrical power since
last two decades and still continue, which affect severely the
development and economic growth as well as adds woes and
miseries to the lives of people. After 1980 no major
development have been done in the field of hydroelectric
power sector and ultimately the government made a plan and
formulated energy power policy focusing mainly on the
development of thermal power sector. In 1994 the government
inked an agreement with the independent power producers to
construct thermal power plants to narrow the gap between the
demand and supply. The government vigorously peruses the
policy of energy conservation, because there is tremendous
potential to conserve the energy without being investing huge
capital for the installation of power plants, by just adopting the
energy conservation measures and replacement of inefficient
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electrical gadgets with the energy star and efficient one. In this
regard to bring about the change in consumers behavior by
educating them regarding the importance and necessity of the
saving the electrical energy which help both, in the shape of
reduction in the demand, and saving in their cost of energy bill
amount as well as saving in the national exchequer.

Figure 1: Types of Losses
In the electrical transmission and distribution system the
technical Losses occurs inevitably because of the
characteristic property of the conductive material. Hence we
have to try to keep it at minimum level. To keep it at
minimum possible level it is necessary to find out the causes
of losses in system and its remedial measures.
There are two types of technical losses i.e. fixed losses and
variable losses as shown in figure 1. Fixed losses almost
remain same as per change in current. These losses appear in
the form of heat and noise. When the transformer is given
supply these losses starts to occur. These losses are around
25% to 30% of total technical losses [6].
In the high voltage level transmission system corona
losses occurs of which impact must be considered. Variable
technical losses in system are mainly due to current opposition
by resistivity of conductor and winding material of
transformers. Variable losses differ with the amount of
current. These losses are directly proportional to square of the
current. The percentage of these losses turn around 75 to80
that of total technical losses. We can reduce these losses by
increasing the cross sectional area of lines and cables for a
given load. These losses are analyzed through Computer
Aided Simulations of Distribution Network. Accuracy
depends on network operating parameters i.e. Load, Load
Factor, System Configuration, Conductor Size, Diversity
Factor, Voltage, Frequency, and Length of Line, Transformers
and Load Density. At high voltage level the transmission
losses are at the lower level comparatively, high quality of
power supply with almost no voltage drop, less burn out of
motor. Extension of primary distribution line i.e. 11.5KV near
to the premises of the consumer and Installation of low
capacity single phase distribution transformers according to
the load demand of consumer’s instead of large capacity
transformer feeding numerous consumers, will help in reduce
the losses [7].

II. LITRATURE REVIEW
The electricity is an essential commodity in the
development and growth of the economy of the country.
Electricity considered as a most important factor in
production and consumption in the economy around the
globe, (IEA, 2005). Demand for electricity is more than the
supply of electricity generated in Pakistan. The total power
generation capacity of Pakistan in 1947 was 60 Mega Watt
(MW) and demand was almost the same. The installed
capacity of electrical energy increased with the course of time
i.e. in 1970 636 MW, in 1975 1331 MW, in 1980’s 3000 MW
and in 1990-91 8000 MW. As the population grew up the
demand for consumption of electrical energy also increased in
all sectors accordingly. During the period of 1960-1980 the
main focus of the policy makers was on hydel electricity
generation projects but missing the idea of developing the
power generation houses using alternatives sources of fuels in
order to increase the cheap electricity generation and meet the
demand. Resultantly there was gap between demand and
supply occurs and the country start facing severe electric
power shortages and outages, which has been affecting the
lives of people in all sectors as well as slowed down the
economic growth of the country [8].
In recent years main focus was made on the construction
of thermal power plants with the main source of fossil fuel
disturbing greatly the price of electricity in the country
because the other alternative generation resources of
electricity like hydel and renewable ones ignored miserably.
This worst situation in shortfall of electricity and
incapacitated power generation system unable to meet the
total demand of the country raised because of the sheer lake
of vision, commitment and political instability.
The major electrical power producers in the country are
Water and Power Development Authority (WAPDA), Karachi
Electric (K.E), Independent Power Producers (IPPs), Pakistan
Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC). The total installed
capacity of power in Pakistan is 22,797 MW in 2016 and with
the passage of time the power houses become old and its
efficiency, is dropped to almost 17000 MW. During the hot
summer season the country faces a shortfall of around
4000MW to 5000MW.
The consumers lack the knowledge about the incentives to
use and effectively applied the demand response program.
There is another effective tool to response automatically to the
incentives is the Home Energy Management (HEM) system.
The main feature of HEM program is to minimize consumer
bill amount that will enable consumer to take part actively in
the demand response program to make it fruitful [3].
The sustainable socio-economic development mainly relies
on a workable future power grid to gain this goal. A properly
functioning future power grid will be able to contribute to (i)
environmental friendly de-carbonization of energy sources, (ii)
improvement in efficiency to process conversion and end user
(iii) clean transportation [4].
Many consumers are investors who would have little
interest in the electrical energy conservation due to the factors
such as ignorance, lack of knowledge about the technical skill
of modern technology and its financial impact. The financing
issue is another factor which hinders the potential benefit to be
achieved in this regard [5].
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Many consumers are investors who would have little
interest in the electrical energy conservation due to the factors
such as ignorance, lack of knowledge about the technical skill
of modern technology and its financial impact. The financing
issue is another factor which hinders the potential benefit to be
achieved in this regard [5].
The Power Distribution Companies (DISCO’s) and
NPCC/RCC has planned to utilize the existing infrastructure
in an efficient and cost effective way by reducing and shifting
peak load demand during peak hours by installing Load Data
Improvement Program (LDIP) and adopting two part tariff
policy for the consumers which resultantly benefit the
consumers by conserving electrical energy and saving the cost
of bill amount [6].
III.

MOTIVATION

Due to the prevailing power crises, since long therefore,
the country in general and PESCO in particular, is being
facing, huge scheduled and un-scheduled (due to system
constraint), power outages (load shedding) for long hours,
which has to be carried out to meet the gap between power
supply and demand so that to ensure power network system
stability, reliability and avoid total blackout and breakdown.
In order to mitigate the severity of the shortfall in electrical
energy and to minimize the gap between demand and supply,
the government should have planned and framed policies to
provide and ensure all the available resources to execute these
plans. For this purpose to achieve the goal, there are several
plans which are considered and being implemented on top
priority basis i.e.
1- Immediate plan
2- Short term plan
3- Medium term plan
4- Long term plan
The problem of power crises needs to be resolved as
earliest as possible to bring relief and prosperity in the lives of
public and meet the power demand of industry, cost
effectively. There are several plans and strategies being
considered and under implementation phase, the smart grid
approach is one of the best prospective solutions to the
problem. The smart grid apply the modern technology to
involve and interact the general consumers with the power
utilities smartly by diverting the huge energy consumption
gadgets operationduring peak demand hours to off peak low
tariff zone.
IV. AUTOMATIC METER READING
Conventional meter reading data collected by human is not an
efficient way to meet the continuously increasing demand of
domestic sector. The automatic meter reading (AMR) system
is the solution to this issue which functions in automated mode
to record the readings and transmit to the remote control
center automatically of all type of consumers such as
industrial, commercial and domestic one.
The AMR meters use the communication module which
enables it to receive and send the electrical data and other
relevant information over the telecommunication network to
central system. The AMR meters use one-way
communication.

The conventional system had been in use since years
needed to be replaced by modern system using the advance
technology so that to redress the issues related with the
conventional meter reading system. The extensive potential
benefit and facility of this modern system cannot be denied
either by the utility or the consumers.
V. LOAD DATA IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Load Data Improvement program was installed in the
Peshawar Electric Supply Company (PESCO) by using the
modern technology of Automatic Meter Reading. Its main
purpose is to monitor, supervise and control effectively the
load management program with interaction of grid substation
staff using this technology, in order to minimize un-scheduled
load shedding and give relief to the general public and other
consumers such as commercial and industrial ones. With the
application of this program overloading of power and
distribution network system during peak hours is made
manageable, ensure stable power flow by avoiding unwanted
breakdown, also make ensuring electrical energy conservation
and reduced cost of consumer bill amount while carrying out
load shedding implementation on the basis of composite
efficiency index (CEI).
Advantages of Load Data Improvement Program:
 Minimizing the Technical Losses & Improves the
system reliability
 Help Improves the System voltage
 Improves the power factor which results in demand
reduction resulting electrical energy conservation.
 Helpful in Preventive Maintenance
 Help to avoid overloading of power transformer and
extend its life.
 Reduces billing errors
 Maximize the service confidence.
 Maximize the information about power usage to
conserve electrical energy and save money.
The Data received from the AMR meters installed at the
11KV incoming and outgoing feeders as shown in figure 2.
 AMR meters are installed at the Grid station 11KV
outgoing
panels,commercial
and
industrial
consumers.
 From the grid station the meter sends the recorded
data over the GPRS, GSM, 3G or 4G LTE, on the
availability of each of them, and utilizes the media.
 The data is then transmitted to the Central Data
repository Center at Lahore; the telecom center’s
installed MSC (Mobile Switching Centers) at the
centre, enable to receive and consolidated the data
near to real time for monitoring, control, supervision
and analysis.
 At the Central Data Center , National Operation
Center (NOCs) 4 servers are installed which performs
the functions.
o
One Receives the data from the meters installed at
the incoming and outgoing feeders.
o
Second server performs the compilation process.
o
Third server maintains the database.
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o

Fourth server supplies the data to the different end
users i.e. NPCC/RCC, Ministry of Water and
Power and Power Distribution Centers at
company head quarter level.

Web based application is used to access the server
and retrieve the data from the Central
Datarepository Center and is accessed over a static IP internet
connection.

No of
S.No

Interruptions

CEI Category

Feeders (01Hour Each)

No of
11KV
Feeders

1

0 – 10 %

20

61

2

10.1 – 20 %

20

71

3

20.1 – 30%

16

76

4

30.1 – 40 %

14

61

5

40.1 – 50 %

12

63

6

50.1 – 60 %

6

104

7

60.1 – 70 %

4

104

8

70.1 – 80 %

4

88

9

80.1 – 90 %

4

35

0

49

0

200

90.1 % and

10

11

Above
Industrial + other
Feeders

Figure 2: LDIP Architecture
Table: 1 CEI Based Load Shedding Slab

VI. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

%age Loss

ABASIN

WAZIR BAGH

GUL BAHAR

SETHI TOWN

HASHTNAGRI

TEHKAL

SWATI GATE

Chughal Pura

RAHAT ABAD

CHARSADDA.2

WADPAGA-II

BAGHBANAN

URMER

%age Loss
PRANG-2

100.00
80.00
60.00
40.00
20.00
0.00

GULOZAI

By adopting this modern technology, enables the power
distribution company (Discos) to apply CEI (Composite
Efficiency Index) based load management plan, on all 11KV
feeders for different periods of hours. Feeders having lowest
figures of CEI are worst ones in terms of high losses and poor
recovery of revenue, facing long duration of load shedding
thus enabling to avoid overloading, breakdowns any damage
to precious power equipment, ensuring smooth and stable
load curve during the peak demand hours ,which results in to
reduce the technical/administrative loss in power
and
distribution network system and ultimately conserves the
energy and save the cost of bill amount of consumers and
also the national exchequer in million of rupees. Due to power
crises there is shortfall in order to meet the gap between
supply and demand, load shedding become inevitable. A
criterion was needed to be implement load shedding program
indiscriminately, which based on reason, for this purpose a
formula was worked out.
CEI = Composite Efficiency Index

Figure3: %age Losses

The load shedding is being carried out according to
the CEI worked out on the basis of %age losses of the feeder
as shown in figure 3 and recovery shown in figure 4.

(100 − %𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠) ∗ %𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦
𝐶𝐸𝐼 =
100

%age Recovery
150.00
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100.00
50.00
0.00

URMER
WADPAG…
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CH.PURA
SETHI…
ABASIN

The feeder lies in the category of 0 – 10 % range of
CEI as shown in table 1, which reveals the worst condition in
line losses and revenue and therefore the highest number of
interruptions of power supply is carried out on this as well as
on all such feeders accordingly in order to get narrow the gap
between power supply and demand, avoid overloading,
breakdown of power network system also result in electricity
energy conservation and saving in the bill amount of consumer
and the national exchequer during peak hours particularly.

Figure4: %age Recovery

%age Recovery
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Name of
Feeder

Mall Road

Quarter

%age Losses

%age
Recovery

C.E.I

Jul-Sep 2015

41.3

112

65.7

Oct-Dec 2015

35.8

114.6

73.63

Jan-Mar 2016
Apr-June
2016

34.15

112.9

74.3

32.69

109

73.4

%age CEI
150.0
100.0
50.0
ABASIN

WAZIR BAGH

GUL BAHAR

SETHI TOWN

HASHTNAGRI. PSR

TEHKAL

CH.PURA

SWATI GATE

RAHAT ABAD

CHARSADDA.2

WADPAGA-II

BAGHBANAN

URMER

PRANG-2

%age CEI
11 KV GULOZAI

0.0

Table 2: ChagharMatti, Lala& Mall Road feeder data

Figure5: %age CEI

The figure 5 illustrates the %age CEI of the feeders, and the
load shedding is planned and implemented according to the
category in which the CEI lies as shown in Table 1.

Chaghar Matti Feeder
100

80

%age Loss
%age Recovery

GULOZAI
URMER
PRANG-2
WADPAGA-II
BAGHBANAN
CHARSADDA.2
RAHAT ABAD
SWATI GATE
TEHKAL
Chughal Pura
HASHTNAGRI
SETHI TOWN
GUL BAHAR
ABASIN
WAZIR BAGH

120.00
100.00
80.00
60.00
40.00
20.00
0.00

CEI is illustrated for four quarters as mentioned in table 2.
Planned Load shedding is carried out as per category of CEI
referred to table 1.

60

%age Losses

40

%age Recovery

20

C.E.I

0

%age CEI

Jul-Sep
2015

Oct-Dec Jan-Mar Apr-June
2015
2016
2016
Figure7: ChagharMatti Feeder

Figure6: %age Loss, Recovery & CEI

The figure 8 illustrates the feeder’s %age loss, %age
recovery and their CEI. The feeders having poor CEI are
subject to more number of power outages (planned) as
compare to others having good CEI on which less number of
power interruptions are carried out as shown in table 1.

As reveal from the figure 7 the maximum %age line losses
incurred on the feeder also the %age recovery very poor,
resultantly the CEI worked out ranged in 0.7 to 1.7, therefore
maximum number (20 Hrs) of planned power interruption is
carried out on the feeder referred to table 1.

Lala Feeder
100

Name of
Feeder

ChagharMatti

Quarter

%age Losses

%age
Recovery

C.E.I

Jul-Sep 2015

84.4

4.7

Oct-Dec 2015

81.4

Jan-Mar 2016
Apr-June
2016
Name of
Feeder

80
60

%age Losses

0.7

40

%age Recovery

5.65

1.05

20

C.E.I

81.6

6.1

1.1

0

77.7

7.7

1.7

Jul-Sep
2015

Lala

Oct-Dec Jan-Mar Apr-June
2015
2016
2016
Figure8: Lala Feeder

Quarter

%age Losses

%age
Recovery

Jul-Sep 2015

53.7

72.5

33.6

Oct-Dec 2015

44.2

82

45.79

Jan-Mar 2016
Apr-June
2016

40.57

84.4

50.2

42.2

89.3

51.6

C.E.I

The CEI of the feeder ranged 33.6 to 51.6 as shown in
figure 8, displays gradual improvement and therefore the
planned load shedding is carried out according to the CEI as
per table 1.
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Afshari, Afshin, and Luiz Friedrich. "A proposal to introduce
tradable energy savings certificates in the emirate of Abu
Dhabi." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 55 (2016):
1342-1351.
[7] Kapure, Mr Vijay, and K. M. Mahajan. "Review on loss
reduction by improving ratio of HT/LT line in Electrical
Distribution System."International Journal of Applied
Engineering Research 10, no. 3 (2015).
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Mall Road Feeder
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

%age Losses
%age Recovery
CEI

Jul-Sep
2015

Oct-Dec
2015

Jan-Mar
2016

Apr-June
2016

Figure9: Mall Road Feeder

The mall road feeder comparatively low %age line losses
and having %age recovery is very good as shown in fig 9, the
overall CEI ranged 65.7 to 73.2 therefore minimum (only 04
hrs) as per table 1.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have tried to address the issue of
electrical power shortage issues in Pakistan in a different
aspect. Although the government is trying to address this issue
on its own level by constructing more dams and utilizes other
sources of energy but the power shortage may prolong for
further few years. Hence, we have presented a load
management formula and AMR technique with the help of
which we can improve the shortfall up to some extent. We
considered 3 feeders in our research work and considered the
analysis by the use of our technique. We observed significant
improvement in the losses as well as financial recovery for
WAPDA. The methodology proposed is restricted to KPK
province but can be successfully applied to any feeder across
the country.
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Creatin
ng Cycle Routes
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n Strava S
Segments
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bstract
Ab
A vibrant cyycling culturee is growing in
i many coun
ntries,
in
ncluding Thaailand, for booth general transportation
n and
reecreation. H
However, few
w countries provide sep
parate
biicycle lanes for
f cyclists; h
hence, tools foor suggestingg cycle
rooutes are essential for ssafety and a pleasant cyycling
exxperience. Th
he aim of this study is to deevelop a web-based
ap
pplication foor creating ccycle routes according too user
prreferences: loocation and rride distance.. Using the S
Strava
seegments in th
he area indiccated by a u
user, we applly the
Flloyd-Warshaall shortest path algorithm
m and a trad
de-off
raatio to find a connected cycling routte and show it on
G
Google Maps, on an andrroid device. The
T created route
coould be exporrted as a GPX
X file to a bik
ke computer. Using
geeographic coordinates,
c
our appllication con
nnects
diistributed rid
ding segments returned frrom calling S
Strava
A
APIs, which G
Google navigaation cannot do. In additiion to
im
mproving the friendliness of user interrfaces, future work
sh
hould be don
ne on improvving the efficcient calling of
o the
G
Google appliccation interffaces to bettter calculatee the
sh
hortest distan
nce among seggments.

Keywords: Floyd-Warsh
hall algorithm
m; Bike compputer;
Android appliccation; GPX file; Strava segments; G
Google
naavigator.

Straava provides ussers the featurres for recordinng cycle routees in
its ddatabase and seearching the database for avvailable routes [2].
In adddition, Stravaa can import annd export GPX
X (GPS Exchaange
Form
mat) files. Thhe GPX file iss an XML daata format for the
interrchange of G
GPS data (w
waypoints, rouutes, and traccks)
betw
ween applications and Web services on thhe Internet [3].
Sttrava datasets can be sharedd among its useers, and users can
votee on their mostt popular routees. Datasets gaathered by Strrava
are also availablle to other services.
s
How
wever, the rouutes
sugggested in Stravva are not alw
ways satisfactoory to the cyclling
com
mmunity due too being short or disconnected, especiallyy in
areaas where there are only a few
w suggested rooutes.
Thhis study prresents the ddevelopment of a web-baased
appllication for creating cycle routes basedd on two factors
accoording to user preference: loocation and ridding distance. O
Our
appllication will select riding seegments in thee location choosen
by tthe user from Strava; the segments returrned from callling
Straava APIs may bbe disconnected.
W
We apply the F
Floyd-Warshalll shortest pathh algorithm annd a
trade-off ratio to ffind the most ssuitable cycle route. The ressults
can be shown on G
Google Maps on
o any Androiid device, and can
also be exported as a GPX fiile to a bike computer. Ussing
geoggraphic coordiinates, our appplication can llink disconneccted
ridinng segments, w
which navigatiion via Googlee Maps cannott do.
The background knowledge, application ddevelopment, and
resuults are explainned in the folloowing sections.

I. Intrroduction
A vibrant cyycling culturee is growing in many counntries,
inncluding Thailand, for booth general transportationn and
reecreation. Cycclists receive bboth financial and health beenefits
w
when they bikee. With todayy’s advanced ttechnology, cyyclists
caan use an appplication such as Strava as a source for cycle
rooutes, and trannsfer a selectedd route to use as a navigatoor on a
biike computer.
Strava is an application
a
thaat can be usedd on mobile deevices
annd via a websitte [1]. It is a soocial network connecting miillions
off athletes from
m around the w
world. The appplication can aalso be
ussed to track othher athletic acttivities, such aas running, viaa GPS1.
1 The Globa
al Positioning System (GPS)) is “a spacee-based
raadionavigation ssystem which iss managed for thhe Governmentt of the
U
United States by the U.S. Air Foorce (USAF), thhe system
opperator” [4].

Fig. 1 Strava route segments
s
[1].
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A. GPS Exchannge Format

JaavaScript has a built-in functtion, JSON.paarse(), to conveert a
strinng, written in JJSON format,, into native JaavaScript objeects.
We can convertt a JavaScrippt object intoo a string w
with
JSO
ON.stringify() [8].
[

In interchangging GPS data (waypoints,, tracks and routes)
r
beetween prograams, GPX (aan XML scheema designedd as a
coommon GPS ddata format) iss used [5, 6]. G
GPX files conntain a
deescription of w
what's inside tthem, allowingg anyone to crreate a
prrogram that caan read the datta within [5]. S
Sample descriptions
off waypoints, ttracks, and rouutes are show
wn in Figure 22, with
exxplanations in Table 1.

3)) Encoded Polyline Algorithhm
G
Google Maps appplications deefine the notion of a polyline as
a list of points, where line segments aree drawn betw
ween
conssecutive pointts [9]. Polylinne encoding is
i a compresssion
algoorithm for connverting a seriies of coordinates (latitude and
longgitude points) into a single string for daata interchangee in
text format [10].

II. Rellated work

C. F
Floyd-Warshalll Algorithm
Thhe Floyd-Warrshall algorithhm can be appplied to find the
lenggth of the shorttest path from
m point i to poinnt j of a weighhted
grapph with positiive or negativve edge weigghts (but withh no
negaative cycles) [[11,12]. We aapply this algoorithm to find the
shorrtest paths bettween all pairrs of nodes inn our graph. E
Each
nodee is a startingg location of each segmentt returned from
ma
Straava API call.
bbegin
integer i, j, k;;
real infinity, s;
infinity = 1010;
for i = 1 to n do
for j = 1 to n do
if m[j, i] < infinity then
for k = 1 too n do
if m[i, k] < infinity thenn
begin
s = m[j, i] + m[i, k];
m[j, k] then m[jj, k] = s
if s < m
end
eend shortest patth

Fiig. 2 GPS Exchaange Format [6].
TABLE II. GPS DATA
G
GPS Data
W
Waypoint
Trrack
Rooute

Description
An individual w
waypoint conssists of the GPS
coordinates of a ppoint and other information ((e.g.,
timeestamp).
An ordered list of ppoints describinng a path. Trackks are
a reecord of where a person has beeen.
An ordered list of rroutepoints leadding to a destinaation.
A rooute is a suggesttion about wherre to go in the fuuture.

Fig.3 Floyd-Warsshall Algorithm
m [11]

IIII. Our Propossed System foor Creating Cycle
C
Routes oon
Strava Segments

Soource: Wikipeedia[6]
B. Requesting G
GPS Data from
m a Server
1) HTTP Request
An HTTP reqquest messagee from a client to a server inccludes
thhe method to bbe applied to the resource, the identifier of the
reesource, and thhe protocol verrsion in use [7]. The Request-Line
beegins with a method
m
token, ffollowed by thhe Request-UR
RI and
thhe protocol version, and endds with Carriaage Return andd Line
Feeed (CRLF). T
The Method token
t
indicatees the methodd to be
peerformed on thhe resource ideentified by thee Request-URII, e.g.,
G
GET, POST, annd CONNECT
T.
2) Java Scrippt Object Notaation (JSON)
JSON is textt used for excchanging data between a brrowser
annd server. Anyy JavaScript obbject can be converted into JSON
annd sent to a seerver. Also, aany JSON receeived from a server
caan be converteed into JavaSccript objects.

W
We develop a web-based application
a
foor creating cyycle
routtes, based on two criteria according to user preferennce:
locaation and ridinng distance. Strrava APIs are called to findd the
mosst popular ridiing segments, in the locatioon chosen by the
userr, which may bbe unconnecteed. Our applicaation will connnect
these segments and
a find the shortest path by applying the
Floyyd-Warshall algorithm
a
as eexplained in Section
S
II, annd a
trade-off ratio. A suitable cycling route suggested by our
system in GPX foormat can be sshown on Gooogle Maps on any
andrroid device.
Thhis section preesents our oveerall system coonsisting of thhree
majoor tasks: acquuiring route segments from
m Strava datassets,
connnecting segm
ments and finnding the shortest path, and
expoorting a cycle route in GPX
X format. Thee following figgure
pressents the overaall system.
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User

Mobile Application

Login Strava
account

Retrieve Strava
segments

Specify riding
distance and
location

Creating an
optimum path
for the user

Bike Computer

 Repeat
Get the GPS location of a location specified by a user
If can_get_location Then
If specified_area > 4
Calculate locations of 4 grids (user location is center)
(top right and left, bottom right and left.)
Else
There will be only one grid
For each grid
Execute http requests to fetch JSON segments
from Strava API
 Until can_get_location

Import the
suggested path

Display the
suggested path

Fig.5 Acquiring route segments
B. Finding the Optimum Path

Fig. 2 Our overall system

A. Acquiring Route Segments from Strava Datasets
Two main classes that we use to acquire route segments
from Strava are the GetLocation and JSONTask classes. Our
system gets a location on Google Maps (for Android) from a
user and then uses the GetLocation class to get the GPS
location. We assign the specified location as a center for
creating four grids on the map for finding Strava segments.
Then, the JSON Task.execute command is invoked to
execute the segment Explore command, a Strava API. The
command returns up to 10 popular segment objects, each of
which consists of ID, name, average grade, the latitude and
longitude coordinates of a start and end point of each segment.
The Explore command returns a maximum of 10 segments
only, no matter how large the area specified. In this case, if a
specified area is large, ten segments will be too few to find an
optimum route. Hence, if a user-specified area is greater than
four square kilometers, we will divide that specified area into
four grids (Figure 4). Then, we call the Explore command four
times (once per each grid) to get the total of 40 segments.

We adapt the Floyd-Warshall Algorithm to find the
optimum route from acquired Strava segments, as stated in the
previous section. This method calculates the shortest paths
among all nodes. Starting from a specified location (current
location), an optimum route is calculated not only by
considering the shortest distance between nodes, but the length
of each segment.
To choose the next segment, the proportional ratio (length of
a segment/shortest distance between a current location and that
segment) is calculated. A segment with the maximum ratio will
be selected as the next location of a route.
In our algorithm, the approximate distance between two
segments is calculated from the geographical locations of their
starting points, instead of calling the Google navigation API.
The reason for this is that calling the API returns many
alternative directions, resulting in a lot of requests required for
finding the distances. Furthermore, Google limits the number
of free API requests to only 1,000 per day, but the number of
requests required by our system may be more than that. The
pseudo codes of the algorithm is shown in Figure 6.
 Current node = a specified location
 Calculate shortest paths from a current location by
using Floyd-Warshall algorithm
 path_list = empty
 While not out of nodes
 Find max ratio of paths from current node to other nodes
o Add the next node having max ratio to path_list
 current node = next node with max ratio
 Return path_list

Starting Location

Fig. 6 Finding the optimum path

C. Showing the Resulted Route
User Specified Distance

Fig.4 Four grids for finding Strava segments
Our program assumes that the diameter of a bicycle wheel is
one meter. Hence, the distance traveled by a bicycle wheel in
one complete turn is equal to 0.00314 kilometers. Pseudo
codes of the procedure are shown in Figure 5.

This method shows the resulted route on Google Maps.
Starting at the user specified location, this method calls the
method for finding the optimum path (Section B) to navigate
through segments in the specified area. The Akexorcist library,
the Google Direction API for Google Maps (Android), is used
[13]. GetStartLocation() and GetEndLocation() methods are
called to retrieve a position (latitude, longitude) on a plane of
each segment. The detailed algorithm is shown in Figure 7.
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useful to know the phenomena in the magnetosphere.

Abstract
As a deepest part of magnetosphere, plasmasphere is a
very important role in the survival of world life. This is
because the plasmasphere contains the coldest plasma
(coldest plasma). Electrons in this plasma move along the
Earth's magnetic field lines in donut shaped which is a
protective layer for the Earth. This layer has a great role to
protect us from huge storm from space. This phenomenon
dug into many researchers in the world to explore the
Earth's plasmasphere by observing the existence of
lightning whistler. By knowing the performance and
existence of lightning whistler we can analyzes the level of
electron density within the plasmasphere where it is an
indicator of storms from space. In this observation, the
researchers tried detecting the presence of lightning
whistler that occurs 44 times per second. Until now we
have ten years data of lightning whistler. In connection
with a long data series, we need to understand what kind of
knowledge within phenomenon of lightning whistler.
Therefore, the system needs to develop in order to
scrutinize the problem easier. Previous research, lightning
whistler data have been detected successfully.
Furthermore, we try to predict the detected lightning
whistler whether the trend is increasing or decreasing.
Keywords- lightning whistler; DBSCAN; magnetosphere;

Lightning whistler is a phenomenon that is many whistling
sound come from the sky and propagate in Earth magnetic line
that occurred many times during a second. Many space
agencies involved mining the lightning whistler data for ten
years for example NASA, Euro Space, JAXA. The problems
are how to detect lightning whistler "sound" in the series long
data. Fortunately, there are some researches have completed to
detect the "sound" automatically. They can show the detected
sound of lightning whistler shown in spectrogram. But, the
next step is how to detect the trend of detected data where
distributed sporadically in long data series. For example, the
Akebono satellite (EXOS-D) has 23 years data series lightning
whistler [2].
II. Literature Review
A. Magnetosphere and Plasmasphere
Magnetosphere is an area dominated by effect of
geomagnetic. The sphere protects our Earth from solar storm
so that our live are capable of existing. Plasmasphere located
between inner magnetosphere and outer ionosphere that
dynamically the shape is influenced by magnetosphere and
ionosphere field. This area consists cold plasma (electron and
proton) with high concentration ~10 - 104 electrons cm-3.

plasmasphere
I. Introduction
Nowadays, many phenomena occur above our atmosphere.
One of them is at plasmasphere. In order to observe
plasmasphere preparing much data of Earth's geomagnetic are
necessary [1]. Many researches have been done to understand
the phenomenon of our Earth's geomagnetic that until now
need dig into more in details. The Earth geomagnetic is very
useful for humankind to protect us from dangerous radiations
come from cosmic ray and solar storm.
Research on plasmasphere where is the part of inner
magnetosphere observed in order to understand electron
density that can be used to demonstrate plasmasphere model.
Distribution of electron density comes from lightning whistler
existences. The existences of lightning whistlers not only a
good parameter to demonstrate plasmasphere but they are
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The plasma surround our Earth and become larger near
equator where is the distance is around ~2-7 Earth radii from
the Earth's inner core. The shape and size are influenced by
geomagnetic activities. The empiric model come from
Carpenter and Anderson shows the plasma shrink too fast
when geomagnetic activities are increasing and back becoming
larger when no activity [3]. One of triggers indicates the
activities increase is solar storm. The lightning whistler
propagates in the plasmasphere and as a main indicator in
order to determine the electron density to represent the solar
activity.

They are MinPits represents minimum items in a cluster and
Eps () is distance among items in order to form neighborhood.
neighborhood located within radius () called -neighborhood.
If neighborhood agree with number of minimum data (MinPts),
the object is a core object. Neighborhood comes from
borderpoints consist of few items than corepoint's
neighborhood. A borderpoint could be in associated within
more than 1 core object. The following figure show the border
point and core point using MinPts = 6 dan Eps = 1 [5].

B. Lightning Whistlers
Between plasmasphere and the Earth there are waves that
contain a lot of energy propagates too fast. The waves
penetrate ionosphere and propagates within magnetosphere as
shown in Fig.2. They are appearing because of lightning strike
that well known as lightning whistler. The researcher
estimated the lightning whistler occurs 44 times in each second.
The lightning could be a trigger for arising the spectrum of
electromagnetic wave that can be detected using satellite or
terrestrial way. In the plamasphere, the lightnings change into
whistling tone in very low frequency (VLF) so that called
whistler [4].

Fig 3. Illustration of Core and Border
III. Solution and Result
A. Overview of the developed system
The developed system need two inputs such as Eps(Epsilon)
or radius to determine a cluster and Minpits is a number
minimum nodes in order to form a cluster. They are needed to
run DBSCAN process.

Fig 2. Illustration of Lightning Whistler
C. DBSCAN
DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of
Applications with Noise) is an algorithm used to form the areas
that have high density become clusters and form in
unparticular order within spatial database that the noises are
existing. Cluster in DBSCAN is complete set of connected
nodes (density-connected). The nodes are not in connection
with the clusters considered as a noise. Theoretically, each
cluster has certain radius and at least it has a minimum number
in order to categorize as a cluster. DBSCAN has own way to
determine number of cluster. For that, two inputs are necessary.

Fig 4. Schematic of developed system
The stored nodes in database are used to calculate the
distance among nodes. If the distance among them less than
Eps value so the nodes clustered as a region or similar region.
If the numbers of nodes are located in similar region and the
value is more than MinPts so region will as a cluster. In case,
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Euclidean Distance is utilized to calculate distance among
nodes.

After processing, well clustered data are stored in database
as shown in Fig 7. x_point and y_point are coordinate of
nodes and cluster_num is title of the clustered nodes.

Fig 7. Clustering result
Fig 8. shows the clustering process can calculate duration
between two dates. The condition needed in order to limit
running data for clustering.

Fig 5. Schematic of DBSCAN calculation

Fig 8. Determine the duration between two dates

B. System testing
Fig. 6 shows form to input the values of Eps and MinPts that
needed in DBSCAN process.

In Fig. 9 shows short term detected lightning whistler in the
date was 1998/01/24 in between times 02:29:53.578 03:50:25.031. In Fig. 10 the system is able to cluster the nodes
automatically and shows the trend is increasing as shown the
yellow nodes.

Fig 6. Form DBSCAN process

Fig 9. Detected lightning whistler nodes
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Fig 10. Clustering nodes
IV. Conclusion
The developed system by using DBSCAN algorithm has been
successful to detect the short term data of detected lightning
whistler that have a trend. It is very important to try in long
term data.
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Abstract
Finding a location of human or things accurately is a key
function of modern location-based service architectures.
Global Positioning System (GPS) has good accuracy
(~50m) in outdoor environments, and it is used by most of
service providers. Indoor environments, however, GPS is
not reliable because the signal of GPS may not be
reachable especially underground, inside a building, and
urban areas, and so on. This paper proposes an indoor
positioning system using ID-based Visible Light
Communication (VLC) beacon. Our scheme uses
commercial LED lights with VLC module as VLC
transmitter, photodiode based VLC receiver, and
light-mapped indoor map. The VLC frame was designed
and implemented for the proposed system.

implementation details on the testbed environment. Finally,
Section IV concludes this paper.
II. System Architecture
A. Overview
Fig. 1 shows the protocol stack of proposed System. Every
component except VLC receiver should be registered to the
server.

Key Word: Visible Light Communication and Indoor Positioning

I. Introduction
Acquiring a location of human or thing is accomplished by
Radio Frequency (RF) such as Cell Tower, WiFi, and Global
Positioning System (GPS) [1-3]. The GPS and hybrid method
of them are reliable to get one’s position at outdoor
environments [4-6]. In some cases, however, getting a location
of someone is not reliable in urban areas where much of huge
buildings may act as obstacles for RF signal, inside buildings,
underground areas, and so on. These problems can be solved
by using multiple WiFi Access Points (AP) [7-10], Bluetooth
[11-13], and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [14-16].
Service providers who need to use positioning systems at
indoor have difficulties to use these solutions because these
solutions require additional infrastructures and have relatively
low accuracy than GPS. Also, they can interfere existing
RF-based communications. On the other hand, Visible Light
Communication (VLC) can be an adequate solution to that
problem. With the wide use of Light Emitting Diode (LED)
lights, it is much easier to implement VLC. The LED-based
VLC is not changing existing infrastructures but changing
existing lights to VLC-supported LED bulbs. In addition, the
VLC does not interfere existing RF-based communications.
Therefore, we propose the indoor positioning system using
the ID-based VLC beacon and implementation. This paper is
organized as follows. Section II deals with the proposed
system architecture. Design of VLC format and light-mapped
indoor map are also described. Section III presents

Fig. 1 The protocol stack of proposed system

The server manages a status of aggregation agents and LED
lights. It can manipulate ID, dimming rates, and on/off state of
lights through the aggregation agent. The aggregation agent, or
AA manages LED lights. It manages all connected lights
locally and sends registration messages to the server, also
receives management messages from server to execute
commands. The LED light uses Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) based VLC. It transmits their ID value which can be
configured by the server, and also receives management
messages sent from aggregation agents.
In order to provide ID and dimming rate configuration, the
AA and LED light communicate through IEEE 802.15.4 as a
configuration channel [17]. The LED light and VLC receiver
use IEEE 802.15.7 for communicating through visible light
[18].
The server and aggregation agent communicates using
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [19]. CoAP helps
aggregation agent to be more lightweight other than
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) based communication
[20]. Moreover, it gives developers to implement their
applications fast and reliable because it provides reliable
transfer and resource observation.
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B. Light mapped indoor map
Fig. 2 shows the light-mapped indoor map. Every light has
its own ID value. It is configured by the server using device
management messages.
Once every light is configured, the light-mapped indoor map
should be created to know where the user exists. The map uses
existing indoor map. Except for VLC component, it describes
every components including rooms, restrooms, elevators, and
so on. We add an approximate position of lights to the map.

join for every 5 seconds. Once a network is found, it joins the
network and sends the aggregation agent hello message. When
the aggregation agent receives the hello message, it registers
the light locally, which has the address of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
of the light and available function list. For example, the list
may have VLC and dimming function. After registering the
light locally, the agent responds aggregation agent hello ack
message. Every time the aggregation agent registers a light, it
sends LED light registration message to the server. The
message includes the MAC address of light and an ID number
which will be the data of VLC beacon. The server saves the
information of light then responds with LED light registration
ack message. When the agent receives the ACK message, it
configures VLC function of the LED light with VLC
configuration message. After receiving the VLC configuration
message, the light configures its VLC module and starts VLC
module. Then, finally, it responds with VLC configuration ack
message.
D. VLC frame format
TABLE I shows the VLC frame format and example. The
frame consists of 3 parts: Preamble, Data, and CRC16.
TABLE I THE VLC FRAME FORMAT AND EXAMPLE
Preamble
0x0102

Fig. 2 The light-mapped indoor map

C. Message flow
Fig. 3 shows the message flow of the proposed system.
Every device initializes its device.

Data
0xAABBCCDDEEFFGGHH

CRC16
0x94EC

The preamble part is the header of a VLC frame. It
distinguishes a frame from lots of received VLC frames. The
data part contains the ID of LED lights. The example uses the
MAC address of IEEE 802.15.4 of LED light. The CRC16 is
used to verify the received frame is valid.
III. Implementation in testbed environments
We implement the transmission of data using VLC in a
testbed environment. The server and aggregation agent will be
implemented for further study.
A. Testbed Environment

Fig. 3 The message flow of proposed system

After device initialization, the server waits for a device
registration request message from aggregation agent. The
agent creates own IEEE 802.15.4 communication network and
waits for the LED light to join it. The LED light runs two
separate module: lighting module and VLC module. Whenever
the VLC module is ready, the light runs its LED array to light
an area. The bulb keeps searching IEEE 802.15.4 Network to
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We designed the testbed environment as shown in Fig. 4
which tests VLC. In the environment, LED light based VLC
transmitter and Photo Diode (PD) based VLC receiver are
tested. The power of light is switched by VLC module, and this
makes it transmits data through visible light.
TABLE II shows the VLC format which used for testbed
environment. The ID of location and VLC transmitter are used
for indoor positioning.
TABLE II
THE VLC FRAME USED IN TESTBED ENVIRONMENT
ID of VLC
ID of
MAC address of upstream channel
transmitter
location
(6 Byte)
(2 Byte)
(2 Byte)
0x0001
0x0001
0x64E599F796D4
Security key for upstream channel (10Byte)
CRC16 (2Byte)
0x0102030405060708090A
0xB089

Fig. 6 PD-based VLC receiver which receives data.

They will be server that issued ID values. The MAC address
of upstream channel and security key for the upstream channel
are used for later use. They are used when the VLC receiver
needs to communicate aggregation agent. The CRC16 field is
for validation of VLC frame.
B. Implementation
Fig. 5 shows the VLC transmitter which we implemented.
Data should be encoded because the visible light is an analog
signal.

Fig. 7 The valid data received from VLC receiver

IV. Conclusions
Finding the position of human or things is commonly done
by GPS. For some cases, however, especially in underground
areas, inside buildings, and urban areas, acquiring positions by
GPS are not reliable.
Our study proposes the indoor positioning system using the
ID-based VLC beacon. The server, Aggregation Agent (AA),
VLC Transmitter, and VLC Receiver are used in the proposed
system. The VLC transmitter uses IEEE 802.15.7 as a beacon
and IEEE 802.15.4 as a configuration channel. In the testbed
experimentation, a LED light based VLC transmitter and PD
based VLC receiver are used. We also confirmed that our
design of VLC system was working. We plan to implement the
rest part of our proposed system in the future.
Fig. 5 The VLC Transmitter which we implemented.

We used PWM to encode data and Fig. 5 shows the encoded
data sent through visible light. As shown in Fig. 5, both
PD-based VLC receiver and digital camera can be used as
VLC receiver.
Fig. 6 shows that the PD-based VLC receiver receives the
data that were sent through visible light. The PD-based VLC
receiver receives the data and checks whether the data is valid
using CRC16.
When the data is valid, the data is sent to the upper layer, and
finally, we can use the received data. Fig. 7 shows the data sent
from the VLC receiver.
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Abstract
Earthquakes are earth shaking events due to the
sudden release of energy due to tectonic plate movements
in the rigid crust or other causes. The energy released in
the form of seismic waves that radiate in all directions to
the surface of the earth. An earthquake has parameters
that can be analyzed by humans using a special tool. Data
parameters are stored and used to analyze and study the
movement of tectonic tectonics, volcanic activity and the
earthquake itself. In Indonesia the earthquake data
recording is done by the Center for Meteorology,
Climatology and Geophysics which storage of earthquake
parameter data using Microsoft Excel. The development of
science in the field of information technology encourages
the creation of a system that can record web-based
earthquake data that can convert data from Microsoft
Excel table into database tables to facilitate data
processing in the future by BBMKG (Balai Besar
Meteorologi, Klimatologi, dan Geofisika) Region III
Denpasar

described, currently the Center for Meteorology, Climatology
and Geophysics Region III Denpasar needs a system that can
convert data from Ms.Excel into the database and can directly
store earthquake data into the database, then as students of
practical work I want to implement an Earthquake Parameter
Listing system that aims to save energy and time in work.
II. Research Methodology
The research methodology used in the development of
Implementation Of Data Parameter Conversion System Of
EarthQuake From Microsoft Excel To Database In BBMKG
III Denpasar is Design Science Research Methodology
(DSRM). The methodology was focused on problem-solving
and system development [1]. DSRM has six stages used as a
reference in conducting research such as below:

Keywords: Earthquake, System, Earthquake Data.

I. Introduction
Earthquakes are earth shaking events due to the sudden
release of energy due to the movement of tectonic plates on the
crust of the earth are rigid. The energy released in the form of
seismic waves that radiate in all directions to the surface of the
earth. The consequences of an earthquake can cause disasters
that harm the environment and society. An earthquake has
characteristics, these characteristics are usually called
earthquake parameters. The bias earthquake parameter
consists of the date of the incident, the time, the strength of the
earthquake, the scene and the depth of the earthquake. These
earthquake parameters are recorded and stored for further
analysis and assessment of earthquake information data. The
body responsible to record all tectonic activities (earthquakes)
in Indonesia is the Meteorology, Climatology and Geophysics
Agency or abbreviated as BMKG.Storage of earthquake
parameter data record in BBMKG Region III Denpasar still
using Microsoft Excel. Associated BBMKG Region III
Denpasar is currently doing system renewal, hence making
design of earthquake parameter data conversion system to be
implemented further. Based on the problems that have been

Fig. 1 Design Science Research Methodology
The research methodology used in the development of
Implementation Of Data Parameter Conversion System Of
EarthQuake From Microsoft Excel To Database In BBMKG
III Denpasar is shown in Figure 1. DSRM consists of problem
identification and motivation, identifying object and solution
of the problem, design and development, demonstration,
evaluation and communication focused on the purpose of
solving the problem.
2.1 Application’s Overview
Designing Implementation Of Data Parameter Conversion
System Of EarthQuake From Microsoft Excel To Database In
BBMKG III Denpasar using Codeigniter framework. The
Earthquake Parameter Data Conversion Data System from
Microsoft Excel to Database will provide special services for
admins, admins can manipulate data (insert, update, delete)
into the system. Here is an overview of the Earthquake Data
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page, on the dashboard page there are 5 menus that can be used
to manipulate data in the database that is filter data menu, reset,
add data, edit and delete. If the admin does not do something
then the process is completed or the admin will do the Logout
process.

Parameter Listing System. The application works as below:

III. Literature Review

Fig. 2 Application’s Overview
Fig. 2 is an overview of Implementation Of Data
Parameter Conversion System Of EarthQuake From
Microsoft Excel To Database In BBMKG III Denpasar. The
Earthquake Parameter Data Conversion Data System from
Microsoft Excel to Database only has one entity ie admin.
Admin here has the right to manipulate data (insert data,
update data and delete data).
2.2 System Architecture Design
System architecture design is an overview of the entire
process on the application and features that exist within it,
which aimed to facilitate in understanding the process on the
application.

An earthquake is a vibration or shock that occurs on the
earth's surface due to the sudden release of energy from within
that creates a seismic wave. Earthquakes are commonly caused
by the movement of Earth's crust (Earth's plates). The
frequency of a region, referring to the type and size of
earthquakes experienced during the time period. The following
is earthquake data from bmkg 3 denpasar which will be
converted to database system
3.1

Database Design of Conversion System of
Earthquake Data Parameters
Perancangan basis data dirancang untuk menentukan isi
dan pengaturan data yang dibutuhkan pada sistem yang akan
dibuat. Database Sistem Konversi Data Parameter Gempa
Bumi dari Microsoft Excel ke database di BBMKG Wilayah
III Denpasar diberi naman dengan db_gempa. Pada tahap ini
perancangan basis data yang dirancang menggunakan Relasi
Database dan Struktur Tabel.

Fig. 4 (a) Microsoft Excel file from BBMKG
Fig. 4 (a) is a Microsoft Excel file from BBMKG ie data
sample in March 2017., the data will be converted to the
system database

Fig. 3 The System Architecture Design
Fig. 3 is the system architecture design of Implementation
Of Data Parameter Conversion System Of EarthQuake From
Microsoft Excel To Database In BBMKG III Denpasar. The
First, user login by entering username and password that have
been set before. Then if the username and password entered
does not match then the user will repeat the login until the
username and password accordingly. When the login has been
successful it will switch to the admin dashboard page or main

3.2 Relation Database Table
Database db_sigempa, in the database there is one table that
is tb_data. The database relation is designed to illustrate the
relationship of each entity and attribute that realizes the entity.
Here is a picture of database Relation on Design Data
Conversion System of Earthquake Parameters from Microsoft
Excel to Database in BBMKG Region III Denpasar.
The database built on the Earthquake Data Parameter
Listing System in BBMKG Region III Denpasar does not have
a table relation, this is because one of the features to input the
earthquake parameter data by converting the earthquake
parameter data stored in the Microsoft Excel file into the
database on the Data Parameter Listing System Earthquake in
BBMKG Region III Denpasar which will be made.
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Fig. 4 (b) Relation Database Table Data Conversion System of
Earthquake Parameters Data from Microsoft Excel To
Database
IV. Result and Discussion
Implementation Of Data Parameter Conversion System Of
EarthQuake From Microsoft Excel To Database only has one
entit ie admin. Admin here has the right to manipulate data
(insert data, update data and delete data). Before entering the
main page, the admin must first log into the system with the
username and password that has been in the previous settings,
selanjutya new admin can manipulate the data parameters
earthquake.

Fig. 5 Login System
Fig. 5 is the display of the Login Form on the earthquake
parameter record system. The page consists of two textfields to
enter a username and password. Checks are made to the input
entered into the textfield on the Login page and shows the
success of the login process to go to the main page of
Earthquake Data Parameter Listing System application.
Date Filter is the process of searching the date of the date of
the earthquake on data stored in the database. Display of date
filter system can be seen in the following fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Date Filter
Fig. 6 is an earthquake date filter view of data stored in the
database. The image has shown filter data between 01-01-2017
and 02-02-2017 and will display data from that date.
Magnitude filter is the process of searching data from
earthquake magnitude on data stored in the database. Display
of earthquake magnitude filter system can be seen in the
following fig. 7.

Fig. 7 Filter Magnitude
Fig. 7 is an earthquake magnitude filter view of data stored
in the database. In the picture has shown the magnitude filter
that occurs between 2 and 3 then the result will display the
earthquake data on the magnitude filter.
How to convert Ms. data Excel to the database in earthquake
parameter recording system made by students of practical
work is as follows. Pertama buka halaman http://localhost/
phpmyadmin then the page will appear as Fig. 8.
Then select the database in the earthquake that is on the left.
Next select the earthquake table. The next display is shown in
Fig. 9.
Select the Import menu, then we will be directed to select
CSV file that has been made before.
After the next tb_data.csv file is selected press "GO" or
"Go" button if using Bahasa Indonesia. Next stay wait until the
process is completed da notification tone successful.
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V. Conclusion
1. Preparation of Earthquake Parameter Data Conversion
System is implemented to facilitate Earthquake Parameters
Data Record from Microsoft Excel to Database for
BBMKG Region III Denpasar. The earthquake parameter
data will be stored in the database to facilitate the
processing process.
2. Features in Implementation of Earthquake Parameter Data
Conversion System from Microsoft Excel to database in
BBMKG Region III Denpasar is a feature of data
conversion of earthquake parameters from Microsoft Excel
into MySQL database. Other features are insert, update,
delete earthquake parameter data.

Fig. 8 Page http://localhost/phpmyadmin
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Fig. 9 View of sigempa database and tb_data

Fig. 10 Selecting the tb_data.csv file

Fig. 11 Selecting the tb_data.csv file
The process of converting data from earthquake parameters
of Microsoft Excel to the database has been successfully done
if it has received a successful notification. To know that the
data has been converted correctly we can directly view bias by
selecting tb_data on the right or by opening the main page at
localhost / sigempa.
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Abstract
Light leads people to feel all things on earth, and can
make people experience the time and space. The intensive
study of light in the nineteenth Century led to the
understanding of the relationship between light and color
and promoted the creation of Impressionism.
Impressionist painters focused their efforts on capturing
visual impressions and the pursuit of light color changes,
focusing on the visual perception of the work which is a
great boost to human aesthetics. The act of lighting and
shadow manipulation is called 'lighting'. Using this action,
the color effect of light has been shown in many media such
as photography, drama, film and animation. Different
from the actual illumination, the lighting technology in 3D
animation needs to pursue the effect of the picture, so that
the audience can understand the plot and emotional
expression of the animated cartoon. However, only by
ordinary lighting techniques, the mood in the
three-dimensional animation narrative scene is limited.
The lighting in 3D animation needs to be exaggerated
which depending on the subjective features of the story,
the color, and brightness of the light. This is in line with the
pursuit of impressionist painting color effect, emphasizing
the aesthetic features of painting coincide. In this study,
based on the analysis of impressionist painting features,
and the found in the three-dimensional animation of the
narrative scene emotional lighting Association, in order to
make lighting more suitable for three-dimensional animation. Expecting this research to become a benchmark
for expressing emotions in 3D animation.
Keywords： Impressionism; 3D animation; light

I. Introduction
The manual operation of light and shadow is called
‘illumination’, in photography, drama, film, animation and
other media, illumination shows the light and color effects
required by the work. The digital lighting in 3D animation
movies is different from the actual lighting, for the pursuit of a
good picture, animation lights are artificially exaggerated light
and color effects, but also to let the audience to feel the
emotion and understanding of the plot.

In the field of art, the same attention to the effect of light and
shadow is the emergence of Impressionism in nineteenth
Century. Because this in-depth study of light generated in the
painting art school, featured by capturing the visual impression
and pursuing the color of light and shadow, and paying
attention to the visual perception of the work.
Based on Impressionist paintings, as well as on the
three-dimensional animation film lighting analysis of
“Zootpia”, this paper summarizes the aesthetic characteristics
of impressionist painting and the lighting characteristics of the
emotional expression of the narrative scene in the three
dimensional animated film, so as to find the correlation. The
ultimate purpose is to understand the use of Impressionist
lighting settings for the development of three-dimensional
animation film and the specific role of emotional expression.
We expect this research data to be an important research
material for the development and lighting techniques of many
image content.
II. Principal Argument
A. The characteristics of Impressionism and Impressionist
In the nineteenth century, the in-depth study of light has
enabled people to understand the relationship between light
and color, and promote the generation of Impressionism.
Impressionist painting is the transition from western traditional
painting to modern painting, which not only completely
changes the color concept of the painters who treat the
objective objects, but also changes the concept of the theme.
Impressionist painting has made many progress, also exposed
its limitations, but it broke through the shackles of the
Renaissance tradition, broke the old concept of painting,
leading the western painting entering into a new era, and
creating conditions for the development of modern fine arts.
Impressionist painters oppose the conservative ideology and
expression of the academy, against the stereotypes of religious
mythology and the grayish tones following an old routine.
They vividly represent the daily life scene and beautiful natural
scenery, and capture all kinds of vivid life impression. They
focus their energies on exploring the expression of light and
color, emphasizing subjective feelings, instant impressions
and general atmosphere, not paying much attention to painting
plots or painting techniques, and emphasizing personal style.
They applied the principle of optics to painting, negating the
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concept of color fixation, emphasizing the color of light source,
condition color, and less use of black; instead of the traditional
light and shade, the color of cold and warm contrast is used to
capture the fast changing light color effect, they mostly paint
with small strokes, and they have smaller size of a picture. For
impressionist painters, painting beauty lies not in the object
itself, but in the rich color changes in the sun.[1]
B. Characteristic examples of impressionist painting
Impressionist paintings fully show the painter's maturity of
the way of observing nature, who pay attention to observation
and capture of light moment under the change of color.
As shown in Figure 1, "Impression, Sunrise" is an extremely
important representative work of Impressionism, and also an
important masterpiece of Monet's impressionistic style. This is
a very clear display of Monet's ability to capture the unique
color changes in the instantaneous light conditions, the use of
color relations color relations to make the picture full of strong
artistic appeal.[2]

Fig. 3 Monnai “Le Bassinaux Nympheas”

Fig. 4 Monnai “Le Bassinaux Nympheas”

Fig 1 Monnai Impression, Sunrise

“Le Bassinaux Nympheas” is the representative of
Impressionist. These “Le Bassinaux Nympheas” have different
styles, different strokes, and the most important difference the color difference between light and shadow provides the
spectator with different psychological feelings.

Fig. 5 Monnai “Le Bassinaux Nympheas”

C. The effect of color on emotions

Fig. 2 Monnai “Le Bassinaux Nympheas”

In the book of “Color psychology”, the author gives a
detailed introduction to the characteristics of color. In the
chapter of color warming and cooling, it is said that the
external objects can give people warmth or cold or cool feeling
through the surface color, in general, the temperature sensation
is through the sensory organ touch objects, and have nothing
in common with color. But the fact is that all kinds of objects
do give people a certain temperature feeling with colorful
colors.
Red, orange and other colors make people think of the sun,
fire, so called “warm color”. Blue, green and other color is
associated with the night and cold, thus called “cool color”, red
expresses a positive, Yue move, warm feeling, blue gives
people a quiet and passive feeling. Green and purple is a
neutral color, little stimulation between the effect between red
and blue. Intermediate colors make people open and relax, and
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they can avoid fatigue.[3] According to the conceptual
descriptions in the book, they are arranged in tabular form, as
shown in table 1.

232
164
150

Warm
color

TABLE 1 COLOUR AND EMOTION

Color

RGB

Association

Effect

Red

255
0
0
255
128
0
255
255
0
0
255
255
0
0
255
0
255
0
255
0
255

Sun
Blaze

Give people
a positive,
energetic,
warm
feeling

Orange
Yellow
Cyan
Blue
Green
Purple

241
165
150

Colour
system
Warm
color

Dark night
Clod

Give people
a quiet,
negative
feeling

Cool color

Grass
Mystery

Make
people
relaxed and
comfortable

Intermedia
te color

Warm
color

In the movie, the protagonists witness failure in pursuit of
the rainforest, and then two characters took the cable car to
leave. In this episode, the first rabbit police officer of zootopia,
Judy Hopps helps the swindlers foxes Nick Wilde break away
from childhood psychological shadow, as the story goes bright
and warm, the color of the background changes.
The Nick is grieved and sad, the tone of the picture is cold,
bluish violet in general, the sun has not yet risen; when the
Nick is getting better, the hue of the picture is warming, orange
red in general, and the sun is rising gradually. The director uses
the theory of color psychology to combine the feeling of color
with the plot and the mood of the characters. The use of color
to express emotions conforms to the characteristics of
impressionist painting. As shown in table 2.
TABLE3
ANALYSIS OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHTING

Screenshot

D. Analysis of the Characteristics of Lighting in "Zootopia"

Extract
color

RGB
141
99
91

The object of this study is "Zootopia", which won the best
animated film of Oscar in 2016, the picture is excellent, the
plot is rich in reverse, with full three-dimensional shaping, and
well placed emotional communication. And the film also
featured with good lighting, lighting the superior picture, gave
the audience a good visual experience. The emotion conveyed
to the audience makes the story stronger. These features make
people reminiscent of impressionist painting features.

46
34
34

Color
system
Warm color

Cool color

TABLE2
ANALYSIS OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHTING

Screenshot

Extract
color

RGB
193
140
180

226
164
174

Color
system
Cool color

Cool color

As shown in table 3, when the hero takes the subway, he sees
the misunderstanding between the animals because of his
improper speech and shows his worried look, then he’s in bad
mood. The picture of the light change because of changes in
the plot and the protagonist mood. From the RGB value and
the picture color change, we can see that when the character's
mood becomes bad, the director will subject the light to a cool
tone from warm tone. Here, the director subjectively regulates
the color of the light with the mood of the characters, which
conforms the light and shade features of Impressionism
painting.
III. Conclusion
Through the analysis of the impressionist works and the
excellent three-dimensional animated film "zootopia", the
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conclusions are as follows: There are several common
characteristics of three-dimensional digital lighting
characteristics and impressionist painting, fit the theme and
mood; subjective tendency of adding light and color; convey
the feelings of the creator to the audience. Making good use of
these features makes the film more effective and plays a role in
promoting the development of the plot, and express the
emotion that the author wants to express, the fit of visual
effects and psychological effects can let the audience
understand the plot. When using digital lighting, using the
outline image with color tendency to highlight the role image,
according to the expression of emotions using the appropriate
emotional color, properly exaggerating lighting effects,
following the story plot. With the polish in line with
Impressionism, the emotional expression and story elaboration
can be better conducted in the future movies.
This study aims to look for vivid digital lighting and color
expression through the characteristics of impressionist
painting and the common ground of digital lighting. In order to
effectively demonstrate the plot, it is necessary to continue the
study of color. Through the study of color, this paper intends to
bring new imaginary fields and platform development in the
research and development of plot.
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Abstract
VR systems became generally popular and everyone can
easily enjoy VR entertainment contents now. In VR
contents, the sense of presence is one of most important
elements. The strongest reason for losing the sense of
presence is vection. A good way to avoid vection is to use
uniform motion.
We developed a VR system based on a boat with
constant low speed movement. And we devised a new game
design method and implemented VR contents named
"Ideal Vacation". It was focused on the sense of presence,
and also implemented somatosensory stimulation due to
unstable seat by using an airbed. We evaluated our
proposal game design by playtesting, and good results
were obtained.
Keywords-component; Virtual Reality; Game Design; The
Sense of Presence; Somatosensory Stimulation

I. Introduction

 Moving view point without any accelerations
 Some objects invade personal space of the player
 Tactile information match to visual information
We tested some boat speeds and determined that the best
situation was going down the river slowly.
In PSVR content "Summer lesson", game character face is
sometimes close up to player face very nearly. It became an
incursion to player's personal space. In this case, it was verified
that the player felt a cross-modal effect. We thought it means
the sense of presence existed in the player. And we
implemented the incursion to the personal space such as cherry
blossom petals and autumn leaves were coming. Also we
implemented a couple of features on gripping item. one of
them is a dragonfly is coming and perch on it. another is when
it touches into water then water is splashing.
We set a wood frame in the same position to the visual boat
edge, it could be touched by the player. when the player
touches the real frame, they feel safe.
This prototype only has a wood frame with spacer. the
playtesting scene is shown in Fig. 1.

In 2016, many VR systems such as “PSVR” and “HTC
Vive” were released for home use, and entertainment VR
contents became more popular. The sense of presence is an
important element of VR entertainment contents[1][2][3][4]. It
means that the players feel that they really exist into the
content’s world. Higher the sense of presence makes higher
immersion into content. If sense of presence is too low, the
players feel only looking a scene.
We developed a VR entertainment content focused on the
sense of presence, and we devised a game design method that
assisted us to create the sense of presence.

Fig. 1 Playtesting scene of the prototype

II. Method
B. Required Factors
The most important reason to lose the sense of presence is a
difference between the visual acceleration and the sensory
acceleration. We considered a situation that the visual
acceleration is equal to the sensory acceleration. Those states
are stop and uniform motion, and we choose a boat based
system contained uniform motion.
A. Preliminary Prototype
At first, We developed a prototype to implement some
elements to test are shown below[5]:

Through the playtesting prototype, we considered more
effective factors that create the sense of presence, and
conducted field research in VR amusement park. As a result,
we obtained that somatosensory stimulation effectively
improves the sense of presence. Especially the passive
stimulation is more effective than active one, because the
active stimulation worked without player's will, and the sense
of agency is lost.
We determined to implement the somatosensory stimulation
without losing the sense of agency. A boat moves and shakes
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according to the movement of the passenger. This movement is
accompanied by the sense of agency, so the sense of presence
is not lost. This reaction needs to respond quickly, and in
active systems the equipment becomes large and difficult to
control. So we gave up to control, and attempted to implement
using simple physical phenomena by an airbed.

boating on a calm river. The season of spring, summer, autumn,
and winter changes according to the progress, and total time is
about 5 minutes. The player could interact with the
environment by operating the fan with the controller,
In the spring part, cherry blossoms on the riverside
correspond to the players’ operation and petals fly toward
them. The screenshot is shown in Fig. 4.

C. Hardware Equipments
Our VR system was based on HTC Vive and Unreal Engine.
And we devised a boat unit that was built stronger than the
prototype with wood. The created boat unit is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 Spring scene screenshot

In the summer part, fireworks are launched then the players
face upwards and their attitude are changed naturally. Also
reproducing the sound of the waterfall with stereophonic
sound. The screenshot is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 2 Our boat unit
This unit was based on a floorboard, and attached to a
surrounding handrail. The railing is strong enough to handle
the player’s weight. The shape was not a box but a cage
because it reduces the weight of the unit and thereby reduces
the inertia weight to increase the motion response. The seat
also fixed to the floorboard.
The setting structure of the boat unit for experiment is shown
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 Summer scene screenshot

In the autumn part, leaves come flying and also a dragonfly
flies nearby the players. this dragonfly perches on the top of
closed fan when the players hold it. The screenshot is shown in
Fig. 6.

Fig. 3 Structure of the boat unit

The boat unit have a floorboard that set onto a airbed with a
foamed rubber sheet. The airbed was filled 50% of its capacity,
because we intentionally kept the unit to destabilize. And we
inserted the foamed rubber sheet between the airbed and the
unit, in order to prevent the unit from sliding.
A Vive tracker was attached on the unit to capture the
movement of the unit due to the player's behavior.
D. Implemented Software Contents
The theme of our content was the four seasons in Japan, and

Fig. 6 Autumn scene screenshot

In winter, snow rabbits appear on the riverside and move
according to the movement of the boat. The screenshot is
shown in Fig. 7.
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Tab. 1 Result of the questionnaire for the sense of presence

Numbers of points
Standard
2
3
4
5
6
7 Average Deviation
1
pts. pts. pts. pts. pts. pts. pts.
1

1

2

4

3

6

5

5.05

1.692

We obtained comments on contents impressions and
physical impressions mainly. Comments on contents are
shown below:
Fig. 7 Winter scene screenshot

In anytime, when the players touch the water with the fan,
water would be splashing. The screenshot is shown in Fig. 8.

 It is good that characters move according to the boat’s
movement.
 I’m relaxed.
 It is good that there was something coming near the face.
 Sound effects are good enough.
 I’m tired.
 Improvement of the feelings of reality by wood frame.
 Good complement of sensory.
Comments on physical impressions are shown below.

Fig. 8 Water splashing scene screenshot

E. Playtesting
The content was evaluated by playtesting. We did not teach
anything of contents to participants beforehand, and after
playtesting we had a questionnaire and interview their
impressions.
The questionnaire was 7 level evaluation on the sense of
presence. If the player thinks that it is just a visual experience
then it is 1 point, and if they feel that they were actually there
then it is 7 points.
III. Result
We conducted an experiment at the 22 Tokyo Polytechnic
University students. The scene of the experiment is shown in
Fig. 9.

 I felt like I was in a real boat when I got into the boat unit.
 The shake of the boat unit felt real and scary.
 I felt like I was in a real boat when I was leaning out my
body from the boat unit edge.
 I felt motion sickness when I got out the boat unit.
 I felt the shake caused by the change in posture according
to the operation of the controller, as a genuine shake.
 I felt it is a real canoe when I got into the boat unit.
 I felt the boat unit is moving forward.
IV. Discussion
We thought the intended game design has been realized
from the comments on the contents impressions. The
commenter who got tired was a player not familiar with VR
content and HMD.
We thought we presented the feelings like a real boat to
players from the comments on the physical impressions. The
commenter who got seasickness has not had much experience
boarding in boats. However from this fact, we thought we were
able to be implement a similar experience of a real boat.
V. Conclution and Future work
We devised a new game design method focused on the sense
of presence and implemented. Therefore we verified that the
implementation of the sense of presence was possible. Also we
verified that the somatosensory stimulation by using an airbed
improved the sense of presence.
We would continue researching and developing methods to
improve the sense of presence for VR games.

Fig. 9 Scene of the experiment
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Abstract
Film works express certain some emotions and information transfer through image elements. It means that
film works are the creative works achieved with the implication of art and artistic forms, and it conveys information to the people with needs. This is the formation
process of symbols. Film symbols must be the core of Film
works; therefore, this study focuses on Chinese documentaries so as to research the aesthetic implication and
thought significance of film symbols. Some successful cases are analyzed hereunder. According to out investigation
on relevant literatures, we find out that in order to analyze film symbols in documentary works, some representative Chinese works, such as the Ying and Bai, Kindergarten etc., are selected for deep exploration on film
semiotics.
Keywords-image aesthetics; screen signification; Significant;
signifier

I. Introduction
Symbol is a way to express the thought and the same is true
of film works. Film producers use the method of semiotics for
expression and information conveying. Only the semiotics
tools which can express thoughts are used appropriately, will
the audiences achieve the personnel favor. Film works are the
aggregations of culture accumulation supported by technology, which can indicate rich culture significance and aesthetic
value; the cognition and understanding on objects can be connected with the film semiotics, which can make it more meaningful and systematic.
II. Aesthetic implication of film symbols
Aesthetics, as a subject researching the beautyappreciation, is one subject subdivided in the philosophy.
Film aesthetics is the practical method of aesthetics, which is
valuable as a form art indicating the value of aesthetics effectively. The greatest strength of films is the time-dependent
continuity, which is also a feature distinguishing from other
art forms. Films are synthetic, which is based on special symbolism; the aesthetic value and aesthetic implication are ex-

pressed continuously through the expressiveness and strong
time impact. Symbols in films are the projection of film producers’ intention and thought, which conveys thought and
profound meaning through images.
Ferdinand de Saussure, a Polish philosopher, said that: the
feature of a symbol means to symbolize a thought object
based on a matter object or to symbolize a strict abstract conception[1]. Things, events and people are in their own
“world”; images will make something meaningful in unique
ways when certain intention is conveyed. It means that the
ideographical expression of film symbols can turn into individual images through the relationship among images and
objects of images. This is the relationship between the “signified” and the “signifier”.
III. The meaning created through film symbols
The accumulation of visual figures and diverse expressions
forms of images constitute the characteristic of semiotics and
an inseparable relation. Especially in documentaries with
clear expression of film producers’ intention, some accidental
shooting is only for capture of some scenes under the producing intention of the producer. It can be taken as the guarantee
for the semiotics process of significance contained in images.
The process of selecting scenes by film producers actually is
the continuation of subjective choice; the elaborating is accumulated in the direction reflected in intention, and finally a
work is formed. Signifier are selected to call for audiences,
which stresses that the elaborating of the relation between
“signifier” and “signified” built up by film producers through
the technique of expression. This is the core process for the
formation of themes of the works.
“I believe that documentary film should be individualistic.
Documentary film is a way to show individual understanding
and interpretation to the world. For example, the scene of
building a fence usually appears in Ying and Bai, which has
strong implicit and metaphorical effect on these images with
symbols so as to exchange signifier and signified in the film”,
said Director Zhang Yiqing who are Producers of documentary film.
Perspective of the Director is expressed through description
of the scene for mutual gaze between Ying and Bai in the
film. Bai is the world in the eye of Ying and Ying is the world
in the eye of Bai as well. Audiences glimpse inner loneliness
of human beings in the scene. Although Ying and Bai are
separated by fence and they sit at different places, they can
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peerceive each oother’s feelingg just throughh eye contact. Characcters which aare used as syymbols in thee documentaryy film
haave other effeect, which is tto make people perceive thhought
onn the relationsship between hhuman beingss and animal hhidden
byy lonely life. The method oof semiology can be used to expllore profound meaning systtem which is hhard to be expplored
thhrough surfacee phenomena.

m aesthetics to exbol in documentaary film. Possiibility of film
presss author’s thoought and connsciousness is analyzed. Poossibilitty of developm
ment and creaation for techhnical strengthh in
film
m and televisioon productionn is enlarged. Thus, the autthor
wouuld like to tryy whether deevelopment poossibility of ffilm
aesthhetics in doccumentary fielld can be ressearched through
sem
miology.
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Fig. 1 This is thee picture of Yinng and Bai.

Fiig. 2 This is the picture of Kindergarten.

In another case,
c
there is a scene in Kindergarten
K
about
“pplease follow me”, which attempts
a
to reeach the purpoose of
acccumulating m
moral level thrrough washingg hand, beingg wellbeehaved, and rrespecting elder people, andd a series of social
beehaviors. Thee bottom linne of formalized habit fo
formed
thhrough repeated habit and norm in reaality is circuitously
quuestioned. In aaddition, sociaal ideology annd realistic prooblem
arre indirectly rreflected in K
Kindergarten in an indirect judgm
ment form, whhich attempts tto overturn ouur conceptual interprretation to chhildren. Curiouus vision of tthe Director ddeeply
shhows social annd civilized meaning.
m
For eexample, love, care,
coonflict, and violence are coeexisting in kinndergarten, whhich is
a metaphor to kkindergarten aand is a kind of expressionn techniique to contracctible society.
IV
V. conclusion
wever,
Symbol is a ccommon featuure in lots of aarts field. How
fillm symbol atttempts to maake it be signnificant in a uunique
w
way, thus it shoows the differeence, which m
means that form
mation
off film symboll is constant expanding scope of semi-oology.
Thherefore, the relationship bbetween signiffier and signiffied is
syymbolically inntegrated in thhe research thrrough use film
m sym-
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Curse of Drug Addiction among Youth in Pakistan
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Lahore, Pakistan
Farhat.shabbir21@yahoo.com

Abstract
Youth is considered as a bridge for structuring means of
progress of any nation. Thus, it must be constructed on
strong fundamentals. All over the world, persons as well as
societies are facing illegitimate drug issues. Illegitimate
drug utilization prevents individuals from realizing their
full potentials and capabilities; consequently, it becomes a
barrier to social growth. The human evils caused by drug
dependence are the reparation to traditional values, life
styles and National economy. In Pakistan, young
generation is destroying themselves being addicted in
various types of drugs. Drug addiction is a kind of
disorder, if an individual develops, will never be able to
put down easily. The purpose of the research was to study
the socio-economic and psychological profile of the young
addicts, to explore the nature, frequency and duration of
drug addiction, to find out the psycho-social, cultural,
physical and economic causes of drug addiction, sources of
getting drugs, effects of drug addiction, to enquire the post
drug feelings of addiction and also to draw
recommendations for rehabilitation measures. So, a
quantitative study was conducted while using purposive
sampling, non-probability sampling method, in different
governmental institutions of Lahore. The other sources for
data collection were books, journals, articles, thesis,
official documents and newspapers. The researcher
selected Interview Schedule as a tool for data collection.
According to the study, all the respondents had
understanding about “drugs” that create depending upon
chars, heroin, cigarette, alcohol, samad bond and drug
injection. Factors such as bad company, failure in love,
peer pressure, lack of recreational facilities were the main
causes cited for the utilization of drugs. Social factors such
as illiteracy or lack of education, drug pushers, poverty,
etc. were also the reasons of drug addiction among young
generation.
I. Introduction
Drug addiction is injurious not only for the addicts but also
has negative effects on the fabric of the society. The impacts of
such addiction can cause harmful changes in the body, mind as
well as spirit of the drug addicts. The most alarming aspect of
drug addiction is that it is reaching epidemic proportions in the
entire world. Drug addiction is much serious issue even if the
drug addict is utilizing prescribed drugs; the ailing impacts can

be very destructive indeed. Drug addiction is no less
worrisome in Pakistan. Though, its neighbours (Bangladesh,
India, Maldives and Nepal) all have drug addiction problems,
but the worst affected throughout South Asia, is Pakistan. The
young generation has become the goal of main drug peddlers.
The peddlers sell drugs as well as package them like symbols
of revolution and brightness but have no regard for the results
of their actions. The youngsters who take the drugs are more
likely to commit suicide due to the damaging impact of drugs.
Addiction of drugs among the young generation is killing
them socially, morally and psychologically even physically.
On the other side, drugs barons are becoming wealthier
through supplying these drugs which are causing unspeakable
gloom. About 6% population of Pakistan, which means, not
less than 6.7 million adults, are utilizing drugs of which 78%
are men and 22% are women. Most of the young drug users in
Pakistan are of 25 years. Men are more likely to utilize
cannabis and opiates; on the other hand, prescription drug
addiction is dominated by women. Intravenous drug addiction
is also significantly high. Addiction of drugs is a complex
brain disorder. This is characterized by compulsive, at time
uncontrollable, drug craving, seeking and utilization which
continue even in the exceedingly negative results. Drug
seeking becomes habitual, in large part as a consequence of
the impact of prolonged drug utilization on brain functioning
as well as on behavior. For most of the people, addiction of
drugs become chronic, with relapses probable even after long
period of self-denial.
In Pakistan, young generation is damaging themselves by
being addicted in various types of drugs. Drugs are a kind of
ailment, which if an individual develops, will never enable to
put down easily. Most of the drug users in Pakistan are in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa as well as in Baluchistan. A query arises
here, who is responsible for drug utilization in Pakistan?
Parents are to be held responsible for drugs utilization of their
children because they have not adequately looked after them.
Youth often becomes addicted to drugs because of neglecting
of their parents. When youngsters sit in gatherings of elder
addict persons then it is very probable that they can involve in
drug addiction. Secondly, young people themselves are also
responsible because they know about the harmful effects of
the drug addiction but still they cannot defy the temptation of
utilizing those drugs.
Unluckily, there is an active as well as alive drugs culture in
various well-reputed colleges and universities of Pakistan.
Many persons in academic institutes are efficiently indulged in
the sale of drugs to students as well as they are the ones who
encourage other students to utilize drugs for enjoyment. What
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initiates as enjoyment ends up in life damaging drug addiction
for several students. Drugs utilization itself is a societal curse
but it supplementary begins more societal ills. The individuals
who are drug users require money to buy drugs for themselves.
There is a boundary of money which they can acquire from
their homes. In adding up, they have to get money by
involving in various criminal acts like theft, snatching as well
as so on. Even drug users have been seen in killing individuals
for money. Hence, curse of drugs has stronger depressing
social footprints on the whole society. Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
has the peak prevalence of drug use in Pakistan, with 10.9% of
the adult population. Cannabis, opioid as well as tranquilizer
or sedative utilization is at peak in KPK. Baluchistan has the
chief existence of opiate utilization nationally, specifically for
opium. While in several other areas opiate users are more
probable to utilize heroin. Sindh has the second highest
prevalence ratio for cannabis utilization. On the other hand,
users of prescription opioids (painkillers), heroin, and opium
are also there. In Pakistan, Punjab is the most heavily
populated province. The extent of drug addicts in Punjab is
frightening. The ratio of heroin utilizes among 15 to 25 years
old is as high as 75%. There are opium as well as heroin users
in Punjab. The cosmic majority utilizes amphetamine
(prescription stimulants) to be injecting drugs in Punjab.
II. Literature Review
There are some relevant literatures following as: Mr.
Sahibzada Hussain (2010) conducted a research on “Drugs
Addiction and the Youth” and stated in his study that the worst
object of being addicted to drugs is that it is disturbing the
youth in each part of the world in a major mode. Simple
harmful impacts of such addiction involve coma, physical
itchiness as well as even premature death. On the other side,
the psychological bad impacts can make an individual entirely
dependent on taking drugs for surviving. The drug addiction
among youth arises due to a perception that they look like to
harbor the view of their insufficiency for failing to measure up
to their expectations of their elder persons. It has been
fashionable for the singers as well as actors to involve stories
of drug addiction as well as sexual references in their music.
Thus, instead of spreading good values in the youngsters, the
entertainment industry is liable for propagating the utilization
of drugs which is more fuelling the addiction to drugs in both
the developing as well as developed world.
The News (2015), in a report on “Addiction continuous to
be on the rise among Pakistani Youth” mentioned that youth is
more at risk to drug abuse and the pervasive accessibility of
drugs in Pakistan has left the souls of the youngsters like
lifeless as they could be. Factors liable for increasing the
number of drug addicts risk taking attitudes that may indulge
experimenting with narcotics, alcohol as well as smoking,
societal isolation, anxiety, stress, peer pressure or bad
company, advance life style, hippy culture, unemployment, too
much pocket money by parents as well as dearth of attention
and supervision, the wish for social acceptance, boredom, only
to feel good, curiosity, feeble religious belief as well as lot of
free time at their disposal, easy availability of drugs at less
prices, presence as well as existence of drug dens are most
widespread factors, on the other hand, drugs are also utilized to
heighten sexual delight, to defeat frustration, tragedies and as

pain medication. The individuals who begin smoking as well
as drinking alcohol at immature age are much more likely to
experiment with illicit drugs than individuals who do not
smoke and drink. Drug addiction leads to a number of health
issues like apathy, malnutrition and unbalanced heart beat,
overdose deaths, cardiovascular disease, mental or physical
retardation, etc. There is financial breakdown of family, failure
of self confidence and will to work, loss of job, involvement in
crimes like theft as well as suicidal thought.
Ⅲ. Objectives
The following objectives were the part of this study as:
 To find out socio-economic profile of young drug addicts.
 To study psycho-social, personal, physical, cultural as
well as economic factors responsible for drug addiction.
 To explore the nature, frequency and duration of drug
addiction.
 To determine the effects of drug addiction among
youngsters.
 To examine the post drug feelings of male young addicts.
Ⅳ. Significance
Drug addiction is an intervallic or continuous intoxication
formed by the repeated consumption of a drug. Its
characteristics involve uncontrollable wish to continue having
the drugs, a propensity to increase the dose after interval of
time, a physical as well as psychological dependence on drugs,
impacts of drugs on youth and society. Addiction of drug is an
abnormal condition which arises because of frequent drug
utilization. It is mainly a chronic disorder upsetting the heart,
brain as well as other parts of body. Youth initiate having
drugs at their teenage and the first measure of addiction to
drugs is smoking. Drugs distress various people in various
ways. One individual can have as well as abuse drugs, yet
never become addicted; on the other hand, an individual
merely has experience as well as is directly hooked. Addiction
of drugs is a state in which the body feels comfortable as well
as relaxes. Drug addiction among youth is escalating day by
day that have a very negative impact on our society.
The researcher selected this topic as it is essential for
society of today which is taken over through the curse of drugs,
generally College and University students are indulged in it.
The major reason is that youngsters are distracting their
ambitions and because of it today Pakistan, even after 70 years
of independence, is 3rd world country. Another reason is that
some persons who desire to quit but because of dearth of health
care centers, they are not be able to give up. Some individuals
also indulge in illicit activities to take drugs as they are not
economically strong. This study will assist to analyze the
impacts of drug addiction and will assist to locate better
alternatives.
Ⅴ. Methodology
Universe of the present study was comprised of 50 young
male addicts, aged between 15-30 years, under treatment in
Punjab Institute of Mental Health, Mayo Hospital, Ganga Ram
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Hospital and Services Hospital, Lahore. The other sources for
data collection were books, journals, articles and newspapers.
In this research, quantitative research method was used.
Survey method was involved. The researcher selected
Interview Schedule as a tool for data collection, keeping an
eye on, most of the drug addicts were not be able enough to
read as well as understand the questions.
Ⅵ. Results/Conclusion
In this study, researcher examined the drug addiction by
using various indicators. Going through the whole study, the
researcher found out following points as:
Majority 54% respondents belonged to the age group of
25-30 years, 30% were between the ages of 20 to 25 and 16%
were in the age group of 15-20 years. Majority of 62%
respondents belonged to the Lahore Division, 16% Sargodha
Division, 11% Gujranwala Division, 7% Faisal Abad Division,
2% Azad Jammu Kashmir, 1 % from Multan Division and 1 %
from Karachi Division. Majority 82% were from urban areas
and 18% belonged to rural areas. 65% respondents were
unmarried and 35% were married. 70%married respondents
had their children. Majority of the respondents 89% were
living with their families. 64% were educated in which 46%
respondents were only primary, middle and metric while 36%
were illiterate. 30% were unemployed, 49% were laborers,
and 21% were running their own business. Majority of the
respondents 85% were hand to mouth. 89% respondents spent
their money on purchasing drugs, 48% were from joint
families, 65% respondents had 1-3 birth order among siblings,
53% respondents had 4-6 family members and 37% had 7-9
members, 26% respondents’ fathers and 47% respondents’
mothers were illiterate, 87% respondents’ mothers were
housewives and 20% fathers were doing Government Jobs,
30% had their personal business and the rest were labourers.
67% respondents fathers and 87% respondents mothers were
alive, 41% respondents’ families did not consider their
opinions and decisions and 35% thought their decisions got
considered to some extent, 70% respondents did not have
pocket money as they were self earners, 31% respondents
spent their leisure time in smoking, 18% in wandering with
friends, 17% in audio video music entertainment, 16% in
watching movies, 7% in outdoor games, 6% in gambling and
5% in street crimes. 36% respondents spent their free time
with friends in between 3-6 hours and 34% in between 1-3
hours per day. 20% respondents had the opinion as they were
affected by media to great extent while 22% to some extent.
48% of the respondents were arrested and went to police
station as well as jail, 5% respondents admitted that drugs
were introduced in jail. Majority of the respondents 60% had
addicted friends in whom 34% were unemployed and 4% were
pick pocketers. Most of the respondents 54% started taking
drugs in between the age of 15-20 Years. Majority 45%
respondents’ duration of being involved in drug was up to 9
years. 46% respondents were taking drugs in the form of
smoking, 22% in injection, 17% in drinking, 15% in sniffing
and inhaling drugs. Majority 54% respondents’ frequency of
drug utilization was more than thrice a day. 56% respondents’
source of obtaining drugs was drug pushers, 20% through
Medical Stores, and 24% from friends. Talking about taking
drugs for the first time, 37% responses caused bad company,

10% failure in love, 12% in exploration of pleasure, 10% due
to family conflicts, 14% due to poverty, 6% inspiration from
someone and 1% due to domestic violence, 2% had broken
families, 4% bad media impact, while 4% due to easy
availability or as an adventure. In gauging the physical causes
for continuous addiction, 44% respondents revealed that body
discomfort made them habitual addicts, 16% laziness, 11% for
sexual power, 29% because of physical energy. 35%
respondents became unemployed due to utilizing drugs and
32% had to face poverty. 56% respondents were chars users,
17% injections, 13% heroin, 8% alcohol, 5% samad bond and
1% cocaine users.
Recommendations
In the light of the findings of the present research, the
researcher suggested following recommendations as:
 First of all, parents must be alert in keeping an eye on their
children round the clock. Drug transaction would not be
controlled by the Government, thus, it is up to the parents
as well as members of the civil society to perform their
role in eradicating the drugs utilization from the society.
 This is the time that governments as well as societies take
measures to prevent and stop drug addiction. There should
be a community plan which should be implemented to
prevent drug addiction. It must identify the particular
drugs which youngsters are utilizing. This should build on
accessible resources like existing drugs abuse deterrence
programmes as well as this should also build up
short-term goals relevant to appropriate implementation
of research based drug abuse prevention programmes.
 Set up a medication management structure which ensures
that psychotropic substances and pain medication are
accessible to those who require it, on the other hand,
monitoring as well as preventing feasible diversion at
various levels such as manufacturing, storage, health-care
(prescribing physicians as well as pharmacists), patients.
Raising understanding among clinicians as well as policy
makers, parents, youngsters and teachers on the results of
mistreat of prescription drugs. Training of health care
professionals on an on-going basis on how to stop,
identify as well as manage the non-medical utilization of
prescription drugs and concerned consequences.
 Government should take administrative, lawful and
policy measures that put an end to the curse of drug
addiction.
 Efforts should be done to control the tobacco smoking in
the country as this is the gateway to curse of drug
addiction.
 Awareness campaigns by mass media, essay contests,
lectures as well as declamation competitions in schools,
colleges as well as universities should be run for creating
awareness about the bad impacts of drug addiction.
 Educational departments should build up a curriculum
against drugs for addition in textbooks at school, college
as well as university levels.
 Civic awareness campaigns should be run through radio
as well as television and more recreational facilities
should be developed to take the young generation off the
curse of drugs.
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Abstract
The Japanese animation industry has reached maturity
and has maintained a very close relationship with comic
books from the beginning of the development to the
present. Making a situation that enables to still enjoy the
animation based on comics as a material when a child who
was reading a comic book became an adult, Japanese
animation can be viewed by all ages, therefore the entire
nation is becoming consumers of the animation industry
and the investments are mainly made by the production
committee, which shows that they are differentiated from
other countries. The process of learning and referring to
the success stories of Japanese animation films will play an
important role in the development of growing Chinese
animation films.
Keywords-component; Japanese animation industry; Chinese
animation industry

I. Introduction
Currently, the country that goes ahead in the industries of
theatrical animation is the United States. However, Japan,
which possesses a lot of animation contents and has global
fandom culture and influences, is absolutely not negligible.
Historically, in the case of Japan and China, in the early days
of animation, it remained at the level which imitated under the
influence of Disney animations of the United States, but in the
case of Japan, gradually build a production system suitable for
Japan, and began to search and improve its own style.

In the case of China, a wonderful work such as <Princess
of iron, 1941>, the first animation in Chinese history, was
produced and it made an opportunity to globally make
known the "Chinese School" which has Chinese classical
culture and painting elements. The animation industries in
China and Japan began their businesses with producing
wonderful works at similar points, but recently, the
animation industry in China seems to be still in its infancy
as compared to Japan.[1] Despite the government's great
support since the 2000s, China has not experienced any
progress yet and been experiencing difficulty as being
stopped. Therefore, would like to try to analyze the
industrial disparity between the two countries through the
development situation of industries such as value chain

operating system, investment method and consumer
audience of China and Japan animation industry.
II .nalysis of operating system of Chinese and Japanese
animation film industry
A. Japanese animation film industry based-on comics
More than 90% of TV animation currently screened in
Japan has adapted famous comic books to animation. In the
case of animations adapted from comic books, can have the
following advantages. First, Japanese comic books are very
diverse in material and content, and even for people at
different age groups or in different fields, it will be ready to
accurately satisfy the audience's preferences based on the
entertainment of comic books. The second is that concept
designs such as characters and scenes are both perceived and
proved by consumers. Third, since the comic has undergone
two or more market verifications such as publishing serially or
in a book form before it is made into an animation, it is
guaranteed the reorganization into animation and the
profitability of market investment, and it can reduce.
TABLE I
THE STATISTICAL TABLE OF THE ORIGINAL ANIMATION O
F JAPANESE THEATRE [12]

Year
Year 2017
(28films)
Year 2016 (24
films)
Year 2015 (45
films)

cartoon

fiction

original
animation

video
game

46％

18％

25％

11％

37％

25％

33％

5％

43％

11％

37％

9s％

The revenue created through the sales of broadcasting
animation and animation related products will flow back into the
comic industry and will act as a catalyst for promoting the
development of comics. As a result, after the Japanese
animation movie operating system started serializing comics, it
was published in a book form and then made a subsequent
work such as TV animation, and the revenue thus obtained
again leads to investment in the comic industry. These
operating systems take on the form of an industry value chain
that has a mutual promotion and circulation.
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B. Leading Chinese animation film industry through TV
animation

In China, the original TV animation has been used as a
breakthrough and accumulating capital from it and has set a
target of children who are not affected by overseas
animation yet. Animations such as <Pleasant Goat and Big
Big Wolf (2005)>, <Boonie Bears (2012)> are exercising
increasingly powerful brand influence among younger
children in this way. The cinema version of "The Super
Adventure, 2009", aired for the first time in 2009, raised a
total of 85.5 million yuan box office revenue with a
production cost of 6 million yuan,[2] and all subsequent
works produced since then, have raised box office revenue
with the value of 100 million yuan.
Besides this, <Legend Of The Moles (2008)> which
formed a solid children's audience with the online game
system, was re-released as a movie of the same name in the
summer of 2011. <Legend Of The Moles - The Frozen
Horror (Mt. Zhuzhou Century Bill), 2009> raised revenues
of 15 million yuan.[14] In addition to this, the company also
raised sales revenue of 3,500 yuan in total through sales of
books with the same name and print copyright.[3]. This is a
work considered as the most successful case among
domestic game animation produced in the Chinese
animation film market. A value chain model of Chinese
animation film industry is being tried, making profit model
by utilizing the "1 + n" model of these audiences.

investment method by enterprises such as broadcasting
stations, movie companies, movie issuing companies.
However, given the investment risk, the investors' side
tends to lean toward the competitive animation companies
and to the relatively large market influence projects. So,
even though small businesses are rich in potential but still
have insufficient market influence which may cause a
problem that an animation work has difficulty in work
production due to lack of funds. <Big fish Begonia, 2016>
which raised the box office revenue of 220 million yuan for
3 days from the opening day, achieved the best
entertainment record among the domestic animation films
on an opening day, yet the manufacturing process was not
quite smooth as shown in Table 2.
TABLE II
BIG FISH&BEGONIA MANUFACTURE BACKGROUND[6]

Year2006
Year
2007-2009
Year
2009-2010
Year 2011
Year 2013

Year 2016

Ⅲ. Analysis of investment methods of animation film
industries

<Big fish Begonia, 2016>
Big Fish Begonia got the first sum of initial
capital
The sample drawing was completed
Failed in finding investment
Shut down due to the lacking of investor
Crowd funding, successfully enable the
production of Big Fish&Begonia
Nationwide first run, exceed 100 million at
the box office within 3 days

A. Japanese animation investment style centering on the
production committee

The work production committee, an organization
committee for Japanese animation works, is a business
association formed to exchange relevant usage rights after
completion of the works while sharing the animation
production cost in collaboration with several enterprises. In
Japan 's animation industry, it formed an investment
production system led by the work production committee in
the process of development with the aim of reducing
investment risk and efficiently sharing the dominant
resources of various market entities. The value chain
entrepreneur of Japanese animation industry creates profits
through cooperation, strengthening the competitiveness of
each industry sector, creating an ecological environment
that enables the entire industry to achieve sustainable and
sound development.
B. Chinese animation investment style

Today, Chinese industries of comic and animation film
still adhere to the investment production system mainly
based on animation companies, and the main sources of
funds are equity capital, corporate investment, and the
private loan. Corporate investment is the primary

This proves the facts that the support system for Chinese
animation industry is still inexperienced and it is necessary
to improve its investment method.
Ⅳ.Comparative Analysis of Animation film Audiences
B. Japanese animation film industry covering all age groups
In Japan, it is distinctive that people with different esthetic
viewpoints and people of different age groups can find and
consume animation works that match their taste in the markets.
Japanese scholar Masuda Hiromichi mentioned the expansion
of these animation audiences as the most important element
that supports the growth of the Japanese animation industry.[7]
The development of Japanese animation came through three
growth periods as shown in Table 3. Today, Japanese
animation is one of the important industrial sectors supporting
the country's economy and became one of the three biggest
leading industries in Japan occupying more than 10% of the
total GDP of Japan.[12].
B. Chinese animation film industry targeting the children's
market
The Chinese animation market has started to open
completely based on free competition. As a result, excellent
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overseas animation works have dominated the animation
market in China and investors have started investing in
overseas animation industries. Under such circumstances, the
Chinese government repeatedly enforced restriction policies
for overseas animation industry into China and development
policies for Chinese animation, and strived to provide
opportunities for Chinese animation to grow. As a result,
animation works such as <Pleasant Goat and Big Big Wolf,
2005> and <Boonie Bears, 2012> gained sensational
popularities and updated box office records in China, but in
overseas markets, didn't make a big achievement.
Currently, animation films in China are tried to develop the
animation industry, centering on audiences of lower age
groups, in order to overcome this situation. [10]However,
there are concerns that low age audience phenomenon of
Chinese animation movies' target will hinder the development
of Chinese animation due to many overseas competitors.
TABLE III
THE GROWTH STAGES OF JAPANESE ANIMATION[13]

The three stages of Japanese animation
Year
Animati
Achieveme
Audience
on
nt
1960
<The
The
The majority is
establish
establishment children
me, 1963> of Japanese
animation
industry
1970
< Space
The genesis
students
from
-1990
battleship creation
of junior high school,
yamato , Japanese
senior high school,
1974>
animatio
and college
1995
< Neon
The
3rd
domestic audience,
Genesis
animation
overseas audience
Evangelio climax
n , 1995> continues to
nowadays

for animation productions. In the text, the many advantages of
Japanese animation production system have been investigated,
in the future, the research on issues will be conducted and
which will proceed the research to be able to prepare for the
problems arising in Chinese animation industry.
TABLE Ⅳ
GRADE CLASSIFICATION OF AMERICAN AND JAPANESE
ANIMATIONS[11]
The ranking system of
Japanese animation
Ordinary
suitable for
class
people of all
G class
age
Not suitable
Child
protection for child less
than 12 years
class
old and pupil,
or watch it
when
accompanied
by family
member or
guardian
Restricted It is forbidden
to be watched
under the age
of 15

Prohibit
class

adult
animation (it
is forbidden
to be watched
under the age
of 18)

The ranking system of American
animation
G class
public class, suitable for
people of all ages s
PG class
Parents
Cautione
d
PG-13cla
ss
Parents
Strongly
Cautione
d
R class
Restricte
d

NC-17
class
Prohibit
class

Child after school age
can watch it when
accompanied and guided
by family member .
Not suitable for children
under 13 years old, it is
suggested to be watched
when accompanied and
guided
by
family
membe.
It
contains
many
elements for adult,
which is recommended
to be watched after 17
years old, teenagers
under 17 years old need
to be accompanied by
parent or guardian to
watch it.
adult movie, It is strictly
forbidden to be watched
by under age audience
under the age of 17.
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Abstract
This study focused on women-friendly urban
regeneration elements in a city space and used factor
analysis to objectively extract women-friendly cultural
elements. After, the study performed hierarchy process
analysis on the women-friendly urban regeneration
elements using the extracted factors, and set the standard
of urban regeneration to realize women-friendly city. By
analyzing the usage status of each country’s overpass sub
space and examining women-friendly effect elements on
overpass sub space, this study seeks to provide evidence
and references for the urban regeneration of overpass sub
space.
Keywords-component; Women-friendly, High sub-space, Idle space,
Cultural regeneration

I. Introduction
Although women’s life has not been traditionally identical
as men’s life, city space has been formed according to
male-centered behaviors. Isolated from work spaces,
residential areas regulating women around home and managers
restrict their social activities. As seen from street facilities or
traffic system that make it difficult for women to pass by with
their young children or baby carriage, a city has been
constructed mainly for health men, maintaining a difficult
structure for women to approach as social participants. Parks
or public facilities in cities that are not safe can also be
understood in the same context, restricting the rights of gender
difference for women in a city space.
In the past, women spent most of their life in the vicinity for
their social life, childcare, work, home management, support
of old parents, etc. Vicinity environments shortened women’s
travel distances within the family life zone, making their
family life efficient. However, with the increased participation
of women in society, the development of residential areas has
rather led to space separation restricting women’s activities in
society. This means that women’s activities according to social
participation face spatial restrictions in a city space (Hyung-ok
Hong, 1999). Therefore, women-friendly city space must be
sought to accept women as social participants, and a city to

support women’s roles and social activities must be built to
improve its competitiveness and achieve growth (Tae-won
Park, Hyeon-sook Cheon, Hyang-sook Song, 2013).
To effectively solve traffic jam, many cities have built an
overpass bridge as well as another space form in a city—i.e.
overpass sub space. Overpass sub space can become a place of
activities for women who consider families among citizens.
This paper analyzed the usage status of each country’s
overpass sub space, researched the women-friendly elements
of overpass sub space, and provided evidence and references
for the use of overpass sub space.
This research focuses on the usage status of overpass sub
space and influence elements of women-friendliness in a city
in the 21th century. First it examines the theoretical
background through preceding studies, and identifies the use
of overpass sub space through excellent cases in Canada,
China, and Italy. Finally, this paper studies the cases of using
overpass sub space that are used as women’s facility
guidelines.
II. Theretical Review of
Women-friendly Urban Regeneration
A. Women-friendly City Guideline
A women-friendly city means “an area without gender
difference in daily life by guaranteeing equal participation and
the allocation of benefits for both men and women” (Ministry
of Gender Equality and Family, 2009) [1]. The report on
Women’s Happiness Project Facility Certification Evaluation
provides guidelines for women’s facilities [2].
B. Characteristics of Overpass Sub Space
A high sub space is an idle space that has a sense of
existence but has low usability. Its characteristics have been
identified as follows.
(1) Derivative space: Annex of overpass; its recycle has
passicity.
(2) Leftover space: Has low vertical altitude and usage
efficiency.
(3) Public space: Managed and operated by a government
agency.
(4) Inferior space: Lacks light and has loud noise and
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automobile-exhaust emissions.
Research on idle space is still at its basic stage, and there is
still no enough research on the evaluation system of high sub
idle space from women-friendly perspective. Thus this study is
conducted to provide a theretical foundation based on
empirical research.
TABLE I

facility guidelines for women
Cat
ego
ry

Bathroom

Parking space

Street

Park

Co
nve
nie
nce

Quantitative
securement,
facility for
children’s
use, separated
installation of
women and
men’s
bathroom.

Adoption of
women-first
parking
space,
temporary
parking
system for
urgent
vehicles

Building more
women-friendly
pedestrian roads,
women-friendly
intersections,
convenient
facilities,
repair/renovate
pedestrian roads

Installation of
convenient
facilities,
space plan,
unit booth,
installatio of
sitting down
and stand-up
toilets and
hygienic
facilities

Securement
of pedestrian
roads in a
parking space
and
convenient
facilities of a
parking
entrance lamp

crime
prevention
and alert
system,
adequate
lighting
during day
and night,
safe booth
entrance/exit,
safe flooring
material,

Securement
of sight in a
parking
space,
installation of
crime
prevention
and alert
facility,
adequate
lighting
during day
and night,
women-first
parking space
regular
parking
space),
Securement
of sight in an
underground
parking
space, safe
elevator

Arrangement of
walking support
facilities and
walking facilities,
securement of the
connectivity
between pedestrian
roads and public
transportation,
women’s
participation and
making women’s
roads, activation of
local communities

Installation of
women-friendly
walking trail,
women-first
parking space,
convenient
facilities, and sign
board, women’s
participation
programs

Co
nsi
der
atio
n

Saf
ety

Ple
asu
re

Create
pleasant
environment,
installation
and
management
of hygienic
tools

Creation of a
pleasant
parking space
and parking
environment
creation of
shades in a
parking space

Ddequate lighting
during the night,
crime prevention
installation, safe
pedestrian roads,
safe taxi boarding
platform

standards of convenient, consideration, safety, and pleasure to
efficiently identify the overall level of cases. This paper
conducted research on the actual cases of three places which
show the aspects of cultural regeneration, among overpass sub
spaces that have been built throughout the world for the last 20
years. The 3 cases selected were: the U.K.’s “Westway
Development Trust”, the Netherlands’ “A8ernA Public Space”,
and Japan’s “2K540 Akioka Artisan”, to examine the
revitalization of an underdeveloped or backward region and
Formamenities by applying various facilities and programs on
an overpass sub spaces in areas having severed communication
with surrounding areas. The 3 cases were from 3 areas with
respective different space characteristics, and it is belived that
a close examination of these 3 cases from a women-friendly
perspective will vitalize the space below the overpass.
TABLE Ⅱ
Case analysis 1

Diversification of
the usage of park
areas, bicycle
network,
connection with
physical education
facilities and
installation of
exercise facilities,
installation of
convenient falities

Name
Locatio
n
Space
characte
ristics

Securement of safe
sight, crime
prevention,
strengthening of
accident
prevention
functions, crime
prevention,
disaster, safety
management
system,
designation of safe
areas

-

pleasant pedestrian
roads and
roadsides design,
ecofriendly
roadsides creation,
public use of
setback building
line, theme-setting
streetlights

-

Increase of
environment and
space pleasure,
adoption of an
ecofriendly plan,
energy saving
system, pet
protection areas,
etc.

Westway Development Trust
1 Thorpe Close, London, W10 5XL
(size 80,000m²)
The overpass connecting central London and White City in the late
1960s severed exchanges and interactions with North Kensigton. As
a result, the subspace of overpass became a slum and brought
various social problems around highways. To solve these issues and
to improve harmony and communication with the surrounding
areas, social enterprises became involved to provide various art and
cultural spaces and programs for people.

Urban regeneration facility
Create an organic flow by drawing murals on infrastructure and use
natural light in indoor spaces;
Gather and install storage facilities of similar functions;
Installatio of rock-climbing facilities of exaggerated size by securing an
indoor space in an individual booth form;
Install various booths and use various bright colors to escape from the
image of a dark space;
Form a space for physical education facilities and educational classes that
many people can use;
Form an art and cultural space that anyone can use;
Offer various educational classes related to environment; various physical
education and clinic facilities
Install art project spaces;
Use of a hobby space that women lack in the area;
Install various commercial vacilities and event spaces and hold many
different competitions;
Make easier street access highlighting healthy culture;
Space to experience animals easily and easier space accessibility with an
open event space
Picture of the case example

Ⅲ. Theretical Review of
Women-friendly Urban Regeneration
A. Research Case

Women-friendly analysis (Harris Chart)

From facility guideline for women on overpass sub space, the
method and evaluation of Harrison’s analysis was applied on 4
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consideration

Calculation a
nd evaluation

safety

Scores of figures:
+2-1+2+1=4

pleasure
Calculation
and
evaluation

Scores of figures:
+2+2+1-2=3

Name
Locatio
n
Space
characte
ristics

-

TABLE Ⅳ
Case analysis 3

The graph focuses on the middle and
lower part rather than the whole.

TABLE Ⅲ
Case analysis 2
A8ernA Public Space
Van Hallstraat 294, 1051 HM Amsterdam
(size 22,500m²/ 1,500m²)
A8 highway street, which was constructed with the formation of
highly-dense local area along the Gianh River in the early 1970s,
quickly divided the main facilities of the two towns, blocking the
interactions of both sides. The dreary 7m high space underneath the
overpass street blocked the communication and exchanges between
the towns, abandoning the facilities for more than 30 years.
Currently, many complex-purpose convenient facilities have been
built to meet residents’ needs and to provide various opporutnities
for smoothly connecting the communication of both towns that were
severed by the overpass.

Urban regeneration facility
Form a paranomic deck of a similar shape;
Form a closer relationship with users such as a small deck with an easy
access to a river, super market, and parking space;
Installation of a sculpture-like busstop that acts as a space objet;
Create a small park around the overpass;
Forman art and cultural space for dance performances and exhibitions that
anyone can use;
Form a hobby space such as a toy zone considering individual users;
Form a close relationship with space as various hobby spaces considering
users;
Installation of physical education and play facilities for exchanges of
people;
Form a space complementing the hobbies that resident lack;
Gives a certain image of space such as LED lighting overpass pillar,
graffiti gallery, etc. instead of doodles;
Create an artistic space like a gallery for the existing doodle space;
Form a unique space such as a mini deck connecting to a river and
barbeque cave inside the park;
Give unique symbolity with an LED overpass pillar and mini deck;
Create comfortability like a regular space such as a park and supermarket
beside the overpass;

Graph focuses on the lower part, not
the whole.

Name
Locatio
n
space
Charact
eristics

-

2k540 AKI-OKA ARTISAN
JR overpass in Akihabara, Tokyo (size 80,000m²)
Since the location is far from the station and even the middle space
was a dark parking space and storage, it was an environment with
little passage of people. As an area with a long history related to art,
handicraft workshops and commercial facilities were created. By
creating a “white space” from a dark image, it draws attention as a
bright and vibrant sub space and surrounding area.

Urban regeneration facility
Highlight functionality by expressing with the same white color for the
entire buildings and outer walls;
Form an organic flow by setting gentle lighting and a resting space;
Commercial facilities of a box form act as both a space and objet;
Create a beautiful look using shade plants for landscape;
Create a comfortable and soft image by installing gentle ligting for
overpass pilars;
Induce focused attention of the space through white paint effect overall;
Provide various fashion shows and watching spaces for participants;
Provide various handicraft workshop spaces that people can experience
directly;
Provide a space to view the works of famous local artisans;
Gather the spaces into one to preserve the unique local culture and art;
Resolve the lack of spaces for art handicrafts and events in the town;
Form place character with a facility name derived from a railway term;
Provide a space to experience different theme and unique items;
Improve accessibility with facility name using an existing railway term;
Picture of the case example

Women-friendly analysis (Harris Chart)
-2

Picture of the case example
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B. Results
The results of comparison and in-depth analysis on the 3
main cases of cultural regeneration in an overpass sub space
above are as follows.
According to the results, since the 2k540 AKI-OKA
ARTISAN case has an overall high score and has a positive
prospect of women-friendly development, it is appropriate for
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the basic standard of each women-friendly. Next, A8ernA
public space shows the tendency of development, but it lacks
some women-friendly aspects. The entire score and Harris [3]
graph results of 2k540 AKI-OKA ARTISAN fall behind
2k540 AKI-OKA ARTISAN and A8ernA public space, but are
highly convenient in terms of the overall plan. Thus, all 3 cases
have advntages that can be referred for women-friendly
overpass sub space.
Ⅳ. Conclusion
Through theoretical research and case analysis on
women-friendly overpass sub space, this paper drew the
following conclusions on the use of women-friendly overpass

securing safe sight, strengthening accident preventive
functions, disaster prevention, safety management system, and
finally, the designation of safe areas.
Fourth, customized life industry is developed based on the
features of overpass sub space, with the Formwomen’s
characteristics and the absorption of creative cultural
industries. They include: Create a pleasant environment,
Install and manage hygienic equipment, Create pleasant
parking area, Create shadows in parking spaces, design of
pleasant pedestrian roads and roadsides design, Create
ecofriendly roadsides, increase environmental pleasure,
increase space pleasure, adopt an ecofriendly plan and
energy-saving system, and setup pet-protection areas.
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Abstract
Work for woman is an opportunity to reveal her
capabilities which Allah has bestowed her. However, this is
the requirement of the current era; women are working
equally with men to run the family now. Married working
women have to maintain equilibrium as well as stability
between their homes and career. Undoubtedly, employed
women are economically independent, support their
families and fetch a positive modification in social status
but in spite of all, they are not being facilitated by their
families and society. The duties performed by the
professional married women are not simple to handle, as to
accomplish both professional and domestic responsibilities
simultaneously, is a complex job and burden on their
shoulders. The whole personality of a woman can be
affected if she is not facilitated by her family. Still, in our
country, most of the people do not like women going
outside their homes. Their less accommodating approach,
dearth of encouragement and biased attitude towards
women, are creating great hurdles.
This study revolved around psycho-social condition of
the professional married women, attitude of family
members, conveniences provided to them, their decision
making power, intensity of responsibilities, office
environment, etc. The primary objective of the research
was to see and evaluate those fundamentals which were not
obliging married working women and to analyze the
overall conducive environment presented to them by their
families and society. The data was collected from four
different fields as Medical, Educational Institutions, Banks
and Business owners.
The study revealed that majority of the respondents had
to perform duel responsibilities; they not only did their
jobs but also did household chores, pampered their kids
and looked after their husbands, etc. Majority described
the reasons of not having conducive environment as male
dominant society, illiteracy, gender discrimination,
conservative approach of the people and lack of awareness,
etc.
I. Introduction
In Pakistan, women have always experienced disadvantages
as compare to men of the similar class. Social as well as

cultural factors have historically kept several women from
inflowing the job market. But with the current modifications in
society caused by augmented financial pressures, extension of
educational facilities as well as augmented access to learning,
more and more women are incoming to the job market. To
accomplish basic needs of daily life, women belonging to
middle class families are working in different government and
non-government organizations. Our society chauvinism
against women continues from her childhood. In most of the
families, girls were feed after male. Because of necessities of
their jobs, they spend most of day time outside their homes.
They face several issues during this time such as prejudice as
well as specifically non-recognition of their assistance even
from their families. This kind of action may suffer their
position as well as their skills. The current research, thus, the
researcher organized to examine various issues that working
women face in our society. Working women are facing many
issues in Pakistan which are not facing by working women in
developed countries. Most of the men do not share household
chores in Pakistan. This is the chief duty of women to make
food, look after their children as well as family, dirt free the
house and other routine work. Thus, main burden comes on
shoulders of women.
II. Literature Review
Jahan (1975) claimed that women are un-organized as well
as non-visible; they cannot articulate their issues so that they
become unsuccessful to draw the concentration of researchers.
But now circumstances are modified steadily. The contribution
of women in labour market is steadily enlarged during the mid
1980s (Mahtab, 2007).
Ralstone (1990) claimed that working women with hard
duty schedules faced more domestic issues than working
women with bendable duty schedules. Expanded working
hours escort to family conflicts. (Piotrkowski, 1987)
Working women face several issues. The chief issue comes
from their family as well as relatives. Women require having
consent of their male family members to go out and job. Even
women do not have more choices to search job as compare to
men. They treated like “women” during the work or place of
work. Their male colleagues do not prop up them; they believe
that they have not sufficient skills to do work. Their colleagues
as well as subordinates consider that they have not decision
making power and cannot formulate policies. They cannot live
late hours or off days so they consider in poor condition.
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Besides these some other issues, separate bathroom, place for
offering prayer as well as dearth of transportation they face,
make their jobs harder (Islam,1997).
The mainstream of Pakistani women associates to the rural
areas who work in the fields in the manufacturing centers. This
is a poor as well as nearly uniformed bulk which tends a life of
physical hardship including long hours at tedious errands for
that there is neither compensation nor appreciation. Majority
of these women tolerate the twofold burden of domestic as
well as outside work. (Ferdoos, 2005). Not only do these
women have longer days than the rest of the family but also
being the very last to eat, they eat less well as well as suffer
from anemia and malnutrition. (Mumtaz, 1994). In rural areas,
majority of women are mostly working in the fields and they
desire to modify their work due to much burden of work with
fewer earnings but they have no other option because of
illiteracy. (Ferdoos, 2005)
Parveen (1984) after studying the “Problems of Working
Women in Faisalabad City” examined that the working women
were generally displeased with their professions as well as
their conditions of work. They were discontented due to the
dearth of working facilities unfavorable approach of the
members of the society. Chief issues faced by working women
were
observed
as
conveyance,
family,
official,
accommodation, social as well as health issues. Khalid (1990)
studies about “The Problems of Working Women” and
observed that the status of women as second-class citizens was
reinforced through the narrow vocational opportunities
presented to them. Furthermore, various issues like behavior of
society members prejudices and unrecognizing that the
working women encountered with regard to their status as well
as role in the financial life harmfully exaggerated the use of
their talent as well as work capabilities.

Universe of the present study comprised of 40 married
women working in hospitals, banks, educational institutions
and those who were running their own business. The other
sources for data collection were books, journals, articles, thesis
and official documents. In this research, quantitative method
was used. Survey method was involved. The researcher
selected Interview Schedule as tool for data collection and the
sampling technique was snow ball random sampling in which
the researcher utilized references for data collection.

Ⅲ. Objectives

Ⅵ. Results/Conclusion

The following objectives were the part of this study as:
 To prepare socio-economic and psychological profile
of married working women.
 To explore the reasons of doing job as well as level of
satisfaction as working women.
 To enquire the perception regarding people’s
behavior towards them.
 To examine the right of decision making on family
issues provided to them by their family.
 To study the status provided to the married working
women at their homes by in-laws and overall view of
the society.

In this study, the researcher examined the condition of
married working women by utilizing different indicators.
Going through the whole study, the researcher found out
following points:
Majority 80% of the respondents were masters degree holder,
talking about the duration of marriage 48% were in between
the year of 5-10. 58% respondents had been doing job before
marriage, 65% desired to do job before marriage as a personal
interest and 70% respondents had been doing job in between
the year of 5-10. About 70% respondents working hours were
from 9am to 5pm. Majority 60% were living in nuclear family
on the other hand 40% were in joint family. 60% respondents
had their own transport facility and the rest were using public
transport. Most of the respondents i.e. 80% continued their
household chores after coming back to home, majority 89%
were cooking at home, 68% were not only cooking before
going to job but also after coming back from the office as well.
76% respondents had maid for cleaning and washing, the vast
majority 88% were fully responsible on teaching their kids
whereas very few had tutor facility. 82% described as they and
their husbands both took decision about their kids’ studies.
Majority 52% respondents were attending their kids School
functions frequently, 97% responded their view about
offspring matters is significant or regarded to great extent,

Ⅳ. Significance
Pakistan is a developing country and almost 50 percent of its
population is comprised of women. The contribution of
women in each field is very important for progress of any
country. Because half of the population of Pakistan is
embedded on women, thus women contribution in financial
growth is important for Pakistan to progress leaps and bounds.
Though the environment which is provided by the families as

well as societies to the married working women, is not as much
encouraging in our country. Unluckily, in some areas, women
are treated ineffectually, about, in each matter. And married
working women have non-cooperative behavior by their
husbands, families as well as societies. In Pakistan, while the
situation is acceptable, but still most of the husbands are not in
favor of jobs, so far their wives are concerned. Because of such
behaviors, overall families do not facilitate the working
women to great extent. Conducive environment by family is
the pre-requisite for any working woman to accomplish both
the household and professional liabilities. The encouragements,
level of contentment as well as division of responsibilities are
the vital component required by the working women and
absence of such elements result in various issues faced by
these women. The current study aimed at highlighting the
issues and life of married working women and the
environment provided to them by their family and society.
This research will also assist the government and policy
makers to make the daily lives of working women more ease
by arranging facilities for them.
Ⅴ. Methodology
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65% respondents mentioned their parents took care of their
kids in their absence, 40% were spending less than half income
on themselves, 60% mentioned as they contributed in family
expenses as per the necessities. 52% respondents did not
pressurize by their husbands whereas 48% were pressurized to
spend their income on household expenditures. Majority 75%
identified that their husbands did mind when they went out
with their colleagues. 34% respondents mentioned that their
husbands liked to mingle up with their colleagues, 42% to
some extents and 24% frequently permitted to go out city alone
if professionally mandatory. Most of the respondents 70%
reported that their husbands were the source of taking care of
family matters in their absence. Majority 60% were assisted
rarely, 18% frequently and 22% occasionally by their
husbands in household chores. Majority 76% described as
their husbands never assisted them in office work. 45%
respondents were satisfied with their jobs to some extent.
Majority 56% were to some extent satisfied with the
environment given to them by their office. 84% spent time
with family after working hours. Because of work pressure, a
vast majority i.e. 82% reported that they rarely sustained their
hobbies after marriage. 52% respondents’ colleagues’ attitude
was highly favorable towards them in office. Discussing about
doing job after marriage, the overwhelming majority 52%
suggested that women should do job after wedding and the rest
48% were not in favor of doing job due to unfavourable
environment. Concerning the reasons of not being provided
conducive environment to married working women, 32% of
the respondents exposed male dominant society, 18% revealed
illiteracy, 20% replied gender discrimination while 15%
identified lack of awareness and the same percentage reported
conservative approach of the people.

specifically among family members to ease the working
women by distributing their responsibilities.
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Recommendations
In the light of the findings of present research, the
researcher suggested following recommendations:
 Government should make policy that all the governmental
and non-governmental organizations have relaxation in
casual and annual leaves, flexible working hours and
some other fringe benefits to married working women.
 Day Care Centers should be established in the
organizations. The standard of services should cover the
requirements of kids as well as satisfy the working
mothers.
 Complete package of medical services should be set by
the organizations for whole family of working women.
 Pick and drop service should be provided by the
organizations. On the other hand, the government should
organize separate transport facility for female.
 Clubs, health centers, libraries, gyms, skill growth
programmes as well as other constructive recreational
facilities should be given by every society on affordable
prices to reduce mental stress and burden due to duel
tasks.
 Awareness raising programmes should be arranged
through electronic as well as print media regarding the
problems of married working women, center of attention
should be the accommodating role of community
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which written in various scripts and languages. Most of the
manuscripts are still stored or owned by ordinary people.
Some are in central and local institutions, as well as adat
institutions.
Lontar is one kind of manuscripts (manuscript) in the
archipelago. Lontar is commonly found on Bali island, but
some are found in Java, Sulawesi (called lontara), and in
Lombok. Lontar was used as a writing instrument at that
time before anyone knew the paper. In addition to lontar,
there are also similar materials that used for writing places,
such as in Java using nipah leaf (similar to lontar), dluwang
(from bark); and parkamen (from goat skin), in Sulawesi
using bamboo (written in circular) and rattan, while in Batak
besides lontar there are also tribak (from bark).

Abstract
Lontar digitalization produces image files which is
acquired through scanners or cameras. In Lontar image
of course there is a noise because the acquisition results
on the original lontar there is brownish color on the
leaves. Therefore, this research focuses on improving
image quality to remove the existing noise on image by
doing determining process the color space by using
CIELab and Thresholding process using Local Adaptive
Thresholding method.
Keywords – lontar scanner, noise,
thresholding, local adaptive thresholding.

CIELab,

I. Introduction
Preservation of Balinese culture in the form of lontar
currently becomes a public’s attention starting from the
government and Balinese society in particular. This
preservation can be done by lontar digitalization. Lontar
digitalization process is done by using a camera or scanner.
Lontar which is already through digitalization process
certainly there is of course there is a noise which derived
from lontar’s leaf fiber and also the color between the script
with the background has little difference.
Improved image quality is the solution of this problem
that is by determining the color space and Thresholding.
Color space determination is used to distinguish between
the script with the background using CIELab. Thresholding
is an image binarization process that produces binary
images. The method used in this research is Local Adaptive
Thresholding.
Similar research has been there about removing noise on
lontar [1]. Other studies are also about binarization
techniques in image [2] and Local Adaptive Thresholding
techniques in Binarization [3].
Based on the research, the author tries to research about
Preprocessing System to Improve Image Quality of Ancient
Balinese Manuscript.

Fig. 1. Lontar Arya Tan Kaur (Ida Pedanda Gde Wayahan
Datah, Gria Krotok, Budakeling, Bebandem, Karangasem,
Bali)
B. Balinese Spelling
According to the decision of the Pasamuhan Agung that
the Balinese spelling with Latin scripts was adapted to the
Indonesian spelling [4]. that is, the Spelling is made as
simple as possible and the spelling must be phonetic, which
means exactly or close to the actual speech.
Based on the aforementioned matters, the scripts that
used for writing the Balinese language with the Latin scripts
are as follows:
1. Voice scripts (vowel): a, e, i, u, e. o (six pieces, have
been changed in the pepet and same taling).

II. Fundamental Theory
A. Lontar
One of the most important cultural heritages in our
ancestors is the ancient manuscripts (manuscript).
Throughout Indonesia, there are many ancient manuscripts

TABLE I
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w, l, p, d, j, y, ny, (18 pieces).

VOICE SCRIPTS
No

Balinese Character

TABLE III
WIANJANA SCRIPTS

Bali Latin
a

No.

Balinese Character

Bali Latin
h/a

ē

n

i

c

u

r

e

k

o

d
If the Balinese scripts in this case are the existing Voice
which is written in writing of Latin Balinese as follows:
Information :
a. Wisarga ha (with its sandangan) written the same
with ä kara.
b. Suara dirga (ulu sari, suku ilut and so on) is equated
with hrasua script (short)
c.
Writing between pepet and taling is equated (adjusted
to EYD)
d.
Duplicate voice formats: ai / ia = e (taling) and au / ua
= o (only taken the password form)According to the
experts stated, that the words which written with
wisarga ha, in general are the words derived from Bali
(considered Balinese),whereas words which written
with a kara are the words that not Balinese origin
(Ancient Javanese or Sanskrit). In connection
therewith, then:

t
s
w
l
m
g

TABLE II
REPLACEMENT AKSARA SUARA
Aksara Suara

b

Replaced with
ng
p
j
y
ny

2. Wianjana scripts (consonant): h, n, c, r, k, g, t, m, ng, b, s,

C. CIELab
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quality based on texture features. The texture which is the
spatial variation of image intensity is also a characteristic of
an object. From this texture characteristic is expected to be
detected script carving and then processed to become more
clear.

Color is a powerful descriptor in image segmentation that
simplifies object identification and extraction of images
(Susijanto, 2013). The model of colors facilitate color
specifications in a standard way. A subspace of a color
model gives a point to represent the color.
CIELab is one of the color structures defined by the CIE
(International Cisco 1976 L * a * b *). In CIELab, the
CIE_L * quantity to describe the brightness of the color, 0
for black and L * = 100 for white. The dimension of CIE_a *
describes the type of green - red, where the negative number
a * indicates the green color and otherwise CIE_a *
positively indicates the red color CIE_b * dimension for
blue-yellow type, where the negative number b * indicates
blue color and vice versa CIE_b * positive indicates yellow
color RGB transformations (Red, Green, Blue) - CIELab
can be done by:

D. Local Adaptive Thresholding
Thresholding process will produce a binary image, which
is the image that has two values of gray levels of black and
white [5]. The process of grayscale thresholding citra to
produce binary images in general is as follows.
............................. (12)

.........................................................................(2)
G= 2.2. dan C= R, G, B

With g (x, y) is the binary image of grayscale f (x, y), and T
explains the threshold value. The value of T plays a very
important role in the thresholding process. The quality of
the binary image results depends on the value of T used.
The method used in this research is Local Adaptive
Thresholding. In this method, the local threshold value can
be calculated in one of three ways:

...................................................................(3)

..............................(13)

where

..........................................................................(1)

....................................................................(4)

.....................(14)

...................................................................(5)

........(15)
………….......(6)

With W explains the processed block, NW explainss the
number of pixels on each block W and C explains a freely
available constant. When C = 0, the threshold value is equal
to the average value of each pixel in the block.
The three ways above consecutively calculate the T value by
calculating the mean, median, and average values of the
maximum and minimum values of pixels in the window.

……….............(7)

So L*a*b* becomes:

III. Methodology

………………(8)

The preprocessing system to improve the quality of
ancient Balinese script images generally starts from the data
acquisition process. Data acquisition is a process of taking
image data from analog to digital data which is from lontar
becomes image lontar using a scanner. The stored image
will be processed at the preprocessing stage.

……………………………….…..(9)
……………………………….(10)
……………………………….(11)
The result of the test using CIELab on the previous
research of dissertation susijanto in 2013 obtained the
average value for Δa * is 0,84, and mean for Δb * 1.4. It
shows that the difference of colors inscription scripts for the
component of color Δa * and Δb * is small. The big
difference in the color intensity ΔL * which has the value of
11.47.
As well as from the results of metal inscription
segmentation, from the measurement by the RMSE method
obtained the average error value for segmentation with the
component of color itensity L * is the smallest 116.57,
compared with the component of a * and b * which is worth
215.79 and 205.81 . Based on these results it was developed
to the process of improving the metal inscription image

Fig. 2. System Overview
The preprocessing process begins with the process of
color space selection, the color space selection using
CIELab color space, because the color difference with the
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lontar script itself is very small so to overcome it, it’s used
CIELab. After the process of color space selection,
thresholding process is done to distinguish between the
script with the background.
The image of the ancient manuscript through the
preprocessing stage to improve the quality of the ancient
manuscript image which is obtained from the data
acquisition stage. The results of ancient manuscript data
acquisition is strongly influenced by the condition of the
ancient manuscripts so it is necessary through the
preprocessing stage. The preprocessing process aims to
improve the ancient manuscript image so it can improve the
ancient manuscript image. The result of the ancient
manuscript image which has been enhanced its quality,
which will be the output of the system that will be useful as
digitalisation data of the ancient manuscript to preserve
cultural heritage.

There are 3 image which is obtained is component image
L with value of L = 45, component image a with value a =
128, and component image b with value of b = 127. It is
clearly seen that in component image L there are characters
so that will be used for thresholding process is component
image L.
The result of component image L that has been through
thresholding process so it produces a binary image. In the
thresholding process, W (window) explains the processed
block and C (threshold value) represents a freely available
constant. In this research has been done in 5 times using
thresholding with the different window and threshold values.
The results of the experiment can be seen in the table below.
TABLE IV
LOCAL ADAPTIVE THRESHOLDING
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

IV. Result and Analysis
No

A. Result

Image Thresholding Results

1

The result of color space determination process using
CIELab that is found that the pixels of scripts are in
component image L, whereas component a and b image
only be found on background of the lontar image.

Information
W = 70
C = 0.01

2

Fig.3. Component Image L

W = 70
C = 0.05

The result of preprocessing process uses Local Adaptive
Thresholding method of the component L image and
produces image of the preprocessing result. The image of
the thresholding results can be seen in this picture below:

W = 70

3

C = 0.1
Fig.4. The image of the thresholding results

B. Analysis

W = 80

4

C = 0.05

Preprocessing using CIELab and Local Adaptive
Thresholding is a process of improving image quality in a
pre-determined color space and continued with thresholding
process.
5

W = 60
C = 0.05

Fig.5. Component Image L

Fig.6. Component Image a

V. Conclusion

Fig.7. Component Image b

The research about Balinese script Preprocessing on
Lontar Using Local Adaptive Thresholding method. Based
on the determination of the color space to produce 3 images
that is the component image L with the value of L = 45, the
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component image a with the value a = 128, and the
component image b with the value b = 127. It is very clear
that in the component image L there are scripts. The
component image L being tested 5 times using thresholding
with different window and threshold values, it can be
concluded that the smaller the value of the window and the
threshold value so the more visible the existing noise in the
lontar. Based on the experimental results above, so the
experiments with values W = 70 and C = 0.05 produce the
most images of the four other experiments.
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Ab
bstract
The Cultural heritage is ann important rulle for understaanding
thhe history andd the way of life of peoplle’s groups. Digital
D
teechnology hass become an issue for presserving the cuultural
m
material in digiital format. Thhis paper introoduces an appproach
foor creating a platform for cultural herittage services. Our
appproach is thhe interoperabbility among the datasets from
diifferent instituutions both forrmal cultural institutions suuch as
m
ministry of cculture, fine arts departm
ment and cuultural
coommunities suuch as local muuseums, templles, local agentts. We
crreate a culturall heritage porttal archive andd API for suppporting
thhe developer for creating the applications. The exttended
pllatform will ffocus on two issues: (1) thhe cultural heeritage
knnowledge, foocus on entiities, relationns among enntities,
coonstraints, andd rules for reaasoning and (22) user behavioor, we
exxpand the worrk scope relateed to tourism ddomain for stuudying
thhe tourist’s behhavior.
Keywords: Cultural heriitage, Digital Archive, Cu
ultural
H
Heritage Servicee, e-Culture platform

I. Intrroduction
Cultural heritage [1][2]] is an im
mportant rulee for
unnderstanding the history aand the way of life of people’s
grroups. Digital technology haas become an issue for preseerving
thhe cultural maaterial in diggital format, tthat is reliablle and
ussable. Converrting from anaalog materialss to digital foormats
caan help long-term preservvation. The ddigital preservvation
syystems should be capable off handling digiital informatioon in a
w
wide variety off formats such as text, data, graphics,
g
video, and
soound. It is hugge scale for ttransferring off the heterogeeneous
m
materials and require long--term maintennance of meetadata
sttandard and cultural management system. Digital
D
prreservation ussually uses inn the cultural institution suuch as
libbraries, archivves, and museuums, but it cann be used in cuultural
prreservation coommunities such as local muuseums and cuultural
voolunteer groupps.
There are soome cultural heritage instiitutions use digital
d
prreservation tecchnology for ccollecting culttural materialss such
ass Museum Finnland [3], Amssterdam Museuum[4], Smithssonian
[55] and British Museum [6].. In addition tto some instittutions
coollect the digittal material froom collaborative institute suuch as
Euuropeana [7],, that collectt the digitizedd cultural heeritage
m
material from cultural heritage institutionns. They sharre the
coollections and present the cuultural materiaal, that relatedd items
frrom different ccountries withh different persspectives.
Previous worrk in cultural heritage platform focus onn data
coollection. EU
UROPEANA[88] is a projeect funded bby the

Euroopean Union tthat offers a multidisciplinar
m
ry platform whhich
operrates as an aaggregator connnecting the cultural herittage
instiitutions acrosss Europe. Fraancesca M. D
Dagnino et al. [9]
pressent an integrrated platform
m to support the learning and
transmission of intangible cuultural heritagge (ICH). Daavid
myeers and Alisonn Dalgity [100] present thee Arches herittage
system for the benefit of
inveentory and management
m
pracctitioners workking with herittage inventoriees. Matteo Abrate
[11]] develop thhe web plattform collectt the letters of
Chriistophorus Claavius with thrree different llevels of analyysis
suchh as linguistic, lexical and semantic.
s
Mirrtha L. Fernanndez
Vennero [12] ppresent OpennMuseum, a platform for
collaaboration and knowledge shharing betweenn cultural herittage
instiitutions.
Thhis paper introoduces an apprroach for creatting a platform
m for
cultuural heritage sservices. Our approach is thhe interoperabiility
of thhe datasets froom different innstitutions botth formal cultuural
instiitutions such as ministry of culture, finee arts departm
ment
and cultural com
mmunities suchh as local muuseums, tempples,
locaal agents. We ddevelop a cultuural heritage pportal archive and
APII for supportinng the developeer for creatingg the applicatioons.
Thhe remaining of the paper iss organized ass follows. Secttion
II ggives an overvview of the ee-culture platfform for cultuural
herittage services. Section III shhows conclusioon and discusssion
of fuuture directionns.
II. Overvieew of system d
design and functionality
System design aand functionality
A. Sy
The e-culture plattform is a sim
mple, but efficcient architectuure.
The platform archhitecture for suupporting bothh data and servvice
for the implemeentation of seeveral servicees such as w
web
appllication, mobiile applicationn, and the appplication for the
interrnet of thing ddevices. Figuree 1. shows thee system designn.
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Figure 1. Thhe system designn of the e-culturre platform.
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We collect daata from varioous data sourcces. We develoop the
e--culture manaagement systeem to collecct data from local
m
museum or culttural communiities and harveest data from fformal
cuultural instituttions. We devvelop a culturaal heritage portal to
coollect all data. Using data frrom the portal for developinng API
foor creating the applications.
B. e-Culture Ma
Management Syystem
The e-culturee managementt system is a ssoftware application
foor archiving and catalogiing of culturral materials. The
m
metadata of thiss application is based on culltural materials such
ass ISAD (G) metadata standaard for the digiital archive, C
CDWA
m
metadata for m
museum objects and added some
s
elementss from
cuultural expertts. The appliccation used bby local musseums,
teemples and cuultural agentss for digital asset manageement.
Fiigure 2. showss the e-Culturee managementt system.

Table 1. Thee examples of metadata
m
exchannge standard.
Tittle

Historical Eveents

Creeator

Period of timee (art era)

Description

Period of timee (historical eraa)

Daate

Location

Meedia Types

Institutiions

Cuultural Heritage Types

URL
Keywords

D. ee-Culture API
A
Application program interrface (API) is a softw
ware
that
interrmediary or technical deevelopment environment
e
enabbles access to another appliccation or platfform. We deveelop
APII for supportinng developer for creating the applicatioons.
e-Cuulture API suupport JSON ddata input andd output form
mats.
Figuure 4. shows thhe example off API.

Figurre 2. The e-Cultture managemennt system.

C
C. e-Culture Poortal
e-Culture poortal is a weeb portal for collect data from
e--culture manaagement system
m and data frrom formal cuultural
innstitutions. Thhere are two pparts of the e--Culture portaal. The
firrst is the webbsite designedd to explore heritage sitess. The
w
website shows ggeneral inform
mation about thhe e-Culture project
p
annd the e-culturre site that creeated by local communities using
e--Culture manaagement systeem and locatees on an interractive
m
map. Figure 3. shows the culttural map of thhis project.

F
Figture 4. The example
e
of API..

E. e-Culture appliications
e--Culture appliccations are thee applications tthat use e-Cultture
APII for developpment such as web appllications, mobile
appllications and the applicatioons for the innternet of thiings
deviices. Figure 5. shows the exaample of e-Cuulture applicatiions,
whicch show the historical sitees from e-Cullture portal ussing
APII.

Figure 3. The cultural mapp.

The second part
p is data inntegration thatt combines the data
frrom various daata sources with different metadata.
m
We create
m
metadata standdard for exchhange among data sourcess. The
m
metadata exchaange standard based on Duublin Core meetadata
scchemes and add some elements from
m cultural heeritage
coommittee. Tabble 1. shows thhe examples off metadata excchange
sttandard.
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Figure 5. The example of
o e-Culture appplications
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III. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented an ongoing project, called
e-Culture platform for collaboration and data sharing among
cultural heritage institutions. We develop a cultural heritage
portal archive and API for supporting the developer for
creating the applications. Most of the work developed for data
integration and sharing. For our future work, we design to
focus on two issues, which are the cultural heritage knowledge
and user behavior. The cultural heritage knowledge, we will
concentrate on entities, relations among entities, constraints,
and rules for reasoning. The user behavior, we expand the
work scope related to tourism domain for studying the tourist’s
behavior.
IV. Acknowledgements
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project.
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Abstract
As the most popular MOBA mobile in China, <King of
Glory>has gained more than 200 million registered users
and 50 million active users every day. It received most
widely acclaim and highly attention so far at the parts of
its integration of traditional Chinese culture and
gamefulness. This thesis Choose from the perspective of
multimodal discourse analysis(MDA) which based on
Holliday’s System-Functional Linguistics (SFL), the
theory of semiotics, to discuss the traditional Chinese
cultural implantation in the mobile game. As the ninth art
form, Mobile games are multimodal contents with its video,
audio, touch and other semiotic modes. Through the
analysis of multi-modal papers, In terms of the number of
research, There are relatively few researchs involving four
or more multimodals and the research objects mostly focus
on film and animation, less involved in game discourse.
Therefore, a mobile game how to inherit and express
traditional Chinese culture in different modal discourse is
the main issue that the research wants to reveal.
This research adopts mainly empirical research method
with text analysis and interview of those game players.
Using Kress and van Leeuwen’s visual grammar, Aural
Grammar and tactile Grammar, a synthetic theoretical
framework is proposed for the analysis of <King of Glory>,
focusing on the interpretation of the shape, outfitting and
monologue of main character, background music,
interactive experience of the finger movement of users.
This research demonstrated that the multi-modal
discourse containing four modes presents different states
with dual or three modal discourse and various semiotic
modes in mobile game can reflect chinese traditional
culture in totally different way. Theoretically, this thesis
enriches the research scope of MDA. Practically, it
presenting a new critical game design perspective, promote
the progress of gaming industry with the exploitation of
excellent mobile games with Chinese characteristics.
Keywords-SFL; MDA; mobile game; traditional Chinese
culture; King of Glory

games have made a vital contribution to people’s leisure
activities. In the past years, Chinese mobile gaming industry
has made great progress and King of Glory is regarded as the
most successful MOBA mobia games so far in this field. The
game received a beta release for iOS and Android platforms
on November 26, 2015 by tencent's tianmei studio. It gained
more than 50 million daily active users and more than 200
million registered users in 2016. In May 2017 it became the
highest-grossing mobile game in the world and it had 160
million monthly active users. 1
Although there is a lot of discussion about this game in
China, however, most of them are moral critiques on game
addiction, not as an art product. The rise of Chinese game
industry requires researchers to discuss the contents of the best
products in game industry from a neutral point of view, to
guide the public establishing a correct game view. This is one
of the purposes of this article.Beyond that,Game is called the
ninth art
after film. Game contents composed by actions, language,
images and sounds,etc, which make it the appropriate research
material for multimodal discourse analysis. The contents of
King of Glory show excellent combination of technology and
art with the character, skin, equipment, music and action
design which are all endowed with humanistic spirit and
based on Chinese traditional culture. It established the model
and development direction of mobile games on how to
Integrate traditional Chinese cultural elements into games.
This research takes the game King of Glory as a research
data to investigate how different semiotic modes contribute to
the meaning making and reflect Chinese traditional culture
respectively and collectivity.It believed that a multimodal
discourse analysis (MDA)of King of Glory can be used to fill
two gaps: the theoretical framework of MDA is applied to
analyze mobile games and how a variety of semiotic resources
are deployed simultaneously to reflect Chinese traditional
culture in the mobile game. Although the theoretical
framework of MDA has been combined and integrated with
other fields, for instance, stylistics, multimedia technology and
long distance teaching, the study of MDA combined with
game is still at the beginning stage. As for the development of
MDA, there are several scholars that must be multimodality of

I. Introduction
As one of the most popular recreational activities, mobile

1 ‘Tencent's megahit Honour of Kings becomes world's top grossing

game’. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_of_Glory, 07/07/2017
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social semiotic research and the importance of multi-literacy.
Zhang Delu(2009) se up a theoretical framework for
multimodal discourse analysis[1]. In additional to theoretical
development of MDA, the applicable study in this field also
spring up.Guan Yue(2008)has discussed multimodal discourse
analysis of dynamic speech video[2]. Recently, studies on
games focus on moral issues such as Internet addiction,
cybercrime
and
schizophrenia,
like
Yang
Yinjuan(2009)explore the intrinsic motivations that drive the
children to participate in the on-line games[3]. Others
perspective for the analysis of online games are as follows:
aesthetic
culture,
Chinese
painting,
interpersonal
communication, character design, and mass media.
From what has been mentioned, we can see that although
there have been many relative researched on social
semiotics,MDA, and computer online games, the
interdisciplinary studies between MDA and mobile games
have seldom been discussed before. Therefore, In this thesis,
the semiotic modes of King of Glory will be analyzed from a
totally new perspective.
II. Theory background
Discourse analysis has a history of 60 years, since Zelling
Harris published his paper in Language in 1952. According to
van Dijk(1983), discourse analysis is aimed at providing a
descriptive ‘grammar’ for texts being analyzed[4].
Functionalists analyzed discoursed in social environment, to
find the social effect of discourses. However, all of these
studies are limited to discourse anlysis of language only,
ignoring the contributions of other resoures in the meaning
making. ‘multimodality’refers to ‘the use of several semiotic
modes in the design of a semiotic product and event, together
with the way in which these modes are combined’ in the works
of Kress and van Leeuwen(2001)[5].
The term ‘multimodal discourse’ is a concept belongs to the
social semiotics, which always be taken as a method for
cultural research by symbolist from 1990s. It can be origined
from Holliday’s System-Functional Linguistics (SFL).
Different from traditional semiotic analysis, Holliday believes
that Language and other semiotic modes, such as visual,
auditory and tactile semiotic signs are used to simultaneously
reflect reality from the theory of metafunctions[6]. It provides
a theoretical foundation for multimodal discourse.
Since the world has been becoming much more multimodal
in recent times, the development of multisemiotics and
multimodality highlight the importance for multimodal
perception. Based on Holliday’s System-Functional
Linguistics (SFL), the term multimodal discourse analysis
(MDA) proposed by Kress and van Leeuwen(2001). It refers
to the fact that more than one semiotic resource contributes to
the meaning making of a discourse, with the application of
auditory, visual and tactile semiotic signs[7]. Influened by
Halliday’s three metafunction, social semioticians Kress and
van Leeuwen propose the first theoretic framework for visual
communication--the VG(Visual grammar) [8]. Systemic and
comprehensive, the grammar of visual design also includes
three meta-functions(T1).

TABLE I
Three Metafunctions in SFL and VG(based on Halliday,1996 )
SFL
Ideational
Interpersonal
Textual

VG
Representational
Interactive
Compositional

Researchers in this field have applied the theoretical
framework of multimodal discourse to analyze various
semiotic discourses, such as printed texts, video texts, internet
sites.
III. The Multimodal Discourse analysis of King of Glory
A. A synthetic Theoretical model for Analyzing mobile games
In a multimodal text, linguistic, visual, aural and tactile
modes are combined together to make meaning throughout the
process. Every semiotic system has its own unique complexity.
Therefore, the author here tentatively proposed a synthetic
theoretical modal to analyze King of Glory.
TABLE II

A Synthetic Model for Analyzing King of Glory
multimodal
discourse
analysis of
different
modes in
King of Glory

Language
(lines)

The system
of
transitivity

participants
processe

The system
of theme

theme

circumstance
unmarked
marked
rheme

The system
of mood
skin(main
costume)

Representat
ional
Meaning
Interperson
al Meaning

mood
resedue
Narrative
representations
Conceptual
representations
Contact
Social distance
attitude
modality

compositional Meaning
Soundtracks

Mainly chinese musical instruments

Unique skill

five unique skills analyze

The synthetic theoretical model for the present study
includes four parts: three meta-function theory for the analysis
of lines, the VG for the analysis of costumes, the tactile
grammar for the analysis of skill and aural grammar for the
analysis of background music. Chinese traditional culture will
be revealed by the synergy of four main modes.
B. The Semiotic Analysis of Language
Lines is a kind of “saying” or a means of communication.
Fiction and drama depend on language just as lines does, but in
lines almost everything come down to word. Therefore, as the
linguistic mode, lines cover literary genre with the most
polished language as well as the richest connotations. It is the
unity of identity and philosophy in sense, in sound and in form.
There are more than five huandreds of lines in game to make a
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vital contribution to the reflection of Chinese traditional
culture. Here we choose nine lines as representative to analyze
.
TABLE III

Semiotic Model of game characters’ lines(from http://pvp.qq.com )

Gamecharacter
Li Bai

Chuang Chou
Liu Chan
Hou Yi

lines
一篇诗，一斗酒，一曲长歌，一剑天涯 A poem, a
bucket of wine, a long song, a sword to go around the
world
蝴蝶是我，我就是蝴蝶
Butterfly is me, I'm butterfly
蓉城是我家，老爹最伟大！
Chengdu is my home, father is greatest!
我命由我 My life is dominated by me

Wang Zhaojun

白梅落下之日，归去故里之时 the day white plum
falls, go back to my hometown

Zhao yun
Sun bing
Zhang Fei

me’ represent his Self-willed personality just like he ending his
life himself beside the river of’ ‘Wu Jiang.’ These two lines let
the game character keep a distance between other game players.
Otherwise, liu chan’s lines ‘Chengdu is my home, father is
greatest!’shows the close relationship with his father Liu Bei
and also with other players. From what has been illustrated
above, we can see that those words expressing the
interpersonal meaning are never original but come from those
masterpieces in Chinese classical literature.

光明制造黑暗 Light made dark

Xiang Yu

(2)Realization of the Interpersonal Function
As for the interpersonal function, it includes words which
reflect personal and social relations. Besides, it includes the
speaker’s attitude in the conversation and the speaker’s acts in
the event. The interpersonal function is applied to the analysis
of poems through the system of mood and modality. There are
two ways for the application of mood and modality. The
system of ‘subject’+‘ finite’ creates the indicative mood, while
the sequence of subject and finite in a clause can have an
influence on the mood. Like Chuang Chou said ‘Butterfly is
me, I'm butterfly’ express his philosopher idear and a state of
self-communication, Xiang Yu said‘ My life is dominated by

勇者之誓，胜于生死 The oath of a warrior is higher
than his life and death
在寻找一个迷路的家伙，我会引领他回家 Looking
for a lost guy, I'll lead him home
心有猛虎-细嗅蔷薇 Brave as a tiger, thought fine to
sniff the fragrance of rose

(1) Realization of the Ideational Function
The ideational function is realized by the system of
transitivity, which is responsible for the application of the
ideational function with three aspects: the type of process,
participants involved and the circumstance the event occurs.
There are sixe types of process: material, mental, relational,
behavioral, verbal and existential(Hallyday,1994)[9].
One example is selected to illustrate the way Chinese
traditional culture is expressed. From what has been mentioned
above, we can see that most participants involved in the
process are related to Chinese traditional culture, having a
tremendous effect on lines in King of Glory. Such as li Bai said
‘A poem, a bucket of wine, a long song, a sword to go around
the world’, this lines demonstrate Chinese great poet Li Bai’s
life. Li Bai is famous not only for his poem, but also for drink
and swordsmanship. According to historical records, he began to learn
fencing from 15 years old and bold to assassinate disgusted
officials. The sword he used named ‘Qinglian sword’.
As we all know, there are many graceful figures appearing
in King of Glory, which can be displayed by an in depth
analysis of the transitivity system. Most graceful figures are
unique in Chinese traditional culture. A lot of rhetorical
devices are applied to describe those graceful figures. As one
of rhetorical devices, metaphor means that words and
expressions that usually refer to one thing are used to designate
another, because they have something in common with each
other. Like Wang Zhaojun said the day white plum falls, go
back to my hometown’, here ‘white plum falls’metaphors
warm spring and it Secretly pointed out that her hometown is
located in the southern part of china because only there have
white plum. Another example is Zhang Fei’s lines ‘Brave as a
tiger, thought fine to sniff the fragrance of rose’, here ‘sniff the
fragrance of rose’metaphor that his has a delicate mind
contrast to his appearance.

(3) Realization of the Textual Function
The textual function could be analyzed in two ways: the
system of theme and cohesion. Theme is a system attributed to
the textual fuction, thus it’s mainly put into analyzing the
information starting point of a clause or clause complexes and
the relations among the constituents in a clause like ‘Light
made dark’. ‘light’ and ‘dark’ are main constituents of the
clause, ‘made’ composed these two constituents and react their
relationship.
In addition to the thematic structure mentioned above,
cohesion also attributes to the discourse as a coherent whole.
There are two different ways to realize cohesion of a discourse:
grammatical one and lexical one. Marked themes or cohesive
devices analyzed above have been applied in Chinese classical
literature, which represents the highest achievement of
Chinese traditional culture in literature. To sum up, most
actor’s lines are written in classical Chinese verse forms, such
as ‘白梅落下之日，归去故里之时’ ‘勇者之誓，胜于生死’. There are many
vivid figures are portrayed through employing the system of
transitivity, which is common in Chinese classical literatures;
and the analysis of interpersonal and textual meanings has
further illustrated that the writting of those lines can be traced
back to Chinese classical literature.
C. The Semiotic Analysis of Visual Modality
There are a variety of images in this game, such as figures,
maps, building and skins(costumes). In the following analysis,
attention will paid to skins because many of them are designed
in a Chinese traditional way, which illuminates Chinese
comcept on the image of heros. Chinese style with the history
of thousands of years has formed its unique system. From the
perspective of color, type, outline, interior structure,
adornment and aesthetic culture, chinese traditional character
skin have its distinctive national and cultural features. Skin can
identify an individual as one member of a special social group.
Group identification should be demonstrated by the uniform
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TABLE IV The analysis of Chinese traditional culture on skins(Costumes) (pictures collected from http://pvp.qq.com)
skin picture in game

Assassin，Li Bai

Original portrait of
character

portrait of poet Li Bai

metafunction

Visual elements

The application
effects of original
Chinese character

Representational-narrative image

White clothes
decorated with red
ribbon,classic wine
gourd hang on the
waist, hold a sword
in hand. Take a Red
rose in mouth

Skin show liBai's
enthuseasm，love drink
and sword, resist the
traditional bondage,
despise the powerful,
pursue spiritual
freedom. Match the
identity of the poet Li
Bai in history and an
assassin in the game.
chuang chou was a
philosopher who argued
that all living things
have souls. He dreamed
that he was a butterfly
and could fly freely. He
is a person go his own
way and don't care
about other people's
eyes. This trait also
was brought into the
game.
Created a nation's
history and an
immortal myth of the
empire; he was a real
practitioner and an
outstanding military
strategist. The game
change the original
horse into a wolf
because wolf is the
dominant grassland
and more dignified as
the mount
Compared to the
original image, she
looks more arrogant
and domineering, while
the appearance seems
more enchanting. she is
the only one can attack
the hero of the whole
map with super
powerful killing skills,
just like the only female
king in history

InterpersonalContact
demand
Social
interact
distance
Attitude
horizontal view angle
Modality
bright,warm
Compositional-wine, sword, rose
Representational-conceptual image

Support， Chuang Chou
Philosopher
Chuang
Chou
Dreaming
a
Butterfly

Arche， Genghis Khan

Magic，Empress Wu Zetian

Warrior， Lu Bu

Tank Xiang Yu and Archer
Yu Ji

Genghis khan led the
army

portrait of Empress Wu
Zetian

portrait of Lu Bu

Xiang Yu and Yu Ji in
Peking Opera

InterpersonalContact
Offer
Social
certain distance
distance
Attitude
horizontal view angle
Modality
blue,sole
Compositional-bufferfly,big fish(Kun)

The main tone of the
picture includes the
costume of chuang
chou, which is blue,
The upper butterfly
is silver and the hair
is green, all of these
created a unrealistic
dreaming scene.

Representationalnarrative image
InterpersonalContact
demand
Attitude
oblique angle, Look up
perspective,
strong
aura
Social
Interact scope
distance
modality
heavy, rich
Compositional-worf, bow and arrow,
furs

The character ready
to shoot with a bow,
furs coat and hat has
beautiful shape.The
wolf is running, eyes
glowing sharp
coldness light.Signs
of war behind. Brown
show the ponderosity
of history.

Representationalnarrative image
InterpersonalContact
demand
Attitude
oblique angle, Look up
perspective, strong
aura
Social
Keep distance
distance
modality
heavy,rich,golden, red
Compositional-posture and face
expression

red finger nails,
golden and purple
color clothers, red
Beam, Look
disgusted at the
viewer, and the hand
seems to grab
something,
Golden flame around
her

Representational-conceptural image
Interpersonal
Contact
offer
Attitude
A litter look up angle,
brave
Social
Certain distance
distance
modality
Dark,effective
compositional—red fire, spear, horn
on the head

the spear hold in
hand and Wearing
armor were the same
with historical
figures. The added
horn on head looks
exaggerated
arrogant

" first fierce of Three
Kingdoms " ,no one can
beat him down. Lu Bu's
identity in game is the
soldiers / tanks, good at
fighting face to face as
in history.

Representational-narrative image

Yuji's phoenix
coronet and fur
ornaments make her
more enchanting.
Shoulder decoration
of Xiang Yu contains
the elements of
helmets in the opera.
Totally red color
melted the two
characters into
whole.

In peking opera Yu Ji's
clothing is a scaly
armor. The wishful
crown, also known as
Yuji crown. the king
helmets that Xiang Yu
wearing was changed to
shoulder decoration.
The game retains the
core elements of the
opera and the
relationship between
the two characters.

InterpersonalContact
demand
Social
Intimate
distance
Attitude
horizontal view angle
Modality
rich,warm, strong
Compositionalphoenix coronet, armour, fur
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they wear or some adornments they hold. In the design of skin,
King of Glory retain thespecial social group. Group
identification should be demonstrated by the uniform they
wear or some adornments they hold. In the design of skin,
King of Glory retain the original core decorations and the
well-known special weapons of those characters in history, at
the same time, bold changed the clothing color, style and
objects according to the type of characters in game to let the
roles become more interesting and eye-catching. So that on the
one hand these characters have a high degree of recognition,
on the other hand it inherited and carry forward the traditional
Chinese culture.
D. The Analysis of Aural Modality

the flute is sometimes bright, sometimes low, and the narrative
is strong, the theme of music is to show the sacrifice spirits of
guardman beside the great wall and the hope and loss of their
frontier life. Anyway, as a symbol of aural modality, the
soundtracks in King of Glory has been trying to display
Chinese national game music.
TABLE V

The analysis of aural modility on theme songs (background soundtracks)
Chinese
Instruments

Song Titles
War of the
king

Flute

A large number of player’s action in a game is accompanied
with music, such as death, destroy a tower and fight.
Knowledge of terms and concepts not only enables us to study
the forms of music but also help us to sharpen our perception
and deepen our involvement in musical processes. The
soundtracks that contribute to the success of king of glory are
come out of those famous music teams in new versions of
soundtrack War of the king, king back and the latest
guardsmen as an example, three soundbacks melted traditional
Chinese Musical Instruments flute, chinese drums, pan-ku and
cymbals with symphony to produce a magnificent momentum.
the world. Its theme song is composed by Hanz Zimmer, one of
the world's best known movie composers, and has been
recorded by Abbey road studios in British2. soundtracks in
king of glory featured heavily on Chinese instrumental
emphasizes the strong momentum generated by the collision of
traditional Chinese style and western modern music.
Van Leeuwen(1999)has talked about six major domains:
sonic interaction, perspective and social distance, time and
rhythm, voice quality and timbre, melody and modality that
composed by some important aspects of music----timbre,
dynamics, rhythm, melody, harmony, texture, and form should
be mentioned since they make great contribution to the
meaning-making of music[9].Timbre is one of the most
important aspects of music and one of the easiest for us to
understand. Here we choose the timbre of Chinese Musical
Instruments in three theme songs act as our aural elements.
specifically speaking, the chinese instrumental flute has a
history of almost 9000years and is rich in timbre which can be
beautiful and full, and also can be bright and high. 3 It can
express the conception and emotion of different artistic styles
through the change of the gas beam. In the soundtrack war of
the king, the bamboo flute is sent out with a quick air, showing
a heroic figure who will not be afraid to go to the desert
frontier fighting with the enemy. The military band
representative insturments, on behalf of the Chinese drum,
pan-ku and cymbals, enhances the military's sound effects. In
the king back, the flute is flowed with a slow gas beam and
changes in tone, showing the pathos and the strong revere
when the alive warrior returns. In the guardsmen, the sound of

chinese
drum

King back

pan-ku,
Guardsmen
cymbals

The application and analysis of theme
songs
Sound of bamboo flute is flowed out
with a quick gas beam, showing a
heroic figure who will not be afraid to
go to the desert frontier fighting with
the enemy. Chinese drum, pan-ku and
cymbals enhances the military's sound
effects.
Sound of flute is flowed with a slow
gas beam and changes in tone,
showing the pathos and the strong
revere when the alive warrior returns.
Chinese drum, pan-ku and cymbals
enhances
the
triumphant
congratulations atmosphere.
Express the sacrifice spirits of
guardman beside the great wall and
the hope and loss of their frontier life.

E. The Analysis of tactile Modality
In King of Glory, each hero has one passive skill, three
active skills. Once active skills achieved grade4 on the battlefield, the unique skill will be activate and bring fatal damage to
enemy.There are 72 heroes in China's official server of King of
Glory, that is, 72 unique skills.4the specie of unique skills is
also varied, some mainly for hurt the enemy, some mainly for
control the situation, and some to increase their own attributes.
There are many unique skills that game player very reluctant to
meet, such as Diao Chan, Wang Zhaojun, etc., this is not to say
that other heroes are not strong, it is only relatively less
threatening, or easy to dodged by enemy, or special effects on
screen not so spectacular shocking. Through more than 20
senior players’ interview, combined with the special effects on
screen and lethality, these five unique skills listed in the table
below were recognized by players.
TABLE VI

The analysis of tactile modility on the unique skill of game character 7

Unique Skill

function of the unique skill

blooming.Fenghua,Diao Chan

Her unique skill can form a
magic array around with
beautiful snow and coupled
with the background sound,
so
that
the scene
is
particularly spectacular. The
skill has ability to return
blood quickly.

2http://www.hans-zimmer.com/

3 Chen Tao, several problems on the timble of flute.

http://www.minyueguoji.com/huati/html/?293.html
4from
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A skill combined damage
and control together comes
down from the sky like a
devil, hit all the enemies
within the range
<Devil is born>, Lu Bu

<cold winter is coming> ,
Wang Zhaojun

<Blade Rider> ,Guan Yu

Skill mainly to damage, slow
down and increase the power
of armor, has a wide range
and long time of injuries.
when release in the group
war, it can prevent the enemy
to close and control players to
help the assassin and Archer
to clean up the battlefield
Skill summon cavalry rushed
to the enemy, integrate injury and regiment
control together. Both use it
in the first hand to open the
team and later conquer the
battlefield are well.
The
most
important
function of this unique skill is
relieve all of skills and the
skill effects are also very
splendid, Golden wave spread
out around Chuang Chou as
in dream.

<live in harmony>
Chuang chou

If you choose these roles and use the above unique skills,
special effect will occupy the entire computer screen. game
players including the enemy will be shocked by the visual
effects and strong lethality. All of these can bring the game
player a strong sense of vanity which also one of the reasons
they choose this role.At the same time, each character's unique
skill is a tactile modal element, a dynamic display of Chinese
traditional cultural symbols. For example, the unique skill of
Diao Chan is named <blooming. Fenghua> and composed by
the pink flower circle. Flowers are used to describe the beauty
in china. Diao Chan as one of the ‘four ancient Chinese
beauties’ who is suitable to use flower as weapon. The weapon
‘Fang tian hua halberd’ of Lu Bu's unique skill <Devil is born>
designed almost the same with the description of the Lu Bu
weapons in the ancient Chinese novel <Romance of the Three
Kingdoms>. Wang Zhaojun’s unique skill of <cold winter is
coming> use the snow with cold Blue light to freeze the enemy,
the culture origin of this skill comes from the history of Wang
Zhaojun’s political marriage for the country. Guan Yu's unique
skill of <Blade Rider>is a combination of ‘Qinglong Yanyue
broadsword’ of Guan Yu and his excellent riding experience.
Finally, Chuang Chou's unique skill is a wave circle with
flying butterflies named< live in harmony >, in accordance
with legendary that philosopher Chuang Chou dreamed
himself became into a butterfly. Through a variety of details,
the game combinate the tactile Modality with traditional
Chinese culture, so that whenever player press his finger to
activate the unique skill, he can feel the culture implication.
IV. Conclusion
We use functional linguistic theory to explain and describe

the various modalities complementing mechanisms in the
game discourse in the previous section, but one of the
problems we need to focus on is the synergistic effect of
multimodal discourses. We found that the concept of
metafunction, language field and cohesion can explain and
describe the operation mechanism of multimodal discourse of
King of Glory. In a game multimodal discourse, image and
operation is the main modality, visual materials are essential to
help establish the context. Language and music play a
supporting role, can extend other modals and to establish the
concept convergence.
This essay also demonstrated that number of modal types
has a direct effect on the complexity of modal relations. The
analysis of various models in the previous part is helpful to
deepen the understanding of the integration of multiple modal
symbols in games. Otherwise, The deficiency of this essay is
that we object game as a static product when we analyze those
modalities. In fact, it is need to consider and pay more attention
to the dynamic process, which is the main issue of further
research in future.
On the whole, the research has both theoretical and practical
significances. The theoretical significance means that it could
not only verify the feasibility and practicality of the theoretical
framework of MDA to deconstruct Chinese traditional culture
reflected in King of Glory, but also provide new research field
for MDA through bringing mobile games into the framework.
What is more, the practical significance lies in that the research
could offer a new critical perspective for the understanding of
the mobile game. Through those analysis, the successful using
of traditional Chinese culture of King of Glory could be widely
applied in the design of other mobile games.
Besides, since King of Glory became the most popular
recreational activity in modern society, it has made a
contribution to the promotion of Chinese traditional culture.
Although this study is based on a good understanding of
multimodal discourse analysis of Chinese traditional culture of
the game, it is obvious that studies conducted in this thesis are
far from being comprehensive. Restricted to the ability of the
scope of our field, the interrelationship between different
semiotic modes is not analyzed in this thesis. the analysis of
various semiotic resourced in this thesis has been done
selectively and superficially. It is necessary for future
researchers to adopt the comparative analysis method to make
studies much persuasive.Finally, multimodal studies of
Chinese traditional culture in King of Glory should contribute
to the practical application of Chinese traditional culture in
Chinese games’ researches and developments.
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Abstract
This paper proposes the prototype of the system for
sharing the digital content of cultural artifacts across
different sources using Linked Open Data (LOD) and
SPARQL protocol service combined with the ontology
concept for 3D modeling cultural artifacts in digital
museums. In essence, we use an ontology model based on
notable museum ontology standards; there are CIDOC
Conceptual Reference Model (CIDOC CRM) and CIDOC
CRM’s extension is the Conceptual Reference Model
Digital (CRMdig) that can annotate all museum content
management processes. To make a valuable system, we
have implemented data search. The cultural content
experts and public entities can seamlessly search digital
museum contents and customized high quality 3D cultural
object collections to meet their interests.
Keywords- LOD, Ontology, Digital Museums, 3D Cultural Artifacts

I. Introduction
For the situation of cultural heritage areas in Thailand, there
are many cultural sources including national and local
museums as well as art galleries spread around the country. In
order to promote, enable, and share cultural heritage
collections by using ICT technology, increase public access
for play and learn, and enable scientific study for conservation
and restoration in Thailand, a system for distributing cultural
information and integrating 3D digital object collections
among various museums in a network is highly demanded and
this development aims to fill these needs.
The challenge in this project is to solve the data format issue
by managing metadata across different resources using LOD
technology with museum standard ontology (CIDOC-CRM
and CRMdig). This would increase the value of cultural
contents by combining the concept of ontology and semantic
layers of metadata both in physical object (title, material, state
of restoration, etc.) and 3D digital object meaning (file size,
angle of lighting, resolution, etc.) and how to conduct them to a
single search interface.
This project is developed to support curators, researchers,
historians, and public entities to contribute, improve and
achieve goals in archiving and sharing the digital content
across museums. The prototypes currently host three pilot sites
in Thailand; these are Chiang Mai National Museum,
Hariphunchai Nation Museum, and Chiang Saen National
Museum. Each national museum completed data collection
with database but still lacks tools to manage data and content

management systems to organize their own resources. The
design and implementation of this prototype is proposed to be
a shared system to support data from different sources to avoid
the consistency problem in sharing data among museums with
no data storage limit, and ability to search and retrieve data
from other site.
II. Reviews related works
To complete this project, related notable projects and
documents in cultural heritage domains have been reviewed as
follows:
The Augmented Representation of Cultural Objects
(ARCO) project has developed a data model for archiving and
viewing the cultural heritage artifacts, the metadata for
physical and digital cultural heritage objects were defined. The
ARCO system contains three main architectural components
an input part for data acquisition, a processing part for
management of metadata both of physical and digital contents,
and an output part for viewing 3D objects [1].
The MuseumFinland project has developed a portal Website
providing cultural artifacts content for achievement of cultural
users with semantic concept, which covers an ontological
concept in the cultural artifacts domain. In addition, cultural
object metadata covering historical sites were combined into
the system [2].
The 3DSA project has developed the platform for collecting
cultural heritage contents from end users whose semantic
annotation services via 3D digital objects that can enable the
search, capture, inference, and exchange of cultural heritage
knowledge. The highlight of this project is annotations on 3D
models and then processing of data to serve for searching and
retrieving the content of artifacts [3].
Lightweight Information Describing Objects (LIDO) LIDO
is a schema for mapping metadata to ontology of museum
contents. The museum standard that they map to is CIDOC
CRM and CRMdig for managing the digital contents of a
cultural artifact to support curators, which can be accessed
offline or online [4].
The European IST Project SCULPTEUR has developed the
prototype architecture for managing different metadata
formats from different data sources and combined the ontology
concept with metadata keyword search focusing on digital
content. The important idea of this architecture is the feature
for managing the search by properties of 3D objects that can
come from 3D editors. They also reuse CIDOC CRM museum
ontology standards for the semantic part. And for the part of
interoperability they apply Web Service technology for
combined resources from each museum [5].
Classical Art Research Online Services (CLAROS) project
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has developed the system and completed design for combined
concept of faceted browser and keyword information search
within a single interface [6].
The CIDOC CRM is standard ontology in the museum
domain. CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM) focuses
on the documentation interests of museums and similar
organizations. The main idea of this standard ontology is for
exchanging knowledge of cultural heritage fields across
museums at the international level. The relation of the main
concept is event, object, place, person, and time [7].
CRMdig Conceptual Reference Model in Digital form is the
ontology schema extended from the CIDOC CRM focus on
digital contents that related to physical contents. CRMdig is
important for explaining and sharing information of cultural
heritage in the digital world context [8].
III. Proposed System Achitecture

Fig. 2 Pseudo-code of the method for querying information
from other sites
IV. Mapping concepts
The schema CIDOC CRM mapping can be synthesized. The
physical cultural artifacts is exhibited at the Chiang Mai
Nation Museum in Chiang Mai Province, Thailand. In 2016, a
digital object (3D model) has been acquired by using a laser
scanner developed by Media Arts and Design (CMU) based on
a 3D laser technology.
The relation of physical objects and digital objects can
describe a hypothetic database, bases on the information where
every object is storing and corresponding, in a relation 1:1 to a
record structured like:
Physical Object
Title = Buddha Image
Period = 21 Century
Material = Bronze
Place = Chiang Mai National Museum
Person = Mangrai
According to [10], [11], and [12] the example of relation can
represent the physical object record in CIDOC CRM as:
Table 1 Physical object metadata map to CIDOC-CRM.
Subject
E84.Information_Carrier
E18.Physical_Thing
E12.Production
E19.Physical_object
E19.Physical_object

Fig. 1 LOD endpoint extract from LOD: Linked Open Data
Fig 1 shows LOD endpoint overview, every proposed site
has LOD endpoint management system to share and query
information from other sites. The following is the description
of LOD in this paper.
First, the providing sites (in this case, they are site 1, 2, …
N) must prepare their SPARQL endpoint as an URL link. It is a
SPARQL protocol service, which listens for requests being
generally known as a SPARQL endpoint. This channel can be
called from any site.
Second, the caller site (in this case, it is the site A) queries
desired information via HTTP [9] by using SPARQL query
from every sharing site. The SPARQL query will be sent to
SPARQL endpoint in each providing site. Fig 2 shows the
example method using proposed APIs.
Third, providing sites to access and provide the information
corresponding to the desired searching from caller via HTTP
as well.
Finally, the caller site will get all desired information, which
can be represented in any platform. In this paper, the providing
and caller sites have the same mechanism that means they can
be a providing or caller site at the same time.

Predicate
P102F.has_title
P8i.withessed
P126F.employed
P55.has_current_location
P11.had_participant

Object
E35.Title
E4.Period
E57.Material
E53.Place
E39.Actor

For every physical object, the relation can have many digital
objects with the relation 1:M where 1 is the physical object and
M is the number of digital objects. For clarity, the following
sample data is shown only the information concerning the
digital object (3D model) achievements event is following:
Digital Object (3D model)
Author = Media Arts and Design CMU. Team
Rights = Media Arts and Design CMU.
Format_mime = Obj
Device = CNRC scanner
File Size = 700M
Rotation(x,y,z) = 0,0,0
Scale(x,y,z)= 16,16,16
Position(x,y,z)=-6,-214,0
According to [13], the relation can represent the digital object
record in CRMdig as:
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Table 2 Digital object metadata map to CRMdig.
Subject
D2.Digitization_Process
D9.Data_Object
D2.Digitization_Process
D9.Data_Object
D9 Data_Object
D9 Data_Ojbect
D9 Data_Object

Predicate
L30.has_operator
P2 .has_type
L12F.happened_on_device
P90F.has_value
has rotation
has scale
has position

* Base is the adding class to CRMdig

Object
E21.Person
E55.Type
D8.Digital_Device
E60.Number
Base Rotation
Base scale
Base position

Fig. 4 The result of ontology concept search
(http://www.museumchiangmai.com)

V.The implementation of the prototype website
In this paper, we created the prototype website in order to
test and complete the process with focus areas on linked open
data in cultural heritage content domains. The prototype
websites are developed and setting up in different site/hosting
as follows:
www.museumchiangmai.com,
www.museumhariphunchai.com, and
www.museumchiangsaen.com
Each museum site manages data by themselves and shares
information with other museums on their own web site. The
result of searching comes from every museum sites that relates
user queries, the overall system show as Fig 3.

Fig. 5 The result of keyword search
(http://www.museumchiangmai.com)

Fig. 6 A cultural artifact with its 3D model.
(http://3dmuseumthailand.com)
Fig. 3 The system for sharing the digital content of cultural
artifacts across different sources using SPARQL Endpoint
Users can access the result with two core interaction
concepts, the vertical level-user exploration basic ontology
with the concept search and the horizontal level which
displays the result set related to the keyword search from the
textbox. The information design technique was used for
effective display, the results managed by timeline and
geographic concept for integrated the result on web browser.
Fig 4-6 is the part of the user desktop showing the way users
access to the information by ontology concept search, keyword
search and the viewing of 3D cultural artifact.

VI. Conclusion
This paper presents a implementation of a system to provide
effective searching, navigating, and data retrieval of the
different sources of cultural artifacts collected by museums
with Linked Open Data (LOD), SPARQL service protocol. A
proposed system architecture is achieved by combining the
ontology, physical object metadata, and digital object metadata
based keyword searching and browsing of museum collections,
related with physical object and digital object contents.
The case study is currently hosted in three pilot sites in
Chiang Mai Province, Lamphun Province, Chiangrai Province,
Thailand. In order to archive, preserve, promote cultural
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artifacts and works of art collected in museums, and galleries,
we found mapping physical and digital metadata standard
ontology as CIDOC CRM ontology model for semantic
annotation of cultural objects within a distributed digital
museum network to exchange cultural information in a global
environment.
Users can seamlessly search digital cultural object
collections by specifying a semantic and intelligent search
over the provided user interface which will then automatically
integrate relevant cultural objects from different museums in a
network. In this way we are moving towards implementation
for a framework to dynamic virtual exhibitions and virtual
museums based on the proposed ontology and system
development as well as apply the reasoning function into the
system.

Media Technology,” SAMT, 2006.
[13] 3D-COFORM Integrated Repository Architecture and Design
Specifications. http://www.3d-coform.eu/index.php/downloads/ cat
view/34-public-deliverables/ 37-repository-infrastructure, accessed June.
10. 2016.
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STRACT

Environmentaal protection and the red
duction of haazards
reelies on efficieent systems foor the detectiion of fire. Th
he fire
deetection tech
hnology reliess on detectioon of smoke. This
caan further be improved by the use oof technologyy that
reeadily detectss the images through the sensitive cam
meras
w
which can cap
pture the specctral images. An algorithm
m for
th
he detection of
o motion can
n be helpful in
n detecting fires at
th
he earliest and
d consequenttly preventingg any damagee. The
cu
urrent algoriithms rely on
n the use of MATLAB (IImage
Processing Tooolbox) for thee extraction oof fire featurees and
deetection of mootion. The prroposed system
m revolves arround
a video based detection of ffire and smok
ke. An opticall flow
foor vector extrraction is useed in this meethod for traaining
th
he neural netw
works. The op
ptical flow veector creation
ns can
bee used to esttimate the am
mount of mootion in an oobject
w
while its movvement from
m one fram
me to anotheer. A
m
machine learn
ning based allgorithm is u
used to speciffy the
flame region. The opticall flow estimaators such aas the
O
Optical Mass Transport (OMT) and the Non-Sm
mooth
D
Data (NSD) aare used for the detection of fire and the
sm
moke.
In
ndex Terms:

extrraction of firee features, thee system perfformance cann be
deveeloped. Image analysis waas done using the MATL
LAB
(Imaage Processingg Toolbox).
Mottion and Textture Featuress:
In tthe pattern reccognition systtem, the choice of the featture
playys an importannt role in the pperformance off classificationn.

Fig 1: (a) The images showin
ng fire scenes and
a (b) objects
extracted from th
he thermal imaages by the opttical flow vectoors
overlaid (Kim
m et al., 2016).

Fi
Fire detection, M
MATLAB, opticcal flow, OMT, N
NSD

I.

∑,

INT
TRODUCTIO
ON

Fiire detection is very im
mportant for the protectioon of
ennvironment aand safety off people. Thee methods of fire
deetection whichh are based onn the image innformation are more
efffective as com
mpared to thee other techniqques which reely on
m
multisensory w
wireless netwoorks or the seensor systemss. The
firre detection ccan improve the accuracy of the fire aalarm,
reeal-time and thhe robustness. Fire detectionn technology ccan be
cllassified into vvarious sub-caategories basedd on different types:
(i)) The purpose flame or the smoke detection,
d
(ii)) The
sppectral range oof the cameraa used and (iiii) The range oof the
syystem. Fire aand smoke ddetection is quite challennging,
paarticularly in the case of oopen environm
ments includinng the
chhemical and ppower plants, as they can hhave affects oon the
suurrounding areeas (Fig No. 1)). Smoke is a vvery good inddicator
off fire. Thereefore, to dettect fires at the earliestt, the
chharacteristic fe
features of sm
moke should bbe considered when
exxtracting infoormation from
m images. There
T
are diffferent
feeatures such as environm
mental responsse, shape and the
unnsteady naturee etc used for smoke and coolour, texture,, rigid
m
motion etc for ffire respectiveely. If the optiimal algorithm
ms can
bee used in eacch part of mootion detectingg areas and foor the

Bothh the motion and the texturre features weere selected arreas
as tthey were cruucial in the previous studyy on the fire and
smooke detection and also best suitable for thhe thermal im
mage
anallysis that is thhe major inforrmation the fi
fire fighting roobot
can acquire undder the fire eenvironments. Optical flow
w, a
popular motion measurementt, was used for the mottion
charracteristics, while
w
the first and second statistical textture
feattures were appplied for the texture measureement.
Mottion Featuress through the Optical Flow
w:
Opttical flow is a hhelpful tool too recognize mootion of an obj
bject
in thhe sequential images
i
(1). It consists of loccal and the gloobal
metthods. The loccal strategy iss Lucas-Kanadde which is qquite
robuust and has a flow field whhich is less dennse. On the otther
handd, the global method if thee Horn-Schunnck (HS) strattegy
which is extremeely sensitive tto noise and has
h a dense flow
f
fieldd (2).
Twoo features of optical flow vvector numbeer and the opttical
flow
w mean maggnitude were computed tto quantitativvely
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chharacterize mootions of the ffire, smoke, annd their reflecctions.
Fiig 1 (a) and (bb) contains RG
GB and therm
mal images of dense
sm
moke in a halllway and a w
wood crib the fire
f in a room
m. Red
arrrows in the thermal imaages indicate the directionn and
m
magnitude of thhe optical flow
w vectors withh the red boxees and
thhat show smokke, fire, and thhermal reflectioons.

the normalized co-occurrence
c
matrix
, sseven featuress of
the second-orderr statistics ffeatures weree computed by
folloowing formulaas:

∑

Fiirst and Second Order Staatistical Textu
ure Features:
Thhe first-order statistical feattures estimate individual prooperty
off the pixels, not characteerizing any oof the relatioonship
beetween neighbbouring pixelss, and can be computed with the
inntensity histoggram of the caandidate regioon of interest ((ROI)
inn the image. In 2013 Huuda et al calcculated (3), m
mean,
vaariance, standdard deviationn, skewness, aand kurtosis w
whose
foormulas are eqquation 2, 3, 4 and 5.
1

2

,

(8)

∑

,

|

|

(9)
(10)

∑
∑
∑

(11)
(12)

Wheere, dissimilaarity stands for DIS, enntropy for EN
NT,
conttrast for CON, inverse variaance for INV, correlation CO
OR,
unifformity UNI, and inverse difference m
moment for ID
DM
resppectively.
Firee Detection D
Device:

1

3

,

As a rule fire dettection devicees are separateed into two baasic
typees: manually actuated
a
and aautomatically actuated deviices
show
wn its types giiven below in Fig 2.

,

1

4

,
,

1

5

,
.

W
Where, MNI sstand for meaan, VAR for variance, STD for
sttandard deviattion, SKE for skewness andd KUR for kuurtosis
reespectively, annd , refers too the intensityy of a pixel at and
and
dennotes the numbber of pixels ((NOP) of the object
o
inn the image.
The second-order statistical features:
It’s represent spatial
s
relatioonships betweeen a pixel annd its
neeighbours. Grrey-level co-occcurrence (4) is used to acccount
foor the adjacent pixel reelationships iin four direcctions
(hhorizontal, verrtical, left, andd right diagonnals) via quanntizing
thhe spatial co--occurrence of
o neighbourinng pixels. A total
nuumber of seven second ordder statistics features weree used
coontaining disssimilarity, entrropy, contrastt, inverse varriance,
coorrelation, uniiformity, and inverse diffeerence momennt. To
thhe measure these
t
featuress, a normaliized co-occurrrence
m
matrix
is ussed which can be defined as:
∑
∑

| (6)

|
log

(
(7)

W
Where,
refe
fers to the freqquency of the occurrences oof the
grray level of thhe adjacent ppixels at andd within thee four
diirections and denotes the number of thee gray-levels in the
quuantized imagge. The denom
minator of (2)) normalizes
to
bee estimates off the co-occurrrence probabiliities. After buuilding

Fig 2. The Fire
F detection d
device (Farah eet al., 2015).

Mannually actuateed devices aree located closee to the exits and
in m
many cases loook similar too the red buttton on the w
wall.
Som
meone should ppush the buttoon in the case of
o a fire risk (55).
Firee detection seensors are cllassified into smoke senssors,
flam
me sensors, heat sensors, carbon
c
monoxxide sensors and
alsoo cameras opeerated via coomputer algorrithms. Point fire
deteectors have taaken sample in that placee where they are
instaalled, they arre installed inn front of eaach other on the
opposite walls off the room annd based on laaser technologgies,
and this type of ddetectors can ooperate in largee spaces up too the
100 meters long.. The fire dettectors are thee class of sm
moke
deteectors which can be placedd in the ventiilation system
m or
anotther place andd it takes the samples of thhe air at speciffied
preddetermined inttervals (6). H
Heat detectors are subtle to the
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teemperature and they can bee passive or active,
a
passivee ones
doo not use the energy and w
when the tempperature rises to the
viital point, thee sensor formss a specific signal
s
the elecctrical
ciircuit of alarm
m. Active detectors have uuse energy souurces.
Thhey can give information not only wheen the tempeerature
w
will rise to a crritical point bbut the alarm also turns on when
thhe temperaturee rises very ffast. Flame ddetectors detecct the
innfrared and ulltraviolet radiiation from a flame througgh the
innserted photo ddetector and thhey are used iin places wherre fire
caan starts rapiidly without smoke (7). Carbon monnoxide
deetectors are a very importaant part of firee safety systeems in
buuildings and institutions. The
T main diffficult with ccarbon
m
mono-oxide is that it does not smell. Caarbon monoxide is
foormed by portaable generatorrs, stoves, burnning coal and wood
(88). Carbon moono-oxide can cause death eeven if they arre not
slleeping because people cannnot detect thhe existence oof this
gaas, therefore itt is so vital too use carbon monoxide
m
deteectors,
annd there are three basic types of it: metal-oxide--semicoonductor, biom
metric and elecctrochemical. There is no neeed to
chheck batteriess with the ussing the first technology m
metaloxxide-semi-connductor, for the reason that it is aalways
coonnected to thhe house pow
wer. Biometricc detector has gelcooated disk, it’s becomes ddark in the existence of ccarbon
m
mono-oxide. A
Alarm on whenn changing thee colour of thee disk
tuurns. Electrochhemical detecctors work forr the cause thhat the
chhemical reacction with carbon mono-oxide gennerates
ellectrical curreent (9). The m
most part of ccarbon mono--oxide
deetectors alarm
m when carb
rbon mono-oxxide concenttration
quuickly increasses. There aree also detectorrs which deteect the
loong-term channges of carbonn mono-oxidee concentratioon but
thhey are rathher expensivee. Cameras operated thhrough
coomputer algorrithms are used frequently iin lofty volum
minous
sppaces or the other
o
places w
which traditioonally are the most
chhallenging for the fire safetyy (10).
II. LITER
RATURE REV
VIEW
F
Fire detection is very criticaal parameter inn many fields of the
inndustrial and fforest areas. Several researcches and studies are
gooing on the flaame and the sm
moke detectionn. Some algorrithms
These
arre developed w
which used sppecially for theese purposes. T
arre statistical colour model, spatio- Temporal F
Flame
M
Modeling and tthe Dynamic Texture Anallysis and at prresent
opptical mass flow estimattors is gettinng attention. Now
Sccientists (11) are focusing on various allgorithms andd their
addvantages/disaadvantages ussed in the fflame detectioon as
shhown in Fig 3..

Fig 3: Scope oof the fire detecction (Dimitrop
poulos et al., 20016).

Firee Detection T
Techniques:
In 22013 Bosh et al. (12) propposed a fire detection
d
metthod
baseed on the muultisensory w
wireless netwoork. This metthod
conssists of wirreless sensorr network w
with the cenntral
monnitoring stationn. Each of sennsor has two camera’s (visible
and thermal) and a motor with the different settings to sw
weep
and operate a largger area; and an
a integrated system
s
of captuure,
proccessing and the communiication. This network alloows
rem
mote monitoriing of eachh of locatioon as well as
com
mmunication bbetween each sensor and thhe control station.
In rresult, it increeases coveragee area with thhe faster and the
safeer response. The sensorr scheme alllows autom
matic
monnitoring of the coverage arrea as well as the processing,
geneeration and trransmission oof alarms to oother elementss in
the wireless sensor network annd to the conttrol station. W
With
the geographic innformation syystem, station can monitor the
propper operation of the system and locate thee position of each
e
senssor. Each ppixel is coollected of resolution cell
corrresponding to the certain coordinates
c
of rank. Pixel--bypixeel processing is
i finished to ggenerate vectoors describing the
timee history of eeach resolutioon cell. The ddifferent typess of
deteectors are deefined with tthe importancce given to the
deciision fusion rrules for the persistence aand the increease
deteectors, which can gives short and long-term featuures
expeected in the firre.
Celiik et al. (13) proposed a syystem based oon the real-ttime
flam
me detector. Thhis system cann combine thee statistical collour
infoormation to the foregrouund informatiion. Visual fire
deteection is moore useful iin an area where standdard
convventional the fire detectors cannot be useed. This algoritthm
com
mbines the coolour informaation of the flame with the
tem
mporal changees in the viideo sequencces. Background
moddelling is usedd where the ccamera’s posiition is fixed and
pictture detected iis stationary. Initially
I
imagees are consists of
Redd, Green and Blue (RGB) components. The Background
infoormation is moodelled with thhe uni-model Gaussian metthod;
thenn Mean and covariance
c
maatrix are the extracted
e
from
m an
imaages which aare contains Luminance, Chromared and
Chrromablue com
mponents. Backkground modeelling is colleccted
of three
t
steps: ffirst, Estimatiion of modell parameters and
channge map. Secoond, adaptatioon of the modeel parameters and
thirdd is the permaanent change inn background.
For colour detecttion, Water Phhilips et al (14) uses a lookup
table for recognittion of the firre in video seequences usinng a
mannual training sset. The lookuup table is thee used to idenntify
the possible fire pixels of collour. Colour lookup
l
algoritthm
usedd in this systeem may be conntaining of foollowing steps: (i)
Creaate pairs of thhe training im
mages. (ii) Connstruct the collour
histoogram, and the (iii) Collour transform
mation. i.e., the
trannsformation off RGB to Booolean value whhich indicates the
wheether an input colour is matcches with the ccolours prediccate.
Thee techniques used
u
for matchhing is point feature matchhing
and the testing was carriedd out in M
MATLAB (Im
mage
proccessing toolboox and Compputer Vision system toolbbox)
(15)). The first steep of the algorrithm removes the background
infoormation and detects the fooreground motion. The second
stepp is the applied if there is ddetection of thhe fire-like collour
objeects in the foreground pixells. These stepss are to reject the
nonn-fire objects from the forreground pixeels. Third stepp is
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ussed to remove the noise inn change detection map. IIn the
foourth step, the blobs aare detected using connnected
coomponent labeelling algorithhm (16). Celikk et al. (17) fu
further
ennhance system
m that uses a statistical ccolour model with
Fuuzzy logic forr fire pixel claassification. Thhe proposed syystem
deeveloped into two models; one based upp on luminancce and
thhe second baseed on chrominnance. Existinng historic rules are
thhe replaced wiith the Fuzzy logic to makke the classificcation
m
more robust andd effective. Thhis model achhieves up to 999.00%
coorrect the fire detection rate with a 9.50%
% false alarm raate.

Wheere, R, G andd B represent the componennt of Red, Grreen
and Blue within thhe image as shhown in Fig. 44.
bel Edge Detection:
Sob
Nexxt, the sobel eedge detector can be used for detecting the
grow
wth of fire as present in thee images. This can be donee by
appllying 3x3 masks
m
to the images. Convvolution is bboth
com
mmutative and associative annd is given as below;
≅|

2

2

R
RGB Colour M
Model:
A fire image caan be describeed through its pproperties bassed on
coolours. Thesee colours propperties are exxtracted into three
diifferent elemeents of colour pixel i.e. R, G and B, whicch are
ussed in colour ddetection. RG
GB colour moddel is used to detect
reed colour info
formation in an image. Reegarding the RGB
vaalues, the intter-relation beetween the R
R, G and B ccolour
chhannels are: R > G and G > B. In the firee colour detecttion R
shhould be moree stressed thenn the other com
mponent, and hence
R becomes the domination ccolour channel in an RGB image
i
foor the fire.
Thhis implies thhat R is underr a condition to be above a predeetermined RTH
H threshold vaalue.

2

|
2

Thee mask which was
w used in thhis technique is as given below:
1
0
1

2
0
2

1
0
1

1 0 1
2 0 2
1 0 1

A
All the conditiions pertaininng to the colour of fire inn any
im
mage are summ
marized as folllowing:
Fig 5: Show the reesults from thee 2nd techniquee (Poobalan et al.,
20115).

Conditionn1: R > RTH
Conditionn2: R > G > B..
Thhen the resullt is needed tto convert to HSI colour m
model
w
where H reprresents hue, S represents saturation and
a
I
reepresent intennsity. The connversion can be done usinng the
foollowing formuula:

W
With

Smooke detection
n techniques:
0.5

cos

1
1

Folllowing througgh image pre-pprocessing steep, here the viideo
willl be into form
mat readable using MATL
LAB Softwaree as
sow
wn in Fig. 5. A
Also few conveersion processees was compleeted
suchh as convertedd to grayscalee to get the pixxel value of each
e
coloour componennt. Every imagge has their oown colour arrrays
which is the com
mbination of thhree colours w
which is consisst of
red, green and bluue (RGB). Thhe RGB imagees were converrted
intoo grayscale which
w
is in MATLAB
M
knoown as rgb2ggray
funcction (18).

1
3

3

Smooke is the earlly sign of mosst of the fires. Smoke detecttion
is ann important annd necessary ffor the monitooring air polluttion;
and their effectss on human health as weell as on natuure.
Theerefore it is esssential to use ggood smoke detection methood.

13

min
n

, ,

14

Addditionally, thesse systems onnly work whenn present in vvery
closse proximity of the fire. W
With the use of video sm
moke
deteectors, these problems cann be solved. Therefore viideo
smooke detection is the most effective metthod and usedd in
largge areas such as
a forest fires and
a petrochem
mical refineriess.

15

Lee et al. (19) proposed a sm
moke detectionn method usinng a
spattial and the temporal
t
anallysis. The alggorithm proviides
greaater flexibilityy to smoke dettection techniqque and the more
m
the reliable to woork under varrious conditionns, which cann be
exprressed by Flow
w diagram in Fig.
F 6.
F
Fig 4: Show thee results from tthe 1st techniq
que (Poobalan et
e al.,
2
2015).
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III. PROPO
OSED FIRE DETECTION
D
METHOD:
w video-based fire
Thee proposed firee detection meethod is a new
and the smoke deetection methood. It uses optiical flow featuures
for the feature veector extractioon and then usses trained neuural
netw
works for the feature vectorr classificationn. The main aarea
of thhis method is the optical floow vector creaations that will be
usedd to estimate the
t amount off motion undeergone throughh an
objeect while the m
moving from oone frame to aanother as shoown
in F
Fig. 7.
F
Fig. 6: System aarchitecture off the Video Sm
moke detection using
u
MAT
TLAB/Simulink
k (Memane et al., 2015)

Feeature extractiion can be doone through annalysing the sspatial
annd the temporral features oof video sequeences for the three
m
major features: the gradual ennergy changess, edge blurrinng and
thhe gradual chrromatic configguration channges. This prooposed
allgorithm werre collective these three features usiing a
teemporal-basedd alarm decission unit andd a support vvector
m
machine (SVM
M) techniquess to obtain more the reeliable
exxperimental reesults. The tem
mporal-based alarm decisionn unit
is developed too decrease thee false alarm rrate and preseerve a
hiigh detection rate with a short reactionn of time. Suupport
V
Vector Machine (SVM) algoorithm is usedd to combine aall the
exxtracted analyysed features of the fire. T
The SVM is trrained
w
with the classiification and ttesting can bee done fast with
w
a
C++ program which makess it suitable ffor many real-time
appplications. This proposed algorithm cann be process 30.98
frrames per secoond.
Piietro Morerioo et al. (20) proposed annother approaach to
sm
moke detectioon which is based on colouur features annd the
dyynamics analyysis. In propoosed system ccontains five main
m
modules: (i) Chhange detectioon, (ii) The Mootion detectionn, (iii)
Thhe Fire feattures extractiion, (iv) Thee Smoke feaatures
exxtraction and ((v) Chaotic feaature extractioon.
Thhis module ggives a well-kknown subtraaction algorithhm to
obbtained pixelss which are thhe different thaan normal pixxels of
thhe backgroundd picture. A motion
m
detectioon algorithm iss used
foor the detectioon of smoke annd the fire pixxels. Pixel seleection
caan be finishedd according too dynamics oof the area so as to
reeduce false detection.
d
Bassed on colouur informationn and
feeature extraction module, fire and smoke pixels are divvided.
Seeparation of pixels is donne with the YCbCr. Theen the
Chaotic analyssis is perform
med. Optimisattion of elaboration
sppeed and loweering the amouunt of informattion can be doone by
w
wrapping segm
mented blob.
A
After Chaotic analysis,
a
data ffusion is comppleted to geneerate a
neew pre-alarm. The main funnction of this module is to reject
thhe false alarm
ms caused beccause of otheer fire-like m
moving
obbjects. It is finnished by the classifying pre-alarm rectaangles
w
with the help oof a multi-layyered perceptrron. It’s consiists of
m
multi-layered nnetwork struccture dividedd into input layer,
soome hidden laayers and the output layer.. This methodd uses
thhree output neeurons which depict the thhree possible states
prrior to the allarm. These sstates include no pre-alarm
m, the
sm
moke type pre-alarm and thee fire type pre-alarm.

Fig 7: Block Diagrram of proposeed System (Meemane et al., 20015)

Thee proposed sysstem composedd of followingg three steps (221):
Pre--processing is involved withh the colour transformation and
thatt the convertss the input video into sequuences of fram
mes
which is the suitaable for processsing.
Featture extractionn using the optical
o
flow eestimators i.e. the
Opttical Mass Traansport and thhe Non-Smoothh Data; that hhave
beenn designed foor detecting smoke
s
and fiire. From opttical
masss transport esssential pixels features are tthe extracted that
are OMT transpoort energy andd source matcching, from NonN
Smoooth Data twoo essential pixxels features are the extraccted
thatt are NSD flow magnnitude and the directioonal
variiance.Classificcation to detecct the flame reegion in the viideo
fram
me with Superrvised machinne-learning-baased on algoritthm
suchh as Neural Network. Neeural networks are trained on
dataaset of features and ground truth; Back prropagation neuural
netw
work is used ffor the traininng neural netw
work that has the
highhest performaance in the classificationn. Classificattion
algoorithms use thhe analysed feaatures as an innput and decission
at thhe output whether the targett is present or not. In the gloobal
optiimization toolbbox of MATL
LAB was usedd to find the best
b
com
mbination of feeatures.
NCLUSION
IV. CON
Thiss review proviides combinedd results at thee output regardding
the presence or absence of smoke and ffire. The system
perfformance cann be improveed with the help of optimal
algoorithms for deetecting the m
motion area annd for extractting
the features of firre. Neural netw
work based ouutputs from both,
the flame and thee smoke moduules are combiined to get a final
f
outpput which weere gathered iin the form oof an image ssets.
Theese were transsformed in thhe set of a reeadable imagee in
MA
ATLAB softwaare. The warnning of smoke comes out iff the
imaages have smooke. While thee absence of smoke
s
will reesult
in nno smoke warnning.
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Color-Tunable Single Pixels Using Stacked Transparent Organic Light Emitting
Diodes and Color-Tunable Lighting Domes
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Abstract
Different from liquid crystal devices (LCDs), organic
light emitting diodes (OLEDs) are self-emitters. This
allows to fabricate light-weight, large-area, mechanically
flexible thin film OLEDs using plastic substrates. These
devices are widely used in various display applications,
such as mobile phones, television devices, and wearable
devices. Furthermore, OLED-based light sources can be
made mechanically flexible and transparent, offering new
opportunities for architecture, visual arts, and decoration.
(i)
Color pixels using stacked TOLEDs
In general, full-color pixels are configured from R, G,
and B components and stripe, delta, Beyer-type, and
PenTile, to name a few. However, employing stacked RGB
transparent OLEDs would allow to fabricate
color-tunable single pixels without Moiré patterns. Here,
we propose a method for generating color-tunable single
pixels using stacked transparent OLEDs. This opens new
possibilities for color applications in displays and lighting
fixtures.
(ii)

Spectral shape color lighting dome using LEDs
and OLEDs
Lighting domes (A and B) were constructed using
inorganic LEDs and organic LEDs. The shape of the
constructed lighting domes was “pentakis dodecahedron”.
The structures looked like spherical frames (bones).
We fabricated a 43-cm-diameter lighting dome (A) that
consisted of red, green, and blue light-emitting diodes
(RGB LEDs). We also constructed a large-size (2.8-m
-diameter) lighting dome (B) that consisted of white
inorganic LEDs and an organic LEDs.
Using such a “pentakis dodecahedron”, it is possible to
determine and simulate incidence and reflection of
different chromatic components. Furthermore, it is also
possible to measure the angle dependence of chromatic
light by attaching a camera to the dome.

Keywords-color tuning; stacked;
transparent OLED
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Fig. 1 Arrangement of RGB subpixels in a color display: (a)
Conventional color display, (b) vertical stack type color display, (c)
cross-sectional diagram of a red TOLED.

smart window; TOLED;

I. Introduction
A.

characterized by self-emission of light and very weak
dependence on the angle of viewing [1]. Owing to these
technically advantageous characteristics, large TV sets
(screen size, 55” and 65”) have become commercially
available. Further, replacement of LCD smartphone screens
by OLED screens is underway.
Some additional advantages of OLEDs include their short
response time, conductance (~µS), and high contrast ratio
(~1,000,000:1).
These advantages are instrumental in
designing state-of-the-art virtual reality headsets.
Further development of OLEDs is expected with the
construction of thin, light, foldable wearable information
terminals based on the contemporary concepts of ubiquity
and/or ambience.
Transparent electrodes enable to fabricate attractive and
unique devices that are transparent when no light is emitted
and emit light from both sides on demand [2].
By utilizing these features, vertical-stack-type full color
displays can be fabricated, in which red, green, and blue
(RGB) devices will be stacked in the vertical direction [Fig.
1(b)]. In this design, a pixel will not be composed of
horizontally deployed sub-pixels such as stripe, delta, and
Beyer-type subpixels; rather, OLEDs will be controlled
individually.

Color Pixels Using Stacked TOLEDs
OLEDs are made of extremely thin films and are

Therefore, this approach may allow to fabricate novel
displays with high resolution and different color-reproduction
characteristics that are not supported by existing conventional
displays. Several stack types of OLEDs have already been
proposed, such as a color display with a stack of RGB
elements [3, 4], high-efficiency multi-photon emission
devices [5] with a stack of several light-emission layers, and a
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tandem-type device [6]. However, it is difficult to implement
such devices using polymers, because wet-processing may act
to dissolve polymer layers in a multi-layer system. Here, we
report color-tunable single pixels using stacked TOLEDs [7].
B.

images shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the light-emissive area, and
the anodes and cathodes (diameter, 5 mm) were formed in
particular for measuring color coordinates. The materials and
the fabrication method of TOLEDs were described in detail
previously [7].

Spectral Shape Color Lighting Domes Using LEDs
and OLEDs

Recent advances in nanotechnology made it possible to
study chromatic effects of illumination and the effects of the
angle of illumination.
Further, because the color and the direction of illuminating
light usually vary with time for moving objects (including
humans), recording and utilizing these parameters may allow
the reproduction of images/persons using lighting domes and
chroma keying techniques.
In this study, we constructed a small lighting dome (A)
with (inorganic) RGB LEDs, and a large lighting dome (B)
with (inorganic) white LEDs and organic LEDs. The lighting
domes had the shape of “pentakis dodecahedron”. These
structures were assembled in the form of a frame (bone), and
looked like spheres, as shown in Fig. 2.

TABLE I.
DEVICE STRUCTURES OF RGB TOLEDS
Color
Red
Green
Blue

Structure: Glass/ITO/EML/BCP:Cs/IZO

Emission spectrum was analyzed using a photonic
multichannel spectral analyzer (Hamamatsu Photonics,
PMA-11). The luminance–voltage (L–V) characteristic and
the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) color
coordinates and emission spectrum were measured using an
organic EL luminous efficiency measuring instrument
(Precise Gauges, EL-1003 with a Keithley 2400 voltage
source).
B.

Fig. 2 The assembled lighting domes (A) and (B) (pentakis
dodecahedrons).

Using these domes, we evaluated spectral differences
associated with using various light sources.
II. Fabrication and Evaluation of Devices
A.

Color Pixels Using Stacked TOLEDs

TOLEDs
were
fabricated
using
dye-dispersed
poly(N-vinylcarbazole) (PVCz), following which the
fabricated TOLEDs were stacked. Then, we characterized the
fabricated TOLEDs in terms of their color display, including
white illumination. Cross-sectional diagrammatic views of
different TOLEDs (RGB) are shown in Fig. 1(b). The layer
structure is described in Table I. All TOLEDs were fabricated
using the same materials (for electrodes and electron injection
layers (EILs)) except the material for the light emissive layer
(EML). Devices were fabricated on indium tin oxide
(ITO)-coated substrates of 100/sq. Two-millimeter-wide
stripes of the anode and cathode were formed perpendicular
to each other to create a 4 mm2 emission area, but in the

EML (Emission layer)
PVCz:BND:Rb:DCJTB
PVCz:BND:C6
PVCz:BND:perylene

Spectral Shape Color Lighting Domes Using LEDs
and OLEDs

The small (A) and large (B) lighting domes consisted of 90
pieces (60 short rods and 30 long rods) and joint parts. The
joint parts were of two types: pentagons (12 units) and
hexagons (20 units), and were fabricated using a 3D printer
(ZORTRAX, M200) with a Z-ULTRAT filament. Inorganic
RGB LEDs were attached to the small dome (A). The RGB
LED (World semi, WS2812B) is an intelligent control LED
light source that features a control circuit and an RGB chip in
a small package (8 mm × 11 mm). Each pixel of the three
primary colors (RGB) had 256 brightness levels, the full color
emission had (256)3 levels.
Inorganic white LEDs were attached to the large dome (B).
The white LED (OptoSupply, OSW4XNE3C1S) is a
high-power (3 W) light source with a heat sink. Each white
LED was controlled by an MR16 LED driver (OptoSupply,
OSMR16-W1213), (3 W driver). These LEDs can be
controlled by a small micro-computer (Arduino Uno) via the
Adafruit 16-channel PWM/Servo Shield.
The large dome (B) also featured two types of OLED
lighting panels. One was an OLED1 lighting panel (Lumiotec,
P03B0909N-A12A), while the other one was an OLED2
lighting panel sample kit (Konica Minolta, Symfos
OLED-010K). These OLED lighting panels were controlled
by a dedicated external driver.
III. Results
A.

Color Pixels Using Stacked TOLEDs

The optical transmittance curves of the different devices are
shown in Fig. 3. The transmission coefficients of the red,
green and blue TOLEDs were 78.6%, 77.3%, and 78.0%,
respectively, and the transmitted light was within the visible
range (380 – 780 nm). When these three devices were stacked
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to make a full color pixel, the overall transmission coefficient
dropped to 49.1%, which was approximately equivalent to the
product of the transmission coefficients of the three devices
(47.7%).

Transmittance (%)

100
80

Green

GREEN TOLED
（0.25,0.53）

White STOLED
(0.31,0.33)

60
Red

Red TOLED
Green TOLED
Blue TOLED
STOLED

40
20

Blue
BLUE TOLED
（0.15,0.17）

RED TOLED
（0.60,0.39）

Reference : Air

0

400

500
600
Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 5. The light coordinates of red, green, blue, and white basic
colors.

700

20mm

25mm

Fig. 3 Transmittance curves of R, G, and B devices, and of a
full-stacked TOLED.

The spectra of the RGB TOLED devices (components and
full-stacked) are shown in Fig. 4. The wavelengths at the
peaks of light emission were 612, 496, and 456 nm,
respectively. The spectrum that was obtained when all of the
component RGB OLEDs were turned on is shown by closed
black diamonds. The spectrum covered the entire visible
range. The CIE chromaticities of the individual RGB
TOLEDs are shown in Fig. 5. The coordinates were (0:60;
0:39) for R, (0:25; 0:53) for G, and (0:15; 0:17) for B. The
white light coordinate was (0:31; 0:33). An average color
rendering index (Ra) of 87.8 was achieved.

Emission intensity (a.u.)

Blue
sub pixel

5mm

Turned off

Red

Yellow

Magenta
White

Green
Green

500
600
Wavelength [nm]

Blue
Cyan

Red
Turned on
all sub pixel

400

Back side Logo

Fig. 6 The photographs of a stack-type transparent OLED
(STOLED) show red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow, and
white colors.

We fabricated a full-color pixel using a vertical stack of
RGB transparent OLEDs; there OLEDs were fabricated
separately on individual glass substrates. The proposed
approach and the resulting devices are quite unique, which
should be advantageous for advanced lighting technologies
and imaging displays.

700

Fig. 4 Light spectra for RGB TOLED devices (components and
full-stacked).

In Fig. 6, the photographs of a stack-type transparent OLED
(STOLED) show that R, G, B, cyan, magenta, yellow and
white colors can be obtained by setting different components
ON and OFF. This demonstrates that full color displays based
on stack-type OLEDs can be successfully realized by stacking
TOLEDs. In such a color display, letters can be observed in
the background owing to the device’s transparency.

B.

Spectral Shape Color Lighting Domes using LEDs
and OLEDs

Color indication displays have shown great progress with
advances in inorganic LEDs and OLEDs. In lighting
reproduction systems [8, 9], subjects are surrounded with red,
green, and blue light-emitting diodes (RGB LEDs).
A photograph and light spectra for the small dome (A) are
shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively.
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component (P1) and the more broadband emitted (P2), as
shown in Fig. 8. The white LEDs exhibited blue light directly
emitted by the GaN-based or spectrum of a white-light LED,
where GaN or InGaN blue source pumps Ce:YAG phosphor.
These techniques are widely used because white LEDs can be
reasonably manufactured at low cost.
However, the spectrum of the white LED features only two
peaks. There is a big spectral valley around the green light
region. This valley corresponds to the cool color temperature
(CCT) of 6500 K.
The spectrum of OLED1 is shown in Fig. 8. It features a
broad peak compared with the LED spectrum, with the
average rendering index Ra=81 and CCT of 4900 K. The
spectrum of OLED2 is also shown in Fig. 8. It features a
broader peak, with Ra=85 and CCT of 4900 K.
Thus, based on this illumination from multiple angles using
a high-Ra light source, it is concluded that highly
reproducible illumination environments can be constructed.

Fig. 7 (a) The small dome (A) with RGB inorganic LEDs.

B LED

R LED

Intensity (a.u.)

G LED

IV. Conclusions
We obtained a full-color pixel using a vertical stack of RGB
transparent OLEDs, each of which was fabricated separately
on an individual substrate. This RGB vertically stacked
structure requires high stacking technology and wiring
technology, but it can be expected to be applied not only to
displays but also to lighting devices with high Ra. In addition
to the ability to vary the angle of incidence, the approach is
effective for designing devices that provide comfortable
lighting and ensure good reproducibility of colors.

R LED

G LED

B LED
600

500

400

700

Wavelength (nm)

Acknowledgments

Fig. 7 (b) Light spectra for the small dome (A) with RGB inorganic
LEDs.

In the case of RGB LEDs, the spectral peaks are very sharp.
The half widths of the peaks were 20 nm (for R), 40 nm (for
G), and 30 nm (for B). Therefore, white light yielded two
large spectral valleys in the visible region.
The backside figure in Fig. 2 shows the large-size lighting
dome (B). This large-size dome featured inorganic white
LEDs and two types of OLED lighting panels (OLED1 and
OLED2).
(P1)
(P2)

Intensity (a.u.)

White LED

OLED 1

OLED 2

400

500

600

700

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 8 Light spectra for the small dome (B) with white LEDs and
two types of OLED lighting panels (OLED1 and OLED2).

The light spectra for this dome consisted of the sharp
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Interactive Art Generating Innovative Color Expression
Using Deep Learning Neural Networks
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Abstract
This paper presents a progress report on our interactive
art project using deep learning neural networks, which has
been adopted as a private university research branding
project on the research of color science and art. This
project aims to produce interactive art with creative color
expression by deep learning. Big data learning on media
art enables AI artists or AI designers to generate novel
expressions beyond the realms of human possibility.
Keywords-component; deep learning; neural networks; AI;
interactive art; color; artist; media art;

I. Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) is applied to various fields. Deep
learning has achieved remarkable results in image
understanding, speech recognition and natural language
processing. For example, in the board game Go, deep learning
AI has won the professional human championship. Go requires
intuitive ability rather than logical reasoning because it

requires measurement of the difference between winning and
losing from the two-dimensional position of black and white
stones on the board. AI Go has been trained using an enormous
amount of image data of past Go games using deep learning. In
addition, it has played vast amounts of self-match simulations.
As a result, it has obtained outstanding intuitive intelligence
enabling it to beat known human standardized set sequences of
gaming.
Another outstanding example is natural language processing,
known as IBM Watson. It can learn a huge number of papers or
documents and resolve professional problems, which
previously was only possible by human experts such as
lawyers, medical doctors, patent attorneys, etc. While humans
require several years to acquire professional knowledge, AI
can learn it in only a few hours.
Today, deep learning is applied to autonomous cars, drone
home deliveries, customer-facing robots, etc. Furthermore,
there are more interesting possibilities in the field of art, where
intuitions and feelings are important. For example,
applications that transform photographs to artist-styled
paintings are very popular. Various tools and libraries for deep
learning have been developed and made available on the
Internet. However, we still need specialized knowledge about
machine learning to use such services and they seem to be
difficult for artists to use. Consequently, this study examines a
methodology for applying deep learning to media arts and
assisting in the production of creative work. By facilitating big
data in media art and building art, deep learning has the
potential to generate artwork beyond the realms of human
intelligence, which would have a major impact on industry,
culture, and society (see Fig. 1).
TABLE I
A brief history of machine learning featuring neural networks

Year Event
1949 Hebbian learning
1958 Perceptron
1st dark age ( impossibility of XOR )
1982 Hopfield network
1985 Boltzmann machine
1986 Backpropagation
Fig. 1 Conceptual picture representing infinite possibilities of
neural networks trained by huge data of artworks.

2nd dark age ( limited computing ability )
2016 Alpha Go
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II. Overview of Neural Networks
There are various types of AI. This study focuses on
artificial neural networks because of their heuristic learning
capability (see Table I). They require no rule-based
programming algorithm. Instead, they can learn behavior from
training data.
In 1949, Hebb described Hebbian learning theory[1], which
is a mathematical rule of synaptic plasticity in neurons of the
brain during the learning process, where efficiency of synaptic
connection arises from repeated and persistent stimulation of
neurons. In 1957, Rosenblatt developed Perceptron[2], which
is the first neural network with an optimizing algorithm to
adjust the weight of synapse connections. In anticipation of its
learning ability, various research programs were carried out.
This was the first boom of neural networks. However, in 1969,
Minsky showed that Perceptron is only capable of learning
linearly separable patterns[3]. In other words, it is impossible
to learn an XOR function. This discovery caused a significant
decline in researcher interest. It took more than ten years for
research on neural networks to be revitalized.
In 1986, Rumelhart developed the Backpropagation method,
which induced the second boom of neural networks[4]. This
method technically solved the limitation of Perceptron by
using the gradient descent optimization algorithm by which
errors are calculated at the output and distributed back through
the network layers. Backpropagation is applied in various
fields. For example, we developed neural networks for the
prediction of enzyme function by feeding in the sequence of
amino acids[5](see Fig. 2). Thus, neural networks seemed to
have great potential ability. Nevertheless, at that time,
computers did not have sufficient processing power to handle
the work effectively required by large neural networks. Neural
networks research slowed down until computers achieved far
greater processing power. Therefore, they decreased in
popularity during the 2000s.
In the 2010s, powerful GPU-based computing systems and
big data on the Internet enabled the seize of neural networks to
be extended for extraordinary learning abilities, which is deep
learning. This is the current boom of neural networks. In 2016,
alpha GO beat a human champion and this surprising news
reverberated around the world.
In summary, the basic theory of neural networks had already
been established in the 1980s. However, we had to wait until
Amino Acid Sequence

…

Input Layer
Hidden Layer

Window Size
11 Residues

…

the 2010s, when sufficient computational resources for their
practical use were developed with the progress of information
technology.
III. Building Environment
We can use personal computers to build deep learning
systems to install a framework. For example, the Café of UC
Berkley, Chainer of Preferred Networks and TensorFlow of
Google are popular. However, it is not easy for normal users
to install them, because they need various software or libraries
such as C++, Python, Numpy, CUDA, etc. The most requested
system is Ubuntu. Although Windows or MacOS are available,
we have to use a command prompt like the UNIX system,
which is familiar to engineers but unfamiliar to most users,
especially artists. In addition, GPU is necessary for practical
use to calculate learning, and software is required to control it.
Actually, we cannot perform deep learning tasks without GPU.
To run GPU, we need an extra power supply, because it
consumes a lot of electricity running 24/7. The calculation
time is several days, weeks, or sometimes months.
Second, a further solution is to use a highly specialized
general-purpose computing on graphics processing units
(GPGPU) workstation, which is a computer optimized for
deep learning. However, this hardware is too expensive for
personal use and requires a 24-hour, high-power electricity
supply, which is costly. For this equipment, our project
provided HPC5000 -XBWGPU4TS of HPC systems, which
has a Xeon processor and GPU NVIDIA Tesla series, in a
specialized computer room for deep learning using the
facilities of our university (see Fig. 3). We can connect and use
it through our university intranet.
To solve the difficult problem of providing an environment
for deep learning, we can use the AI cloud service on the

…

…

Output Layer
Fig. 2 Example of neural network. For prediction of enzyme function
from amino acid sequence.

Fig. 3 GPGPU workstation HPC5000-XBWGPU4TS. Overview,
front panel, and backside.
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Internet. Many major IT companies provide a convenient
learning cloud platform, for example, Amazon Machine
Learning, Microsoft Azure Machine Learning, Google Cloud
Platform, IBM Bluemix Watson API, Fujitsu AI Solution
Zinrai platform service, etc.
IV. Deep Learning for Creative Art
In various fields, deep learning is applied and remarkable
results have been reported. For example, many IT companies
develop autonomous cars, drone delivery services, and voice
assistant speakers. At an amusement park or theme park in the
United States, the AI voice service is popular and many people
utilize the voice service everywhere. Similarly, in the field of
art, various trials are being conducted, for example, graphical
painting, musical composition, story writing, etc.
Graphical painting is suitable for deep learning because
neural networks can be trained using a large amount of
imaging data. For example, “The Next Rembrandt” project of
Microsoft can paint a picture just like Rembrandt by learning
the picture data of Rembrandt as if the painter himself is
painting it.
AI can compose music by learning musical data. For
example, DeepBach can generate Bach hymn-like pieces by
learning the styles of Bach's music, and Flow Machines can
generate Beatles style music by learning all their pieces.
By using natural language processing, AI can write a short
science fiction novel. In the Kimagure AI project, AI learned
all the works of a specific writer and generated a new story,
which was submitted to a contest and won a prize.

In the department of interactive media in our university,
some students produced works of interactive art as their
graduation thesis. For example, Solaris is a virtual planet on
the screen and it learned the faces of the audience to display
them orbiting the planet[6](see Fig. 4). As another example,
MirrAI is an interactive installation with a half mirror, in
which you can have a conversation with your virtual self in a
mirror using a cloud AI service[7](see Fig. 5). However, these
lack the capacity to use learning methods and are still being
developed both technically and artistically. We need to
establish a framework or guideline for producing artworks
utilizing deep learning.
These cases of applying deep learning for art commonly use
data of artworks for training neural networks in advance. Next,
they generate similar artworks based on the trained neural
networks. Some people do not regard this method as creation
because AIs merely mimic past works by learning. This poses
the question of what constitutes creativity. In my opinion, even
human creators learn from past works in art history. They
create something as consequence of the learned contents. In
this context, AI does the same. We can therefore regard a work
by deep learning as creation. In the near future, connecting AI
technology and big data will generate unpredictable works far
beyond the realms of human intelligence and emotion.
V. Conclusion
Due to a growing demand for AI, the shortage of AI-skilled
engineers and artists is a serious problem. In 2020 when the
Tokyo Olympics will be held, attractive color expression will
be necessary. Interactive arts using deep learning are one of the
solutions and embody the fusion of art and science. In this
project of color science and art, we will promote the brand
power of our university's culture.
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Abstract
It is difficult for us to check the efficacy of voice training
by listening to our own voice because we cannot hear only
the air transmitting component of the uttered voice
without the one transmitted through bones. It is the
reason why we have to ask others to evaluate our own
voice on our behalves. Also, we cannot see sounds. It gives
a rationale that computer systems capable of transforming
invisible voice quality into visible form such as scores and
graphs are helpful. We have investigated a computer
assisted voice training system that analyzes voice for
evaluating acoustic characteristics and visualizes them so
that the speaker can receive a kind of feedback for better
utterance in future. Since voice quality is often related to
colors (e.g., yellow voice by young females), we consider
transforming voice quality into color. Firstly, we divide an
input utterance into phonemes and secondly analyze the
acoustic characteristics according to the phoneme class,
i.e., vowel class, plosive class, fricative class, and silence
class. For visualizing the vocal quality, we use augmented
reality so that speakers can get more intuitive idea of how
his/her voice sounds [7] . We also examined virtual reality
that was supposed to feedback the speaker of his or her
voice more straightforwardly by reflecting the acoustic
characteristics in the surrounding virtual environment.
Keywords-speech analysis, voice training, articulation styles,
acoustic features, visualization, virtual reality

cannot gather which part of their voice has what kind of
problem. More intuitive way is needed.
We have been investigated such a system that is capable of
visualizing acoustic characteristics of voice for giving the
feedback to the speaker. Here we use color as an effective
indicator for the visual feedback together with virtual reality
device. The experimental results are reported in this paper.
II. Suitable acoustic parameters for voice evaluation
A. Classification of phonemes based on the articulation
Phonemes used in languages consist of vowels and
consonants. They sound differently due to both the position of
articulation and the way of making sounds.
Vowels
accompany excitation of vocal tract, and the size of mouth
opening and the position of tongue determines the kind (e.g.,
/a/ is wide in mouth opening and backward in the position of
tongue, whereas /i/ is narrow and forward for each).
Consonants are generally categorized into two groups
“plosives” and “fricatives” as shown in Table 1.
Ideal vowels have stable volume and pitch (vocal height)
across utterance because that indicates the muscles for
exhalation are used stably and also those for controlling vocal
tract are relaxed. “Jitter” (the standard deviation of pitch
frequencies in short period of time) and “shimmer” (the
standard deviation of power values in short period of time) are
supposed to be effective indicators for evaluating it [5] .
Fricative consonants should be evaluated by such acoustic
TABLE I
CONSONANTS.

I. Introduction
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teeth
palate

/ts/
/dz/

fricatives
/s/
/z/
/h/

liquid and
semivowel
s

/p/
/b/
/t/
/d/
/k/
/g/

nasals

lip

affricates

phonemes
plosives

Not only those who are engaged with such kind of
profession that use their voice in their work such as singers and
actors but also those who work in call centers or even in
normal companies pay more attention to voice training these
days in order for them to give better presentations. Voice
training is also regarded as an effective way of keeping elderly
people active in aging society.
A typical way of voice training requires the trainees to ask
trainers to listen to their voice, but it is costly and also not ideal
in the sense that trainees should expose their voice to others
against hesitation. If they can train their own voice by their
own, it should be better. Recent smart phones provide an
application software that makes the dream come true. Yet,
they only show the voice evaluation by numbers so that users

/m/

/w/

/n/
/r/
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1
(a)

jitter

(b)

(a)

shimmer

length of silance

(b)

dynamic rage of power

Fig. 2. Comparison of acoustic feature for fricative
class between before and after voice training.

Fig. 1. Comparison of acoustic feature for vowel
class between before and after voice training.

features that can indicate how the speaker continuously and
strongly makes the exhalation friction at the articulation point.
We assumed the length of the fricative period and the dynamic
range of the power during the period would be feasible.
Plosive consonants should be evaluated by such acoustic
features that can indicate how well the speaker stop the
exhalation at the articulation point. We assumed that the
length of the silent period that was created by stopping
exhalation would be feasible.
B. Validation of Acoustic Features for Speech Evaluation
We asked ten subjects to take a voice training course whose
trainer was well experienced and calculated the acoustic
parameters explained above. The following results show the
comparison between those before (blue) and after (orange) the
training with respect to each four class. Fig.1 shows the result
for the vowel class. Fig.2 shows that for the fricative class
(each one of four pairs corresponds to the result for the first /s/
from each different word /sazanami/, /samidare/, /sampo/, and
their average.) Fig.3 shows the result for the plosive class
(each one of four pairs corresponds to the result for the first /t/
from each different word /taitei/, /tai-iku/, /taikutsu/, and their
average.) T-test calculated for the difference between before
and after the training course demonstrated that "jitter" for the
vowel class, the dynamic range of power for the fricative class,
and the length of silent period of time for the plosive class
significantly differed between before and after training.
In other words, these three acoustic parameters are feasible
for visualizing the effect of voice training.
III. Experiments
We applied the acoustic parameters that have been
confirmed to be useful in visualizing the effect of voice
training in Section II to actual training process using a virtual
environment.

Fig. 4. Flowchart

(color) depending on the parameter values.
Our expectation is that the surrounding view of the user that
reflects his or her behavior (vocal utterance here) in real time
should give the more direct feedback than only by showing
scores.
Fig.4 shows the schematic overview of speech evaluation
using acoustic features. An assumed strategy would be that to
set criteria to satisfy in vocal training that is used to judge
whether or not the user can finish training.
B. Generating virtual environment using acoustic features
As the preliminary experiment, we used augmented reality
(AR) instead of virtual reality here where the system changed
the size and the color of computer graphics that were
superimposed in the real scene by reflecting the acoustic
parameters of the user's speech [6] [7] . An example of user’s
view in the virtual environment implemented is shown in
Fig.6.
IV. Conclusion

A. Virtual Environment
Virtual environment defines computer-generated immersive
panoramic view that tracks the change of user's head motion
and changes the view according to it. We used Oculus Rift for
the viewer [8] .
Here we consider reflecting acoustic variation of user's voice
in the virtual environment, i.e., we calculate the acoustic
parameters mentioned above and changes the virtual view

We clarified that "jitter" for the vowel class, the dynamic
range of power for the fricative class, and the length of silent
period of time for the plosive class were feasible for
visualizing the effect of vocal training by experiment.
Implementing the acoustic features in visualizing vocal quality
in augmented reality and virtual reality demonstrated direct
and intuitive feedback of the voice evaluation to the speaker.
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(a)

/pi/
Fig. 6 An example of user's view in the virtual
environment.

(b)

/u/

(c)

/s/

Fig. 5 Speech visualization using AR

Future work includes developing the optimal algorithm that
realizes vocal visualization in virtual environment through
subjective tests.
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Abstract
A research and branding project on color science and art
proposed by Tokyo Polytechnic University (TPU) was
adopted as a Private University Research Branding
Project sponsored by the Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT). For this project,
we established a gallery in the International Research
Center for Color Science and Art where children and
students can study and enjoy color science by means of
educational materials using media arts.
This article introduces the research and branding plan
of the project, and the contents of the first exhibition in the
gallery.

collaboration between technology and art. Creating genuine
harmony between engineering and art is one of the most
important policies of the president of TPU. He aims to promote
genuine harmony through this research and branding project.
We will offer information on the research results by means of
media arts such as photography, movies, AR, CG, projection
mapping, manga, games, and so forth. This is a unique
branding strategy only possible with TPU.
On July 22nd of this year, we opened a gallery in the
International Research Center for Color Science and Art.
We discuss the philosophy of the gallery as a branding
strategy and introduce the first exhibition of the gallery below.
II. Research and branding strategy of the project

Keywords; color, engineering and art, media art, photography

1.
I. Introduction
The research and branding project titled “Create Tomorrow,
Learn Future, and Connect the World by Color, KOUGEI
Color Science and Art” proposed by Tokyo Polytechnic
University (TPU) was selected as a Private University
Research Branding Project sponsored by the Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT).
MEXT supports private universities that conduct research
projects revealing the originalities and the characteristics of the
universities under the leadership of the presidents.
The TPU originated as the Konishi Professional School of
Photography, founded in 1923 to train technicians and
researchers in the field of photography, a cutting-edge
expressive technology at the time. The school was a pioneer in
combining self-expression through photography (art) with
photographic techniques (technology). Now the TPU is a
unique university in Japan in that it possesses faculties of both
engineering and arts. One of the policies of the president of
TPU is to enhance further collaboration between technology
and art through this project.
We selected “color” as the research theme of the university
and built the International Research Center for Color Science
and Art. Color is closely related to photography, printing, and
optics, which have been the research fields of the TPU from its
foundation. The departments of engineering and arts can both
conduct researches on color, which will lead to further

Promotion of researches on color
Sixteen research themes on color have been selected among
30 research applications from the faculties of engineering and
arts. The research themes can be classified as follows.
・Color and psychology
・Color and education
・Color and health, medical, nursing care
・Color and digital archives for cultural assets and artworks
・Color and media arts
・Color and architecture
・Optical devices
As shown above, color is studied in a wide variety of
research fields, which are interdisciplinary.
An outline of the research themes can be seen on our special
website: https://www.color.t-kougei.ac.jp/
2. Branding Strategy
1) Public information on research by means of media arts
We will offer information on the research results on color by
means of media arts such as photography, movies, AR, CG,
projection mapping, manga, games, and so forth. This is a
unique branding strategy only possible with TPU, which has
departments of both engineering and arts.
2) Gallery in the International Research Center for Color
Science and Art
We opened a gallery where children to high school students
can study and enjoy color science and art. We will create
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edducational matterials on coloor using mediaa arts, which will
w be
exxhibited in thee gallery.
3)) Special site on the TPU official websitee, SNS
We will offfer informattion on the activities oof the
Innternational R
Research Centeer for Color S
Science and A
Art on
sppecial webpagges on the TP
PU website annd SNS (Faceebook,
Y
YouTube, and so
s forth)
4)) Open seminnar and internaational workshhop
We will holdd open seminnars by membbers of TPU, other
unniversities, and companies. Research resuults on color will
w be
prresented by TP
PU members aat the end of evvery fiscal yeaar. We
w
will hold internnational worksshops in whicch color reseaarchers
frrom overseas universities (e.g. Chinese Culture University,
R
Rochester Instittute of Technoology, Chulaloongkorn University,
annd University of Eastern Finnland) can parrticipate.
5)) Participationn in the Culturaal Power Projeect of the Agenncy
foor Cultural A
Affairs for Tokkyo Olympic and Paralym
mpic
G
Games 2020
The Agency for Cultural Affairs is pllanning to hold the
Cultural Powerr Project for Tokyo Olymppic and Paralyympic
G
Games. The ppurpose is thhe worldwidee disseminatioon of
Jaapanese cultural attractionss. One of thhe strategies oof the
Cultural Powerr Project is tto promote thhe participatiion of
faaculty membeers and studennts, and innoovation and hhuman
reesources devellopment throuugh harmony between
b
sciencce and
arrt. This strateggy is consistentt with the spiriit of our projecct, and
w
we will particippate in this Cuultural Power P
Project.
III. Gallery
G
Design as a Brand Strategy

o the space w
with
exhiibitions. Gray is used as thhe base color of
conssideration for color of conteent. As a resultt, every contennt in
the space
s
can be sseen vividly.
2.

Gallery Logootype and Signn Design
Too increase thhe brand strenngth of the ggallery, elemeents
reprresenting the nature of color were usedd in the “col.llab”
logootype (Fig. 2).. “col” represeents color andd “lab” represeents
labooratory so that it is easy to recognize that thhe research cennter
and gallery is a faacility of colorr research.
M
Moreover, to obtain familiiarity with auudiences andd to
reprresent the chharacteristics of a researchh and educattion
orgaanization, the llogotype was designed to bee legible, frienndly
and intellectual.

Fig. 2 The Loogotype of the R
Research Centerr and Gallery

Siince the gallery is on the ssecond floor oof the buildingg, a
flow
w line from thee outside of thee building to thhe first-floor fr
front
spacce, stairs and ggallery was carrefully designeed (Fig.3). Forr the
stairrs, Munsell's color system was adopted to represent the
acaddemic characcteristics of the galley. It succeeded in
com
mbining visitorr-friendly infoormation desiggn with the efffect
of ennhancing visittors’ expectatiions of the galllery.
Thhe logotype aand sign desiggn were desiggned by Masaaaki
Hiroomura, a proffessor of the visual comm
munication dessign
depaartment of the university.

From the viiewpoint of sscience and aart, it is espeecially
im
mportant to reesearch colorss and presentt the results oof the
reesearch in an eeasy to understtand and experrience-based fformat.
Thherefore, we will utilize participatory methods suuch as
innteractive art teechnologies.
In addition, we will condduct publicity activities forr local
reesidents to enncourage them
m to become familiar witth our
faacility.
1.

Design of tthe Gallery
Assumed to bbe variously uttilized, the galllery space hass been
modularized faacility and envvironment withh high
deesigned as a m
fuunctionality (F
Fig. 1). In partiicular, the unitts of 1.2-meterr-wide
m
movable walls can be flexiblly arranged soo that the spacce will
bee used for rresearch preseentations andd contemporarry art

Fig.. 1 The Design oof the Gallery S
Space

Fig. 3 The Sign Sysstem of the Galllery

3.

Public Rellations Activvities and Merchandise
Developmentt
W
With the coopeeration of a deesigner, Sadattomo Kawamuura,
we pproduced and distributed posters and leaaflets for the first
f
exhiibition publiciity with the deesign concept of "the fusionn of
sciennce and art thrrough color" (F
Fig. 4). Furtheermore, in ordeer to
stim
mulate the intelllectual curiosiity of visitors, a six-page leaaflet
that explains the purpose of thhe exhibition, outlines of each
e
partiicipating artisst's work andd profile, andd presents dettails
abouut the three priimary colors oof color light aand color mateerial
was designed. Witth these printeed materials, thhe activities off the
galleery will be advvertised and aaccumulated ass a record.
Inn addition, wee developed m
merchandise (pplastic file folder,
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boookmark) to sppread the fun of colors.
Yellow and ccyan were prinnted on the suurface of the pplastic
fille folder, and magenta was printed on itss reverse side. If the
foolder is emptyy, it becomes tthe three prim
mary colors off cyan,
m
magenta and yeellow (CMY), and when a document is in the
foolder, it becom
mes the TPU logotype. It can be said tthat it
viisualizes the bbranding of ouur university as a color ressearch
innstitute. Likew
wise, the idea of the bookm
mark is basicallly the
saame as the foldder. When thrree pieces (CM
MY) are overlaapped,
it becomes the original col.llab logotype. In this case, while
haaving them freeely play in thee three primaryy colors of thee color
m
materials, we allso remind vissitors of the loggotype at the ccenter,
sttrengthening thhe brand poweer.

coloor world and thhe depth of thee color and thee pleasure.
Inn this exhibition, we plannned to exploree the process and
mecchanism of collor creation thhrough art andd design workks in
various fields suuch as interaactive art, ligght art, printing,
tradiitional crafts aand so forth.

Figg. 5 “Creating C
Colors” Exhibitiion

F
Fig. 4 Leaflet D
Design (Left), Pllastic File Foldeer, Bookmark (R
Right)

Press releasees were sentt to 380 coompanies inclluding
neewspaper com
mpanies, televiision stations, publishing houses,
annd posters andd leaflets weree posted to 8229 locations suuch as
m
museums, galleries, universsities, high schools, elemeentary
scchools in Kanaagawa, Tokyo, Saitama, Chiiba, Ibaraki, Toochigi
annd Gunma.

1. Exhibited Wo
Works
1) Light Art (Jam
mes Clar)
Thhe media artist James Clarr is exploring the influencee of
meddia and technnology on the recognitionn of culture and
idenntity. One of C
Clar's works is a 3D display ccube that contaains
10000 LEDs solderred in a patented wiring mattrix configuration.
He iis a new generaation of light-ffocused artistss from Dan Flaavin
to O
Olafur Eliassoon. In this exxhibition, his works focussing
speccifically on color have been presented (Fig. 6).

4.

Public Disssemination byy Official Webssite
In
Marchh
2017,
the
oofficial
w
website
(hhttps://www.coolor.t-kougei.aac.jp/) was launched, annd 16
reesearch projeccts, annual plaan, project record, introducttion of
gaallery, event innformation weere provided. W
We will continnue to
reeport and updaate the results of future evennts.
By integratinng the galleryy design, logootype, sign ddesign,
m
merchandise deevelopment, aand publicity oon the websitee, it is
poossible to streength the brannd image of T
TPU, color ressearch
annd col.lab galllery.
IV
V. "Creating C
Colors" Exhiibition

Fig. 6 Light Art Proj
ojects by James Clar

2) Interactive Art (Naoaki Fujjimoto)
A
An interactive art
a work in whhich participaants can play w
with
ballss of the three primary coloors of red, green and blue liight
projected on the wall
w with theirr shadows. As balls of differrent
coloors overlap, vaarious colors are produced by the synthesiis of
lightt colors (Fig.. 7). This artt work occuppies an imporrtant
posiition as an expperiential educcational work.

An exhibitioon titled "Creeating Colorss: What Coloor can
beecome Green bby Mixing with Red?" has been
b
held from
m July
222nd, 2017 to March 17th, 22018. As the introduction of the
firrst exhibition,, it provides coontents to conssider how coloors are
treated in variouus arts and design expressioons (Fig. 5).
How does thee color of our surroundings get its color? In our
evveryday life, we are not cconscious of tthe mechanism
m and
prrocess in creatting the colorss surrounding us,
u such as thee color
off a magazine'ss photo, the coolor of clothess, the color off light.
H
However, know
wing more deeeply how thee colors of vvarious
thhings are generated, visitors will recognizze the wonder of the
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3)) Color in Prrinting (Mitsuoo Katsui)
The work impplies "Limits tto Growth" wiith an egg whicch is a
m
metaphor of thee Earth (Fig. 8)). The data useed to depict thee shell
off eggs are 60 million pixelss, realizing higgh resolution image
quuality with the perform
mance of sennsors and llenses.
Fuurthermore, it uses advancedd printing techhnology of twoo more
sppecial inks to create a smoooth gradation exiting in thee light
sppace.

makke the gallery a place where students can grow.
g
U
Using the “three primary coloors of materiall” device, visitors
can experience a full-color prrinting schemee by overlappping
cyann, magenta, yeellow and black (CMYK) plaates [2, 3]. Onn the
otheer hand, using the “three prrimary colors of light” devvice,
userrs can adjust thhe brightness oof red, green aand blue lightss on
an iP
Pad and the deevice, and by mixing these colors, numerrous
coloors are produceed (Fig. 11).
Both devices w
were designed ffor kids, so thaat they could ggain
new
w experiences aand surprises bby manipulatinng the devices. As
a reesult, these w
works met wiith a favorable evaluation by
visittors.
Studdents presenteed various iddeas on how
w to design uuser
expeeriences, and voluntarily managed
m
the sschedule to finnish
the work.
w

Fig. 8 Limits to Growth, Five Set of Posterss by Katsui Mitssuo

4)) Color in Prrinting (Hirokii Taniguchi)
The author hhas long been committed too gold, dreaming of
ussing golden paaper or gildedd ink to createe works. In 20006, in
coollaboration with
w the printinng director of the "Graphic Trial"
spponsored by T
Toppan Printingg Co., Ltd. [1]], he pursued ggolden
exxpression in offfset printing ((Fig. 9).

Fig. 11 Devices E
Explaining the M
Mechanism of CMYK (Left) and
B (Right)
RGB

2.

Hands-on Woorkshop for Crreating Colorss
A
As a related project of thhe exhibitionn, two handss-on
workkshops titled Let’s Make a Color Mixerr and Let’s Ennjoy
Polaarized Color were
w
led by the
t Departmeent of Media and
Imagge Technoloogy, Faculty of Engineeering, in whhich
partiicipants are enncouraged to m
move hands to create colors ((Fig.
12). In this woorkshop, partticipants can learn scienttific
prinnciples, as welll as having aan interest in the mysteriess of
creaating colors byy themselves.
Fig. 9 Five Set of Posters by Hiroki Taniguchi

5)) Traditionall Colors (Maikko Sasaki)
A document that carefullyy follows thhe generationn and
puurification proocesses of Beeni (red) from
m ancient tim
mes in
Jaapan.
It beautifullyy depicts the process of puurifying a litttle red
piigment contaiined in a yelloow safflower with a filam
ment of
heemp. This expperimental film
m work describbes the secret of the
sppecial beautyy of red thrrough the prrocess of reefining
transparent red (Fig. 10).

1) Let's Make a Color Mixer
Thhe color mixerr is a DIY tooll kit for leaningg the principlees of
the three
t
primary colors of lightt.
Thhey build a siimple circuit aand light up thhe three LEDs of
red, green and bluue, mixing the three lights byy turning the kknob
of thhe resistor to pproduce variouus colors.
2) Let’s Enjoy P
Polarized Coloor
Thhis workshopp utilizes polaarization, whiich is a physsical
phennomenon of ligght (It will be held on Novem
mber 11th, 2017).
W
When a cellopphane is interpposed between two polarizzing
platees, light refraccts in compliccated directionns and changees to
various beautiful colors. It is efffective as a hhands-on learnning
for elementary school studdents in parrticular becaause
exprressions like stained glass coolor can be obbtained easily.

Fig. 10 Beni by Maiko Sasaaki

m of Color Systems (studeents of Softw
ware
6)) Mechanism
Design Couurse, Departm
ment of Interactive Media)
Thhrough this w
work, students participate in exhibition proojects.
M
Making use of young sensibiilities and inteelligence, we aim
a to
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V. Results

References

As result of the press releases, information of the gallery and
exhibition was posted in Mainichi Newspapers, Asahi
Newspapers, regional information magazines, websites and so
forth, which attracted visitors. On the first day of July 22nd,
2017, 283 visitors enjoyed the gallery. As of October 18th,
2017, more than 1,000 guests had visited.
While visitor numbers decreased in October, we held a
hands-on workshop in the same facility of the gallery on
October 15th, and 42 participants joined the workshop. This
workshop contributed to the number of visitors of the gallery.
As a result, 94% of participants answered it was a "fun"
workshop in the questionnaires on the contents of the
workshop.
In terms of the difficulty of the workshops, 14% answered it
was “easy,” 64% answered it was “normal.” Hence, the content
and difficulty of the workshop were considered appropriate.

[1] Toppan Printing Co., Ltd., Graphic Trial, Graphic-sha Publishing,
2015.

[2] K. Jo, The Mechanism of Color, SHINSEI Publishing, 2009.
[3] Newton Press, The Science of Light and Color, Newton Press,

VI. Conclusion
Information on the opening of the gallery was posted in
various media and the number of visitors has increased.
Therefore, the promotion activities are considered successful.
It is necessary to maintain the number of visitors by
continually conducting public relations activities. Working on
children's hands-on workshops and international symposiums,
we will promote brand recognition, and organize groups from
elementary and junior high schools in the local area.
Sixteen collaborative researches started in 2017 and
concrete results will be reported in Fiscal 2018. As an index for
managing progress, it is obligatory for the project researchers
to submit an implementation status report to an administration
committee every three months, and progress is generally
smooth. In Fiscal 2018, it is expected that the achievements of
each project's research results will be accumulated in the form
of papers, academic presentations and exhibitions.
However, at the External Evaluation Committee, there were
questions about the number of cases of collaboration between
the engineering and the art department faculty among the 16
projects, and there are currently only two cases. Therefore, the
fusion of the faculties of engineering and of art should be
increased. We will enhance the number of collaborative
research projects between the faculties of engineering and art
more proactively.
Moreover, as mentioned above, the official website has been
released and updated as planned, but we have not yet started
public relations activities on social networks (SNS). It is
necessary to strengthen the brand recognition through SNS and
promote the establishment of Tokyo Polytechnic University
brand in color research.
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VR Animation Production Based on Game Engine
Lin Qu , Taesoo Yun, Chul Young Choi
Department of Visual Contents
Graduate School, DongSeo University
Busan, South Korea
sun-clear@nate.com, tsyun@dongseo.ac.kr, freechoi@hotmail.com
Abstract
In this paper we propose a production process of a VR
animation using game engine. As the developing of VR
devices and the proliferation of high-performance smart
phones virtual reality (VR) is becoming a hot issue in
recent years. As a new form of the game VR have been able
to provide game contents a strong feeling of immersion,
but a variety of considerations are needed to provide
real-time motion capture data and realistic contents.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a content production
workflow that can be referenced by people who want to
create VR contents based on HMD and game engine. In
order to demonstrate its usefulness, we have also created
and presented a situation using everblock.
VR;animation;game engin (key words)

I. Introduction
Virtual reality (VR) is a medium composed of interactive
computer simulations that sense the participant's position and
actions and replace or augment the feedback to one or more
senses, giving the feeling of being mentally immersed or
present in the simulation (a virtual world). There are four key
elements of virtual reality experience. They are virtual world,
immersion including mental immersion and physical
immersion, sensory feedback and interactivity.
A computer-based virtual world is the description of objects
within a simulation. We view that world via a system that
brings those object and interactions to us in a physically
immersive, interactive presentation. In discussions of most
media, "being immersed" generally refers to an emotional or
mental state - a feeling of being involved in the experience. In
the medium of VR, however, we also refer to physical
immersion as the property of a VR system that replaces or
augments the stimulus to the participant's senses. Unlike more
traditional media, VR allows participants to select their
vantage point by positioning their body and to affect events in
the virtual world. these features help to make the reality more

compelling than a media experience without these options.
Sensory feedback is an ingredient essential to virtual reality.
The VR system provide direct sensory feedback to the
participants based on their physical position. For virtual reality
to seem authentic, it should respond to user actions, namely, be
interactive. Thus, another necessary component in the full
definition of virtual reality is interactivity. Interactivity comes
more readily with the addition of the computer to the equation.
Alternate realities supported by computers include games,
computer simulations of natural and unnatural phenomena,
and flight simulation[1].
Although virtual reality became a hot issue and became
developing rapidly in recent years, it has a long history. The
first HMD (head-mounted display) is patented in 1916, and an
early adoption of virtual reality technology was a flight
simulation which is aimed at training a pilot at a stationary
(indoor) location in 1929[2]. Now the VR technology is
developing in all kinds of fields, such as tourism, education,
game and film. More and more VR applications show up
which presents a new world with more possibilities. In the film
and animation field VR technology has brought a new viewing
experience with the 360-degree videos. For example, a
360-degree immersive animation called “INVASION!” which
is made by Baobab Studios in 2016 showed us an interactive
movie which is universally appealing. The experiencer became
a character in it and audiences felt more immersive than merely
watching the scene roll out on a video would have been.
As a new and developing technology VR animation or film
still needs more trials and tests to improve its production
methods and forms of expression to become more mature.
Unlike the common 360-degree videos we will show a
different way of production process for a VR animation using
game engine and HTC Vive in this paper.
II.Production Process
The main production process of this VR animation(e.g.,
“Fig. 1”) includes the environment setting, scene setting,
motion capture animation and real-time motion capture. The
detail process of the four parts will be showed below.
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Experiencer will know a general route before they experience
the animation in a HMD. Due to the limitations of the
equipment the whole play area is only three meters by three
meters.

Fig.3 Play area setting with everblocks
Fig. 1 The main production process of the animation.

A. Environment Setting
In order to build up this experiential VR animation, we used
the Vive VR devices which are producted by HTC company.
The HTC Vive devices mainly include a headset with
2160*1200 combined resolution and 32 sensors for 360˚
motion tracking, 2 controllers having 24 sensors for accurate
tracking, and 2 base stations which make all the tracks
possible.
All the Vive devices are connected like Fig.2. The HTC
Vive works after connecting to a computer and the base
stations can only track in a length and width are all 4.5 meters
area which means the VR experience mustn't go beyond the
play area that is required.In case of that we designed the main
room in computer like the picture below whose walkable area
is just under the requirement.

Since the play area is not big enough we made the main
room a two-floors building connected with an elevator to
double the area. Fig.4 shows the floor plan of the room. The
experiencer can get to the second floor using the elevator just
like in real life.

Fig. 4 The floor plan of the room

B. Scene Setting

Fig. 2 Vive Setting

We builded the test site in the middle of a room using
everblocks to make the room layout to be seen in the real world.
Because the sensor tracking can be affected the wall made by
the everblocks is only 30 centimeters high (e.g., “Fig. 3”).

This VR animation tells a story that one day you (The
experiencer) received a rescue letter from an unknown girl.
She said she was trapped in another world and couldn't get out
and she needed your help. When you went to the other world
you found that the building was full of danger and in the end
you was pushed down the cliff by a zombie.
The whole animation contains three scenes. The first scene
is a start scene in which you can hear the rescue letter from the
girl. The second scene is the first floor of the building, and
after taking the elevator you will get to the second floor which
is the third scene.
After the pre-production such as modelling and texturing we
started to set up the scene in unity(e.g., “Fig. 5”). The two
floors have almost the same structure. In the section of elevator
we set several buttons such as "going up" and "second floor"
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are just like in real world. You can have some interactions with
the buttons by using the Vive controllers. When you push the
"going up" button in front of elevator the elevator door will
open and when you push the "second floor" button in elevator
you will go from the first floor to the second which means the
scene will be changed. Fig.6 is the picture of the interactions
with elevator.

onto cartoon characters since 1915. And in the late 1970s and
early 1980s motion capture was first used in computer
graphics. After decades of development motion capture
technology has become a indispensable part for film and
animation production. Even it made the body tracking possible
in the VR system[3].
Optitrack motion capture systems typically work by attaching
retrore-flective markers to the robots, and using special
cameras that illuminate the scene with infrared (IR) light.
These cameras observe the light reflected from the markers
through an IR filter, allowing them to efficiently locate the
markers in the scene using simple image processing
algorithms[4].

Fig. 5 Scene setting in unity.

Fig.7 Locate the markers on actor's

Before shooting the animation take we should set up and
calibrate the motion capture studio space with the calibration
wand and ground plane calibration square. Then after the actor
wearing the motion capture suits with all the markers on the
right place as Fig.7 we can start shooting a take by a starting
T-pose.
Fig.6 Elevator button set up in unity.

C. Motion Capture and Animation
In order to make the animation more realistic we used
motion capture instead of key animation. Most part of
character animation in this VR contents was made by the
Optitrack motion capture system. Motion capture is the
process of recording a live motion event and translating it into
usable mathematical term by tracking a number of key points
in space over time and combining them to obtain a single
three-dimensional representation of the performance. In brief,
it is the technology that enables the process of translating a live
performance into a digital performance.
Motion capture in the entertainment field is the descendent
of rotoscoping, a technique still used by some traditional
animation studios to copy realistic motion from film footage

Fig. 8 Shoot a motion capture data

After shooting we will get a motion capture data for the
animation(e.g., “Fig. 8”). Then retarget the data to our
character and modify it in Maya or MotionBuilder (e.g., “Fig.
9”). After all these processes we will get the final animation
fbx file to be imported into unity. Because the animation is
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made in a game engine we made the character animation
running by triggers instead of by times. It means your actions
will lead to a feedback which will give you a stronger sense of
participation in this contents.

Fig.9 Retarget and Modify the motion capture data in MotionBuilder

was the zombie which is acted by human pushing you down
and you can not only see the zombie but also feel the touch. It
is a important part and because of the touch it will gave you a
very strong sense of reality. The game engine gives the
experimenter a strong sense of immersion. And combined with
motion capture system VR brings a new watching experience
with tactile. The following will show you the specific software
workflow about real-time motion capture in unity.
The optitrack unity3d plugin contents are distributed in a
unitypackage format and you can load this file into Unity
projects. Once imported, the included C# scripts can be
attached to Unity objects for instantiating a client and
receiving the tracking data.
To stream full body skeleton data in real-time you should set
up both server and client programs. Server program is the
Motive for motion capture system set the Stream Rigid Bodies,
Stream Local Rigid Bodies, Stream Skeleton to be true, and set
the Skeleton As Rigid Bodies to be false. Then change the
Transmission Type to Unicast(e.g., “Fig. 11”).

and Maya.

D. Real-time Motion Capture
The end of this story we designed a plot that the experiencer
be pushed down the cliff by a zombie. It would be the most
amazing and important part. In order to achieve a good effect,
we used motion capture. The zombie would be acted by a
person in the motion capture suit using the real time full body
motion capture. The Optitrack motion capture system made it
possible by the optitrack unity3d plugin to transport motion
data from motion capture system to unity in real time(e.g., “Fig.
10”).

Fig. 11 Data Streaming settings in Motive.

Fig.10 Streaming tracking data into Unity

After the motion capture device and software are set the
actor's performances will be displayed in real time in the
animation which means you can see the performances done by
3d character. Finally the result you will see in Vive devices

And in unity we use the plugin unitypackage file and import
the plugin assets into the project to create a client object. A
client object can be designated by attaching OptitrackStreamingClient.cs script(e.g., “Fig. 12”). This script receives the
tracking data from the connected server application and makes
the data available within the scene.
On Unity characters, attach OptitrackSkeletonAnimator.cs
script as one of its components(e.g., “Fig. 13”). Change and
link the properties right then the real-time streaming of motion
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tracking will work well[5].

Fig.12 Client object in Unity and the corresponding Motive data
streaming network settings.

when you turn around your head or even walk around in the
scene.
Accompanied by the advantages there are also some
problems with this kind of VR animation using game engine.
In a film the director tells a story in avariety of ways such as
editing techniques and camera language. But in this kind of
VR animation your eyes become the camera so there will be no
lens language or editing effects to increase the atmosphere or
suggest a plot. You have to design a plot, an animation or
something else to convey a message to the experimenter when
it is necessary. When the people experienced in this VR
animation，we found that they sometimes hesitated in the scene.
They looked around but didn’t know which way to go even if
there was only one way. The interaction we designed on
elevator are also be missed. To solve that problem we added
some hints arrows in the scene which might help experiencer
to find the right way and notice the interaction we set. But it is
still not the perfect solution and more attempts are needed.
Send information to the experimenter, and make them do the
right things at the right time and let them see the right direction
as you expected. That will be the part we need to improve and
work on in the future.
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Abstract
Recent yearrs, light therrapy has beeen proved to be a
prromising treatment. Gen
nerally light has an impoortant
coomponent th
hat influencees on sleep and a signiificant
effficacy on the symptoms of cancer, wound
w
healingg and
in
nfection. In th
his paper, wee propose a novel
n
light therapy
syystem that au
utomatically eestimates userr’s emotional states
frrom real-tim
me facial exxpression reecognition vvia a
coonvolutional neural nettwork, then
n provides color
coompositions learnt by probabilisticc latent sem
mantic
an
nalysis and lights to the usser via Bluetoooth. The proposed
syystem consists of a web caamera, emotioon predictor, color
reecommender,, light controller, and smaart bulb. From the
w
web camera, tthe emotion p
predictor estiimate user’s facial
exxpression d
during 10 seconds, aand then color
reecommender suggests the proper colorrs according tto the
usser’s dominan
nt emotion. F
Finally, lightin
ng controller sends
th
he signal to th
he smart bulb
b via Bluetootth. The color of the
bu
ulb is changed by the prroposed systeem. The proposed
syystem can ap
pplied to varrious domain
ns: interior design,
d
pssychological counseling
c
an
nd smart hom
me.
Keywords-Lig
ight therapy; Emotion recognition;
r
exxpression recoggnition; Color rrecommendation

Facial

I. In
ntroduction
mising
Recent years,, light therapy has been provved to be a prom
treeatment for vaarious problem
ms and shown inclusive
i
resullts [1].
G
Generally, lightt has an import
rtant componennt that influencces on
slleep and a siggnificant efficacy on the syymptoms of ccancer,
w
wound healing and infectionn. Therefore, it is essenatiial for
auutomatically estimating thhe user’s em
motional statess and
reecommend thee appropriate ccolors and revveal the colors using
sm
mart bulbs.
In this paperr, we propose a novel light therapy system
m that
auutomatically eestimates user’’s emotional sttates from reaal-time
faacial expressioon recognition,, then providess color compossitions
annd lights to tthe user via B
Bluetooth. Thhe proposed system
s
coonsists of a web cameera, emotionn predictor, color
reecommender, lighting contrroller, and sm
mart bulb. Froom the
w
webcam, the emotion prredictor estim
mate user’s facial
exxpression duriing 10 secondds, and then color recomm
mender
suuggests the prroper colors aaccording to tthe user’s dom
minant
em
motion. Finallyy, lighting conntroller sends ccolor informattion to
thhe smart bulb. The
T color of thhe bulb is channged by the prooposed
syystem.

T
The proposed system can applied to vvarious domaains:
interrior design, pssychological coounseling and smart home.
II. Proototype of thee Proposed Syystem
T
The goal of the proposed systtem is to autom
matically estim
mate
userr’s emotional sstate, and thenn provide the pproper colors oof a
smaart bulb to the uuser. For this, tthe proposed ssystem consistts of
a w
web camera, em
motion predicctor, color reccommender, liight
conttroller, and a ssmart bulb. Figgs. 1 shows thhe overview off the
propposed system.
G
Given streaminng from web camera, the eemotion predictor
firstt detects user’’s face and thhen predicts tthe probabilityy of
userr’s facial exprression via a convolutionall neural netwoork.
Duriing 10 secondss, the proposedd system calcuulate the dominnant
emootion among sseven emotionns such as hhappy, angry and
sadnness.
T
The color recom
mmender recoommends the appropriate coolor
accoording to user’s dominant em
motion. It can also
a provide coolor
com
mpositions thatt are learnt byy probabilisticc latent semaantic
anallysis. These are
a set by useer’s preference. The estimaated
The
coloor compositionns are transferrred by the lighht controller. T
lightt controller sends the signnal to the bullb via Bluetooth.
According to the number of insstalled bulb, thhe light controoller
transsfer different signals that send one coloor or compossited
coloors in the predeefined palette. Bulb reveals lights to the uuser.
The proposed sysstem can provvide therapy too the user andd be
appllied to variouus domain ssuch as smarrt phone, meental
heallthcare, interioor designs and etc.
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II. Emotion Recognizer
This modulee recognizes user’s faciall expression from
sttreaming and eestimates theiir dominant em
motion in reall-time.
Thhus, it first detects
d
face region
r
in an input image using
A
Adaboost algoriithm and then analyzes faciaal expression uusing a
coonvolutional nneural networkk. These results are accum
mulated
duuring 10 secoonds. Finally, it can estim
mate the dom
minant
em
motion of the user.
u
To represent user’s emotioon, various em
motional dom
main is
ussed such as Ruushell’s emotiions [2], Ekmaan’s basic em
motions
[33], Plutchik’s wheel
w
[4] and Kobayashi’s affective wordds [5].
A
Among them, we
w employ Ekm
man’s basic em
motions that cconsist
off three positivee emotions andd three negativve emotions; {anger,
diisgust, fear, haappy, sad, surpprise, and neuttral}.
In order to anaalyze facial exxpression of thee user, it first ddetects
faace regions frrom a given image. Face detection hass been
w
widely investiggated two decaades. An efficiient object dettection
appproach using cascade classifiers has beenn proposed by Viola
annd Jones [6]], which is Adaboost algorithm. Adaaboost
allgorithm is a machine leaarning based approach whhere a
caascade functioon is trained frrom a lot of poositive and neegative
im
mages, has beeen used by m
many researchers. In this work,
A
Adaboost algorrithm is used to detect face candidates in the
im
mage. Among the candidatees, it localizess the largest oone as
usser’s face. Figuure 2 shows reesults from Adaaboost algorithhm for
faace detection. As shown in Figs. 2, it caan accurately detect
usser’s face desppite of user’s fface rotation.

Fig. 2 Examples oof face detectiion results.
In this module, we employ a Convolutionnal Neural Neetwork
thhat has been used to recognize user’s emotion. Reccently,
CNN-based appproaches have showed compparable perform
mance
u
a
too human on vvarious classiification taskss. Here, we used
trained networkk [7-8] whichh fine-tuned prre-trained CafffeNet
m
model using a large face recognition dataset [9], which
coontains a totall of 494,414 faace images froom 10,575 subbjects.
Inn the CaffeNeet model, the same layers w
were used wiith the
orriginal model except for thhe number of output node aat last
laayer that was set to 7. Figgure 4 showss the results of
o the
em
motion recognnition. Figs. 3((a) indicates faace detection rresults
annd Figs. 3(b)) represent thhe distributionn of the predicted
em
motions, respeectively.

(a)

(b))

Fig 3. Exxample of emootion recognitiion results.
III. Color R
Recommenderr
G
Given user’s dominant em
motion, the pproposed system
recoommends thee proper collors to the user based on
convventional coloor therapy andd color compoositions learntt by
probbabilistic latennt semantic anaalysis (pLSA)).
Thhe colors baseed color therappy have been pproposed basedd on
[1,5] and widely uused in variouus applicationns such as inteerior
desiign, mental heealthcare, etc. They provide the approprriate
coloor depending oon user’s emotiional status. Table 10 showss the
usedd colors defineed in color theerapy [10-11].
Thhe proposed system exxtends the ccolor into thheir
com
mbinations to pprovide variouus colors to thhe user relatedd to
theirr emotional sstate. Thus, w
we map the coonventional coolor
therapy into a diifferent affecttive model thhat can be eaasily
appllied to other domains.
Inn order to annootate human affects, severall affective moddels
havee been definedd. Among them
m, Kobayashi’’s affective moodel
has bbeen widely appplied to varioous domain suuch as web design,
textiile, fashion, ettc [5]. The aff
ffective words in the model are
com
mposed of {ppretty, colorfuul, dynamic, gorgeous, w
wild,
rom
mantic, natural, graceful, quieet, classic, danndy, majestic, ccool,
puree, and modernn}. The affectivve words are m
mapped basedd on
effeccts from tradittional color thherapy. The m
mapped affects are
desccribed in Tablee 1.
Table 1. Kobayashi’s afffects mapped from coolor
therrapy.
Color Effeects
M
Mapped
affectts
A
Anger
Brroad mind, Libberation
Cool, modernn

In order to determine uuser’s dominnant emotionss, we
acccumulate thee prediction rresults duringg 10 secondss. The
acccumulation tiime is set by thhe experiment. During 10 seeconds,
thhe most frequeent emotion is sselected as thee dominant em
motion.
G
Given the dom
minant emotionn, the propossed system finnd the
prroper light collors accordingg to the user’s emotional staate and
seend light conntroller that can control bulb’s coloor via
Bluetooth.
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D
Disgust

Peace, Stabiility,
Calmnesss

Cool, natural

Fear

R
Reinforcement,, Bright,
Harmonyy

Prretty, Romantiic

H
Happy

Coomfort, Naturee, Young

P
Pure,
Romantic

S
Sadness

Recovery, Boounce,
Warm

Dynamic,
Gorgeous

S
Surprise

Stability, Reelax,
Calmnesss

Cool, quiet

N
Neutral

Wisdom, Aessthetic

Natural
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Kobayashi ett al. have deffined manuallyy relations beetween
coolors and thhe affective w
words througgh market suurvey.
H
However, in order to estimatte hidden contexts between colors
annd the affectivve works, we fi
first collect groound truth dataa from
crrawled Photo.N
Net images, peerform user suurvey to generaate the
afffective labelss. Then, we extract color ccompositions that
t
is
grroup given im
mage into reggions similar colors,
c
selectss seed
reegions that loccates the centter of the imaage and havee large
arreas among enntire regions, and finally coombine three colors
thhat one is from
m one seed reggion and two itts neighbor reegions.
Thhe extracted color compoositions are quantized intto the
occcurrence vector that consissts of 592 collor compositioons. In
orrder to find thhe relationshipp between the color compossitions
annd the affectts, probabilistic latent sem
mantic analyysis is
uttilized.
To learn the pLSA modeel [12], a term
m-document matrix
m
shhould be compputed as a prereequisite. The
,
meaans the
nuumber of the visual
v
feature
occurred inn the image . The
,…,
occcurrence vector (
,
,
,
,
) oof is
noormalized usinng L1-norm. Thhus, the pLSA
A model is trainned by
ann expectation maximizationn (EM) algorrithm. We traain the
pL
LSA to estimaate
|
thhe probability of a sentimentt given
| , the probabilitty of a
thhe current imagge as the scale and
seentiment givenn the current im
mage as the grround truth.

Thhe color compoositions estimaated by the prooposed system
m are
show
wn in Table 2.. Top-20 colorr compositionss are extractedd by
highhly correlated iin mapped afffects. As can be seen in Tablle 2,
coloor defined in thhe existing coolor therapy arre included in the
coloor compositionns.
Table 2. Used ccolor and coloor compositioons dependingg on
userr’s emotional state.
E
Emotion

D
Disgust

Fear

Happy

∑

M-step: The parameter
exxpected valuess
| ,
∝
|

∑
∝

∈

∑

Sad

|

∝

∑

Coloor compositionns learnt by pL
LSA

Anger

E-step: Thee probabilitiees of sentiiments givenn the
obbservations
| ,
arre computed from the preevious
esstimate of the m
model parameeters (randomlyy initialized).
| ,

C
Color

|

∈

.
,

∑∈
∈

SSurprise

are updated with the new

|

∈

|

,
,

N
Neutral

| ,
| ,
| ,

IV. Lightt Controller

In this workk, the pLSA leearning is sepparately perfoormed,
thhus two scalles are generated for thee respective color
coompositions annd SIFT-based features. Figgure 4 shows scales
geenerated by pL
LSA learning,, where x-coorrdinate is the visual
feeatures from 592 color coompositions aand y-coordinnate is
K
Kobayashi’s seentiment, respeectively. The brighter cells mean
thhat the visual features havee the high reelationship with the
coorresponding to
t the affect.

Thhe proposed system
s
uses B
Bluetooth to ttransfer the coolor
signnal for a smarrtbulb [13]. Siimilar to a geeneral smart bulb,
whicch is controllled by the paalette passed tto the predefiined
coloors, a toggle iss used to send the color signnal to the bulb via
Blueetooth. Fig 5 sshows the exam
mple of controolled bulb by liight
conttroller.

Fig. 4 C
Correlation betw
ween color com
mpositions annd
Kobayasshi’s affects.

Fig. 5 Exampple of light conntrol according to user’s staate
‘Happpy’.
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V. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel light therapy that
automatically estimates user’s emotional states from real-time
facial expression recognition, then provides color
compositions and lights to the user via Bluetooth. The
proposed system consists of a web camera, emotion predictor,
color recommender, light controller, and smart bulb. From the
web camera, the emotion predictor estimate user’s facial
expression during 10 seconds, and then color recommender
suggests the proper colors according to the user’s dominant
emotion. Finally, lighting controller send the signal to the
smart bulb via Bluetooth. The color of the bulb is changed by
the proposed system. The proposed system can applied to
various domains: interior design, psychological counseling
and smart home. The proposed system needs some
improvements including (1) verification of the generalizability
of the proposed system for users as light therapy, and (2)
increasing the number of colors that can appear smart bulb.

[12] T. Hofmann, “Probabilistic latent semantic indexing,” 22nd
Annual Conf. Research and development in information
retrieval, pp.50-57, 1999.
[13] www.hyundailivart.co.kr.
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Abstract
Recently, a lot of game-type therapeutic contents are
being developed. Unlike existing therapy content, recently
therapeutic content collects data such as user behavior or
events. This is because the development of Big Data
enables us to analyze and collect users data for feedback.
Therapeutic content uses a variety of sensors or interwork
with an external controller to interrogate the user data. In
case of interworking with an external controller, most of
the controller data is ignored. However, when using
therapeutic content, user behavior is closely related to
controller behavior of content. Controller behavior can
also be used as data that can identify certain symptoms or
determine the course of therapy. Therefore, we propose a
controller logging system for therapeutic content to collect
user behavior. The proposed system consists of a client
collection application and a database that stores collected
user behaviors. The system is also easily applicable as it
can operate independently of the therapeutic content. The
user behavior collector collects the controller operation of
the contents through the input data, and the user behavior
analyzer maps and analyzes the collected user behavior
with predefined statistical information. The user behavior
logger then stores the statistical information analyzed by
the DBMS in the database. Eventually, such collected user
behavior can be analyzed to detect defects or to improve
the performance of the therapeutic content.
Keywords-component; therapy, patient, action, behavior,
controller, log (key words)

I. Introduction
Therapeutic content refers to contents for psychotherapy,
cognitive training, and physical rehabilitation of a person.
Therapeutic content ultimately triggers change and uses
different techniques for each therapeutic purpose. For example,
content that is intended to be cured to help adaptation uses
systematic desensitization that iterates repeatedly and
increases the difficulty gradually. In contrast, content for
emotional behavior therapy uses Rational Emotive Therapy.
The existing therapeutic content simply provided the functions
and services that were appropriate for each therapeutic purpose.
On the other hand, recent therapeutic contents collect data such

as user's actions or events selected by the user. The reason for
collecting the user's data is to analyze the status of the user
through the data analysis, to inform the progress of the therapy,
to provide feedback to the user and to improve the therapy
effect. For example, Fig. 1 is a functional game that promotes
harassment prevention and empathy, requiring users to make
decisions in scenarios[1]. And records the data determined by
the user in every game session so that the therapist can analyze
it later.

Fig. 1 A serious game to prevent bullying and promote empathy.

In the therapeutic content, the user's data collection is done
in various ways. It collects human behavior or biometric data
through an additional device or sensor, or collects user's
performance data for the event or contents selected by the user
in each session [2-3]. Currently, most of the therapeutic
content that works with external controllers uses controllers
such as keyboards, joysticks, and game pads. However, the
controller data is generally ignored when used in conjunction
with an external controller. The controller's data, which is
ignored in this way, is in fact the most directly related to the
user and is important data that can improve or improve the
therapeutic content. Because each user has different control
patterns to process content, it is possible to analyze a pattern
with controller data to identify a specific user group or to
determine the progress of the therapy. Therefore, there is a
need for a method that can be easily applied to therapeutic
contents and analyze user behavior with controller data. So we
propose a controller logging system of therapeutic content to
collect user behavior.
The controller logging system of therapeutic contents is
divided into five parts. Device drivers and user behavior
collectors, user behavior analyzers, user behavior loggers and
databases. A simple user's controller data is mapped to
meaningful user behavior information predefined through the
system. Until now, the external controllers that the content
relied on were primarily keyboards and mice. Therefore, the
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data that can be collected is either simple or not intuitive to the
user, and the data is not collected properly, making it difficult
to perform accurate analysis. Therefore, in the proposed
system, the input data of various external controllers are
mapped as statistical and meaningful information to be
advantageous for analysis. Also, the proposed system collects
input data independently from the controller linked with the
content, so it can operate independently of any contents.
Therefore, it can easily be applied to existing therapeutic
contents. The user behavior obtained by using the proposed
system is stored in the database, and the big data accumulating
in the database can characterize symptoms or phenomenon of
each user group. With this information, it is possible to detect
defects or to improve and improve therapeutic contents,
thereby providing better contents to patients.

training objectives are reflected can be identified. In this study,
however, only the performance score of the game is used to
grasp the performance of the user. Even with the same score
achievement, there can be any difference in behavior
depending on the user. This is because people who achieve
high scores with minimal behavior and people who achieve
high scores with many actions are different. The behavior that
a user performs to achieve score performance can be
determined through controller information. This is because the
frequency and pattern of used functions and behaviors can be
quantified. Therefore, it can be more advantageous to reflect
the characteristics of users who have similar scores and to
reflect the training goals.

II. Related Work

TABLE I provides information on the purpose of the
therapeutic content and the data collected. The purpose of the
therapeutic contents is various, such as prevention, therapy,
and analysis, and collects various data even for the same
purpose[6-7].

A. Virtual environment to quantify the influence of colour
stimuli on the performance of tasks requiring attention
This research is a virtual reality based computer game that
detects the effect of color on the performance of people
performing attention tasks[4]. Divide the game into two
versions and construct the content using different colors. The
user must find the treasure by playing the game through the
hints provided by the game. Also, use the mouse and keyboard
together or only the keyboard when playing the game. The
study divided the general population group and the ADHD
patient group to collect the time needed to play the game and
complete each task in the game. The collected time data are
used to quantify the effect of color and compare ADHD
patients with the general population to identify ADHD
symptoms. In this study, content used only the amount of time
it took to complete the game to determine how well we focused.
However, the information on the mouse and keyboard is
valuable as users continue to play the game. As the user's
concentration decreases and the time required to complete the
game becomes longer, the average number of user's controller
information will be higher and there may be more controller
information wasting to complete the game. Not only attention,
but also intellectual level, was important to the completion of
the game, so a more reliable evaluation would have been
possible if the time and controller information were analyzed
together.

C. Collection data in therapeutic games

TABLE I
Collection data in therapeutic games

Purpose
Rehabilitation
Attention
Stress analysis
Health care
Emotion therapy
ADHD therapy
Dementia prevention

Collection data
Hand muscle’s activity
Eye movements
Bio data (Heart rate)
Motion sensor data
EEG signal
Behavior patterns on based BCI
Gesture

Most content collects single or multiple data using
additional sensors or devices. Some of the contents use
external controllers, but the user's controller information is not
collected or analyzed separately. Therefore, we can apply the
proposed system to help contents evolve for the purpose of
contents.
III. Controller’s Behaviors Logging System
Before describing our suggested system, we describe the
structure of common therapeutic content. Fig. 2 shows the
structure of common therapeutic content.

B. Machine learning techniques for analyzing training
behavior in serious gaming
It is a study of machine learning technology for collecting
and analyzing data of users training and competing in
functional games[5]. The game is defending against several
types of missile threats, collecting data from users who train
and compete in practice in the game. The data collected is the
performance score of each user. The user's score is determined
by a comprehensive performance metric at three test levels.
The average score of each test level, the maximum score, and
the sum of the scores are used to calculate the composite scores.
The collected score information is analyzed and the
performance of the user is automatically predicted and
identified through machine learning. Thus, the extent to which

Fig. 2 General therapeutic content structure.
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General therapeutic content provides functions for therapy
in content. Users must use the controller provided by the
content to perform the content. The controller may be a
controller suitable for the data to be collected from the content,
or simply a controller for content progression. Content that
requires a dedicated controller continuously collects, stores, or
feeds desired data from the controller. Content that does not
require a dedicated controller ignores controller data and
collects content internal data that changes as the user performs
the content. In this typical content, a single controller
constantly obtains data from a dedicated controller, or ignores
controller information and uses only data within the content.
Therefore, we propose a controller logging system as shown in
Fig. 3 to easily collect and analyze the user's behavior
information through the controller in the therapeutic contents.

the device driver. Row data refers to data that can be provided
by a general controller. An example of classification of row
data is shown in Table 2.
TABLE II
Raw data classification example

Type
Button (Push)
Button (Toggle)
Stick (Range)
Switch (Level)

Description
One-shot data
Durability data
Movement data (-1 ~ 1)
Phased data

The buttons on the controller can simply act as push or
toggle like a switch. In the case of a stick, it can be represented
by data within a certain range according to the movement.
There may also be switch data classified into several levels.
This raw data is transformed into user behavior information
through a user behavior collector. User behavior information
refers to subdivided data characterized by raw data. Table 3
shows examples of user behavior information.
TABLE III

User behavior data classification example

Fig. 3 Proposed controller logging system.

The proposed controller logging system collects user 's
controller data independently of the therapeutic contents.
Therefore, it is advantageous to apply to the therapeutic
contents used in conjunction with the external controller, and
does not affect the therapeutic contents. The collected user's
controller data is changed into user behavior information
through various layers of the system and stored in the database.
The controller logging system consists of a device driver, a
user behavior collector, a user behavior analyzer, a user
behavior logger, and a database. The role of each layer of the
system and the information it conveys are shown in Fig. 4.

Type
Button L1_Push
Button R1_Toggle
Roll
Pitch
Switch_1
Switch_2

Description
Left first button (Push)
Right first button (Toggle)
Left & Right motion (1100~1900)
Forward & Backward motion
First switch level (3)
Second switch level (1)

The user behavior collector identifies which button on the
controller, the stick, and the switch data the row data is. That is,
it converts the raw data into meaningful data that can be
analyzed by the system. Data can be intuitively expressed and
easily quantified so that meaningful user behavior information
can be analyzed. The transformed user behavior information is
used to derive intuitive and quantified statistical information
through the user behavior analyzer. The statistical information
can be defined in various ways such as the user's controller
cumulative information, average, sum, duration, and the like.
That is, predefined information that can be helpful in the
analysis of the therapeutic content and is mapped from user
behavior information. An example of statistical information is
shown in Table 4.
TABLE IV

Analyzed user behavior data classification example
Type
Behavior count
Percentage of total
Performance duration
Switch variation
Toggle activation
Movement range

Fig. 4 Controller logging system structure.

First, the controller data of the user enters the device data via
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The analyzed statistical information is finally stored in the
database through the DBMS. Such accumulated information
can be helpful for data collection and analysis of therapeutic
contents.
IV. Experiment Result
A. Simple therapeutic content test
Experiments were conducted on simple therapeutic content.
Content is a game that avoids obstacles by manipulating the
advancing character and uses a joystick controller. The man
and woman log the controller data while playing each game
and graph the accumulated analysis information. Fig. 5 shows
the motion information of a man during a game.

symptoms or user patterns with data directly related to the user.
The proposed system works independently from the
therapeutic contents and can be easily applied to the
therapeutic contents that can be linked with the external
controller. It also provides user controller analysis data to help
improve and improve therapeutic content. As a result of the
experiment, it was confirmed that there is a difference in the
analysis result according to the gender in the simple
therapeutic contents.
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Fig. 5 Man movement data of joystick.

Fig. 6 shows the motion information of the woman.

Fig. 6 Woman movement data of joystick.

As a result of the accumulated data, the man frequently
performed the left and right movements with a low frequency
of motion change. Women, on the other hand, had a high
frequency of movement and performed various movements
evenly. We have confirmed that there may be differences in
information due to gender differences in such simple
therapeutic contents.
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V. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a system that can log user 's
controller data which is generally ignored in the contents for
therapy. The user's controller data can be used to characterize
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Abstract
Recently, with the rapid development of internet
environment and smart devices, a lot of images and
information are being produced and shared quickly. The
images are uploaded with several keyword tags, and
people can get a necessary image through search with text
query. However, acquiring images through such a
conventional search engine simply depends on the given
tag information, and thus they cannot always provide
images suitable for the intention of users. In this paper, we
propose a method to recommend appropriate images for a
given report subject by evaluating the relevance of the
images searched with the keyword text and the suitability
of the images for the report document. As a basic
experiment to see the applicability of the proposed method,
we show that the proposed method can provide better
image selection results than the naïve method of using
conventional search engine.
Keywords- Image recommendation; Automatic report
generation; Image search and reranking; Auto-tagging; Deep
learning

I. Introduction
According to development of internet and big data
technologies, the amount of information that people can easily
obtain has rapdly increased, and the studies on extracting and
summarizing meaningful information from the huge amount of
data have been been actively conducted [1]. Moreoever, as a
more challenging topic, the automatic report generation [2],
which is about automatically generates a report format
document containing text, images and video on a given subject,
is also getting attention in the field of big data and artificial
intelligence.
In this paper, we propose a method to recommend
appropriate images for a given report subject by evaluating the
relevance of the images searched with the keyword text as well
as the suitability of the images for the report document. In
order to achieve the goal, we exploit conventional image
retrieval techniques and improve the search result trhough
analyzing image contents by using image auto-tagging method
based on deep learning technologies.
Image retrieval, which is to find queried images from an
image database, can be categoried two classes according to the
types of querys: the text-based search and the content-based

retrieval. In the text-based search, a query is given as text
keywords, and the search engine tries to match the given
keywords with the tag information that are provided along with
the stored images. The well-known image search services such
as google image search takes this approach. Although this
method can retrieve queried images very efficiently, from huge
database its result completely depends on the tag made by the
image provider, and thus it does not consider the whole
contents in the images as well as other characteristics and
qualities of the images.
On the other hand, in the content based image retrieval, a
query is given as an image, and it is required to search other
images that have similar contents to the query [3]. The main
difficulty of this method is to find a good similarity measure
between the query image and another one in database, which
need to consider the contents of the images. Recently, deep
learning techniques have provided successful solutions to find
good image features an similarity through learning. However,
since the calculation of the similarity needs to be conducted on
each images in the database, it is practically implementable
only for a limited size of database therefore this approach is not
suitable for image recommendation for automatic report
generation.
Based on the considerations, in order to recommend suitable
images for the given report keyword, this paper proposes a
hybrid method which combines the text-based search and
image content analysis by deep learning. Details of the
proposed methods are described in Chapter 2.
II. Proposed System
A. Overall Structure
The overall structure of the proposed image recommendation
system is shown in Figure 2. The system first gets a specific
keyword related to the report subject as an input, and apply it to
the conventional text-based image search engine so as to get a
set of candidate images. By using the popular search engine
such as Google, we can easily obtain various candidate images
from a plenty of internet resources. However, as we mentioned
earlier, the search research is mainly depends on the subjective
tags made by image provider, and thus we need further
analysis to evaluate the appropriateness of the image for the
report to be generated. The proposed image re-ranking module
gets the set of image candidates as an input, analyzes the image
contents by using deep neural networks, and evaluate the
images to make modified rank of the candidates. The detail
description of the CBE (content-based evaluation) module,
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w
which is the corre of this paperr, will be givenn in the next seection.

multtiplication off the tag-keeyword similtty and the tag
conffidence value from deep nettwork, and Thhe total evaluattion
scorre for each im
mage is then obtained
o
by summation
s
of the
evalluation scores of all the tagss made for thee image. Finaally,
the candidate imaages are re-raanked based oon the evaluattion
scorres.
III. Experim
mental Resultss

Fiig. 1 Overall strructure of the prroposed methodd

B. Content Baseed Image Evaluation
F
Fig. 2 shows the structuree of the propoosed CBE module,
w
which analyzess the contentts of each caandidate imagge and
caalculate evaluaation score for re-ranking thhe candidate llist. In
orrder to analyze the contentss of the imagees, we utilize a deep
neeural networkk model thaat is designedd and traineed for
reecognizing vaarious objects in the imagees [4]. By appplying
eaach image too the deep neural networkk, we can geet the
reecognition resuults, which arre the recognized object taggs and
coorresponding confidence
c
value.

Fiig. 2 Structure oof CBE module

IIn order to evaaluate the apprropriateness off the image bassed on
thhe tags that aree automaticallly made by deep neural netw
works,
w
we need to calcculate the simiilarity betweenn the object taag and
thhe given keyw
word. To obtain the similaritty, we exploitt word
hiierarchy and reelated simiarliity measure prrovided by WoordNet
[66-7]. The evalluation score for each tag iis calculated bby the

Fig. 3 10 candidate images searcheed for 10 keywoords (by Googlee)

Inn order to checck the practicaal applicabilityy of the propoosed
methhod, we connducted a preeliminary expperiments for 10
diffeerent keywordds. For each kkeyword, we fi
first apply Gooogle
imagge search andd obtained topp 10 images as the candiddate
imagge set. Fig 3 shows the 10 kkeywords and correspondingg 10
imagges obtained tthrough Googlle search.
Thhe proposed C
CBE module aare then appliied to re-rank the
canddidate list. T
The trained deeep network model used for
autoo-tagging of thhe object labeels was the coonvolution neuural
netw
work (CNN) – based model ccalled ResNett-152 [4-5], whhich
is inntroduced in thhe ImageNet C
Competition 20015. The netw
work
is coomposed of 1552 layers and can
c classify 10000 object classses.
For each given innput, ResNet-1152 returns onne or more obj
bject
tag and its correppoding confiddence values. ((Fig 4 shows the
firstt tag with highhest confidencee value of eachh image.). Forr the
calculation of tagg-keyword maatching similarrity, we used the
Wu & Palmer sim
milarity measuure (wup functtion) [6] proviided
by W
WordNet 3.0[77]. The final evvaluation scoree of each imagge is
thenn obtained by adding all thee tag evaluatioon scores for each
e
of
imagge, which aare calculated as the multiplication
m
tag-kkeyword simiilarity and tag-confidence. B
By re-ranking the
10 candidate
c
imagges based on tthe evaluation score, we chooose
top three imagess as the recoommendation of the propoosed
system.
In Fig. 4, we com
mpared the oriiginal google search
s
results and
the rrecommendatiion results of thhe proposed m
methods. From
m the
resuults, we can sayy two promisiing points. Firsst, as shown fr
from
the results
r
for “esppresso”, “airplane”, and “biird”, the propoosed
system gives highher scores to the images with
w bigger obj
bject
and//or clearer bacckground. Alsso, from the ccase of “cat”, we
can also say that the
t proposed eevaluation sysstem prefers more
m
typical shape of thhe objects. Seccond promisinng thing is thatt the
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Fig. 4 Experimenntal Results on each keywords

prroposed systeem can give plausible recommendationn even
w
when the given keyword is noot exactly matcched with the object
taag of the deep neural netwoorks. For exam
mple, it can opperates
onn the new vocaabulary such ICBM by utilizzing hierarchyy in the
W
WordNet. From
m the results,, we can sayy that the prooposed
m
method can proovide better im
mage recomm
mendation for report
geenerations, com
mpared to the naïve methodd using convenntional
seearch engine.
IV. C
Conclusion
Inn this paper, we propose a content bassed image selection
m
method to recoommend apprropriate imagge candidates for a
giiven subject inn order for auttomatic reportt generation. F
From a
prrepliminary exxperiment, wee could get proomising resultts that
thhe proposed C
CBE module gives high evalluation score oon the
im
mages with apppropriate sizee and positionn of the objectts and
thhus improve thhe recommenddation quality. This research is still
inn the starting stage, and w
will be improvved through ffurther
w
works such ass retraining ddeep network models for larger
nuumber of object classes.
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Abstract
Recently, interest in sensor network technology that
collects, analyzes, and processes necessary information by
sensing objects and environmental information and
communicating wirelessly has continued without
intermission.
As Sensors and Mobile Integration and Communication
increases geometrically, it is exposed to many attacks.
there are many attacks designed to exploit the unreliable
communication channels and unattended operation of
wireless sensor networks. And There are many important
security challenges, including key establishment, secrecy,
authentication, privacy, robustness to denial-of-service
attacks, secure routing, and node capture.
In this paper, we describe the vulnerabilities and various
attacks that can occur by using wireless communication in
Sensors and Mobile Integration and Communication, and
introduce the security technology for the attack.

Developments in wireless communication and low-cost
sensor technology have enabled the emergence and evolution
of wireless sensor networks.
A wireless sensor network is poised of huge number of
cheap and small sized sensor nodes enabled with sensing,
processing and transmitting capabilities.
Unlike traditional networks, parameters such as open
communication
medium,
restrictions
on
node’s
communication capabilities, and bandwidth discriminations
constraints make sensor networks more vulnerable to attacks.
A simple wireless sensor network is shown in figure 1. [4].

Keywords: wireless sensor network; WSNs; security;

I. Introduction

Figure 1. A simple wireless sensor network (Source:[5])

Wireless sensor networks are quickly gaining popularity due
to the fact that they are potentially low cost solutions to a
variety of real-world challenges.[1]
After that, recently, if we are connected networks thought
mobile device, we can connect and manage all devices that
connected networks. It is possible that all sensors and mobile
are integrated and communicated.
However,
as
wireless
communication
increases
geometrically, it is exposed to many attacks. there are many
attacks designed to exploit the unreliable communication
channels and unattended operation of wireless sensor
networks.[2] And There are many important security
challenges,
including
key
establishment,
secrecy,
authentication, privacy, robustness to denial-of-service attacks,
secure routing, and node capture.[3]
Therefore, we investigates vulnerabilities to wireless
sensor network issues and suggests security issues with
vulnerabilities in sensors and mobile communications.
II. Related Researches
A. Vulnerability of Wireless Sensor Networks.

Vulnerabilities of wireless sensor networks include
Eavesdropping, Data forgery, Routing attacks, Physical
attacks, etc. The following explains vulnerabilities of wireless
sensor networks.
B. Eavesdropping, Data Forgery and Sniffing
The best results will be obtained if your computer
word-processor has several font sizes. Do not use fonts smaller
than the fonts specified in Table I. As an aid to gauging font
size, 1 point is about 0.35 mm. Use a proportional, serif font
such as Times or Dutch Roman. Wireless sensor networks
broadcast data over wireless communications. Broadcasting
makes eavesdropping easier.
Packets are actively exchanged between sensor nodes in a
sensor network and between sensors and applications.
Structurally, sensor networks are easily exposed in unsecured
locations, so it is easy to find packets that shared important
information. In between, it is possible for an attacker intercepts
a packet and send a modulated packet that because it to
perform a desired action, or acquires information through a
packet.
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By sniffing, an attacker can get a lot of important
information. However, it is inevitable that packets are
exchanged. It is possible to prevent eavesdropping by
encrypting the information so that it is not transmitted to the
attacker properly. Therefore, to ensure confidentiality, data of
sensor node communication must be encrypted.
C. Network Routing Attacks
A large number of attacks have been identified in literature
that affect the routing in wireless networks. There are many
types of attacks related to network routing attacks, and they
can be organized into table 1. as follows.
Denial of Service (DoS) Attacks. A DoS attack aims to
flood the network with useless traffic. This has two effects on
sensor networks. First, the attack traffic consumes network
resources, and prevents legitimate traffic from reaching the
base station. More importantly, it causes sleep deprivation of
sensor nodes and wastes their energy. This can be combined
with other attacks such as altering of the routing information in
order to maximize its effect.
Selective forwarding. Selective forwarding occurs when a
compromised node drops a packet that is bound for a particular
destination. In this way, an attacker can selectively filter traffic
from a particular part of the network. Other possible variations
of selective forwarding can involve dropping all packets or
randomly dropping packets. Although random dropping is less
disruptive, it can also be much harder to reliably detect and
trace.
Sinkhole attack. The main purpose of the sinkhole attack is
to lure all traffic from nodes in a region to a compromised node.
This is achieved by forging or altering of the route packet
information to make a compromised node look very attractive
to the routing algorithm, causing neighboring nodes to assume
that the compromised node is the best path to their
destinations.
Sybil attack. In the Sybil attack, attacker pretends to have
multiple identities. A malicious node can behaves as if it were
a larger number of nodes either by impersonating other nodes
or simply by claiming false identities.
Wormhole attack. In a wormhole attack, a malicious node
tunnels messages between two different parts of the network
via a high speed link. This can make distant nodes appear
“closer” in the network, which can be useful as part of a Sybil
attack. Moreover, if the attacker is appropriately positioned, it
can disrupt the entire network by diverting traffic from the
base station. [6]

III. Conclusions
The wireless networks are more vulnerable than wired
networks. But Sensors and Mobile Integration and
Communication communicate using wireless.
Attacks such as Eavesdropping, Data Forgery and Sniffing,
Network Routing Attacks, and Physical Attacks use wireless
networks vulnerabilities. Additionally, there are many
routing-related attacks.
One of the solution to prevent attacks on wireless networks
is to encrypt and communicate data. But the mainstream AES
encryption technique is not energy efficient. The same is true
for the other solutions.
Wireless sensor networks with limited performance need to
be studied with less energy - consuming security techniques. It
is a security challenge to be resolved using new techniques
through research. Using new security techniques, we can use
more secure sensor networks.
In the future, we will research and present a solution to solve
these vulnerabilities.
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HELLO flood attack. There are many protocols and nodes
that ask themself to broadcast a HELLO packet. HELLO
packets need to be broadcast. And the nodes that received the
packet think that the node that sent the packet is close to itself.
When an attacker exploits this point, a remote attacker sends a
HELLO packet to the node with a strong signal, and the
attacker node sends the packet to the remote attacker node.
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Abstract
With diffusion of devices, contents of Virtual Reality,
Augmented Reality and Mixed Reality are developing
consistently. Although related technologies are applied to
various fields, we are still not actively applying the
technologies to the conservative field of education.
Meanwhile, the STEAM education system introduced in
Korea in 2011 has been structured systematically for
korean education, but it is striving for sustainable
application. In this research, we analyze recent trend of
Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, Mixed Reality and
examples of incorporating ICT into education. Based on
this, we propose the applicability of Virtual Reality,
Augmented Reality, Mixed Reality for effective
educational content production with emphasis on real-life
problem solving ability in STEAM education.
Keywords-component; Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality;
Mixed Reality; Education; STEAM

I. Introduction
It’s been a long time since concept of Virtual Reality and
Augmented Reality emerged, but there is no time when they
received attention and developed connected with diverse
industries as recently. Especially as new concept of Mixed
Reality has appeared, related technologies and industries are
growing rapidly. According to IDC's Worldwide Semiannual
Augmented and Virtual Reality Spending Guide research,
Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality markets in the world
predicted to be $ 162 billion in 2020.[1] In addition, recently
emerging Mixed Reality is expected to have a global MR
market size of $ 970 million in 2021.[2] Meanwhile, the
STEAM educational model in Korea, which followed after
STEM education in the United States, has been constantly
striving to take root at government level and the related
educational programs are designe. But it is still necessary to
develop sustainable educational contents for effective
educational programs.
In this research, we will propose possibility of application of
Virtual Reality (VR; Virtual Reality, referred to as VR),
Augmented Reality (AR; Augmented Reality, referred to as
AR), Mixed Reality (MR; Mixed Reality, referred to as MR)
for educational contents production emphasizing on real-life

A. Latest Trend of VR, AR, MR
VR refers to 3D environmental simulation implemented in
HMD (Head Mounted Display) devices. [3] VR is classified
into desktop VR, that is integrated HMD device like Oculus
Rift and HTC vive, and mobile VR, that is worked with
smartphones using a tool of the box-shaped structure, for
example, Google card board and Samsung gear VR. Oculus
published a social Virtual Reality service cooperated with
Facebook, which people play and chat with their friends
coming and going to virtual world by using their own avatar
with, in October 2016 in 'Oculus Connect Conference'.[4]
YouTube offers a service that enable users to watch videos
using mobile VR devices.[5] By using VR, users can transcend
space and time. Then, the users can receive immersive virtual
contents in that space and time with desktop VR, and they can
get VR contents at reasonable price with mobile VR using their
smart phone.
Unlike VR, AR provides provides experience augmented to
real-world environment to users by mapping virtual contents
on reality. In other words, as it is a technology that maps
virtual graphics to the real world, marker recognition is an
important issue. In the education field, AR pop-up book using
markers that can interact with learners on paper book is
released. [6] Also, in the game field, AR game 'Eye of
Judgment’ is on released. In this game, 3D monsters which are
virtual images appeared on cards of the table, and they interact
and fight each other.[7] AR allow users to experience the real
world and the virtual world together by placing the virtual
content on the real world that the user is watching.
MR which is well known to people from the video released
by 'Magic Leap' is a technology combining VR and AR. Like
VR, it can be divided into a method that uses HMD and a
method that interacts without wearing equipment. Microsoft
launched ‘Hololens’ with which users can see the sights of
ancient remains site, designers can product design
development of Volvo cars, and researcher can conduct
research on Mars in cooperation with NASA.[8] It shows
features of MR that enhance realism and work productivity
received attention. Also, ‘Magic Leap’ implemented MR
virtual contents which are combined naturally into reality by
using light-field-camerwork that it adjusts the light reaching
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user’s retina with a tiny projector.[9] Whereas user can not see
the real world using VR, MR make user to experience real
world and virtual contents simultaneously. In addition, while
AR only overlaps virtual contents in the real world, MR
recognizes the user's gaze, movement, voice and the real world
space, so that virtual contents can be interacted with both user
and objects in real world.
It can be said that VR, AR, MR are ecological type
industries of C - P - N - D combined with contents, service
platform, network, and device. In the case of content among
them, it is actually impossible to produce results noteworthy
yet, except for some fields.[10] At the time when the
penetration rate of the device is continuously increasing,
diversification of content and long-term investment can be
considered necessary. That is, it is necessary to expand
sustainable contents development using VR, AR and MR.
B. STEAM Education Models and Utilization Status
The STEAM education model is "education that enhances
students' interests and understanding and develops integrated
thinking ability based on science technology (STEAM
Literacy) and real life problem solving power." [11] STEAM
education is made by adding arts and humanities (Art) to the
STEM education of the United States which is an abbreviation
for science, technology, engineering, mathematics education
and it is aiming at nurturing creative personnel of fusion. Many
developed countries such as the United States, the UK,
Australia and Canada are promoting educational reforms
centering on STEM education.[12] However, in Korea, having
introduced STEAM education in 2011, there were positive
responses to the effect on the STEAM education system, but
still it isn’t firmly entrenched in real school curriculum. In
2015, when investigating Korean elementary, middle and high
school, only about 27.13% was running STEAM education.
Moreover, the percentage of schools that apply STEAM
education every lesson time is only 5.5%. For the substantive
implementation of STEAM education, various problems must
be determined first, but both schools currently running
STEAM education and schools not running pointed out that
'STEAM program development and diffusion' is one of the
problems.[13] And in order for the program to be developed
and spread, the contents of the program should be given
priority.
The times have changed rapidly, the world emphasizes the
creative fusion ability to create new things that exist not
previously. And what is emphasized at this time is to break
down their boundaries based on the understanding of existing
ones, discover their relationships, and create new ones in
cooperation with others. The core of STEAM education is that
it emphasizes 'science and technology foundation education'
and 'real life problem solving skill' learned with creative and
convergent perspectives. STEAM education induces students
to make frameworks utilizing the concepts and principles of
science and mathematics and to solve the problems associated
with real life through engineering and technology. However,
still in many fields of education, there are problems that
learning is conducted centered on separated sectional
cramming education with textbooks rather than students doing
practical training. Proper complementary education programs
deviated from teacher-centric education should be developed

and extended, because it is difficult for students to acquire
schooling based on diversified educational viewpoints in
existing teacher-centric education environment and teachers
are only specialized in one subjects.
According to conical theory of learning of Edgar Dale, in
general, when learning, 90% of what learner learned can be
remembered after two weeks if he actually had experienced it.
[14] That is, achievement of experience-based tangible
learning realistic learning is higher and such learning method
is important.
So, it is important that learner designs eay of solution,
explores ideas and cultivates real-life problem solving power
after he experience learning objectives and contents by himself.
Also, it is necessary to get out of the existing education system
and change into future innovative personalized intelligent
education system. Ultimately, STEAM education system
learns to solve the comprehensive problem and creative
thinking method to personalized type, for students to learn
comprehensive problem solving and creative thinking method
while aiming to cultivate humanity together.
C. Educational situation using ICT
In January 2017, the Korean Ministry of Education
announced plans to develop science textbooks of elementary
school 3-4 graders and middle school first-year into a realistic
digital textbook with VR and AR from 2018.[15] Likewise,
there are a lot of attentions in applying VR, AR and MR to the
educational field in Korea as well. However, in fact, most of
the contents can not fully make the use of the developed
technology. And it is such a situation that even this is not fully
popularized.
'Science level up' made by Ministry of Science, ICT and
Future Planning and Korea Foundation for the Advancement
of Science and Creativity provides 360 degree VR videos
through 'Next up! Virtual reality' to enable ecosystem
observation. [16] The 'World of Comenius' which can be used
using the Oculus lift and lip motion lets users do learning
through interaction with 3D graphics.[17] HIT Lab in New
Zealand and Washington in the US developed an AR tool kit
that recognizes markers in the shape of specially produced
rectangles and expresses virtual contents related to markers.
Then, using this, 'Enhanced reality stories book' analyzing the
degree of improvement in reading ability by observing
experiential acts was developed.[18] Therefore, active
introduction of developed ICT technology as well as
continuous creation, dissemination and diffusion are necessary
in order to raise educational effect based in experience in the
field of education. In particular, VR, AR, and MR are realistic,
enabling experiences with immersive feeling to become
effective educational content.
III. Conclusion
When comprehensively considering the above analysis,
educational contents are still short of contents in that such
technology wasn’t introduced actively to the production and
dissemination of educational contents compared with the
advantages of VR, AR, MR on to educational content and
technology development speed. As the penetration rate of
various devices for VR, AR and MR increases, it is also
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necessary for contents in the education field to provide
contents that provide optimum user experience for users. In
particular, it can be said that it is necessary to develop and
disseminate educational contents that can substantially carry
out creative and integrated education of STEAM education. In
this paper, in order to improve the problems of
teacher-centered packing-based education and to provide
effective STEAM education, it is important to
comprehensively cooperate learning contents, effectively
provide diverse experiences and offer intelligently customized
contents suitable for individual capability and progress to
students. For this reason, the utilization of VR, AR and MR
seems to bring positive effect if contents are contructed
systematically by a wade range of experts using VR, AR and
MR at the design stage for the application of eduational
contents. In other word, the spread of STEAM education
through AR, VR, MR can be expected to deal with the
difficulties of eastablishig STEAM education in the
curriculum.
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Abstract
Among the deep learning methods for analyzing big data,
CNN shows excellent performance in image and text
classification. In this paper, we propose a text classification
method to improve the performance of Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) using Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA). LDA is used to extract topics that imply important
information in the document. The CNN model is
constructed using extracted topics. We also evaluate the
accuracy of the existing CNN and proposed CNN through
classification of news articles in four categories. The
evaluation results show that the proposed method
improves accuracy by 5% compared to existing CNN.
Keywords-Convolutional Neural Networks; Latent Dirichlet
Allocation; Topic; Categories Classification

I. Introduction
With the development of the web and mobile, online space
can be accessed anytime and anywhere. Accordingly, various
types of data are increasing exponentially. This is called big
data. There is a limit to processing big data with existing data
analysis methods. Therefore, research on Deep Learning,
which is one of various methods for efficiently analyzing big
data, has been actively conducted[1,2]. Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) is one of the Deep Learning algorithms.
CNN is said to perform exceptionally well in image processing
[3,4]. Not only image processing but also text processing such
as Natural Language Processing (NLP) has been actively
researched, and it is known to have text processing
performance that is not inferior to other Deep Learning
algorithms [5,6].
The topic, which is one of the information implied in a
document, is not evident in the document. However, it can be
useful because it connotes important information in the
document. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is one of the
methods of extracting topics in a document, stochastically
selecting the topic and words in a topic that make up a
document[7,8].
Therefore, in this paper, we extract the potential topics in the
document using LDA and construct the CNN model by
training. It is proved that the proposed method shows

improvement by comparing the accuracy of the CNN model
constructed by the general CNN model and the proposed
method.
II. Related Works
With existing data analysis methods, it is difficult to process
the exponentially generated data. Therefore, deep learning
studies are being actively conducted to analyze vast amounts
of data. Research on image and text classification using CNN
has been actively conducted[3,4,5,6]. The study of classifying
images using CNN has been preceded and proved to have good
performance [3,4]. As it led to active research on classification
of texts, it has been proved that CNN has a performance
comparable to other deep learning algorithms[5,6]. In [5], Kim
compared the performance of CNN with other deep learning
algorithms through CNN model for training by sentence unit.
In [6], Lai et al. proposed the RCNN model by combining
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) for performance
improvement of the CNN model and compared with other deep
learning algorithms.
Previous studies have attempted to improve the performance
of text processing through deep learning model building
method. However, this paper focuses on the topic of the
document to improve the performance of document processing.
Topics can be explained as different features depending on the
type of document. LDA is one of the methods for extracting
topics, and it is a topic model that selects topics and words
from topics through probabilities based on word frequency in
the document. LDA is particularly good at finding the exact
topic of a subject within a given set of documents [7,8].
In [7], Cho and Lee proposed a method to evaluate the
importance of potential keywords extracted using LDA in
order to overcome the limitation of extracting potential
keywords in the existing keyword extraction research. In [8],
Jung et al. extracted topics using LDA and analyzed
documents to compare them with words in the topic to
determine topic categories. The document should be analyzed
separately in order to extract the topic and select the name of
the topic through the existing LDA. Therefore, in this paper,
we propose an efficient method of constructing a model by
extracting topics using the LDA model and training through
CNN based on extracted topics. News articles in four
categories are classified. Performance evaluation is conducted
through the CNN model for existing text category
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classification and the accuracy of the proposed CNN model.
III. Category classification method
In this section, we describe the topic extraction method
using LDA and CNN construction and evaluation method. Fig.
1 shows the category classification model using LDA and
CNN proposed in this paper.

a word will appear in the topic. w is the actual observed word
in the topic[7]. In this paper, we extracted 100 topics per
category to extract as many topics as possible. When the
probability of occurrence of a word in a topic is 0.001 or less, it
is judged as having low influence in the document and was
removed. Gensim, an open library based on Python, was used.
Table I is an example of extracting topics and words within
topics through LDA.
B. CNN construction and evaluation method
The CNN model is constructed based on the words extracted
by category through LDA. Fig. 3 is an example of constructing
a CNN model.
The CNN model consists of a convolution layer, a pooling
TABLE I
Examples of extracted topics and words within topics

Figure 2. : System configuration diagram

The type of document to be classified in this paper is a news
article and consists of four categories in total. The categories
are Business, Entertainment, Health, and Technology. The
data set for learning is composed of 1,000 news articles and a
total of 4,000 news articles. The data set for testing consists of
100 news articles and a total of 400 news articles.

Business
scotland
carney
bank
union
said
independent
uk
england
scottish


Entertainment
love
bachelor
rose
feel
propose
date
season
thought
photo


Health
health
care
healthcare
premium
report
service
private
coverage
help


Tech
science
universe
network
space
spacetime
astronomy
earth
program
solar


layer, and a fully connected layer. In the convolution layer,
words are vectorized by word embedding and feature values
are extracted using a filter. The formula for extracting feature
values is shown in (1).

A. Topic extraction method using LDA
To extract the topic of a news article, the sentences are
preprocessed into words. Tokenizing, Delete Stop-word, and
Stemming are performed in the preprocessing step. Topics and
words from topics are from the preprocessed document are
extracted through LDA. The process of extracting topics
through LDA is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1. : Topic extraction process through LDA model

In Fig. 2, N is the topic and M is the document. α and β
represent the parameters of the corpus level. α is the dirichlet
distribution representing the pattern of the topic. β is a dirichlet
distribution that indicates which patterns the words in the topic
are. θ is a document-level parameter that represents the
distribution of topics for the document. z is the probability that

Figure 3. : Example of a CNN model construction

H

X  

WX

 b

(1)

W is a weight vector having the same size as the filter, X is a
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set of word vectors, and b is the bias value. Feature values
extracted from the convolution layer are reduced by the
Max-pooling method in the pooling layer. Max-Pooling is a
technique for extracting the largest value among the extracted
feature values to generate an array. In the Fully connected
layer, the number of arrays from the pooling layer are
combined into one and derive the output through Softmax.
Softmax is a classification algorithm that changes the sum of
the values in a set to a probability value of 1. The loss derived
from the pooling layer is calculated using an activation
function. If the loss is an outlier, the value is re-trained through
backpropagation. The activation function used in this paper is
Relu, and is shown in (2).
f x



max

x,

0

(2)



In (2), x is derived from the pooling layer. The Relu function
changes the value to 0 when the value is less than 0, and the
value is used if it is 0 or more. CNN was constructed using
Python-based Tensorflow, and the hyperparameter used to
construct the model is shown in Table II. Using Table II,
132,500 trainings were conducted. 20% of the training dataset
was constructed as a dev set for the evaluation of the training.
As a result, the accuracy was 95.39%.
Fig. 4 shows the result of categorizing documents into CNN
and extracting topics using LDA and then categorizing them
through CNN. Fig. 4 indicates that when CNN is applied to the
document without extracting the topic, the accuracy is 88.14%,
whereas when CNN is applied to the topic extracted from the
LDA, the accuracy is 93.27%, showing an improvement of
about 5%.
TABLE II
hyperparameter value

hyperparameter
embedding dimension
filter size
number of filter
dropout rate
batch size
number of epochs

Figure 4. : Comparison of Accuracy between CNN and LDA + CNN

are Business, Entertainment, Health, and Technology. The
proposed method showed 5% improvement in performance
compared to using CNN alone.
Future research will be conducted to improve the
performance of the proposed method by studying the
construction of a refined dataset suitable for deep learning by
detecting unnecessary topics included in training data.
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Abstract
We propose a leap motion interface based on a
multimodal UI/UX engine which can recognize changes in
the user’s hand gesture in order to operate the secondary
control system in an automobile. To this end, 3D-printed
automobile dashboard was fitted with a steering wheel and
screen to provide a platform. Leap motion interface was
developed with 3DUnity along with the use of laddering
method and KJ method to derive hand motion to control
leap motion. We accomplish testing the usability testing of
leap motion interface to verify its efficiency. The proposed
interface can be used to efficiently the research of
multimodal UI/UX engine development.

controls and operates, uses various biometric recognition such
as motion, face, and voice, to combine interfaces and improve
operating efficiency. This collects, analyses and learns from
UX information which is used through real-time UX analysis
engine when the driver operates UI in order to provide
information for augmented object or display in an intuitive
manner [2].

Keywords- Leap Motion; Multi-modal Interface; Car Control
System;(key words)

I. Introduction
Recently the automobile industry has converged with
information technology to provide appropriate information to
the driver and to provide automatic support for safe driving
with cutting-edge safety technology. In particular, there has
been continued development in the development of interface
which recognizes the biometric information, motion and voice
of the driver to facilitate natural interaction between the drive
and the automobile and create a safe and convenient control
system. The design of a HMI UI/UX is imperative to ensuring
that interactions between various information and gestures
during driving do not interfere with driving.
UX engine framework based on user motion recognition
consists of gesture recognition (hand motion, etc.) module
interface. Here, gesture recognition requires a design of
gesture recognition module in UX engine while enables
optimized motion recognition for the driver’s unique motion.
we thus established an interface for automobile control using
leap motion basted on a framework for the development of
multimodal UI/UX engine; usability assessment will lead to a
proposal of appropriate hand motion.
Multimodal user interface is one that combines different
interfaces such as motion recognition, face recognition and
voice recognition so that they complement each other. Fig. 1
shows a framework of a user-centered multimodal UX engine
design through such multimodal user interface [1].
In sum, multimodal UX engine is an engine system which,
based on user experience other than UI which the user directly

Fig. 1 Multi-Modal UI/UX Engine frame work.

In recent years, the North American and European
automobile industries have witnessed the development of
next-generation technology which, based on external
environment recognition technology, provides user-centered
UI/UX to enhance convenience and safety in driving. Such
efforts have seen multimodal interface technology which
combines haptic device, voice recognition, motion recognition,
and drive recognition to control diverse information through
the intuitive recognition of the surrounding situation. UX
research has seen phenomenon research on the formation of
user experience, research on the system design method in
relation to specific UX, methodological research and
development on UX design and assessment [3].
We designed a leap motion interface which recognizes the
driver’s hand motion in order to propose the type of hand
motion which is appropriate for secondary control system
during driving; usability assessment verifies its efficiency.
II. Creation of Driving Environment Platform
In order to observe and analyze the driver’s behavior during
driving, a simulated driving environment is required. Thus an
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automobile dashboard was created with a steering wheel and
screen to provide a driving environment platform. The
dashboard is realistic in size and shape, but extends only as is
necessary to simulate a driving space. For the installation of
leap motion device, a 3D design model is 3D-printed, is as
shown in Fig. 2.

motion device and iconized control interface have been
3D-modelled in the bottom-right corner of the screen, where
secondary control system is normally found, so as to provide
intuitive visualization for the driver, is as shown in Fig. 4.

(a)
Fig. 4 Control screen on the platform.

The road is based on free asset shared on Unity3D; for
reality, centerlines and lanes have been added in continued line
and dotted lines (a).
This is entire Driving Road of entire of map. Track is formed
build up like a (b) in Fig. 5. the total length of road is 917.76m.
The overall layout of the road was designed to be circular to
enable unlimited driving in a fixed space, is as shown in Fig. 5.

(b)
Fig. 2 3D model(a) and 3D-print of an automobile dashboard(b).

A frame is made to support the 3D-printed automobile
dashboard. A driving wheel is attached and screen is put in the
place of wind screen. PC and leap motion is installed to operate
the interface. The resulting outcome, an automobile dashboard
platform, is as shown in Fig. 3.

(a)

Fig. 3 Driving environment platform.

(b)

The screen displays a driving environment with a
3D-modelled automobile and road created on 3D Max. Leap

Fig. 5 Road environment.
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This platform was used to recognize the driver’s hand
motion in leap motion to yield data for analysis.
III. Leap Motion-based Automobile Control Interface
Leap motion is a USB device measuring 12.7mm in width
and 80mm in height. It contains an infrared LED and camera to
operate 150-degree viewing angle; it is capable of precision
recognition of finger joint movement at the speed of 200
frame/s within a range of 50cm. However, the conditions and
range of motion may be further limited by the operational
conditions of leap motion; this adds to the importance of
interface design.
In order to operate the secondary control system of an
automobile, Unity3D was used to create a user interface. Fig. 6
show the platform screen with leap motion and control
interface iconized. From the left, radio, audio, video,
navigation, seat control, cruise control are shown; these
comprise a secondary control system in an automobile [4].

left-right movement element is used to control those functions.
Also, volume control, which is essential to audio, video and
radio functions, also adds up-down control. Cruise control
requires up-down control system to control the driving speed
of the automobile. Seat control has seat height, recline and
positioning elements in the menu window; up-down control
system controls those elements. Unity3D-based interface is
thus integrated with leap motion so that those elements can be
controlled by simple hand motion during driving. The outcome
is as shown in Fig. 7.
The platform and leap motion interface are used to test and
assess the system.
IV. Experimental Result and Discussion
We tested the leap motion interface for secondary control
system which comprises of elements other than the main
control system such as wheel control and foot pedal. These
secondary elements included; 1) navigation; 2) audio; 3)
video; 4) radio; 5) cruise control; and 6) seat control.
50 participants were divided into two groups, novice and
experienced, according to their driving experience. After a
driving experience on the platform, participants were asked to
answer a questionnaire for usability assessment.
A. KJ Method for Hand Gesture Classification
Prior to experiment, 10 participants over 20 with driving
experience were interviewed; laddering survey method was
used to select interface elements which control the secondary
control system in automobile.

Fig. 6 Secondary control system UI in an automobile.

The six operational and control elements are operated
through pop-up windows. Each operational element shares a
common on-off system.

Fig. 7 Control process of automobile control system using leap
motion.

Navigation has as its main control element a map which can
move in all four directions. Audio, video, and radio requires a
menu for browsing playlist or channel selection elements;

Fig. 8 Hand motion classification using KJ method.

Laddering method differentiates characteristic-result-value
levels of the user to enable in-depth analysis [5]. Items selected
through laddering were 6 elements; on/off elements which
turns the system on and off; throw elements for moving
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between menu and channels; click element which selects a
menu; up/down elements for controlling the volume, channel
in video and radio, driving speed and seat movement.
Then, various keywords mentioned by participants in
relation to appropriate hand motion for controlling secondary
control system in automobile were sorted into groups; small,
middle, large groups were used to derive hand motions for the
secondary control of automobile. KJ method was used for
classification is as shown in fig. 8.
Six different hand gestures for automobile ’ s second
operation are displayed from (a) to (f), set with each gesture’
s name.‘On’turns on the system and opens fist.‘Off’turns
off the system and makes fist from opened hand. ‘Throw’
switches menu, channels, and more, and moves laid palm from
right to left. ‘Click,’ which selects menu and channels, uses
two fingers to press from top to bottom.‘Up,’which controls
volume, speed, etc., moves from bottom to top with palm, and
lastly‘Bottom’drew a motion from top to bottom with palm.
You can view all of functions in table 1.

were then led to make motions on the platform to operate the
control system under observation.
Finally, participants were asked to answer a usability
assessment questionnaire. The questionnaire addressed;
usability which is about the ease of understanding the
displayed elements; utility which assess the perceived value of
service provided; availability which allows to predict when the
service can be used; aesthetic which measures how the
service’s shape and feel attracts the user’s interest; offline
issue which includes brand or business process in support of
the service [6].
And we’ve set up list of items to evaluate interfaces based
on heuristics guidelines, which helps to analyze difference
stages of skills. Heuristic guideline divides to 10 categories:
recognition and feedback, simplicity and formativeness,
consistency and standardization, effectivity and flexibility,
user’s errors and error management. Heuristic evaluation
helps to evaluate service usage in different perspective that
you can ’ t get from UX data analysis. You can view
summarized information in table 2 [7].

TABLE I
SYSTEM CONTROL ELEMENTS AND HAND MOTION
CLASSIFIED USING LADDERING METHOD AND KJ METHOD

TABLE Ⅱ
SURVEY ITEM OF BASED ON LEAP MOTION INTERFACE

Article
Recognition
Feedback

Hand Gesture

Simplicity
Consistency
Efficiency

(a)

(b)

Standards

(c)

Flexibility
Aesthetic
User Control
Error
Management

(d)
Article
(a) On
(b) Off
(c) Throw
(d) Click
(e) Up
(f) Down

(e)

(f)

Question
Is this interface easy to use?
Do you feel that you are in control of the
automobile system?
Is this interface intuitive?
Is this interface generally satisfactory?
Do you have a mind to use this interface for
a long time?
Is its response similar to the existing, direct
control?
Is this interface natural?
Is this interface visually attractive?
Can you handle the problem, when you use
this interface?
Would this interface fit naturally to the
existing automobile?

Participants, divided into novice and experienced groups
according to their driving experience, experienced automobile
secondary control system on the established leap motion
platform before answering the questionnaire. A total of 10
questions were asked to assess Recognition, Feedback,
Simplicity, Aesthetic, Consistency, Standards, Efficiency,
Flexibility, User Control and Error Management. In-depth
interview was conducted to collect diverse feedback on the
leap motion-based automobile control interface. 7-point scale
was used for assessment. The lowest score was 30; the
resulting data were then analyzed with 100 as full score.

Function
Turn on the system
Turn off the system
Choose the menu and channel
Try to control, movement about menu
and channel
Increase follow items: volume, height,
Speed
Decrease follow items: volume,
height, speed

Then, 25 drivers over 20 were separated from 25 non-drivers
over 20 to form novice and experienced groups. The
participants were divided into two groups so that the difference
in their driving skills could be accounted for in the design and
assessment based on a wide range of data. 50 participants were
instructed in the 6 motions, derived using KJ method; they

B. Usability Testing Result
In terms of Recognition, Feedback and Simplicity, both
novice and experienced groups show a high level of
satisfaction with the ease of use. A participant in the novice
group said that iconized UI design and intuitive hand motion
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will aid the ease of use. At the same time, novice group
responded that their lack of driving experience meant that they
could not fully control the automobile system. On the other
hand, the experienced group were satisfied on the same point.
Both groups showed a high level of satisfaction on the
intuitiveness of interface.
For Consistency and Efficiency, both groups scored
relatively low satisfaction. One participant in the experienced
group responded skeptically to using a new device as the
participant was already used to the existing devices. Both
groups also returned low scores on willingness to purchase;
this is predicated by the satisfaction score.
On Standards and Flexibility, both groups returned high
scores on satisfaction for intuitive hand motion control in leap
motion. However, when asked if the interface was natural,
whereas experience drivers gave a high score of 90, novice
drivers returned a relatively low score of 75. This seems to be
due to the fact that novice drivers with no driving experience
struggled with the driving experience itself.
On the Aesthetic and User Control quality of the interview,
both groups scored highly. It seems that the participants were
visually satisfied with iconized interface. In particular, when
asked about willingness to continue to use the system, one
experienced participant responded that the new UI was easier
to understand the existing device.
For Error Management, when asked about willingness to
apply the new system to the existing automobiles, novices
responded with a low score of 75 whereas experienced drivers
gave a better score of 85. One novice participant answered that
the participant had little opportunity to experience the existing
automobile interface; this appears to represent the overall
response from the novice group. The survey data were
analyzed with 7-point scale to yield the following table (Table
3).
TABLE Ⅲ
7-POINT SCALE RESULT

Article
Recognition
Feedback
Simplicity
Consistency
Efficiency
Standards
Flexibility
Aesthetic
User Control
Error
Management

Beginner
92
75
87
82
77
87
75
95
87
75

Expert
95
92
91
80
75
85
90
93
90
85

establish a simulated driving environment. Drawing on the
advance research, six secondary control elements were
selected; navigation, audio, video, radio, cruise control and
seat control. Then UX design process used laddering technique
and KJ method to analyze and categorize hand motion for leap
motion control as well as components and requirements for
each motion. Experiment participants, divided into novice and
experienced groups, were invited to experience the driving
platform before answering a usability assessment
questionnaire. Collected data were analyzed and quantified
using 7-point scale method.
As a result, it was shown that both novice and experienced
groups showed a high level of satisfaction. Novice group, due
to their lack of driving experience, returned relatively low
scores on usability, availability and offline issue.
This result supports the development of multimodal UX
engine, integrated with the automobile using simplified
gesture control during driving, in order to design UX where
interactions about diverse information and control during the
driving of a smart car do not interfere with driving. Moreover,
unlike the existing interfaces which are singular
information-based, this can be applied to other fields related to
HCI such as IT/BT/CT/design convergence UI/UX like robot,
home automation.
For further research, automobile control system using a jog
dial on touch screen is under development; this is expected to
serve the research and development of multimodal UI/UX
engine.
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V. Conclusion
This paper comes in an early stage of multimodal UI/UX
design in automobile control device to present leap motion
interface. Usability assessment was conducted to verify its
efficiency.
First, a realistic driving platform was created with a leap
motion-based interface for secondary control system to
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Abstract
In order for a player to achieve a game level goal, it is
necessary to explore the space designed to provide a
specific experience. Especially, in the FPS game, the space
exploration of the player continuously occurs as a process
of acquiring gaze information. In this paper, the player's
spatial search condition in an FPS game was set and the
player's gaze information was collected and analyzed
through repetitive experiments. The results of the analysis
would be used to confirm the association between the
spatial search condition and the gaze information, and can
be helpful in suggesting a method for setting a specific
space at the game level.
Keywords-Searching
Gameplay;

Space;

Gaze

Information;

FPS

I. Introduction
The space of the FPS game induces a situation that provides
various experiences to achieve the game-level specific goal.
These play experiences can be obtained by players performing
events or quests placed throughout the play space. Such events
and quests are called Beats, and in FPS games, Traverse, Using
Object, and Be Attacked are used representatively [1]. Level
designers set Beats at the game level design stage to provide
players with a variety of experiences based on the unique
purpose of space. Therefore, the configuration of Beats plays
an important role in balancing the game level and establishing
the organic relationship between the spatial elements. The FPS
game player takes various game play actions as shown in Table
1 in the process of accomplishing Beats.
TABLE I
GAMEPLAY ACTION IN BEATS
Beats

Gameplay Action

Traverse

Item search, enemy search, mission location search,
object search, safety zone search

Using
Object

Use of ladder, use of stairs, use of elevator, use of
vehicle, use of turret

Be
Attacked

Attack, changing weapon, reload, throw, installing
explosion

As shown in Table 1, each Beat induces different actions.
Among them, Traverse Actions are the process of acquiring
essential information for FPS game play and are the most basic
action.
In an FPS game, the player's searching space action involves
the acquisition of constant gaze information until a game-level
goal is achieved. Therefore, analyzing the player's gaze
information in the situation of searching space will enable
derivation of necessary considerations in the process of setting
the overall structure of the game level.
II. Searching Space and Gaze Information
A. Searching Space
Space refers to a specific area that consists of floor, ceiling,
roof, and wall to draw a physical boundary line. It is structured
depending on peripheral environment or may include an
unstructured background. Users that experience space by small
unit structure bestows a certain objective into a wide area
through multiple uses of space unit. Interacting with small
space (unit structure) sequentially, the user acts to the
objective. According to these characteristics the space of the
FPS game is not a simple background, but an interactive place
where players' actions and reactions occur. In particular, since
an FPS game is composed of an organic play space and it is
played based on the player’s immediate action due to the genre
characteristics, the space utilization is high [2]. Therefore, the
player character continuously searches the play space to
collect necessary information.
In fact, the importance of real searching space action can be
known by comparing gameplay behavior time. For this, a pilot
test was carried out in this research to analyze log data and the
play behavior time taken by a player. Table 2 shows ten
players’ playing actions by Beat carried out time while playing
the game level (de_dust2) of an FPS game (CounterStrike:Source) 10 times.
TABLE Ⅱ
PLAYTIME OF BEATS IN FPS GAME
Beats
Traverse
Using Object
Be Attacked
Total Playtime
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Average time(s)
20.25
9.84
19.26
49.35

Ratio(%)
41.03
19.94
39.03
100
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As shown in Table 2, Traverse actions are the highest rate of
playtime (41.03%). Next, Be Attacked actions take up a high
rate because FPS games have a battle-oriented gameplay
structure where a player competes with the opponent through
projectiles. Nonetheless, the proportion of Traverse actions in
total playtime suggests the importance of spatial search action
in FPS games. Previous studies on game player’s behavior
analyzed the collected data quantitively by concentrating on
the usage of space by a player or mainly focused on their
behavioral process [3, 4, 5]. Because those attempts had the
purpose of detecting the behavioral outcomes of game players,
the conditions and circumstances of searching space, which is
equal to the acquisition of prior information, by a game player
were not considered in analysis. Therefore, it is necessary to
conduct various and in-depth researches on searching space in
gameplay.
Searching space is mainly based on reference to the player's
previous experience or information acquired in real time
during game play. This space information is collected from the
instant gaze information of a player. In the current field of
gameplay behavior research, it is used as analytic data to
understand the structure and composition of game level. In
addition, it is used as a way to increase the characteristics of a
game by analyzing visual recognition points [6, 7].
B. Gaze Information
In FPS game, player’s gazing is used as a method to collect
the data on visual recognition, and this specific field of online
game is highly acknowledged as fit to gameplay behavior
research because of the characteristics of its game genre that
emphasizes reaction. As seen in Figure 1, gaze
information-based gameplay analysis method can be applied to
FPS game balancing [8].
One example for Figure 1 is that the spots where the gaze

information of players are not acquired can be identified using
‘Eye gaze pattern’ and ‘Heat map’ simultaneously and
analyzing the acquired data, and it helps the players through
modifying light source in a game level. Therefore, this kind of
analysis method has been studied as a new approach to
evaluating and improving the complex structure of game levels.
More in detail, studies are being conducted upon information
of a player’s eye gaze in a combat situation, which is the main
fun element of FPS game [8, 9]. In-depth research of eye gaze
information helps plan a systematic placement of all the
components of a game level. However, because the previous
studies regarding gameplay behavior were limited to gaze
information at combat situations, it cannot generalize the
overall situations of a gameplay. Therefore, it is necessary to
acquire and research gaze information at the situations of
gameplay other than at a combat.
In this paper, gaze information at the situation of searching
space was researched. The significance of this research lies in
the fact that it helps examine the distinctions in the process of
collecting the information of game players upon the elements
placed at game level. This approach has the same objective as
arranging an object (space or an item for a certain purpose) by
analyzing the accessibility between spaces numerically based
on the results of analysis only on space in the field of Space
Syntax [5]. Eventually, it is expected that this method using
gaze information can help place objects better in game levels.
III. Experiment
A. Purpose
The experiment was conducted to analyze the player's gaze
movement required to acquire information in the situation of
searching space, which is essential to achieve the game level
goal.
B. Material & Method
With the log data obtained in the pilot test carried out in
advance, 3 items (Trigger, Weapon Fired, and Player Killed
Other Weapon) were observed to be apparently different by
the experience level of gameplay and the 10 participants were
divided into 2 groups (5 Novices and 5 experts). And then a
main test was given to 10 participants using the method of data
measurement as seen in Table 3.

(1)Hard for a player to find the sniper’s position
TABLE Ⅲ
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
Condition
When

2017.06.26 ~ 06.30

Where

GES Lab at D Univ.

Who
(2) Can find the sniper quickly

How

Fig. 1 The Case Applied with Eye Tracking in FPS Game
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As shown in Table 3, the game level selected as an
experiment process was repeated to collected the visual data of
250 gaze information by group for 5 days (repeated 10 times a
day). The image data of the players’ gaze was collected with an
eye-tracking device. At this time, the specific game level
(de_nuke) selected as experiment subject had a goal to explode
a certain spot. The test point in Figure 2 was where gazing
movement occurs most while doing ‘Traverse’ action: that is,
the main focal point of pupils was more than 3 points.

Fig. 2 Test Point in Game Level

C. Result
Gaze image information obtained in a combat situation was
excluded from analysis because gaze concentration happens
when an enemy character appears. The gaze image information
of searching space situation was quite different by group
(novice and expert).

(1)Novice Group

(2)Expert Group
Fig. 3 Features of Gaze Information

As seen in Figure 3, the difference in gaze information
between the two groups was confirmed. Th gaze of Novice
Group in Figure 3-(1) was mainly directed toward the
cross-hair located at the center of the screen or the tip of the
player’s weapon. In addition, the collected information of their
gaze was collected mostly on the structures setting up in the
direction they wanted to travel. Besides, it was found that they
hardly acquired information by changing gaze and normally
gazed in the direction they were currently moving. In other
words, their acquisition of gaze information concentrated on
the center of the screen. This phenomenon occurs due to a lack
of experience with FPS games. Game players have tendency of
excluding the need to know information they do not known by
depending on their own memories and experiences with a
game. As a result, the concentration of gaze information on
screen center occurs and this helps novices act quickly against
an energy character appearing at the center of the screen.
However, it has the demerit of slowing down the
counteractions in case of engagement in a complex terrain or
more than one passages, and the players end up under the
attack of the enemy first.
On the other hand, Expert Group in Figure 3-(2) showed a
distinction in its acquisition of gaze information from Novice
Group. First of all, their gaze was on the cross-hair at the center
of the game screen like seen in Novice Group. However, they
tended to gaze around the spots where there was a chance the
enemies might appear from their current position. It is the
phenomenon that a player puts a problem solving on priority as
well as tries to keep himself safe during playing a game. And
their gaze aimed at a certain height through the cross hair,
looking around in several directions at the same horizontal axis
height as that of the cross hair. This means an action taken by a
player that wants to turn a combat situation to his advantage by
aiming at the height that he can give the most damage to his
enemy in a short time according to his memories and
experiences with a game. Recognizing the characteristics of
terrain at the same height as the cross hair helps act (aim)
quickly against an enemy when he (the enemy) appears in his
sight. In addition, Expert Group showed the phenomenon of
trying to grasp the topographic structures around them by
gazing at Minimap that shows player’s position briefly. The
minimap is a kind of simplified map that the game designer
makes for a player’s convenience. It allows the player to easily
point out his current location, the direction he looks in, the
terrain structure around him, and the enemies within a certain
range. Because of these merits, it was found that Expert group
often used the minimap. It indicates that they try to scan space
and make a direct confirmation with own gaze to increase the
accuracy of information. As a result, they could easily cope
with complicated terrain and various situations. However,
there is a possibility that they play ‘Safety-oriented’ to achieve
a goal, so it takes more playtime than needed.
As a result, the two groups made respective distinctions in
the acquisition of gaze information in situation of searching
space, which resulted in the different characteristics of
gameplay behavior. It is considered that the novice group
focuses on acquiring the narrow information of space about the
direction to move by focusing on the end point of the weapon
and the objects in the center of the screen. On the other hand,
the expert group can acquire a wide various information of
space by considering the position of the current player and the
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predicted position of the enemy by frequently moving their
gaze to the left and right while observing the mini map. The
results of this analysis can provide important data in setting the
structure of game level and arranging objects in it.

[8]
[9]

* In designing the game levels for novice players, it is
advisable for a game level designer to simplify space in terms
of its usage: he needs to reduce the passageways that turn at a
right angle or multi-entrance buildings and use more straight
passages so that enemy can appear in the direction a player
travels. However, too much simplification can make players
feel bored. Therefore, it is necessary to consider placing
objects and covers in the passages.
* In designing the game levels for expert players, it is
necessary for a game level designer to structure game space. It
is better to make more locations where enemy can appear by
placing more than 2 passageways and multiple objects, than
multifunctional topographical structures. Here, caution is
worth taking not to make expert players feel too familiar to
space from their prior experiences. That is, the height at which
enemy is expected to appear should vary so it can give the
players a new and fresh experience.
IV. Conclusion
This paper identified the different characteristics in gaze
information according to the player's experience level in the
situation of searching space on FPS games. Based on the game
play log data, 10 people were divided into novice and expert
groups, 5 people each, and the real-time gaze information
images were collected and analyzed using eye-tracking. In the
situation of searching space, the two groups showed
differences in the primary purpose of acquiring the gaze point
and information of space. These analytical methods and results
will be able to provide meaningful data for game level spatial
structure and component placement.
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Abstract

cyberpunk visually and correspond to the topic of cyberpunk.

Cyber punk usually revolves around the contradictions
between hackers, artificial intelligence and large
enterprises, depicting the era is generally not far from the
future, It presents the style is suppressed with the cold, this
style determines the animation and real the use of tones in
the film. Hue helps to express the theme of the work,
enhance the appeal of the work, but also a style of the logo,
so the tone is the most appealing of a picture language. The
formation of color is mainly light source color with the
environment color, picture tone is the main visual elements
of animation and film, through the color can show the style
of the work. The 2017 live film "Ghost in the Shell" is
based on the 1995 "Ghost in the Shell" adaptation, the
story of the background in the future of Japan. In this
paper, by analyzing the color of the cold and light with the
light in the animation and live film performance, summed
up in the animation and films in the same point and the
difference between the reasons for the performance of such
performance, and this performance from the visual better
reflect the cyber punk style, and cyber punk theme fit.

II. Theoretical investigation of cyberpunk

Keywords: cyber punk, character modeling, animation, film

I. Introduction
Cyberpunk generally develops from the contradiction
among hacker, artificial intelligence and large enterprises,
which generally describes about the near future and presents a
depressed and gloomy style, this style has decided the tonal
adoption in animation and film. Tone contributes to express the
topic, enhance the appeal and also becomes the symbol of one
style, therefore, tone is the most attractive picture language.
Tone is mainly formed by light source color and ambient color,
the picture tone is the prominent visual element in animation
and film, which can demonstrate the whole style. The
live-action film Ghost in Shell in 2017 is adapted from 1995
Ghost in Shell, which tells a story in the future Japan. On the
basis of analyzing the expressions of color coolness and
warmness and light source in animation and live-action film,
the thesis summarizes the similarities and differences between
animation and live-action film, studies the reason and
concludes that this expression can better present the style of

A. The history of cyberpunk
When speaking of cyberpunk, the word cyborg must be
mentioned. Early in 1843, the king of American thriller Edgar
Allan Poe created a short novel named The Heartbroken Man
which narrates a horrible story about a man with artificial
limbs. In 1911, in another science fiction, a blind man with the
superpower called Daredevil astonished the whole world to get
rid of the cruel and pacify the good people. This was the first
time that the image of cyborg appeared in literature. Until the
year of 1960, the Australian scientist Manfred E. Clynes and
American scientist Nathan S. Kline published an articleCyborg and the Outer Space in the magazine of Astronautics,
and these two scientists are also the initiators of cyborg in
the whole world. They have pointed out that the so-called
cyborg is actually a kind of man-and-machine combination,
the cyborg will be bestowed with the extension ability and
strengthening power by transforming some human organs
so as to adapt to the sever outer space environment.
Cyberpunk firstly appeared in a short fiction written by Bruce
Bethke in 1983, in 1984, the Neuromancer which is then
regarded as the earliest founder of cyborg, since then, the
concept of cyborg has become popular and gradually develops
into a major school of science fiction.
B. Presentation of cyberpunk style
The core spirit of cyberpunk is the combination of high
technology(cyber) and vulgar life(punk), the former one
represents reason and order, and the latter means anarchism
and counter-authority. From the aspect of visual elements in
scene, the high-rise buildings, huge artificial metropolis and
modern artificial light source can present the high technology,
and slum, desolate earth’s surface with the exhaustion of
natural resources, prevailing drug, plague and violence,
oligarch power with strict system and bounty hackers who are
wandering around the network are used for presenting the
vulgar life. Cyberpunk style is a little bit depressed, damp and
dirty, which has determined the expression of scene tone. The
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tone style is frequently the simplex cool tone, as for the light
resources, cyberpunk extremely rejects the adoption of light
resource color, and its environmental light mostly come from
the artificial light resources, for instance, the nights are filled
with the outdoor scene of various neon lights and stuffy and
dark interior environment; even if in the outdoor scene in
daytime, there are only the overcast days or rainy days. The
adoption of this light greatly determines the gloomy and cold
atmosphere of cyberpunk.
III. Features of color performance in animation and film
Fig. 2 Interior scene

A. Performance features in animation
The visual effect demonstrated in animation is produced and
formed by the consistent flowing of color and shadow. While
the tone refers to the overall tendency of picture color and the
maximum color effect. Animation is much freer in color
application and processing, which is decided by the features of
animation. Animation adopts stop-motion freehand pictures or
frame-by-frame images to let these images be continuously
played, therefore, the animation creation is sometimes
fictitious and sometime real. Colors in animations are
subjectively designed by creators, so there is a great room for
variation and imagination, which is closer to the nature of
painting. Color effect in pictures can be real and diversified or
fictitious and highly general; it can be exaggeratedly adopted
according to the demand of plot or even turn into a
supernormal color to play the charm of color variation to the
fullest.

The universal network, information intelligence and highly
developed technology are materialized into mega metropolises
which are mostly set as the background. In picture 1, the
darkness has overcast the interior scene, and only the
Silhouette of Motoko is shown in the picture as surrounded by
the outdoor metropolis. The interior environment is stuffy and
dark with a tone of cyan. In picture 2, high-rise buildings are
standing outdoors in rain clouds, the narrow room, bed, cup
and clothes, only the light emitted from the TV breaks the
silence. The color is also in a depressed and gloomy cyan.

B. Performance feature in live-action film
The color of live-action film shall abide by the shadow law
and color rule. Color in these picture truly reflects the real life,
meanwhile, there also exist some films with subjectivity and
exaggeration. Whereas, owing to the true-life figure, scene and
lighting, this kind of film can still conform to the common law
of visual recognition, which extracts, summarizes and
exaggerates in color processing from real life. Hence, in this
film, the color in the last pictures will be exaggerated and
intensified to demonstrate a certain stylized effect, however, it
is based on the exaggeration processing within the real scope
and hasn’t deviated from the real life.

Fig. 3 An overall view of the metropolis

IV. Performance of cyberpunk style tone in animation and
film
Fig. 4 Scene of Hong Kong

A. <Ghost in the Shell，1995>

Picture 3 provides a bird’s eye view of the metropolis with
the cold lights, and the whole picture is in the tone of cyan.
Picture 4 presents the view of one street in Hong Kong, on the
basis of the cool tone, the colorful neon lights are added to
manifest the modernity. The entire tone in animation is in a
harmonious cool tone.
B. <Ghost in the Shell，2017>

Fig. 1 Interior scene

Picture 5 is originated from the film when Motoko wakes up,
which is similar to the animation in background of metropolis.
Compared to the stuffy interior environment, the lighting in
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film is more real and the light and shade contrast is softer.
Without an obvious cool light resources, the film also creates a
depressive atmosphere.

Animation

Interior
scene

Bird’s eye
view

Fig.5 Interior scene

Street

Fig. 6 An overall view of the metropolis

film

Similarity: dark cool tone and stuffy interior
environment;Difference: light and shade contrast is
more intensive in animation, and its cool tone is more
obvious.

Similarity: cool tone, mostly environmental light
resource;
Difference: the animation has exaggerated the
adoption of cyan which covers a large area; the color is
diversified and colorful in film by using the artificial
light resource like neon light.

Similarity: colorful, and the area of artificial light is
large;
Difference: the film has expanded the areas of
holographic projection and colored light resource like
neon light by using Glitch Art element.

Small conclusion:for the animation of Ghost in the Shell is
2D hand-painted frame-by-frame film, the colors are designed
by creators, then there is a great room for variation and
imagination, which is closer to the painting features. While in
live-action film, the tone of last pictures will be intensified, but
it is still based on the exaggeration processing within the real
scope and hasn’t deviated from the real life. Through a large
area of neon light and holographic projection, the mainstream
element like Glitch Art has made the film more fashionable,
scientific and modern.
Fig. 7 Scene of Hong Kong

V. Conclusion

Based on an entirely cool tone, the film has expanded the
areas of holographic projection and colored light resource like
neon light, meanwhile, many brighter colors like pink and cyan
blue are applied (these are popular colors in the recent design
field) to replace the cyan tone in animation and hence promote
the overall brightness in many scenes. By combing the plot, the
film has adopted many Glitch Art elements to improve the
fashion. Glitch refers to failure: a short-time impulse wave,
which can also be understood as an automatic or artificial bug.
Failures occur in the digital environment or generated by
mechanical or man-made interference can therefore be
classified as Glitch Art- a kind of failure-bade aesthetical
creation, therefore, Glitch Art can also be regarded as the
beautified glitch, or the creation method to complete
aesthetical activities through glitch.
C. Comparison

In both 1995 Ghost in Shell(animation) and 2017 Ghost in
Shell(film), the cyberpunk style environment has been visually
described, namely the highly urbanized and modernized
environment and desolated slum. The thesis is aimed at
analyzing the tone and light resource of cyberpunk scene to
detect the similarities and differences between cyberpunk style
animation and film. In animation, the color application is more
exaggerated and bold, no matter in the urbanized environment
or slum, the depressive and gloomy cool tone is prevailing.
Most of the light resources are artificial (neon light). On the
basis of cool-colored environment, the film has expanded the
areas of holographic projection and colored light resource like
neon light to strengthen the modern recognition of cyberpunk
style high-tech sense; meanwhile, by applying Glitch Art
element, the whole fashion has been promoted, which not only
develops a new style in stereoscopic effect but also assists in
the initial attempt of color. Besides, the Glitch Art element
extremely conforms to the main topic of cyberpunk, both
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animation and film have visually performed the style of
cyberpunk to the fullest. The film has enhance its modernity
and high-tech sense.
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II. The Forms of the Transmedia

Recently, transmedia works have been created by
reconfiguring existing stories based on various media;
therefore, related markets are growing rapidly. Many
attempts have been made in the point that using the
characteristics of media such as its visual, auditory, and
spatial sense and the responses of the consumers to the
place, taste, and time of the consumers, consumers can
experience variety of things. However, in storytelling of the
transmedia, it is hard to display the mutuality of the
materials that the media and the story have, and the
success of the transmedia is severely limited due to the
limitation of the existing story. Therefore, various
researches on the media characteristics in the tansmedia
are required, due to the rapid change of the media. This
study investigated the definition and classification of the
transmedia, and compared and analyzed the material and
genre differences according to the occurrence of
transmedia. Through this study, we sought to find out the
story material that can increase the concentration of the
consumers according to the specific media. Based on this
research, we expect that the related research that can lead
to the interest and concentration of the effective audience
in the case of transmedia occurrence will be further
expanded
Keywords-trans media; Storytelling; Contents
I. Introduction
In this case, it is possible to reduce the gap to the storytelling,
to maximize the advantage of the media, and to suggest a more
efficient approach to the use of the transmedia using the unique
characteristics of the original story genre of the transmedia. It
is efficient in producing any kind of transmedia and enables
efficient production of characteristics of media. As a result of
various researches on the relationship between the star of
transmedia and the media, it is expected to bring out the
satisfaction of the audience of diverse media while
maintaining the atmosphere of the original work. Also, it is
possible to expect the effect of shortening the production
period by suitably and efficiently adjusting to the media. In
addition, variety of new media is being created faster now.
Therefore, it is necessary to carry out various types of research
in accordance with the emerging new media in the future.

Transmedia means to be reproduced from one media to
another. This means that not only does it end with primary
reproduction, but also include the movement of the reproduced
media back to the other media[1]. In Henry Jenkins
“Convergence Culture: Conflicts between Old and New
Media,” it is necessary to expand the media while it is being
converted into a new media structure. It is not just the idea of
simple information transmission for profit creation; beyond the
role of simple medium when moving, it requires diversity to
create appropriate strategies and stories according to the media
contents. For example, a work based on existing novels and
comics can continue the story without space and time
limitation. However, if the work is transformed into a movie,
drama, or an animation which are visual medium, it is
necessary to modify the story according to the spatial structure
and time because of the limitation of the platform. In addition,
in order to satisfy the existing users and to smoothly bring in
new users, it has flexibility to adjust the work to the media
itself according to the flow of the times and the technological
environment when produced.
Transmedia is being reproduced not only as a media that has
a basic function of transmitting information of a media, but
also as a media that is like a game that can communicate with
the demanding audience. Various channels of TV programs
and the receptors are being created and the transmedia is
becoming more and more diverse according to the changes of
various media such as entertainment, current affairs, debate,
and sitcom. Also, according to the development of media,
visual or auditory technological elements which couldn’t be
seen in the existing works can now be seen due the
development of CG, and the existing media is reproduced,
which is the transmedia of the remake concept. Fantasy
elements, which were mainly published in the forms of novels
and comics, are being remade according to the characteristics
of genres such as movies and animation as the rate of
implementation increases with the development of graphics.
Based on the comics that becomes the subject of the existing
story, it is not only reproduced with new media continuously
as time passes, but also in the case of a movie that occupies a
large portion of the implementation of CG, it repeats with a
constant pattern when the it is divided on the basis of 20 years.
Also, the story of comics is rebooted not based on the
implementation rate but on the period, and therefore it can be
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reproduced and become various media of new form. At this
time, only the background element and the presentation
element are changed according to the media, or the story flow
itself is reconstructed, and the ending is changed. In this aspect,
the flexibility of the transmedia is given to explain the
viewpoints of other opinions, the narrator of the text is
changed by an inverted element, or the story is reconstructed
by switching even the main character to another character. For
example, ‘Los Angeles BB Continuous Murder Case,’which
mainly focuses on the interpretation of the psychological
fighting, has been rebuilt as a novel type of prequel which had
the story when main character disappeared after the incident.
There is a form of transmedia that is produced a lot recently,
such as the webtoon of the Snowpiercer ‘Prequal:
Snowpiercer’and ‘Seoul Station.’(Figure 1) shows sequential
production paths for remakes and prequels that have their
publications as their original work.

Fig. 1 Transmedia based on publications

As shown in Table 1, the form of the remake of the video
returning to the publication is called the remake transmedia.
This work focuses on the main story, and when it wants to give
a change, it adds or changes ‘a’which is a random content and
proceeds in the existing framework. On the other hand, when
the original media is produced in a prequel, because the
producer is the same person as the story writer, the time period
or the main character of the story may change which can create
huge difference from the main story, because it is much more
flexible. After the video is already remade by the transmedia,
the content of the original work is added and the follow-up is
done in the same way as the previous version. It can be
transformed into various forms of media with the focus on one
story, and existing stories can be reproduced as media that is
more suitable. Thus, the story is transformed with a close
correlation in the transmedia. There is OSMU which is similar
to transmedia, and OSMU means that one source is made into
another digital media animation, movie, drama, game, and so
on. Most OSMU can apply the technique for digital
storytelling to video contents business. Often, one source can
secure and maintain the existing consumer, having a layer of
long-term consumers. As to why heroic stories can appear in
series, these kinds of characteristics can be found mainly in
unrealistic elements. Considering these casual relationships

between fantasy desires, fantasy motives, fantasy fulfillment
motives and usage amounts, the fantasy element can increase
the immersion of the content, and the higher immersion, the
higher the intention of repetition. [Shin Young Park, ‘The
Influence of Media Content Users’Fantasy Needs on Content
Immersion’Korean School Newspaper, Media Society, 2010.4
232-254 (24 pages)] As the credibility of concept and common
sense which vary with time changes, it is possible to agree on
the same level of existing consumers from the position of
acceptance according to how fictional the existing framework
is. The use of story duplication on multiple media shows the
characteristic of OSMU well. While transmedia has a high
level of story flexibility, the OSMU has the characteristic of
keeping the subject as large as possible without adding the +
Story Characteristics of Each Media
Various expressions can be made according to the
characteristics of media. In the case of publications, narrative
structure proceeds using paper and pictures on paper. Written
text or pictures have lower financial or technical limitations in
expressing fantasy elements or cosmic backgrounds. This
background has a wide range of limitations that the artist wants
to express. However, video media that rely heavily on media
technology may produce a sense of distance from the intention
of the original author. As a result of this problem, once the
existing media has been developed, it is remade in order to
meet the exact implementation date. The duration of the story
also shows the difference. Contents that progresses at a
different time range such as movies, dramas, animations, etc.
arrange the elements in the entire story and progress the story.
The movie ends in about 90 to 120 minutes with only one story.
In the case of animation or drama, a big story breaks into
smaller ones in one season or it divides by issue. If there is no
production plan for the next season, it is necessary to consider
how to finish the story while the story is being progressed. The
game, which is not the video purpose of viewing, proceeds in
consideration of the interaction with the player. Thus, the fact
that there is a direct influence on program selection under such
media environment leads to the preference of the consumer,
and the ‘program genre’which reflects the preference of the
consumer becomes an importance determinant of viewing
behavior. (Webster & Wakshlag, 1983)’.
The importance of these topics is not only recognized within
the story, but also in the case of publications, the group of
‘mania’among sustainable consumers remains firmly.
However in the case of TV programs, it is easy to change the
channels. Therefore in maintaining the continuing interest of
consumers, there is a limit when the original story is based on
the contents such as current affairs and crimes and such that
are serious. Usually, television dramas- melodrama, sitcoms,
action series, movies, and general drama tend to express that
they are enjoying higher status in a richer world than most
viewers are living in. Like this, expressions in TV programs
need to be more beautiful than reality rather than being serious,
and constant stimulation is always needed. In the case of
movies, it can be appropriate in the part about the sustainability
of the serious content because it has the immersion in a short
time. In this way, media and material are closely related.
Depending on media persistence, relevance, repeatability, etc.,
it can be used in production and it can continue the story in a
stable manner.
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III. Analysis of Story Characteristics of Transmedia
A. Storytelling of Trnasmedia
Transmedia needs various structures to suit various
characteristics of media. It is important for the OSMU and the
transmedia that utilize the original work are constructed so that
the surrounding environment and the media implementation
technique are compatible with each other in the original story.
Also, the story of transmedia should be used not only as a
concept of recalling various media but also as a cultural
strategy that encompasses culture and technology users,
creators, texts and contexts. However, in the case of OSMU,
when expanding to new media, it is based on the original
media, and when it is converted to the third media, it is based
on the original, while the transmedia is based on the expanded
media. Therefore, there is a difference in which that it makes
the story repeatability of existing OSMU flexible. OSMU
concentrates on using the original story to produce new media.
However, transmedia is moving away from this repetition and
applying a new story for each media. When the story is
transformed based on the existing story, the story is divided by
materials and reassembled according to the media. This
requires materials that were important in the existing story and
the storytelling appropriate to the media. This storytelling
needs to be produced once again in accordance with the media
and the consumer accepting the media, rather than being used
as it is in the original production. In the case of the transmedia,
it is transformed into a new form of media because there is a
form of movement between various media, and not just the
existing primary production and secondary media movement.
These variations are dependent on the number of times or
between gaps in the media, and by minimizing the variations,
the same story should be able to satisfy both the existing
consumer and the new consumer. These advantages can
reinterpret the point of view of the story in various directions.
In this way, it is also important to reconstruct the storytelling
into a structure suitable for each individual’s environment and
consumers, not only in the production of an existing story but
also in the state of having existing stories such as
reconfiguration of media or remake prequel.

changes and these changes lead to the flexibility of transmedia.
Flexibility shows changes in the form of various transmedia; as
a change with different patterns for each media, it weighs the
weight of the appropriate type of story material according to
the media. As a criterion for flexibility, the response of
consumers has led to the reponse of consumers which is not
only to existing publications, but also to various forms of
media. Among the existing media, musicals have the
simultaneity of actors and performers. However, media like
game accurate communications such as the question and
answer with the media and the users’control. This
characteristic of each media requires a flexible story structure
for the media in the form of change that is different from the
existing story. Table 2) shows the difference in the material
composing the story according to the media.
Comics or novels are the original works, and they have
various extensibilities due to the production of new media.
However, according to the development of the media, the
original work was remade and became a new media and it
spread to various media.
As shown in Table 3, when Sherlock came out as drama, it
added comical and everyday elements while maintaining the
needs of the existing consumer’s demand. In the animation,
Japanese anime in the 1980s started to produce various types
of animation having stories from other country. This has
developed into a form that is convenient for adults who have
already been familiar with existing foreign fairy tales and
novels to suggest to children. As for Sherlock, it was produced
in many different forms such as novel and animation, and the
drama produced at the BBC trans-edited to movies, which
made the movie using the material of Sherlock Holmes coexist
with the move <Sherlock Holmes>. The BBC produced a
drama based on the existing novel ‘Sherlock Holmes.’They
reset the time period to modern and did the storytelling based
on it. In addition, they made a movie using OSMU mainly with
the drama that is a modern setting. The actors appearing in the
movie are the same as the drama, and in order to maintain the
image of the same character as it was produced in comics, the
comic was produced using the existing actor as a model in
‘Young Ace’of Japan.
TABLE I
FONT SIZES FOR CAMERA-READY PAPERS

B. Characteristics of the transmedia according to the transformed story
We select the visual elements for each produced media,
analyze the characteristics of the media, and identify the
differences among the consumers. Dramas, comic films,
novels, and animations were selected, and animations and
dramas shaped by TV programs should provide stimulating
elements for the sustainable consumption of consumers. This
makes the materials to be used in many different ways. It
increases the existing material to a full-length element, and
distributes stimulating material evenly, and maintains the
interest for each video that are being broadcasted. This change
enhances the convenience and understanding of the process of
reproducing existing consumers when one media is converted
to other media. It helps the consumer to eliminate the sense of
difference in the new medium and increase the respond level
and improve the sustainability by differentiating from the
existing story. In this process, we take advantage of various

Category

Material

Drama

Reasoning,
Comedy, Sitcom,
Modern times, Love

Animation Reasoning,
Good triumphing
over evil

Sherlock(2010~)
Sherlock homes(1984)
Sherlock hound(1984)

Movie

Reasoning, Comedy

Sherlock Sherlock,
The Abominable Bride (2015)
Sherlock Homes(2009)

Novel

Reasoning

Sherlock Homes(1892)

Music

Sherlock Homes: Secret of
The Anderson Family (2011)

Musical
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higher level of completeness; also, this type of media has
colorful and exciting elements like unrealistic SF or fantasy.
The animation and drama series which is aired on TV shows
that romance, sitcom, and comedy elements are more
prominent than existing works. Especially, drama and
animation based on TV series presents image and dynamic
criteria. Like this, when the secondary media occurs, there are
expressive limitation given by the media and differences and
advantages of each according to the frequency of exposure to
the media. This flexibility shows changes in the various forms
of transmedia, and it can be seen that it is made to the media as
a change with each pattern that matches the media.
Fig. 2 Sherlock hound 1984

At this time, the animated cartoon ‘detective lightening
(Sherlock Hound 1984),’a collaboration between Tokyo
Movie Shrine and Italy’s ‘Rai,’was handcrafted for interesting
accessibility to low-age consumers. As shown in figure 2, it
took the form of lowering the age of the consumer layer of the
detective stories, which were difficult to approach, by using
the animals’organs such as the ear and the snout. In addition, it
made use of a variety of materials using omnibus-style stories
and helped to keep the consumer who were in their 20s and
under and have strong short-term concentration continue to
watch by creating a composition that is easy to understand. As
the age changes, it is necessary to supply the new consumers
while maintaining the satisfaction of the existing manias.
The Hunchback of Notre Dame is based on a novel. In this
case, unlike Sherlock, it is a romance novel focusing on the
romantic relationship and fantasy elements of the story.
However, as a religious element ‘Voodoo’is added, overall
atmosphere is dark. These two elements that are different are
represented by the use of magic when it is transformed into
animation. This can alleviate the weight of the whole story of
the existing romance and religious elements and lower the
barrier of access to the consumers searching for amusement in
the animation. In the case of film, it demands tension of the
live-action video and emphasizes stimulation and short-term
immersion. This creates a sense of fear that can maximize the
existing heavy feeling and emphasizes the feelings of noir film,
which is far from traditional elements. In the case of musical
which is a media that the audiences receive the visual effect
directly with their eyes, the story of a livelier and emotional
part is emphasized and the auditory element also plays a big
role. This auditory element stimulates sensibility and is
suitable as an expression of romance. This can also be seen in
the “Hunchback of Notre Dame”animation. In this way,
Disney produces animations and movies based on fairy tales,
and uses musical elements like music to express emotional
elements in the monologues. Like this, each of the various
media has flexibility. In the case of movies, it is sold on DVD
or VOD, which is a product that can be purchased on a
personal device after a certain period of time after screening
which continues from one month to four months. Like this,
movies need to acquire a large number of consumers in a short
period of time and secure one-time users even after a certain
period of time. Because it is difficult to maintain the group of
long-term consumers, it creates a high-quality video image to
increase the desire to purchase the video. Usually, romance or
comedy that is adjusted to the characteristic of general movie
consumers which can attract the interest of younger people has

IV.Conclusion
This study classified story into genre according to
composing material in order to investigate characteristics of
media which is important in storytelling. In addition, the media
used in various media were selected and classified by each
media’s characteristics. From this, we were able to understand
the characteristics that were emphasized or benefited by the
media when it became transmedia, and as an element that large
narrative structure and story have, we could find out the result
of one part of the existing media expressed and emphasized in
another part of the content. This characteristic means that the
form of the media is the movement between the media, and the
media are constantly generated and have efficiencies on each
part. There is a difference of narrative structure according to
the characteristics of the media and it creates the gap in the
transmedia. In this case, it is possible to reduce the gap to the
storytelling, to maximize the advantage of the media, and to
suggest a more efficient approach to the use of the transmedia
using the unique characteristics of the original story genre of
the transmedia. It is efficient in producing any kind of
transmedia and enables efficient production of characteristics
of media. As a result of various researches on the relationship
between the star of transmedia and the media, it is expected to
bring out the satisfaction of the audience of diverse media
while maintaining the atmosphere of the original work. Also, it
is possible to expect the effect of shortening the production
period by suitably and efficiently adjusting to the media. In
addition, variety of new media is being created faster now.
Therefore, it is necessary to carry out various types of research
in accordance with the emerging new media in the future.
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Abstract
Technological advancement achieved by the 4th
Industrial Revolution has brought many changes in
education. Technologies such as Virtual Reality (VR)and
Augmented Reality(AR), which have recently draw
attention, are also incorporated into the education. VR in
particular, has proven to be useful to enhance user's
concentration towards content, by expanding their virtual
experience through virtual space similar to real life. On the
other hand, Korean students have lower interest and
confidence in science learning than the international level.
Therefore, Measures are needed for this. In this study,
Using VR technology, we planned earth science
educational VR content for middle school students with
low interest in science. In order to improve the efficiency of
production, VR contents design method was established
and contents were designed based on this. Earth science
education, which requires concepts and understanding of
principles and is difficult for students to directly
experiment or observe, will create synergies with the
characteristics of VR and provide an opportunity to
increase students' interest in science.

Because, it is effective to give a sense of immersion to learning
through experiential centered education, and it can enhance
leaning effect through interaction in virtual space. In this paper,
we will construct educational contents that is about the Solid
Earth Science among the Earth Science to apply VR
technology, and we will organize the contents, establishing the
VR design method.
II. Research for Base
A. Analysis of Existing Earth Science Education
Elementary, middle, and high school science education is
included in the science educational curriculum(National
Curriculum) of the Ministry of Education, Science and
Technology. Among them, the ‘Solid Earth’ section is divided
as below [TABLE I]. It is common that they are learning the
content of the 'Solid Earth' in the curriculum of elementary,
middle, and high school science, by difficulty level. And it
shows its importance.
TABLE I
The Solid Earth part in Earth science for elementary, middle, high
school.

Virtual Reality; VR; Earth Science Education; Experience
Education Contents

Category

Key Concept

Learning Content

Elementary school

volcano and
earthquake

Understanding that volcanic
activity and earthquakes have

I. Introduction

a large impact on people,

Science is an important subject to solve the everyday life
problem creatively and rationally by cultivating scientific
exploration ability and attitude[1]. However, it shows that
South Korean students’ interest and self-confidence in science
class is very low, compared to international standards[2]. In
particular, moving up to middle school and high school, the
level of excitement and enjoyment in science is continuously
reduced. The biggest reason for this phenomenon is that most
of the middle and high school science classes are mainly
driven by memorizing textbook. So, improving traditional
education system is needed to improve student interest and
confidence in science. Recently, Technology development by
the 4th Industrial Revolution changes the field of education a
lot, so the VR technology is combined to the education field.

such as harming people and
property
The shape of

Understanding the features

the earth

of the earth we live in and
the characteristics of the
earth, sea, and air

Middle School

Changes in
geosphere

Understanding the nature of
the material that makes up the
Earth's internal structure and
indicators.

High

General

System of the

Integrated Understanding on

School

Science

earth

the features of the earth in a
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Earth

Fluctuation of

Understanding the surface of

Science I

the geosphere

the

History of the

Understanding

earth

is

fire situation. This can be used as useful fire training materials
to prepare for various fire situations.

constantly

changing.
earth

the

earth's

environment and creatures
have constantly changed over
the geological period

Earth

Formation of

Understanding the formation

Science II

the earth and

and evolution process of the

field of force

solar system, identify the
internal structure revealed
through seismic waves, and
understand the characteristics
and changes of gravity and

Fig. 2 Fire Fighter VR

magnetic fields.

C. Digital Earth Science Educational Content "The Lab Solar System" Case[5]

B. Education VR Contents Example
Recently, VR education contents that can experience the
space or era which is difficult to experience in real life are
appearing. For example, the universe, undersea, dinosaur and
the human body. In addition, it is actively used in fields with
high training value, such as medical and firefighting education,
while reducing risk factors through simulation. The following
is an example.
a) Medical education content "Osso VR - Virtual Surgery"[3]
Osso VR is a surgical education platform. As shown in [Fig.
1], the user can hold a virtual surgical instrument by hand, so it
suggests user the actual surgical procedure vivid. This has the
advantage of being able to experience and practice practically
difficult situations in the actual operating room. Currently,
surgical training for orthopedic spine treatment is available
and is being expanded and used in various medical fields.

Fig. 3 The Lab - Solar System

<The Lab - Solar System> is a virtual reality video game
developed by Valve and plays with HTC Vibe device. This is
the theme of the solar system. It can see and select the planets
that are circling around the sun and can move arbitrarily. Also
observe the huge sun nearby. It has the advantage of displaying
the universe as real. However, there is no information or
explanation other than the name of the planet that appears
when each planet is selected, so there is a limit to learn earth
science. In addition, there is no interaction other than capturing
the planet, which makes it is not helpful to cause interest.
III. Project Planning
This project has designed science education content using
interactive VR technology for middle school students to make
them easily understand and effectively learn the Earth science
subject.

Fig. 1 Osso VR - Virtual Surgery

A. Target Analysis

b) Fire fighting education content "Fire Fighter VR"[4]
<Fire Fighter VR> is a virtual fire experience contents
developed by MWN Tech. It can be played using OculusRift
and a proprietary hose controller. It consists of seven fire
suppression scenarios, two fire evacuation scenarios, fire
extinguisher usage, and a rigger usage. Because it is dangerous
to actually experience a fire situation, systematic contextual
content design is characteristic in order to experience a virtual

The primary target of this project is a middle school student
who is 13-15 years old. Since this period corresponds to the
adolescent period in which the concentration is lacking, the
learning method using the virtual reality technology can
increase the learning efficiency by giving a feeling of
immersion. In addition, it is a time to be free from the
university entrance examination burdens in comparison with
high school students, and an opportunity to increase interest
and curiosity in science.
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a) Flow Chart

B. Contents of Education
TABLE II
Contents of Education
Category

Key Concept

The element of

interactive learning

contents
The Solid
Earth

History of the
Earth

Learning
the
Birth Process of

Formation of

Earth's layered

Earth's layered

the earth and
field of force

structure
(crust,mantle,

Magnetic field

the Earth
structure

outer core and
inner core in the
earth)

and

learning

of

Magnetic field
concept
Plate

Learning of the

Earthquake

tectonics

Earth’s surface
consists
of

Volcano

Fig. 4 Flow Chart

several plates
and the concept

b) Interface Design

that earthquakes
and

volcanoes

occur at plate
boundaries

a) History of the Earth
Vivid 3D images in virtual reality make it possible to see and
understand the birth process of the earth.
b) Earth's layered structure

In this project, the screen design method suitable for VR
contents implementation is made so that the front, top, bottom,
right, and left screens are all included in the blueprint based on
the visual field viewed by the learner through the HMD. In
addition, the screen-specific information is classified into
Graphic, Motion, Audio, Narration, and Text, and the
description is numbered according to the appearance order so
that no interference occurs during the actual development
process. User Interaction includes a description of the
interaction learning that the learner can move by hand.

The learner moves his or her hand directly to cut the earth
and take out the crust, mantle, outer core and inner core in the
earth, grasp each position and learn the feature, also make
effective learning according to the operation speed of the user.
c) Magnetic field
This allows the learner to directly learn the principle of force
by directing the solar wind to learn the change of the magnetic
field.

Fig. 5 Sketch of Interface Design

d) Earthquakes
The learner chooses the origin to make it easy to understand
the process of earthquake and the P-wave and S-wave
e) Volcano
The learner can easily understand the principles of
volcanoes by letting the magma in magma jump directly up
and learning the process of volcanic eruption
C. Flow Chart and Interface Design
Fig. 6 Interface Design
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D. Implementation Content
In this project, learning contents are divided into Earth's
layered structure, magnetic field, earthquake, and volcano. In
the intro, the video of Earth's history begins with the universe
of meteorites falling. After one of the meteorites has left its
course and collides with the user, the initial earth is created,
and the early earth gradually appears today. ① The earth
stratified structure will be guided by the guideline of the part to
be cut, and it will be implemented so that the structure inside
the earth can be observed by selecting the cutting surface again
after the motion to cut. ② The magnetic field will be
implemented so that the length of the solar wind can be
adjusted assuming that there is sun at the position of the user's
hand. ③ The earthquake will be implemented so that the user
can select the origin and observe the effect of the wave on the
epicenter. ④ The volcano will be implemented so that the user
can observe the explosion of the volcano by clicking and
dragging the black part of the 2D magma.

TABLE III
Education Equipment
Equipment

Oculus Rift
+ Leap motion

IV. Conclusion
The purpose of this study is to design educational content
for Solid Earth in order to produce effective educational
contents that incorporate VR into middle school students' earth
science education, and to establish a VR design through
systematic construction of implementation elements so that
joint development can be made in VR production. Based on
this, we have planned and proposed educational contents that
combine vivid 3D stereoscopic image and interaction. The
advantage of this content is that the learner interacts in the
direction of the force acting directly, so he can understand the
principle of force while seeing visual and physical changes. In
addition, the speed of learning can be adjusted according to the
level of understanding of the learners, which leads to the
advantage of being able to lead learning and experiencing in
real life. It will be interesting to concentrate on learning, and it
will be educational contents that can increase interest in earth
science learning which is impossible to experience in actual
environment and improve learning effect effectively, and can
be extended to other scientific fields.
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E. Implementation technology
The production technology of this content is as follows. First,
3D graphics images can be realistically implemented using
Unity, a game engine. Second, HMD equipment uses Oculus
lift and provides a first-person immersive virtual reality
environment. Third, the learning effect is enhanced by
allowing the learner to interact with the learning contents using
the lip motion, which is a motion recognition device.
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Abstract
Demand for IoT devices is increasing, and the need for
security of IoT devices handling important information of
users is also increasing. As a result, various domestic and
foreign organizations are conducting active research on
IoT security, and security guidelines specialized for IoT
are presented. However, the current IoT security
guidelines have limitations that are not categorized
according to the characteristics of IoT.
Therefore, in this paper, we analyze the limitations of
existing IoT security guidelines and suggests ways to
improve them.

information of users is steadily increasing. As a result, various
international organizations are conducting active research on
things' Internet security, and present different standards for it.
However, current IoT security guidelines are based on the
existing security system, and most of them are comprehensive.
Therefore, it is difficult to apply it properly to IoT devices
with various constraints such as energy, processor, and
hardware. Therefore, in this paper, we analyze the limitations
of the characteristics of IoT devices and that of the IoT security
guideline based on sensing, communication, network, and
service interface technologies, which are the three components
of IoT technology. In addition, IOT device security check are
presented and concluded in order to properly apply security to
various IoT devices.

Keywords-component; formatting; style; styling; insert (key
words)Internet of Things(IoT), security guidelines, security
evaluation model

TABLE I
IoT Technical components [2]
Technical area

I. Introduction
Since 2014, IoT (Internet of Things) has received attention
from the next generation of IT technology. IoT is used in a
variety of fields including home network, public safety, health
care, medical care, and manufacturing.

Sensing
technology

TABLE I
IoT Filed of use [1]
IoT Service field
Home Care
Health Care
Agriculture
and Industry
Car
traffic

telecommunication
and network
technology

Contents
Intelligent Housing Management,
Smart Home Service
Taxi wireless payment ,Health
information transmission,
Healthcare applications
Smart Factory, Real-time crop
monitoring, Crop yield
management
smart car, Unmanned car,
Vehicle remote management
National road monitoring, Taxi
wireless payment

Service interface
technology

Main Content
· Measurement of environmental
changes in Environment around
things such as temperature and
humidity
· Detecting human behavior such as
location and facial expression
· Re-processing the collected
Information
· Identification of things through
IoT such as RFID
· Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, 4G / LTE etc.
Network connection
· Visibility of Web services, mobile
applications, etc.
· Application service technology

II. Main subject

Global market forecasting company Gartner, ABI Research
etc. predicts more than 25 billion IoT devices will be
connected in 2020. Thus, as the demand of IoT increases, the
need for security of IoT devices collecting various important

The IoT equipment is designed to maintain minimum
performance according to the weight saving and low cost
characteristics[2].
Also, since the IoT environment has changed in the cyber
environment as a conventional PC and mobile, not only the
existing security threat but also a new security vulnerability
depending on the IoT environment may occur. Additional
security requirements according to characteristics are
required[3][4].
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As a resullt, various iinternational organizationss and
orrganizations ssuch as OTA,, OWASP, GS
SMA, IoT Seecurity
A
Alliance, etc. sstudy and preesent standard guidelines foor IoT
seecurity from ddifferent viewppoints.
However, cuurrent securityy guidelines innclude many of the
coommon securiity requiremennts that compoose IoT,
A
Also, we handlle comprehenssive security without
w
considdering
thhe characteristtics of each IIoT device, annd it is difficcult to
uttilize it as a prractical guide for applying appropriate
a
seecurity
too IoT devices [5].
[
In order to complement these limitaations, the method
m
prroposed in thiss paper is as foollows.
1. Classify IooT equipment by applicationn field.
2. We reclasssify IoT deviices classifiedd by usage cattegory
according to hardwaree performancce based onn IoT
technical elements, sennsing, commuunication, nettwork,
service inteerface technollogy area.
3. Analyze thhe existing seccurity guidelinnes, delete dupplicate
items, thenn present andd create detaiiled security check
items by IooT devices bassed on this.
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F
Fig. 1 IoT Devicce Security Certtificate

III. C
Conclusion
In this paper,, we propose a method of derriving more sppecific
seecurity authenntication item
ms of IoT equipment inn IoT
ennvironment by analyzing the limitationns of existingg IoT
seecurity guideliines and requiirements basedd on IoT featuures.
In the method proposed inn this paper, it is easy to graasp the
seecurity requireements of IoT
T equipments separated byy each
field and perfo
formance at a glance. Utillizing the ressearch
m
method presentted in this papeer, it can be uttilized as an inndex to
evvaluate the seecurity of IoT
T equipment bby the manufaacturer
w
who manufactuures IoT equipm
ment and the user
u who use iit.
As a future research topic, we plan to prractically applly it to
IooT equipmentt currently beeing used by using the method
m
prroposed in thiss paper.
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A
Abstract
A novel staatistical mod
del for real--time traffic flow
prrediction is prroposed. In th
his study, a 3D
D Markov raandom
field (MRF) is used to modeel the temporral dynamics of the
n, the
trraffic flow meeasured by V
VDS sensor n
network. Then
sp
patial and temporal relattions between
n roads at a given
loocation are represented b
by the 3D graph using cliques,
th
hen its struccture is deterrmined by clique
c
param
meters.
H
Here, a suppoort vector regression (SV
VR) is adopteed for
esstimating thee correlation parameters. The techniq
que is
ap
pplied to acctual trafficc flow data from Gyeoongbu
exxpressway, South Korea. The experim
ments demonstrate
th
hat the propoosed method ccan predict th
he traffic flow
w with
an
n accuracy of 85.6%, w
which improvves 17.3% of
o the
exxisting state-oof-the-art metthod.
Keywords-Trraffic flow estiimation; Intellligent Transporrtation
Syystems; Supporrt Vector Regresssion, Heat map
ap; Clique.

I. In
ntroduction
The traffic prediction to proovide the trafffic flows of thhe next
orr several periods of time in thhe future is esssential for provviding
traaffic control in
i ITSs. Durinng the past feew decades, vvarious
allgorithms have been propossed. An earlyy approach useed the
sttatistical time series methoods such as aauto-regressionn and
avveraging. Receently, the methhods that consiider both spatiial and
teemporal correelation acrosss the road nnetwork have been
inntensively invvestigated. In [1], they reepresent the spatial
s
reelations by fixxed set of mattrix that depennds on the distance
beetween roads. And some geenerative modeels are propossed for
sppatio-temporall traffic predicction with a Gaussian
G
proceess [2]
annd a Markov oone [3], whichh can naturallyy express the spatial
s
reelations in well-formed
w
fformula. How
wever, their main
drrawback is the computaational cost for inferencee and
opptimizing a larrge number off correlation paarameters.
In this study,, a novel statiistical model for real-time traffic
floow prediction is proposed. T
The model reprresents the evoolution
off the traffic floow rate, measuuring the meann velocity of veehicles
paassing a giveen location per time unit. This flow rrate is
deescribed usingg 3D MRF, as it can efffectively reppresent
coomplex spatiall and temporaal relations am
mong adjacent roads.
Thhen, unlike thhe existing m
methods usingg naïve depenndency
m
models based onn the distance and connectivvity, the relatioonship
am
mong roads is represented bby 3D graph ussing cliques, an
and the
cllique parameteers are obtained by a SVR. B
By using cliquees, our
m
model can autoomatically filteer uninformatiive relations, sso that
caan handle the ddynamic interaactions betweeen roads over a space

and time more effiiciently, even though
t
some data
d were missing.
Furtthermore, as thhe prediction can
c be indepenndently perform
med
per each
e
node in pparallel, it can pprovide a real--time computattion
withh less training time.
S
ral MRF Mod
delling
II. Spatiotempor
Too model the temporal dynnamics of thee traffic flow
w as
meaasured from sennsors, a spatioo-temporal randdom field (STR
RF)
is cconstructed. A
At one time sstamp, the seensor networkk is
reprresented by a spatial grapph, Gt, then the graphs are
connnected to form
m a temporal cchain that havee same structuures,
G1- G2-…- GT oveer time.
Thhen, the edgges on Gi rrepresent the spatio-temporal
depeendencies betw
ween adjacentt roads, assum
ming the Marrkov
propperty among thhem. In literatture, the existiing methods have
h
usedd the naïve deppendency moddel on the edgess, that is, ,
0
wheenever k > 1 foor any t. In conntrast, this stuudy builds a noovel
depeendency modeel using multi-llevel logistic m
model in MRF [4].
In thhe proposed model,
m
the relattionships betw
ween roads cann be
reprresented by thee 3D graph usinng cliques, rathher than by edgges,
and its structure iss determined bby the clique parameters.
F
Fig.
1 illustrrates some clliques that ggenerated on the
secoond-order spatiio-temporal neeighbourhood system. A cliqque,
c is defined as a set of nodes in which all pairs are muutual
neigghbours. In Figg. 1, the cliquues have their own parametters:
iis the parametter set for two-pair cliques aand { is onee for
representss the weights for
triplle cliques. Then, the
,
the contribution
c
too the next traff
ffic flow predicction. The cliqques
withh the larger w
weights have the greater influence on the
preddiction. Such parameters arre estimated bby example-baased
learnning.
Ussing cliques, our model can handle
h
the dynnamic interactiions
betw
ween adjacent roads over a sspace and timee more efficienntly.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Cliiques on the seecond-order sppatio-temporall
neeighbourhoodd: (a) Two-pairrwise and triple cliques in thhe
spaatial domain annd (b) Two-paairwise and tripple cliques in the
t
temporal domain.
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III. Parameter Estimation and Traffic Flow Prediction
Our goal is to predict the Gt+k based on a stream of observed
sensor values. Here, a maximum a posteriori (MAP) is used to
estimate the future values. As a posterior has the Gibbs
distribution (GD) according to Hammersley-Clifford’s theorem
[4], the MAP estimation is written as:

∗

arg max P

| ,Α

arg max

1

| ,Α

(1)

The
| , is the energy function for predicting
given the model parameter A and . Then, the normalizing
factor, Z can be discard in the MAP estimation. In the GD, the
energy function is defined as the sum of the spatial clique
| , Α , and the temporal clique potentials,
potentials,
| , ; thus, MAP estimation in (1) is rewritten by
minimizing the energy function, as follows:

P

| , Α ∝ arg min

| ,Α

| ,Α

∈

(2)

The C is all cliques defined in the spatio–temporal
neighborhood
. As is the same with the set of
∑∈
cliques at each node in , that is,
, the energy
function in (2) can be computed at each location independently.
When using the second-order neighborhood, the energy
function at a location r is given by the sum of its temporal
clique potentials and spatial ones, as shown in (3) and (4):
| ,Α

,

,

,

,

,

,
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∈
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,
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In (3) and (4), , denote the sensor value on site at time ,
and subscript S and T indicate the spatial domain and the
temporal domain, respectively. And ∙ denotes the potential
functions for the cliques. Among several functions that widely
used in GD, the function of log 1
, ,⋯
was chosen through experiments.
The key component of the proposed model is to correctly
estimate the clique parameters. Thus, we employ a SVR as
nonlinear analysis to determine the clique parameters, because
it has been successfully used in many non-linear problems and
the large-scale predictions [5].
, |
1,2, … , , where
Given a training data
each
⊂
denotes the input dimension of the clique
potentials and has a corresponding target value ⊂ during n
time indexes. The goal of the regression is to fit a function
which approximates the relation between the data set

points and it can be used later to infer the output for a new input
data point. Then, the
is represented as follows:
g

∗

∑

(5)

,

is
and ∗ are the Lagrange multipliers,
,
In (5),
kernel function. Thorough experiments, we adopt the radial
basis function kernel, which is widely used in mapping
nonlinear relationships.
As soon as the parameters are learned from the SVR, the
prediction at each location is computed via (6).
∗

arg min
| ,Α

∑

∈

| ,Α

(6)

Using (6), the proposed model can predict the future sensor
values by minimizing the energy function, when given a stream
of observed sensor measurements. Furthermore, it can apply to
predict the sensor values for non-sensor locations by using only
the spatial potentials.
IV. Experiments
For quantitative performance comparison, two methods were
adopted as baselines: Baseline 1 is Piatkowski et al.’s method
[2], which employed Gaussian process that is one of popular
approaches in traffic flow estimation. They used different
dependency model in STRF to ours: the combinatorial
Laplacian matrix is used to represent the relationship among
roads; 2) Baseline 2 uses the same prediction model as the
proposed method but it uses a different parameter estimation
method such as multiple linear regression (MLL).
Three methods were applied to actual traffic flow data
obtained from VDS sensors of Gyeongbu expressway, South
Korea. The stream was collected from February and May 2015.
The dataset includes 1076 sensors. The VDS sensors transmit
information on traffic flow every thirty seconds. The data
consists of the number of passing cars and their average
velocity. In the pre-processing step, the sensor values are
aggregated within fixed time intervals and some noisy data is
filtered by interpolation. We tested various intervals and
decided to five minutes, as lower aggregates are too noisy,
which caused by sensor fidelity.
Thereafter, the spatial graph G0 is constructed from the VDS
sensor locations. A separate graph is constructed for a day, and
each day is further partitioned into 288 graphs according to
five-minute intervals. To predict the future traffic value at each
location, the proposed method should identify the cliques from
spatiotemporal neighbourhood and estimate their clique
parameters. Here, a second-order neighbourhood was adopted,
since the smaller can miss the correlation between adjacent
roads and the larger can induce a high computational cost.
Fig. 2 describes means of some estimated parameters from
1076 sensors, when using a SVR and a MLL. Then, the
parameters for five cliques that are commonly extracted from
most of sensor locations are shown:
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are some differences between the methods, two common facts
are observed: 1) the largest correlation is found in that
represents the correlation between the same locations at
different timestamps, which indicates that the temporal
correlation has the most significant influence on predicting the
next traffic flow; 2) although there are no particular trends, the
others have the values of 0.3 to 0.7, which means both the
spatial and temporal relations should be considered for
prediction.

Weight

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
α1

α2

α3

Model parameters

β1

Method

Baseline 1

Baseline 2

Proposed
method

Model parameter
estimation

2800

30

4

Single run on one
location

0.07

0.01

0.01

V. Conclusion
The method for real-time traffic prediction should be fast and
scalable. For this, a novel statistical model is proposed based on
3D MRF, where the spatial and temporal interactions at a
location are represented by a 3D graph model using cliques.
Then, the clique parameters is estimated by SVR. Experiments
demonstrated that the proposed method can process with the
accuracy of 85.6% in a real-time.

Parameter estimation using a MLL
Parameter estimation using a SVR

1

Table 1: Computational time in three methods (.sec).

, , ,
,
}. Although there
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A
Abstract
Recent yearrs, This pap
per proposes a novel traaining
allgorithm callled geometrric AdaBoostt learning, which
w
in
ntegrates the local appearrance modelss with the exxplicit
sh
hape model. T
The proposed
d algorithm em
mploys a two--stage
A
AdaBoost learrning algorith
hm. The firstt stage learn
ning is
peerformed to learn the local texture model
m
within local
im
mage patches and to produ
uce a confiden
nce map. Bassed on
th
he confidencee values, the h
high discrimin
native local paatches
arre selected, aand then the global contexxt models bettween
th
hem are trained in the laterr stage using A
AdaBoost leaarning.
The proposed
d algorithm
m is applied
d to wheellchair
naavigation, aand the reesults demoonstrate thaat it
ou
utperforms the state--of-the-art algorithms with
im
mprovements of 23.3% and
d 49% in term
ms of accuraccy and
sp
peed.

use AdaBoost leaarning becausee it is known as
a a powerful ttool
for feature seleection and aassembling classifiers.
c
H
Here,
two--stage AdaBooost learningg is employeed: 1) the ffirst
AdaaBoost learning is performedd to learn a texxture classifierr on
locaal image patchees and to prodduce a confidennce map; 2) baased
on the confidence values, thhe more disccriminative loocal
m is
patcches are selectted and the cco-occurrence between them
trainned using the second
s
AdaBooost learning sstage.
Thhe GAL was appplied to visioon-based wheeelchair navigattion,
and tested indoorss and outdoorss with complexx environmentts.

Keywords-Lig
ight

I. In
ntroduction
Navigation thhat recognizes surroundingg environmentts and
avvoids collisionns is essential iin a mobile robbot. In the literrature,
allgorithms suchh as the potential field approoach, the vectoor field
hiistogram and the dynamicc window appproach have been
w
widely used foor obstacle aavoidance [1].. These algorrithms
deetermine viablle paths based on the sensor data measuredd from
thheir local enviironments. Thhus, their perfformance is greatly
g
deependent on thhe sensor capabilities and ssensitivity to sensor
s
nooise. To addreess this limitattion, machine learning algorrithms
(M
MLs) have beeen intensivelyy investigatedd in recent yeaars. In
[22,3], neural nettworks (NNs) were used to ddetermine the viable
paaths in mobilee robots, wherre ultrasonic seensors or the ffusion
off sensors annd cameras were used to measuree the
ennvironmental information. In addition, a support vvector
m
machine (SVM
M) was employed for visionn-based wheeelchair
roobot navigatioon [4]. Througgh ML, a roboot can automattically
leearn the experiience of humann beings in finnding viable paaths in
reeal situations.
In this paperr, we propose a new learninng algorithm called
geeometric AdaaBoost learniing (GAL) thhat provides more
efffective and efficient navigation by fusinng local appeaarance
m
models with gloobal context innformation. Inn the GAL, thee most
diiscriminative local feature set is first sellected, and theen the
feeatures are com
mbined to form
m more poweerful representtations
baased on geom
metric relationsships. To seleect the featurees, we

Fig. 1 Overview of the propposed Geomettric AdaBoost
Algorrithm.
II. Geometric AdaBoost
A
learrning
Thhe motivationn of this sttudy originateed in the baasic
obseervation that both local innformation annd global conntext
information shoulld be used for more accurateely discriminatting
a tarrget object from others. Based on this, wee developed a nnew
learnning algorithm
m called GAL that selectss the simple but
highhly discriminaative features for classificaation, which can
simuultaneously ennsures efficienncy and effecttiveness. For tthis,
two stages of AddaBoost learniing are used: the first stage is
perfformed for locaal appearance model learninng and confideence
mapp generation, aand the second one is for globbal context moodel
learnning. The detaail process of GAL
G
is depictted in Fig. 1.
Featture extractiion: To captuure the local ttexture properrties
and learn them, the appropriaate feature exxtraction scheeme
GL. In this studdy, an occupaancy
needds to be integrrated into AG
gridd map (OG
GM) was uused, which represents the
enviironmental infformation surrrounding a roobot, such as the
sizes and positioons of obstaclles. Using onnline background
learnning and subbtraction, the images sizedd at 320×240 are
transformed intoo the 32×244 OGMs, w
where each cell
corrresponds to onne 10×10 blocck in an input image and haas a
grayy-level value according too the risk levvel. The detaailed
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prrocess for calcculating the OG
GMs is descriibed in [4].
Local-appearaance learningg: For the propposed methodd to be
ms, the local image
roobust against sscale and occlusion problem
paatches with vvariable sizes are generatedd from the OGMs.
O
Thhen, to describbe texture propperties within a local image patch,
w
we used three H
Harr-like featuures (HLFs) thaat were propossed by
V
Viola and Jones [5], whichh measure thee average inttensity
diifferences of thhe adjacent reectangle regionns.
For each loccal patch x_i, a weak claassifier
, , ,
coonsists of a ffeature (f), a tthreshold (θ) and a polaritty (p).
W
When the exaamples
,
, | ∈ 1, 1
are
giiven, the best classifier forr the tth featurre is selected using
A
AdaBoost with respect to thee weighted erroor:
m
min

, ,

∑

|

|.

, , ,

1

C
Confidence m
map generatioon: From all the learned weak
cllassifiers, a coonfidence mapp is constructeed on a OGM
M, each
ceell of which haas the confidennce value that represents its ppower
inn discriminatinng the target object from others.
o
The vaalue is
obbtained by aggregating the detection acccuracies of all weak
cllassifiers that ppass on a cell ,
∑ ∈

,

, ,

,

(2)

,

for ppair-wise moddels of imagee patches, ,
0 annd
0; for ttriplet models,
and
0 .

#. ,
#

Thereafter, to effectivelly characterizze the geom
metric
reelationships am
mong image ppatches, we m
modify the geom
metric
coonstraint of thhe traditional HLFs. Instead of using image
paatches that muust be adjacennt, we use thhe separated im
mages
paatches. For exxample, one im
mage patch is extracted
e
on thhe left
coonfident zoness and others liie on the rightt zones (see F
Fig. 3).
Thhen, the outpuut of the proposed features iss computed as::
∑

, ,
∑ ,
∑

∈
, ∈

, ∈

,
,

,
,

,

,

(3)

In (3), x, y annd z are somee selected imagge patches, annd α, β
annd γ are the weeights to deterrmine the typess of context m
models:

, ,

Evven if we use only the highlly discriminattive patches, thhere
is a huge set of paair-wise and trriple models. A
Among them, the
mosst discriminativve features aree selected autom
matically throough
AdaaBoost learningg.
Casccade learning: With all the selected conttext features, we

consstruct a stronng classifier. Then, to inncrease detecttion
perfformance whille radically redducing compuutational time, the
stronng classifiers learned by the AdaBoost algorithm are
casccaded by the method
m
proposeed in [5].
Appplication to vision-based
v
w
wheelchair robbot navigationn: In
[4], we developed a wheelchair navigation
n
sysstem that proviided
safe mobility for disabled and elderly peoplee. From real-ttime
imagge streaming, various types of obstacles w
were first deteccted
usinng online backkground learnning, and thenn the viable paaths
weree determinedd using SVM
M-based classsifiers. In this
expeeriment, the deetermination oof viable paths was implemennted
usinng the proposedd GAL algoritthm.
Fiig. 2 presents some
s
OGMs ggenerated by oonline backgroound
learnning, where thhe more intensse a grid cell, the more clossely
spacced the obstaccles. The first two are the reesults for indooors
and the last two arre the results for
f moving obsstacles outdooors.

In (2),
, denotes the number of w
weak classifierrs that
paass on , , annd , , is the error of itts th classifieer. The
ceells with the hhigher confidennces are considdered as the reegions
thhat have the higgher discriminnative power too the problem.
H
High-discrimin
native patch selection aand context-m
model
leearning: To model
m
context information am
mong local paatches,
w
we constructedd new HLFs. The feature is composedd of a
paair-wise or a trriplet of local ppatches that haave strong geom
metric
reelationships. T
Then, if all loocal image ppatches are ussed in
coontext modeliing, a huge aamount of coonfiguration ccan be
geenerated, whicch will burdenn the training process. To rreduce
thhe feature poool, only the local patchees with the hhigher
coonfidence valuues are used. Then, for eacch local patchh x, its
coonfidence is ccomputed by averaging thee confidences of all
,
ceells that it coveers, that is, ∑
.
, ∈

1

a

b

Fig. 2 Results of feature extracttion
a: Input images
bb: Occupancy ggrid maps generated by onlinne backgroundd
learninng [4].
Thhe wheelchair is controlled bby four directioons: ‘go-straigght’,
‘stopp’, ‘turn-left’, and ‘turn-righht’. As the stanndard AdaBoosst is
designed for binnary classificcation problem
ms, a one-vss-all
scheeme is adoptedd in order to diirectly apply thhe proposed GAL
G
to a four directionn classificatioon: the classifiication of ‘moove’
and ‘stop’ is fiirst performedd; then the classification of
‘go--straight’ andd ‘turn’ is performed; and finally the
classsification of ‘tturn-left’ and ‘‘turn-right’ is ddetermined.
Foor the first rounnd of each classsification, thee local appearaance
moddels within local image patchhes are learnedd using AdaBooost,
and confidence m
maps are generaated. Fig. 3 is a visualizationn of
f the classifi
fication of ‘moove’
the cconfidence maap generated for
The
and ‘stop’, where only the loweer half of the m
map is shown. T
cellss appear in reed for higher confidence annd blue for loower
conffidence. In moost cases, the uppper half of ann OGM is coveered
by m
many static obbstacles such as
a walls and buuildings, so it has
loweer discriminatiive powers. Thhus, it is discarrded in the seccond
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sttage of Adabooost learning for
f modeling tthe context feaatures.
A
Among 562 loccal patches, w
we selected onnly 75 patchess with
hiigher confidennces and used tthem to modell the context feeatures.
By our geometrric constraintss, 105 pair-wise features annd 310
triiplet features were generated and were used to consttruct a
caascade of stronng classifiers.

NN
N

1.00

SVM

AdaBoost

G
GAL

Accuracy

0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
Indoor--Day

Indoor-Nig
ght

Outdoor-Dayy

Outdoor-Night

D
DB types

Fig. 4 Perform
mance comparrison for the foour methods.
Table 1: Average frame-p
processing tim
me in the four
method
ds (ms).
Fig. 3 Confiddence map for the decision ‘m
move’ and ‘stoop.’

C
Classifiers

NN

SV
VM

AdaB
Boost

GAL
L

OGM
geeneration

2.95

2.995

2.95

2.955

Path
deteermination

0.77

2.008

0.71

0.366

ults
III. Experrimental resu
To assess thhe validity off the proposedd GAL in obbstacle
avvoidance, experiments weree performed oon images colllected
Thus,
booth indoors annd outdoors w
with various environments.
e
800,000 images were collecteed over a perriod of one yyear at
diifferent times. For all imagess, the ground trruths were mannually
annnotated by huumans. From thhe datasets, 10000 items of trraining
daata were randoomly selected.
For the inpuut image streeaming obtainned from a ccamera
atttached to wheeelchair, the OG
GMs were firsst produced annd then
thhe viable pathhs were determ
mined using the
t proposed GAL.
Thhen, to num
merically demoonstrate the advantages oof the
prroposed algoriithm, the resuults were comppared with thoose of
exxisting methodds using NN, S
SVM and standdard AdaBoosst. The
N
NN and SVM used the whoole of the OG
GM as input ffeature
veector of the claassifiers. In coontrast, the stanndard AdaBooost just
ussed a combinaation of the loocal patches within
w
the OG
GM to
coonstruct a stronng classifier.
Fig. 4 and T
Table 1 preseent a summaryy of the num
merical
coomparison forr the four meethods in term
ms of accuraccy and
prrocessing timee. On average,, the four methhods had accuuracies
off 0.86, 0.90, 0.77 and 0.955, respectivelyy. In respect to the
prrocessing timee, the proposedd method was tthe fastest, folllowed
byy the standardd AdaBoost annd the NN, annd finally the SVM.
Evvidently, thee proposed GAL perforrmed best iin all
ennvironments ddespite of the ffastest processsing. In contraast, the
sttandard AdaB
Boost methodd, which usees only the local
apppearance moodels, had tthe lowest aaccuracy, whhile it
guuaranteed fastt processing. Even though the SVM annd NN
reequired more calculations
c
forr global contexxt modeling thhan the
A
AdaBoost, the aaccuracy was clearly
c
better.

IV. Coonclusion
`
Thhis paper preseents simple buut highly discriiminative featuures
for pattern
p
classiffication by inttegrating locall appearances and
the global contextt together, whhich can simulltaneously enssure
effecctiveness and efficiency. Thhe proposed meethod was appplied
to w
wheelchair naavigation andd the results demonstrated its
effecctiveness.
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Consequentlyy, the comparrison results confirmed thhat the
prroposed algorrithm can efffectively model global context
feeatures in a moore efficient waay and can be successfully appplied
foor real-time obbstacle avoidannce in a mobilee robot.
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Abstract
This study investigates the improvement of corporate
images focusing on design in the rapidly changing
corporate environment today. In the global corporate
environment, customers see the corporate image as a
whole and prefer healthy and ethical corporate images in
which various public activities are reflected. This kind of
corporate images are presented to the customers in the
form of convergence design through design management
that puts emphasis on the goal and philosophy of design.
Therefore, focusing on design, this paper researches the
improvement of corporate images through convergence
design based on the theory of design management and on
the background where the social role of corporate has
grown.
In the body of the essay, previous researches were
examined to compose the elements of corporate image
improvement and to draw the identity, differentiation,
responsiveness, and permanence by applying the stages of
design standardization claimed by Mark Oakley, who put
stress on the goal and direction of corporate. These
elements are finally composed into convergence BI and
convergence CSR, enhancing the corporate images
through convergence design.
Convergence BI includes the value and vision of the
corporate through visual images of corporate representing
the image of corporate, being expressed as a convergence
design that reflects the fairness and ethics of a corporate's
profit-making activities and the flow of information
technology. The empirical analysis of this study composed
the utilization of IT, integration of corporate images, and
warm brand images, putting relatively higher emphasis on
the integration of corporate images. These three elements
are components of convergence BI that contribute to the
improvement of corporate images, but it is effective when
they are presented to the customers in the form of product
image integration that includes warm brand image and
utilization of IT.
Convergence CSR is the element that puts emphasis on
social responsiveness through exchange and continuous
communication with customers. It is an element that plays
a public role of serving society, including the cultural
activities of corporate and efforts to prevent

environmental pollution. The empirical analysis divided a
corporate's activities into social service activity, cultural
activity, and environmentally-friendly activity and
analyzed the relative importance of the three elements.
The result of analysis showed that social service activity
was regarded as most important to the customers. This
demonstrates that even though cultural activities and
environmentally-friendly activities are important as
elements of convergence CSR and contribute to the
improvement of corporate image, it is more effective to
compose the corporate image in the form of social service
activity that gives the continuous and persistent feeling.
In conclusion, convergence BI and convergence CSR are
applied to the improvement of corporate images through
convergence design as a whole. In the changed role of
design and management environment of the corporate,
convergence design helps a corporate to create the trusted
and favored corporate image by composing the consistent
and integrated corporate images through design that
includes the philosophy, vision, and social activities of a
corporate. As such, this paper suggests the necessity of a
systematic approach that includes various elements in
terms of convergence design from a strategic perspective
of design management to improve the corporate image.
Keywords-corporate Image; Convergence; Management; CBI;
CCSR;

I. Introduction
This study investigates the improvement of corporate
images focusing on design in the rapidly changing corporate
environment today. In the global corporate environment,
customers see the corporate image as a whole and prefer
healthy and ethical corporate images in which various public
activities are reflected. This kind of corporate images are
presented to the customers in the form of convergence design
through design management that puts emphasis on the goal and
philosophy of design. Therefore, focusing on design, this
paper researches the improvement of corporate images through
convergence design based on the theory of design management
and on the background where the social role of corporate has
grown.
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II. Paradigm
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In the body of the essay, previous researches were examined
to compose the elements of corporate image improvement and
to draw the identity, differentiation, responsiveness, and
permanence by applying the stages of design standardization
claimed by Mark Oakley, who put stress on the goal and
direction of corporate. These elements are finally composed
into convergence BI and convergence CSR, enhancing the
corporate images through convergence design.

The paper summarized in full for the doctorate thesis published in
2015.

III. Design Strategy
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Convergence BI includes the value and vision of the
corporate through visual images of corporate representing the
image of corporate, being expressed as a convergence design
that reflects the fairness and ethics of a corporate's
profit-making activities and the flow of information
technology. The empirical analysis of this study composed the
utilization of IT, integration of corporate images, and warm
brand images, putting relatively higher emphasis on the
integration of corporate images. These three elements are
components of convergence BI that contribute to the
improvement of corporate images, but it is effective when they
are presented to the customers in the form of product image
integration that includes warm brand image and utilization of
IT.
IV. CSR Strategy
Convergence CSR is the element that puts emphasis on
social responsiveness through exchange and continuous
communication with customers. It is an element that plays a
public role of serving society, including the cultural activities
of corporate and efforts to prevent environmental pollution.
The empirical analysis divided a corporate's activities into
social
service
activity,
cultural
activity,
and
environmentally-friendly activity and analyzed the relative
importance of the three elements. The result of analysis
showed that social service activity was regarded as most
important to the customers. This demonstrates that even
though cultural activities and environmentally-friendly
activities are important as elements of convergence CSR and
contribute to the improvement of corporate image, it is more
effective to compose the corporate image in the form of social
service activity that gives the continuous and persistent
feeling.
V. Conclusion
In conclusion, convergence BI and convergence CSR are
applied to the improvement of corporate images through
convergence design as a whole. In the changed role of design
and management environment of the corporate, convergence
design helps a corporate to create the trusted and favored
corporate image by composing the consistent and integrated
corporate images through design that includes the philosophy,
vision, and social activities of a corporate. As such, this paper
suggests the necessity of a systematic approach that includes
various elements in terms of convergence design from a
strategic perspective of design management to improve the
corporate image.
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Abstract
In this paper, we implemented deep learning based face
recognition system. Recently, many techniques have been
developed for detecting objects at specific locations based
on deep learning algorithms. Among various deep learning
techniques, we choose the YOLO algorithm which shows
fast and good performance. In recent research, various
attempts have been made to reduce the convolutional
structures. These studies in the field of deep learning are
called knowledge distillation (KD). Through this study, we
discuss a method for applying the KD strategy to face
detection on embedded systems.
Keywords: Face Detection, Deep Learning, Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN), Knowledge Distillation (KD)

I. Introduction
Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNN) based deep
learning methods have shown good performance in face
detection and object recognition domain[1, 2]. In particular,
the you only look once (YOLO) algorithm show very good
face detection performance[3, 4]. However, it is still difficult
to implement the CNN-based deep learning algorithms on
embedded systems because of the limitation of the
computational speed.
In recent research, various attempts have been made to
reduce the computational cost of convolutional layers while
maintaining the performance in the deep-learning algorithms[5,
6]. These studies are called knowledge distillation (KD)
methods. They try to reduce the amount of computation by
eliminating redundant parts of the deep learning structures.
In this paper, we have conducted experiments for face
detection based on YOLO algorithm. And we tested the
performance of the original YOLO algorithm. Then, we
implemented the hints training method, and training the same
deep learning structure part by part. Finally, we compared the
performance of the learned deel-learning structure with that of
the original structure.
II. Proposed Method
The overall structure of the yolo algorithm for face detection
is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of convolutional layers of various
shapes, and outputs the position of the face in box shape
coordinates. Since the object to be detected is one kind (face),

Fig. 1 YOLO algorithm structure for face detection. The structure
is divided into three parts for hints training.

Fig. 2 Hints training on the YOLO algorithm.

the last CNN layer of the YOLO structure has the output of
13×13×30. Although the YOLO algorithm is faster than other
deep learning algorithms, it is still difficult to apply it to the
embedded system environment.
Fig. 2 shows the process of applying hints training to the
yolo algorithm. After reducing the structure of the
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TABLE I
FACE DETECTION RESULTS

Fig. 3 Face detection data set and benchmark (FDDB). FDDB
provides accurate annotations for face detection performance
evaluation.

YOLO Models

Precision

Recall

Average
IOU

original YOLO

89.9 %

95.9 %

85.0 %

hints trained original
YOLO

85.2 %

94.3 %

83.9 %

tiny-YOLO

82.7 %

92.4 %

80.0 %

training was performed for each part, followed by fine tuning.
The tiny-YOLO model is modified in the final stage and fine
tuned using existing VOC2 based weights. For each of the
three YOLO models, 80,000 iterations are performed for
fine-tuning.
The face detection results are shown in Fig. 4 and TABLE I.
Hints training is performed well, and performance is better
than tiny-yolo. This shows that the reduction of the CNN
structure and the hints training can obtain the KD effect.
IV. Conclusion
In this paper, we implemented deep learning based face
recognition system. we have conducted experiments for face
detection based on YOLO algorithm. Through this study, we
have investigated the applicability of deep learning algorithm
to embedded system.
Acknowledgment

Fig. 4 Face detection result using the hints trained YOLO model
and webcam.

convolutional layer, training should be performed for each part
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original YOLO structure into three parts. Then, the hints
training is performed for each part by using each intermediate
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III. Experiments
For the face detection experiment, the face detection data set
and benchmark (FDDB) data is used. FDDB provides accurate
annotations for face detection performance evaluation. Fig. 3
shows some examples of FDDB datasets. For the experiment,
we prepared three models. Of the total FDDB dataset, we used
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Abstract
In the field of computer graphics, the rendering speed is
one of the most important factors. Traditionally, they use
the standard graphics systems, such as OpenGL and
DirectX. Since these graphics systems focused on the
variety of graphics rendering features, the rendering
process itself is somewhat heavy and complex. In this
paper, we suggest another way of speed-up, through
directly accessing the GPU hardware with the direct
rendering manager (DRM). Our method shows better
performance in comparison with the traditional
OpenGL-based visualization methods. We present a
prototype system of providing a set of simple 2D and 3D
graphics primitives.
Keywords – light-weight system; graphics acceleration; direct
rendering manager

I. Introduction
Since the graphics output devices are available, they
developed large amounts of graphics applications. Their areas
covered various fields including computer animations,
computer games, user experiences, human-computer
interfaces, and so on. To produce the desired two-dimensional
and/or three-dimensional images on the screen, they
necessarily need graphics systems and graphics API
(application program interface) libraries [1,2].
Historically, we have many kinds of graphics libraries,
including OpenGL [3], DirectX [4], X window systems [5],
Display PostScript [6], Cairo [7], OpenInventor [8], Qt [9],
and so on. Currently, three-dimensional graphics libraries are
the main stream in the computer graphics and its related areas.
Most 3D graphics applications use a 3D graphics library or a
3D graphics engine based on the specific 3D graphics library.
At this time, OpenGL and DirectX are among the most widely
used 3D graphics libraries.
In some graphics applications, the display speed may be one
of the most critical factors. Since the data set is too large for
most 3D graphics libraries, a little bit of speedup in the

rendering process can result in the much speed-ups.
Though some graphics engines and full-size tools are
available, they focus on the efficient user interfaces rather than
the execution speed. Therefore, currently, those graphics
libraries of OpenGL and DirectX are regarded as the most
efficient way of high speed rendering for the large scale
precise rendering data.
In contrast, the graphics application programmers focused
on the both side of speed and simplicity of the visualization
process. To represent more realistic scenes, they need precise
and accurate numerical data on the graphics models. One of the
most important features is actually how to efficiently and
rapidly display those data on the screen. In contrast, they also
pursue the easy and intuitive way of handling those big size
data.
In this paper, we present a low-level programming way of
accelerating the graphics rendering especially for large-scale
data visualization. We focused on the low-level data packets
between the main board and the graphics cards. After
initialization of the rendering pipeline, we transfer the
rendering data through these low-level data packets. We
finally achieved remarkable speed-ups with these new
low-level implementation of rendering processes.
More technically, our method is based on the Direct
Rendering Manager (DRM) [10,11]. For some specific cases,
the application programs require only the fixed-function
rendering schemes, and then, we can implement the specific
functionality into the DRM-based low-level graphics
programs, instead of the traditional OpenGL or DirectX. In
this paper, we represent the design and the prototype
implementation of the DRM-based accelerated rendering
system.
II. Design of the Rendering System
The start point of our idea is that modern windowing
systems have many overheads to handle the windowing system
itself. Every graphics window should handle the user
interactions and window-to-window events, and all other user
interface system-dependent issues. In contrast, some computer
graphics architectures adopt direct managing systems, which
accesses the framebuffer directly, as shown in Figure 1.
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direct management system

windowing system
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control and transform

direct rendering manager

user applications
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Fig. 1. Windowing systems and direct management of framebuffers.

In the case of Linux and its derived systems, the direct
rendering manager (DRM) module has been used to access the
framebuffers directly. In modern computer graphics
architecture, the graphics processing unit (GPU) is essential to
the framebuffer management and various graphics processing.
Thus, the modern DRM module now also manages the GPU in
addition to the traditional framebuffer.
The Direct Rendering Manager (DRM) is actually a module
of the Linux kernel. Its major role is to provide an Application
Programmer’s Interface (API) to the Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU). The upper layers, including OpenGL and other
application-level graphics libraries, use this DRM module as
the standard way of transfer the data to the GPU. A
programmer can send the rendering commands and the target
data to the GPU, through calling DRM functions, as shown in
Figure 2.
user program
libdrm (API)

Linux Kernel Space
DRM
(direct rendering manager)
Graphics Card
Graphics Memory

manage graphics memory, control access to the graphics
device execution context and handle the essential environment
unique to modern graphics hardware [12]. GEM allows
multiple applications to share graphics device resources
without the need to constantly reload the entire graphics card.
Data may be shared between multiple applications with gem
ensuring that the correct memory synchronization occurs.
Graphics data can consume arbitrary amounts of memory,
with 3D applications constructing ever larger sets of textures
and vertices. Historically, the traditional graphics application
programs send the rendering data from the main memory to the
graphics memory, for each context switching. For more
speed-ups, ensuring that graphics data remains persistent
across context switches allows applications significant new
functionality while also improving performance for existing
API’s.
Modern Linux desktops include significant 3D rendering as
a fundamental component of the desktop image construction
process. 2D and 3D applications paint their content to
off-screen storage and the central 'compositing manager'
constructs the final screen image from those window contents.
GEM provides simple mechanisms to manage graphics data
and control execution flow within the Linux operating system.
2.2 Kernel Mode Setting
The graphics card should set a specific mode of the graphics
display. So, the screen resolution, number of bits for the color
and depth representation, refresh rate, and others are set by this
mode. This operation usually requires low-level access to the
graphics hardware. A mode-setting operation must be
performed prior to start using the framebuffer, and also when
the mode is required to change by an application or the user.
Kernel Mode Setting (KMS) is a method for setting display
resolution and depth in the kernel space rather than user space
[13]. The Linux kernel's implementation of KMS enables
native resolution in the framebuffer and allows for instant
console (tty) switching. KMS also enables newer technologies
(such as DRI2) which will help reduce artifacts and increase
3D performance, even kernel space power-saving.
III. Experimental Implementations

GPU

Fig. 2. The DRM module in the Linux Kernel.

The DRM module provides additional functionalities
including framebuffer managing, mode setting, memory
sharing objects handling, memory synchronization, and others.
Some of these expansions had carried out their own specific
names, such as Graphics Execution Manager (GEM) [12] or
Kernel Mode Setting (KMS) [13]. Those parts are actually the
sub-modules of the whole DRM module. The detailed
description of those modules are followed in the subsections.
2.1 Graphics Execution Manager
The Graphics Execution Manager (GEM) is the open-source
Linux graphics driver approach for handling in-kernel
graphics memory management. GEM is originally designed to

In the case of Linux kernels, the direct rendering manager
(DRM) module is used to access the graphics processing unit
(GPU). The upper layers, including OpenGL and other
application-level graphics libraries, use this DRM module as
the standard way of transfer the data to the GPU.
Typical graphics programs send the data as a mixture of the
target data and the rendering commands for those data. In the
case of large-scale data visualization, the portion of the target
data is dramatically high, with very small amount of the
rendering commands. Currently graphics libraries, however,
use the normal way to transfer the data and commands, as a set
of mixtures.
In our implementation, we set up the rendering commands
with the normal OpenGL commands, to pursue the easy and
intuitive user interfaces for the graphics programmers. Then,
we by-pass the high-level libraries including OpenGL and
similar ones. Instead, we send the DRM packets directly to the
GPU. In this way, we can remove the duplicated rendering
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commands in the normal rendering pipelines of the OpenGL
and other high-level graphics libraries.
As a prototype implementation, we used a set of point clouds
from LiDAR devices, which typically consist of more than 3
million color points, as shown in Figure 3. With the original
OpenGL programs, those 3 million data points are rendered
with a set of rendering commands and data, due to the normal
OpenGL limitations. However, our implementation uses the
low-level DRM packets to send the whole data to the GPU.
This technique shows reasonable speed-ups.

minimum system to execute the extracted shader programs. In
this case, our application level interfaces are directly
connected to the Linux kernel level support to the GPU
executions. Based on this simple and intuitive idea, we have
implemented the first prototype system, as shown in Figures 4
and 5. This system can display 3D graphics primitives without
any commercial graphics library, such as OpenGL and
DirectX.
IV. Conclusion
In these days, typical graphics tools and application
programming interface libraries are designed to support
easy-to-use user interfaces and function calls. In the case of
large-scale data visualization, the rendering speed is more
important. This paper shows a new way of efficiently
rendering large-scale rendering data, through the DRM
packets. It shows reasonable speed-ups.
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Fig. 3. An example of large-scale data visualization.
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Abstract
Risk information communication (RIC) in science and
technology (S&T) should be facilitated in ways that reduce
anxiety and the risk of damage occurring from danger,
eliminate conflict among social constituents, and resolve
distrust for S&T, and scientists and technologists, by
providing accurate and reliable risk information in S&T.
This study proposes a solution in which science museums
are utilized to effectively communicate risks in S&T. Such
establishments, their primary purpose being to provide a
venue for education via exhibition, are ideal environments
for enabling communication between experts and the
general public, facilitating mutual exchanges of risk
information in S&T.
Whereas possible risks in S&T are frequently referred
to in the general population, currently these risks have yet
to be defined. Therefore, in this study a definition of the
risks inherent in S&T, on the basis of diverse related
legislations, policy reports and researches, will be provided.
It is believed that this can serve as a starting point for
future research, and hopefully the discovery of additional
effective methods for RIC.
One of the major causes of the issues in communication
that tend to arise between those working in the field of
science and the general public is the differing perceptions
regarding what actually constitutes something being a
genuine risk. Such differences in perception can at times
result in a growing distrust of scientists and technologists
in particular, as well as in the development of an
increasingly negative view of S&T overall. The media,
positioned as they are at the very center of RIC, sometimes
create harmful effects by exaggerating the level of danger,
oversimplification, or simply a lack of professionalism.
Therefore, it is argued that there is a definite need to
discover alternative avenues, ones which are more likely to
consistently provide reliable and accurate information
regarding the actual nature of the risk in question.
This study proposes communication of risk information
via science museums. First, those in Korea and other
countries are introduced as being a place to communicate
risk information in S&T. Then the interests of the public,
and also the influence and functions of science museums,
are analyzed in terms of the grounds and needs for them to
contribute to RIC.

The public interest of science museums, which is
illuminated through the study of the history of science
museums, related legislations and researches, is based on
seven bases: 1) the laws, 2) who established them and
subsequently enforces them, 3) the source of the fund for
establishment and ownership, 4) the purpose of their
establishment, 5) openness or accessibility, 6) public
services and 7) public assets.
Science museums influence the knowledge and attitudes
of the individual. This influence is related to the
enhancement of the level of knowledge level, and the
subsequent change in attitude, required for accurate
information to be communicated regarding the level of
risk.
The functions of science museums, along with their
public interest, serve as the ground for the argument for
RIC in S&T. The study sees as the grounds for it the
functions of the science museum as a source of data and a
place for experiences, education and communication.
RIC in S&T needs discussion from the viewpoint of
popularizing science because it shares the context with
popularizing science pursuing the understanding of, and
change of attitudes towards, S&T. This study has
investigated the relationship between popularization of
science and RIC of S&T from the perspective of a
paradigm shift in popularizing science. It points out that
there exist arguments on risks in S&T in this paradigm
shift of the popularization of science from ‘ science
culture’ to ‘popular understanding of science’, and
further to ‘science in society’. This finding should be the
grounds for the science museum, an agency of
popularizing science, to initiate RIC in S&T. Theoretical
grounds for science museums to initiate this
communication of the actual risks to be found in S&T lies
in the public interest in, influence of, function of, and
popularization of science as shown in the literature review
and case study. It is necessary, however, to examine
whether or not science museums are actually capable of
providing the conditions required to achieve success.
This study presents the EPL Model for RIC. It enables
communication in a plaza between Expert and Layperson.
The science museums are where exhibition, experiencing,
education and communication can happen. The present
study focuses on this communication between science
museums (P) and users (L) in the EPL Model, examining
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whether science museums can serve for the users as an
effective and efficient place for RIC.
The responses received to the survey questionnaires
handed out to the users of science museums have resulted
in the following findings.
First, science museums actually do offer the conditions
required to serve as a place for the communication of
information regarding the risks to be found in S&T. The
propriety of a place for this purpose includes the function
of a place of communication, reliability, the provision of
information aligned with the level of the users, and diverse
ways of communication. The results of the survey shows
that science museums, though still insufficient in its
communicative function, have strengths in exhibiting,
education and experiencing, are high in reliability, provide
information in a format that makes it easier to understand
and learn, can do so at the level of the user, and have
diverse ways of communication such as experiencing,
visualizing, and collecting data. These findings indicate a
high level of efficiency of science museums when it comes
to RIC.
Second, users of science museums saw a need for
exhibition and education about the risks of S&T.
Third, there exists a certain degree of correlation
between the perceived level of risk and the level of interest
in the risks to be found in S&T, between the perceived level
of risk and the need for the education via exhibitions in
science museums, the level of interest in risks and the need
for education via exhibitions in science museums. In other
words, the higher the awareness of the potential danger
from risk factors in S&T, the higher the interest and the
need for education via exhibitions. Conversely, the lower
the awareness of the potential danger from risk factors in
S&T, the lower the level of interest and the need for
education via exhibitions. It indicates the need for science
museums to educate the general public regarding the risk
factors in S&T is affected by how high the danger is
perceived to be.
Fourth, the users of science museums demonstrated
trust in the information provided by them. The level of this
trust correlated with the level of trust in the science
museum itself.
On the other hand, the questionnaire survey on the users
of science museums showed the popularization of science
was related to the trust shown in the information provided.
First, the higher the level of trust that the users had in
S&T, the more positive their notion was that S&T can
actually reduce risk factors, rather than making the
judgement that S&T was in fact the originator of the risk
factors.
Second, users who evidenced a high level of trust in those
working in science replied they believed such would in
good conscience communicate frankly and honestly
regarding any possible risks.
Third, whereas accurate information regarding risk
enhances trust, inaccurate information was found to only
have a minor affect upon the level of trust in science and
those working in the field.
Based on the findings from the research so far, the
present study has reached the following conclusion:

accurate information regarding risk increases the level of
trust in S&T, and those who work in these areas. Science
museums should contribute to popularizing science by
providing accurate information regarding risks to be
found in S&T on the basis of public interest, influence,
function and the users' needs. Science museums enjoy a
high level of trust, and can therefore increase the level of
trust in the information concerning risks that they provide.
Science museums have the merits of exhibition,
experiencing, and education, and various ways of
communication via experiencing, visualization and
collection of data. Therefore it is reasonable to suggest that
science museums are one possible effective way of
providing information regarding risks to be found in S&T.

Keywords-Risk; Communication; Museum; EPL Model;
Information;

I. Introduction
Risk information communication (RIC) in science and
technology (S&T) should be facilitated in ways that reduce
anxiety and the risk of damage occurring from danger,
eliminate conflict among social constituents, and resolve
distrust for S&T, and scientists and technologists, by providing
accurate and reliable risk information in S&T.
II. Paradigm
This study proposes a solution in which science museums
are utilized to effectively communicate risks in S&T. Such
establishments, their primary purpose being to provide a venue
for education via exhibition, are ideal environments for
enabling communication between experts and the general
public, facilitating mutual exchanges of risk information in
S&T.
Whereas possible risks in S&T are frequently referred to in
the general population, currently these risks have yet to be
defined. Therefore, in this study a definition of the risks
inherent in S&T, on the basis of diverse related legislations,
policy reports and researches, will be provided. It is believed
that this can serve as a starting point for future research, and
hopefully the discovery of additional effective methods for
RIC.
III. Design Program
One of the major causes of the issues in communication that
tend to arise between those working in the field of science and
the general public is the differing perceptions regarding what
actually constitutes something being a genuine risk. Such
differences in perception can at times result in a growing
distrust of scientists and technologists in particular, as well as
in the development of an increasingly negative view of S&T
overall. The media, positioned as they are at the very center of
RIC, sometimes create harmful effects by exaggerating the
level of danger, oversimplification, or simply a lack of
professionalism. Therefore, it is argued that there is a definite
need to discover alternative avenues, ones which are more
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likely to consistently provide reliable and accurate information
regarding the actual nature of the risk in question.
This study proposes communication of risk information via
science museums. First, those in Korea and other countries are
introduced as being a place to communicate risk information in
S&T. Then the interests of the public, and also the influence
and functions of science museums, are analyzed in terms of the
grounds and needs for them to contribute to RIC.
IV. Modeling Program
The public interest of science museums, which is
illuminated through the study of the history of science
museums, related legislations and researches, is based on
seven bases: 1) the laws, 2) who established them and
subsequently enforces them, 3) the source of the fund for
establishment and ownership, 4) the purpose of their
establishment, 5) openness or accessibility, 6) public services
and 7) public assets.
Science museums influence the knowledge and attitudes of
the individual. This influence is related to the enhancement of
the level of knowledge level, and the subsequent change in
attitude, required for accurate information to be communicated
regarding the level of risk.
The functions of science museums, along with their public
interest, serve as the ground for the argument for RIC in S&T.
The study sees as the grounds for it the functions of the science
museum as a source of data and a place for experiences,
education and communication.
RIC in S&T needs discussion from the viewpoint of
popularizing science because it shares the context with
popularizing science pursuing the understanding of, and
change of attitudes towards, S&T. This study has investigated
the relationship between popularization of science and RIC of
S&T from the perspective of a paradigm shift in popularizing
science. It points out that there exist arguments on risks in S&T
in this paradigm shift of the popularization of science from
‘science culture’to‘popular understanding of science’, and
further to ‘science in society’. This finding should be the
grounds for the science museum, an agency of popularizing
science, to initiate RIC in S&T. Theoretical grounds for
science museums to initiate this communication of the actual
risks to be found in S&T lies in the public interest in, influence
of, function of, and popularization of science as shown in the
literature review and case study. It is necessary, however, to
examine whether or not science museums are actually capable
of providing the conditions required to achieve success.
This study presents the EPL Model for RIC. It enables
communication in a plaza between Expert and Layperson. The
science museums are where exhibition, experiencing,
education and communication can happen. The present study
focuses on this communication between science museums (P)
and users (L) in the EPL Model, examining whether science
museums can serve for the users as an effective and efficient
place for RIC.
V. Conclusion
The responses received to the survey questionnaires handed
out to the users of science museums have resulted in the

following findings.
First, science museums actually do offer the conditions
required to serve as a place for the communication of
information regarding the risks to be found in S&T. The
propriety of a place for this purpose includes the function of a
place of communication, reliability, the provision of
information aligned with the level of the users, and diverse
ways of communication. The results of the survey shows that
science museums, though still insufficient in its
communicative function, have strengths in exhibiting,
education and experiencing, are high in reliability, provide
information in a format that makes it easier to understand and
learn, can do so at the level of the user, and have diverse ways
of communication such as experiencing, visualizing, and
collecting data. These findings indicate a high level of
efficiency of science museums when it comes to RIC.
Second, users of science museums saw a need for exhibition
and education about the risks of S&T.
Third, there exists a certain degree of correlation between
the perceived level of risk and the level of interest in the risks
to be found in S&T, between the perceived level of risk and the
need for the education via exhibitions in science museums, the
level of interest in risks and the need for education via
exhibitions in science museums. In other words, the higher the
awareness of the potential danger from risk factors in S&T, the
higher the interest and the need for education via exhibitions.
Conversely, the lower the awareness of the potential danger
from risk factors in S&T, the lower the level of interest and the
need for education via exhibitions. It indicates the need for
science museums to educate the general public regarding the
risk factors in S&T is affected by how high the danger is
perceived to be.
Fourth, the users of science museums demonstrated trust in
the information provided by them. The level of this trust
correlated with the level of trust in the science museum itself.
On the other hand, the questionnaire survey on the users of
science museums showed the popularization of science was
related to the trust shown in the information provided.
First, the higher the level of trust that the users had in S&T,
the more positive their notion was that S&T can actually
reduce risk factors, rather than making the judgement that S&T
was in fact the originator of the risk factors.
Second, users who evidenced a high level of trust in those
working in science replied they believed such would in good
conscience communicate frankly and honestly regarding any
possible risks.
Third, whereas accurate information regarding risk
enhances trust, inaccurate information was found to only have
a minor affect upon the level of trust in science and those
working in the field.
Based on the findings from the research so far, the present
study has reached the following conclusion: accurate
information regarding risk increases the level of trust in S&T,
and those who work in these areas. Science museums should
contribute to popularizing science by providing accurate
information regarding risks to be found in S&T on the basis of
public interest, influence, function and the users' needs.
Science museums enjoy a high level of trust, and can therefore
increase the level of trust in the information concerning risks
that they provide. Science museums have the merits of
exhibition, experiencing, and education, and various ways of
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communication via experiencing, visualization and collection
of data. Therefore it is reasonable to suggest that science
museums are one possible effective way of providing
information regarding risks to be found in S&T.
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Ab
bstract
User experiience (UX) is heavily used in hu
umannce, and usaability
coomputer inteeraction, coggnitive scien
en
ngineering arrena, and is frrequently quaantified to improve
qu
uality of prooduct or servvice with an objective point of
viiew. The maain purpose of this studyy is to evalu
uate a
prroduct or seervice throu
ugh quantifyiing its UX. User
exxperiments haave been cond
ducted follow
wed by approp
priate
A
Analysis of variance (ANO
OVA) and mu
ultiple comparrisons
foor the study. E
Each particip
pant answered
d the question
nnaire,
an
nd task com
mpletion timee (TCT) wass measured while
peerforming taasks. These q
questionnairees and TCT were
ussed for UX qu
uantification model. The achievement
a
oof this
sttudy expects to help to im
mprove the ussability of arttificial
in
ntelligence asssistants in moobile devices.
Keywords-usser experiencee;
ussability evaluati
tion

quantifiacttion;

user

teesting;

I. Intrroduction
Nowadays thhe User Experieence (UX) stuudy has conduccted as
X generally enncompasses vvarious
ann interdisciplinnary field. UX
arreas and conccepts. Among them, quantiffication is thee most
im
mportant thingg in user researrch to improvee the UX, andd it can
bee presented with
w the UX cconstruct to nuumerical values. Its
vaalue can be tthat experiencce, product, sservice, and oothers.
Q
Quantification has contributted to measurre the user’s nneeds,
prrovide detailedd information, and inform tthe design deccisions
onn difficult to qquantify. The aim of this sstudy is to faccilitate
m
methodology fo
for UX quantiification throuugh experimennt and
quuestionnaire.
II. Quantiification of UX
X
method to appproach
UX needed a scientific annd quantified m
frrom practicall side. Becauuse analyzinng system thhrough
nuumerical and systematic m
method was efficient [1]. Most
tyypical quantitaative methodss could be divvided into usaability
quuestionnaires aand statistical analysis.
According too Sauro and Leewis [3], theree were standarrdized
ussability questtionnaires forr quantificatiion which caan be
geeneralized to scientific
s
and objective. It m
measured the user’s
saatisfaction, needs, learnabiliity, memory lload, and flexxibility
too mathematics and statistics [1].
In this researrch, we divideed statistical aanalysis to usaability,
quuality of prodduct or servicee, and user saatisfaction. Stuudy of
U
UX quantificattion consistedd of HCI, coggnitive sciencee, and
errgonomics. Inn its initial staage, Lin sugggested the usaability
quuotient derivaation methoddology whichh is called P
PUTQ

Questionnaire) [2]. Sauro and
(Purrdue Usabilityy Testing Q
Kinddlund conducted PLS (Parttial Least Squuares) analysis to
offset correlation between usability method [3].
Thhe interactionn analysis of product or seervice evaluattion
factoor (called Teechnology Acceptance Moddel (TAM)) w
was
geneerally used iin the quantiification of uuser satisfaction.
According to Parkk, these factorrs could analyysze to investiggate
the relation betw
ween the deggree of user satisfaction for
Interrnet-based pportal and performance
of informattion
p
strucctured equatioon or multiple regression [4]][5]. Furtherm
more,
all of these prooduct or servvice evaluatioon factors w
were
meaasured througgh survey exxperiments. A simple linnear
regrression was coommonly used to quantify user satisfacttion
conssidering the reelationship bettween quantitaative outcome and
a quuantitative expplanatory variaable.
Paartial Least Sqquare (PLS) coould be used foor a mathemattical
evalluation methood of UX. Thhere was an example of UX
quanntification usinng PLS, Wixoom and Todd measured
m
item
ms of
UX such as accuraacy, currency,, information qquality, reliabiility,
acceessibility, easee of use, andd others. Theirr research moodel
usedd PLS [6].
III. Meth
hodology
Siiri, Google A
Assistant, annd Cortana w
were applied as
expeerimental objeects by using iP
Phone 6 Plus, Samsung Gallaxy
S3 and Samsungg Galaxy S4. They could be employedd to
dem
monstrate the UX
U elements ssuch as efficieency, satisfaction,
and others. Googlle Assistant annd Cortana haave not supporrted
Korean service. T
Therefore, we iimproved connsistency by ussing
Engglish when exxperiment connducted. Studdents of the P
Paul
Matth School (PM
MS), Seoul Woomen’s Univerrsity (SWU), and
Chuung Ang Univversity (CAU) were from S
South Korea. T
The
propportion of maales and femalles was similaar and their aages
rangged from 18 to 28 years old (Mean = 20.9, Standdard
Devviation = 2.47). Participants m
must have to ccomplete the taask,
findding a restaurannt and capturinng a picture. W
We measured thheir
Taskk Completion Time (TCT),, and participaants answered the
quesstionnaire whiich consists off experimentall elements.

Fig. 1 Participants cconducting tasks

Exxperimental
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intelligence assistants’ features consisted of usability and
interaction. Usability could be divided into three sub-elements,
efficiency, flexibility, and functionality, also interaction
comprises five sub-elements, visual appearance, satisfaction,
acceptability, learnability, and attachment.

Assistant and Siri. The difference between Google Assistant
and Cortana was bigger than minimum significant difference.
Therefore, it classified another group by minimum significant
difference (52.5 > 37.8).
TABLE III
Multiple comparisons with respect to mean TCT’s

TABLE I
User’s Task

No.
1

2

Description
This is lunch time. You can use only 30 minutes
for lunch. Find the restaurant through
intelligence assistants and capture it.
(Key words: Find, Restaurant, Hungry)
After lunch, it suddenly occurred to you that you
forgot the slide when you will use for
presentation this afternoon. Find the picture,
“Thank you”, and capture it.
(Key words: Search, Picture, Thank you)
IV. Results

A. Questionnaire
The analysis of questionnaires could be divided into three
groups by gender, types of intelligence assistant, and the
elements of usability in the questionnaire. Totally 8
sub-elements were considered, such as efficiency, flexibility,
functionality, visual appearance, satisfaction, acceptability,
learnability, and attachment. Each sub-element was composed
of 1-3 questions.
B. Task Completion Time (TCT)
TCT could be analyzed by Analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Table 2 shows the difference between intelligence assistant
and gender.
TABLE II
ANOVA table with respect to mean TCT’s

Source
AI

DF
2

Gender

1

Error

74

Total

77

SS
37155.6
8957
483.124
23
237445.
6965
275084.
5103

MS
F-value
18577.8 5.79
4479
483.124 0.15
23
3208.72 56
-

P-value
0.0046

Tukey
Grouping
B
B

Mean

N

AI

A

111.34

26

Google Assistant

A

76.26

26

Siri

58.87

26

Cortana

V. Discussion
In this study, we quantified UX of three intelligence
assistants, Siri, Cortana, and Google Assistant. First,
hypothesis of difference about TCT in gender, the gender
hypothesis were verified as rejected. Thus, there was no
difference in gender. However, the hypothesis of difference
between three intelligence assistants have adopted. However,
the result of Tukey’s Studentized Range test, confidence
interval of Cortana and Google Assistant was not overlapped,
due to they were different from each other. It meant Cortana's
ability of performance speed is highest. According to Analysis
of questionnaire for female, Siri received favorable evaluation
in all the elements. However, Analysis of questionnaire for
male, the visual appearance, satisfaction, acceptability of
Cortana was superior to Siri.
In addition, it was unable to evaluate intelligence assistants
in detailed for users because there are only two measuring
variables. Also, there were only three intelligence assistants
used for the task. Thus, it was difficult to generalize the
quantification models or result. In this study, we quantified UX
through evaluating experience for intelligence assistants. We
expected that the achievement of this study offsets flaw of
intelligence assistants and improve it in UX aspects.
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Abstract
Chinese scholar Zhang Mingxin defined public service
advertising as advertising activity to communicate
beneficial social conception to public society with artistic
technique of expression without seeking profit for direct
purpose in Mystery of Public Service Advertising[1].
Public service advertising was originated in America in
1940s, and conceptions related to public service
advertising are advertising of public relations, social cause
marketing, concept advertising, public advertising, etc are
related to public service advertising. In 1986, Chinese
public service advertising-Saving Water in modern sense
appeared, marking that Chinese TV public service
advertisement stepped into regular development road.
Public service advertising transferred from few
upper-class cultural hierarchies to common masses, and
the whole social members became audiences of public
service advertising via the medium of TV. Public service
advertising pioneered equal and most convenient ways to
widely contact cultural achievements of social main stream
for social groups of various social hierarchies, so
persuasive function of public service advertising should be
emphasized.
Keywords-persuasive function; TV public service advertising

I. Social functions of TV public service advertising
Public service advertising is an important component of
modern mass media. Like other mass communication media, it
uses audition sign of information as carrier of culture, and
influences current cultural pattern via transfer of carrier on this
culture. Chinese scholar Ni Ning pointed out that
communication process of public service advertisement was
not only communication of cultural conceptions, but also it
was new construction of social culture continually on this
basis[2].
In 1948, Paul Lazarsfeld and Robert Merton proposed
“enforcement functions of social regulation” of mass media on
level of objective effect and influence of mass communication
activity on social life of humans possibly in Mass
Communication, Organized Social Activity of Common Taste.
TV public service advertising provided positive cultural spirits
for audiences via TV media sharing as a part of mass
communication, and it also established high-quality cultural
standard for the society[3].

Influence of TV public service advertising on value
orientation of audiences can change thinking way of people
and create new atmosphere of ideological trend. Exactly as
Melven L. Defleur mentioned in The Theory of Cultural
Norms, function of communication tools is to communicate
culture and construct culture and change people’s thought and
behavior long and potentially[4].
II. Persuasive Function and TV Public Service
Advertising
Explosive development of information media is
accompanied by increasing amount of Chinese TV public
service advertising year by year, and this phenomenon forces
audience to face more and more scattered contents. All kinds
of information is decomposed into fragments and obtained
hurriedly by audiences. In hasty process of information
obtaining, the audiences will not analyze information deeply,
while similar information to self cognition will strengthen
“self attitude” of audiences, embodying unconscious
persuasion of the media-TV public service advertising on
audiences.
American scholar J.Gerbner thought “simulation
environment” provided by communication media for
audiences had great influence on cognition model of realistic
society of people through relationship between violent crime
content in the scenes on TV and real social crimes and related
researches of influence of these contents on perceiving real
society for people. Because of tendentiousness of public
service advertising itself, when “simulation environment” in
the information was different from conceptions of audiences
themselves, this difference would affect audiences in long and
subtle process, thus producing “cultivation” effect on
cognition of audiences[5]. Audiences would also transform
their attitudes under “cultivation” of content of public service
advertising, namely that they were persuaded.
E·Noelle-Neumann once pointed out that mass
communication is an activity to provide information of
external world and provide similar contents via channels,
which surely causes major influence on people’s opinions and
public opinions. In modern society, forming of public opinion
was created by mass communication, and communication of
public service advertising could act on audiences’ psychology
of being afraid of loneliness and made them agree the product
of this persuasive conception[6]. In this process, with
influence of consonance effect, accumulative effect,
ubiquitous effect[7], communication information of public
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service advertising strengthened cognition of audiences and
lingered in audiences’ cognition, making this conception kept
as their own opinion.
III. Conclusion
Persuasive function of public service advertising is not to
enforce audiences to accept this conception in subjective
consciousness. Instead, it aims to facilitate development of
social culture and establish new social cultural norms, thus
changing cultural thinking ways of audiences via mastering of
finite audience population. Audiences accept information in
frag-mental and fast-food information environment, thus it
lowers precautions psychology of audiences on information
and their trust on information is increased. Under influence of
accumulative effect and consonance effect, related basement
membrane is continually strengthened to form unconscious
persuasive attitude.
For example, in modern society of rapid development of
digital information, there is negative influence on audiences
due to ideological deviation of media organizations
unavoidably. Negative persuasion is conducted on audiences
lacking media knowledge, such as “desire” and “money
worship”, etc in films and TV programs. Public service
advertising can make up deviated ideology of partial audiences
via scientific and reasonable professional quality as one of
effective media of mass communication.
Public service advertising can provide positive cultural
conceptions for audiences and deepen cognition degree of
audiences on dead zone of knowledge; improve their cultural
attainment, thus improving overall quality of the citizens.
Public service advertising can also help audiences of deviated
ideology to turn to common normal value of society, and guide
partial audiences of illicit conception to move towards the right
track.
“Persuasion” has significant functions in aspect of
reinforcing ideology of citizens as a function to guide others’
attitude to change towards persuasion purpose of the spreader.
While persuasive function of public service advertising can
deepen audiences’ cognition on culture and facilitate
deepening of common ideology of society, and guide social
members to draw close to positive social core values. It can
also lower production of negative awareness and promote
national stability and social progress effectively.
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Abstract
In this paper, we analyze the composition and size of the
squad used in the US Army textbooks to create a more
realistic scene in battle scenes for a large scale troop, and
implemented it as a game AI. The basic algorithm of the
implementation is based on Reynold’s steering behavioral
algorithm, constructing a squad Formation, utilizing a
combination of basic behaviors such as searching and
arriving. Therefore realistic squad composition and
realistic movement result I was able to get.
Keywords : game AI, behavior algorithm

I. Introduction
The world's interest in AI is increasing day by day and its AI
level is gradually rising. In the past, AI was an indispensable
element of the game, and the early game AI caused passive and
simple behavior depending solely on the player's behavior,
such as hardware, graphics, and sound. However, AI began
playing an increasingly important role in the game as the
technological advances and people wanted to play more
realistic and natural games.
This paper presents techniques for making realistic
representation of the movements of the infantry used in combat
in various games. Implementation of infantry should take into
account the implementation of group actions of squad, platoon,
and battalion units based on individual military independent
behavioral models. The most basic infantry operations in
combat are based on unit-level combat, and this paper also
focuses on how to express realistic unit-level behavior.
A common technique used in existing games is to express
this as a combination of individual actions based on Reynolds'
traditional behavioral behavior (Steering Behavior) algorithm.
However, battle scenes implemented without consideration of
the actual squad's behavior have the problem of diminishing
the reality. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to express
the large composition of attack team of 5 units and squad team
of 11 units as a game artificial intelligence based on the data on
formation of squad size used for actual infantry operation. The
creation of these game AIs is worthy of study as a basis for
more realistic squad combat simulations.
The composition of this paper is as follows. First, chapter 2
presents the analysis and considerations of the composition
and basic structure used in the US Army textbooks. The

detailed description of the implementation based on this and
the experimental results are shown in Chapters 3 and 4, and
finally the conclusions are given in Chapter 5.
II. Composition of squad formation
Basically, formation in units is used for the purpose of
coordination with one platoon and other platoon on the ground,
to deploy firepower to support direct firing, to minimize blind
spots between squad members, and to facilitate combat . As a
result, the commander must evaluate the situation and
determine the optimal formation for the mission and situation.
To do this, all squadrons and soldiers must have their own
basic positions, and soldiers must be able to see their leader at
that location. Likewise, the leader must be able to see his
soldiers. By doing this, the leader can use them to direct them.
The formation provides a 360-degree field of view to
anticipate contact with enemies on the sides or fronts, and to
take advantage of enemy attacks. formation does not require
precise alignment. Platoons and squads must maintain the
flexibility to change to the size appropriate for their situation.
The US Army squad in the US Army manual (Figure 2) is a
combination of two Fire teams from Figure 1 Therefore, in
order to form the formation of a squad, the formation of two
fire teams must be formed first in the squad.

Fig.1 Composition of Fire team

Fig.2 Composition of Squad.
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Basically, the formation of a fire team consists of a fire team
wedge and a fire team file. Fire team wedge (Figure 3) is a
basic form of the Fire team, which gives team members control
and flexibility. It is also capable of immediate shooting in all
directions and has excellent security because the view is
distributed in all directions. Depending on the terrain, the
wedge can expand or contract. However, it is difficult to
control when the field of view is limited or narrow.

Squad Line (Figure 6) is used when maximum firepower is
required for forward. As a result, the controllability is not as
good as the squad column and the tactical behavior is limited,
so the flexibility is not good. Security for front is good, but
side and rear are vulnerable. It is used in assault because it
provides maximum firepower for the front.

Fig.6 Squad Line
Fig.3 Fire team Wedge.
The Fire team file (Figure 4) is used to pass through
restricted fields or terrain. Team members are very easy to
control, but flexibility is lower than Fire team wedge. Instant
fire on the sides is possible, but front and rear are limited and
security is very low.

The Squad File (Figure 7) is used to pass through limited
visibility or terrain. It is very easy to control, but is less flexible
because it is very difficult to do tactical actions. Immediate
shooting on the sides is possible, but the front and rear are
limited. Security is very low. When you meet an enemy, it is
not optimal formation, but it gives the leader maximum control.
Leaders can be positioned forward or backward, and if they are
located in front, they can raise squad's morale and make
important decisions instantly. If you are located in the rear, you
may be provided additional control over the formation rear.

Fig.4 Fire team file
The formation of the US military squad is a combination of
two fire teams. There are three types of Squad column, Squad
line, and Squad file.
The Squad column (Figure 5) is also flexible because it is
good for controlling squad members and advantageous for
tactical behavior with the basic formation of the squad. It has a
wide fire range for the sides, but it is limited for the front.
Security is excellent because the view is distributed in all
directions. Rough terrain, poor visibility, or other factors, you
can also modify the Squad column to an easy-to-control Squad
file. If the terrain becomes rougher or easier to control on the
way, the soldiers return to their original formation again.

Fig.5 Squad Column.

Fig.7 Squad File
III. System configuration and implementation for
formation implementation
Based on the above mentioned data, Unity 3D was used to
implement it. First, implement fire team1 and fire team2. Fire
teams are under the control of their respective team leaders and
can make formation changes through them.(Figure 8, Figure 9)
The way a team leader communicates commands to team
members implements an event-responsive communication
structure. In general, there are two methods for communicating
using blackboard architecture and telegraph system.
Among them, it is known that the method using the
telegraph system is excellent in terms of implementation and
performance in a small scale system. In this paper, we
implemented communication between team members based on
the telegraph system implemented by Buckland [6].
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Fig.8 Implemented team leader1, fire team1 and Fire team
wedge.

For example, in one situation. If a squad leader enters a
Jungle-like terrain with limited and difficulty of visibility
while maintaining squad columns squad leader judge the
situation and change formation into squad file specialized for
backwoods movement. The team leaders then change his
formation of fire team into a fire team file at the correct
location in accordance with the squad leaderd's judgment
(Figures 13 and 14).

Fig.9 Implemented team leader2, fire team2, and fire team file.

Fig 13 Change Squad column to Squad file.

Then build a squad on top of the fire team, and join fire
team1 and fire team2 that you built before. After that, we
create a Squad leader for control the squad and make decisions.
Then the team leaders, who are under the control of the squad
leader are change the formation of a fire team that matches the
current squad formation.
Figures 10, 11, and 12 are examples of three basic formation
that can be taken in a squad. A squad member may take a
designated formation under the direction of the team leader
and the squad leader.

Fig 14 change to Squad file and break through the backwoods
V. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a formation configuration of a
squad as a basic unit for realistic squad combat. Based on the
Fire team and squad configuration presented in the US Army
manuals, we implemented five tactical configurations, and we
were able to confirm the changes of squad formation according
to the situation of the squad leader.
At present, research has been conducted to confirm only the
changes of the five tactical formation according to the most
basic situation.
In the future, we plan to develop a various formation
configuration and a platoon unit combat system by combining
the decision structure of the unit commander and the five basic
tactical units in various situations.

Fig.10 Iimplemented.squad of Squad column

Fig.11 Implemented.squad of Squad Line
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Abstract
Color therapy has been employed to various industrial
domains such as interior, textile, interface design so on.
Conventional color therapy recommends colors defined on
psychological knowledge and market surveys. These
approaches can provide somewhat limited colors to the
user; the colors have similar hue or tone. Therefore, we
propose a novel color therapy that automatically estimate
hidden relationship between colors and human emotions
by probabilistic latent semantic analysis, and then
recommends color combinations and paintings to the user
according to their emotional state. For this, we crawl
emotional landscape images from web and social network
services and build ground truth by user study. We extract
color compositions from the images and quantize them into
occurrence vector. Finally, the probabilistic latent
semantic analysis estimates relationship between emotions
and color compositions, which is called as scale. The learnt
scale is used to recommend the proper colors to the user.
To evaluate the proposed method, we first measure the
accuracy of predicting emotions hidden in image, and then
analyze the recommended results with comparing the
conventional color therapy.
Keywords-Color therapy; Probabilistic Latent Semantic
Analysis; Emotion recognition; Artworks recommendation.

Many studies have enabled computer to recognize human’s
emotion or mood. In [4], they proposed and validated a novel
methodology to automatically recognize facial emotions, which
using a real-time face tracker output to define and extract two
types of features, then use the features to train a machine
learning classifier. A deep Convolutional Neural Network
based approach was proposed to classify the emotions
expressed by the primary human subject in static images
extracted from movies [5]. A system using Support Vector
Machines for classifying six basic emotions and neutral
expression along with checking mouth status was proposed in
[6].
Therefore, we propose a novel color therapy that
automatically estimate hidden relationship between colors and
human emotions by probabilistic latent semantic analysis, and
then recommends color combinations and paintings to the user
according to their emotional state. For this, we crawl emotional
landscape images from web and social network services and
build ground truth by user study. We extract color compositions
from the images and quantize them into occurrence vector.
Finally, the probabilistic latent semantic analysis estimates
relationship between emotions and color compositions, which
is called as scale. The learnt scale is used to recommend the
proper colors to the user.
To evaluate the proposed method, we first measure the
accuracy of predicting emotions hidden in image, and then
analyze the recommended results with comparing the
conventional color therapy.

I. Introduction

II. Overview of the Proposed Method

Color therapy (Color hearing) is a type of holistic healing that
uses the visible spectrum of light and color to affect a person’s
mood and mental health. Some colors are proved to have an
effect on people who have brain disorders or people have
emotional troubles [1, 2, 3]. For example, blue can have a
calming effect, whereas red may have the opposite effect.
Green is another color that can be used to relax people who are
emotionally unbalanced. Yello can be used to help invigorate
people who may be suffering from depression and improve
self-confidence. According to this, color therapy has been
slowly used in mental health treatment. In addition, Color
therapy has been employed to various industrial domains such
as interior, textile, interface design so on. Conventional color
therapy recommends colors defined on psychological
knowledge and market surveys. These approaches can provide
somewhat limited colors to the user; the colors have similar hue
or tone.

The goal of the proposed method is to automatically estimate
relationship between colors and human emotions, and then
recommend the proper colors based on learnt the relationship
according to his/her emotional state.
In order to the proper colors to the user, we first analyzes
conventional color therapy based on psychological study. The
recommended color has effects of enhancing good emotions
such as ‘happy’ or relaxing negative emotions such as ‘angry’,
‘surprise’ and ‘fear’. The color for same emotion usually are
similar hue and tone each other. It is difficult to apply same
therapy to various domain. Therefore, we map color and its
function based on the psychological knowledge into
Kobayashi’s affective model [12]. The Kobayashi’s model
contain 180 affective words and consists of these words and
color features that can be extended from one color to three or
five combitations. For mapping them, we select the relevant
colors and words in the Kobayashi’s model. Table 1 shows the
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m
mapped Kobayyashi’s affectss according too human emootions.
Based on these affects, we estimates the reelationship beetween
thhe color featurees and human emotions.
The proposedd method consists of offlinne phase and online
phhase. In offlinee phase, it estiimates correlattion between hhuman
em
motions and color features, which is calleed as ‘scale’. O
Online
phhase recognizes human’s eemotional statee through reaal-time
faacial expressioon recognitionn, and then ssuggests colorrs and
arrtworks to prrovide therappy effects. Fiigure 1 show
ws the
ovverview of thee proposed metthod.

Algoritthm 1. Color composition exxtraction.
: Inpuut image
: vissual dictionary foor color defined byy Kobayashi’s CIIS

In
nput
Ou
utput

: Occcurrence vector ffor color feature

1

Perform colorr quantization to trranspose 224 RGB
B colors to 130 coolors

2

Segment the im
mage into regionss using mean-shift
ft clustering

3

For each regioon

,

4

Calculate thhe normalized areaa

5

Calculate thhe Gaussian distannce between the centroid
c
d of the
cuurrent region and the centroid μ off the image
G

6

Perform sortinng by significancce value

8

For each regioon in M,
Generate coolor compositions by combining thrree colors of
cuurrent region and its two adjacencyy region
For each color compositionn , of a region m,
Find a nearest color coomposition from thhe dictionary

10
11

In offline stagge, it first colllect images frrom web and social
neetwork servicees and build grround truth ussing 15 Kobayyashi’s
afffective words. Second, it exxtract color com
mpositions as one of
coolor features from the gground truth, the finally learns
prrobabilistic laatent semanticc analysis in order to esttimate
hiidden contextss between succh color featuure and Kobayyashi’s
afffective wordds via probabbilistic latent semantic annalysis
(ppLSA).
In online stagge, given streaming from w
web camera, it
i first
deetects user’s facial regionn via adabooost algorithm
m, and
reecognizes userr’s emotional state using cconvolutional nneural
neetwork (CNN
N), and then ffinally suggests the proper color
coompositions aand artworks aaccording to tthe user’s dom
minant
em
motion.
IIII. Correlatioon Analysis viia pLSA
Generally coolor features were used tto represent global
chharacteristics ssuch as color hhistogram, averrage color andd so on.
Thhese features ccould not captture local and spatial inform
mation.
Thherefore, we iinvestigate coolor composition extraction based
onn Kobayashi’ss color image scale
s
(CIS) [4],, which is com
mposed
off 1,170 triplet color compossitions (CCs). Among 1,1700 CCs,
w
we filtered coloor compositioons rarely occuurred in imagges; as
suuch a color dicctionary consissts of 592 visuual words.
Algorithm 1 shows the process to extract the color
coompositions (CCs)
(
from images. First, the imagees are
seegmented usinng quantizatioon and mean-shift clusterinng. As
exxtracting the CCs
C from all regions requiress high computaational
coosts, we only consider
c
the seed regions w
with high impoortance
vaalues (3rd line to 7th line in algorithm 1). For everyy seed
reegion, the tripllet CCs are deefined by combbining its ownn color
annd the colors of
o its neighboriing regions. A
All extracted CC
Cs are
coompared with 592 Kobayasshi’s CCs and are matched to the
CCs with highh similarity scores.
s
Each element of which
reepresent the occcurrence of a certain colorr composition in the
im
mage.

Calculatee the significance value

7

9

Figuree 1. Overview of the proposeed method.

1
2 |Σ|

,Σ

∙ and sselect top M regio
ons

12

Calcu
ulate the weight uusing

13

Add thhe weight to the kk-th element in vecctor

14

Normalize the occurrence vectoor

15

Terminate.

,

,

,

Correlation an
nalysis via pLSA
p
learnin
ng: To learn the
pLS
SA model, a terrm-document matrix shouldd be computed as a
prerrequisite. The
,
meeans the numbber of the vissual
featuure
occurreed in the imaage . The ooccurrence vecctor
,
,…,
(
,
,
,
) of is normalized
n
ussing
L1-nnorm. Thus, thhe pLSA moddel is trained bby an expectattion
maxximization (E
EM) algorithm
m. We trainn the pLSA to
estim
mate
|
the probability of a senttiment given the
| , thee probability of
currrent image as the scale andd
o a
senttiment given thhe current imaage as the grouund truth.
E--step: The probbabilities of senntiments givenn the observatiions
| ,
are computed
c
from
m the previouus estimate off the
moddel parameters (randomly iniitialized).
| ,

|

∝

∑

M-step: The paarameter
expeected values
| ,
∝
|

∑
∑
∝

∈

∑

|

∈

are updatted with the new
n

|
.
∈

,

∑∈
∈

|

| ,
,

,

| ,
| ,

Figgure 2 shows scales generaated by pLSA
A learning, whhere
x-cooordinate is the visual ffeatures from
m 592 CCs and
y-cooordinate is Kobayashi’s sentiment, respectively.
r
The
brighter cells meean that the vvisual featurees have the hhigh
relattionship with tthe correspondding to the affeects.
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Table 1. Recommendeed color inform
mation accordiing to emotionn.
Emotion

Color

ffects
Color Eff

Mappedd affects

Anger

B
Broad
mind, Liberation
L

Cool, modern

Disgust

Peeace, Stabilityy, Calmness

Cool, natural

Fear

R
Reinforcemennt, Bright,
Harmony

Pretty, R
Romantic

Happy

C
Comfort,
Natuure, Young

Pure, R
Romantic

Sadness

R
Recovery, Bounnce, Warm

Dynamic,, Gorgeous

Surprise

Sttability, Relaxx, Calmness

Cool, quiet

Neutral

Wisdom, Aeesthetic

Nattural

Color ccompositions llearnt by pLSA
A

B.. CNN-based Facial
F
Expresssion Recognittion
W
We recognize em
motions after detecting
d
the user’s facial reggion.
Ekm
man’s emotionn model was bbuilt on facial expression, it has
beenn widely used in understandding human’s eemotions. We use
Ekm
man’s 6 basic eemotions [8]: {{anger, disgust, fear, happy, sad
and surprise} andd neutral to reepresent user’s emotion in this
workk. We apply CNN to find the highly asssociated featuures
from
m facial regoinn with users’ em
motions.
Figure 2. Visualizatioon result of thhe learnt scale.
V. Real-time E
Emotion Recoognition
IV
It consists of fface detectionn using Adabooost algorithm iin real
tim
me and facial expression annalysis with convolutional
c
nneural
neetwork.
A. Face Deteection via Adabboost Algorithhm
For the past tw
wo decades, fface detection has always beeen an
acctive research area in the vvision communnity. Face dettection
shhould satisfy ffollowing two requirementss: First, it shouuld be
roobust to time-vvarying illuminnation and clutttered environm
ments.
Seecond, it shoulld be fast enouugh to supply real-time
r
proceessing.
V
Viola and Jonees [7] proposedd an efficient algorithm whhich is
A
Adaboost algoriithm.

W
We used a traineed CNN modell proposed by [[9], they fine-ttune
pre-trained objecct classificatioon networks on a large face
f
C
WebF
Face dataset [10].
recoognition dataseet which is CASIA
Figuure 3 shows arrchiture of the CNN model used
u
in this woork.
Finee-tuning is a transfer
t
learniing scheme, which
w
is not oonly
replaace and retraiin the classifieer on top of tthe convolutioonal
netw
work on new ddataset, but also fine-tune thhe weights off the
pre-tained networkk. Since receivving an efficieent CNN modeel, it
mber of data aand complex ccomputation. It
I is
needds a large num
easyy to achieve thhis by using finne-tuning. Thee experiment w
was
impllemented usinng Caffe, a deeep learning frramework creaated
by JJia et al [11].
Figgure 4 shows the result off the emotion recognition. Left
L
imagges are face deetection resultss and right imaages representt the
distrribution of thee predicted emootions, respecttively.
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VI. Evvaluation

Figure 3 Archtecture of C
CNN model ussed in the propposed
m
model.

Too evaluate the proposed methhod, we applyy light therapy and
paitiing recommeendation. Tabble 1 showss top 20 coolor
com
mpositions accoording to seveen emotional states.
s
The rannked
resuults showed thhat the recomm
mended by coonventional coolor
theraapy are simillar hue and ttone, but it has
h more variious
com
mbination.
In addition, Figgure 5 shows the recommennded paintingss of
motional status.. As
threee famous painnters accoordinng to three em
show
win in figures, the main color of high rankeed images on eeach
artisst almost coinncides with higgh CCs for thhree emotionss. In
figuure 5, the imagges of the whhole partial daark (e.g. blackkish
greeen, dark blue)) are recommeended when eemotion is annger,
whicch will calm people
p
down. In the case oof emotion is ssad,
resuult images conttain a large am
mount of orangee. However, coolor
distrribution on annger emotion and surprise emotion are vvery
simiilar, are compposed of manyy blue colors. When comparring
them
m in terms of tthe respective emotion, som
me differences w
will
be oobserved.
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Figure 4 Example of emotion recoggnition resultss.
V. Color Therapy
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Emotion

Recommennded paintings

(a)

Anger

(b)

(c)

(a)

Sad

(b)

(c)

(a)

Surprise

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6 Exxample of painnting recommeendation resultt. (a) van Goghh, (b) Cézannee and (c) Monnet
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Day After Tomorrow" and "2012".
The production process proposed in this paper belongs to
the field of digital effects, which uses the special effects
software Houdini to produce the rigid body crushing effect of
the building. And the results of the Houdini production will
be imported into Unreal Engine 4 for real-time rendering.
This process not only summarizes the broken process of the
rigid body in Houdini, and explores how to create special
effects into the Unreal Engine 4 material, and it breaks the
barriers between the two software. The significance of using
Unreal Engine 4 to demonstrate the broken effect is that it is
not only used in the field of game development but also can
be used to produce video content such as animation or movie.
But Unreal Engine 4 is not as powerful as Houdini in the
special-effects production plates. Therefore, if the effects of
Houdini can be converted into the form that can be used by
Unreal Engine 4, the special effects field of Unreal Engine 4
is undoubtedly an important reinforcement. At the same time,
Unreal Engine 4 also provides more display space and more
application possibilities for Houdini's special effects.

I. Introduction

II. Houdini and The Crushing Effects

The fragmentation effect can be seen everywhere in the
film and television works. The concrete implementation
methods of broken special effects can be summarized into
three categories. Firstly, location shooting. It refers to the
blasting, collision and other means to destroy the real object
or scene, and the actual process of broken objects. Although
this production mode can obtain the realistic visual effect,
high production costs are inevitable. When it comes to
filming security, location shooting is not an ideal solution.
Secondly, miniature model photography. Miniature model
photography refers to the simulation of the crushing effect by
simulating the crushing scene of the miniature model. This
method saves the cost of production, but it can't quite
simulate the realistic effect on the visual effect. Thirdly,
Digital effects. Digital effects are a virtual crushing effect,
which is made by using computer graphics technology,
combined with modeling, dynamics, rendering and other
technologies. This method not only can simulate a variety of
crushing effects, and the visual effects are also very close to
the truth[1]. Therefore, at this stage of the production in the
field of film and television, most producers choose the way of
making use of Digital effects to simulate the crushing effect.
The film and television work famously for their visual impact
are all produced by Digital effects, such as "Inception", "The

Fig. 1 illustrates the overall process of producing the rigid
body crushing effect of the building and importing the
Houdini production into the Unreal Engine 4 for real-time
rendering.
A key objective of this study is to figure out how the effects
of Houdini can be converted into the form that can be used by
Unreal Engine 4. This solution connects Houdini with Unreal
Engine 4 as a complete workflow(Fig. 1).

Abstract
With the continuous improvement of Unreal Engine 4’s
function, Unreal Engine 4 is no longer only used in the
field of game development, the production of video
content made by Unreal Engine 4 is gradually becoming
popular. This paper was to propose a method of
procedural
building
destruction
workflow
for
high-quality visual effects in the form of a Houdini Digital
Asset(HAD), also implement procedural building
destruction with UE4 what made by Houdini, break
through the barriers between the two pieces of software.
This workflow brings the advantage of Houdini’s special
effects capability to Unreal Engine 4. On the other side,
Unreal Engine 4 provides more exhibition space and
application opportunities for the special effects produced
by Houdini.
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Fig. 1 The Schematic Diagram of Our Method

This section describes the production process of rigid
body crushing in Houdini. Also, the process of special e
ffects produced by Houdini importing to Unreal Engine
4 is also presented.
A. Classification of broken effects in Houdini
The crushing effect made with Houdini can be divided into
two kinds according to the material characteristics of the
broken object. 1.The rigid body crushing. It refers to the
phenomenon that the object does not deform when it is
subjected to external force, leading to the disintegration of the
object, and the rigid body is broken to simulate the collapse
of the hard object such as the building collapse and the glass
crushing. 2.The soft body crushing. It means that the object is
deformed and cannot be restored to its original shape when it
is squeezed by an external force. This type of fragmentation
is often used in the crash of cars, biological objects hit and
other malleable materials. The architectural crushing effects
of this paper belong to the field of rigid body crushing, and
the hard structure of the building is subjected to internal force
and external force, which leads to its own disintegration. In
this paper, the physical phenomenon is restored in Houdini by
using the model and combining dynamics.

A. Model production
The model is divided into three steps: model building,
model splitting and model integration.The first step is the
model building. It creates a cube model in the Houdini and
changes the shape of the model to the shape of the wall. The
second step is model splitting. It uses the scatter node and
Voronoi fracture node to split the uneven walls into pieces.
Voronoi diagram is a widely used mathematical concept that
can produce natural fracture shapes, which has an important
guiding role as the core of Houdini rigid body crushing
special effects[4]. The third step is model integration. It
copies the finished wall model and then splices it together
into a complete cube, and makes a cuboid of 3*2*4 after it is
copied by splicing cubes. The assembled cuboids are treated
as basic models of buildings. The preparation phase of the
model is now complete. The specific effect is shown in the
figure(Fig. 3) below.

B. Case analysis of Houdini's production of rigid body
crushing effects
Because of the powerful function of Houdini software,
there are many films and TV works that use it to produce
rigid body crushing special effects. The movie "2012"
restores the chaos of Los Angeles in the days of the
apocalypse, which requires a large number of buildings to
collapse(Fig. 2). The production team used the Houdini
software geometric fracturing tools and rigid body dynamics
simulations to make spectacular buildings collapsed[2]. The
movie "Inception" uses the same idea to create the scene of a
city collapse in a dream, using a Voronoi diagram to simulate
the shape of a broken wall. The film "Captain America: Civil
War" also uses Houdini's rigid body image to create a
realistic building collapse. "The Day after Tomorrow",
"Spider-man: the Return of the Hero" and "Independence
Day: Resurgence" all use the Houdini software to create the
rigid body crushing effects[3].

Fig. 3 Split the walls into pieces

B. Setting the constrains
Binding is the key control of the building of the crushing
process. Setting the binding process can be divided into five
steps, including create dynamics network, create constraint
network, create glue constraint, clustering pieces,
complimentary dual glue constraints(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 The flow chart of setting the constrains

Fig. 2 Broken scene in “2012”

III. Analysis of the process of building crushing effects in
Houdini

Setup simulation dynamic network refers to all the pieces
of the model that will produce the basic effects of building
collapse with the effects of gravity and rigid bodies. The most
important of these are rbd-packed-object node and
rigid-body-solver node. The two nodes are used to simulate
the default rigid body fragmentation effect in the Houdini
software, and then assign the gravity node model. After
completing the foundation effect of the building collapse,
further details of the collapse need to be adjusted, which is
closer to the reality. Creating constraint network is to
establish a mutually constrained force between each piece of
architecture. The presence of restraint makes the building a
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whole, and it makes the building no longer collapse instantly
when it breaks. The interaction between each fragment makes
the broken process more random and more consistent with the
physical laws of reality(Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Building broken, a) Without constrains& b) With constrains

Creating glue constraint contains the sticky connections
between the pieces of the building and the foundation that is
not affected by external forces. Glue constraint relationship
node can establish the cohesive connection, let construction
debris have a certain viscosity, thus making the whole
building surface has a certain hardness. A collapse occurs
only when external forces exceed the surface hardness of the
building. By adding and making foundation node, the purpose
of setting up a foundation which is not affected by external
forces is that in the real situation, the superstructure often
collapses, but the foundation part can be preserved intact.
Clustering pieces are to simulate the phenomenon of debris of
collapsed buildings would produce sizes, use voronoise node
can give the whole building model color texture(Fig. 6).
Fragments of the same color are reduced to the same cluster,
resulting in a large number of buildings with different shapes
and sizes.

steps to apply external forces[5].
C. Add force
In film and television works, the collapse of buildings is
not only affected by gravity, sometimes accompanied by
internal explosions or external shocks. The addition of force
makes the crushing effect of building more real and rich.
Adding force can be summed up in three steps. First, create
metaballs. Second, add the force. Third, force optimization.
Metaballs are created by connecting the metaballs node with
the force node to achieve the creation of metaballs. Metaballs'
role is to give metaballs, and metaballs' movement inside the
building hits the debris in the building, causing the building
to spatter when it collapses. After the force has been added, it
enters the stage of force optimization. First, it adjusts the
scope and location of the explosion, which results from
metaballs. So it sets up a separate group of building models
that overlap with the location of metaballs, making metaballs
acting only on the model that the group contains. In order to
produce multiple explosions in visual effect, It can combine
the vdbfrompolygons node and get-pieces node to get the
internal structure of the building. Metaballs randomly appear
at any location within the internal structure in order to create
multiple explosive points.Finally, it regulates the force
intensity of metaballs and the binding intensity of the
building debris, etc., until the test of the crushing effect of the
building is satisfactory. The specific effect is shown in the
figure below(Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 A single force point & Multiple force points

D. Visual optimization

Fig. 6 Voronoise effect & Visual color grouping

Through the expression, the complementary dual glue
constraints separate the building surface model from the
model inside the building. It reduces the adhesion strength of
the building's surface model to make it easier to fall off, while
the internal stuck strength of the building slows down at the
time of the collapse. The internal and external strength
differences are also more consistent with the actual
construction collapse, the outer wall first spalling and then
the skeleton structure inside the building collapse. The
binding work is done here, and the specific node connection
is shown in the figure below. It is useful to sum up and set
binding. Through various binding additions, the link between
the pieces of the building and the structure of the whole
building is more rationalized. It is also prepared for the next

After finishing the debugging of the crushing effect, it
enters the stage of visual optimization. It can be divided into
two steps: map optimization and model refinement. It refers
to the distinction between the external material and the inner
material of the building. In the real life, the exterior wall of
the building tends to be covered by a uniform coating or
building materials, while the inner material of the wall is the
material of the original stone or brick. Therefore, It is of great
significance to simulate the actual building crushing effect.
The wall model has automatically separated the two regions
from inside and outside, merging all the models in the inside
region into a group, merging the outside region model into
another group. This completes a basic distinction between the
internal and external models of the building and then assigns
different maps to make the distinction. The model refinement
refers to the further refinement and deformation of the debris
of the building, making it more consistent with the actual
visual effect of the building debris. At this stage, the
cross-section of the building debris is very flat, which is not
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in line with the actual situation in real life. So it is necessary
to add concave and convex shape features to the cross-section
of the building debris. The pointvop node, the turbnoise node,
and the add node are connected in sequence and finally
connected with the output node to complete the change of the
building debris shape. The significance of turbnoise node is
to give the fluctuation rules of the turbulence to the surface of
the model so that the shape and wiring of the model are
convex and distorted. To adjust the amplitude of pointvop can
control the degree of deformation model(Fig. 8). After
completing the visual optimization phase, you can enter the
export steps of the special effects file.

Fig. 8 Building model optimization a) Before & b) After

IV. From Houdini to UE4
In Houdini, the entire fragmentation model with material
grouping on the primitive hierarchy is imported into the OUT
hierarchy. Export Fbx formats files via rbd_to_fbx node. Fbx
file, as a general 3D file format, can also be recognized in
Unreal Engine 4. The FBX file derived from the Houdini
contains the architectural model and the map, and the
animation of the entire broken building rigid body. Create a
project in Unreal Engine 4, import the Fbx file exported from
Houdini to the content folder in Unreal Engine 4, and drag
the model file to the 3D window of Unreal Engine 4. And
modify the animation mode of the model into use animation
asset, and then drag the animation file of the name ending to
the menu bar of anima to play, so that the animation file is
associated with the model. Click the play button in the Unreal
Engine 4, you can see the broken process of building models
in the 3D window. Finally, edit the inside and outside two
material, building internal and external mapping can be
assigned to the model. At this point, the steps to import the
Fbx file into Unreal Engine 4 are completed(Fig. 9). After
creating CameraActor and adding level sequence in Unreal
Engine 4, the whole process of building rigid body
fragmentation are recorded by capture movie, and the final
sequence frame is output.

Fig. 9 Internal and external material separation, a) Low quality & b)
High quality

V. Conclusion and Proposals
This paper analyzes and summarizes the production process
of rigid body crushing in Houdini. The production process of
rigid body crushing can be divided into four parts: model
making, binding force, adding force and visual optimization.
It makes a general summary of the actual operation process of
each production link. It summarizes and demonstrates the
production process of architectural rigid body crushing effect
in Houdini, which can provide a reference for the research
field of rigid body fragmentation. It summarizes and
summarizes the tedious production process, and provides a
more clear and complete production ideas. Houdini and
Unreal Engine 4 is also an important research value of this
paper. Fbx files are widely used in the field of 3D video game
production and are widely used by the software. After the
actual test, this paper confirms the special effects produced
by Houdini can be displayed normally in Unreal Engine 4
after exporting the FBX file, so the barriers between Houdini
and Unreal Engine 4 are eliminated successfully. As a game
engine, Unreal Engine 4 is not only widely used in the field
of game production, but with the continuous improvement of
its function, it has begun to show an upward trend in the field
of image production. Therefore, Unreal Engine 4 provides a
broader display space for special effects produced by Houdini.
On the other hand, Houdini has an unshakable position in the
field of special effects production as a professional special
effects production software. The addition of Houdini brings
great reinforcement to the special effects of Unreal Engine 4.
The effects that Unreal Engine 4 cannot achieve in the past
can be produced by Houdini now.
In the future research will further improve the construction
of special effects of building collapse process. In the
production of rigid body crushing effect, the material part of
the building model needs to be further enhanced, and the fine
degree of rigid body fragmentation can be further improved.
This paper simulates the crushing process of the rigid body in
the collapse of the building, and the collapse will also
produce effects such as smoke and fire. So if you want to
simulate a visually stunning building collapse, you need to
add more visual effects to the atmosphere. In addition, Unreal
Engine 4 also has the ability to produce rigid body
fragmentation. In future research, the production process of
Houdini and Unreal Engine 4 software can be compared and
studied.
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Abstract
As the important component factor of the park, the
guiding system becomes the key to improve the parking
service. With the increase in urban car ownership, the
surge in demand for urban public car parks has evolved
into a global problem. With the maturing of the 21st
century information Communications technology and
materials technology, the guidance system of public car
park needs to be reformed in order to better meet the
parking demand of users. This study focuses on the public
park of the Busan Jinhai International Airport, and
investigates the use of pain points for the guidance system
when using the airport park by the administrators and
drivers of the park. In order to gain insight into user needs
and service contact points, the research process uses
ethnographic and interview survey methods, and draws
the service blueprint and customer groceries map. The
results show that in the guide system of the park of Busan
International Airport, it is the key to solve the problem
that the guide marking is vague, the guidance information
is vague, the lack of guidance details, the difficulty of user
feedback and the lack of the guidance sensor. By
proposing the design strategy of optimizing the guiding
system of the airport park to provide humanized guiding
service, so that the service quality of the public car park’s
guidance system is improved.

public space. It is essential to improve the efficiency and
experience of public car parks by optimizing the guiding
facilities, guiding signs, guiding planning and guiding
processes of public car parks.
As an important transportation hub in South Korea and East
Asia, the annual throughput of Busan International Airport is
maintained at around 15 million people. As shown in table 1,
the number of total passenger and total flights has increased
linearly since 2012, at Busan International Airport. In the face
of such a huge flow of people, as an important airport
transportation hub, the Busan Jinhai International Airport car
park is required to provide quality public parking services for
the public and passengers, especially the need to set up
excellent car park guidance services to effectively prevent
parks to appear the problems of parking slowly, so as to speed
up the use efficiency of the airport car park. At present, Busan
Jinhai International Airport has three public car parks, totaling
more than 4,000 parking spaces.

Keywords-Public Parking Lot ； Sign System; service design;
pain point;

Fig1. Busan International Airport No.of passengers
Busan Official Information Center

I. Research Background

II. Research Objective and Research Method

With the recovery of the global economy, the South Korean
economy began to improve and showed steady growth.
Among them, South Korea's automobile industry growth trend
performance is obvious. According to statistics, as of August
2017, South Korea's domestic car sales increased by 11.7%
compared with the same period in 2016. As the second largest
city in South Korea, Busan has a personal vehicle registration
of nearly 100,000 vehicles. With the increase of personal car
ownership in Busan, Busan parks will face many parking
problems. Public car park, as a city planning and construction
and public building supporting the parking of social vehicles
for the business car park, will provide the public with a large
number of parking spaces, which also led to the public car
parks to solve the problem of urban parking is an important

In this paper, the service design method is used to analyze
and study the guiding system of the parks of Busan
International Airport, aiming to excavate the key problem
points of the parking guidance system of Busan International
Airport, and put forward the corresponding countermeasures.
Through field observation and face-to-face interviews, find
out the key pain points of the park Guide System of Busan
International Airport; To find out the key needs of improving
the car parking guidance system of Busan International Airport
by drawing the service blueprint and the customer journey map,
to provide guidance for the design direction to improve and
optimize the car park guide system of Busan International
Airport.
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This article adheres to the idea of human-centered design,
takes the guiding system of the park of Busan Jinhai
International Airport as the research object, analyzes the user
pain points of the airport park managers and users as the
research crowd, and puts forward the key directions to improve
the guiding system. In order to meet the parking guidance
demand of Busan International Airport, the purpose of
improving the service of the airport car park is finally
achieved.
III. Case Study
3.1 Ethnographic & Interview
During the initial stages of Ethnographic and Interview, on
the one hand, it is necessary to conduct on-the-spot
observation of the guidance system of Busan Gimhae
International Airport parking lot and grasp the actual situation
of the guidance system of the parking lot, including the type,
quality, distribution and scale of the guidance identification.
On the other hand, it is necessary to formulate corresponding
interview questions, processes and ways according to the
interviewees. Finally, according to stakeholder relations, we
demarcated the interviewees within the range parking lot
administrators and drivers.
The Ethnographic and Interview this time were conducted in
a face-to-face interview way. According to interview questions
formulated in advance, we interviewed three administrators
and four drivers. During the interview, we also used photos
and recordings to collect information. In the paper, a
administrator and a driver are listed as examples respectively.
TABLE I
INTERVIEW&PROBLEM
Character

Manager

Photo

Age

Problem

Character

56
1. The driver did not look at the sign but
always asked.
2. All the letters on the floor are erased and
can not be seen.
3. From 6:00 am to 9:00 pm and 6:00 pm to
9:00 pm, the two time periods will be long
lines.
Driver

Photo
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Age
Driving
experience
Problem

32
8 years
1. Can not understand the sign.
2. It is neither visible nor understood, nor does
it obscure.
3. The marking of the inlet and outlet shall be
improved.

3.2 Service Blueprint
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Fig. 2 Service Blueprint

3.3 Customer journey map

In this chapter, through the sorting and conclusion of the
problem points of the 7 interviewees, and drawing on the
service blueprint and customer itinerary diagram, we found
five groups of pain points, they are: A.guidance identification
is fuzzy; B. guidance information is vague; C.guidance details
are missing; D.users’ feedback is difficult; E. lack of guidance
sensor. Aiming at the five groups of pain points, we refined the
design keywords for optimizing guidance system of Busan
Gimhae International Airport parking lot, respectively,
Readability; Meaning; Detail; Feedback; Inductors. Through
the detailed description of the five keywords, designed the
corresponding optimization scheme.
TABLE II
PAIN POINTS AND SERVICD IMPROVEMENT SCHEMES
Pain points A

Improvement schemes

Guidance identification is
fuzzy

Readability
1. Stereoscopic dentification;
2. 2Big size identification;
3. Intuitive identification;

Pain points B

Improvement schemes

Guidance information is vague

Pain points C

Fig. 3 journey map

3.4 Pain Points and Service Improvement Schemes
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Meaning
1. Figurative symbols;
2. Symbols of expressive po
-wer;
3. Interesting symbols;
4. Symbols that conform to user
conceptual models;
Improvement schemes
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Guidance details are missing

Detail
1. Detailed guidance information;
2. The guidance infomation is
combined as a guide
identification for people to
observe.

Pain points D

Improvement schemes

Users’ feedback is difficult

Feedback
1. Feedback information table;
2. Record of problem and
opinion;

Pain points E

Improvement schemes

Lack of guidance sensor

Inductors
1.outdoor sensor with simple
structure;
2. can be quickly installed and
removed;

sensor that users helped the parking management system detect
if the parking space was vacant.
References
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Journal, 20(6),906-921.

V. Conclusion
Through service design method, such as interview and make
Service Blueprint and Customer journey map, have deeply
excavated the use pain points of the airport parking lot
administrators and drivers for airport parking guidance system.
The service blueprint describes in detail the relationship
between each service link and the pain point when the users
use the parking lot guidance system. Customer itinerary
diagram describes the relationship with pain points at the
aspect of emotional change. Five groups of pain points are
sorted out and summarized, and 5 corresponding design key
words are put forward to guide the design scheme to improve
the problem of guidance system. Aiming at the pain point A,
we designed a stereoscopic large size logo for enhancing the
Readability of the guidance system. Aiming at pain point B,
we select more specific and expressive guide symbols to
enhance the Meaning of the guidance system. Aiming at the
pain point C, we combine the detailed guidance information
into a guidance identifier to compensate for the Detail of the
guidance system. Aiming at the pain point D, we designed a
feedback information table which can be used for
communication to improve the feedback communication.
Aiming at the pain point E, we conceived a simple outdoor
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Abstract
In October, UNESCO’s International Advisory
Committee added Joseon dynasty’s missions to Japan,
co-submitted by Korea and Japan, to its Memory of the
World register. However, the records of the so-called
comfort women, the sexual slavery victims of the Japanese
imperial army during the Second World War, were denied
a place on the register due to Japan’s resistance. The issue
of sexual slavery, a historical fact from a half a century ago,
remains a sensitive and complex problem for Korea, China
and Japan; entangled with political interests of the three
nations, resolution may not come so easily.
This research studies a Korean film and a Chinese
documentary which addressed sexual slavery to explore
contemporary perspectives on the issue along with a
discussion of their aesthetic difference. In addition, in
relation to how the films were disseminated to the public,
the societal implications of crowdfunding, a rising
production method for visual contents in the era of SNS,
will be explored.

however, with the recent production of documentary films on
the issue, it would appear that China too is turning to take a
more proactive stance on its history.
<Spirit’s Homecoming> took 14 years in the making from
the moment the director Jungrae Cho found an inspiration in
<Young Ladies Burning> by Ms. Ilchool Kang, a former
sexual slave, while he was still at university. <22> from China
is a sequel to the director Gwe Ke’s first work <32>; the
number of surviving former sexual slaves has fallen from 32 to
22
Table 1. <Spirit’s Homecoming> & <22>
Category
Genre
Director
Box office Attendance
Production Costs
Profit (Estimated)
Crowdfunding Revenue
Number of
Crowdfunders

<Spirit’s Homecoming>,
Korea
Low-budget
Independent Film
Jungrae Cho
3.59 million
2.5 billion KRW
12 billion KRW
1.2 billion KRW
75,000

<22>,
China
Documentary film
Gwe Ke (郭柯 )
15 million
0.4 billion KRW
15 billion KRW
0.17 billion KRW
30,000

Keywords; Films on sexual slavery, crowdfunding, <Spirit’s
Homecoming>, documentary <22>,

Ⅰ . Introduction :
Sexual Slavery Victims Enter the Public Sphere of
History; <Spirit’s Homecoming> and <22>
The so-called comfort women were the sexual slaves who
were forced to serve the Japanese military during the Japanese
military invasion over Asia. Numerous records on the Nanking
Massacre and atrocities in Korea show the Japanese army
engaging in invasion, pillage, and killings in China and Korea
during the Second World War. Women not only from China
and Korea but also from the Philippines, Malaysia, Vietnam
and Russia were forced into sexual slavery; but the Japanese
government is yet to issue a sincere apology or
acknowledgement of its wrongdoing. Whereas there have been
consistent calls for national compensation and accountability
in Korea, China have remained relatively quiet on the issue;

fig 1. movie Poster <Spirit’s Home comming>, <22>

This research examines the social functions are roles of films
on sexual slavery as a ‘public sphere experience’ described by
Jürgen Habermas. Expanding on the concept of ‘public
sphere,’ Miriam Hansen’s notions of media and cultural
studies will be studied to address the public sphere role of film
industry through an examination of the crowdfunding
successes of the two films.
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II. How <Spirit’s Homecoming> and <22> addressed
sexual slavery
A. <Spirit’s Homecoming>: Requiem for the Deceased
In <Spirit’s Homecoming>, the atrocities experienced by
two girls in sexual slavery are represented in great detail.
Considered uncomfortable by some spectators, a key scene is
when sexual slaves are exploited in group by Japanese soldiers.
The director takes a kite camera to pan from room to room to
show Japanese soldiers waiting in line for their turn and each
rooms where women are being taken advantage of; some
question whether this scene was really necessary. The director
Jungrae Cho has stated in media interviews that he wanted to
emphasize how the collective system, the state, scarred the
souls of individuals. <Spirit’s Homecoming> was also
criticized on a scene where it was suggested that healing those
scars could only be done with a shaman ritual through another
female victim of sexual violence.
B. <22>: Why life is important – message of healing and
restoration
Whereas <Spirit’s Homecoming> was based on testaments
and in-depth interview with former sexual slaves to present a
narrative which consoles those souls who have yet to return
from foreign lands, China’s <22> shows the serenity of daily
lives. The latter presents an old lady in her eighties doing
household chores and living with a half-Japanese son whom
she had during sexual slavery. The director Gwe Ke has
mentioned in an interview that, because the director’s first film,
<33>, had hurt many ladies who had been interviewed for the
film, <22> was made with more restraints to give resonance
through ordinary scenes. <Spirit’s Homecoming> based on
historical facts and the documentary <22> showing the daily
lives of surviving figures both show characters singing
‘arirang’ to move the viewers and console the surviving.

Key
Medi
um
<Spirit’s Homecoming> : Eunkyung, a shaman, conducts
a consoling ritual to bring back the soul of the friend of
Younghee, a survivor, who finally frees herself from guilt
<22> : What consoles and heals the survivors is
ordinary life and communication with the director and
crew

III. How <Spirit’s Homecoming> and <22> met the
public: Crowdfunding
.
Even after the script was completed, the director struggled to
finance <Spirit’s Homecoming>. Eventually, he turned to
crowdfunding to raise 1.2 billion KRW to bridge the gap in
project finance and finish the film. <Northern Limit Line> and
<26 Years> had previously used the same method to finance
their making. The director Gwe Ke of <22> had been inspired
by <Spirit’s Homecoming> and decided to run a crowdfunding
project in China during the final stage of making; the Korean
production company which had worked for <22> also
facilitated the crowdfunding project. As shown in [Fig. 3],
three minutes of ending credit shows the list of all funders.

Fig. 2 Funder’s List in the ending credit in <22>

Table 2. Key Scenes from <Spirit’s Homecoming> and < 22>
Film

Home coming

Documentary 22

Main
Motif

The same was the case for <Spirit’s Homecoming> where
about half of production costs 1.2 billion KRW, which was
raised through crowdfunding. The names of 77,270 citizen
funders are shown for 10 minutes during the ending credit.
This is in itself another moving scene in the film.

left : Young Ladies Burning
Right: 32 surviving former sexual slaves

Narra
tive

Fig. 3. Funder’s List in the ending credit in
<Spirit’s Homecoming>

<Spirit’s Homecoming>: Past–Pluperfect- Present,
Three layers of Present <22>: Testaments and daily lives
of
survivors in the present narrative
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Fig. 4. The last wish of the old Japanese military sexual slavery
survivor.

IV. Conclusion
Recently, films and documentaries based on historical facts
are raising awareness of the long-forgotten reality. The history
of sexual slavery, common to both Korea and China, has led to
the film <Spirit’s Homecoming> and the documentary <22> to
move tens of millions of people in the era of SNS.
<Spirit’s Homecoming> attracted 3.6 million box office
viewers – the highest figure yet for a Korean film about sexual
slavery. It also recorded the largest crowdfunding success in
Korean cinema by raising 1.2 billion KRW. <22>’s
crowdfunding success might have been moderate in
comparison, but it generated a big social issue and added to the
diversity of Chinese cinema where commercial films are in
dominance. Future research should address the socio-cultural
implications of crowdfunded films in Korea and China along
with visual-aesthetic analysis so that the impact of
historically-based visual content on the public in the era of
SNS can be examined in depth.
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Abstract
Television, as a most exposed media and an important
supplier of spiritual products for the elderly, should play a
positive role in alleviating the aging process. However, in
China, there are very few TV programs that are based on
the potential demands of the elderly. It is precisely in this
context that the topic of this paper has more practical
significance.
This article mainly investigates the characteristics of the
times and the demands of contemporary elderly people.
Finally, around the demands of the elderly, a few
representative elderly TV programs are chosen to carry
out specific analysis, in order to provide some research
basis and evidence for planning and producing TV
programs that are more in line with the demands of
Chinese elderly group.
Keywords-Aging; elderly TV program; family separation; loss
of authority; information enclosure

the Image of Elderly People in TV News and Educational
Programs published in 2014 by KIm Suk and Park Joo-Yeun.
Despite such a severe aging trend, there are scant theoretical
researches concerning TV programs for Chinese elderly in the
Chinese academia. The studies are focused on three aspects:
the importance of elderly programs; existing issues; and how
to improve the quality of programs. The representative works
are: Xia Yunyan's Discussion on the planning of elderly TV
programs in 2001; Li Jianhua's Aging era calls for TV
channels for the elderly in 2007; Zheng Chengfa's Status and
development strategy of elderly TV programs in 2014;
Deficiencies and improvements of elderly TV programs
published by Wang Huimin in January, 2015; etc.
This paper carries out research around the characteristics of
the times and the demands of contemporary elderly based on
the Chinese elderly TV programs, which is a direction and
attempt of deepening the theoretical research. It not only helps
the Chinese TV industry better adapt to the elderly audience
and better meet the elderly People's viewing demands and
spiritual and cultural life, but also provides some theoretical
reference and ideas for the academia.

I. Introduction
Aging of population has become an unavoidable problem in
the world. With the intensification of aging, how to provide a
good spiritual and cultural environment for the elderly; and
how to build a "positive aging" society have become a concern
of the country and society.
In the daily life of the elderly, TV is the media they contact
for the longest time. Therefore, in-depth theoretical study on
the elderly TV programs has great significance for promoting
the construction of harmonious elderly society.
After reviewing a large number of literatures, this paper
summarizes that the elderly TV programs are studied in the
foreign journals from the aspects of the relationship between
TV media and elderly, the TV ratings data and the satisfaction
surveys on the elderly. The representative papers include:
Robert W. Kubey's Television and Aging: Past, Present, and
Future; Nancy Ziegler's How older persons are portrayed in
television advertising: Implications for educators; John Bell's
In Search of a Discourse on Aging: The Elderly on Television;
The Relationship between Watching of TV Health Programs
and Practice of Health Behaviors among the Elderly published
in 2011 by Hyun-Jung Lee, Jae-Young Park; and A Study on

II. Theoretical background
To actively cope with the aging of population, a series of laws
and policies including the Revised Law on Protection of
Elderly Rights, the Twelfth Five-Year Plan on the Aging
Undertakings in China, etc. all point out that the media need to
assume the social responsibilities of meeting the elderly
people's spiritual and cultural demands and comforting their
hearts, which should give full play to the functions of
disseminating information, providing entertainment and
coordinating social relations to establish a platform for
communication between all sectors of society, thereby meeting
the spiritual and cultural demands of the elderly and promoting
the harmonious development of society.
The more targeted the TV programs for elderly in terms of
arrangement and production, the better they can meet the
spiritual demands of the elderly and enhance their joy of life,
which can even solve their problems. Therefore, the
introduction of elderly TV programs undoubtedly reflects the
society's understanding of the elderly group and spiritual care,
which plays an important role in building a harmonious
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society.
In this paper, the TV programs tailored to the elderly
audience by the provincial-level or above TV stations in China
are analyzed statistically, which finds that there are only 13
programs targeted for the elderly, such as "Sunset Glow",
"Wonderful Old Friends", "Parents around China" and "Maple
Leave are Red".
The above survey on the status quo of elderly TV programs in
China is just the foundation of study, while the characteristics
of the times and the demands of contemporary elderly are the
focus of theoretical research. Only by understanding the
characteristics of the times and the potential demands of the
contemporary Chinese elderly, can we produce TV programs
that are really suitable for the elderly group.
III. TV program demands of Chinese elderly
A. Characteristics of the times of contemporary Chinese
Elderly
We can summarize two factors that influence the
characteristics of the times as social factors and cultural factors.
It is under the joint influence of these two factors that the
contemporary Chinese elderly show a series of characteristics
of the times, such as: family separation, loss of family
authority and information enclosure.
A.a. Family separation
Influenced by the 'filial' culture, family-based caring is the
dominant mode of eldercare in China, where the offspring
plays a very important role in the later life of elderly. However,
the implementation of 'reform and opening up' and 'one-child'
policies has led to an increased number of empty nest families,
so that the elderly people live alone, suffering spiritual
loneliness. The traditional Chinese culture, on the contrary,
advocates independent personality and values spiritual life.
Therefore, family separation has become an important factor
affecting the spiritual life of the elderly. 'Family separation'
prompts the elderly people eager to acquire knowledge about
entertainment and living. Just as Wang Xihua and Zhou Huafa
mentioned in the Correlation between quality of life, sense of
loneliness and subjective well-being among the elderly1, the
"empty nest phenomenon in China increased the pension and
mental health risks of elderly people, who are eager to
exchange and communicate with others to ease the spiritual
loneliness. Meanwhile, they also hope to get knowledge about
living, in order to better their solitary life.

phenomena"2. Regarding the 'loss of family authority' problem,
Ma Lina, Tang Zhe et al. stated in the Effects of Familial
Factors on Mental Health of Elderly People in Beijing that
"the change in the authoritative position of elderly people let
them feel the indifference and desolation of family members.
To get the attention and respect of the family, the elderly group
usually pays special attention to major domestic and foreign
news events, in order to make contributions to the state and
nation and to prove their value."3 This also reflects the elderly
people's demands for love and respect.
A.c. Information enclosure
The Commentaries on Yi reads that "The man of honor will
strive constantly for self-improvement" and that "Work hard
all day long, keep pace with the times". Influenced by such a
progressive outlook on life, the Chinese elderly people have
the desire to continue to seek knowledge. However, the
"Cultural Revolution" has led to low cultural and educational
level of contemporary elderly people, coupled with the
increasingly weak ability to learn, many technological
products and new things are daunting to them, which limits
their access to information. The 'information enclosure'
problem is also the reflection of elderly people's demands for
acquiring information on life and enriching knowledge. For
example, Zuo Meiyun, Liu Bobo et al. mentioned in the
Construction and Application of Information Demand Model
for the Elderly that "Chinese elderly people have low level of
education. Coupled with slowness of accepting new ideas, they
are rather informationally closed. For better living, they have
the demands for accessing to information on life and enriching
knowledge."4
In summary, the three characteristics of the times of the
contemporary Chinese elderly people, i.e. family separation,
loss of family authority and information enclosure, reflect that
they have demands in three aspects: love and respect, life
service and entertainment, as shown in Fig. 1:

[Fig. 1] TV viewing demands of Chinese elderly people

A.b. Loss of family authority
The family ethical ideas of 'benevolence & filial piety' uphold
the supremacy of parents. However, after the establishment of
socialist system, the feudal patriarchy has gradually lost its role,
with family relations developing gradually towards democracy,
equality and freedom. In addition, with the implementation of
'one-child' policy, the families with single child have been
dominant, and the intergenerational center of family has
tended to younger age. These "lead to the 'preference of child
to elderly' and 'valuing of upbringing over eldercare'

IV. Case analysis of Chinese elderly TV programs
This chapter analyzes in depth the design intention, effect of
elderly TV programs in China and the satisfaction degree of
elderly group's demands through case studies.
A. Reflection of entertainment needs
Taking the 'Funny Life' broadcast in 2016 by the "Wonderful
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Old Friends" as an example, this program invites
older-generation comedians to talk about their apprenticeship
days in the form of interviews. The narrative process is
combined with singing and artistic performance, so that the
audience can enjoy themselves.
Themed by the traditional Chinese opera that is favored by
the elderly group, the program presents the familiar films,
familiar faces, familiar music and familiar scenes to the elderly
audience via on-site interviews with the older-generation
opera artists. Such a program is apt to strike a chord among
elderly group and let them recall memories and find tranquility.
The opera singing and artistic performance part uses positive
and happy emotional appeal instead of negative, pessimistic
moods to help elderly group overcome the loneliness and
silence in their later life, which meets the elderly people's
demands for getting entertainment to ease the spiritual
loneliness.
B. Reflection of demands for love and respect
Each episode of "Wonderful Old Friends" has a dating
section, which helps the elderly people choose objects of their
affection through the exchange with each other and the
one-on-one in-depth interviews by the host, so as to care about
the love life of elderly groups. The topics like 'Eighty-year-old
mother sues her son', 'Meddlesome Luo Guanzhang' and 'Love
affair' broadcast by "Sunset Glow" in 2016, as well as
'Seventy-year-old man's wedding trip' and 'Home with
quadruplets' broadcast by "Parents around China" in 2016
convey the society's respect and care for the elderly group from
the perspectives of realization of personal values, affirmation
of elderly authority, filial piety, etc.
The topics of the programs are set up targeting the issues in
the elderly society like the separation of family and the loss of
authority in family, which not only reflect the society's
understanding and caring for the feelings of elderly, but also
meet the elderly people's needs for love. Concerning the
selection of themes, the news figures and news events are used
to discuss the filial piety, eldercare, education and value
realization based on the topics and events of elderly group's
concern, so as to help them access to more information, which
conveys the society's respect for the elderly people and
affirmation of their values.

elderly group with the longevity experience of two longevous
elders as the main line. The professional elderly healthcare
program "Maple Leaves are Red" invites experts in each
episode to explain the health knowledge and correct the wrong
knowledge, which introduce health care, medical knowledge
and life tips to the elderly audience.
V. Conclusion
All of the Chinese elderly TV programs surveyed are
arranged and designed targeting the demands of elderly people,
which meet the elderly group's needs for recreation, living, as
well as love and respect.
During their arrangement and production, the elderly TV
programs should first study and analyze the characteristics of
the times of the elderly group, and dig deeper into the potential
demands hidden under the characteristics of the times, so as to
carry out the program design around the needs of the elderly.
Such a design idea can better meet the spiritual needs of the
elderly, and promote the formation of a harmonious society.
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C. Reflection of life service demands
Among China's existing TV programs for the elderly,
"Wonderful Old Friends", "Sunset Glow" and "Maple Leaves
are Red" all provide services to the elderly groups targeting
their demands for acquiring knowledge about life and health,
in order to help them live a better life.
Among these programs, the topic 'Drama artist's
reminiscence of wonderful life' broadcast by "Wonderful Old
Friends" in 2016 invited the elderly group's favorite theater
artists to share funny stories during travel and talk about the
significance of travelling; recommend the most suitable way of
travelling for the elderly people, and specify the expenses and
shortcomings, in order to provide inspiration for the audience
and encourage the elderly people to be delighted in travelling.
The episode 'Healthcare regimes for the elderly' broadcast by
"Sunset Glow" in 2016 provided healthcare knowledge to the
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Abstract
A shorter form of Chinese animation school ‘Chinese
School’ refers to animation works which started in 1950s,
went through a period of maturity in the 1960s, and made
significant achievements in 1970s-80s with remarkable
Chinese features. This concept explains the birth of the
Chinese School as well as its development and heydays
relatively accurately. ‘Chinese School’ animation has left
huge achievements during the development of Chinese
animation, and this study seeks to find the content and
meaning of such achievements by examining them. This
has an important meaning to the workers in the Chinese
animation industry. This paper aims to review the impact
of traditional colors on animation modeling in Chinese
traditional colors.
Keywords: Chinese School Animation; Traditional Chinese
Color; Metaphor

1. Introduction
The aesthetic method of metaphor through color and the
traditional notion of color are deeply related with an ethnic
group, nation, and region, and different life habits create
differences in the sense and understanding of color. Thus,
analyzing the meaning expression of colors such as cultural
and generational differences and psychological implication
can enhance the expression of animation and the
understanding of an ethnic culture that has different
environments. A visual element, color has very important
roles in visual aesthetics, atmosphere of the background,
environmental characteristics, object’s narration, main
character’s personality expression, metaphorical setting, etc.
Also, the color in a screen we see gives descriptions about a
natural environment and object as well as give meanings
through expression and metaphor by reflecting the animator’s
animation intent on a character’s emotion. Thus, a color
language allows an animator to show the visualization of a
series of incidents in an animation to audience, acting as a
unique medium of communication between the animator and
audience.
This study examines the expression forms of Chinese
traditional color in a Chinese School animation and lays the
foundation of analysis on Chinese School animation by

establishing, developing, and classifying the concept of
Chinese traditional colors. Also, this paper analyzes the
application and metaphor of Chinese traditional color and the
traditional view of color in the animation works of Chinese
School. By analyzing the influences from the philosophical
view of color such as the 5 Elements theory of Chinese
traditional color, Confucian view of color that started from
‘proprieties’ and ‘patience’, and the Daoist view of color
through worshipping ‘black’, this study clarifies the
characteristics of Chinese traditional colors. Through this, by
revealing that Chinese traditional colors give the aesthetic
effects of ‘Chinese Beauty’ and ‘artistic conception’ on
animation, this paper seeks to draw strengths of Chinese
ethnic style on Chinese traditional colors to advance the
Chinese animation industry by using them.
II. ‘Chinese School’ Animation
A shorter form of Chinese animation school ‘Chinese
School’ refers to animation works which started in 1950s,
went through a period of maturity in the 1960s, and made
significant achievements in 1970s-80s with remarkable
Chinese features. The ‘Chinese School’ animation started
when CEO Te Wei of Shanghai Art Movie Production in
1957 presented a slogan ‘Let’s find the path of ethnic style’.
China’s ethnic art, which includes painting, sculpture,
architecture, doubles, plays, ‘folk art’, ‘paper cutting’,
‘shadow play’, and ‘Sehwa’ painting formed in the long
history of China, provides immeasurable subject matters to
the various types of animation genre. That is why ‘Chinese
School’ animation holds strong ethnic characteristics for
theme, forms, and depiction. First, ‘Chinese School’
animation is China’s ethicized animation. “Chinese School’
animation does not only reflect China’s living culture and
psychology but also implements living method and
reasonable method to succeed to traditional art and its
mentality. Also, reflecting on the culture heritage of this kind
of ethnic, in the process of combining modernism artistic
characteristics of animation, ‘Chinese School’ animation
started to form different artistic expression method and
independent style. Through this kind of process, ‘Chinese
School’ animation formed a characteristic and independent
flow in the world’s animation field. Heritage of traditional art
was consciously collected in the background of Chinese
traditional culture. By observing and succeeding, Chinese
animation formed a beautiful, systemic, and artistic style.
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Secondly, animation of ‘Chinese School’ focuses on
thoughtful meaning. So, educational meaning has become
deep, simple, or clear for each work. Never was this
expression given up. When looking at the source of this kind
of animation phenomenon and tendency, ‘Shieunji’ – based
on the cultural background of China as a whole’ can be said
to be naturally succeeded of literary history. Therefore,
‘entertainment’ art characteristics of ‘Chinese School’ was
composed. ‘Entertainment’ is a characteristic of ‘Chinese
School’ to be aware. This does not mean ‘doctrine’ and
‘entertainment’ exist but has different aspect of different
country’s animation and ‘Chinese School’ among forming
relationship between ‘teaching’ and ‘music’.
Third, animation of ‘Chinese School’ gives laughter to
people. This is not just simply laughter but the purpose is to
acquire education from the laughter. Fourth, animation of
‘Chinese School’ pursues expression of mentality or dignity
through image and seeks for artistic stage between similarity
and difference. The width of the design of movement is not
very big and rhythm and taste are focused to seek for
beautification and refinement of movement in daily life. The
characteristic called ‘background’ of Chinese School is very
unique. Animation of ‘Chinese School’ shows painting
methods of ‘using white as black’ and ‘actual situation’ of
traditional painting. Also, ‘background’ here is not ‘not’ but
‘empty’ and ‘drawing is beautifully peculiar stage where
drawing is not seen’. Fifth, ‘Chinese School’ animation is
very creative for color use. Sixth, ‘Chinese School’
animation’s artistic expression method sets focus on intention.
This is to share pulse with China’s traditional art. Intention
and lyricism in China’s traditional art is not necessarily
irrelative with the influence of Daoism. Daoism’s art
mentality seeks for freedom and liberation to set a kingdom of
free mentality.
III. Uniqueness of the Colors of ‘Chinese School’
Animation
For western animation, China’s traditional color is not a
feature that depicts the optics and color but rather more close
to cultural expression or thoughtful inheritance.
The formation and development of view of color are
closely related to differences of area, culture, and religion.
Understanding about color is different according to nations
and ethnic. Above all, in China’s color culture development
process, philosophical color of thoughtful area caused to
influence to concept and forms of color.
The long history of China’s color gradually formed unique
color system with various forms and ethnic features.
Traditional view of color was influenced by China’s
traditional philosophical thoughts such as Yin-yang & five
elements of the Universe, Confucianism, and Daoism.
Therefore, the ideology of animation of Chinese animation
cannot be parted from traditional philosophy view of color.
The sense about using Chinese traditional colors is closely
related to depth and psychological structure of Chinese
people’s culture. Above all, Yin-yang& five elements of the
universe sets the basis of Chinese color theory to provide a
reason model to people. Chinese people interpret everything

of the world based on Yin-yang & give elements of the
universe.
China’s traditional view of color sets basis on the view of
the world of Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhist. To
summarize the characteristics of traditional view of color
based on each ideology and thought, for the view of color of
Confucianism, Confucian – the creator of Confucianism –
follows the properties on the awareness of color, where
Confucianism’s view of color has the basic size of five
elements and five colors. An example is comparing or
explaining something by color. This is the most important
characteristic of color. Also, the view of color of Daoism’s
main characteristic of Daojia view of color is interpreting
degree with color. Therefore,
Therefore, the view of color of Daojia is “No color that
creates five colors.” And, it also has the meaning
“Mysteriousness in mysteriousness, degree of all
mysteriousness.” Lastly, the view of color of Buddhist
compares or expresses wisdom through color. For example,
yellow is the most precious color of Buddhist thought and it is
the color of the heavens.
When analyzing the view of color of Chinese School
Animation from 1948 to 1989, there are 21 black/white and
color animations, and there are 15 animations that have 5
colors. Among these animations, there are 5 animations that
combined Buddhist view of colors. There are 7 animations
that are based on black and white. Among these, there is 1
animation that combined five colors. There are 16 animations
based on Buddhist view of colors and 4 are combined with
five colors.
Because color has cultural meaning, intention of color and
aesthetic differences exist in ethnic color between different
areas and countries. While the society is industrialized and
becomes information-oriented, the distance between nations
are becoming close and cultural differences are reducing, but
there is still clear difference in color and this is especially
shown in East-West Asia’s animation art
(1) U.S.
Disney animation has good cinematic effects and seeks for
strong color visual, using various colors to make the same
mood as reality.
(2) Disney
French animation among European animation has
differentiated attraction and different nations. French
Animation <Beautiful City Trio> has the artistic characteristic
and humor of French with ethnic colors of France. Especially,
new visual color has been given to the viewers by using dark
colors by copying work style of a European artist.
(3) China
Color in ‘Chinese School’ animation focuses on desertion,
implication, and intrinsic beauty and dignity. ‘Chinese
School’ focuses on the artistic stage and emotion. For artist
emotion, force is preferred. While focusing on ‘holding
back‘ and ‘hide’, ‘sharing’ and ‘change’ are also focused.
Chinese traditional painting focused on ‘superb spirit’ and
‘artistic sage’. ‘Chinese School’ animation color used
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exxcessive colorr compared to western painntings. For exaample,
inn the cause off Keum Byeokk San Soo, Innk Mandarin Duck,
em
motions were delivered by ccolor and artisstic stage was made
foor subjective and aesthettic handling. ‘Chinese Scchool’
annimation’s collor absorbed ttraditional paiinting art withh long
hiistory of Chinna. There was great influencce in formingg color
annd modeling sstyle of animattion in the agee of civil warss, Han
D
Dynasty, Tang dynasty, Keum
m Byeok San Soo, Song Dyynasty,
M
Ming Dynasty, and Qing Dynnasty.
Ⅳ. Unique Intrinsic Gracce of
‘Chinese Sch
hool’ Animattion
M
Metaphor
of color
c
is an im
mportant expreession methodd from
annimation, andd it can stand out the charaacteristic of ccertain
chharacters. Alsoo, it can influuence the moood of the scenne and
allso reach an arrtistic stage too promote emootional developpment
abbout the overrall narration. When lookinng at the aspect of
viisual languagee, artistic metaaphor is an im
mportant functtion of
coolor. ‘Metaphhor’ creates ccultural meanning that coloor has
itsself as the meeans of expreessing mentaliity through deetailed
coolor. Artists ggive fresh shoock on the im
magination thaat has
neever been donne by viewers bby putting mettaphor onto thhe new
sttage. Everythiing else exceppt sound in annimation is faake. In
thhis case, color’’s metaphoricaal functions sttand out even m
more.
T
The colors in the scene of <The Monkeyy King> delivver the
rigght color to thhe content andd story. It delivvers ‘fantastic mood
annd color of m
mythological play’. When Son Wukongg says
‘G
Grand Sight off Heavens’, thhe scene changges to soft andd mild
coolor. The baackground m
mood expressses the them
me of
annimation, desccribes the proocess, and chhanges accordiing to
thhe demand off highlighting the personalitty of the charracter.
By setting Chinese drawingg forms of bblue-green coolor, a
m
mysterious worrld that seems real and yet illlusion is com
mposed
annd the audiennce starts to fall into thee animation scene.
Thhrough this, a theme is suuggested and tthe meaning of the
thheme is intennsified. In thee work <Ninee Color Deer>
>, the
auudience experriences fear annd anxiety byy understandinng the
pssychology off people throuugh color conntrast of the ninecoolored deer.

Fiig. 1

<The Moonkey King>

IIn the work <
<Fish Child>, the animator expressed iroon will
peersonality of a person. Inn the work <
<Natanyohae>
>, the
chharacter is focused to express the statuus of public office.
o

The body is liight
Heree, the color sttands out and has weight. T
coloored skin withh red threat annd financial innfluence. Two big
and smart eyes aare shining soo that feeling and wisdom can
stannd out. In the work <The M
Monkey King>
>, simple coloored
line and strong ddecorative collors such as red, yellow, and
greeen were used to show the passionate ppersonality of the
charracter. Also, coolor dignity off folk engravinng and folk w
wood
engrraving can be seen.
Onn the other hannd, the face coolor of the Greeat Jade Empeeror
is ppink and whitte, and the atttire mixed off red and yellow
lookks splendid annd precious. Juust by the collors, the audieence
is abble to depict thhe King of Chhina.

Fig. 2

<Fish Childd>

<Snow Child> nnaturally refleects the formaation of themee of
sharring and beinng brave for peace. It hass the educatioonal
funcctions. Especiaally, the colorr of the charaacter is supporrted
by the
t snowman and scenery,, composed of
o unique screeen.
The stage of the screen attracts the people wiith pure heart.

Fig.. 3 <Snow Childd>

Thhe work <Ponny Crossing tthe River> apppropriately uuses
Chinnese traditionaal colors. The colors express the pony beffore
crosssing the riveer and after crossing the river. Like tthis,
awaareness and expression aboout color in animation is the
founndation of anim
mation. Colorr makes animaation stage intoo an
artisstic stage and increase them
me, thought, annd aesthetic leevel.
It tuurns the storyy into a meanningful poem. The methodd of
expllaining througgh color is a peersonal thinkinng method whhere
visuual language iss expressed thhrough color ffor a story. Coolor
helpps viewers to understandd and simplyy expresses the
meaaning.
Aeesthetic methood of color meetaphor teachees the meaningg of
an artwork
a
by com
mbining artisttic stage of arttist, color, objject,
and etc. Color hass two kinds off influence to tthe psychologyy of
peopple through vvisual engine. Color show
ws the awarenness
reguulation on nature. Artiists use thee psychologgical
phennomenon of color
c
to show
w the ‘beauty’ in the heartt of
peopple through coolor.
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Fiig. 4 <Pony Croossing the Riverr>

Foor Chinese annimation with ethnic culturaal features, Chhinese
traditional cultuure’s aestheticc thoughts arre combined tto add
arrtistic intentioon of animaation. This succeeded aessthetic
cuulture of ethniic tradition annd corresponds to aesthetic needs
too Chinese peopple. Last exprression about aaesthetic methhod of
coolor metaphorr is deliveringg mentality of the artist thhrough
coolor expresssion. People with aestthetic discernnment
exxperience artisstic stage of aart work by ussing unidimennsional
coolor and experriences the meentality and em
motions from object.
Thhe metaphoriccal emotions expression is not limited jjust to
coontrast betweeen warm color and cold coolor but is shoown in
thhe ‘artistic staage’ as well. In the visuaal aspect, the most
im
mportant thingg is to expreess deep meaaning in the color
thhrough expreession. The emotions off artist and color
m
metaphor are closely conneected where simply an obbject’s
coolor is not exppressed but thhe symbolic m
meaning of coolor is
boorrowed to show the truee mind of the artist. The color
exxpression off Chinese trraditional coolor makes color
exxpression of C
Chinese drawiing special thrrough metaphhorical
exxpression. Thiis is the art preeference of Chhinese drawingg. The
m
metaphorical eexpression off folk color of China’s ethnic
exxpresses uniqque cultural consciousneess and aessthetic
coonsciousness oof each ethnicc. The intentiion of folk coolor of
China’s variouss ethnic is maiinly expressedd in drawings, crafts,
ment. Animatioon works all have own sttories.
annd entertainm
Color metaphor uses color tto express thee story. The tyype of
Story’ includees long story,, short story, story that ppassed,
‘S
cuurrent story, aand many otheers. The directtor must be cllear of
w
what is being exxpressed and tto be able to select various screen
s
coolor expressioon method. The
T emotionaal expression about
pooetry and draw
wing of Chineese traditional painting allow
ws the
apppreciation off artistic conceeption of Siniffication in moddeling
annd video inn the ‘Chineese School’ animations. Also,
deelivering emotion through ccolor shows thhe emotional colors
inn ‘Chinese Schhool’ animatioons to reach thhe “Scene-blennding’
sttage. Also, thee organic com
mbination throuugh color givves the
unnidimensionall feeling of Sinnification to ppeople throughh color
viideo, while haaving limitation in visual lannguage of anim
mation
laanguage.

tradiitional colors have been ablle to sprout annd take deep root.
Alsoo, traditional colors give ethnic originaality, so Chinna’s
view
w of color deeeply reveals the feeling of heavy ethhnic
cultuure. People’s ddesires graduaally grew withh the developm
ment
of human socieety, and thee developmennt of scienttific
techhnology has giiven new visuual interests too animation. A
As a
resuult, we have become muuch more innterested in the
exprression of em
motions by trraditional collors in real llife.
Anim
mation has ann expression method that is different fr
from
otheer types of arrt, and colors in animation can give a vvery
pow
werful visual im
mpact and deeep impression to viewers. Thhus,
it is necessary to cclosely examinne the charactteristics of oveerall
mation along with
w its techniccal forms.
anim
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V. Coonclusion
The use of C
Chinese traditional colors in ‘Chinese Scchool’
annimation workks showed thhe artistry of Chinese tradiitional
cuulture very well. The cclever integrration of Chhinese
traditional coloors and ‘Chineese School’ animation
a
worrk can
prromote the nnew developm
ment of contemporary anim
mation
inndustry and caan have a hugee influence on the developm
ment of
Chinese ethnic traditional arrt. Due to Chhina’s long cuulture,
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Ab
bstract
This study p
proposes musiic experiencee through listeening,
seeeing—the two most fundamentaal ways—, and
syynesthesia byy data visuallization. To vvisualize music in
syynesthesia, th
he three elem
ments—rhyth
hm, harmonyy, and
m
melody—of m
music and th
he informatiion of the sound
s
viibration of w
waveform in m
music are maatched in terrms of
kiinetic art to connect the visual
v
meanin
ng of inform
mation.
Siince the exiisting wavefform visualizzation method is
lin
near, this stu
udy aims to exxperience mu
usic synesthettically
ass a product off visualized k
kinetic art.
Keywords-coomponent; waveeform; kinetic aart; visualizatioon;

I. Intrroduction
A. Background
Music we enncounter everyy day is a typee of art expresssing a
thhought or emootion through vvoice or instruument by combbining
annd harmonizinng beats, meloody, and voicee in many forms. A
soound means a sound wave formed by viibration and iis in a
foorm of physicaal movement. We call this a waveform, which
exxists in differeent shapes in m
music that is bbased on sound, and
thhus the differeent characteristics of each music type can
c be
iddentified. Wavveform accordding to the change
c
of tim
me can
deeliver a non-veerbal messagee since it is a movement
m
inclluding
thhe progress of time unlike sttatic visual andd verbal expreession.
Thhus, it is at thhe contact poiint with the exxpression techhnique
off kinetic art ddelivering a message througgh a movemennt, and
thhat expressionss can vary as a synesthetic ssensory substiitution
thhrough visualss.

Fig. 1 Conceptt of Research

II. Related
d Research
A. C
Components off Music
M
Music largely consists
c
of threee elements: rrhythm, harmoony,
meloody, which are
a composedd organically. “Rhythm is the
timee order of nootes as they pprogress sequuentially, and the
mosst fundamentaal element off music. Twoo or more nootes
playyed at the samee time are callled a chord, annd a harmony is a
system of the connection of
o chords. The
T
19th centtury
Rom
manticism em
mphasized on the charactter, feeling, and
indivviduality thatt each chord hhad. Melody is the horizontal
com
mbination of nnotes with diifferent pitch and length, and
smaall melody uniits come togetther to create an overall floow.”
[1]. That is, meloddy plays the leeading role in consisting muusic
whille rhythm andd harmony act in the backgrround or moodd to
highhlight the meloody.
B. C
Concept of Waveform
A waveform is a sound wave with undulaation in the shhape
or foorm of a signaal which is like a moving wave, in a physsical
meddium or abstracct expression.

B. Concept of R
Research
Examples oof common waveform vvisualization while
lisstening to muusic are in thee form of equualizer which sshows
hiigh and low pitch dependding on the ffrequency rannge of
m
music. Such viisualization oof waveform is
i made to prrovide
nuumerical, quanntitative inform
mation that thhe physical souund of
m
music has, and does not deliiver the emotiions of music as an
arrt. The conceppt of this studdy is to exam
mine the concept of
kiinetic form in terms off data visuaalization, to apply
w
waveforms inclluding the kinnetic propertyy of auditory w
waves
onn kinetic art where kinessis is important. This stuudy is
coonducted in thhe order of: 1)) Review of ppreceding studdies on
thhe extraction of visualization data; andd 2) Study on
o the
viisualization off waveforms fo
for kinetic art.

Fig. 2 P
Pitch and Volum
me in Waveform
m [2]

W
When the vibraation informatiion of sound iss listed accordding
to thhe direction off time progresss, sound can be
b visualized in a
quanntitative waveeform. On the y-axis, our ears feel thaat a
sounnd is loud as tthe amplitude is high, and suuch size of sound
is ccalled volumee. Such amplitude includees a numberr of
vibrrations, whichh is called frrequency to sshow how m
many
timees a phenomennon occurs reggularly withinn a unit of timee. It
is m
marked as Hz according to the internatioonal unit systtem,
and 1Hz is interprreted a regulaar phenomenonn occurs once per
secoond. On the x-axis, the denser
d
the vibbrations are, the
highher the notes fe
feel, and such height
h
of notes is called pitcch.
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Through the fluctuation off sound vibrattion, its volum
me and
piitch can be viisualized and the characteriistics of each sound
caan also be ideentified. As inn the commerccialization of music
finngerprint techhnology that pprovides musiic search servvice or
prrotects music copyright by analyzing thee quantitative sound
innformation of music, wavefform informattion is used too find
thhe characteristics of each souund.

F
Fig. 5 Corresponding colour off each note afterr transposition
(Fiorenza, 22010) [4]

C
C. Kinetic Rhytthm of Wavefoorm
It is necessarry to understaand the conceept of kinetic art to
obbserve the kinnesis of wavefform in termss of kinetic arrt. The
teerm kinetic arrt originates fr
from Greek w
words kinesis which
m
means movemeent and kinetiic which meanns mobile; thuus the
teerm is used to refer to art based on movem
ments [3].

Thhe method off approachingg the relationsship of color and
sounnd synestheticcally is calledd Sonochromaatism, which is a
neurrological phennomenon of peerceiving coloor as a sound. IIt is
a coombined wordd of Latin: sonno- (sound) + Greek: chromat
(color) + Greek: -optia (see) [3].
[
This term
m was createdd by
visuual artist Neill Harrison, w
who was born with total coolor
blindness, to diffferentiate his color experieence from peoople
withh color sense oor color-soundd sympathy [4]].

Fig. 3 Kinetic Sculpture- Shappes of things to come, art + com
m, 2008.

Kinetic art iss an abstract, 4D art with tthe concept of time
coonsisting of tim
me, movemennt, and continggency [3]. In kkinetic
arrt, actual kinettics must occuur whether it is a movemennt of a
w
work of formatiive art or is a m
movement of the audience.

Fig. 6 The Harbisson's Sonnochromatic Muusic Scale [5].

‘T
The Harbissonn's Sonochrom
matic Music S
Scale (e.g., “F
Fig.
6”)’ organizes thhe wavelengtth of value that mirrors the
freqquency of a scale, showinng the wavellength color that
matcches each scalle. Here, the sccale means ‘D
Do-Re-Mi-Fa-S
SolLa-T
Ti’, and is m
marked in ‘C
CDEFGAB’. The consecuutive
circuular structure of such scalee is called thee Circle of Fiffths;
wheen a scale progresses clocckwise from a certain keyy, it
returrns to the origginal key in thee end. The Cirrcle of Fifths also
a
show
ws the relationnship of tones that match in harmony.

Fig. 4 Penndulum Waves, Harvard Naturaal Sciences Lectture
Demonnstrations, 2010.

“Pendulum W
Waves” is an example show
wing the 3 eleements
off kinetic art. S
Several penduulums are arrannged in the grradual
asscending ordeer of length annd movement,, creating a raandom
paattern as the tiime and energyy of gravity pass. The pattern is a
viisualization off the kinetics rhythm creatted until all ggravity
ennergy is exhaausted, and suuch rhythm iis shown wheen the
voolume of vibration increasses or decreaases in a conssistent
w
waveform patteern in music. That is, the vvolume and piitch of
kiinetics througgh the sound vibration in w
waveform havve the
saame width ass the length and movemennt of penduluum in
“P
Pendulum Waves”, and tthe rhythm of
o kinetics caan be
exxpressed form
matively througgh a waveform
m in kinetic artt.

F
Fig. 7 Circle of FifthsF
key C (leeft) [6] &
Munsell coloor system (rightt) [7].

A
According to M
Munsell’s persspective on the complementtary
coloor of hue circlee, the conceptt of chord can be understoodd as
matcching with a certain color.. The term “cchord” originaated
from
m medieval Ennglish “cord”,, and is a shorrtened expresssion
of ““accord” whichh means “harm
monious sounnd” [8]. Harm
mony
is thhe arrangemennt of chords inn a horizontal time-axis
t
and is a
mainn element of m
music to expreess a mood.

D
D. Tone of Wavveform
Visible ray, which shows all objects inn colors, meanns the
w
wavelength vissible to humaan eyes amonng electromaagnetic
w
waves, and auudibility frequuency is a freequency range that
huuman can hearr. When thesee two ranges aare in the relattion of
coorrespondencee by relative values, the visible
v
ray coolor of
w
wavelength mirrrors the frequuency of a soound can be known.
kn
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By the classsical era, chorrds were creaated through natural
n
haarmonics baseed on triad thaat emphasizedd harmony [1]]. The
hoorizontal arranngement of the scales of each chord satissfy the
baasic conditionns of harmonyy, creating thee melody of m
music.
Trriadic chord examples (keey of C) (e.gg., “Fig. 8”) shows
auugmented triaad, major triaad, diminishedd triad, and minor
triiad from left oon the C scale,, showing the properties of ttriads.

B. V
Visualization of Tone in Wavveform
W
While a pitch inn waveform iss used to perceeive the pitch of a
notee, it is also useed to extract thhe frequency oof scale Adam
m M.
Starrk (2009) propposed a more accurate way than the existting
wayy of extracting chords througgh wavelengthh frequency.

F
Fig. 9 Different Color Tone in C Chords

Fig. 11 Detection Choord, Adam M. S
Stark [10]

Since addingg a sharp or flaat to a note afffects the tonee in all
triiads except thhe major triad,, it must be coonsidered durinng the
syynesthesia coloorization of haarmony.
III. Design aand Developm
ment

W
While the frequuency intervalss of a certain wavelength w
were
anallyzed and mattched with thee frequency off the most sim
milar
chorrd in the existiing method, A
Adam Stark proposed analyzzing
the chord
c
frequenncy in a sectionn with the richhest amplitudees in
the rhythms
r
of waaveform.

A. Formalizatioon of the Kinettic Rhythm of Waveform
In a waveform
m, volume and pitch corresspond to the x and y
axxes of physicaal locations inn a kinetic-forrm. The voluume of
veertical amplituude means the degree of a soound volume, and it
innfluences the vertical kineetic rhythm iin kinetic artt. The
innterval of horiizontal amplittude means thhe pitch of a ssound,
thhus influencingg the horizonttal rhythm am
mong movemeents in
kiinetic art.

Fig. 122 Visualization of Beats and Chhord

Beats and Choord (e.g., “Figg. 12”) shows that
Visuualization of B
wavveforms were divided into the
t beat unit of music and the
chorrds of each section were extracted. A chord incluudes
multtiple horizonntal scales, and
a
its melody that can be
geneerated throughh the music beeat can be connjectured through
the Circle
C
of Fifthhs.

Fig.10 Anallyze Waveform of ‘Latch (2:144- 2:50)- Discloosure’

That is, the hhigher the vollume of wavefform is, the hheavier
im
mpression of tthe huge verticcal kinetics caan be delivereed like
thhe volume of high waves. Lower pitches with wide pitch
inntervals of waaveform createe gradual horrizontal curves, and
caan deliver an iimpression of calm waves.

Fig.. 13 Circle of Fiifths as Harbissoon's Sonochrom
matic Music Scaale

Circcle of fifths aas Harbisson'ss Sonochromaatic Music Sccale
(“Fiig. 13”) is a structure
s
map of Harbisson's Sonochrom
matic
Mussic Scale and the Circle of Fifths to visuualize the tonee of
meloody that the cchord includess. For examplle, D minor ccode
conssists of D F A as a basic thiird chord scalle. That is, D F A
scale forms a melody in the beeat where Dm
m code (Chordd) is
alloccated, which can colorize the tone of minor
m
code w
when
connnected to the ccolors.

malize Rhythm
m
Fig. 11 Norm
Normalize R
Rhythm (e.g., ““Fig. 11”) is a simplificatiion to
deeliver a messsage in a clear pattern in kinetic arrt, by
siimplifying horrizontal and vertical
v
kinetiic rhythms thhrough
thhe volume andd pitch of voluume. A sectionn shows a veryy huge
voolume and higgh pitch, whilee B section shhows a rhythm
m with
a relatively smaaller volume aand lower pitchh compared too A.
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Exxample Kinettic-form Visualization (e.g., “Fig. 14”) is the
viisualization oof harmony and
a
melody iinto a tone in
i the
kiinetic-form annd rhythm to bbe applied to kinetic
k
art.
IV. Simulattion Kinetic-F
Form
The simulation of a final kinetic-form is as followss. The
exxample musicc is Latch oof Disclosure,, and the seelected
seection was thee chord progrression of Dm
m and Am beetween
2::14 ~ 2:50. B
Based on the eexample Kinettic-form Visualization
(ee.g., “Fig. 14”), the variablees of id-objectt index, count--count
off object, and tt-project time for the formuula of movemeents to
exxpress as in ““sin ( ( (id/couunt)+t)*360.0))”. The colorss were
ussed in gradatioons and the siimulation wass created arounnd the
pooint of code chhange in each section of thee music.

(1) Low
w Pitch, Low V
Volume, A chordd to C chord
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Low Pitch, Highh Volume, C choord to E chord

(3) H
High Pitch, Highh Volume, D chord to F chord

(4) H
High Pitch, Highh Volume, F choord to A chord

V. Coonclusion
A waveform in music incluudes physical kkinetic energyy,
w
which contains the informatioon of an emotiion the music seeks
too deliver. Throough the vibrattion width andd interval of
w
wavelength, thiis study extraccted the inform
mation of rhythhm,
m
melody, and haarmony which are the 3 basic elements of
m
music, and propposed synestheesia visualizattion method
thhrough kinetic art. By suggeesting the connnecting points of the
seemantic compoonent of two aart genres—mu
music and kinettic
arrt—for the quaalitative inform
mation of mussic, we can exppect
too have the expansion of kineetic art expresssion as well ass the
diiversification oof the data vissualization appproach.
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Abstract
Worldwide successful animations often reflect the
trends of the times and ethno-cultural characteristics
featly. This is because, in addition to the industrial and
economic aspects, it is necessary to consider the inherent
tendencies and cultural characteristics of audiences. In
this thesis, we would like to analyze the ethnocultural
characteristics of the animation of the early "Chinese
school" and seek the direction of successful production of
Chinese animation.
Keywords-"Chinese

School"

Animations;

Ethnocultural;

cultural; traditional;
I. Introduction
Looking at the examples of world-widely successful
animations, such as (Winter Kingdom, 2013), (Minions, 2015)
from the United States and (your name is 2016), (One Piece,
2016) from Japan, it can be known that it reflects its own
ethnocultural characteristics, while being following the trends
that highly regards personal life. Such cases expanded the
possibility to be embraced their own national culture by
audiences of various countries, by reflecting in the animations
as expressional elements, rather than directly expressing their
culture.
In contrast, contemporary Chinese animations, unlike
animations standing out its ethnocultural characteristics of the
early "Chinese school" [1], have accepted only the technical
part from overseas and been producing works with imitating
the United States and Japan. Development through imitation
can vitalize the industry, but its sustainability declines and
settles as a factor impeding its own developing. Therefore, in
order to build a foundation for sustainable development for
Chinese animations like the cases of the United States and
Japan, it is necessary to analyze the trends of the global market
along with the progress of technology and to prepare a proper
environment to reflect the ethnocultural characteristics. In this
thesis, we analyze the ethnocultural characteristics of the early
"Chinese School" animation and try to seek the successful
production direction of Chinese animation.
II. History of the "Chinese school" animation
The animation in China was started producing through Art
Prize "Hundred Flowers policy" suggested from Mao Zedong
in 1956. This gave animation producers the effect of

encouraging the creation of work and resulted in improving the
quality of animations. Early Chinese animations were mostly
made for political propaganda and educational purpose.
However, centering around the Shanghai animation studio
(Shanghai Animation Film Studio), Te Wei, the founder and
the first president of the "Chinese school", laid the foundation
for the development of Chinese animation, with asserting
"Chinese nationalism" which emphasizes China's unique
culture. Since then, the "Chinese School" has produced
numerous animations, animations based on their own culture
became famous all over the world. However, since Chinese
animation producers at that time were able to continue their
works with the government's support and according to
government's demands, so it was not necessary to consider the
trend of the times. This caused the shortage of the market
competitiveness of the "Chinese School" animation and acted
as a factor to make it disappeared from the market after the
year 2000. Today, the Chinese animation industry has
developed a lot by accepting successful cases and technologies
from overseas, but it is a reality that Chinese inherent
ethnocultural characteristics are lacking.
III. Ethnocultural characteristics of the "Chinese school"
Ethnocultural characteristics of the early "Chinese school"
animation can be arranged as five categories (traditional
thought, expression technique, color, music, modeling) as
shown in Table 1.
One of the ethnocultural characteristics of the "Chinese
School" animation, 1)Traditional thoughts are produced using
the folk legend, cultural masterpiece, mythology, comedy,
proverb, and civilian year painting, based on Confucian
ideology and virtue of Confucius and Mencius which are the
representative thoughts of China[2].
This means that Chinese traditional thoughts emphasize the
responsibility, the spirit of struggling against the powerful
authority, the humility, and the attitude of excluding conceit.
This expresses the independent searching spirit, and shows it is
possible to achieve the goal if there is a willingness to do.
2) Expression techniques are developed through
continuous research by former generation artists Million
brothers, Te Wei, Money Jiajun, Hu Jinqing, Yu Zheguang,
Yan Dingxian, Xu Jingda, Duan Xiaoxuan, and utilize
techniques used for civilian performances unique to China
through forms such as ink paintings, wooden dolls and paper
dolls.
3) The color of the "Chinese school" animation was made
based on Chinese unique the color of five (blue, red, black,
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white, yellow) [3]. This forms Chinese unique selecting habit
of colors transmitted from ancient times, and the tendency of
aesthetic.
It expresses the character and background of the animation
by embodying the unique image used for colors.
4) The music and sound of the "Chinese School" animation
are using traditional Chinese instruments such as Pipe,
Heptachord, Suona horn, Erhu, Gong, Drum, etc. It expresses
cultural characteristics through folk songs from various ethnic
groups in China and also depicts the story and atmosphere of
animation through sound.
5) Animation modeling of the "Chinese school" can be
divided into the person and the background, and the modeling
a human figure has mostly expressed the characteristics
through the makeup used in the Peking Opera. And, it creates
the atmosphere of background modeling with utilizing ancient
mural paintings, architecture, landscape paintings, Dunhuang
mural paintings, etc.

Categories

4)Music

(Scenes well-shown the Chinese traditional
musical instruments)

TABLE I
ETHNOCULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS AND
REPRESENTATIVE WORKS OF THE "CHINESE SCHOOL"
ANIMATION
Categories

1)Traditional
Thought

5)Modeling

-Representation of person modeling using the
Peking Opera makeup
-Representation of background modeling
utilizing ancient mural paintings, architecture,
landscape paintings, and Dunhuang mural
paintings
-Representative works <The Proud General,
a.k.a. The Conceited General>, <Legend of
Sealed Book, a.k.a. Secrets of the Heavenly
Book>

Characteristics
-Expressing Confucian ideology and virtue of
Confucius and Mencius
-Expressing folk legend, cultural masterpiece,
myth, comedy, and proverb
-Use of civilian year paintings as objects
-Representative works <The monkey king>,
<Feeling from mountain and water>

(Scenes well-shown the Peking opera makeup)

IV. Conclusion
In the thesis, we analyzed the ethnocultural characteristics of
the early "Chinese School" animations to seek the direction of
successful production of Chinese animation. Most of the
successful animations of the world used the trend of the times
and the national culture of their own country as expressional
elements so that audiences can embrace them easier. The
current Chinese animations have achieved sufficient
development, in terms of technology, but there is still a lack of
the base for own development, unlike the cases of successful
animations in the world. The ethnocultural characteristics of
the early "Chinese school" animations examined in this thesis,
can be considered as expressional elements that can apply in
the stage of Chinese animation production in the future.

(Scenes expressing Confucian ideology)

2)Expression
Technique

Characteristics
-Use of Chinese traditional musical instruments
such as Pipe, Heptachord, Suona horn, Erhu,
Gong, Drum
-Psychological expression using Chinese folk
songs
-Representative works <Sheperd> <The Proud
General, a.k.a. The Conceited General>

-Expression using ink paintings, wooden dolls,
paper dolls, etc.
-Expression adapting civilian performances
-Representative works <little tadpole to find her
mother>, <shepherd>

References
(Scene well-shown the ink painting technique)

3)Color

-Representation of colors based on the color of
five
-Representative works <Prince Nezha's Triumph
Against Dragon King>, <Monkey King
Conquers the Demon>

[1] X. Lu , The study on the "Chinese school" animations, Press of
Communication University of China, 2014.
[2] W.J.Wang Jindong, “Utilization of civilian year paintings on the
'Chinese school' animations,” School Newspaper of Qiqihar
University, Vol.12, No.2, pp. 153-155, 2016.
[3] Y.Yin, “The Animated films in the Chinese School,”
Contemporary Movies, Vol.6, No.6, pp.73-81, 1988.

(Scenes well-shown the color of five)
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Plasmonic color structures embedded on imaging devices for augmented reality
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Abstract
Nano sized metal structures occompany a unique
resonance phenomenon which is named as surface
plasmons (SPs), a collective oscillation movement of the
free electrons in the metal. Since SP resonance appears at
visible light range, plasmonic structures widely used for
imaging devices such as displays and CMOS imaging
sensors. In addition, metal-based and very thin (~
hundreds nm) structures have high potential to be formed
shape-free electronics like flexible, foldable, stretchable,
and any other kinds of shape-transformation. I suggest a
novel structure concept for augmented reality based on
transparent liquid crystal displays. Especially, the detail
technologies of the plasmonic component are presented
with experimental results. Plasmonic structure
participating in color appearance of the device was
designed in terms of the imaging device which mixes real
environment and digital information.
Keywords: imaging device, surface plasmon, nano
photonic structure, augmented reality, color electronic
device
Keywords-component;

Plasmonics,

Nano

(projected in the glass screen, additional information) and the
embient light passing through the glass (real scenery).
In this paper, I suggest a novel structure concept for
augmented reality based on transparent liquid crystal displays
(LCDs). The device without any emitting component controls
the transmission intensity through the glass by liquid crystal
layer. Especially, it contains a novel multi-functional layer
which works as an electrode and color filter simultaneously.
II. Transparent display structure simplified by combined
with plasmonic color electrode
Figrue 1 shows the schematic of the proposed device
structure. Compared to the conventional LCDs, backlight unit
is removed. In addition, a novel component named ‘color
electrode’ functions as the substrate, color filter and electrode
at the same time. The suggested structure generate the
additional digital information by the degraded light intensity
through the LC layer. The color electrode induces the electric
field into the LC. The LC changes the polarization state of the
light passing through the device, and finally the transmission is
controlled.

structure,

Augmented reality

I. Introduction
Beyond an aggressive competition to develop large size
screens in earily 2000’s, their have been dramatic advances in
display technologies: super high resolved displays; novel
display types with new light emitting materials such as organic
light emitting diodes, quantum dot, micro light emitting
diodes; three dimensional displays such as light field,
holography. In recent years, these technical trends help using
displays not only for representation of information but also for
combining digital information with real situation.
A variety types of extended reality electronics including
virtual reality or augmented reality(AR) are introduced have
been introduced with their interesting usages, but there still
remain manu problems to be solved in terms of a user’s
viewing experience. Glasses type AR electronics generally use
a tiny projection system, which project additional digital
information in the glass screen. In this case, it is difficult to
adjust the light intensity balance between emitting light

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1 Schematics of (a) the conventional device structure of liquid
crystal displays (LCDs), and (b) the proposed structure including
nano photonic based color materials (plasmonic color)

The technical convergence produced by nano technologies
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has spurred the development of novel transparent, flexible,
stretchable, and other multi-functional devices. Among the
many interesting features of nano structures, they have the
remarkable ability to produce colors when they interfere with
visible light. A nanostructure inspired by the components of a
Morpho butterfly’s wing appears vivid blue without any
colored ingredient.1 Such structurally colored materials are
being increasingly introduced as an alternative to conventional
color technology.2,3 Unlike synthesized dyes or pigments4, a
nano structure produces color based on simple design rules. In
addition, structurally colored materials have higher stability
when exposed to chemicals, heat or light than organic
synthesized color materials.
For reproduce colors, surface plasmon enhanced metallic
nano structure. We previously reported on plasmonoic color
filters, including their design method and integration on
realistic devices5; the fabrication method for large area
applications6; and an MNA-based plasmonic filter integrated
on transparent TFTs, which had the effect of improving the
instability of TFTs under light7. In the same vein, the proposed
structure in this work, the color electrode is consisted of an
aluminum film which is perforated periodically with a circular
holes.

two functions (coloring and electrode). Therefore, we expect
this work will helpful to enhance the use of plasmonic
structures in various fields
References
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Fig. 2 The schematics of plasmonic color electrode with the thickness
of 200 nm, the electric field enhancement around the nano hole, the
cross section image of the fabricated color electrode obtained by SEM,
and the photograph of the red electrode fabricated on to the area of 2.5
cm x 2.5 cm.

The finalized plasmonic color electrode structure has the
height of within some hundreds nm. This thin and metal-based
structure is advantageous for form-free devices such as
flexible, stretchable, and etc.
III. Conclusion
In this work, a novel device structure for transparent display
is suggested in which the electrode layer functions as filtering
colors as well. Compared to the material based conventional
color filter which has limitation in fabrication under submicron
dimension (hard to pattern the color resist through the
lithography), nano patterned pixel can be realized in more
precise dimension. Therefore, the proposed electrodes in this
work are not just for reducing device structure by combining
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Abstract
A growing number of related organizations, specialists
and ordinary people have developed interest in the
exhibition industry, and particularly, more efforts have
been made to perceive specialized trade exhibitions as a
marketing means for trades and exportations among
companies and countries and push for practical plans, and
their importance has been more emphasized than ever. In
addition, as officials engaged in Specialized Trade
Exhibition in Korea including exhibition planners,
organizers, participants (participating companies), guests,
visitors, companies and the government strengthen their
awareness about exhibitions, capital investments are being
increased and realized on a partial basis.
Generally speaking, the rate of exhibitions centering on
B2C engaged in selling end products is high, and
specialized exhibitions and trade exhibitions with
strengths and competitiveness as high value-added
industry account for the largest part.
"Successful exhibitions’ can be realized when an
exhibition planner, a sponsor, participants (participating
companies) and visitors become the principal agents of an
exhibition with a sense of ownership and the ultimate
purpose of an exhibition can be achieved on the back of
proactive support given by visitors, companies and the
government and harmonious exhibition environment
elements.
The study aims to suggest a method of realizing a
successful exhibition by delving into a qualitative
evaluation model for effective Specialized Trade
Exhibitions.
A success in an exhibition can be determined by such
integrated analyses conducted based on objective data as
target value aimed at minimizing and objectifying
subjective evaluation, quantitative participation and
exhibition area in addition to evaluation index. However,
such qualitative factors as a sponsor, participants
(participating companies) and visitors who are classified as
the principal agents of an exhibition are also very
important in addition to physical quantitative data.
The study suggested a qualitative evaluation model for
specialized trade exhibitions based on such qualitative
factors as an organizer, participants (participating
companies) and visitors who are the principal agents of an
exhibition, and the contents and results of the study are as
follows.

First, the study is concentrated on understanding the
theoretical background of the exhibition industry through
theoretical examination, the current state of domestic and
foreign exhibition (industries), types of exhibitions,
theories on Specialized Trade Exhibitions, their
importance, success factors, the main principals and
functions of Specialized Trade Exhibition, environmental
factors and promotional activities. In addition, it was
focused on comprehending previous studies related to
exhibition evaluation models in order to design and verify
qualitative evaluation models for Specialized Trade
Exhibitions that can lead to a successful exhibition. In
particular, the study concentrated on figuring out such
three core components of evaluation as the
appropriateness of an exhibition, a cognitive path of an
exhibition and purposes of an exhibition, and the
appropriateness of an exhibition is reconstituted as the
suitability of contents and infrastructure, a cognitive path
of an exhibition as a participants' cognitive path (a
participating companies7 cognitive path) and the purpose
of participation in an exhibition as the purpose of
participants' involvement (the purpose of participating
companies7 involvement), the purpose of visitors'
involvement and the purpose of a sponsor’s participation.
Second, the study designed a qualitative evaluation
model and designated resultant research hypotheses and
questionnaires based on developed qualitative evaluation
indicators through theoretical examination and related
previous studies.
Third, an initial questionnaire was established through
the use of Delphi Method in order to see if the designed
qualitative evaluation model is a research method that can
be practically assessed with regard to the Korea’s four
Specialized Trade Exhibitions that are globally certified,
and Pilot Study was conducted of 30 experts based on
reliability analyses on stability, consistency, predictability
and accuracy of questionnaires and exploratory elements.
Fourth, the final questionnaire survey was conducted of
a group of experts and 10,000 persons with KPCA and
KOREA PACK, SIMTOS and COPHEX (collected 2519
questionnaires, recorded 25.19% in the rate of recovery
and excluded 402 questionnaires containing insincere
responses) on a total of 7 potential variables (suitability of
contents and infrastructure, participants7 cognitive path
(participating companies7 cognitive path), visitors'
cognitive path, the purpose of participants' involvement
(the purpose of participating companies’ involvement), the
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purpose of visitors' participation and the purpose of a
sponsor’s participation) on a scale of one to seven from
April 20, 2016 to April 23, 2016. As for a method of
analysis on the results of a questionnaire survey and
related procedures, previously designed research models
and hypotheses were verified based on the final data on
reliability analysis, validity analysis, technological
statistics on research variables, substantiation of
differences caused by general characteristics of subjects to
a questionnaire survey.
In particular, reliability analysis (Cronbach’s a ) was
conducted for the purpose of Exploratory Factory
Analysis (EFA) and internal consistency review so that the
suitability of a tool aimed to measure such potential
variables as the appropriateness of an exhibition, a
cognitive path of an exhibition and the purpose of
participation in an exhibition can be tested. Additionally,
the validity of concentration and distinction was confirmed
through Confirmatory Factory Analysis (CFA) on a
measuring tool.
In addition, average and standard deviation were
examined through technological statistics on potential
variables of subjects to research, and independent t-test,
one way ANOVA and Scheffe’s method were applied to
figure out the appropriateness of an exhibition according
to general characteristics of the subjects to an exhibition, a
cognitive path of an exhibition and the purpose of
participation in an exhibition, and structural relationships
among research variables were reviewed through
Pearson’s correlation coefficients in order to figure out
correlations among such potential variables as the
suitability of an exhibition, a cognitive path of an
exhibition and the purpose of participation in an
exhibition to apply a structural equation model that can
confirm direct effects, indirect effects and the total effects
at the same time. In the stage of application of a structural
equation model, a measurement model was applied to
analyze confirmative factors of potential variables, and x2/
TLI, CFI and RMSEA indicators were reviewed to judge
the suitability of a research model. Thus, the study takes
diverse indicators into account due to the fact that each
suitability indicator has different characteristics. Toward
this end, significance of changes in x2 value according to
changes in the degree of freedom was tested, and three
indicators were compared to establish an optimal model.
The final results of the study are as follows.
As a result of a test on impact relations among research
variables used in the study through a structural equation
model, the designed research model is deemed to be an
optimal model that can well explain causal relationships
among research variables (Hair et al., 1998), and the
suitability indicator that is a basis for the judgement is %2
=6012.761 (df=334, p<0.001), GFI=0.842, AGFI=0.808,
CFI=0.817, TLI=0.793, RMSEA=0.089, NFI=0.809 and
IFI=0.817.
In the meantime, as a result of examination on
explanatory power ( R 2 ) of each research unit through
causal relationships between exogeneous variables and
endogenous variables, it turned out that the suitability of
contents and infrastructure explained 56.0% of

participants7 cognitive path (participating companies7
cognitive path) and 37.7% of visitors7 cognitive path,
87.4% of the purpose of participants' involvement
(participating companies7 involvement), 86.8% of the
purpose of visitors' involvement and 66.4% of the purpose
of a sponsor's participant, which indicates that all
hypotheses on relationships among research unit of the
suitability of contents and infrastructure, participants'
cognitive path (participating companies7 cognitive path),
visitors7 cognitive path, the purpose of participants'
involvement (participating companies7 involvement), the
purpose of visitors' involvement and the purpose of a
sponsor’s participant have significant effects, provided
that of the research hypotheses formulated with the
standardization path coefficient 0.035(t=0.533, p=0.594),
only the hypothesis H3-2 (the suitability of contents has
significant effects on the purpose of visitors' participation)
does not have any significant effect, and it was rejected.
The study reached the following conclusion based on the
results. In order to enhance competitiveness of Specialized
Trade Exhibitions in the most reasonable and practical
way, efforts need to be made to suggest practical
methods in the field by developing a
qualitative
evaluation model that can
objectively
evaluate
competitiveness of an exhibition instead of assessing
competitive index in consideration of the degree of
achievement of subject purposes led by the public sector
including the government or local governments. It is also
expected to provide practical help to more concrete
exhibition industry, assessment on the current state of
Specialized Trade Exhibition and follow-up studies on the
strength of the qualitative evaluation model (indicator)
suggested by the study. However, the study has limitations
in that intangible qualitative value evaluation on
exhibitions was dealt with based on insufficient overseas
data and preceding theories. Since the qualitative
evaluation model tends to be intrinsically inclined to
subjective aspects, more efforts were made to maintain
objectification, but it was not enough to resolve practical
limitations.
In addition, many samples were collected and analyzed
for the purpose of questionnaire survey, but Specialized
Trade Exhibitions held in April were mostly concentrated
on electronics industry exhibitions and packaging industry
exhibitions, which presented practical difficulties.
In this regard, it appears that further studies need to be
conducted on more progressive and evolved in-depth
qualitative evaluation models for Specialized Trade
Exhibition, and it is desirable to conduct omni-directional
comprehensive research led by the industry, the academia
and research centers on the back of proactive support
aimed at enhanced national competitiveness centering on
the government and local governments.
Keywords-corporate Image; Qualitative Evaluation; Trade;
Exhibition; Specialized;

I. Introduction
A growing number of related organizations, specialists and
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ordinary people have developed interest in the exhibition
industry, and particularly, more efforts have been made to
perceive specialized trade exhibitions as a marketing means
for trades and exportations among companies and countries
and push for practical plans, and their importance has been
more emphasized than ever. In addition, as officials engaged in
Specialized Trade Exhibition in Korea including exhibition
planners, organizers, participants (participating companies),
guests, visitors, companies and the government strengthen
their awareness about exhibitions, capital investments are
being increased and realized on a partial basis.
II. Paradigm
Generally speaking, the rate of exhibitions centering on B2C
engaged in selling end products is high, and specialized
exhibitions and trade exhibitions with strengths and
competitiveness as high value-added industry account for the
largest part.
"Successful exhibitions’ can be realized when an exhibition
planner, a sponsor, participants (participating companies) and
visitors become the principal agents of an exhibition with a
sense of ownership and the ultimate purpose of an exhibition
can be achieved on the back of proactive support given by
visitors, companies and the government and harmonious
exhibition environment elements.
III. Design Strategy
The study aims to suggest a method of realizing a successful
exhibition by delving into a qualitative evaluation model for
effective Specialized Trade Exhibitions.
A success in an exhibition can be determined by such
integrated analyses conducted based on objective data as target
value aimed at minimizing and objectifying subjective
evaluation, quantitative participation and exhibition area in
addition to evaluation index. However, such qualitative factors
as a sponsor, participants (participating companies) and
visitors who are classified as the principal agents of an
exhibition are also very important in addition to physical
quantitative data.
The study suggested a qualitative evaluation model for
specialized trade exhibitions based on such qualitative factors
as an organizer, participants (participating companies) and
visitors who are the principal agents of an exhibition, and the
contents and results of the study are as follows.
IV. Modeling
First, the study is concentrated on understanding the
theoretical background of the exhibition industry through
theoretical examination, the current state of domestic and
foreign exhibition (industries), types of exhibitions, theories
on Specialized Trade Exhibitions, their importance, success
factors, the main principals and functions of Specialized Trade
Exhibition, environmental factors and promotional activities.
In addition, it was focused on comprehending previous studies
related to exhibition evaluation models in order to design and

verify qualitative evaluation models for Specialized Trade
Exhibitions that can lead to a successful exhibition. In
particular, the study concentrated on figuring out such three
core components of evaluation as the appropriateness of an
exhibition, a cognitive path of an exhibition and purposes of an
exhibition, and the appropriateness of an exhibition is
reconstituted as the suitability of contents and infrastructure, a
cognitive path of an exhibition as a participants' cognitive path
(a participating companies7 cognitive path) and the purpose of
participation in an exhibition as the purpose of participants'
involvement (the purpose of participating companies7
involvement), the purpose of visitors' involvement and the
purpose of a sponsor’s participation.
Second, the study designed a qualitative evaluation model
and designated resultant research hypotheses and
questionnaires based on developed qualitative evaluation
indicators through theoretical examination and related
previous studies.
Third, an initial questionnaire was established through the
use of Delphi Method in order to see if the designed qualitative
evaluation model is a research method that can be practically
assessed with regard to the Korea’s four Specialized Trade
Exhibitions that are globally certified, and Pilot Study was
conducted of 30 experts based on reliability analyses on
stability, consistency, predictability and accuracy of
questionnaires and exploratory elements.
Fourth, the final questionnaire survey was conducted of a
group of experts and 10,000 persons with KPCA and KOREA
PACK, SIMTOS and COPHEX (collected 2519
questionnaires, recorded 25.19% in the rate of recovery and
excluded 402 questionnaires containing insincere responses)
on a total of 7 potential variables (suitability of contents and
infrastructure, participants7 cognitive path (participating
companies7 cognitive path), visitors' cognitive path, the
purpose of participants' involvement (the purpose of
participating companies’ involvement), the purpose of
visitors' participation and the purpose of a sponsor’s
participation) on a scale of one to seven from April 20, 2016 to
April 23, 2016. As for a method of analysis on the results of a
questionnaire survey and related procedures, previously
designed research models and hypotheses were verified based
on the final data on reliability analysis, validity analysis,
technological statistics on research variables, substantiation of
differences caused by general characteristics of subjects to a
questionnaire survey.
In particular, reliability analysis (Cronbach’s a ) was
conducted for the purpose of Exploratory Factory Analysis
(EFA) and internal consistency review so that the suitability of
a tool aimed to measure such potential variables as the
appropriateness of an exhibition, a cognitive path of an
exhibition and the purpose of participation in an exhibition can
be tested. Additionally, the validity of concentration and
distinction was confirmed through Confirmatory Factory
Analysis (CFA) on a measuring tool.
V. Conclusion
The final results of the study are as follows.
As a result of a test on impact relations among research
variables used in the study through a structural equation model,
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the designed research model is deemed to be an optimal model
that can well explain causal relationships among research
variables (Hair et al., 1998), and the suitability indicator that is
a basis for the judgement is %2 =6012.761 (df=334, p<0.001),
GFI=0.842,
AGFI=0.808,
CFI=0.817,
TLI=0.793,
RMSEA=0.089, NFI=0.809 and IFI=0.817.
In the meantime, as a result of examination on explanatory
power ( R 2 ) of each research unit through causal relationships
between exogeneous variables and endogenous variables, it
turned out that the suitability of contents and infrastructure
explained 56.0% of participants7 cognitive path (participating
companies7 cognitive path) and 37.7% of visitors7 cognitive
path, 87.4% of the purpose of participants' involvement
(participating companies7 involvement), 86.8% of the purpose
of visitors' involvement and 66.4% of the purpose of a
sponsor's participant, which indicates that all hypotheses on
relationships among research unit of the suitability of contents
and infrastructure, participants' cognitive path (participating
companies7 cognitive path), visitors7 cognitive path, the
purpose of participants' involvement (participating companies7
involvement), the purpose of visitors' involvement and the
purpose of a sponsor’s participant have significant effects,
provided that of the research hypotheses formulated with the
standardization path coefficient 0.035(t=0.533, p=0.594), only
the hypothesis H3-2 (the suitability of contents has significant
effects on the purpose of visitors' participation) does not have
any significant effect, and it was rejected.
The study reached the following conclusion based on the
results. In order to enhance competitiveness of Specialized
Trade Exhibitions in the most reasonable and practical way,
efforts need
to be made to suggest practical methods
in the field by developing a
qualitative evaluation model
that can objectively evaluate competitiveness of an
exhibition instead of assessing competitive index in
consideration of the degree of achievement of subject purposes
led by the public sector including the government or local
governments. It is also expected to provide practical help to
more concrete exhibition industry, assessment on the current
state of Specialized Trade Exhibition and follow-up studies on
the strength of the qualitative evaluation model (indicator)
suggested by the study. However, the study has limitations in
that intangible qualitative value evaluation on exhibitions was
dealt with based on insufficient overseas data and preceding
theories. Since the qualitative evaluation model tends to be
intrinsically inclined to subjective aspects, more efforts were
made to maintain objectification, but it was not enough to
resolve practical limitations.
In addition, many samples were collected and analyzed for
the purpose of questionnaire survey, but Specialized Trade
Exhibitions held in April were mostly concentrated on
electronics industry exhibitions and packaging industry
exhibitions, which presented practical difficulties.
In this regard, it appears that further studies need to be
conducted on more progressive and evolved in-depth
qualitative evaluation models for Specialized Trade Exhibition,
and it is desirable to conduct omni-directional comprehensive
research led by the industry, the academia and research centers
on the back of proactive support aimed at enhanced national
competitiveness centering on the government and local
governments.
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Workfloow of the Digital A
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Ab
bstract
As the basis for the explorration of the p
production prrocess
bout digital actor hologram perform
mance, this p
paper
ab
prroposes a fundamentall workflow to quickly and
effficiently com
mplete the prooject which rrebuild the caase of
20016 Kim Kw
wang Suk’s Hologram Concert Haall by
coombining wiith CG tech
hnology and digital com
mputer
im
maging technoology. With the
t rapid deveelopment of d
digital
teechnology, th
he digital acttor hologram
m performancce has
atttracted a wid
de attention as
a the most p
popular techn
nology
att present. It has become a new topic faced by tech
hnical
w
workers that h
how to use th
he existing diggital technoloogy to
qu
uickly and eefficiently complete the p
project. Usin
ng the
m
method propoosed in this p
paper can savve more time and
reeduce the prooduction fund
ding in a simp
ple way.

consstraints on thee traditional sttage design, annd provide a nnew
form
m of art show for the stage performance.. It has becom
me a
new
w topic for techhnicians of how
w to use the exxisting technology
to ccomplete the production oof digital chaaracters for sttage
perfformances quuickly and eefficiently. This
T
article has
condducted the subject explooration mainnly through the
folloowing forms. P
Part 1 is the siimple analysiss on the projecct of
Kim
m Kwang Suk Concert. Part 2 proposes thhe overall proccess
of CGI
C techniquess according to the production. Part 3 analyyzes
the detailed
d
produuction process.. Part 4 carriess out a contrastive
anallysis between the project aand the projeection test ressult.
Throough the fourr aspects above, this paperr puts forwarrd a
com
mplete processs reference foor the hologrram performaance
usinng CGI techniqques for the pproduction of ddigital charactters,
and conducts thee actual prodduction. A reelative project is
obtaained to speed up the efficient production process.
III. <2016 Kim Kwang Suk’’s Hologram C
Concert Hall>
>
project aanalysis

Keywords：H
Hologram; Diggital actor; CG; Digital image

I. Intrroduction
In recent yeaars, the appliccation of the hologram
h
projection
teechnology in thhe public life has made moore and more ppeople
exxperience the fun of virtuaal interaction,, and the holoogram
prrojection will enter the rapiid developmennt period. Whiile the
appplication off hologram pprojection tecchnology in stage
peerformance caan best reflecct its features of the technnology
noovelty, the strrong three-dim
mensional sennse, combinatiion of
viirtuality and rreality and strrong interactivve experience, so it
w
will inevitably attract the atteention of manyy audience. Inn some
off the large stage
s
perform
mances, the hoologram projection
teechnology is ussed at the rightt time reasonaably to reproduuce the
cllassic and revvive the past e stars on thee stage througgh the
diigital role in the way of hologram proojection, the thhree diimensional im
maging technollogy combinedd with virtualitty and
reeality can makke people feel novel and enj
njoyment. Thiss form
off stage perforrmance combiines the modeern technologgy and
traditional stagge performannces, thus too create the high
coommercial vallue. At presennt, more and more
m
stage designers
arround the woorld are usingg digital charaacter technoloogy to
crreate and compplete their art works.
w
The coombination of digital
d
chharacter technnology and staage performingg arts has brouught a
coomprehensive innovation too the stage peerformance, annd we
arre in a new eraa of using techhnology to creeate art. The vvirtual
chharacters constructed by tthe three-dim
mensional anim
mation
prroduction teechnology, optical illuusion technoology,
hiigh-definition video projecction technoloogy and interractive
teechnology, haave broken through the time and space

20016 Kim Kw
wang Suk's Hologram
H
Cooncert Hall w
was
deveeloped by Daegu Digital Industry Proomotion Institute
(DIP
P), which had used the moddern CG technnology to "reviive"
the past South Korea
K
famous singer Kim K
Kwang Suk, and
carried out singingg on the actuaal stage (Fig. 1).
1 It’s a new ttype
of ccultural realization combiining the traaditional cultuural
induustry and modern cuttting-edge innformation and
com
mmunication teechnology (ICT
T), as well as tthe first projecct in
the whole Southh Korea usingg the holograam projectionn to
restoore the passingg characters.

Fig. 1 Kim Kwang S
Suk’s Hologram
m Video Data

K
Kim Kwang Suuk’s Hologram
m performancce is through the
anallysis of Kim K
Kwang Suk’s rreal concert im
mage information,
the body was shoot in the studdio through thhe avatar actor to
makke the real apppearance of thee expression aand mouth-shaaped
musscle with the computer
c
grapphics (CG) andd reference to the
charracter informaation. The whoole process of K
Kim Kwang S
Suk’
perfformance was produced throough the greenn screen shootting
and post-technicall synthesis. A real stage scenne was built inn the
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acctual concert hhall, thus to prresent the perfformance in frront of
thhe audience thrrough the holoogram projectiion [1].

mage
purppose of processing the imagee has, they all require the im
proccessing system
m composed of a computeer and an im
mage
speccial equipmentt to import, proocess and expoort the image ddata
[3].

Fiig. 2 Stage Scenne & Imaging Principle

Fig.2 shows the realistic stage and thhe principle. After
edditing the viddeo data on thhe computer, the editor uses the
prrojector to pplay the film
m on the hoologram projection
m
membrane on the stage, and this hoologram projection
m
membrane has the half transllucent and hallf reflective feeature,
annd as being trranslucent, it can show thee surrounding stage
ennvironment whhile maintaininng a clear imaage at the samee time,
thhus to producee realistic threee-dimensionaal space effect with
thhe help of speccific lights [1].

III. Digiital actor hollogram systeem overview
In order to achieve the hologram prrojection of digital
d
chharacters moree quickly andd efficiently, aand on the baasis of
reeferring to thhe project production, thee method witth the
coombination off CG technoloogy and digitaal image technnology
haas been propossed in this paper, short as thee "CGI" technoology.
CG is an abbbreviation foor computer graphics,
g
and it’s a
geeneral term foor all the graphhics drawn by computer soft
ftware.
W
With the formaation of a serries of industtries relating to the
viisual design annd productionn using the coomputer as thee main
toool, the fields using compuuter technologgy for visual ddesign
annd the producttion are generrally called CG
G internationaally. It
inncludes both teechnology andd art, and alm
most contains all
a the
viisual arts creaative activities of today's computer era, suuch as
grraphic print deesign, web dessign, three-dim
mensional anim
mation,
fillm and televiision special effects, multtimedia technoology,
coomputer-aidedd design baased architecctural designn and
inndustrial desiggn [2].
Digital Image Processing is a method aand technique using
coomputers forr removing noise, enhaancing, recovvering,
diividing and feature extractinng. Generally, there’re threee main
puurpose of imagge processing (or processingg, analyzing): (1) to
im
mprove the vissual quality off the image, suuch as adjustinng the
brrightness of thhe image, collor transformaation, enhanceement,
innhibition of ccertain compoonents as welll as the geom
metric
transformation of the image which improvve the visual quality
q
off the image. (2) to extrract certain ffeatures or special
s
innformation conntained in the image, whichh can often faccilitate
thhe computer annalysis of the iimage. The proocess of extraccting a
feeature or information is a pattern recoggnition or com
mputer
viision preproceessing. The exttracted featurees can include many
asspects, such ass frequency doomain featuress, grayscale orr color
feeatures, borderr features, areaa features, texxture features, shape
feeatures, topoloogical featuress and relationaal structures. ((3) for
thhe image datta conversionn, coding annd compression to
faacilitate the im
mage storage aand transmissiion. No matterr what

Fig. 3 Progress prevview

A
As shown in Figg.3, the conceppt design was done
d
accordinng to
the reference prooject of 2016 Kim Kwang Suk`s Hologrram
Conncert Hall in tthe beginningg, and the whoole productionn is
divided into two different
d
templlates of CG annd Image. The CG
part includes the cconstruction oof the stage background andd the
prodduction of digiital character hhead model, annd the Image ppart
conssists of two pparts of the heead sequence which are fraame
proccessing and boody image souurce shooting. The image ddata
matcching each oother is expport as the source
s
after the
com
mpletion of thhe productionn of differennt modules, and
com
mbined in the im
mage processiing software (A
After Effect). T
The
imagge is export aas the holograam projectionn source after the
sounnd matches.

Fig. 4 Digital actor head sequence progress

Thhe productionn of CG is m
mainly makinng the modell in
three-dimensionall graphics sooftware (3D Max, Autoddesk
Mayya) on the com
mputer, in order to restoree the actual sttage
effeccts, the moddel is made oon the basis of the relevvant
information collecction. After thhe foundation model is creaated,
the m
model source is processed aand given higgh-quality textuure,
simuulate the lighhting environm
ment of the stage,
s
and finnally
rendder the outputt. The producttion of the heead model is also
a
carried out accorrding to the saame process, compared to the
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baackground moodeling, the production off character m
models
neeed to add thee Hair simulattion and bonee binding. Com
mplete
thhe Facial Riggging (Fig. 4). Directly in thhe modeling prrocess
caan be more convenient forr facial animaation productiion by
ussing the Facew
ware technologgy. In dealing with the image part,
it can produce directly in thhe synthesis software,
s
all of the
soources are m
match into thee overall adjuustment, whicch can
grreatly increasee the efficiencyy of technicianns.

IV. Digital aactor holograam performaance producttion

Fig. 7 Modeling & T
Texture & Renddering

Before the prroject was staarted, a simplee conceptual ddesign
w
was carried ouut with reference to the acctual project oof the
seecond part. In order to faciliitate the detailled division off labor
annd to graps thee progress of thhe overall proocess, storyboaard are
deesigned accordding to the acttual situation of
o the CG part of the
coontent and the actual shootinng content (Fiig. 5).

Fiig. 5 Digital acttor hologram peerformance conccept

D
Digital characteer head producction is dividedd into two partts of
CG and Image, w
which is also a reflection of CGI
C techniquees in
this paper. As thhe digital chaaracter is the existence of the
virtuual role’s peoople, the Diggital Image Processing cannnot
provvide the corrresponding faacial animation. In orderr to
simuulate the pperformance effect morre vividly, the
three-dimensionall head model iis created throough CG, we hhave
propposed a new m
method using 33D scan to diretly create a hhead
moddel, it can savve a lot of ttime in this w
way [4], and the
Faceeware technollogy is used ffor the face caapture of the real
made head moodel
actoors, the obtaineed data is bounnd to the well-m
to gget a complette facial anim
mation (Fig. 7). In the wayy of
sequuence output vvia rendering thhe facial anim
mation on the hhead
from
m the three-dim
mensional moddel to 2D imagge data, to provvide
convvenience for thhe later Digitaal Image Proceessing editing..

Which in thee backgroundd stage by addding a micropphone,
sppeakers, musiic stand, backkground curtaain and other stage
eqquipment, the actual shootinng only the actors themselvees and
pllaying with thhe guitar. Andd the screen siize, lens moveement,
ligghting environnment, lighting and recordinng time for a ssimple
seet for the enntire project to lay the foundation
f
foor the
prroduction.

Fig. 8 Modeling & H
Hair Simulationn & Rendering

Fiig. 6 Modeling & Texture & Reendering

The stage scene in CG
G part will be made innto a
thhree-dimensionnal model to bbetter match thhe digital role ffor the
sttage environm
ment needs, thee digital imagging technologgy is a
grraphics proccessing techhnology baseed on 2D,, the
thhree-dimensionnal stage scenne has broke tthe limits of digital
d
im
maging in thee space, and provide the flexible adjusstment
oppportunities ffor the post production, including ligghting,
caameras and a sseries of detaill adjustment. M
Moreover, thee stage
prroperties are m
made into the thhree-dimensioonal model, whhich is
m
more conveniennt to construcct the sense oof distance annd the
deepth of view iin the space which
w
able to ccreate a harmoonious
annd three-dimennsional stage space
s
conveniiently (Fig. 6)..

Thhe output headd model sequeence frame is uused as the souurce
of thhe digital charracter synthesiis, and restore the role image of
the project to a certain extentt. In order too achieve a more
m
realiistic effect, thhe hair system
m is also addded and the liight
matcching is condducted (Fig. 8). During thhe rendering and
expoorting, two chhannels of RG
GB and Alpha are set to rettain,
and this source faacilitates the sseparate data pprocessing off the
headd in the post-pproduction to shortens the w
work process and
increases the quallity of synthesis.

Fig. 9 Shooting & Keying
K
& Alphaa
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The Digital IImage Processsing is used foor the producttion of
thhe digital role’s body part, and the actor''s physical acttion is
reecorded by thee blue screen shooting for thhe video sourcee (Fig.
9)). In the proccess of shootting, the corrresponding ligghting
seetting is conduucted to matchh the lightingg environment when
thhe head model is output, a sppot light is addded at the top of the
acctor from top to bottom to highlight the shadow of thee chin
paart, thus to reduce
r
the ddifficulty of tthe post-produuction
soources compossition and to save the produuction time. D
During
thhe blue screenn shooting, thee floodlight iss added on thee blue
baackground to clearly
c
distingguish between the backgrounnd and
peerformance objects,
o
to provide connvenience forr the
poost-productionn editing and ensure the im
mage keying quuality.
Thhe video is shhot in the way of the tripod fixed camera angle,
w
which can greeatly reduce the lens shaaking, enhancce the
sttability of the screen effect,, and save tim
me for the folloow-up
m
motion track too a certain exxtent. In orderr to achieve a more
reealistic effect, the actor has tthe action of siinging synchroonized
w
with the backgrround music annd is dressed inn the similar cclothes
inn the recordingg.

Inn order to simuulate the real spatial
s
relationnship, each souurce
in thhe stage is treaated separatelyy in the stage coompositon of Part
P
2. A
Although all tthe sources haave taken into account of the
lightting factors inn the early prooduction proceess and have ddone
the correspondingg light treatm
ment, differencces in brightnness
and perspectives still exist w
when they’re composed
c
intto a
com
mplete picture (Fig. 11). T
Therefore, thee light and coolor
corrrections are maade for each inndividual elem
ment in compossing
the final
f
picture. M
Moreover, the mode of imprroving the oveerall
brigghtness of thhe digital chharacter and weakening the
brigghtness of thee surroundingg environmennt, can make the
audiience's visual ccenter more foocused on the performance ppart
of thhe digital charracter in the m
middle. A small amount of nooise
and smoke effectt have been addded to the fiinal output off the
screeen in order to highlight the stage effect.

Fig. 12 Faceware A
Animation & Vooice Match

Fiig. 10 Head Seqquence & Body Source & Com
mpositing

The composiition of digitaal characters iis divided intto two
paarts, Part 1 is tthe compositioon of head andd body sourcees, and
Paart 2 is the com
mposition of boody source and background stage.
W
Where, the com
mposition in Part 2 includess the light, shaadows,
thhe overall propportion of the sscreen and deaal with other element.
Both compositoon of these tw
wo parts is ccarried out in After
Effect, and beloongs to the diggital imaging ppart in the CGI mode.
Thhe productionn of Part 1 is
i to track thhe body movvement
trajectory throough Motion Tracking, binds the m
motion
trajectory to the head animattion source frrame with the alpha
chhannel information, and mattches the motiions of two diffferent
soources (Fig. 10). As the souce is produuced independdently,
thhere are some ddifferences in the color and lighting
l
inform
mation,
thhe overall coloor of the screenn is corrected w
with the addedd mask
annd color correection tool to export the coompose inform
mation
acccording to thee correspondinng size, thus tthe entire com
mposed
sccreen becomees more harm
monious when the quality oof the
piicture is ensurred.

Thhe final dubbiing of the digiital character iis performed after
a
the ccompletion off the overall ppicture producttion. The proccess
of sound processiing is also divvided into twoo parts: the eaarly
stagge and late staage. The earlyy stage includdes the Facew
ware
Anim
mation and thee actual shootiing recording, and the late sttage
incluudes the tracck correctionn and screenn matching. T
The
Faceeware technology can insttantly capturee the charactter’s
faciaal expressionns through thhe video captture device, and
import the expresssion into Auutodesk Maya's MotionBuilder.
Afteer a quick onne-key calibraation, Facewarre can track and
solvve the expressiion, and map iit directly to tthe 3D model [5].
In suuch a way, thee real characteer’s singing caan be reflectedd to
the head model in real-time, and the prodduction of faacial
anim
mation and souund matchingg can be comppleted at the saame
timee. The body soource also goess through the background
b
muusic
matcching in the shooting
s
proceess, and the acctor performs the
soloo part of the guuitar part accorrding to the baackground muusic.
In tthe end, two recorded traacks are sepaarated in Addobe
Prem
miere and thenn to match thee output screenn source with the
sounnd compose teechnique (Fig. 12).

V. Digital actoor hologram test

Fig. 13 Hologram pprojection conceept
Fiig. 11 Backgrouund & Final Viddeo
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In the traditioonal large-scaale stage art deesign, the holoogram
prrojection geneerally uses thee 45 ° hologram projectionn film.
Seet up an LED screen on the stage floor, pproject the pre--made
viideo through tthe projector aabove the screeen onto the LED
L
to
diisplay, the vissible light cann be refractedd to the eyes of the
auudience througgh 45 ° hologrraphic projection film, as thee stage
is higher than tthe audience, tthey cannot seee the screen oon the
grround, thus a magical annd three-dimensional effecct will
apppear on this sstage (Fig. 13)).

and character lighhting.
3.. Technical lim
mitations in thhe post dynam
mic capture, whhich
can only identify the object movement in the two-dimensioonal
leveel and cannot track the rolee’s movementt trajectory in the
three-dimensionall space, and rrestrained the role’s rich body
movvement in the pperformance ((such as the heead swinging and
bodyy shaking), annd in the sub--mirror production, the pictture
movvement is also minimized, m
making the whhole output scrreen
lookk very blunt, aand the effect iis not ideal.

Concllusion

Fiig. 14 Hologram
m projection equuipment

The test conditions are very restrainned in this ppaper,
acccording to thiis principle, 455 °angle betw
ween the hologrraphic
fillm and the groound is changeed by adjustingg the angle refflected
byy the two mirrrors, thus the ppicture is direcctly projected to the
sccreen perpenddicular to the gground and shhows in front of the
auudience more intuitively (Fiig.14). This will not only saave the
sppace use of the entire eequipment, buut avoid the high
prroduction costts of the LED display and hhologram film,, so as
too achieve the ppurpose of finiishing the holoogram projecttion of
thhe digital charaacter quickly and
a efficientlyy [6].

H
Hologram proj
ojection technnology still belongs to the
foreefront of scieence and requuires us to m
make continuuous
explloration, and the hologram
m projection performancee of
digittal characters will become m
more diversifieed in the practtical
appllication in thee future, making people feeel the wondeerful
expeerience from different
d
areass. Based on thhe analysis off the
holoogram projectiion performannce project of digital
d
charactters,
this paper has ccompleted thhe explorationn of the sett of
prodduction proceess combinedd with the pprinciple of the
holoogram stage im
maging. Throuugh the methoods of combinning
the CG technologgy and compuuter imaging technology, it has
madde a detailed rrecords of the complete serries of producttion
proccess from the cconcept designn from the begiinning to the final
f
prodduction, and added
a
a seriees of new prooduction methhods
incluuding the threee-dimensionaal stage backgground, Facew
ware
and sound synthesis on the basis of the original productionn of
20166 Kim Kwanng Suk's Holoogram Conceert Hall, thuss to
com
mplete the projeect productionn more quicklyy and efficienttly.
W
With reference to the producction templatee proposed in this
papeer, the quality of the source will be completely enhanced in
the nnext productioon, which wiill combine thhe head and body
sourrces, throw ooff the production mode oof Digital im
mage
proccessing, createe 3D digital roole model in thhe full CG moode,
use motion captture animation to replace the actual live
shoooting, and achieve the fulll three-dimennsional hologrram
projection effect through the real-time
r
rendering functionn of
the game
g
engine.
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Ab
bstract
Recently, vaarious issuess related to forensics caan be
foound. As these forensic isssues becomee more numeerous,
th
he anti-foren
nsic approach
h to preventting them iss also
in
ncreasing.Afteer over time or
o exploiting the characterristics
off RAM, It is difficult to an
nalyze the daata in the mem
mory.
H
However, if th
he data you w
want to analyze exists in vvirtual
m
memory throu
ugh paging, you have the possibiliity to
an
nalyze it. T
These page files use paagefile.sys in
n the
W
Windows operrating system
m, and the daata swapped out
o in
R
RAM remainss page-by-pagge in pagefilee.sys. Therefoore, in
th
his paper, I rrecover the ffile by imagin
ng the pagefi
file.sys
fille data with ffile format.

s
informattion
Thhe operating syystem uses a page file to store
that should be in physical
p
mem
mory[3].The W
Windows operatting
system provides virtual mem
mory, which iis limited in the
amoount of RAM that can be used to providee virtual mem
mory
for ppersistent storaage such as a hard disk.
Too provide morre virtual mem
mory as is physsically presentt inf
orm
m of RAM moddules, an operaating system may
m swap partts of
the virtual memory out to persiistent storage[[1].Hence, dataain
the virtual
v
addresss space may nnot always be ppresent in the pphy
sicall main memorry of a computter system, buut only in the
perssistent storage of that system
m. The locationn of the virtuaal m
emoory on the perssistent storage is known as tthe pagefile[1]].

keywords: pagefile.sys, virtual mem
mory, file caarving,
m
memory and im
maging
I. Intrroduction
Recently, varrious issues reelated to forennsics can be found.
f
A
As these forennsic issues beecome more nnumerous, thee antifoorensic approaach to preventting them is allso increasingg.After
ovver time or eexploiting thee characteristics of RAM,, It is
diifficult to anaalyze the dataa in the mem
mory. In geneeral, a
m
memory forenssic random acccess memoryy (Ram) is a main
sttorage device capable of reaading and wriiting to an arbbitrary
arrea. Collectinng “live” meemory is nott an easy taask[1].
G
Generally, RAM
M, which is ccommonly ussed, is a DRA
AM of
voolatile type, aand data is voolatilized unless it is perioddically
reecharged to maaintain recordded contents. T
Therefore, afteer over
tim
me or exploitiing the characteristics of RA
AM, It is difficcult to
annalyze the daata in the mem
mory. Howevver, if the datta you
w
want to analyzze exists in vvirtual memorry through paging,
thhere is a possiibility of analyzing this datta. These pagee files
usse pagefile.syys in the Winndows operatinng system, annd the
daata swapped out in RA
AM remains page-by-pagge in
paagefile.sys. Soo if I can not find
f
anything in RAM, I caan find
it as a treasure hunt
h
from paggefile.sys.
II. pagefille.sys Analysiis
file.sys
A. pagefi

Fig. 1 Paging from
mory(pagefile.syys)
mem

Phyysical

memorry

and

virrtual

W
When you waant to proceess the processor's data for
imm
mediate use inn RAM, swap the low-priorrity or sleep state
s
dataa in the RAM
M to virtual data. Thesee page files use
pageefile.sys in the
t
Windowss operating system,
s
and the
dataa(Various dataa such as htmll or javascript used in brow
wser,
Faceebook’s instannt messaging service[4], W
WIN api or ddata
valuue used in exee etc.) swappeed out in RAM
M remains paageby-ppage in pageffile.sys. Therrefore, in thiss paper, I tryy to
recoover the file byy imaging the pagefile.sys fi
file.
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B. File c
carving from
m pagefile.sy
syss
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For example,, to recover a jjpeg file, we look
l
for data in
i that
foormat. After confirming
c
thee actual jpeg ffile format froom the
daata, editing it ffor formattingg, and changinng the extensioon, file
caarving can be succeeded. B
But it can not expect to recoover a
coomplete file. The reason is that whenn the data oof the
exxecuted process is stored inn the virtual m
memory, it is stored
inn a page unit,, and data off one page caan be retrieveed and
reecovered.
V. Coonclusion
We can find the data as foollows, edit thhe data accordding to
thhe file format, and then carvve the file to gget the desiredd data.
H
However, becauuse of the chaaracteristics stoored in pages,, it not
bee possible to cabbing or caarbability if thhe entire data is not
sttored. Althouggh there is a lim
mit, I think thaat if it can't im
maging
daata about RA
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Abstract
There is a difference in the process of recognizing and
interacting with the space in the ‘physical reality space’
and ‘virtual reality space’ that reproduced based on it. If
the process of spatial practice in real space is to make a
relationship with 'act of walking', in the virtual reality
space it communicates with space through sensory
transitions based on the 'act of seeing', thereby expanding
its meaning. Because human vision obtains information by
repeating fixation and saccade, it is necessary to design
virtual reality space by applying spatial syntax to spatial
elements based on spatial depth in order to increase the
depth of immersion when experiencing virtual reality. In
this paper, we study how to simplify the depth of space by
applying or fusing five image elements (path, edge, node,
district, landmark) of the spatial structure to the virtual
reality space to increase the information concentration. It
is expected that the degree of immersion and concentration
of space experience and its efficiency will be enhanced by
constructing the space with the landmark as a node and
the path connecting the district in the virtual reality space.
Through this study, it is possible to systematize the
elements necessary to apply spatial syntax in virtual reality
space, and to improve the difference and efficiency of
reproduced experience in actual physical space and virtual
reality space.
Keywords-Virtual Reality Space; Spatial Practice; Placeness;
Perception; Cognition; Fixation; Saccade; Immersion;

I. Introduction
With the development of digital technology and media,
virtual reality space, which is realized beyond physical
meaning, is becoming more important. In 2016 Gartner Hype
Cycle, after 2nd and 3rd generation product, which modified
the weakness of early H/W were released, VR industry seems
to have entered ‘Slope of Enlightenment,’ where it makes a
stable entrance to the market and profit model is materialized.
In the virtual reality space, the user interacts with the space
through the visual cognitive process. Virtual reality space and
physical space interact through this process. In Marc Auge’s
notions of non-places, ‘places’ is defined as anthropological

place (relationship, history, identity.) However, virtual reality
space is ‘non-places’ that is formed under modern society’s
digital condition: super modernity and digital network
technological society [1]. In a spatial practice within virtual
reality space which is categorized as a ‘non-places’ can be
activated through visual action; Virtual reality space expands
and acquire a place through sense, perception, cognition, and
user’s experience process.
In this thesis, it studies the process of place acquirement in
‘non-places’ that occur when virtual reality space based on a
physical space in real world. It explains the process of visual
space recognition with contextual relationship between the
human eye’s fixation and saccade performing in spatial
practice process and the landmark. It suggests how to acquire a
place when ‘places’ in real world, which is an anthropological
place that has relationship, history, and identity, into virtual
reality. In result, virtual reality contents will increase its
ultimate goal – immersion and existence; virtual reality space
will expand and broaden the definition.
II. Non-Places and Spatial Practice
A. places & non-places
In Marc Auge’s notions of places and non-places, ‘places’ is
defined through relationship and history and relates to identity;
‘space’ does not, which is why it’s considered ‘non-place’.
Non-places is a non-historical, non-related, non-identifiable
space. Here, ‘non-places’ are not anthropological places which
lack symbolic expressions of identity, relationship and history;
rather they exist on the basis of supermodernity – a feature of
modern, technological society. It’s not a place for staying; it
includes network-based space for passing by. This is
confirmed in that SNS(social network services) space on
mobile media is considered non-places [1-3].
As described TABLE I, ‘non-spaces’ is characertised for its
circularlity, passage, occupation and connection which allows
for temporary and contract-based staying and communication.
VR space allows for network connection, combining device
and contents, from a physical place to digital space, wherever
the user may be; thus it is considered a ‘non-places’ [4, 5].
Bolter & Grusin state that cyber space can also be included
as ‘non-places’; they argue ‘non-places’ as media mediated
space [6]. Here, the state of media mediation implies
‘non-space’ on standby, which is formed with media such as
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text, image, and sound, to act as environmental composition in
the middle of transfer from real society to physical space [1].
Network-based virtual reality space through media used by
modern people in ‘non-places’ on standby also implies. Virtual
reality space with virtual reality media can be comprehended
as a space of ‘non-places,’ in which the media properties are
extended if you imply Marshall-Mcluhan’s quote: this
technology always define existence and the message means
media [7].
TABLE I
Auge’s Places and Non-Places
Places

Non-Places

Residence,
Resident entity

Transit,
Transit entity

Crossroads

Interchange

Traveler

Passenger

Monument

Housing estate

Language

Communication

Auge using the term ‘space of non-places’ is important
because it defines the difference of ‘space’ and ‘non-places’
[4]. ‘Non-places’ in virtual non-physical space happens
through media mediation which enables spatial migration.
Then, experiencing ‘space’ in virtual reality space that is
‘non-places,’ is an act of execution in ‘non-places’ which may
bring difference with an act in real place. In ‘non-places,’ the
study will continue to learn the process and what is required in
order to create place-valued result.

reckoned as visual blur that cannot be precisely deciphered.
Fixed stare in between saccadic movements recognize specific
shape; it acquires necessary information for recognition
[9-11].
Compare to spatial practice that monopolizes through the
act of walking in physical space, act of seeing, in other words,
the process of visual perception imbues in terms of experiment
of object and information and acquirement of information in
space. From a phenomenological perspective, experiencing the
space to experience the place is defined as understanding the
place through the act of the subject and expanding the space
and its meaning as well [12].
Subject’s visual act is observer’s perspective. According to
Manovich, the subject of sight imprisons through media
representation system. From Renaissance perspective panting,
through camera lenses, to mobile devices and digital contents
interfaces, the sight of subject clearly classifies between real
space and virtual space. In fact, in virtual reality space, virtual
space completely replaces real space; the sight of subject
completely remains in virtual space. Thus, spatial composition
elements exist in VR space in spectacle; the experience of the
space is necessary after collecting space information through
spatial practice [13].
Virtual reality space which exists through digital media
takes on the characteristics of multimedia based on data such
as text, image and sound. To become aware of such space,
visually perceived image and the symbolism of text must
interact with individual experience to merge into a single
symbolism [3, 14].
III. Reproduced Virtual Reality and Placeness
A. Spatial Practice in Virtual Reality Space

B. Spatial Practice
Michel de Certeau called space ‘practiced place’ the
importance of story created through the act of walking in space
was emphasized. Here, the ‘act of walking’ relates the user
who experiences the space with that space through the
practice; the user and space influence each other. Because the
space that de Certeau has mentioned must be practiced, Auge’s
‘non-places’ is a space before the action, and this ‘non-places’
requires spatial action.
If de Certeau’s act of walking concentrates on reading and
interpreting, the process of understanding the space visually is
the act of cognition and interaction. Seeing helps to expand the
space and have a new approach. This experience expands the
emotion of experiencing the space; thus it expands the space.
Through this, the interaction about the space and spatial
practice based on understanding become possible.
Seeing defines going into revealed existing world [8]. To
understand the characteristics related to spatial cognition, a
prospective study of human’s visual perception structure is
required. Human’s vision is the most important of brain’s data
processing; humans judge with over 70% of vision when they
recognize an object. Visual perception goes through sense,
perception, and cognition. Vision repeats fixation, which gazes
high-density information, and saccade, which skips in between
gazes; they activate selective cautious state. Pupil’s
consecutive movements of visual perception transfers
momentary; the area where the vision can’t observe is

The concept of ‘non-places’ as physical space is defined by
words or text. The ‘non-places’ of daily life and experience,
‘passing point’ or ‘temporary residence,’ are places which we
move to spatially in order to fulfil objectives. What connects
the individual with the environment, other than relationship
formed with the particular purpose of place, is language and
image created by it.
If this concept of ‘non-places’ can develop to be defined by
media symbols, virtual reality space, which can be defined as
spatial movement by digital nomad, may be termed a space
with its own purpose, isolated from the real world. If VR space
is seen not as residential space but rather space of transit and
movement, thus a ‘non-place,’ then the newly created reality
and spatial practice in virtual reality space merit our attention
[15].
SNS space, a virtual ‘non-places’ of mobile media, can be
seen through text, photos and video; on the other hand, virtual
reality space can be visually received through 360-degree
video. Here, the notion of walking, which includes visual
perception and cognition of it, can be integrated with the act of
moving. The act of seeing, visually understanding and
recognizing space for experience in virtual reality purports to
acquire spatial information and to explore the space; this is the
process of spatial practice in virtual reality space. In other
words, sensory metastasis occurs from virtual space. Such
sensory action of the user’s experience imbues VR space with
the significance as space for the user; and the need for spatial
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formative design considering user experience can be explained
[9, 16-17].
B. Spatial Cognition in Virtual Reality Space
Form recognition is the sub-course of perception; it’s a
process of signifying the perceived symbol while perceiving
specific space or shape. Analyzing and recognizing the
information of cognized space through sensory organs is the
process of comparing between saved information from
long-term memory and input information through the visual
receptor, and cognizing the shape. In this perspective,
reproducing actual physical place into virtual reality space
helps the subject to contextually recognize, by utilizing the
information from experience, education and memory [18].
Five elements to construct and recognize the spatial
structure to images are: path, edge, node, district, and
landmark. In virtual reality space that was reproduced based on
inspection, the node arranges along with the landmark
elements, which exists within the physical edge of real space.
Landmark is an additional role to connect the starting point and
destination; it guides to cognize the space as digital spectacle.
In addition, the landmark is arranged by a node to enhance the
information concentration by putting the node to the area that
the observer gazes while her/his eyes are moving.

practice should be set as the shortest path; spectacle should be
organized by assigning each area as a node thus gaze and
spatial practice will be fulfilled. In virtual reality space, the
connection between movement and vision expand with the
hierarchy of space as the starting point. Through the spatial
practice that increases the space sense, users will increase the
contents engagement and get sensory transition.

1

6

2

7

3

8

4

9

5

10

Fig. 3 Nodes in Reproduced Virtual Reality
VI. Conclusions and Future Works
Fig. 3 Landmarks: The area of spatial cognition
Bulguksa Buddhist Temple is a UNESCO world heritage
site and it meets Auge’s concept of the ‘place.’ In this temple,
there are many cultural heritages including Dabotap pagoda,
Seokgatap pagoda, 6 national treasures and 4 treasures; each
classifies the temple as a semantic area, thus it features spatial
difference. During experience of the physical space in the real
world, many nodes and situations are shown as the depth of the
space between starting point and destination. Concentrating
the information by simplifying the depth of the space is
effective in virtual reality space than real world. Therefore,
Bulguksa landmarks can be simplified into 10 landmarks, and
each landmark can be designated as gaze territory and node.
Each node consisted with landmarks helps spatial practice,
space between nodes is recognized as a path for the sight to
jump.
Based on the landmarks, unit areas that exist within the
physical boundary of virtual reality space are set to 10 areas;
the area 3 and 4 and the area 5, 6 and 7 are regarded as a space
to set the starting point at 1. When physical space of real world
is reproduced into virtual reality space, the path for spatial

Experience in virtual reality space transforms the space of
observation into the space of experience. ‘Seeing’ is entering
and immersing oneself into that virtual space for cognition; the
act of paying attention can develop into the idea of residing in
that space. This ultimately is a development from seeing to
being. Spatial practice in virtual reality space results in
interaction and experience based on visual perception. Also,
interaction and understanding of sensory space based on user
experience endows a sense of reality and existence, enabling
contents immersion.
Spatial practice process is defined as real space is
relationship between spaces; in virtual reality space, it expands
more than the relationship. Therefore, physical reality space
and virtual reality space reproduced on it signify the difference
of recognition interaction process. In this thesis, landmark
areas in virtual reality space are set as nodes and paths are
organized to get connected to simplify the depth of the space.
By applying five image elements of spatial structure such as
path, edge, node, district and landmark to the virtual reality
space in a convergent form, the information concentration has
been enhanced.
The possibility of interaction with space through fixation
and saccade based on visual perception has been presented by
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applying spatial cognition elements for spatial practice in
‘non-places’ reproduced in a virtual reality space. In future,
experiential quantitative evaluation in virtual reality space to
which spatial structure image elements are convergent and
applied will be conducted together with follow-up studies
related to spatial syntax. It is expected to produce highly
immersive virtual reality contents and evaluate such contents
based on spatial practice through deeper understanding and
reflection of virtual reality space and real existences.
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Abstract
Ink-and-wash animations have mostly been produced in
China. Recently, ink-and-wash animations are produced
by using CG but most of them focus more on higher
artistry than commercial approach. To popularize
ink-and-wash animations requires approaches in three
aspects. First, it is necessary to establish efficient
ink-and-wash technique styles in production process;
second, to make a commercial approach to Beijing opera
in the perspective of scenarios and; third, to complete a
fusion style that combine with the modern ink-and-wash
painting of ink-and-wash style. This study attempts to find
efficient ink-and-wash technique styles on production
process, the first issue aforementioned.

On the production process of <The Cowboy's Flute, 1964>
by Te Wei of Shanghai Art Film Production (Fig. 1), Sa
Hyowook (2011) observed that the colouring part must be
done in layers; even with the same head of a water buffalo,
they used 4-5 different colours, pinkish grey and dark grey for
large areas and greenish ink colour for the horn and wrinkles
around the eye. Each colour is applied on the layers of
transparent cellophane[2]. Kwon Sehyuk (2011) also
commented that the animation film coveys the analogue feel of
ink painting[3]. This points to how the expression of
tranquility-in-dynamics and the aesthetics of emptiness, all
characteristic features of ink painting, have been applied to 2D
animation to find an application in moving figures. In the early
days of animation in the 1960s, this was a labour-intensive
process demanding much time and manpower.

Keywords-component; formatting; Ink-Painting, Ink-Wash
Animation, Blurring Effect

I. Introduction
Originating in the late Tang Dynasty, ink-and-wash
paintings have been inherited and developed over a long
period of time. Ink-and-wash techniques include Oriental
painting’s unique painting patterns and its artistry was applied
to the first ink-and-wash animation To Find Tadpole’s Mom
(小蝌蚪找妈妈) released in 1960 and it was successfully put
into animation format. Based on the public’s explosive interest,
ink-and-wash animations have continuously been created and
today’s development of CG technology enables production of
3D ink-and-wash animations. Thus, Ode to Summer, the first
3D ink-and-wash animation produced in 2003, realizes
ink-and-wash techniques with fantastic images using 3D
software Autodesk Maya.
A. Cell Ink-Painting Animation
The sense of form found in Ink-Painting presents an image
which stands out from the clean and refined aesthetic of
contemporary design[1]. Ink-painting expresses the form and
depth of objects through the variation of ink concentration; ink
and paper presents a harmony of black and white with an
emphasis on the beauty of empty space. It is an art of serenity.
Such Northeast Asian aesthetic has found visual manifestation
in a number of animation films.

Fig. 1 Left) <The Cowboy's Flute, 1964>, Right) <A stadpole
Looking for Mom>

The right side of the Figure 1) is To Find Tadpole’s Mom,
the very first ink-and-wash cell animation directed by Te Wei
(特偉) in 1960 based on ink-and-wash painting by Qi Baishi
(齊白石). On the ink-and-wash painting used on the animation,
Kim Yoona (2010) stated that ‘Ink-and-wash painting has
been a pictorial medium that represents not only China but the
entire East and gives Asians affinity and westerners novelty
and a unique world view of the East’ [4]. Ink-and-wash
animation in this early stage has an advantage that it can
express ink-and-wash technique as it is but it requires
labor-intensive production processes that demand too much
time and human labor. In an ink-and-wash animation, shooting
is done by moving a character picture that each part cut out is
connected. To keep feelings of ink-and-wash painting,
bringing cameras into different sets of focus for multiple
shooting is particularly difficult and cumbersome, which needs
much manpower and time as well[5].
B. CG Ink-Wash Animation
Figure 2 <Ode to Summer>, the first 3D Ink-Painting
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Animation that appeared in 2003, was produced by director
Shee, using 3D software Autodesk Maya. Lee Young-heon
(2007) said that the entire process was processed in
monochromatic tone and the smoothness of the end point of
the surface was smoothly reproduced with computer
graphics[6]. Autodesk Maya 's shading setting values were
used to express the unique jade of the ink painting technique
and the intensity of the line. Through Non-realistic rendering,
the realistic depiction and the perspective were expressed. In
this way, China's Ink-Painting Animation started from the cell
technique of 2D animation, and was re-created in 2003 using
3D animation. Recently, Using VFX effects of 3D animation,
we are creating more fantastic images by using the latest
technology in the artistry of traditional ink painting.

II. ink-Painting Style using CG

The most important factor in ink-painting style animation
is the ink line on the outline and the run of ink in inner areas.
In the past, ink lines were drawn by hand and then scanned
onto the computer to produce outlines in order to recreate
that analogue feel. In recent years, however, the Hong
Kong-made ink painting tool Expresii has enabled ink line
drawing and the expression of ink run so that ink-painting
style animation can be produce digitally.
In the process, tools such as Expresii, Photoshop,
Autodesk Maya and After Effect are used.

Fig. 2 <Ode to Summer>

2D and 3D animations produced on the basis of
ink-and-wash painting techniques and traditional artistry
have their own sensuous expressiveness. Producing media,
expression techniques and features of ink-and-wash
painting, 2D cell animation and 3D ink-and-wash
animation are as shown in the Table 1 below.

TABLE I
KINDS AND DIVISION OF INK-WASH ANIMATION

/

Ink-Painting
Division

Ink-Painting

Producti
on
Medium

Wood-written
ink
( 紙筆硯墨)

Expressi
on
Techniq
ues and
Methods

technique of
the Jung Joong
Dong, The
beauty of
space, Near
distance,
Expression of
distant view

Impleme Center
ntation artistry
Characte
ristics

2D Cell
Animation
Cell
Animation
Cellophane,
Wood-writte
n ink
( 紙筆硯墨)

technique of
the
Jung
Joong Dong ,
The beauty
of
space,
Near
distance,
Expression
of
distant
view
of Labor
intensive
Traditional
artistic,

3D Ink-Wash
Animation
3D Graphic
Animation
Shading
and
non-realistic
rendering
techniques
in
Maya
Implementing
more
useful
dynamic images,
Expression
technique of the
Jung
Joong
Dong

Technology-cent
ric,
Traditional
artistic

Fig. 3 Ink line drawing with Expresii

A. Creating Ink-painting Animation Characters
Characters in ink-painting animation show the variation in
ink outline as well as run effect even in the same colour. Thus
modelling data for CG character should be simple and
articulate so as to facilitate the expression of such textures. The
figure is a character in a fusion Beijing opera animation,
produced with CG to capture the concept image.

Fig. 4 Ink-Wash character concept image and modeling data

B. Modelling and Texture
Before applying ink-painting style, modelling data’s UV
needs to be unfolded so that ink-painting texture can be put on
to modelling data. This is the same as any other
animation-making process.
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Fig. 8 make a toon shader and render image

D. Ink-Run Brush Effect
A characteristic feature of ink-painting is that, like water
painting, ink run happens when a brush touch the paper. While
Fig. 5 cloth UV and body UV

TABLE 2
Composing process with the render layer

Afterwards, Expresii and Photoshop are used to creature
ink-painting texture and colours in accordance with UV.

Classificat
ion
Lander
layer

Image

Text
RGB image
extraction for
synthesis

Extract images
by separating the
tokens of Toon
Shader
Fig. 6 cloth texture body texture

Synthesis

C. Shader production
To complete shader, import texture from Maya’s hyper sh
ader window and connect to lamber surfacer. Considering feat
ures of ink-and-wash painting, make shader by using lamber s
urface to minimize lighting’s influence and highlight flat ima
ges. Apply Maya’s Toon shader and to express light and sha
de of ink lines, complete the changes of thickness of ink lines b
y adjusting shader’s attribute. Save it as preset to apply shad
er to other characters.

Apply a filter to
smooth the
boundaries
between image
and background
Apply a filter
inside the
appearance line
to correct the
diffuse outline
of the image
below
Apply a filter to
spread the
outline outward

Fig. 7 top) body shader, botton) cloth shader

Apply the Toon shader of Autodesk Maya and change the
thickness of the shader to adjust the attribute of the shader to
express the shade of the shader. Save it as a preset to apply the
Shader to other characters.

Applied Ink line
layer

Image of paper
texture for
background
application
the inside and outline of a character is in ink-painting style, for
this character to blend in with the background, the colour of
the character needs to run into the exterior. As such effect
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cannot be produced by CG modelling, this must be done in
the process of composition; for composition, outline and inner
colour must be rendered separately. The table 2, presents how
separate rendering creates ink-run effect in the composite
stage.
The final result is shown in the following figure.

Fig. 9 Final Ink-Wash image with blurring effect

III. Conclusion
Headed by Disney/Pixar, animations using computer
graphics have been continuously developed recently and they
are sometimes described as realistically as films. As CG
facilitates not only realistic descriptions but also various styles,
it would be the only option to diversify producing methods and
restore traditional cultures in a modern way so that Asian
countries with rich history get in on this global race. Producing
processes of ink-and-wash animation on this study consist of
shortening the rendering time as much as possible and
facilitating light work without any additional plug-ins while
they can be implemented on old versions’ software as well.
Henceforward the study seeks to examine possibilities of
commercial popularization as a process of reinterpreting
traditions using creative ideas.
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Abstract
In the process of 3D Animation performance, transition
the scene is an important mean to strengthen the story line.
In order to investigate how to achieve the continuity
between images in space and time in 3D animation scenes
transformation, this paper uses the inductive deduction
method which selecting different ways of organizing the
scene in 3D animation films from the basic components of
audio-visual language including picture composition,
character movement direction, camera movement
direction and point of view to conclude the continuity of
images transformation is mainly the continuity of vision
and the continuity of intention. The visual continuity in the
picture is mainly reflected in: the subject line is in line with
the direction of the object and the main position of the
frame in the composition is matched; the movement
direction of the character draws and out is unified; the
motion of the camera is in line with the subject of motion;
the continuity of image is reflected in the image function of
small props in the picture associated with the content of
the story; the sequence of images is coherent in narrative
logic. To summarize these rules and get the root cause of
continuity of image is using 3D animation narration to
develop causality. And the reason is explained further to
be easy understood.
Keywords-3D Animation movie; Continuity; Screen; Scenes
Transformation;

I. Introduction
3D animation is as much a visual art as a movie. The
performance art of the picture show lens language is basically
interlinked. 3D animation can be used to refer to the movie's
lens language. In the movie, the footage captured by the
camera during a start-up to the stop is called the lens which is
the basic unit of the film. The scene is composed of one or
more lenses.
Scene transformation means the change of time relationship
and space relationship. If the single image is not designed in an
unstructured way, and the position relation, camera angle and
motion direction of the picture cannot match the next picture, it
can make the picture change to form a visual sense of obtrusive
as well as increase the audience's difficulty of understanding of

the relationship between time and space. In order to avoid the
cut marks left in the frame and make the audience visually felt
the jump cut, we can use the "seamless editing" of Hollywood
narration to enhance the continuity of scene transformation. In
the "seamless editing" method, the viewer can still see the
physical cut, but because the editor took advantage of the
audience's visual psychology and life experience, the visual
elements in the picture are highly unified. Therefore, the
audience's attention is not interrupted and in the meantime
increasing the continuity of the picture. [1]
In scene transitions, due to the very big difference of dealing
with the characteristics of the materials, screenplay way and
people's visual continuity of the benchmark, especially the
image information of see in the picture, mismatch in the error
scene conversion method, or switching method is not
appropriate, will dim the understanding of the audience, thus
reducing the audience's understanding. It is precisely because
of the existence of this situation that the study of scene
transformation is necessary. In the unfolding process of
narrative plots of animation film, it needs the sense of sight to
perceive the inner link of front and rear events of the image. It
needs to be proved by the way of summing up by narrative
storytelling, deducting material characteristics and object
analysis and application of continuous elements.
The research method is to select the most recent film and 3D
animation of the Best Director award And the Best Editing
Award, and to chart the technique of scene transition based on
the story and the screen transition theory. In the transition of
3D animation, in order to continue the inherent meaning of
continuity, quickly understand the nature of the story, we need
two kinds of distinctions and the analysis 2 kinds of distinction
and analyses of different individual's application of camera
from the origin of the animated story to the extended way
The first is through the deductive method, to approach with
the theory of concrete facts in general reality. The second is
through the inductive style, to carry out detailed close-up
starting with the important content of the center through the
transition from concrete facts to ordinary facts, thus driving the
whole animation story. In the performance of the screen, it is
necessary for us to analyze objects, understand the important
functions, use 3D animation to make the perspective view of
virtual camera in maya, export the size of the lens and the
general camera techniques and use them in the experiment for
a physical size of the specific lens.
The objective of this thesis is the transition of the scene in
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change the actual film and animation with roles as the center.
Therefore, it aims to derive the analysis and root cause as the
definition value to maintain the context of the visual
perception cognitive dimension based on the expected subject,
action and environment continuity of the expected as the
standard. The basic data, as the basic information of the
context scene of the transition is flexibly used, so that the story
has the right continuity in making a movie.
II. The Conversion Techniques
of 3D Animation Scene
A. The type and main characteristics of the shot
In the film, the camera refers to the video camera, which is
recorded on film, and is the basic visual element of the motion
picture language. According to the existing film theory, the
shot can be classified into two ways according to the “shot
size” and “expressing ways of camera”.[2]
Table 1. Classification and characteristics of shots
Image

Shot size

Feature

Extreme
Close-up

The ability to portray
the specific details of
the
subject
and
emphasize the role.

Close-up

Medium
Close-up

Medium
shot

Medium
Full shot

Full shot

Extreme
long shot

The clear description
of the feature of the
main expression.
Strengthening
the
audience and the
main
emotional
resonance
by
shortening
the
distance.[3]
Occupying a large
proportion having the
descriptive
significance in the
film and television
works.
Able
to
display
body
language, part of
facial
expressions
and surroundings. [4]
Emphasis on
overall image
environmental
relations.

the
and

The shooting scale is the key element in the picture which
limits the scope of vision. From the image taken, the scene can
be divided into the proportion of the characters and the
proportion of scenery. The size of the scene depends on the
distance between the camera and the subject with the length of
the focal lens used. In order to facilitate observation scene
transitions shot size individual role changes, this article choose
to person ratio shooting scale taxonomy, and finish the table 1
with the shooting scale and characteristics of the view.
According to Table 1, which shows classification and
characteristics of shot size, in the process of scene transition,
the conversions in the shot size can cause changes in the
perception of audience. [5]The closer the distance between the
camera and the subject, the less background space of the
subject, which emphasizes the subject. At the same time,
emotional engagement with the subject of the audience
becomes higher.On the contrary, the farther the camera is from
the subject, the larger background space of the subject, which
emphasizes the environment. As the visual distance between
audience and subject becomes longer, emotional involvement
with the subject of the audience decreases. Therefore, we can
clarify the visual intent of the conversion of shooting scale,
connect the context of the whole story. By using the
appropriate shooting scale, the photographer can improve the
continuity scene transition.
Camera skills can be classified in accordance with
perspective, movement and function of the camera.
Table 2. Classification and characteristics of camera
performance techniques
Shot
Camera motion

Establishing shot

Dolly zoom shot

Subjective shot
Over the shoulder
shot
Two shot

For the performance
of
macroscopic
scenes, and the small
characters appear in
the picture.

Group shot
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Emblematic

Feature
Move back and forth, up and down,
left and right along the X, Y, Z axes,
causing the audience to produce
different visual perception reactions.
For a macro scene of the story.
Changing the perspective of the
background occurs without changing
the size of the body in the scene, thus
resulting in a constant approximation
or far away effect. The speed at which
the lens moves the zoom can affect the
emotional transmission of the picture.
Role looking to the camera or touching
the lens. Strengthening the interaction
between the audience and the subject.
Increasing the depth level of the
screen.
Expressing the relationship between
individuals according to the ratio of
composition, angle, position, etc.
Expressing the relationships between
people, groups and the environment.
Expressing the relationship between
the subject's attributes and behavior
and events
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B. Method of scene conversion
Transformation scene in 3D animation is a kind of form,
which is an important means of complete animation in literary
narrative. It requires that the attention should be paid to
psychological partition and visual continuity.[6] Image
contents between scenes and scenes, paragraphs and
paragraphs should be smooth, harmonious and unified. So that
achieve these performance, we need to look for the connection
between the appropriate lens from the perspective of meaning,
emotion, internal rhythm and so on. It is the need for the
development of narrative content and the need to create
hierarchy and structure. In the process of the screen
performance, scene transformation means the change of time
and space, which is made up of the object in the audio-visual
language, color, light and shade, as its composition, shooting
scale, action, camera movement, camera angles, sound
elements such as interaction, mutual contact, through visual
perception presents the paragraphs in literature on the narrative
context. In order to get a clear picture of the relationship
between the scenes and the scenes, the following figure 1 is for
illustration.

Figure 1. The relationship of shots, scenes, sequences

Figure 2. Sequence in the animation Zootopia
By this way, each scene in the paragraph can be observed
with multi-level. In the dialogue scene, the conversion of
shooting scale is not obvious. And all are medium shot.
Among them, the direction and angle of the lens have changed.
At the debut of the character, the angle of the camera is at a
horizontal angle. Between Flash and Nick and Judy, the
perspective line of the table is close to the vertical line, which
shows the balance relationship and the position relationship of
the different individuals. According to the description of this
episode, Nick and Judy asked Flash about the license plate
number. And the purpose of their conversations was the same.
Therefore, in the picture, the triangle relationship was handled
skillfully as a two-way relationship by the props table, which is
in line with the narrative relationship of the plot.
III. The analysis of 3D animation scene transformation

Seen from figure 1, the scene is composed of one or several
lenses. The paragraph is composed of a series of scenes. The
parts that use the bold line mark are part of the transition.
There are two meanings of the transitions between scenes, one
is the relationship between time and space. The other is the
transition from one state to another.
In the process of 3D animation scene transformation, the
combination of images can be divided into skilled groups and
unskilled groups. Skillful group is the technique of fading,
fading, folding, fading, and gradually showing the use of
optical means to transition the scene. [7]This kind of method
has subjective compilation intention, which can make sure the
pause feeling between the film paragraph and the scene
cohesion. Therefore, the audience can feel the time in the scene
and the space transformation obviously. The unskilled group is
to use the montage method to connect the lens in the content
and the meaning, realizing the continuity between the scenes
and the paragraphs. It is similar to the hidden clipping method
of Hollywood, and the main means of matching the scene
transformation of scenes, characters’ vision, motion direction,
camera movement and similar objects are realized. In order to
clear the method of scene transformation of unskilled group in
3D animation, the sequence in the animation Zootopia is
illustrated.
The content in figure 2 is mainly about the conversion of the
dialog between three different roles. The role’s name is
represented on the right side of the diagram. The paragraphs in
the graph are composed of six scenes from left to right. The
grey part represents the skill of the scene transformation. The
red arrows indicate the situation of the conversions, which are
the field transitions of a single character, and the two forms of
the field transitions between different roles.

During the scene transition of 3D animation, in order to
further analyze the continuity of the scenes in space and time,
we will summarize the basic elements of the shooting scale, the
eyes of the characters, the movement direction and the
movement direction of the camera the according to
audio-visual language in this section. And we can draw a
conclusion the rule of continuity in scene transition of 3D
animation.
A. To match the main position of the composition in the picture
composition
From the perspective of space, any single image has the
center of gravity of the composition, and the subject relevant to
the subject is often configured in the center of the structure of
the composition. The focus of composition is the fulcrum of
the audience’s vision. In the transformation of the two adjacent
images, the main position of the composition should remain
unchanged, regardless of the Angle of the scene, the Angle of
the camera and the activity of the subject. If an actor’s
panoramic view appears on the left side of the screen, he must
appear on the left side of the picture when switching to a
close-up view of the same visual axis. If this rule is violate , the
audience will have to shift their attention from one side of the
screen to the other, resulting in incoherent images.
As shown in figure 2, in Zootopia, in the four consecutive
images from 3rd minutes and 40 seconds to 4th minutes and
06 seconds, the composition of the rabbit Woody has been on
the right side of a third place in the picture, regardless of the
Angle of the lens, the change of the shooting scale, the position
of the main body has never changed which ensures the
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persistence of vision phenomenon, and the images maintain a
good continuity in the process of transformation.

for the audience. Such as in Despicable Me 3, the Minions
begin to move from the left to the right in the picture and the
turning process of Minions has been clearly recorded when
they want to change direction in the crossing.

Figure 5. Sequence in the animation Despicable Me 3

Figure 3. Sequence in the animation Zootopia
In the transformation of picture (2) (3), the picture will
pause just because of the great change of the shooting scale.
we can guarantee the main rabbit Woody to remain in the
figure (3) , in which the area covered by the image just covers
the main area of the panorama (2). Rabbit woody’s mom and
dad took the opposite position with Woody in the composition,
and position in continuous images also remain unchanged. The
way of symmetrical composition in a continuous animation
scene is also very common.
The rules of matching the main position in the picture
composition are followed by the narrative rules of
chronological order in the story of 3D animation.
B. To match the main position of the composition in the picture
composition.
The movement of the characters can enhance the expressive
force of the picture and bring the transformation of the picture
space. If the direction of the action in the drawing is not
reasonable, then it will cause the chaos in the space and time.
The criterion of “180 degree ” is the principle of action axis,
which can maintain the continuity on the scene space. It is
close to the way we see the world, and conforms to our
cognitive habits. Therefore, to maintain this standard can make
sure that the direction of action will not produce chaos.
As shown in fig.2, Zootopia has a continuous five scenes from
21st minutes and 50 second to 22nd minutes and 25 seconds,
with the hamsters moving from left to right in the frame.

Figure 4. Sequence in the animation Zootopia
Although linear motion is the most common forms of
exercise in life, the body of the 3D animation rarely keeps
single linear motion trend. It often takes a variety of ways such
as a circular motion, vertical motion, disappearing through the
picture or entering into the eye movement. The design of
changing the motion direction can enhance the dimension and
depth of the pictures, and hence, make the characters more
vivid.
The picture in which the role will change the motion direction
in the process of motion must be completely recorded and
retained so as to clearly show the characters’ movement state

C. The consistence of movement direction of the camera with
the direction of the main movement
Unlike the movie, when shooting a fierce action, 3D
animation camera has often been arranged on the axis of a
moving subject, and it must keep the same direction and speed
with the subject movement. A driver, for example, suddenly
found that brakes malfunction, we will always see the
expression of terror on his face when he staring at the road
ahead and, the next scene from his perspective, will be
performed rushing along a zigzagging path toward a
dangerous bend, which will give the audience a immersive
feeling. The motion of the camera simulates the audience’s
perspective, which will be successfully hidden in the motion of
the picture, and make the connection of the motion lens just as
easy as fixing the lens.
In addition, the movement direction of the axis camera is
called the neutral direction, which can be connected to two
perfect pictures of the shaft. When axis movement on one side
is not strong enough, and it can be connected a neutral
direction, and then, the camera can be moved to the axis of the
other side to continue the shooting.

Figure 6. Sequence in the animation Despicable Me 3
The strengthen the body movement of the sense of speed,
the movement direction of the camera can be opposite to the
subject movement. For example, a rushing car is heading to the
camera, and the camera continues moving toward the vehicle,
the audience will have the illusion that the car is continually
accelerating. On the contrary, to show a distant carriage, if the
lens gradually pulls away, it feels like it will be the end of the
scene, and it will work as the preparation for the next scene
that is completely in different time and space.

Figure 7. Sequence in the animation Despicable Me 3
The quick footage of push-pull is always replaced by the
scene clip in the animation, which can eliminate the clips, and
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maintain the continuity of image transformation. This
technique is difficult to achieve in the ordinary film and
television plays because of the particularity of the animation
camera, which can keep its own characteristics of the picture
language in the animation.
D. The unification of subject line
3D animation picture often uses subjective perspective as a
clip point of subject. The content of the viewpoint can be the
main body of the next picture. The direction of the subject
view can guide the audience’s attention, which may lead to the
next scene. As in the previous scene, the protagonist was
looking out of the window, while in the next scene, it takes a
subjective view of him from his position and he will appear
outside the window. The causal relationship between the view
content allows the audience to temporarily forget the
transformation of the screen and maintain the continuity of the
picture.

Figure 8. Sequence in the animation Despicable Me 3
The direction of vision can also connect the picture to
complete the transition of time and space. For example, the
passage from Despicable Me 3: In the first picture, character is
at home, looking at the phone screen, and in the second picture,
there is a phone call from Mel, and the third picture is of Mel in
the office. The first and second picture have completed the
pictures’ cohesion by Grutzon gazing direction because the
main body of “seeing” and “what has been seen” conform to
the audience’s life experience, so it is easy to neglect the image
transformation. The second and third pictures are about the
Minions, from the screen of phone to the scene of the office.
And the transformation of the time and space images is
completed by using the matching method of composition of the
same subject.

transformation in the animation be continuous and the
narration be smoothly carried out to the audience and achieve
the attention.
Therefore, as described in the introduction of this study, we
have set the criteria for deriving the analysis and root cause as
the definition value to maintain the context of the visual
perception dimension based on the continuity of the object,
behavior and environment of the character. In the future
research, it will apply the real case in the production of
animation to use it as the basic data of logical and contextual
scene transition, so that the audience will have the continuity
of the correct story.
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IV. Conclusion
The reason and the result is a pair of categories to reveal that
the universal connection in the objective world has
successively and mutually restricted relationship. The reason
is the objective existence that causes a certain phenomenon,
and the result is the embodiment of the role of the cause
Causality has time sequence, that is, the reason must be first
and the result can only be after the time order cannot be
reversed. The causality of things development in the 3D
animation narration refers to the cause, process and result of
events in the 3D animation narration, and the logical sequence
of series of body language, such as character action, language
and expression, which is according with the role movement,
mental activity and thinking mode. Causality in 3D animation
narration is the fact that conforms to the objective law, which
conforms to the objective requirements of the audience's
perception of things. In the process of the use of audio-visual
language elements, only by following the causality of the
development of the 3D animation narration can the scene
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Abstract
In the present study, an evaluation system has been
developed directly which conforms to a convergence
design education (design-engineering convergence content
program), ⌜ DOT LAB Program⌟ , in which study and
operation were carried out directly. In order for the
evaluation by applying the present evaluation system to
other convergence design education program, it is possible
to evaluate and diagnose by putting weighted value on
each situation. This study has a purpose to present a
general evaluation tool of the convergence design
education program.
Moreover, based on the developed evaluation system, a
survey has been proceeded to educator and performer who
participated in ⌜ DOT LAB Program⌟ on the degree of
their satisfaction, to understand the different position for
each role at the performance of program and to utilize it
for the supplementation at the next process and operation
of relevant program.
In order to construct the above evaluation system, the
approaching method for education evaluation has been
adopted in the first stage on the basis of the education
evaluation model by a famous scholar. In the second stage,
elements have been extracted to be used for the evaluation
system through the search for existing literature which
presented the evaluation tool for competency. In the third
stage, contents organized in the first and second stages
have been substituted to a specific education program, ⌜
DOT LAB Program⌟ to extract a possible final sphere
that is needed and possible to utilize the outline, education
method, schedule and contents. In the last fourth stage,
detail index elements have been extracted for the
evaluation scope set in the third stage.
In addition, in order to verify the developed evaluation
system, the analysis has been carried out for correlation,
validity, and reliability between spheres. The degree of
satisfaction has been substituted to a hexagonal model for
each of three groups (program development professor,
processing teacher, performing student) who participated
in ⌜ DOT LAB Program⌟ to look its development of
satisfaction at one glance.

In conclusion, the following shows two outlines of the
intention to present in the present paper.
First, an education program has been proceeded, which
is a part of a convergence design education, and a general
evaluation system has been constructed to conform to the
program. Various evaluation tools shall be presented for
evaluation by applying this system to other convergence
design education program. Second, after the process of
convergence design education program, the difference in
the degree of satisfaction shall be known for each sphere of
a professor of program development, a processing teacher,
and a performing student to learn, and the program shall
be improved at the process of next convergence design
education program.
Keywords-Convergence; Education; DOT LAB Program;
Construction; Evaluation;

I. Introduction
In the present study, an evaluation system has been
developed directly which conforms to a convergence design
education (design-engineering convergence content program),
⌜ DOT LAB Program⌟ , in which study and operation were
carried out directly. In order for the evaluation by applying the
present evaluation system to other convergence design
education program, it is possible to evaluate and diagnose by
putting weighted value on each situation. This study has a
purpose to present a general evaluation tool of the convergence
design education program.
II. Paradigm
Moreover, based on the developed evaluation system, a
survey has been proceeded to educator and performer who
participated in ⌜ DOT LAB Program⌟ on the degree of their
satisfaction, to understand the different position for each role
at the performance of program and to utilize it for the
supplementation at the next process and operation of relevant
program.
III. Design Program
In order to construct the above evaluation system, the
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approaching method for education evaluation has been
adopted in the first stage on the basis of the education
evaluation model by a famous scholar. In the second stage,
elements have been extracted to be used for the evaluation
system through the search for existing literature which
presented the evaluation tool for competency. In the third stage,
contents organized in the first and second stages have been
substituted to a specific education program, ⌜ DOT LAB

[5] Crocker, L. & Algina, J. Introduction to Classical and Modern

Program⌟ to extract a possible final sphere that is needed and
possible to utilize the outline, education method, schedule and
contents. In the last fourth stage, detail index elements have
been extracted for the evaluation scope set in the third stage.
IV. Modeling Program
In addition, in order to verify the developed evaluation
system, the analysis has been carried out for correlation,
validity, and reliability between spheres. The degree of
satisfaction has been substituted to a hexagonal model for each
of three groups (program development professor, processing
teacher, performing student) who participated in ⌜ DOT LAB
Program⌟
glance.

Test, 1986

[6] DiStefano, C. The impact of categorization with confirmatory

to look its development of satisfaction at one

V. Conclusion
In conclusion, the following shows two outlines of the
intention to present in the present paper.
First, an education program has been proceeded, which is a
part of a convergence design education, and a general
evaluation system has been constructed to conform to the
program. Various evaluation tools shall be presented for
evaluation by applying this system to other convergence
design education program. Second, after the process of
convergence design education program, the difference in the
degree of satisfaction shall be known for each sphere of a
professor of program development, a processing teacher, and a
performing student to learn, and the program shall be
improved at the process of next convergence design education
program.
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Abstract
VE(Value Engineering) was first used in manufacturing,
after Lawrence Delos Miles, tried to find function-based
replacement materials as he sought asbestos as the floor
finishing material for the factory, when America was
having difficulty finding substitute goods due to the
shortage of equipment and materials as well as manpower
because of the World War Ⅱ.
It is commonly understand as a method for improving
value through organized efforts which consists in seeking
better solutions by discovering financially advantageous
solutions while maintaining equal or higher functions.
Particularly, VE is defined as a process for reviewing the
economic feasibility of a design in construction etc. for the
purpose of reducing cost and improving functions while
satisfying the project owners' requirements through
identifying, removing, and changing unnecessary
functions, redundancies, excess etc. involved in facilities.
VE is implemented according to the related law for
VE-applicable cases in which the project cst exceeds 10
billion won or the project owner recognizes its need and
VE actually delivers such benefits as enhanced functions of
the applicable facilities or saved budget for them.
However, exhibition, which is characteristically
classified as construction of goods, has no applicable legal
provisions for using value engineering even if the project
cost exceeds 10 billion won. And the work of designing,
producing, and installing exhibits is ordered as a turn-key
project, which means that the contractor is responsible for
the entire process from design to installation. This means
that there is relatively high risk that external factors such
as contractor's experience, size, owned workforce, and
finances can affect a successful implementation of an
exhibition project, but in reality, there is no sufficient
institutional program structured to address the issues.
This study aims to modify VE as currently implemented
in architecture so that it may fit the characteristic
structure of exhibition projects and thereby propose an
Exhibit Evaluation Model (EEM) which can improve the
quality of exhibits. To look at earlier studies on exhibit
evaluation methods or models, most of them either suggest
improvements or directions for replacement based on
audience feedback in the management of exhibits after
they are created or are concerned with the quantitative

aspects which involve assessing the physical environment
of exhibits. In contrast, the study seeks to create evaluation
criteria and procedures and create an applicable
qualitative evaluation system with respect to a series of
processes designed to ultimately improve quality and mode
of production for exhibits from their design. For
developing an EEM, the study has surveyed related
specialists' understanding of the need to operate an
Exhibit Value Engineering (EVE), the operation of an
evaluation model etc. in three different categories.
The survey found that with regard to their
understanding of the need to apply EVE in exhibits, 81.7%
of the respondents had a positive view of what EVE could
do to deliver quality assurance, functional improvements,
and budget efficiency for exhibits. In the survey of their
perception of evaluation model operation, 49.4% if the
respondents chose "minimum 5 billion won" as the
appropriate fund size for EVE, and regarding the
participation in the staff for an EVE team, 76.2% found
"outsiders experts + project implementers(company,
construction project management group) + project
owner" the most adequate. For the EVE team size, the
largest 51.2% of the respondents chose "5 to 9 persons",
and for the point of time for EVE implementation, 53%
chose "After the completion of basic design". Furthemore,
as to distinguishing evaluation criteria into the hardware
category that reviews content, educational program etc.
84.1% of the respondents showed a positive view of "I
agree" or stronger choices. About classifying objects of
evaluation into the four categories (types of work) of
content & planning, design, facility, and management &
maintenance, 68.3% of the respondents showed a positive
view of "I agree" or more. As far as the specific evaluation
criteria (content & planning, design, facility, and
management & maintenance), 714.4% of the respondents
showed a positiv view of "I agree" or stronger choices as to
the appropriateness of the evaluation criteria for content
& planning, 79.9% showed a positive view of the
appropriateness of the appropriateness of the evaluation
criteria for facilities, and 77.4% showed a positive view of
the appropriateness of the evaluation criteria for
management & maintenance.
Based on the survey results, the study wants to present
the directionality of the EVE by providing a systematic
bases for EEM and suggesting a plan to apply evaluation
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criteria in designing exhibits. The method for
implementing an evaluation model consists in tentatively
choosing the most highly regarded evaluation criteria
through a separate survey by distinguishing exhibit
evaluation criteria into the four categories of content &
planning, design, facility, and management & maintenance
and by selecting the specific evaluation criteria including
scientific principles, originality, realizability, and
educationality. By selecting higher priorities out of the
secondary selection of categories using AHP analysis and
implementing EVE through pairwise comparison, the
study seeks to come up with a method for identifying
quality improvement and functional enhancement suited
to the characteristics of exhibits.
As the study is preceded by studies on EVE adopted and
applied in exhibition business through a comprehensive
examination of the procedures, mode of operation, and
effects of VE as implemented in construction, it has a
limited ability to acquire reliability for an objective
verification of evaluation system, mode of evaluation etc.
Moreover, as negatively viewed by 18.3% of the
respondents in the survey of perception, the issues of
insufficient reliability due to institutional insufficient, the
mode of procedural operations, utilization, of workforce
need o be addressed. Considering that minimum 80% of
the respondents who answered in the negtive, we need
additional research and supplementation to establish a
well-organized and specific evaluation system, lest we
incur problems that may occur during the implementation
of EVE by working level staff such as increased workload
and insufficient reliability of the results.
However, the study can be described as an outcome that
is presented as an institutional plan for a process that can
ensure efficient use of a budget and improve the quality of
exhibits and supplement and improve the process for
reviewing the design of exhibits, especially through
utilizing EVE and implementing exhibits at science centers.
The study is significant, in that it has thereby recognized
the need for EVE and create a basis with basic data for
developing EEM.
While using the study as such basic data and with a view
to effectively operating EVE, several future revisions may
be suggested as follows.
First, efficiently using the EEM that is presented in the
study will need administrative supports including support
from related systems and creation of detailed operational
guidelines. Its short-term establishment may be difficult
without such legal provision as is enjoyed by architecture,
but we will have to recognize its need through continuous
institutional improvements and work to produce results by
which its effects may be verified.
Second, we will need to create infrastructure for training
and increasing exhibition VE specialists, such as support
for educational system and creation of educational
institutions. Establishing the reliability of the results of
EVE implementation through qualitative upgrade of
various professionals and acquisition of their skills and
resources
that
take
into
consideration
the
characteristically multi-work and multi-area exhibition
industry will be effective for the stable operation of VE.

Third, we will have to work to get a separate budget for
supporting the operation of EVE system and funding
professionals on the VE team and its project budget. Thus,
the risks such as administrative red tapes in response to
the demands from contracting parties (beneficiaries) and
inefficiency involved in increased workload falling on
project implementers could be overcome to achieve mutual
win-win based on mutual efforts and trust of contracting
parties (beneficiaries) and project implementers
(companies).
Finally, as what hasn't been treated in the study,
incorporating the results of EEM into a database will be
significant for keeping an integrated management system
for tracking records such as the frequency of exhibits
incurring troubles and their popularity while
implementing such tasks as future replacement or renewal
of exhibits.

Keywords-Exhibit;
Engineering;

Quality;

Science

Center;

Value;

I. Introduction
VE(Value Engineering) was first used in manufacturing,
after Lawrence Delos Miles, tried to find function-based
replacement materials as he sought asbestos as the floor
finishing material for the factory, when America was having
difficulty finding substitute goods due to the shortage of
equipment and materials as well as manpower because of the
World War Ⅱ.
II. Paradigm
It is commonly understand as a method for improving value
through organized efforts which consists in seeking better
solutions by discovering financially advantageous solutions
while maintaining equal or higher functions.
Particularly, VE is defined as a process for reviewing the
economic feasibility of a design in construction etc. for the
purpose of reducing cost and improving functions while
satisfying the project owners' requirements through identifying,
removing, and changing unnecessary functions, redundancies,
excess etc. involved in facilities. VE is implemented according
to the related law for VE-applicable cases in which the project
cst exceeds 10 billion won or the project owner recognizes its
need and VE actually delivers such benefits as enhanced
functions of the applicable facilities or saved budget for them.
III. Design System
However, exhibition, which is characteristically classified as
construction of goods, has no applicable legal provisions for
using value engineering even if the project cost exceeds 10
billion won. And the work of designing, producing, and
installing exhibits is ordered as a turn-key project, which
means that the contractor is responsible for the entire process
from design to installation. This means that there is relatively
high risk that external factors such as contractor's experience,
size, owned workforce, and finances can affect a successful
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implementation of an exhibition project, but in reality, there is
no sufficient institutional program structured to address the
issues.
This study aims to modify VE as currently implemented in
architecture so that it may fit the characteristic structure of
exhibition projects and thereby propose an Exhibit Evaluation
Model (EEM) which can improve the quality of exhibits. To
look at earlier studies on exhibit evaluation methods or models,
most of them either suggest improvements or directions for
replacement based on audience feedback in the management of
exhibits after they are created or are concerned with the
quantitative aspects which involve assessing the physical
environment of exhibits. In contrast, the study seeks to create
evaluation criteria and procedures and create an applicable
qualitative evaluation system with respect to a series of
processes designed to ultimately improve quality and mode of
production for exhibits from their design. For developing an
EEM, the study has surveyed related specialists' understanding
of the need to operate an Exhibit Value Engineering (EVE),
the operation of an evaluation model etc. in three different
categories.
IV. Modeling System
The survey found that with regard to their understanding of
the need to apply EVE in exhibits, 81.7% of the respondents
had a positive view of what EVE could do to deliver quality
assurance, functional improvements, and budget efficiency for
exhibits. In the survey of their perception of evaluation model
operation, 49.4% if the respondents chose "minimum 5 billion
won" as the appropriate fund size for EVE, and regarding the
participation in the staff for an EVE team, 76.2% found
"outsiders experts + project implementers(company,
construction project management group) + project owner" the
most adequate. For the EVE team size, the largest 51.2% of the
respondents chose "5 to 9 persons", and for the point of time
for EVE implementation, 53% chose "After the completion of
basic design". Furthemore, as to distinguishing evaluation
criteria into the hardware category that reviews content,
educational program etc. 84.1% of the respondents showed a
positive view of "I agree" or stronger choices. About
classifying objects of evaluation into the four categories (types
of work) of content & planning, design, facility, and
management & maintenance, 68.3% of the respondents
showed a positive view of "I agree" or more. As far as the
specific evaluation criteria (content & planning, design,
facility, and management & maintenance), 714.4% of the
respondents showed a positiv view of "I agree" or stronger
choices as to the appropriateness of the evaluation criteria for
content & planning, 79.9% showed a positive view of the
appropriateness of the appropriateness of the evaluation
criteria for facilities, and 77.4% showed a positive view of the
appropriateness of the evaluation criteria for management &
maintenance.
Based on the survey results, the study wants to present the
directionality of the EVE by providing a systematic bases for
EEM and suggesting a plan to apply evaluation criteria in
designing exhibits. The method for implementing an
evaluation model consists in tentatively choosing the most
highly regarded evaluation criteria through a separate survey
by distinguishing exhibit evaluation criteria into the four

categories of content & planning, design, facility, and
management & maintenance and by selecting the specific
evaluation criteria including scientific principles, originality,
realizability, and educationality. By selecting higher priorities
out of the secondary selection of categories using AHP
analysis and implementing EVE through pairwise comparison,
the study seeks to come up with a method for identifying
quality improvement and functional enhancement suited to the
characteristics of exhibits.
As the study is preceded by studies on EVE adopted and
applied in exhibition business through a comprehensive
examination of the procedures, mode of operation, and effects
of VE as implemented in construction, it has a limited ability to
acquire reliability for an objective verification of evaluation
system, mode of evaluation etc. Moreover, as negatively
viewed by 18.3% of the respondents in the survey of
perception, the issues of insufficient reliability due to
institutional insufficient, the mode of procedural operations,
utilization, of workforce need o be addressed. Considering that
minimum 80% of the respondents who answered in the negtive,
we need additional research and supplementation to establish a
well-organized and specific evaluation system, lest we incur
problems that may occur during the implementation of EVE by
working level staff such as increased workload and insufficient
reliability of the results.
However, the study can be described as an outcome that is
presented as an institutional plan for a process that can ensure
efficient use of a budget and improve the quality of exhibits
and supplement and improve the process for reviewing the
design of exhibits, especially through utilizing EVE and
implementing exhibits at science centers. The study is
significant, in that it has thereby recognized the need for EVE
and create a basis with basic data for developing EEM.
V. Conclusion
While using the study as such basic data and with a view to
effectively operating EVE, several future revisions may be
suggested as follows.
First, efficiently using the EEM that is presented in the study
will need administrative supports including support from
related systems and creation of detailed operational guidelines.
Its short-term establishment may be difficult without such
legal provision as is enjoyed by architecture, but we will have
to recognize its need through continuous institutional
improvements and work to produce results by which its effects
may be verified.
Second, we will need to create infrastructure for training and
increasing exhibition VE specialists, such as support for
educational system and creation of educational institutions.
Establishing the reliability of the results of EVE
implementation through qualitative upgrade of various
professionals and acquisition of their skills and resources that
take into consideration the characteristically multi-work and
multi-area exhibition industry will be effective for the stable
operation of VE.
Third, we will have to work to get a separate budget for
supporting the operation of EVE system and funding
professionals on the VE team and its project budget. Thus, the
risks such as administrative red tapes in response to the
demands from contracting parties (beneficiaries) and
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inefficiency involved in increased workload falling on project
implementers could be overcome to achieve mutual win-win
based on mutual efforts and trust of contracting parties
(beneficiaries) and project implementers (companies).
Finally, as what hasn't been treated in the study,
incorporating the results of EEM into a database will be
significant for keeping an integrated management system for
tracking records such as the frequency of exhibits incurring
troubles and their popularity while implementing such tasks as
future replacement or renewal of exhibits.
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Abstract
This is a study on the convergence of nano technology
and art, and the perception and attitude.
The topic of this study is the nano technology and nano
art, and its main contents include the convergence
research of corporate design moral management,
corporate social responsibility, and creating shared value.
Also the causal relation of this study results from the
mutual relations between the topic and contents of this
study, which is the perception and attitude of users of nano
technology and art. The main target and contents of the
study include the research on the FGI perception and
attitude of CEOs in the convergence advanced
management program(AMP) of a domestic university.
Therefore, the design ethics, moral management, and
creating
shared
value
for
corporate
social
responsibility(CSR) are important to nano technology
based on the convergence research on nano technology and
nano art. There should be opportunities to create new
creative values in the future and also to evolve to better
forms, and it would be urgently needed to have
comprehensive researches on it.
This study aims to research the design moral
management and corporate social responsibility of nano
technology and art for the new creation of shared value in
accordance with a series of social, economic, and
environmental trend.
The results and contents of this study are like below.
First, the results of this study through the understanding
of preceding researches and theoretical consideration are
like below.
In the aspect of strong convergence with diverse areas
and dealing with the fine-size world that has not been
handled before, nano technology has a huge expectation of
its innovativeness while it also has potential risks that
should be managed. Therefore, it would be especially
needed to reinforce the risk management of nano
technology regulations. As a new art(design) area captured
by scientists, nano art is settling down as an important axis
of convergence industrial design area or artistic expression
of pure art or modern art. Also, in the results of viewing
the observance of business ethics and scientific technology
ethics, design moral management(DMM) and corporate
social responsibility(CSR), the creation of shared
value(CSR) as the spirit of the time, and the significance of

design, they were the important contents and core of the
study on the future value of nano technology and nano art.
However, as there are also negative sides of nano
technology and nano art, we should not forget that they
could bring fatal damages to mankind.
Second, under the topic of nano technology and art, the
results of the empirical research on the FGI perception of
and attitude toward design moral management, corporate
social responsibility(CSR), and creating social value(CSV)
are like below. The main subjects and contents of this
study were the FGI perception and attitude of 44 CEOs in
the convergence advanced management program(AMP) of
a domestic university. The characteristics of the selected
samples were 36 CEOs and executives, two professors, two
representatives of civic group, two representatives of
consumer, one public official in political service, and one
executive of National Science Museum. Regarding sex, it
included 34 men and ten women. In case of age, there were
11 people in their 40s and 33 people in their 50s. Regarding
career experience, there were ten people with experience
for more than 25 years, 23 people with experience for
20-25 years, and 11 people with experience for less than 20
years. In regard of academic background, there were 23
people with doctor's degree, 19 people with master's
degree, and two people with bachelor's degree. The
questionnaire was composed of total 53 questions such as
five questions for perception(cognition & experience), five
questions for attitude(participation & practice intention),
three questions for convergence, five questions for
influence, ten questions for moral management system(3C),
five questions for social responsibility, five questions for
shared value, and eight questions for consciousness
including subjective survey.
The empirical analysis of this study verified all in the
significance level(p<.05), and the statistical processing was
analyzed by using SPSS WIN 22.0 Program. As detailed
empirical analysis methods, in order to understand the
general characteristics of the survey subjects, the
frequency analysis and the internal reliability test between
questions were conducted. To examine correlations
between the research topic and contents, the correlation
analysis was performed. Besides them, t-test, one-way
ANOVA, scheffe test as a post-test, and regression analysis
were also conducted.
The results of the analysis are like below.
In the results of frequency analysis, the whole items
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except for four questions such as the vitalization of the
topic and contents of this study, necessity of efforts,
weaknesses and limitations, and the government
institutional support and complementation among total 53
questions showed positive results like the scale value
degree was average 4.00 more than "important", which
showed domestic large/small companies' CEOs and
executives' positive and future-oriented consciousness and
attitude.
The negative responses on those four questions about the
vitalization of the topic and contents of this study,
necessity of efforts, weaknesses and limitations, and the
government institutional support and complementation
also accorded with the response to the subjective survey, so
that it would be necessary to have solutions to them.
In the results of analyzing the descriptive statistics and
reliability of the relation between the topic and contents of
this study, all the perception(cognition & knowledge),
attitude(participation and practice intention), convergence
of nano technology and nano art, importance of
convergence industry, government policy and support of
convergence industry, risk of nano technology, influence of
nano technology, design moral management(DMM) &
system
components(3C),
corporate
social
responsibility(CSR), and creating shared value(CSV)
showed Cronbach's α
higher than 0.7, which satisfied the reliability level of
internal consistency. In the results of analyzing
correlations between the topic of this study and variables
related to contents, the perception(cognition & experience)
of nano technology and art showed positive
correlations(p<.001)
with
design
moral
management(r=.782). The attitude(participation and
practice intention) showed positive correlations(p<.001)
with the convergence of nano technology and art, the
importance of convergence industry, and the importance
of government policy and support of convergence
industry(r=.580), design moral management(r=.526),
corporate social responsibility(r=.744), and creating
shared value(r=.654). Therefore, there were correlations
between the topic of this study such as nano technology
and nano art, and the main contents of this study such as
design moral management(DMM), corporate social
responsibility(CSR), and convergence of creating shared
value(CSV), and the causal relations of this study such as
perception(cognition
&
experience)
and
attitude(participation and practice intention).
The limitations and suggestions of this study are like
below.
This study focused on the convergence of nano
technology and art, and perception and attitude.
Therefore, it should result from the topic of this study
such as nano technology and nano art, and the
convergence study on the main contents of this study such
as design moral management (DMM), corporate social
responsibility(CSR), and creating shared value(CSV), and
the correlations between the topic and contents of this
study as the causal relation which is users' perception of
and attitude toward nano technology and art.
However, as a study on FGI perception and attitude of

44 CEOs in the convergence advanced management
program(AMP) of a domestic university including
policy-making authority, expert group, corporate CEO
and executive, civic group, consumer group, scientist, and
artist, there were no researches on the perception and
attitude of other expert groups and ordinary people.
The perception and attitude of general citizens and
consumers, and their perceived vitalization of the topic
and contents of this study, necessity of efforts, weaknesses
and limitations, and government institutional support and
complementation, and their ideas for solution would be the
limitations of this study, which is remained as the future
task of follow-up researches.

Keywords-Convergence; Attitude; Technolohy; Nano; Art;

I. Introduction
This is a study on the convergence of nano technology and
art, and the perception and attitude.
The topic of this study is the nano technology and nano art,
and its main contents include the convergence research of
corporate design moral management, corporate social
responsibility, and creating shared value. Also the causal
relation of this study results from the mutual relations between
the topic and contents of this study, which is the perception and
attitude of users of nano technology and art. The main target
and contents of the study include the research on the FGI
perception and attitude of CEOs in the convergence advanced
management program(AMP) of a domestic university.
II. Paradigm
Therefore, the design ethics, moral management, and
creating shared value for corporate social responsibility(CSR)
are important to nano technology based on the convergence
research on nano technology and nano art. There should be
opportunities to create new creative values in the future and
also to evolve to better forms, and it would be urgently needed
to have comprehensive researches on it.
III. Design Program
This study aims to research the design moral management
and corporate social responsibility of nano technology and art
for the new creation of shared value in accordance with a series
of social, economic, and environmental trend.
.
IV. Modeling Program
First, the results of this study through the understanding of
preceding researches and theoretical consideration are like
below.
In the aspect of strong convergence with diverse areas and
dealing with the fine-size world that has not been handled
before, nano technology has a huge expectation of its
innovativeness while it also has potential risks that should be
managed. Therefore, it would be especially needed to reinforce
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the risk management of nano technology regulations. As a new
art(design) area captured by scientists, nano art is settling
down as an important axis of convergence industrial design
area or artistic expression of pure art or modern art. Also, in the
results of viewing the observance of business ethics and
scientific technology ethics, design moral management(DMM)
and corporate social responsibility(CSR), the creation of
shared value(CSR) as the spirit of the time, and the
significance of design, they were the important contents and
core of the study on the future value of nano technology and
nano art.
However, as there are also negative sides of nano
technology and nano art, we should not forget that they could
bring fatal damages to mankind.
Second, under the topic of nano technology and art, the
results of the empirical research on the FGI perception of and
attitude toward design moral management, corporate social
responsibility(CSR), and creating social value(CSV) are like
below. The main subjects and contents of this study were the
FGI perception and attitude of 44 CEOs in the convergence
advanced management program(AMP) of a domestic
university. The characteristics of the selected samples were 36
CEOs and executives, two professors, two representatives of
civic group, two representatives of consumer, one public
official in political service, and one executive of National
Science Museum. Regarding sex, it included 34 men and ten
women. In case of age, there were 11 people in their 40s and 33
people in their 50s. Regarding career experience, there were
ten people with experience for more than 25 years, 23 people
with experience for 20-25 years, and 11 people with
experience for less than 20 years. In regard of academic
background, there were 23 people with doctor's degree, 19
people with master's degree, and two people with bachelor's
degree. The questionnaire was composed of total 53 questions
such as five questions for perception(cognition & experience),
five questions for attitude(participation & practice intention),
three questions for convergence, five questions for influence,
ten questions for moral management system(3C), five
questions for social responsibility, five questions for shared
value, and eight questions for consciousness including
subjective survey.
V. Conclusion
The empirical analysis of this study verified all in the
significance level(p<.05), and the statistical processing was
analyzed by using SPSS WIN 22.0 Program. As detailed
empirical analysis methods, in order to understand the general
characteristics of the survey subjects, the frequency analysis
and the internal reliability test between questions were
conducted. To examine correlations between the research topic
and contents, the correlation analysis was performed. Besides
them, t-test, one-way ANOVA, scheffe test as a post-test, and
regression analysis were also conducted.
The results of the analysis are like below.
In the results of frequency analysis, the whole items except
for four questions such as the vitalization of the topic and
contents of this study, necessity of efforts, weaknesses and
limitations, and the government institutional support and
complementation among total 53 questions showed positive
results like the scale value degree was average 4.00 more than

"important", which showed domestic large/small companies'
CEOs and executives' positive and future-oriented
consciousness and attitude.
The negative responses on those four questions about the
vitalization of the topic and contents of this study, necessity of
efforts, weaknesses and limitations, and the government
institutional support and complementation also accorded with
the response to the subjective survey, so that it would be
necessary to have solutions to them.
In the results of analyzing the descriptive statistics and
reliability of the relation between the topic and contents of this
study, all the perception(cognition & knowledge),
attitude(participation and practice intention), convergence of
nano technology and nano art, importance of convergence
industry, government policy and support of convergence
industry, risk of nano technology, influence of nano
technology, design moral management(DMM) & system
components(3C), corporate social responsibility(CSR), and
creating shared value(CSV) showed Cronbach's α
higher than 0.7, which satisfied the reliability level of
internal consistency. In the results of analyzing correlations
between the topic of this study and variables related to contents,
the perception(cognition & experience) of nano technology
and art showed positive correlations(p<.001) with design
moral management(r=.782). The attitude(participation and
practice intention) showed positive correlations(p<.001) with
the convergence of nano technology and art, the importance of
convergence industry, and the importance of government
policy and support of convergence industry(r=.580), design
moral
management(r=.526),
corporate
social
responsibility(r=.744), and creating shared value(r=.654).
Therefore, there were correlations between the topic of this
study such as nano technology and nano art, and the main
contents of this study such as design moral
management(DMM), corporate social responsibility(CSR),
and convergence of creating shared value(CSV), and the
causal relations of this study such as perception(cognition &
experience) and attitude(participation and practice intention).
The limitations and suggestions of this study are like below.
This study focused on the convergence of nano technology
and art, and perception and attitude.
Therefore, it should result from the topic of this study such
as nano technology and nano art, and the convergence study on
the main contents of this study such as design moral
management (DMM), corporate social responsibility(CSR),
and creating shared value(CSV), and the correlations between
the topic and contents of this study as the causal relation which
is users' perception of and attitude toward nano technology and
art.
However, as a study on FGI perception and attitude of 44
CEOs in the convergence advanced management
program(AMP) of a domestic university including
policy-making authority, expert group, corporate CEO and
executive, civic group, consumer group, scientist, and artist,
there were no researches on the perception and attitude of other
expert groups and ordinary people.
The perception and attitude of general citizens and
consumers, and their perceived vitalization of the topic and
contents of this study, necessity of efforts, weaknesses and
limitations, and government institutional support and
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complementation, and their ideas for solution would be the
limitations of this study, which is remained as the future task of
follow-up researches.
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Abstract
Sharply increasing knowledge and information and the
development of Information Communication Technology
(ICT) have given rise to a new type of learning, Especially,
Virtual Reality (VR), based on 3D video, is perceived as a
noteworthy learning medium in that it promotes interest
and immersion in learning by providing realistic
information and with sensory immersion characteristic of
the medium, which exerts significant influence on
achievement in and satisfaction with learning.
VR, characterized by 3D spatiality, immersion, real-time
interaction etc., refers to the technology that provides the
user with information which does not exist in reality and
lets the user experience vividly situations which are not
experienced in the real world through the interaction that
taps into the senses in the computer-created virtual space.
Experiential Safety Hall, in particular, should find great
effectiveness through the employment of such virtual
reality, as it includes the temporo-spatial concept for such
situations as are hard to explain with 2D data or text and
so cannot be directly observed.
Activities in Experiential Safety Hall which proceed with
such VR experiences help effective realization of
educational learning, in that learning naturally
implements itself while audience-led observation and
manipulation lead to immersion in learning, interest, and
satisfaction.
The study is designed to identify the influences that
virtual reality exercises on educational effectiveness and
return visitors in Experiential Safety Hall activities and
present directions for future operation by tapping into the
characteristics of VR based on an empirical data analysis.
Introduction in Chapter 1 presents the background and
purpose of the study and describes the scope, method, and
flow chart of the research.
With the understanding that the discussion of the
activities in Experiential Safety Hall, the concept and
characteristic sof VR and their application in education
could lead to immersion and interest in education and
satisfaction with it and thereby result in return visitors,
Theoretical Literature Review in Chapter 2 reviews earlier
studies related to the components. Also, the chapter

surveys actual content in Experiential Safety Hall and
examines the earlier studies on the definition and
importance of experiential safety education.
Research Method of Chapter 3 establishes the study
model and hypothesis for an empirical study, provides
operational definitions of any experience of VR, preferred
type of experiential hall activities in accordance with
classification of experiential safety content by type, which
are the subfactors of Experiential Safety Hall activities, of
immersion and interest in learning and satisfaction with it
as the subfactors of educational effectiveness, and of the
variables of the intention to return as visitors and the
intention to recommend as subfactors of return visitors,
and then presents the composition of the questionnaire, the
composition of the measuring tool, and statistical analysis
method.
Empirical Analysis and Hypothesis Testing in Chapter 4
proceeds with an empirical analysis based on the responses
to a questionnaire, which is a measuring tool serving the
research method. The study was performed with a survey
using a self-administered questionnaire. For hypothesis
testing, the study performed frequency analysis, reliability
test, independent sample t-test, one-way ANOVA, and
Scheffe ’ s test, and calculated mean and standard
deviation to identify descriptive statistics. Besides, the
study analyzed the hypothesis testing with correlation
analysis and regression analysis. The analysis ended up
rejecting 6 out of all 33 hypotheses while accepting 27 of
them.
Conclusion in Chapter 5 summarizes the discussions,
implications, and limitations of the study and then makes
suggestions for further studies.
Based on the results of the empirical analysis, what the
study wants to suggest can be summarized as follows.
First, considering that most of the hypotheses about the
influences that virtual reality exercises on educational
effectiveness in Experiential Safety Hall activities, VR
content needs to be propagated through its diversification
with a view to boosting its educational effectiveness with
respect to safety.
Second, the analysis of the intention to return as visitors
and the intention to recommend with a view to audience’
s return to activities in Experiential Safety Hall shows that
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as the activities in Experiential Safety Hall, the number of
visits, any experience of VR, and return to preferred
activities did not exert significant influence, whereas past
experience of VR was not significant. Specifically, the
presence of past experience of VR showed greater
influence than its lack, and immersion VR as active
experience registered greater influence on return as
visitors. This analytical result verifies that those visitors
who experienced VR through the activities at Experiential
Safety Hall continued to recommend Experiential Safety
Hall and return to it. It is my understanding that
organizing and acquiring diverse VR content helps
visitors’ return to Experiential Safety Hall.
Third, the analysis of the influences on educational
effectiveness and visitors ’ return, which are major
characteristics of Experiential Safety Hall activities, shows
that educational effectiveness exerts a significant positive
influence on visitors’ return. To check the influence of
subfactors, immersion and interest in learning and
satisfaction with it all exerted significant positive influence
on visitors’ return as well as its subfactors of the intention
to return and the intention to recommend. Accordingly, it
has been demonstrated that greater educational
effectiveness increases the possibility for visitors’ return.
Keywords-Virtual Reality; Education; Return Visitor; Safety
Hall Activities; Elementary School;

I. Introduction
Sharply increasing knowledge and information and the
development of Information Communication Technology
(ICT) have given rise to a new type of learning, Especially,
Virtual Reality (VR), based on 3D video, is perceived as a
noteworthy learning medium in that it promotes interest and
immersion in learning by providing realistic information and
with sensory immersion characteristic of the medium, which
exerts significant influence on achievement in and satisfaction
with learning.
II. Paradigm
VR, characterized by 3D spatiality, immersion, real-time
interaction etc., refers to the technology that provides the user
with information which does not exist in reality and lets the
user experience vividly situations which are not experienced in
the real world through the interaction that taps into the senses
in the computer-created virtual space. Experiential Safety Hall,
in particular, should find great effectiveness through the
employment of such virtual reality, as it includes the
temporo-spatial concept for such situations as are hard to
explain with 2D data or text and so cannot be directly
observed.
Activities in Experiential Safety Hall which proceed with
such VR experiences help effective realization of educational
learning, in that learning naturally implements itself while
audience-led observation and manipulation lead to immersion
in learning, interest, and satisfaction.

III. Design Program
The study is designed to identify the influences that virtual
reality exercises on educational effectiveness and return
visitors in Experiential Safety Hall activities and present
directions for future operation by tapping into the
characteristics of VR based on an empirical data analysis.
Introduction in Chapter 1 presents the background and
purpose of the study and describes the scope, method, and flow
chart of the research.
With the understanding that the discussion of the activities
in Experiential Safety Hall, the concept and characteristic sof
VR and their application in education could lead to immersion
and interest in education and satisfaction with it and thereby
result in return visitors, Theoretical Literature Review in
Chapter 2 reviews earlier studies related to the components.
Also, the chapter surveys actual content in Experiential Safety
Hall and examines the earlier studies on the definition and
importance of experiential safety education.
IV. Modeling Program
Research Method of Chapter 3 establishes the study model
and hypothesis for an empirical study, provides operational
definitions of any experience of VR, preferred type of
experiential hall activities in accordance with classification of
experiential safety content by type, which are the subfactors of
Experiential Safety Hall activities, of immersion and interest in
learning and satisfaction with it as the subfactors of
educational effectiveness, and of the variables of the intention
to return as visitors and the intention to recommend as
subfactors of return visitors, and then presents the composition
of the questionnaire, the composition of the measuring tool,
and statistical analysis method.
Empirical Analysis and Hypothesis Testing in Chapter 4
proceeds with an empirical analysis based on the responses to a
questionnaire, which is a measuring tool serving the research
method. The study was performed with a survey using a
self-administered questionnaire. For hypothesis testing, the
study performed frequency analysis, reliability test,
independent sample t-test, one-way ANOVA, and Scheffe’s
test, and calculated mean and standard deviation to identify
descriptive statistics. Besides, the study analyzed the
hypothesis testing with correlation analysis and regression
analysis. The analysis ended up rejecting 6 out of all 33
hypotheses while accepting 27 of them.
Conclusion in Chapter 5 summarizes the discussions,
implications, and limitations of the study and then makes
suggestions for further studies.
V. Conclusion
Based on the results of the empirical analysis, what the study
wants to suggest can be summarized as follows.
First, considering that most of the hypotheses about the
influences that virtual reality exercises on educational
effectiveness in Experiential Safety Hall activities, VR content
needs to be propagated through its diversification with a view
to boosting its educational effectiveness with respect to safety.
Second, the analysis of the intention to return as visitors and
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the intention to recommend with a view to audience’s return to
activities in Experiential Safety Hall shows that as the
activities in Experiential Safety Hall, the number of visits, any
experience of VR, and return to preferred activities did not
exert significant influence, whereas past experience of VR was
not significant. Specifically, the presence of past experience of
VR showed greater influence than its lack, and immersion VR
as active experience registered greater influence on return as
visitors. This analytical result verifies that those visitors who
experienced VR through the activities at Experiential Safety
Hall continued to recommend Experiential Safety Hall and
return to it. It is my understanding that organizing and
acquiring diverse VR content helps visitors ’ return to
Experiential Safety Hall.
Third, the analysis of the influences on educational
effectiveness and visitors ’ return, which are major
characteristics of Experiential Safety Hall activities, shows
that educational effectiveness exerts a significant positive
influence on visitors ’ return. To check the influence of
subfactors, immersion and interest in learning and satisfaction
with it all exerted significant positive influence on visitors’
return as well as its subfactors of the intention to return and the
intention to recommend. Accordingly, it has been
demonstrated that greater educational effectiveness increases
the possibility for visitors’ return.
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Abstract

diagnosis after the completion of coffee remote education
program in the future.

In this study, to establish an actual evaluation model
suitable for coffee remote education converging coffee
education and remote education, the preliminary coffee
remote education evaluation model is built through
preliminary surveys by referring to matters required for
diagnosing coffee education and preceding researches.
Then, by conducting additional surveys by experts, the
final evaluation model for coffee remote education was
established in pursuant to setting up the weighted value by
area.
As such, to establish the evaluation model for coffee
remote education, first, the survey forms were distributed
to completers of coffee education, and the preliminary
evaluation model for coffee remote education was
composed focusing on the satisfaction rates from the
survey result. Next, to verify the preliminary evaluation
model for coffee remote education designed earlier, the
FGI expert group is composed to filter out inappropriate
questionnaires from the evaluation questionnaires in the
preliminary evaluation model for coffee remote education.
Lastly, the final questionnaires of evaluation model for
coffee remote education and weighted value are set up to
have total 16 items in 4 areas of the final evaluation model
for coffee remote education.
Also, to set up the weighted value by area of evaluation
model for coffee remote education established earlier, the
general scores from evaluation or the original score from
the secondary survey results were calculated. From
calculating the initial and secondary weighted values, the
difference between weighted values was not great, hence 24
scores were calculated from all of the 4 areas. As result
from this, the proposals of this study can be summarized as
follows.
First, the evaluation areas and evaluation questionnaires
suitable for evaluation model for coffee remote education
required for diagnosing the coffee remote education
converging coffee education and remote education were
materialized. Second, to build the final preliminary
evaluation model for coffee remote education, the final
evaluation model for coffee remote education was
proposed by FGI expert verification through coffee
experts and remote education experts. Also, the weighted
values by evaluation area were set up to facilitate actual

Keywords-Composition;
Evaluation; FGI;

Coffee;

Remote

Education;

I. Introduction
In this study, to establish an actual evaluation model suitable
for coffee remote education converging coffee education and
remote education, the preliminary coffee remote education
evaluation model is built through preliminary surveys by
referring to matters required for diagnosing coffee education
and preceding researches. Then, by conducting additional
surveys by experts, the final evaluation model for coffee
remote education was established in pursuant to setting up the
weighted value by area.
II. Paradigm
As such, to establish the evaluation model for coffee remote
education, first, the survey forms were distributed to
completers of coffee education, and the preliminary evaluation
model for coffee remote education was composed focusing on
the satisfaction rates from the survey result. Next, to verify the
preliminary evaluation model for coffee remote education
designed earlier, the FGI expert group is composed to filter out
inappropriate
questionnaires
from
the
evaluation
questionnaires in the preliminary evaluation model for coffee
remote education. Lastly, the final questionnaires of evaluation
model for coffee remote education and weighted value are set
up to have total 16 items in 4 areas of the final evaluation
model for coffee remote education.
III. Design and Model Program
Also, to set up the weighted value by area of evaluation
model for coffee remote education established earlier, the
general scores from evaluation or the original score from the
secondary survey results were calculated. From calculating the
initial and secondary weighted values, the difference between
weighted values was not great, hence 24 scores were
calculated from all of the 4 areas. As result from this, the
proposals of this study can be summarized as follows.
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IV. Conclusion
First, the evaluation areas and evaluation questionnaires
suitable for evaluation model for coffee remote education
required for diagnosing the coffee remote education
converging coffee education and remote education were
materialized. Second, to build the final preliminary evaluation
model for coffee remote education, the final evaluation model
for coffee remote education was proposed by FGI expert
verification through coffee experts and remote education
experts. Also, the weighted values by evaluation area were set
up to facilitate actual diagnosis after the completion of coffee
remote education program in the future.
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Abstract
Chinese ancient towns declined impacted by the
urbanization, but they have been protected and developed
after regeneration. The research on the protection and
development of the three ancient towns as the historical
and cultural space and exploration of the ways and means
of regeneration is helpful to analyze the internal main
factors, so as to provide reference and help for the
protection and development of other ancient towns. In the
theory of the production of space, the three elements of
space can be used to analyze the internal agents of the
spatial change, which also are the important theoretical
tools to analyze the spatial relationship. In this paper, we
will establish a analytical framework to analyze the
buildings, public space, social space and action space of 4
regenerated ancient towns and concrete cases with the
three elements of space, and research the government’s
operation and management and the habitants ’
development forms, so as to provide the reference value
for the ancient towns and even the protection and
development of ancient towns.
Keywords ： Ancient Towns; Research on the Regeneration;
urban regeneration

I. Introduction
A. The background and purpose of the research
Ancient towns are the carriers of local history, regional
features and traditional culture, and the social and historical
heritage embodied by the building space. While the
manpower, funds and resources were flowing into cities, the
economy of the ancient towns declined rapidly so that the life
of the people in the ancient towns were affected severely duo
to the lagging social service. As a country with an ancient
civilization, China has many ancient cities and towns with
long history. Chinese people have researched ancient towns
comprehensively for a long time. Although there is no
comprehensive and systematic research on the urban
regeneration or no concept of the ‘urban regeneration’,
there are still some relevant theoretical researches, but the
main content is about ‘rebuilding’, ‘protection’ and ‘
inheritance ’ , and few researchers are involved in the
research and analysis of the urban regeneration mode.
The implementation of urban regeneration has made

corresponding progress in solving the problems in all levels
of the city and has achieved remarkable results in the
economic development, improvement of people's livelihood,
cultural heritage and environmental protection. Chinese
scholars have researched the series of theories from the West
deeply and introduced them to China, and have created the
theory of urban regeneration with its own features according
to cultural environment, economic development, urbanization
process and other differences. The production of space is a
process of the space to be developed, designed, used and
rebuilt, which has accumulated many urban research cases.
Similarly, ‘ancient towns" has many problems that can be
explained combined with the production of space. Therefore,
we will research the construction of the regeneration mode of
the ancient towns and cities from the perspective of the ‘
production of space’.
The purpose to research the regeneration of ancient towns
is to analyze the influence and effect of different regeneration
ways of ancient towns, which can be used as reference for the
regeneration and protection of other ancient towns. Find out
the equilibrium point among Chinese culture, economy and
society for the regeneration of ancient towns with the theory
of "production of space’ as the analysis tool to show the
specific theory for the diversified and sustainable
regeneration ways. Moreover, the combination of the
traditional culture for the regeneration of ancient towns and
the modern life can provide new methods and reference for
the protection of traditional culture.
B. The scope and methods of the research
In this paper, we will analyze four ancient towns with the
three elements of the production of space, which are spatial
practice, representations of space and representational space.
For the spatial practice, research the regeneration ways of the
material buildings and public space of ancient towns. For the
representations of space, analyze the functions, influence and
effect of the government, the management company and the
development company in the regeneration process of ancient
towns. For the representational space, analyze the people and
culture in the ancient towns and the mutual relations among
the aborigines, foreign merchants and tourists.
Firstly, take the literature research method. Sort out some
viewpoints and questions related to the regeneration of
ancient towns in the academic papers, relevant books and
internet resources, and then summarize, research, and analyze
these questions so as to form the personal viewpoints finally.
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Secondly, take the case research method. Make use of the
relations between various types of the production of space in
the regeneration process of 3 ancient towns with the theory of
production of space to research the operation of the internal
mechanism, to find out the decisive factors for the generation
of ancient towns, and further to sort out the important
conclusions.
Thirdly, take the theoretical analysis method. Analyze the
rebuilding ways for the material space and public space in the
first element, spatial practice, the participation or functions of
the government sectors and the development company in the
second element, representations of space, and the behaviors of
the habitants, tourists and cultural activities in the space in the
third element, representational space.
II. Theoretical Review
A. Henri Lefebvre's theory of the production of space
A.a.The concept of the production of space
The theory of the production of space was proposed by
Henri Lefebvre in 20th century, who thought the space was
the continuation and external manifestation of time, and it
contained the ideologies and material resources of human
history and civilization from generation to generation, so the
space had both material attribute and spiritual attribute. Henri
Lefebvre summarized three elements for the social space,
which were the perceived, the conceived and the lived. They
are not completely different from each other, and there is a
dialectical relationship between them. Only by this dialectical
relationship, the subject can be transferred from one level to
another and run through the whole living space.[1]

Urban regeneration refers to the urban reconstruction,
reorganization of land use functions and resources and
corresponding
urban
environment
renovation
and
reconstruction when cities are adapting to the new changes in
social economy, technological development, the continuity of
history and culture and other aspects. Usually, the objects of
urban regeneration mainly are the old city zones. To adjust
and improve the functions of the old city zone and to promote
and even recreate the vitality and environmental quality of the
historic city zones are the key points of "urban regeneration".
[5]Cities are always faced with the challenge of reservation
and elimination, and regeneration and decline. Essentially, a
city is a dynamic organism with metabolism. The time
gradients are inevitable in the urban changes, but the keys are
how to deal with the relationship between "the new" and "the
old", and how to grasp the relationship between the
inheritance and continuation of urban culture and the
development of society and economy, which are the
important aspects of "urban regeneration". [6]
The scope of urban regeneration includes the physics,
industries, environments, sociality, history, culture, society
and other aspects in large cities and local small and mediumsized cities. From the physical perspective, its purposes are to
guarantee the urban charm, and take it as an opportunity to
induce the systematical hostling of urban centers and planned
development in development zones practically. [5]
In the economic aspect, the improvement in physics or
environment plays a catalytic role in the high land use rate
and the promotion of economic activities, and also plays a
positive role in the positive contribution to the economy. [5]
III. Analysis of the regeneration cases on the space of
ancient towns

A.a.a.spatial practice
The spatial practice mainly means the functional space.
Namely, it is the human spatial social practice. Spatial
practice is a spatial activity physically, which can ensure the
smooth progress of economic production and social
production and involves objects and things, and in which,
human can move and behave. [2]
A.a.b.Representation of space
The representations of space mean any social dominant
space, and they also refer to the conceptualized spaces.
Scientists, urban planners, technical land dividers, social
engineers, science-oriented artists, etc have conceived this
urban space, which tends to be a linguistic symbol system.[1]
A.a.c.Representational spaces
The representational space is governed and experienced
passively. Its subjects are the residents, users, some artists,
writers and philosophers in the space. This space is above the
physical world and it uses the objects symbolically, which
tends to the non-linguistic symbol system.[1]

A. The basic standard and outline of the cases selected
In this paper, we selected 3 ancient towns after regeneration
with highest frequency of occurrence, wining awards and
most popular in the process of collecting data and consulting
books, in which, Dayan Town subordinate to the Old Town of
Lijiang （丽江） ranks on the World Cultural Heritage List,
Wuzhen Ancient Town was included in the waiting list in
2008, and Qibao Town was remolded at latest, and the main
reasons to select it were because its existence time was short
and it was located in downtown.
[Table 1] The case outline of the ancient town spaces
Name
Wuzhen
Ancient
Town

B. The theory of urban regeneration
B.a.The concept and scope of the urban regeneration
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Location/
scale

Preservatio
n type

Zhejiang
Province
712,000km²

Overall
utilization
after
restoration

Dayan
Town

Yunnan
Province
38,000km²

Qibao
Town

Shanghai
Municipalit
y
213,000km²

Partial

Partial

Analysis
scope

Material
space
Social
space
Action
space

Analysis content
- The specific ways
applied in the
regeneration process
of the three spaces
- The dialectical
relationship between
the regeneration and
the production of
space
- The change of the
production of space
after regeneration
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B. Wuzhen Ancient Town(乌鎮)

operation mode iis to develop in prrotection and prottect
in development.

B.a.Analysis off the frames oof the three eelements of Wuzhen
W
Anncient Town

Representaational spaces
In Dongzha andd Xizha, all inddigenous inhabitaants
have moved out, the current inhaabitants are the shhop
who
operators, includding some nativess and outsiders, w
are governed by the tourism comppany.
In Nanzha and B
Beizha, the originnal life state and w
way
are protected to balance
b
the development of Wuzheen.

IInhabitants’
behaviors

[Tablle 2] Case analysiis of Wuzhen Anccient Town
spatial prractice：Buildingg
Type / Picturee
Restoration

Transformation

F
Facade
protectionn

Demolishment
and
redevelopment

Concrete aanalysis
Zhujia Hall （ 朱 家 厅 ） was a rich and influuential
family ’ s meessage, which haas been restoredd. For
example, pavve the black brickks on the floor too keep
the timberworrk firm and avoidd the fire danger.
Beizha silk mill
m was remolded to be an art galleery and
its functions was improved:: reserve the orriginal
buildings andd build some new buildings to strenngthen
the sense of w
wholeness of all olld and new buildiings.
The facade oof waterside pavillions was repaireed and
reinforced, annd the interior was
w decorated modernly
to increase thee modern lifestylee for the habitantss.

For the comiing Wuzhen Theeatre Festival, W
Wuzhen
Grand Theatree was rebuilt in a new site. The buuilding
is located on the side of river to adhere to the water
o Wuzhen.
town culture of
spatial pracctice：Public spaace

Preservation
In Xizha（西栅
栅）, 72 bridges an
nd nearly 10000 m
meters
of ancient riveer channel are preeserved and mainntained
to keep their ooriginal state.
Recombination
Public space

F
Facade
protectionn

Demolishment
and
redevelopment

The Water T
Theatre was remoolded with new mode.
Remold the fi
fish pond to be ann outdoor water theatre
t
and add som
me cultural actiivities and show
ws of
Wuzhen.
The facade of Zhaoming （ 昭 明 ） Academyy was
preserved, annd the interior w
was remolded too be a
morial
library to connnect with Maoddun （ 矛 盾 ） Mem
Hall, formingg a reading space.
Pipelines andd roads: bury ovverhead lines andd open
pipelines undder the ground and design the green
slabstones in the form that tthe pipelines cann pass
through.

Development
and managementt
companies

In the Phase I of
o remolding, theere are some touurist
activities for touurists, and in Phaase II of remoldiing,
there are some vvacation activitiess for tourists so tthat
tourists can stay and experience thhe life in Wuzhenn in
person.

Culttural behaviors

Add the theatree festival to tally with the cultuural
development diirection of Wuuzhen. The new
wlyincreased culturral activities haave attracted maany
artists and writeers to inject the ccelebrity culture into
i
the town.

B.bb.The spatial relationship off Wuzhen afterr regeneration
T
The investigattion of the thhree elements of space is the
important basis ffor different production oof spaces. In the
project molding process
p
of Phaase I (Dongzhha), the interioor of
the town was rennewed, and m
most of aboriggines in Wuzzhen
weree replaced bby the foreignn merchants. The aborigiines
movved out and thhe joining of fforeign merchhants renewed the
interrior of the tow
wn. In the prooject molding process of Phhase
II (X
Xizha), the anncient town produced spacees in large sccale.
The project devvelopment company estaablished by the
goveernment unifiied property rrights, planninng and operattion
modde. The regeneeration mode dominated byy the governm
ment
is thhe largest influuence on the production off space. Differrent
interrventions werre taken for different hisstorical buildiings
through unified pplanning. Thiis is a produuctive processs of
mateerial space in the spatial praactice dominaated by the strrong
spacce in the repreesentations off space. Meannwhile, all gooods,
cateering and entertainment item
ms in the com
mmercial spacee of
the town are conntrolled througgh unified opperation, so ass to
avoiid the problem
m that the meerchants and habitants conntrol
the buildings freeely and dam
mage the buildings. This iis a
prodductive processs of social beehavior in thee representatioonal
spacce dominated bby the strong space in the rrepresentations of
spacce.
C. D
Dayan Town(大
大研鎮)
C.a.Analysis of tthe frames off the three eleements of Day
ayan
Tow
wn

Represeentation of space

Local
government

Tourists’
behaviors

The governnment has esttablished a toourism
development company and apppropriated funds ffor the
development company. Thee company borrrowed
money from tthe bank with thee assets as mortggage to
obtain the fuunds for the deevelopment of toourism
projects in thee ancient town.

[Taable 3] Case analyysis of Dayan Tow
wn
spatial practtice：Building
Tyype / Picture

The whole anncient town is opperated in the foorm of
corporatizatioon and is developped wholly. Thee main
business of Dongzha is touurism, and the main
business of Xizha is leisurre and vacationn. The
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Restoration

Concrete anallysis
Fang Guoyu ’ s （ 方 国 瑜 ） Form
mer Residence is a
typical case of recovering the fo
former residencess of
historians, whichh has been repaireed.
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Renewal

management dirrection of the opperators, which has
been transferredd to the targeted souvenirs operattion
from the initial ddemands for livingg consumption.

The governm
ment has unifo
formly protectedd and
remolded the residential builddings far away froom the
center area.
Culltural behaviors

F
Facade protectionn

Copy

Dengfengdabao Hostel （德丰大
大宝客 栈） was rrebuilt
from an old house. The origiinal external stylle was
kept and the internal facilitiess were configured as a
four-star hoteel.
Mu Fu （ 木 府 ） Mansion is a rebuilt ancientt town
museum, whiich keeps the eleegance of the buiildings
in Central Plaains in Ming Dynnasty and the sim
mplicity
and roughnesss of the buildinggs in Central Plaains in
Tang and Soong Dynasties, and
a
is filled with the
simplicity andd conciseness of tthe ancient buildiings in
Lijiang.
spatial pracctice：Public spaace

Preservation

Recombination
Public space

F
Facade protectionn

D
Demolishment andd
redevelopment

More than 700 bridges with rich landscape funnctions
are reserved in the ancient toown, and they aare the
mponents of townns, gardens and ffamous
important com
scenic spots.
In Yunnan P
Province, it's likke spring all thee year
round, whichh creates a featuure, street scenee. The
regeneration aactivates the streeet space and somee other
design is addded, so that the street space form
ms are
various and chhangeable.
The whole ffacade of the coommercial buildinngs in
Sifang Street（四方街） was prrotected, the interrior of
molded to modernn bars
the original shops were rem
teahouses andd other types of coommercial spacess.
The big waaterwheel was used for agricuultural
irrigation widdely in Sui and T
Tang Dynasties. It has
existed for m
more than 1700 years.
y
Display thee most
ancient irrigattion tool in Chinaa as a scenic spot.

C.bb.The spatiall
regeeneration

of

Dayaan

Town

af
after

D. Q
Qibao Town（
（七宝古鎮）
D.a..Analysis of tthe frames off the three eleements of Qiibao
Tow
wn
[Taable 4] Case analyysis of Qibao Tow
wn

L
Local governmentt

The local goovernment and thhe old town prottection
administrationn have stricctly controlled the
development and utilization oof the old town in the
w, policy, institutiion and planning,, made
aspects of law
the Protectionn Plan for the W
World Cultural Heeritage,
Old Town of Lijiang as the tecchnical guidance ffor the
protection of the old town. Hoowever, because a large
amount of inccomes flow into the private enterrprises,
the governmeent earns little after
a
investing a large
number of funnds.

D
Development andd
management
companies

Foreign mercchants rented houuses from the orriginal
residents, andd conducted indeependent operatioon and
management after signing annd complying wiith the
o the protectionn of the old tow
wn and
regulations on
relevant ruless.

spatial practtice：Building
Tyype / Picture

The using suubjects of the spaace were changedd from
the aboriginees to the outsiiders, which arre not
governed by tthe government aand are the behavviors in
the free econoomic transactions.

Concrete anallysis

Restoration

The buildings inn the north sectionn of the ancient toown
are preserved. U
Up to now, the historical dwellling
block, several lanes and alleyys and many rreal
traditional folk hhouses in the townn have been kept.

Trransformation

Qibao Zhou M
Microscopic Carrvings Hall is an
exhibition hall remolded with the
t existing anciient
buildings, whicch was establishhed to display the
artworks of the great
g
master of m
microscopic carvinngs,
a father and his ddaughter whose suurname were Zhoou.

Copy

Qibao Temple w
was rebuilt in 20000, which restored the
simplicity and soolemnity of Han aand Tang Dynastties.
The tower and the building witth Buddhism lecttion
and joss were resstored fully in thee rebuilding proceess.

Dem
molishment and
reedevelopment

In the ancient toown, some villas with Chinese styyle,
such as Jiangnaanyufu（江南御府） , were built outt to
increase some living space foor the town. N
Nine
c
maake each househoold's
different space combinations
environment, nneighboring rellation and sppace
landscape differeent.

Represen
ntational spacess

Tourists’
behaviors

relationshiip

Inn Dayan Townn, merchants ttake the free competition
c
m
mode
dom
minated by goovernment. Itss production of space cann be
divided into threee types: 1) the production off space dominaated
by ggovernment reefers to the prrocess of repaairing, rebuildding
and copying tthe historicaal buildings dominated by
goveernment. 2) The producction of spaace for tourrism
deveelopment refeers to the prodductive processs of commerrcial
consstruction and dwelling coonstruction doominated by the
deveelopment com
mpany for makking profits. 33) The producttion
of thhe residents' sself-built spacce means that in order to m
meet
the living requireements of the residents, thee government has
alloccated some laand for the ressidents to build new housess for
livinng because moost of their olld houses havee been rentedd for
com
mmercial use. The ‘ represeentations of sspace ’ and thhe ‘
reprresentational sspace’ have siimilar representations of sppace
and representationnal space. Theerefore, they aalso are the m
main
prodductive forces of space, andd finally they aact on the speecial
pracctice.

Represeentation of space

Inhabitants’
behaviors

Lijiang City whhere Dayan Tow
wn is located waas a
transfer station on the ancient Silk Road and the
Ancient Tea Hoorse Road since aancient times, and it
also is a gatheering place for many minoritiess in
China. Its multi--national art and culture
c
are attractting
many people to go
g there.

At the beginnning, tourists mainnly experienced vvarious
activities. Toourists are signiificant greatly to
t the
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spatial pracctice：Public spaace
Preservation

In Qibao Colored Glaze Worrkshop, some faccilities
for displayinng the artistic rresearch and finnished
products aree set to displayy the equipmennt and
technology foor the complete manufacturing fllow of
colored glaze.

Renewal

The exterior of Qibao Distilleery has been presserved,
watching link wass added inside, sso that
and a new w
people havee the double eexperience of ttasting
handmade ggrain alcohol annd watching brrewing
process.

Copy

D
Demolishment andd
redevelopment

The dolmen is a legacy from Northern
N
Song Dyynasty.
b its replica waas built
It was destroyyed long before, but
in the former address to mark the
t place name.
A new street, Yuqian Street（御
御前街） was builtt in the
town to expannd the service fuunctions for cultuure and
commerce. The
T
essence annd details of aancient
buildings in M
Ming and Qing Dyynasties and the artistic
a
conception oof the beautiful and intangible water
towns in the south of the Yanngtze River are reestored
on the buildinngs.
Represeentation of space

Local
government

The local ggovernment dom
minated the renoovation
project and established Qiibao Town Inddustrial
Developmentt Co., Ltd. to reppair and reconstruuct the
old blocks inn the town. Morreover, the goverrnment
has built a commercial bloock in the townn with
residential fuunction, cultural function, comm
mercial
function and ttourism function.

D
Development andd
management
companies

Qibao Townn Industrial Deevelopment Co.,, Ltd.
established byy the governmentt is the main devveloper
of the town. IIn addition, other free companies ccan bid
for projects.
Represen
ntational spacess

Inhabitantsbehavioors

In the projeect of Huaxiaminngyuan（华夏茗苑）
）, 269
householdss moved back, soo the aborigines aare the
main inhabbitants. The firstt floors of the orriginal
dwelling districts
d
in the tow
wn were changedd to be
shops and tthe second floors are living spacess.

Tourists’ behavioors

The anciennt town is small aand close to the ccity, so
it mainly ccreates a form off short-term sighttseeing
and entertaainment that can participated in alll year
round. Thee main business iis to experience cculture
and food.

Cultural behavioors

The ancieent town has restored the indoor
amusemennt park, Big W
World that was closed
before, andd introduced the ooriginal art group to add
more and rrich shows for thhe cultural develoopment
of the old sstreet.

D
D.b.The spattial
reegeneration

relationsship

of

Qiibao

Town

after

Qibao Town is one of thee few towns inn the urban ceenters,
w
which was an important facctor to mold iit to be a histtorical
coommercial bblock. The governmentt dominatedd the
reeconstruction and
a external enterprises cann bid for the prrojects.
Thhe projects laaunched by ennterprises are the main prodducers
foor the town too increase new
w material sppace. The tow
wn has
buuilt a commercial block in tthe town with residential funnction,
cuultural functioon, commerciaal function annd tourism funnction.

In tthe town, the interaction bbetween the rresidents and the
sociial space at tthe beginningg has turned into commerrcial
interraction betweeen merchants and tourists. The producers of
spacce were channged from thhe original reesidents into the
goveernment, enterrprises and meerchants.
IV. C
Conclusion & Recommendaation
Inn this paper, w
we exposed thhe evolution off spatial form
m for
the regeneration of ancient toowns with thee theory of thhree
elem
ments of spacee, and summaarized the anaalysis of the ffour
anciient towns as ffollows:
Fiirstly, in thee aspect of sspatial practice, the mateerial
buildings in the aancient townss shall be rem
molded variouusly,
becaause the multtifarious mateerial space wiill bring multtiple
expeerience for touurists. The anccient towns shhall be dividedd in
diffeerent levels annd remolded w
with different m
materials to avvoid
the similarity
s
of aancient towns in building typpes and functiions.
Seecondly, in thhe aspect of representations of space, the
propperty rights annd operation off ancient townns shall be uniffied.
The unity of property rights cann avoid the viccious competittion
betw
ween merchannts fundamentaally, but it haas some shortaages
at thhe same time. For example,, it needs to be
b supported bby a
lot of
o investmentt, but most off profits belonng to compannies.
Therrefore, it is neecessary to forrm a property right structuree of
"com
mpany + residdents", so thatt residents cann get bonus after
a
theyy hand over the operationn rights of tthe houses. T
The
probblems about pproperty righhts shall be properly
p
resollved
from
m a long-term perspective w
with innovativee thinking.
Thhirdly, form a communnity structuree with resultant
deveelopment. Avooid the contraddiction betweeen the inhabitaants
and the developm
ment companyy. The develoopment comppany
empploys the inhabbitants, and thhen subleases the houses to the
inhaabitants for opperation, to foorm a cooperattive developm
ment
relattionship betw
ween the development company and
inhaabitants. Thereefore, both thhe developmeent company and
inhaabitants will bbe affected byy the success or failure of the
operration of the anncient towns.
Foourthly, respeect for local chharacteristics, and take cultture
and art as the keyy points and tthe source for the developm
ment
of anncient towns. At the same tiime to protectt the local cultuure,
add the culture annd art accordinng with modeernization, so that
the ccommunicatioon between thee people and cculture space and
betw
ween people annd buildings inn the space wiill become bettter.
Inn the future, iif the historiccal and culturral areas suchh as
anciient towns andd ancient citiees need to be rreconstructed and
prottected for devvelopment, cuultural protecttion and tourrism
deveelopment, thee local goverrnment and tthe developm
ment
com
mpany shall suupport and coooperate stronggly, the plannners,
mannagers, operattors and the mass shall participate inn it
activvely, the relattionship betweeen residents and tourists shall
be ccoordinated. IIt is more neeeded to activaate the local folk
f
cultuure and proteect the historric buildings to improve the
influuence of spacee.
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Ab
bstract
This paper takes the sitte design of urban waterrfront
laandscape enviironment as the research objective. Fiirst of
alll, summarizze the charracteristics of
o the land
dscape
th
hrough theoretical analysiis and case sttudy, then an
nalyze
th
he environmeental design oof Quanzhou
u Bay Wharff park
on
n this basis. The author thinks that the problem
m that
sh
hould be solved in th
he contemporary waterrfront
laandscape dessign is to prrotect or create a uniquee and
un
nforgettable space atmossphere, contiinue local cu
ulture
w
while strength
hening enviroonmental placce, so as to eenrich
peeople's enviroonmental exp
perience.

direction of the new city coonstruction.[1] Meanwhile, the
plannning area is located at thee intersectionn of the Luoyyang
Riveer and the Taiiwan Strait, it is an importaant window too set
up the city imaage and dispplay the reggional style and
featuures(Fig. 2). T
Therefore, the purpose of thiis study is how
w to
achiieve harmonyy with the urban landscappe group in the
desiign of waterrfront landscaape, at the same time w
with
diffeerence and streengthens the pplace of the region.

Keywords-coomponent; Citty park; Watterfront Landdscape;
En
nvironmental ddesign; Placeneess; Experiencee; Wharf
Fig. 2 Urban Structuure and Ecologiical Pattern of Q
Quanzhou Bay

I. Intrroduction
Located in thhe southeast oof Fujian Provvince, Quanzhhou is
onne of the threee central citiess in Fujian Proovince, an impportant
reegional center of the city oof Quanzhou B
Bay Area. Luuoyang
R
River is the seccond largest rivver in Quanzhhou city. The project
p
annalyzed in this paper coverrs an area of aabout 12000 ssquare
m
meters, estuaryy of Luoyang River ——m
massive area oon the
eaast coast of Quuanzhou Bay. The northernn part of the bllock is
coonnected to thhe urban greenn space and thhe main urbann road,
faacing CBD buusiness districct across the rroad, the soutth and
w
west side is cloose to the seaa, the East sidde is adjacent to the
Q
Quanzhou Bayy Cross Sea Bridge. Thee planning arrea is
irrregular Pentaggon, there aree a number of pedestrian rroutes,
biicycle passagees pass throughh the area, so tthe transportattion is
veery conveniennt. (Fig. 1)

Fiig. 1 Project loccation

II. Theoretiical analysis
A. T
The concept off Placeness
Pllaceness: Thee sensory struucture of a plaace formed bby a
persson's experiennce in a particcular environm
ment, such as the
exciited emotion - excitement, jjoy, or pleasurre.[2] Specifically
conttains two aspeects of meaning:
•
Place attaachment, peopple's sense off place, sensee of
belonging and identity.
•
Place idenntity, the charracteristics off the place itsself,
the conceentrated exprression contaains a series of
features. T
These featurees endow cerrtain places w
with
certain em
motions or peersonalities. S
Some places are
regarded aas a special or memorable place becausee of
its unique physical charracteristics or imaginabilityy of,
or is due and
a important events.
"P
Placeness" iss one of the
t
most im
mportant spaatial
charracteristics off urban pubblic areas, w
which should be
mainntained. The continuity andd developmennt of place is the
mosst important pooint in the desiign of urban ppublic space.
B. P
PPS——“Placeemaking”

In the Quanzhou Bay area,, the Luoyang River bears special
s
coontents and m
meanings: Firrstly, as the main one rivver of
Q
Quanzhou Citty, Luoyangg River beaars the histtorical
huumanistic connnotation, the development of the city iss built
allong the riverr; Secondly, aas an importaant resource oof the
rivver in Quanzzhou Bay reggion, Luoyangg River carriees the
coonnotation of natural ecoloogy, provides important strrategic

T
The "PPS"(Thee Prdject for Public Spacee) set up in 1975
sugggests that in ccontemporary urban design, special attenttion
shouuld be paid to the participation and dialoggue of citizenss on
the transformatioon of public space projeccts. In 2000, the
orgaanization propposes several key
k factors forr creating a "ggood
placce"(Fig. 3), annd use "Placem
making" to deescribe the dessign
proccess of urban ppublic space. [[3]
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•

Effective control
c
of urban waterfront public space and
reasonablee organizationn of internal traaffic.
TABL
LE II
CASE-1 SANKT
S
PETER
RBURG, NEVA
A RIVER

S
Summary

Fiig. 3 What makees a great place?

P
Picture

Professor Guuo Enzhang, a Chinese schholar, summedd up a
seet of evaluatioon standards foor the quality oof urban sites in the
deesign strategy of high qualitty urban public space, he beelieves
thhat high qualitty city placess should have ten characterristics.
(T
TABLE I) Inn 2004, the sstandard was included byy City
Planning Data Set compiled by the China urban planninng and
D
Design Institutee.[4]

F
Feature

TA
ABLE I
FEATUR
RES OF HIGH Q
QUALITY CITY PREMISES

I
Identity
Sociality
S
A
Amenity
A
Accessibility
S
Safety
E
Enjoyment
Concordance
C
V
Variety
C
Culture
E
Ecology

It is charaacterized by individuality and
easy to idenntify
Publicity annd sharing for the public
The enviroonment pressuure is small, the
body and m
mind is relaxed, comfortable
Traffic is convenient, which can be
expected annd access to
Walking ennvironment, noo car interfereence,
no line of siight, there’s ligghting at nighht
It
has
visual
interest,
beauutiful
environmennt and sanitatioon
Whole coorrdination, ordeerly
The functioon and the form
m is flexible, rich
and colorfull
It has culturral taste and iss conducive too the
constructionn of civilizatioon
Respect naature, respectt history, prootect
ecology

R
Revelation

S
St Petersburg is located in the Baltic Seea
eeast of Finlannd Bay with tthe Neva Rivver
aand its tribuutaries througghout. It's thhe
second largest city in Russiia, an importaant
inndustrial centter and transsportation huub.
T
The river bankk is the craddle of the cityy's
riise. In the early develoopment of St
P
Petersburg porrt, it takes thee image in froont
oof the world, becoming thhe basis for thhe
ddevelopment oof the entire citty.[5]

T
The waterfronnt landscape oof this basin is
thhe carrier of the beautiful scenery in thhe
ccenter of the ccity. For exam
mple, there are 8
bbridges in this region, with each one hass a
ccomplex structture of the buuilding, and thhe
shape is carefuully designed, each bridge caan
bbecome an outstanding workk of Art.
U
Using historrical culture to develoop
ccharacteristic w
waterfront areea is beneficiial
too create uniquue urban landsccape.
TABL
LE III
C
CASE-2 MANH
HATTAN BIG-U
U

S
Summary

A material ennvironment with
w placeness may bring poositive
im
mage to urbann public spacee, become an attractive plaace for
innvestors, traveelers and resiidents alike. M
Meanwhile, a good
puublic environnment can encourage annd restore ppublic
coonfidence.

P
Picture

BIG-U is a repplicable moduular system thhat
B
c help coasstal cities coppe with climaate
can
c
change
crisis. Facing the aarrival of supper
h
hurricane
Sanddy, The proteective landscappe
e
envisioned
byy the landscappe design teaam
w activate thhe urban waterrfront instead of
will
c
cutting
off thhe links betw
ween cities annd
w
water.
The pproject's publiic participatioon
fr
framework
givves community residents an
a
to find thhem, set uup
o
opportunity
innfrastructure that promotees local socieety
a
and
economiic developm
ment, add thhe
d
diversity
off
its
adjaacent
coasttal
c
communities.
[66]

III. Relatted case studyy
Based on thheoretical coognition of pplace, through the
annalysis of 4 reelated cases(TA
ABLE II—V), this paper proovides
reeference for thhe site design oof Quanzhou B
Bay Pier Parkk. Case
sccreening is bassed on the folllowing aspectss:
•
Waterfrront developm
ment drives urbban developmeent;
•
The placce of waterfroont landscape uupgrading;
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F
Feature

11. The wetlaands and the rain gardeen
e
extends
from
m the waterrfront to thhe
h
highlands
of the green corrridor and sociial
h
housing
in the open space w
will promote thhe
loocal ecologiccal diversity, improve loccal
w
water
quality, so as to minimize thhe
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Revelation

overflow waater directly tto the East R
River
pipe, and sslow down urban
u
heat issland
effect.
2. The new
w commercial space underr the
urban expreessway will ccreate new rretail
space
and
bring
new
busiiness
opportunitiees;
3. Communnity led funnctional plannning
contributes tto the stabilityy of communnities
and benefits for local residdents.
Brief and ddirect natural pprocedure to deal
with problem
ms caused by natural processses,
bold design breaks the innertia of thinnking
limit.

TA
ABLE IV
CASE-3 SHA
ANGHAI HUA
ANGPU RIVER
R BUND REGIO
ON

Summary

Picture

Feature

Revelation

Before the planning, thee landscape sppace
along the S
Shanghai Riveer in the Bunnd is
separated frrom the Huanngpu River byy the
road and the negative grreening, makinng it
lack of interraction. Meanw
while, the actiivity
of waterfroont area is relatively sinngle,
mainly ram
mble, the space of rest,
entertainmennt is insuff
fficient, lack of
activity to atttract local ressidents.[7]

This ddesign uses ddifferent elevaation
platform
ms and squares as the focuus of
the whhole environm
ment of waterffront
area, forming richh and abunndant
sequennce of public aactivity space.
•
As the main means of spatial linkkage
in this area, ram
mps provide safe
activityy paths and a rich view
wing
experieence.
•
Later design focuses on the better
displayy of the reestoration of the
Bund'ss historical andd cultural featuures,
improvve the ecologgical environm
ment
in the Bund, and create the m
most
classic waterfront ccity landscape in
Shanghhai.
The reasonaable and effeective use off the
original
landscape,
organizatiional
waterfront space node can enhance the
overall image of waterfrront environm
ment,
and create a variety of continuous sppace
and servicee facilities too strengthen the
living space.

F
Feature

•

TA
ABLE V
CASE--4 NINGBO EC
COLOGICAL C
CORRIDOR

Summary

P
Picture

Ningbo is llocated in thee southern parrt of
the Yangtzee River Delta ecological reggion.

R
Revelation

S
Since ancient times, the rivver is vast annd
w
wide, and thee vast land is
i occupied bby
rriparian foreests, reed marshes annd
ffarmland. How
wever, under the pressure of
hhigh speed urrbanization deevelopment, thhe
ccanal ecologiccal corridor reegion has beeen
ttransferred forr industrial usse. At the sam
me
ttime, there is lack of effecttive zoning annd
ppollution conntrol, All soorts of factoors
ttogether lead to the deteriooration of watter
qquality at thee end of twentieth Centurry.
W
Wetland and aquatic habittats is of greeat
ssignificance to the ecoological zonne,
T
Therefore, it iis not only inn line with thhe
eecological connsciousness oof the new erra,
bbut also off historical and culturral
ssignificance too do the best to
t intervene thhe
w
wetland acccording to the regionnal
ccharacteristics.[8]

R
Reshaping thee relationshipp between maan
aand nature: T
The park deesign and roaad
ssystem planninng make it beecome a moddel
oof natural succession in citty environmennt.
E
Ecological sw
wamp, rain ggarden, aquattic
pplants garden and locationn of a restoreed
hhabitat all haave been carrefully thoughht.
T
Trestle road along
a
cliff, stepping stonees,
bbridges and llouvers allow
w people to ggo
ddeep into it annd provide thhe possibility of
cclose observaation withoutt affecting thhe
ggrowth of anim
mals and plantts.
T
The stretchingg park allow ccountless peopple
eenter it and ennjoy nature, thhe design lookks
like nature itseelf. The materiial of the bridgge
aand road echooes the preciipitation of thhe
ppast industrial history, and at the sam
me
ttime, it isn’t loofty in the parkk.

Based on the ttheoretical baasis of place, according to the
abovve case analyysis, six chaaracteristics oof the waterfr
front
landdscape places are
a summarizeed as followinng:
•
Overall coonsideration and
a
overall consideration
c
can
achieve thhe purpose of ssustainable devvelopment.
•
Waterfronnt area shouldd have a clearr positioning, and
closely linnked with the overall devellopment goalss of
the city.
The vitalitty of the wateerfront area need
•
n
participattion
in public life.
The designn of waterfronnt landscape sshould reflect the
•
historical, cultural and ggeographical features.
f
We shouldd create compposite waterfrront environm
ment
•
including ecological prrotection, tourrism, leisure and
other needds.
Attention should be paid to the organization of
•
waterfrontt traffic systeem and the crreation of puublic
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space, aas well as thee developmennt of the wateerfront
landscappe node.
IV. Concept of placeness iin Quanzhou Bay Wharf Park
P
Used to be a wharf, the llocation of Pllanning area of the
caase provides a boost for local developmennt, but with thhe city
inn the process, tthe scene of thhe past has ceased to exist. Based
onn six characteristics of waaterfront landdscape environnment
deesign, in the design of thiis case, the form
f
elementss with
w
wharf features are utilized tto create a place atmosphere to
aw
waken peopple's Assocciation——Staacked contaainers,
sttaggered boarddwalk, link thhis place withh its history, hhow it
ussed to be usedd, and its symbbolism. (TABL
LE VI)

A
Analysis

iinto conveniennce stores, lanndscape kioskks,
aand public toiilet. Moreover, in the desiggn
oof seat, street lamp, garrden landscaape
ffacilities etc., the use of conntainer elemennts
iis also taken into full conssideration, so as
tto protect the unique spirit of place in tthe
rregion, and the correspponding muulti
ddimension spaace function.

TA
ABLE VI
ANALYS
SIS OF QUANZ
ZHOU BAY WHARF
W
PARK

Summary

Master
plan

Spatial strructure analyssis
According to the ccharacteristics of
waterfront landscape deesign, land laayout
and functioonal requiremeents, the plannning
area is dessigned into 5 types of sppace:
Service spaace, green sppace, distribuution
space, touriist space, hyddrophilic spacce. 4
vertical andd 3 horizontal walking roads are
connected in different types of spaaces,
which form
m a rich annd varied sppatial
hierarchy, aand ensure thhe accessibilitty of
each part in the region.

S
Summary

Analysis

R
Renderings
Summary

Landscappe form analyssis
In the landsscape design of Quanzhou Bay
Pier Park, express the sstatus in the time
developmennt context of "H
History - Pressent Future" inn this region w
with the aid off this
element off "container"". For exam
mple,
"container sculpture" sshows the once
prosperous wharf scenne, or reuse the
abandoned containers annd transform them
t
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Landscape nnode analysis
IIn order to maake waterfrontt space rich annd
ddiverse, eachh type of space contains a
nnumber of lanndscape nodess, and take onn a
ddifferent lookk, which repreesents a coasttal
bbased functionn.
•
Winding corridor: Taaking “woodden
plank rroad” as deesign elemennt,
combininng the principlle of barrier frree
design, build
b
a brand new tour route,
create a continuous experience in
leading into the watter, and set uup
open spaace for visitorrs to stay at tthe
turning ppoint of the keyy route.
•
Trestle work: Parkiing the boat,
connect people with water througgh
leisure acctivities.
•
Wharf: IIt is made uup of spacioous
waterfronnt channels annd old containner
landscape pavilions too meet peoplee's
needs forr viewing and fishing.
•
Square: Different teexture of tthe
ground pavement echoes peoplee's
walking activities, thhe surroundinng
trees provvide shade.
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V. Epilogue
Successful urban public areas are not accidental, there must
be suitable conditions. Through the integration of these
conditions can promote the city regional activities and space,
create a place of city environment. The book City Building:
Nine Planning Principles for the Twenty-First Century points out
that: The environmental content to be planned should be
regarded as the result of the change of the surrounding
conditions and functional requirements under the control of
the limited conditions.[9] In the landscape design of
Quanzhou Bay Pier Park, the location of the site, the
development requirements of urbanization is the limit of the
design. By protecting or creating a unique and memorable
atmosphere of the environment, enrich people's behavior
while strengthening environmental place, is the functional
requirements that the design strives to solve.
Urban waterfront public area is not only a material
structure, but also a social structure. This social structure is
the embodiment of "human activities"——The behavior in
the region is permeated by the way of life and activity, which
makes the region full of vitality and vitality. Quanzhou Bay
Pier Park creates a brand new trail system with Container
plank road as design element, providing uninterrupted
walking experience for park visitors. Moreover, the different
functions and shapes of waterfront space highlight the
participation of waterfront activities, provides help to
promoting the regional vitality, materializing urban
characteristics.
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Abstract
This paper is focused on development Heuristic checklist
for the English Learning Mobile Application to find
usability problems.
Keywords-Heuristic; usability; mobile application; Heuristic;

I. Introduction
There are Heuristic evaluation[1], Cognitive Walkthrough,
Benchmarking test, Laboratory evaluation to evaluate the
usability of mobile applications. The heuristic evaluation
proposed by Nielson (1994) is a usability test aimed at
professionals in the field of assessment. There are advantages
finding usability problems in a faster time and low cost[2].
However, there is a disadvantage that finding fewer problems
than usability testing intended for real user because they are
assessed by a smaller number of experts [3]. Therefore, it is
necessary training assessors to experts level or developing a
customized checklist to application in order to improve the
shortcomings of a Heuristic Evaluation [2].
The study intends to study how to effectively assess the
usability of the Realistic English learning application 'EXALL'
developed by researchers. 'EXALL' has characteristics that
uses the information technology and aims for education. Thus,
Based on the Neilson's Heuristics, we propose to develop and
propose a Heuristic checklist for customized usability
evaluations, considering the characteristics of the 'EXALL'
application.

TAM (Fred D. Davis, 1989) is a model developed to
describe the user's behavior and intentions who use
information technology. The TAM explains the user's behavior
as a succinct, rich, theoretical rationale.[5]. According to the
TAM for understanding e-learning continuance intention, The
quality of the system, Information, Service, the cognitive
absorption of users, and the subjective influence have an effect.
Evaluation of quality of information should be enhanced in
terms of quality in terms of educational applications. The
user's cognitive absorption affected Temporal Dissociation,
Focused Immersion, Heightened Enfoyment [7]. Each element
has ‘Time appeared to go by very quickly when user was using
the application.’, ‘While on the application, my attention did
not get diverted very easily.’, ‘Using the application provided
a lot of enjoyment.’ meaning. On the other hand, Subjective
influence of external and internal influences, related to
Channels that distributed applications rather than the usability
of the application, is excluded from the evaluation item.
2.3. Neison’s Usabilitty Heuristics
The heuristic evaluation of Neilson (1994) is an evaluation
method to discover the usability for interface design. An
evaluation is performed by examining the all processes that
evaluators use the system and analyzing elements that should
be considered in the system [1]. Neilson’s Usability Heuristic
elements are shown below Table1.
TABLE I
Neilson’s Usability Heuristics

II. Related Work
2.1. Mobile Application Interface Component
Mobile applications communicate with users by interfaces.
Interface includes GUI, Information Architecture, and
Interaction elements [4], which helps user's communication
with application. In other words, the interface is closely related
to the user's usability. Thus, components of mobile interface
are considered to be key in mobile application usability
evaluation.
2.2. Factors that affect Continuing Study

1

Visibility of system status

2

Match between system and the real world

3

User control and freedom

4

Consistency and standards

5

Error prevention

6

Recognition rather than recall
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The word, sentence, and
symbol used by EXALL are
similar to those used in
everyday environments.

7

Flexibility and efficiency of use

8

Aesthetic and minimalist design

9

Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors

10

Help and documentation

Interface

III. Results
The following figure1 is shown in when considering for
developing the heuristic evaluation items mentioned above.
Each item of an existing Heuristics which is developed
Neilson(1994) is classified as a mobile interface element. If the
classified items relate to the educational aspects that affect the
user's cognitive absorption, reconfigure the assessment item.

Icons, images and
characters used in EXALL
match correspond to
real-world objects and
meanings.
The flow of information
provided by EXALL is
natural and logical.

Match
between
system
and the
reorld
Information
Architectur
e

Quality of
Information

Heightened
Enjoyment

User control
and
freedom

Information
Architectur
e
Consistency
and
standards

TABLE II
Heuristic Checklist for Application ‘EXALL’

HEURISTICS

INTERFACE

EDUCATION
AL ASPECTS

GUI

Focused
immersion

Quality of
Information

CHECKLIST

Interaction
Temporal
Dissociation

A screen of EXALL allows
users to concentrate on
their work.
EXALL is designed to
prevent users from
committing errors easily.

Information
Architectur
e

Provide an appropriate
error message if the user
commits an error.

EXALL does not have an
unexpected action in the
actions performed by the
user.

Visibility
of
System
Status

The learning content
provided by EXALL is
consistent with the typical
English learning content.
The EXALL screen is
consistent with other
learning applications.

Focused
immersion

Error
prevention

The system message of
EXALL makes users feel
that they are controlling the
system.
The same items within the
EXALL are consistently
presented.

Interface

EXALL provides
information and
appropriate feedback to the
user regarding the ongoing
process.

The learning content of
EXALL meeThe learning
content provided by
EXALL is interesting.

If you make a mistake while
using EXALL, you can exit
the application at any time.
Information
Architectur
e

Based on the process, We develop a heuristic checklist for
the English Learning Application EXALL. The following
table 2 is the developed Heuristic Checklist.

The learning content of
EXALL meets the purpose
of using the application.

EXALL can initiate a new
task itself, except that the
user unilaterally accepts the
result of the interaction.

Interaction

Fig. 1 Configure English Learning Application Heuristic

The learning content
provided by EXALL is
related to learning
objectives.

EXALL is visually marked
for operation and selection.

EXALL has an adequate
response rate compared to
the user's work, so it feels
like the time is not delayed..

Help users
recognize
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EXALL screen is simple
and minimizes multI-page
display.

Interface

Focused

The important information
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immersion

of EXALL is focused on
the user's attention and can
be focused on the work
performed.

viewed and easily
searchable at any time.
Quality of
Information

Users do not need to move
to other screens to navigate
the necessary information.
Information
Architectur
e
recognition
rather than
recall

EXALL considers varying
levels of users from
beginner to expert.
Quality of
Information

EXALL provides adequate
learning according to the
user's level.

Interface

EXALL provides shorter
keys and shorter keys.

Interaction

EXALL allows users to
adjust the settings as
desired.

Text of EXALL is arranged
so that it is easy to read.
It is the direct and active
sentence of EXALL's
question.

Aesthetic
and
minimalist
design

Quality of
Information

The Learning Aid
characters offered by
EXALL have the
appropriate form to deliver
English learning content.

Temporal
Dissociation

Use the application of the
EXALL learning character
to use more time than
expected.
The inlet window of the
EXALL requires only a
minimum input to suit the
purpose.

Interaction
Heightened
Enjoyment

It is interesting to
communicate with the
character of EXALL.
An error message in
EXALL is expressed in
terms of general language.

Recover
Error

EXALL error messages
define problems and
provide solutions for quick,
concise, and accurate
recovery.

Information
Architectur
e
Focused
immersion

Interaction

Help and
Documentati
on

Information
Architectur
e

V. Conclusion
This study created a Heuristic checklist tailored to ' EXALL
' to improve usability of English learning applications '
EXALL '. This could be used to evaluate the rapid usability
evaluation of educational mobile applications. Meanwhile, the
heuristic usability evaluation proposed in this study does not
address the cause of the usability problem. To complement this,
it could be an effective mobile application usability evaluation
tool if it combine the way to understand the cause.
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EXALL does not interfere
with user distraction by
presenting a simple
recovery method.
If an error occurred due to
the wrong input, you can
correct only certain parts
without retyping them.
The help of EXALL is easy
to search, related to tasks,
and configured according
to the sequence of tasks..
Instructions for using
EXALL can be easily
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Abstract
According to the survey results of the Korean Traffic
Safety Administration in 2013 and 2014, 93% and 89% of
public casualties were caused by unauthorized crossing the
rail. Therefore, there is an urgent need for an effective and
inexpensive system to prevent similar accidents. We
designed a system through the drone shot images near the
rail, to identify whether there are people near the rail, and
ultimately to achieve the purpose of preventing accidents
using MobileNets presented by Google Inc.
Keywords-component; railway accident, image recognition,
deep-learning

I. Introduction
The overpressure in the air when a high-speed train passes
will be a serious threat to people near the train route [1]. Unlike
the metro, it is difficult for railway companies to track the
conditions near all rails. In the metro system, as a
precautionary approach, setting physical barriers such as
barrier doors can prevent accidents effectively [2]. But this
prevention method requires a lot of resources outside the city.
The emergency braking system uses the maximum braking
force to stop the vehicle in an emergency. The emergency
brake, as a last resort, provides more braking force than the
standard brake. It may cause damage such as fire and
derailment accident. Emergency brake (normal train) will
provide about 1.5 m/s^2 deceleration. And the emergency
brake system (high-speed train) is more effective and will give
about 1.8 m/s^2 deceleration. The emergency brake distances
with different speed are shown in TABLE I [3].
TABLE I
Emergency Brake Distance at Various Speed
Speed(km/h)
Emergency Brake Distance(m)

100
250

160
600

200
850

300
1900

III. Experiment Result

Therefore, we must give the train sufficient emergency
brake distance and emergency brake time to effectively
prevent train accidents.
II. Railway Accident Prevention System based on
MobileNets

If you set up a camera on a train to shoot the frontal tracks in
real time, the effective image area that can be used for target
recognition is very small due to the height of the train.
Therefore, in order to improve the effective image area for
target recognition must set the camera to a higher place.
We try to solve this problem like this we send the drone
before the train arrives and shoot the rail and detect the target
(people near or on the railway). If the target is detected, the
warning message will be sent immediately to provide adequate
emergency brake time and emergency brake distance.
Take the commercial DJI drones Phantom 4 as an example,
it can fly continuously for 30 minutes, the control distance is 7
km, the speed can reach 70 km / h and video resolution is 4K
and 60 frames per second. These properties can fully meet the
needs of the system
Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is a deep, feed forward
artificial neural network. CNNs require minimal preprocessing
due to use of a multilayer perceptron variation [4]. To improve
the performance of CNNs, such as classification accuracy, the
general idea is to increase the network’s size. At present, many
papers prove that in order to enhance the performance of
network there are some methods such as increasing the depth
of the network or increasing the width of the network. But in
order to reduce the over-fitting, we need to reduce the free
parameters. In the MobileNets, the depthwise convolution uses
a single filter for each input channel and then the pointwise
convolution uses a 1*1 convolution to combine the previous
depthwise convolution’s results. The standard convolution
combines the filters by the convolution cores in only 1 step and
then obtains a new result. The depthwise separable
convolution is separated into two layers to do the same work, a
1*1 pointwise convolution and a depthwise convolution,
which can reduce the computational complexity and model
size effectively [5]. For each depthwise convolutions and 1*1
pointwise convolutions, there is the Batchnorm (BN) and
ReLU layer.

The dataset in this experiment uses the PASCAL VOC
format. There are 1123 images in the dataset. Of which 919
images were used for training, the other 204 images were used
for evaluation. There is 3 kind of input size 150*150, 200*200
and 250*250. As shown in Fig.1, in order to simulate the
different flight states of the drone during the actual flight, the
dataset collects the images of the drone under different
shooting angles and different background environments. There
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are images near the station, images at the roadside, and images
at the mountainside

Figure 3(a) Result (Step.6K)

Figure 1 Dataset Image Sample

Figure 3(b) Result (Step.20K)

Figure 2 Input Image Sample

We use the human body in different positions near the rail as
the target of recognition as shown in Fig.2(b). The dataset
includes images of different genders, as well as images of
different poses. Record the input rectangle’s corner pixel value
(xmin, ymin, xmax and ymax) and save them into tfrecord file,
TABLE II
Accuracy with Various Input Sizes
Step

5K

10K

15K

20K

150*150

0.05375

0.6971

0.8257

0.9056

200*200

0.3630

0.8767

0.9091

0.9637

250*250

0.5253

0.9316

0.9913

0.9827

Size

As shown in Fig.3(a), When training is not enough, the
features of the rails are found first. So, there were incorrect
detections. The computer mistakenly detected the rail as the
target. As shown in Fig3(b), the features of human near the
rails are found completely. The previous error did not appear
again.
It’s harder to recognize the target because of poor image
quality or poor lighting conditions when input image size is
150*150, as shown in Fig.4(a). Fig.4(b) shows when input size
is 250*250, the target can be identified successfully. The main
reason for this problem is that in this poor light conditions, the
features of the rails are hard to find. Especially when the input
size is small, the input part has less information, which makes
the feature finding more difficult.

As shown in TABLE II, when the input size is 150*150,
accuracy is only 5.375% at the step of 5K. If the input size
increases to 200*200 and 250*250, the accuracy at the step of
5K increases significantly, increasing to 36.3% and 52.53%.
After sufficient training, the model accuracy can reach more
than 90%. However, after 15K steps, the accuracy with the size
of 250*250 decreased, the estimation is insufficient data
samples, resulting in over-fitting occurred. If we have more
data samples, this problem will be solved.
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Figure 4(b) Recognition Success (Size250)

IV. Conclusion
Sending the drone before the train arrived and shooting the
situation of the rail, the model can effectively identify the
human target near the rail in different environments, so as to
achieve the purpose of preventing the occurrence of railway
accidents and suicides. By comparing several sets of data, it
can be seen that in the case of the input data size 200*200, high
accuracy and fast performance can be obtained at the same
time. Compared with the experimental data with the input size
of 250*250, the accuracy with the input size of 200*200 is
reduced by about 2~3%, but it can give priority to the
performance in poor hardware environments. In the good
hardware environment and if data samples are enough, the
model with the input size of 250*250 is the first choice.
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TABLE I
Analysis of limited drawing method in 2D animation[1]

Abstract

The representation method of CG animation is dividing
into pursuing actual image and pursuing 2D animation. Classification 2D image
The way to pursue 2D animation has made many advances,
Perspective
and works such as "Rakuen Tsuiho: Expelled from
Paradise, 2014" are producing images very close to 2D
animation. However, the use of motion capture has been
expanding in order to improve production efficiency, but Light
in reality, the motion of the animation character does not
overcome the limits of the actor's movement. Therefore,
we tried to grasp the possibility of a method to analyze
Beam
character animation of limited animation and apply it to
motion capture data.

Limited animation is an animation production method which
became known by Tezuka Osamu, produced Astro Boy in
1963, by reducing, the TV series animation which originally
requires 100,000 sheets per work to 5,000 sheets per work
instead. Although limited animation has cut down on
production cost and production period, it was counted as a
cause to make the production environment of the animation
industry bad and the low quality, as a result, was always
controversial. But as original drawing artist Yoshinori Kanada
drew the original drawings of robot animations, including
'Getter Robo, 1974' in the 1970s, limited animation no longer
had its low quality but built a style of the level of art and even
led a fandom culture of animation.[1]
Kanada's drawing method is not only the action of the
character but also the combination of effects such as light,
explosion, and beam, a wide-angle technique using camera
flow line and lens to maximize the efficiency of production
and the visual style. It could be organized it through analysis as
shown in [Table 1].
First, we found that the movement of the character has slow
motion and repeating motion compared with the high-speed
presentation. It is analyzed in such a way that the limited
working method compensates for the simple and efficient
operation of the character by using the movement of the
camera or the gorgeous production using light and rays to
enhance the overall work quality.

Total Frames : 121
Character frames (no repeat) :49
Total Frames:24
Character frames (no repeat) :9
Total Frames:26
Character frames (no repeat) :9

Explosion

Total Frames:10
Character frames (no repeat) :5

Action

Total Frames:26
Character frames (no repeat) :10

Effect

Total Frames:10
Character frames (no repeat) :4

Limited Animation; CG Animation; style (key words)

I. Introduction

Timing extraction

II. Motion Capture and Limited Animation
We tried to examine the elements necessary for directing
limited character animation in CG animation using motion
capture and apply it to Ball bounce animation using Maya to
grasp its possibility.
A. Generation of motion capture data
Motion capture is a device that makes the movement of a
person into a data and transmits it to the motion of CG
character. When you see the actual movements of the actor and
the movements made with the data, the results appearing in the
data will make you feel the optical illusion of a lot of fine
movements of more swaying than the actor's actual movements.
Because the actor is wearing a motion capture suit that is in
close contact with the body rather than a costume appropriate
for the situation, the movement of the arm is not covered by
clothes and the actor can't have hands in a pocket, so it is more
likely to occur unnecessary movements and conscious arm
movements. Therefore, a motion capture actor who performs
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the motion necessary for animation must have a sense of
consciousness trying to minimize unnecessary motion while
the body is in action.
The second is that the development of the motion will come
out smoothly overall in the result, and it can be modified to
some extent in the editing work, but, in order to match the
actor's motion with fast animations such as slapsticks, the
directing of movements is better to be adjusted to the
animation rather than the movie. Additional research will
follow on this.
B. Motion data and camera directing
CG animators tend to think that animation data editing
process using motion capture is very difficult. The keyframe
animation and motion capture animation have the opposite
process. The keyframe animation production method that
creates something from nothing is the process of completing
the detail animation from the layout animation through the
blocking animation. While this is a method that completes
while adjusting clumsy motions and rough flow lines,
animation using motion capture is a process of correcting the
motion according to the scene from the completed motion and
discarding and shooting again if an inadequate motion is
captured. Therefore, it can be said that these two methods are
opposite from the beginning. Also, in many cases, the layout
animator and the character animator are separated from each
other among the CG animators, which might make it more
difficult to apply the limited animation. Limited animation
analyzed earlier, but character animation should be produced
at the same time considering a very close relationship with the
camera. Also, if considering the camera and character flow line
for each sequence rather than just one cut, it can be created a
good limited animation, so it may be difficult to produce a
limited animation for the current animators who should focus
on each cut in the production process. It can be made rules
about the relation between the character animation and the CG
camera for the limited animation as following.
First, as shown in the first image in Fig. 1, the character
moves faster as the camera approaches, and moves in slow
motion as the camera goes away, repeats the intension of the
motion. The camera adjusts the distance with the character and
follows the side or the back of the character and moves up to
the sky to maximize the space utilization of the character. The
second is to make a strong impression by cutting shortly after
the mid of the character's motion when the character's walking
like the second image in Fig.1. Normally, movement is
parabolic exercise and the timing of front and rear are similar
at the apex of the motion, but by drastically reducing timing of
the rear, makes the character move like the motion snapped,
and it can give a feeling of tension to the action, which might
be someehat slow, of the motion capture. Thirdly, as shown in
the third image of FIG. 1, to create a strong feeling by making
the character moving slow or stopped, and then adding the
quick movement of a knife or an effect in front of the
movement. Fourth, as shown in the fourth image of FIG. 1,
before expressing the intensity of the sequence operation,
terminating the end of the previous cut by slow motion and
developing the beginning of the next cut with high speed, and
it will make possible for the production to continue the tension
lower or higher.

Fig. 1. Koji, Yume ga Sameru made, Fate, Yozakura Quartet

Fig. 2. Strength change of character's movement due to
proximal movement of a camera following the character. (left:
camera, right: character)
III. Conclusion
Limited animation started for lowering the production cost,
but recently it is established the position as the representative
animation production method of Japan, and it is known as the
representative work style of Japanimation. It is not easy to
make limited animation production of CG animation because
the current CG animation production processes are adapted to
US productions such as Pixar and DreamWorks, and there is a
limit to the animators' abilities implementing limited
animations. Just as Hideaki Anno, who produced "Evangelion
(1995)", tried to apply the limited method to a live-action
version movie "Cutie Honey, 2004" as trying to apply
animation style to live-movies, if can control the tensions of
audiences by adjusting the strengths of motion according to the
motion capture data and the directing of the camera, in the
current situation that 2D animation using the motion capture, is
produced a lot, it seems that animation production
environment using motion capture will be further activated.
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Abstract

B. Scope of Study and Method

The Great Wave off Kanagawa is one of Thirty-six Views
of Mount Fuji that is created by Hokusai Katsushika at the
age of 70 as a painter of Ukiyo-e plank in Japan’s E-do Era.
He combines his unique “trichotomy composition” with
the Western perspective to form Mount Fuji- centered
centripetal composition of a picture. Besides, he employs
traditional Japanese line drawing, pattern and decorative
color, surprising composition and momentary various
poses to present turbulent and intense atmosphere. All
these enable the picture to cover the aesthetic
characteristic of Ukiyo-e as well as the author’s internal
spirit. But the animation Kubo and the Two Strings
employs 3D stop-motion animation and post-production to
show roaring waves while Miss Hokusai employs 2D
hand-drawn animation to show the spirit of billow. So the
paper is based on Kubo and the Two Strings and Miss
Hokusai to discuss the differences of the type of the
animation, the narrative mode and production methods, so
as to compare the aesthetic characteristic and the
expression and understanding of the Great Wave
off Kanagawa.
Keywords-component; the Great Wave off Kanagawa; Ukiyo-e;
Aesthetic Characteristic

I. Introduction
A. Research Background and Purpose
The Great Wave off Kanagawa is one of Thirty-six Views of
Mount Fuji that is created by Hokusai Katsushika at the age of
70 as a painter of Ukiyo-e plank in Japan’s E-do Era. The
roaring of surge intensively contrasts with the silence of the
distant Mount Fuji, which can express the struggle between
man and nature and manifest a kind of struggling and hope.
From both the art aesthetics and inner spirit, wave and
spoondrift are stressed with great importance in Japanese he
feng culture. The thesis analyzes the features of ukiyo-e and
Japanese culture in the animation through presenting the art
aesthetics Hokusai Katsushika in 2D and 3D forms and
comparing the interpretation discrepancy between west and
east cultures on Japanese culture.

The research mainly studies the scenes of sea waves in two
animations, and mainly adopts the following methods: 1. The
historical investigation on aesthetical features and inner spirit
in The Great Wave of Kanagawa; 2. The influence from
foreign culture on Hokusai Katsushika; 3. A case analysis on
the aesthetical features and inner spirit of Kanagawa; 4. The
impact from a comprehensive analysis of literature review and
case analysis on the definition of social culture.
II. Theoretical Review of The Great Wave off Kanagawa
The Great Wave off Kanagawa was created by Japanese
Katsushika Hokusai who is a celebrated Ukiyo-e woodblock
printing artist. People also refer to him as the “painting
maniac”. Combining scenography of Dutch landscape
woodblock painting with traditional landscape painting of
Ukiyo-e, Katsushika Hokusai presented a mythical dreamland
with novel composition and multiple colors to viewers. Based
on social life during the Edo period, Ukiyo-e is a kind of genre
painting which is honored as the “visual encyclopedia of the
Edo period”. In terms of art history in Japan, Ukiyo-e boldly
expressed people’s pursuit of hedonism and sensualism for the
first time and depicted subjects as female beauties, kabuki
actors, sumo wrestlers, scenes from history and folk tales,
travel scenes and landscapes, flora and fauna and erotica. In a
word, it is an art featured with unique folk characteristics. In
addition, good woodblock paintings do not only present
painters’ personal thoughts, but also reflect the social
environment. The Great Wave off Kanagawa was painted
between 1823 and 1829 and is a classic one of Thirty-six
Views of Mount Fuji.
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A. Precursors of The great wave off Kanagawa
Hokusai produced several precursors on the theme of his the
great wave; we show a sequence of them in figure 2, 3, 4.
“Figure 2 Spring view of Enoshima, from 1794–1798. Figure 3
Oshiokuri riding the waves, from 1806–08, when Hokusai is
known to have stayed in Kisarazu, Chiba. Here sailors wearing
the brown same usual in autumn are sculling standing, as
described by Isabella Bird, rather than crouching in
anticipation of the wave as in the great wave. Figure 4
Honmoku, off Kanagawa. Here we are at Honmoku point, in
Byobu-ga-ura, present-day Negishi Bay, Yokohama, not far
from the viewpoint of the great wave, but we are looking in
the opposite direction, across Tokyo Bay to Chiba, and Fuji is
behind us. (Julyan H.E. Cartwright, Hisami Nakamura, 2007,
p.125)”Just one sailor in blue same is visible. This image from
1812 seems very exaggerated, with the oshiokuri in full sail
heading straight for shore while the enormous wave is about to
hit her abeam and manifest the evolution of his idea over a
span of decades.

viewers. Mount Fuji in the background intensified the feeling
of depth. Circular compositions enhanced strictness of the
picture and completeness of waves. Thus, waves in the
painting look more dynamic. Therefore, the painting presented
a totally different visual perception. The perfect combination
of dynamic and static forces increased vitality of this painting.
Hence, it is safe to say that this painting is a vivid interpretation
and presentation of unbalanced beauty.

Fig.5 Composition
C. Color
Under the Wave off Kanagawa, are just as subtle in their
colouring: atmospheric pink and grey in the sky, deep Prussian
blue in the folds of the sea. Fishing skiffs are lost in the waves,
while the great wall of water, with its finger-like tendrils,
threatens to engulf both them and the tiny Mount Fuji in the
distance. That the Great Wave became the best known print in
the west was in large part due to Hokusai’s formative
experience of European art.
The entire painting was rendered with blue colors. Using
overseas Werling blue, Katsushika Hokusai injected an active
and impetuous vibe with blue waves and whitesea spray.
Warm-toned background advantage of strong comparison
between light and dark colors, Hokusai, based on typical and
conventional line drawing and decorating colors, drew sea
waves with simple lines. In addition, dark colors on the top
with contrast between light and shade domed the entire
painting. Blue water set off the impressive visual effect
accomplished by rolling white waves. It is not difficult to find
out that application of different shades of blue as well as color
transition made this painting extremely splendid.

Fig. 2 Spring view of Enoshima

Fig. 3 Oshiokuri riding the waves

Fig. 4 Honmoku, off Kanagawa
Fig.6 Color

B. Composition
The entire painting was composed with circle and triangle
patterns. Besides, Katsushika Hokusai developed his own
styles by drawing lessons from scenography which was often
used in western painting. Its triangular composition did not
only enhance its stability but also made waves more dynamic
and powerful imperceptibly. Overlapped triangular
compositions presented a front-back perspective space for its

D. Thought
In this picture, strong waves pat on fishing boats but brave
boatmen devote themselves to the thrilling and intense fight
against nature so as to survive from the sea. Mount Fuji in the
background intensified the turbulent and tense atmosphere.
Hokusai used the fight between people and the sea as a
symbolization of national integrity and spirits with which
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Japanese people can fight against difficulties and setback in
their lives.
F. Aesthetic characteristics
“Mono no aware” or “the pathos of things” refers to a kind
of aesthetic perception developed from objects’ sadness. In
addition, it was based on objects’ simple but profound
emotions.” Therefore, “mono no aware” is considered as a
kind of pure aesthetic sense that defines subjectivity and
self-disciplines of Japanese arts. It can be seen from
Katsushika Hokusai’s works that he captured natural beauty
via painting. Meanwhile, he achieved an artistic combination
of nature and himself by pouring his own feelings into the
natural environment.
“Beauty of profundity and quietness” brings a unique beauty
of grace and sentiment to Japanese literature and arts. Thus,
with it, Japanese aesthetics presents an aesthetic consciousness
that is mild, peaceful, implicit and innocent“chrysanthemum”
is a badge as a symbol of Japanese royal family and “The
Sword”is a symbol of Japanese samurai culture in <The River
Chrysanthemum and The Sword>. Benedict is the use of the
two reactions to things Japanese character “The Japanese are,
to the highest degree, both aggressive and unaggressive, both
militaristic and aesthetic, both insolent and polite, rigid and
adaptable, submissive and resentful of being pushed around,
loyal and treacherous, brave and timid, conservative and
hospitable to new ways. They are terribly concerned about
what other people will think of their behavior, and they are
also overcome by guilt when other people know nothing of
their misstep (Benedict, 1946. p.3) ” This is full of
contradictory character, the painting also reflected.
III. Case analysis method
Features of The Great Wave of Kanagawa can be obtained
through the literature review of it, refer to table 1.
TABLE I
Aesthetic characteristics of The Great Wave off Kanagawa
A piece of
work
The Great
Wave
off
Kanagawa

Composition
and Color
-Circular and
triangular
-Western
perspective
-Traditional
painting
techniques
- Decorative
- Gorgeous
-Chiaroscuro
-Depth varied

Aesthetic
characteristics and
Thought
- Mono no aware
- Beauty of profundity and
quietness
- Static and dynamic
combination of
contradictions
- Japan's national
character
- A spirit of heroism

Table 1 can be acquired by studying the aesthetical features
and inner spirit of The Great Wave of Kanagawa, and the

researching object is the application of The Great Wave of
Kanagawa in scenes of 3D animation Kubo and 3D animation
Miss HOKUSAI. The roles of aesthetical features, inner spirit
and narration in these two animations have been compared and
analyzed.
IV. Case Study
A. Aesthetic characteristics of The Great Wave off Kanagawa
in Kubo and the Two Strings
Kubo and the Two String, directed by Travis Knight, is the
latest 3D stop-motion animation produced by Laika
Entertainment. Taking Japanese culture as the story
background, it tells a story about how Kubo saved his families.
In the beginning of the film, the mother sat in a boat traveling
through the stormy sea with a baby in her hands. This scene is
also an adaptation from the Great Wave off Kanagawa painted
by noted Ukiyo-e artist Katsushika Hokusai. Travis Knight
intended to deliver a Japanese spirit to audiences that although
human beings are small in the world, they are fearless and
brave in fighting against nature. Based on his own keen
observation of nature, Katsushika Hokusai grasped the most
magnificent moment of roaring waves. However, this scene in
the film was produced with CG technology on the basis of a
picture of the stormy sea taken in the real world. This film paid
its respect to the Great Wave off Kanagawa in a form of a 2D
hand-painted picture. The author added his own understanding
to the picture by remaining the circular and triangular
composition but eliminating the mountain in the distance. It
can be seen from the picture that a small boat was drifting
along with sea waves but rounded waves were not as tense as
that in Hokusai’s painting. In addition, the film kept bright
colors of Ukiyo-e. The application of lights and shades as well
as color transition made the picture look resplendent and
ornamental.

Fig.7 The Great Wave off Kanagawa in Kubo and the Two
Strings
B. Aesthetic characteristics of The Great Wave off Kanagawa
in Miss Hokusai
Miss Hokusai is a film adapted from the novel of Hinako
Sugiura who is a researcher in the lifestyles and customs of
Japan’s Edo period. It tells stories about the most famous
Ukiyo-e artist Katsushika Hokusai and his daughter
Katsushika Ōi while reflecting social customs and relations
during the Edo period in Japan. In the film, boating on a river,
Ō-Ei described waves in his father’s painting to her half-sister
who was blind. Suddenly, waves started roaring and they were
like sitting in a boat in the Great Wave off Kanagawa. The
entire picture changed from the peaceful river to roaring sea
waves as the 2 dimensional woodblock printing was developed
into a 2D animation film .The picture of roaring surges was the
last scene of the film. Drawing lessons from the Great Wave
off Kanagawa, the film intensified the feeling of depth using
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circular and triangular compositions. The scene was rendered
with blue colors and strong waves were also in dark blue so as
to match with the color of sky.

Kanagawa, the film intensified the feeling of depth using
circular and triangular compositions although the same
composition, the same color, different characters story
background, the idea of conveying the picture is completely
different. This animation combined Japanese cultural
characteristics, folk customs as well as national spirits with its
plots by adding and enhancing epochal features and social
elements in it. Therefore, it did not only present cultural
differences moderately, but also gave the rein to its own
characteristics. Thus, this film made itself understood and
accepted by the world as audiences who were attracted by its
plots could accept cultural features of Japan gradually. In a
word, it combines cultural traits with distinct features of the
age.
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Fig.8 The Great Wave off Kanagawa in Miss Hokusai
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Aesthetic characteristics of The Great Wave off Kanagawa
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Animation
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image

image

Design characteristics

Kubo and

-Dauntless spirit

the Two

-Reappearance of

String

dynamic truth
-Beauty of profundity
and quietness
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combination of
contradiction
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V. Conclusion
On the basis of a series of features of Ukiyo-e presented in
Kubo and the Two Strings and Miss Hokusai, The Great Wave
off Kanagawa in Kubo and the Two Strings， The Great Wave
off Kanagawa in Kubo and the Two Strings， Travis Knight
intended to deliver a Japanese spirit to audiences that although
human beings are small in the world, they are fearless and
brave in fighting against nature. Although the true
reproduction of the Great Wave off Kanagawa, but the
different storylines, different performance techniques, the
artistic characteristics of the different, but the most
fundamental fearless spirit is exactly the same. The Great
Wave off Kanagawa in Miss Hokusai ， The entire picture
changed from the peaceful river to roaring sea waves as the 2
dimensional woodblock printing was developed into a 2D
animation film. Drawing lessons from the Great Wave off
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Abstract

B. Purpose of study

As a comparative study on the value of design concept
between service provider (Developer) and service receiver
(Customer) groups, the aims of this study is to present a
service model focused on Internet of Things (IoT) based
Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) on U-health
care and user environment. The finding from this study
shows that 7 out of 12 items reached a consensus of
viewpoint on value between service receiver and service
provider, which the attributes of the service model are
based on user environment. Whereas the other 5 items
showed the divergent viewpoint on value which included
the attributes of U-health care service model.
Keywords- obstructive sleep apnea; U-health care; service
design; concept value; satisfaction attributes; weighted scoring
model

I. Introduction
A. Background research
Thriving in today’s fast changing society, the role and
capability of designers are diversifying and the importance of
designers who are able to identify and solve problems with
new vision and perspective are emerging in various industries.
For this reason, the importance of service design which
requires experience and humanities thinking has now come to
a fore in the current technology-oriented industries.
Although various service design case studies have been
strived to implement a successful service model, yet most of
the studies has been a tendency towards relying on designers'
instinct when evaluating hypotheses. In fact, there is a lack of
objectivity in decision making for current service design
studies, as the service design hypotheses from the perspective
of service designers, group who engaged in development and
service receivers (customers) are mutually different in terms of
values. Therefore, there is a need for a scientifically and
objective evaluation methods and standards approach for the
design concepts by the service designers.

This study aims to develop a practical service design model
for the obstructive sleep apnea patient through the case study
of various IoT based U-health care and user environment based
service development. The main purpose of the research is to
provide a scientifically and objectively conceptual evaluation
method by conducting a conceptual value evaluation from the
groups of service provider and the service receiver.
II. Theoretical background
A. Characteristics of Obstructive Sleep Apnea and market
trends
Symptoms of obstructive sleep apnea can cause fatigue,
impair memory, and in severe cases it causes depression or
sudden death. In order to improve the quality of life through
healthy sleeping, the development of treatment devices
underline the importance of a multidisciplinary approach to the
treatment of snoring and sleep apneas. The vast majority
remain unaware, undiagnosed and untreated, despite knowing
the fact that this serious disorder can have significant
consequences.
Moreover, the number of sleep apnea patients suffering from
chronic aging of society is steadily increasing, and estimated
10 million of the Koreans adult population is habitually
snoring, and about 100,000 of them are estimated to be sleep
apnea patients. In the United States, the sleep management
market, which accurately analyzes and diagnoses sleep
conditions, is expected to grow steadily, as sleep related
illnesses reach a significant population (According to
American statistics, 30% of the population suffers from
insomnia and sleep apnea is about 1%.). [1]
B. KanoModel
Kano (1984) proposed a survey method to classify the
quality attribute elements of the model. The Kano model
questionnaire is constructed through a set of question pairs
includes a functional and a dysfunctional form questions.
(“Table. 1”) is a questionnaire survey on obstructive sleep
apnea with IoT based U-health care service. Based on the
(“Table 1”), the quality and satisfaction attributes are
evaluated with the table below. [2]
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satissfied they are with the prodducts and servvices. The quaality
charracteristics claassification as shown in the ttable below.[22]

TA
ABLE 1
KANO
O QUESTIONN
NAIRE DESIGN
N SAMPLE
Kano Question
Functional form
F
m of the questiion
IIf you were provided with a
s
self-diagnostic
service for sleepp
a
apnea
symptom
ms before your
h
hospital
visit, hoow do you feel??
D
Dysfunctional
form of the
q
question
I you were not provided with a
If
s
self-diagnostic
service for sleepp
a
apnea
symptom
ms before your
h
hospital
visit, hoow do you feel??

Answer






I like iit that way
It musst be that way
I am neutral
n
I can llive with it that way
I dislikke it that way







I like iit that way
It musst be that way
I am neutral
n
I can llive with it that way
I dislikke it that way

TABL
LE 3
CU
USTOMER SAT
TISFACTION COEFFICIENT
C
CALCULATIO
ON
A
O
M
I

Number of respondents with attractive quality
Number of respondents with One-Dim
mensional qualityy
Number of respondents with Must-Be quality
Number of respondents with Indifferennt quality

S Saatisfaction Coefficient
D
Dissatisfactio
on Coefficientt

1

TA
ABLE 2
KANO EVAL
LUATION TAB
BLE

Functional

Like it
Like it
Must-be
Neutral
Accept it
Dislike it

Q
R
R
R
R

Dysfunctioonal
Musst-be Neutral Accept
it
A
A
A
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
R
R
R

Dislike
it
Q
M
M
M
Q

A
A, Attractive; O
O, One-dimenssional; M, Muust-be; I, Indiffferent,
R
R, Reverse; Q, Questionable..
1.. Indifferent: Indifferent is a factor thhat does not cause
saatisfaction or complaint
c
evenn when the satiisfaction situaation is
m
met or not.
2.. Must-Be: meeans the basic expectation off a product thaat is at
leeast expected tto be of coursee. It is a qualitty factor that ccauses
unnsatisfactory ccomplaints w
while not satissfying becausee it is
reegarded as natuural.
3.. One-Dimenssional: Rise w
with satisfactioon of productt as it
inncreases satisfa
faction. It is a qquality factor tthat can enhannce the
baasic function of the servicee, such as the performance of the
prroduct or the taste of the food,
f
which thhe customer always
a
w
wants.
4.. Attractive: Itt is a quality ffactor that brinngs excitemennt as a
saatisfying factoor that far eexceeds the expectation oof the
cuustomer even iif it is expecteed.
5.. Reverse: It is a quality facctor that causees dissatisfacttion or
unnsatisfactory ssatisfaction evven though it iss satisfied.

Fig. 1 Customer Saatisfaction Coeffficient

D. P
Potential Custoomer Satisfacttion Improvem
ment(PCSI) Inddex
T
The PCSI indeex can grasp the present leevel of custom
mer
satissfaction and identifying how
w much a prooduct feature can
increase the degreee of customerr satisfaction w
when the custom
mer
satissfaction coeffiicient is fully fulfilled.
f
[2]
TABL
LE 4
PO
OTENTIAL CU
USTOMER SAT
TISFACTION IM
MPROVEMEN
NT
IND
DEX

P
S
D
L
Maxx
Minn

6.. Questionablee: It is an uncllear quality faactor whether or not
thhe attribute is expected
e
by thhe customer.

Satisfacction Position
Satisfacction Coefficieent
Dissatissfaction Coeffficient
Currentt Level of Satiisfaction
Largestt value among the questionnnaire scale of
present satisfaction leevel
Smallesst value amongg the questionnnaire scales off the
present satisfaction leevel

C
C. Kano analyssis result
By utilizingg customer saatisfaction coeefficient to annalyze
w
whether the cusstomer 's requuirements havee been satisfieed and
thhe unsatisfactoory coefficiennt when the reequirement haas not
beeen satisfied. This enablees the custom
mer to know
w how

E. W
Weighted Scoriing Model
T
The Weighted Scoring Model is a simpple, yet intuiitive
methhod that evaluuates the attribbutes of a targget and evaluatting
the potential succcess of the taarget as a scoore based on the
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w
weighted strategy goals and pprioritized listt of requiremeents or
crriteria. [3]

Division

TA
ABLE 5
WEIG
GHTED SCORIN
NG MODEL TE
EMPLATE

1
2
3

Con Connven Effect
Cost
Manage Susttain
ability
cept iencce
ment
idea 0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0..2
Weigghted Weightedd Weighted Weighted
W
Weigghted
Scoree
Score
S
Score
Scoree
Score

F
F. Concept Possition
Concept Poosition is a m
methodology for evaluatinng the
atttractiveness and feasibilitty of an objject or serviice. It
evvaluates the rreality of thee service, cusstomer satisfaaction,
exxecution cost,, sustainability
ty, and servicce impact from
m the
sttandpoint of stakeholders. It is also a methodology to
prrioritize the deegree of difficuulty and markket attractiveneess.[3]

T study focuused on the deepartment of otolaryngolog
This
o
y at
UH
Hospital, Ulsann. A double diaamond methodd was applied and
fieldd research w
was conducted through E
Ethnography and
in-ddepth interview
ws at the disccovery stage which led to the
eliciitation of the Issue and P
Pain Point on the sleep appnea
patieents. Based onn this, a servicce blueprint annd a user jourrney
mapp were conductted to determiine the charactteristics and tyypes
of slleep apnea paatients. User ppersona is direected to repressent
eachh types of patiients. Thereforre, first stage of service dessign
hypootheses was ccreated and K
Kano Model was
w conductedd to
anallyze customer satisfaction.
In addition, weighted scorinng model and concept posittion
weree conductedd through thhe service hypotheses for
stakkeholders andd service proovider group. A comparaative
anallysis was coonducted betw
ween the finndings of K
Kano
quesstionnaire andd SC (Weighhted Scoring Model, Conccept
Posiition) questionnnaires. As a ccomparative sttudy on the vaalue
of design
d
conceept between service proviider and servvice
receeiver, the speciific similarities and differencces were obtaiined
and a final propossal has been drrawn up.
IV. Researcch Content
A. SService Contexxt Research
B
Based on the fiindings from the
t previous study,
s
an in-deepth
interrview and aaffinity diagrram were coonducted at the
depaartment of Ottolaryngology, U Hospital and Sleep Clinic
withh a focus on innpatients. Servvice blueprintt and user jourrney
mapp are summarizzed as shown in (“Fig. 4”). During the sttage
of elicitation, classsification andd characteristics of the patieents
weree identified aand the mainn issues incluuded the lackk of
information, the problem
p
of coost, and the seelf diagnosis had
beinng analyzed.

Fiig. 2 Concept Position
P
Templaate

G
G. Double Diam
mond
Double Diaamond is a siimple visual map of the ddesign
prrocess which divided into four distinct phases – Discover,
D
Define, Develop and Deliverr. It is a methoodology for deeriving
crreative solutioons by divergennt and converggent stages. [44]

Fiig. 3 Double Diiamond Researcch Method

III. Research Method
d

Fig. 4 Service Blueeprint
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B. Service desiggn model speccification
Five serviice designeers derived
keywords
for
coonceptualizatioon based on thhe findings froom ethnographhy and
joourney map inn order to consstruct a hypothhesis for the ddesign.
K
Keywords deriived from thee six key issuues were coggnitive
syymptom,
iinformation
transmissioon,
accessiibility,
coonvenience, hyygiene, and suustainable custtomer manageement.
A
And each issuess were classified into 4 persppectives on thee basis
off potential paatients, cogniitive patients,, usability annd the
m
medical environnment. Next, H
HMWs (How Might
M
We) has been
seet up the for thhe solution findings.

desiign contents include self--check servicee on “Sympttom
cognnitive check service”, “S
Symptom coggnitive recordding
servvice”, “Professsional sleep cliinic informatioon service” whhich
is easily accessibble in nearby hospitals, “M
Medical treatm
ment
guidde text” and thhe list goes onn up to 12 desiign concepts hhave
beenn proposed. Inn addition, IooT-based U-heealth care servvice
desiign was divided
d
intoo service scenarios and
enviironment-baseed product-servvice scenarioss.
TABL
LE 6
SERVIC
CE DESIGN HY
YPOTHESIS M
MODEL
Nuumber
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Fiig. 5 Ideation annd HMWs speciification

Deesign Concept
Sympttom cognitive chheck service
Professsional sleep clinnic informationn service
Mediccal treatment guide text service
Continnuous Positive A
Airway pressuree (CPAP) Guidee
Inform
mation Pamphlett
Continnuous Positive A
Airway pressuree (CPAP) methoods
used m
manual
Custom
mizable personaal breathing mask
CPAP Storage Managgement Informaation Service
A bag of CPAP that m
maximizes portaability
CPAP Accessories Clleaning Guide S
Services
Sleeping data accessibbility services
Telem
medicine Servicee
Updatiing Product Info
formation Servicce

V. S
Service Design
n Model Anallysis
A. K
Kano Model Annalysis
Thhe questionnaaire was conduucted for 100 respondents,
r
w
with
34 m
male and 66 ffemale users, w
with the help of Sleep Appnea
Mem
mber Club for a month startiing from Octobber 17, 2017. T
The
quesstionnaire wass designed by dividing the 112 items propoosed
in thhe hypothesis into functionaal and dysfuncctional questioons,
and the customer satisfaction ccoefficient of eeach concept w
was
calculated and shoown in the PC
CSI Index..
A
As a result of eevaluating 12 items of custoomer satisfaction,
Sym
mptom Cognittive Check Service and M
Medical treatm
ment
guidde text serviice which aare attractive attributes w
with
extremely high satisfactionn improvem
ment coefficiient.
Conntinuous Possitive Airwayy pressure (CPAP) Guuide
Infoormation Pampphlet and Updaate product information servvice
for continuous m
management were groupeed as indifferrent
attriibutes and diffferent types off service attribuutes are sortedd up
as shhown in (“Tabble 7”).

Fiig. 6 Keywords deriving for deesign direction

TABL
LE 7
DESIGN CONCE
EPT SERVICE
E ATTRIBUTES
S BY SEVERA
AL
TYPES OF CUSTOMER
C

Fiig. 7 Service Deesign Hypothesiis Model Exampples

Based on HM
MWs contentts, 5 designerrs worked witthin 2
w
weeks with 122 designs as sshown in (“ Fig.7”)
F
below
w. The
seervice design scenarios haas been visuaalized amd service

Dessign Concept
1. Symptom cognittive check service
2.Prrofessional sleepp clinic informaation service
3.M
Medical treatmennt guide text serrvice
4.Coontinuous Posittive Airway pressure
(CP
PAP) Guide Infformation Pampphlet
5.Coontinuous Posittive Airway pressure
(CP
PAP) methods uused manual
6.Cuustomizable perrsonal breathingg mask
7.CP
PAP Storage M
Management Infoormation
Serrvice
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Attractive
Attractive
Attractive
Indifferent
O
One-dimensionnal
Attractive
Attractive
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8.A bag of CPAP
P that maximizees portability
9.CPAP Accessoories Cleaning G
Guide Services
10.Sleeping dataa accessibility seervices
11.Telemedicinee Service
12.Updating Prooduct Informatioon Service

Attractivee
Attractivee
Attractivee
Attractivee
Indifferennt

B. W
Weighted Scoriing Model Anaalysis
W
Weighted scoriing model evaaluation was conducted byy 15
stakkeholders who participated iin the project w
with 12 propoosed
conccepts. The cconcept obtaiined score oof 5 and abbove
(connsidered as hellpful) from thee evaluation reesult was regarrded
as a good conceptt and concept position
p
map eevaluation willl be
com
mbined with thee result respecctively.
Inn the questionnnaire, the weigghts score are equally set at 0.2,
and the score’s rrating points ddefined as 9 points- stronggest
alterrnative, 7 poinnts-quite helpful, 5 points-hhelpful, 3 pointsslighhtly possible contributionss, 1 point- dooubtful result.. In
addiition, the reseearch results dderived from the score moodel
studdy shows that tthe concept scoore of conceptt 4 is significanntly
loweer and the rem
maining 11 conncepts are valid.
TABL
LE 8
WEIGHTE
ED SCORING METHOD EVA
ALUATION

Fiig. 8 Kano moddel of service sattisfaction evaluation

C
Satisfa
faction Improvem
ment Index
Fiig. 9 Potential Customer

Combii
nation

0.2
Weigh
ted
Score

Suustai
naabilit
y
0.2
W
Weigh
ted
Sccore

5.0

5.7

4.9

5.7

55.8

5.4

5.0

5.1

5.6

7.3

66.5

5.9

5.5

6.0

6.3

4

4.7

44.7

3.2

2.7

3.5

3.8

5

5.9

55.4

4.9

4.7

5.1

5.2

6

6.3

66.1

3.9

4.2

4.5

5.0

7

5.9

55.4

4.9

4.3

4.2

5.0

8

6.1

55.3

4.0

3.7

3.4

4.5

9

6.7

66.2

5.3

5.5

5.2

5.8

10

7.1

66.9

5.7

5.7

5.7

6.2

11

7.2

66.7

5.0

5.1

4.7

5.8

12

5.8

55.2

4.7

4.4

4.8

5.0

Co
nce
pt
ide
a

Conve
nience

Efffect

Cost

Manag
ement

0.2
Weigh
ted
Score

0.22
W
Weigh
tedd
Sccore

0.2
Weigh
ted
Score

1

6.7

66.1

2

6.5

3

C. C
Concept Positiion Analysis
Thhe concept pposition evaluuation was cconducted on 12
conccepts, and the benefit weighhted score weere calculated and
the findings
f
are ass follows.
TABL
LE 9
CON
NCEPT POSITION EVALUA
ATION

Fiig. 10 Customerr Satisfaction off coefficient and Current Satisffaction
poosition
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Service item

Benefit score

1

11.33

Beenefit Weightedd
Score
9%

2

10.33

8%

3

11.33

9%

4

10.88

9%
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11

9%

6

8
8.4

7%

7

10

8%

8

9

7%

9

110.6

8%

10

111.4

10%

11

9
9.2

7%

12

110.3

8%

TABL
LE 10
KANO QUESTIONNAIRE
E, SC QUESTIONNAIRE
OMPARATIVE
E EVALUATIO
ON
CO
Kano
questionnaire
result

Quality
factor

SC
questionnairre
result

Quality facctor

1

1.Symptom
cognitive check
service

Attractive

Attractive

2

2.Medical
treatment guide
text service

Attractive

2.Medical
treatment
guide text
service
4.Sleeping daata
accessibility
services

3

3.Customizable
personal
breathing mask
4.Sleeping data
accessibility
services

Attractive

Attractive

5.CPAP Storagee
Management
Information
Service
6.Telemedicine
Service

Attractive

1.Symptom
cognitive
check servicee
8.CPAP
Accessories
Cleaning
Guide Servicces
7.Professionaal
sleep clinic
information
service
12.Continuouus
Positive
Airway
pressure
(CPAP) Guidde
Information
Pamphlet
10.Continuouus
Positive
Airway
pressure
(CPAP)
methods usedd
manual
5.CPAP
Storage
Managementt
Information
Service
11.Updating
Product
Information
Service
6.Telemediciin
e Service

Rank

5

4

5

6

VI. Results
As a result oof Kano moddel analyzing of the 12 conncepts
prresented in thee hypothesis oon the service rreceiver(custoomers)
annd the score model
m
and cooncept positionning on the service
prrovider, the "Symptom coggnitive check service", "M
Medical
treatment guidde text servicce", "Sleepingg data accesssibility
seervices", " Proofessional sleepp clinic inform
mation servicee", and
"U
Updating Prodduct Informatioon Service" thhese 5 items were on
thhe same percepption on the vaalue from the sservice receiver and
prrovider. Howeever, "Custom
mizable personnal breathing mask",
m
"C
CPAP Storaage Manageement Inforrmation Serrvice",
"T
Telemedicine Service", "CP
PAP Accessorries Cleaning Guide
Seervices", "A bag of CPA
AP that maxiimizes portabbility",
"C
Continuous Positive
P
Airw
way pressure (CPAP) Guide
Innformation Paamphlet", annd "Continuouus Positive Airway
A
prressure (CPAP
P) methods ussed manual" thhese 7items shhowed
diifferent resultss in both grouups. The resuult suggests thhat the
usser environmeent-based servvice model haas a different value
viiew between tthe service reeceiver and thhe service proovider,
w
while the U-heealthcare serviice model is uunanimous beetween
thhe two groups of the value vview.

Attractive

7

7.Professional
sleep clinic
information
service

Attractive

8

8.CPAP
Accessories
Cleaning Guide
Services

Attractive

9

9.A bag of
CPAP that
maximizes
portability
10.Continuous
Positive Airwayy
pressure (CPAP
P)
methods used
manual
11.Updating
Product
Information
Service
12.Continuous
Positive Airwayy
pressure (CPAP
P)
Guide
Information
Pamphlet

Attractive

Fiig. 11 Concept positioning
p
evalluation result

Thhe findings off the concept positioning reseearch shows thhat the
beenefit score annd the benefitt weighted scoore of the concept 6
arre significantlly lower, andd the remaininng 11 conceppts are
vaalid.

Attractive

10

11

12

One-dimensi
onal

Attractive

Attractive

Attractive

Indifferennt

One-dimennsio
nal

Attractive

Indifferennt

Attractive

Indifferent

3.Customizabbl
e personal
breathing maask

Attractive

Indifferent

9.A bag of
CPAP that
maximizes
portability

Attractive

VIII. Conclusion
n and discussiion
T
The study foccused on the the CPAP-uused patients by
appllying the servvice design m
method to obttain the valuee of
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design concept from the service provider and the receiver. As a
concrete research method, the result of comparative analysis
by utilizing Kano satisfaction and SC (Score model, Concept
Position) satisfaction based on double diamond method. In the
development phase, we thought that customers would
weighted more value on the services required in terms of user
environment. However, we found that the service based on
IoT- U-healthcare was weighted higher value. As the age of the
customers decreased, it became clear that they were shifting
from general aged to pro-sumer (professional- consumer)
customers.
However, the limitations of this study are that the results of
surveys are different depending on the development areas
participated in the survey. In particular, software developers
placed a high priority on the importance of IoT-based U-health
care service, and there is a tendency to favor on various
product service models. User-environment based service
contents has been conducted with the evaluation of customer
satisfaction and also analyzed as an attractive service.
Therefore, it is necessary to consider user-environment based
service contents as it is show in the upper concept list of
development.
Hence, a meaningful research is deemed necessary to study
diversity research and put efforts in relation to the opinions of
the service receiver and service provider’s point of parity and
point of differences, scientifically analyze, evaluate and
presented in new service design research analysis methods.
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Abstract
2.2 VR body perceptual enhancement device
Advances in VR technology are rapidly developing
according to the development of hardware. The
development of equipment that can maximize the visual
experience of the user comes to call the desire of experience
through contact, especially in the case of games, demand
for enhancing bodily sensation is increasing such as getting
gun shot or colliding with something. Therefore, as a
technology enabling interaction with characters appearing
in VR, we will try to apply motion capture to VR and to
analyze the manufacturing process, the advantages, and
disadvantages of this.
Virtual reality; real-time motion capture; interaction (key
words)

I. Introduction
Virtual reality is not defined by one software or hardware
but understood to a single lifestyle. Currently, there are still
many restrictions on expressions of realism to implement the
virtual reality. Nonetheless, the virtual reality is anticipated to
change the way of life such as people's play, education, and
workplace. HTC's Vive is the most recognized device
currently implementing VR. This device embodies virtual
reality with visual sense and a partial bodily sensation. In the
text, we investigated the current sensory devices and studied
and tried applying the implementation of real-time operation
inside the virtual reality, which can increase the physical
sensitivity.

2.2.1 VR sports sensory device
Only three HMDs (HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, and PS VR)
among the commercially available VR devices support the
device for bodily sensation in conjunction with HMD. The
interactive VR devices for bodily sensation effectively reduce
the occurrence of dizziness caused by the use of HMD using
the existing VR and further increase the immersive feeling.
Techniques for enhancing interactive bodily sensation have
been developing, and technologies for enhancing a sense of
physical sensation such as a simulation chair, a position
tracking device, and a body sensation suit by electrical
stimulation as shown in FIG. 1, have been developing.
The Nibiru air seat is made up of seats connected to the arms
of the machine. By transferring the data of positions from the
game to the seat and then synchronizing with the scenes inside
the game, a simulation in which the pilot controls the airplane
through the cockpit is created. The equipment called Virtuix
Omni VR treadmill is composed of concave floor and
equipment to fix the waist. The user wears the shoes with
Omni tracking pod attached and when walks or runs anywhere
on the floor, it records the movement of the foot of the tracking
sensor machine user on the shoes and synchronizes the screen.
Tesla Suit is made of smart fiber clothing and synchronizes
with the shock placed in the game through electric stimulation
by using radio waves to experience the virtual reality.

II. Main subject
Image1, Nibiru Air War Seats , Omni VR Treadmill, Tesla Suit
Body Feeling Clothes

2.1. The usage of VR
Despite technical challenges, since VR has been developing
technology and commercial content to exploit a new field in
the field of games, games are playing the most important role
in the field of virtual reality. The VR game enhances the most
realistic and immersive feeling to the game field that evolved
from MUD games using characters to 2D games and 3D games,
devices which stimulate not only visual but also other
sensations at the same time for maximizing realistic feeling,
are being studied continuously. In addition to games, VR is
beginning to change existing content while being increasingly
applied to markets such as medical, military, real estate, design,
industry, geography, and education.

2.2.2 The VR instance of motion capture
Nissan UEFA Champions League VR game is a VR game
project developed jointly by Nissan Wasd Studio and Nissan
VR Test Lab. Wasd Studio makes it possible to have an
experience that can feel like real using Xsens MVN Awinda
motion capture device. Gamers should play three soccer tests
in a virtual space, and they will use their body-based motion
information to play football in virtual space for the test. In the
project, capturing the performing actions is very important.
The purpose of this project is that as many people to enjoy this.
Easy installation, the sophistication of tracking, and quick
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calibration are helpful for experiencing this for each person.
However, this game still has defects in feedback. At the
moment of kicking a ball, the gamer should feel a collision
between the foot and the ball, but cannot feel it during the
game. If this game is combined with the product of Tesla, the
moment when kicking a soccer ball, the gamer will feel the
foot hitting the ball and experience a higher level of bodily
sensation.

Image3,Game experience scenes and game space settings
and game images
In the text, in the course of the game, instead of applying
motion capture zombies, progressed until its appearance of
zombies produced with motion capture. We also tested
real-time motion capture character operation in the Unity game
engine. OptiTrack's prime was used as a motion capture
device to apply a real-time game engine.

Image2, Nissan UEFA Champions League VR game
2.3 The analysis of Real-Time Motion Capture Technique
for Application of Game Engine
If the existing VR sensory device is a device for gamers,
when the action of the object in the game interacts with the
gamer or can affect the gamer, it will provide the gamer with
the experience of higher immersion and bodily sensation.

Image4, Real-Time Motive mocap into Unity

2.3.1 Different motion capture mode
-Optical motion capture device
The advantage of using optical motion capture is that it is
very well compatible with digital actors since it has been
applied for a long time. The disadvantage is that although the
space setting of the motion capture camera is necessary, since
there is limitation in the monitoring area of the camera, there
might be many obstacles in the capture space, and also there is
a high probability of occurring the data loss due to the acting
that the actor interacts with other performers.
-Gyroscopic motion capture device
Gyroscopic motion capture has fewer data to collect than the
optical system, and its real-time capture is easy, the range of
motion obtained by calculation is large, and its precision is
high so that recently it tends to be activating. The facility itself
has the advantage that it has high price competitiveness and it
is not significantly affected by the environment. The
disadvantage is that the motion parameters of the sensor
measured by the IMU cause severe interference of noise.
MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) machines also
make data errors of Zero - offset and drift phenomena.
2.3.2 Example of motion capture application for VR conte
nt using htc Vive
Tried to create a simple VR game with zombie characters
using Unity and experience the level of the bodily sensation by
virtual characters. To do this, we created a space, zombie
characters, and accessories for game production with Maya,
and brought it into the Unity game engine to construct a room
escaping game.

Image5, The application process of Real-Time motion
capture
The level of bodily sensation of the game test produced
through Vive came out high, and it is planned that research on
gamer's flow line development and on what zombie characters
will be used for real-time motion capture to increase the
immersive degree.
Two problems occurred in implementing the real-time
operation on a game engine using motion capture. First, there
is a delay in operation. The optical motion capture system
captures a target using a plurality of cameras and estimates the
value of the target position. The precise cause and solution of
the delay time, which is not noticeable but varies depending on
the operation, will be studied in the future. Second, when the
motion capture character gestures using an object in real time,
the motion of an object not being constrained is displayed not
matched in the position and the rotation value with the
character. In other words, the character throws things to the
gamer, the disagreement of the position value of the object to
which the marker adheres appears severely. Further research
about this issue also will be carried out.
III. Conclusion
Synchronizing two devices is very important to induce
real-time bodily sensation by using a motion capture device for
enhancing the level of bodily sensation. The application of the
game engine using the existing motion capture device was to
produce the game data and not to apply for the real time game
engine. However, as the number of virtual reality contents has
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been increasing recently, the demand for real time game
application has also been increasing. Among the additional
research subjects, the experiment of gestures by real-time
motion capture characters using objects is currently being left
as a problem to be solved even for the Unity game engine
production company, and yet it seems possible in future
versions. The action delay of real-time motion capture is
expected to be considered the application of additional
cameras, hardware upgrade, or application of gyro-type
motion capture system. However, since the most important
thing is the bodily sensation of the game, it is most important to
upgrade the setting of game, scenario, and placement of
situations accompanying the flow line of the game, to enhance
the level of bodily sensation using the motion capture device. I
would like to analyze the level of bodily sensation which
interacts through the production experience in the future.
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